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'Y>cA///to/y6'J, ,
Per Inca. vy / <£ c. ...__ IXth-. January^ SWA..VP 974,

.Sir,

Since writing 'bo you per Victoria we have received your des
patches 238 and 259, as well as letters of the 50th November and 

8th December, (2) all of which arrived on the 5th inst. I take the. 

opportunity of answering as far as I can by this steamer, which 

will anticipate* the next mail by a few days.
2, 258-2. I thought that a supply of fresh water, perhaps 

limited,was always obtained from the topgallant forecastle of the 

Great Britain. At any rate,with a new boiler,you are alive to the

necessity of keeping it free from salt,and you would be justified 

in going to some expense to ensure always having a supply of fresh. 

Par. 5. No doubt the Sabino would be useful at Darwin,but
It is a thou-

3,
had better count the cost of caulking her first, 

sand pities that she* was not properly repaired so as to serve as 

a hulk when she was bought.

you

intimation that certain orders for the sail-
too late., as we had

4. Par. 6. Your
1ing ship might be curtailed or cut out came

already, arranged to ship all but the powder by the Inca.
glad to find their purchase of the Plym

the final breakdown of the Sissie.
Atherton and

5. The Board will be

justified by your report on
most satisfactory to read your remarks onIt is also

it shows that you are fully alive to the 

launch will have,and that Atherton
machinery generally, as 

need for nursing that the new

be trusted to' see to it. 

6. Your report on the 

that two years1 economy

may
Weddell account is good,as it shows

together with the rise' in wool have re
told Mrs.Williams that she can cer-I have

£500 this year,and probably £550
duced it about £1100.

tainly draw

V/. A. Harding., Esq• >

Manager,

Stanley.
[
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of the P.S.N. boats are regularly cab-7. Par.9. The sailings
led from Sandy Point, and we ought to be able to get messages as 

■well; as they can. Apart from the question of expense, the saving

sometimes mean that we can get a reply to you 

fortnight,and the question should not be dropped.
at whose instance

i
of four days may

earlier by a
8. Par.11. On reporting to M.Bergl & Co • 9

result of your ggpi correspondence with 

that Mr. Bergl himself had gone out
the enquiry was made,the 

the farmers,they, informed us 

by the Victoria, and would try to make arrangements at Stanley. 

Should the negotiations come to anything,the Directors would re-
credit; on a London 

approved by Mr. Bergl4-s 

to become his property there

delivery of the sheep,or aquire cash down on 

Bank, the
expert; bo be absolute, and the sheep 

and then,avoiding any

acceptance of the sheep passed as

to their qual-possibility. of a. quibble as

ity or condition later on.

9. Par. IS. Y/ith regard to the
spent in Montevideo,but after all we are only

vessel in Stan

s' or Luna, naturally we grumble

at the large sum
do when they, have had a

enter into their feelings.
feeling just as shipowners 

ley,and it enables us
Par.15. The transfer of the

better to
Port Pleasant freehold shall

that it had been execut- 

Packe had it, and omitted

10.
under the impressionhave attention; I was

,and wonder whether Captained year's ago 

to register it.
of the Buildigs is most satisfact-

/'
last Balance 

make it,and we 

for a year or two.

stock of steam coal
be due to

delivering tp 

that Me. Lauchlen 

of the’ Admiralty con- 

Par.17.

in bags by this steam-

The valuation11. Par. 14.
the writing down here our 

of what you
it shows that with

value £14000 in excess
ory, as 

sheet gave the
slack down the depreciation 

unfortunate that the
shall be able to

Par.16. It is12.
estimated; this mayout less than wasis likely to turn

we l-l* up tohis deputy not being
right in saying

Captain Thomas or 

men of war I think that I am
had a surplus. Your termination

to go into
invariably

the question he!re.
makes it unnecessary

wired the P.S.N. Co. to ship 50 tons
tract

I at once
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er,but it, was boo late; tbe delay,liowever,will not be serious,as 

they have agreed to send them by the Orissa at a freight equival

ent to that per J.nca.' As the coal will- be for our own use, I have 

asked them for North Wale's steam, so that we may have an oppprtun- 

ity of trying it. It will cost much less in Liverpool than Car

diff.

13. Par. 1-8. vour request on the subject of Turner will- be 

submitted to the Board.

19. Par.20. J.B.Walmsley. & Co.will accept the Captain's draft 

for the Lurlei's disbursements.

20. Par. 22. What you say about the absence of desire on the

i

part of the Colony generally for a fortnightly mail- is only what 

I expected; it is unfortunate that both the Governor and the Colo

nial Secretary have their wives at home, and are both keen, natur-

If if were not a Crownally,to get letters as often as they can.

Colony this would not be* allowed to weigh against the interests 

of the community,who pay already, a huge sum per head for the in

mail service.
259 21. P We will let Mr.Patullo know that one of Bonnerfsar. 3

rams was a rig.
Par. 4. When. G. Thompson was dismissed did he leave the

condoned it is doubtful.
22.

service for a time? If his offence was 

if we can make any difference in his pension, although I know very 

well that of all men who have served us the full time he deserves

it the least.

25. Par.5. It looks as 

have to be increased. If so,I Hope that you will have got the Cap

tain to confirm it to his owners.

24. W. Lowden & Co.have

if the credit for the Willscott will

accepted the draft for the Thirlmere's

repairs.
account of Petaluga for2 5. No advice of a remittance on

Mrs. C. M. Dean has reached us,and Messrs.Carpenter have enquired
to the contrary you had bet-about it. Unless you see any reason

ter send us a standing order.
26 With reference to your memorandum about Benney s Cow

have made that both this and the 

wet and dirty that all marks were oblit-
halT,it seems from enquiries we

other three bags were so
the whole went into one lot. The Brokers seem to haveerated,and
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given him the wrong bag, and you had better adjust the matter as 

fairly as $ou can. If specifications of these little shipments 

were sent it would save trouble, there do not appear to have been 

any shipping weights forwarded. You will find out no doubt if 

Benney’s weight was gross or net.

27. The Plym is to be shipped the last thing before- sailing.

We have authorised Messrs. Lowden. to give gratuities to the Capt

ain and Engineer of the Inca to ensure attention on the voyage, 

and the amount to each will- be stated from Liverpool-. The signal 

mast and funnel will be undhipped before she is lifted on board. 

We paid a small sadvage claim made on her in Plymouth,but have 

already recovered the amount from the (JnderT,vriters.

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

k__

Managing Director.

*
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Enclosures per " INCA" via Liverpool

Wool Reports (Annual)

Suppliers1 invoices goods per "Inca” 

List oF Dutiable Goods per "Inca"

General Invoice

List oF General Cargo per "Inca 

SpeciFication oF Boiler returned 

CertiFicate oF RegistryS. L. "Plyjn" 

Plan oF "PlyV's" propeller 

Letter For Robert Blake,Esq.

Letter For W.A. Harding,Esq.

Letter For A. L. Allan, Esq.

Remarks on Stores.

!

London 11th January, 1904-

—
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ffjr Orissa. c/7 /
^yo/u/on';£.C..____20th January, /9Ch.VP 976.

Sir,
My last, despatch went per Inca,which sailed from Liverpool 

the 13th inst. with the Plym on board.

2. I am now able to reply on certain subjects which I had 

not when last writing put before' the Board. Despatch 238-8. It is

!

on

considered that,in view of the improved state of the Weddell ac- 

expendlture' in the Islands may. be raised to £1200 per

be allowe'd to draw £500. or £550 

think that the' additional

count, the 

annum, and that Mrs .Williams may

here. We shall be glad to know if you

£100 for local expenditure can
In the event of any business being arranged with

be made to cover everything.

5. Par.11
will have to be' observed. 1Bergl & Co.great caution 

4. Par. 14. In my last despatch I made a slip about the valu- f!
ation of the' buildings,which reversed what I had intended to say.

£4000 higher thanI meant, of course,that your valuation was some
stood in the last Balance Sheet.the amount at which they

Par. 15. The instructions 

the Bangatira's rams were to be

Waiwera's carried

6. Par. 18. The Directors think

for Turner in authorizing you

already sent that the cost, of 

charged to 1905 and that of the
5. 1

!
forward is approved by the Board.

that they will be doing enough j
home of

ii

either to pay the passages
insufficient, to give' hiin

r

think thishimself and family,or,if you
lump sum of £100.as a gratuity a

the' amount of G. Thomson's pen-

details of his dismissals If 

it hardly, seems that we 

distinction,though I know that

7. 239—Before deciding on

Board would like to know thesion,the
|jcondoned,whatever the offence was, 

should be justified in making any
it* was

■

(

W. A. Harding, Esq., *

Manager,
■ i/I

Stanley. m
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lie was generally a 'turbulent, character, ancl "the way he gob "through 

his 50 odd years’ service speaks a good deal for "the leniency of 

•the' service,

8. I enclose copy of a letter from Lloyd’s and my re'ply on 

the subject of some anchors which the Board of Trade seem to have 

reported as having been raised on salvage, and bought by us. I have 

examined the copy of your cash book without success in finding 

any record of this transaction,and am inclined to regard it as a 

mare’s nest.

9. The; Royal Insurance Co. have asked us to remind you of the

plan of our insured property which you promised to send when you

were here. For the purpose of insuring the Engineer’s shop and

machinery we must have full details,and a plan showing how the oil
a statement of

engine is connected with the lathe,also..what precautions are taken 

against fire. It will be desirable to say that only sufficient 

oil is kept in the building for immediate consumption.

10. I have spent nearly a whole day in looking up the matter

of the exchange of Port Pleasant for section 29, with, I am sorry

I find,however,that I wrote as follows into say,little result.

my despatch from .Stanley no. 481-15 of 12th June, 1389,referring to

the block on Stanley Harbour no. 52,which we1 have since exchanged
Lot 52

with Mr. Packer - ”,Capt. Packe might sell us, or give in exchange for 

”a freehold on no.29,which he still owes us”, 

to think that we made over to him the house and freehold at Port

I am now inclined

Pleasant without getting a house in return, and if I gave, him a 

conveyance of the freehold it has evidently never been registered; 

moreover I have found among our title deeds the original Crown 

Grant no. 142 mentioned by the’ Governor. I have still a strong im

pression that Captain Packe could not give us the house on 29 in 

e'xchange because he wanted it as being on his side of the stream 

boundary,but I must be excused for being hasy about the details

I have

I

or
of a transaction that took place 50 or more years ago. 

written to Mr. Mansel to ask if he can throw any light on the mat

ter, But If my investigations have been so far fruitless,they re

veal a singular error on the part <?f the Government, about which

there* can be no doubt. You know probably that we bought the whole 

freehold of section 29, and paid the Government for 6000. acres.
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This section was formerly held by Captain Musters,who bought on 

it the compulsory freehold of i6Q acres at 8/. an acre, and after

wards transferred the lease and the freehold to Captain Packe, who 

in his turn exchangdd the lease with us for that of section 17.

But as Musters had paid for 160 acres,the C-oveirnment really only, 

had 5840 acres to sell-, and therefore in selling us the whole block 

of 6000 acres they took our money for 160 which belonged to Capt. 

Packe,and in fact sold that number of acres twice over! There can 

doubt about this,because in buying the freeholds of sectionsbe no
previously held on lease-,the Government have in all case’s -volun

tarily deducted the acreage' of the: compulsory freeholds owned on- 

each of them. You will- see therefore, if you have' followed me so 

that the Government ought to return to Mr. Packe the purchase 

of his land which they have sold as their own,with which

for the freehold on Island^ Har- 

concerned it cannot matter; we' have the

far,

money

cash he will be able to pay us

bour. As far as we are 

Crown Grant for the whole 6000 acres on sec.29,and look to the

Government to hold our title' good,and for this reason it is a mat

ter of indifference to us whether we convey to Mr. Packe or not 

the 160 acres on Island Harbour on which his house stands. In this
must defer sending out the convey-curious position of affairs we 

ance pending your reply.

11. Instructions about the management of 'the Hornsby-Ackroyd 

engine are enclosed; I wonder that the makers did not send it De-

fore.
I am, .Sir,

your obedient servant,'

Managing Director.
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Enclosures via Liverpool

Duplicates

1 so) LqxDespatch Eo. 973.

Ledger & Journal Entries 

Remarks on Accounts
toll J • •. - *. X j.i -

Remarks on Stores

Replies to Remarks on Stores :• j

List of CBJrgo per "Victoria"
n v op'J.sC I S'i* n to j-W/

General Invoice goods per "Victoria"

List of Dutiable Goods per "Victor!#"'-•/: V 1 .vrie"

List of Parcels
-U«Id-'3J tO"xionl" of o‘Cl

List of Enclosures

Clients r A/sales; - oeto v. io 'to */' !•

25 Salted Hides ex "Oravia"
r- : '?•

Z
o sIJ'J.-E o -'Jr.-

15 casks TallowRBC 9 9

4COW 9 99 99 9

;
17 bales WoolCOT 9 9

54AP 9 99 99 9

Sheep Skins53( 2 9 99 9

2FB 9 99 99 9

Sc ccw 1-Report Sc 
contract

9 99 99 9
: r • ■o-. 1

4RBC 9 99 99 9

1AP 9 99 99 9

ex VPanama"4Z 9 99 9

1APSc contract 9 99 99 9

A "Orellana"& 32 Sheep Skins 

Copy of Dalgety’s invoice for Rams per "Waiwera" 

Invoices for Rams per"Waiwera"

ex

Clientsf
112 .4.7Vere Packe

39 . 2 . 6J. J. Felton
18 . 4Packe Brothers & Co.555 ,

71 . 12 .H. Waldron 

Bertrand & Felton 

B/L General Cargo per "Victoria"

71. 6 . 6

i
!

<
i
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Duplicates Originals per "Inca" 12th Jany,04

*v •; ’ . :*cTl.O i -L

c» 'J ~ V*

Despatch No. 974 dated 11th January.
r: O . / •

Remarks on St,ores ■r-

‘\sj - -*.* 0 ••• 30 V . T&l J4 r o-vo . • •
List, of General Cargo per. Inca"■ ■ toi *" •: ■: ; i a j o 0ri c Lb m t ■ D
General Invoice" of goods:: per "Inca" .1- . :

bI orutfl G. dai-J
List of Dutiable Goods per "Inca"

r J.C Ctrl-:• :e ':sr.: *X

5 3 •• • ; BlBList of Enclosures

^iG"i * • Z’ : r\_; c.

Four Bills of Lading.
:> cl ■ ■< ,w*.C / 1 *'

* •

.

■>

•wl *1«r *5'
r T101 . •i i* c » i

> - -1 ■>London 20th January,1S04.

L* *
«i . c*■c i , - t ?

n
;• ^ '■Lr •. i t *

cL.tr rOMM reeds £<. . r •

f» ■ : 5 •" -- I BOBH ■. i van;"‘ j! 1

1

. C' • I '> *■ . o •

>
.1 J

r .-r*'y• ' «.
p * •'

:

r) . a l

•} t. ■ s t -vM':

l

. L .. fl
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Enclosures via Liverpool

Originals

Wool - Reports
Copies of Fire Policies (5) with the Royal Insurance Co.

Copy of Cablegram received on the 3rd. instant 

Copy of Cablegram sent on the 15th instant 

Printed instructions for working the Oil Engine 

Copy of letter received from Lloyd’s of the 13th & our reply 

of the 19th instant
Army & Navy Co-operative Society’s notice for 3. Stickney

London 20th -January, 1904.

!-
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Lish of* Enclosures via Lisbon

Originals

Ledger & Journal Entries t
Remarks on Accounts

Remarks on Shores

Replies ho Remarks on Shores

General Invoice of goods per "Orissa11

Lish of Duhiable goods per "Orissa" 

Lish of General Cargo per "Orissa"
iClients reporhs & contracts

25 bales Sheepskins ex "Victoria"S

(jparh)II M IIJ F F 4
ftMifF F'B 2
itif ifJ F 4

( Duplicahe only)miiH4

reporhs & conhrachs Company*s Skins ex
"Victoria"

Press Copies Brokers’
invoice' goods per "Orissa"
i 1 lushrahions of Bedsteads invoiced per ‘this mail

Eills1 
Peyhons i

Lehhers For hhe foilwing:-

I!W. A. Harding,Esq,

A.L. Allan, Esq,

J. J, Felhon, Esq,
Pacific Sheam Navigahion Cofs invoice for coals per "Orissa"

B/L coals per "Orissa"
Credih nohe for C. C.Y/esell for sea-damaged Wool per "Oravia" 

Brihish—American Tobbaco Co’s invoice for Cigareuhes per Orissa

i!

.1

London 25rd January, *190.4
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(ii'lli- Jialkhutit 3^1 entire (jlunqutnt).
------- (INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851 .Jo---------------

Registered 1902.

c SJimtiefr.
' ^tacec/bfitc/s S^lee/7,6'J.

Per Oropesa.
Sr. /■z*4£&9’L€fr0$bi-£. C.----- 1-7-tli February,y? /W 4,976,

Sir,

I have to acknowledge receipt of your despatches nos#229 and 

240, which arrived on the 1st and 15th inst, respectively, and of4 
your letter of the 6th of January accompanying 'the first of the
despatches.

2, 229-2, Every care will be taken to make all future agree
ments perfectly clear; but it is one thing to explain to you how

certain arrangements came about in the first instance, and another
to go into such details with newly engaged men,and we shall cer

tainly not do it. Your remark that if there were' no passages a

ii higher salary would be wanted certainly does not apply to the.
notr- case of Moir,who had and apparently did not expect a return one,

IsMk , OA and yet did not ask for more pay on that ground, I believe that 

in providing return passages in certain cases we stand almost 
alone, and that no such thing would be thought of In sending men 

to Australia or New Zealand. Regarding what you call our "argument", 

which was a statement of fact, you do not yet seem quite to under
stand it, and I will try to make it clearer. Take the cases of 

three of our old servants,Fell,Robson,and T. Sharp. They all had 

the usual return passage's in their agreements,all served their 

full time,all ha,d large families; but all of them after their 

terms expired took other service,and did not come on us for pas

sages. If this new idea,which has arisen since I left the Colony, 
had preVall-ed during their service with the Company,they might 
have claimed passages for their wives and families while they were 

still with us,that Is to say for not less than 20 people, and y.et 
regained themselves permanently in the Col Any. I cannot too forc

ibly point out to you that our agreements are with the men and not

I

i

W. A. Harding,Esq * >

Manager,

Stanley.
L
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with their families,and that passages for the latter are only

due when the men themselves elect to clear out bag and baggage

for home on leaving the service, You will see from this that y)ur 

cremark that one the passage for wife and family has been paid for,, 
/ 1 ^ is beside the mark,

our liability cases altogether,and that in Atherton-s case,which

you cite,should he elect when he leaves us to go to Sandy Point 

or elsewhere in South America,we should have been put to the ex

pense of a holiday trip for his wife for which we were not liable'. 

The subject having been explained,we do not Wish to hear any more 

GCKxfcH about it,

3, Par,4. The Sissie would as you say be too heavy for a 

long-boat,but she ought to make a useful little' lfehter for a few 

tons of cargo and save the use of a larger one. With regard to 

fitting her up as a water boat you had better not go to any ex

pense; experience proves that we have from time to time thrown a 

good deal of money away in this way that has never been repaid, 

since the watering business is a very uncertain one. We had spe

cial tanks made for the forehold of the Wasp,and supplied a steam 

delivery pump for her engine room together with a good deal of 

expensive hose,which was very little used. ‘The best plan ■would, be 

to have tanks which can be put in and out without much trouble,

!

1
and if those belonging to the Wasp still exist they might be ut-

might be put into the en-lized,and if the pump is still good it 

gine' room, and be of service. When we remember tha.t in addition to 

the fittings already mentioned we had a costly water ooat which 

lost in Port William,it cannot be denied that the supply of 

to ships has resulted from first to last in considerable
was

iwater
i

loss.
4. Par. 6, Is It really necessary in harbour work to have’ a 

of six men in the Samson?
Par. 7. The P. S. N. Co. have not mentioned the subject of the

stay of their steamers in Stanley.
Par.8, It seems that the Ordinance of 1888 applies solely 

to local Companies, and so a mistake was made In registering the 

Articles of Association of Holmested & Blake, 

no jurisdiction over Companies registered in Londpn,and the sole 

for registering the deeds was that they related to land, I

'
crew

5.

6.

The Government have

/

reason

■
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think that the Solicitor made a mistake in sending out the Arti

cles at all,and now,the question whether you will have to pay for 

the enforced registration,which the Government had no right to 

demand, is one that you will have to settle,

7. Par, 10, What you say about the Fortuna calls for a few 

brief remarks, A more experienced foreman carpenter could have 

told you beforehand, in all probability, that the sdms would require: 

a thorough clean out,and then sufficient oalrnm might have been 

sent from here with the metal, and there would have been, no need 

to deplete your stock. No doubt Rowlands was quite right in hav

ing the metal 9 inches higher,but why did he not say so in time, 

so that an extra quantity could have been sent? Me have had to 

pay dearly in Montevideo for both oakum and metal. We must not 

complain about the knees, since they have made her so much stif- 

fer,but it was a pity that it was impossible to shape them in 

Stanley. Regarding the channels, could they not have been renewed 

from time to time before she went to Montevideo? I cannot think 

that there is ever enough roll in Stanley Harbour to endanger masts, 

even when the rigging is slacked up. Me have had a lesson^ but 

the schooner is now in working order and should remain so for 

some years,and there is no use in crying over spilt milk or say-

ing any more' about it.

•The Board have heal'd with much regret of the death<3. Par.’ll,

of Sedgwick,■whose services at the Samoa are well remembered. It 

is a pity that people in his position are so improvident,but it is

the way with our countrymen,

S. Par. 12. One of our Directors has enquired of an officer 

London Scottish about the management of their Canteeh, andin the
has been told that before the new Act came' in force it was treated 

which members of the Corps only, were allowed to make
Volunteers in other

as a Ciub,In
purchases and to entertain their friends.

debarred from any privilege,and the general publicCorps were
Under the new Act it has beennot allowed to make purchases, 

registered as a Club,and certain expenses have had to be Incurred 

in doing this. If the Stanley Canteen were carried on on this sys-

were

tem little objection could be taken to it, as the Stanley Volun

teers would hardly treat all and sundry of their friends at their
■
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own expense. As regards the Ship HoteX,we must leave’ it to you to> 

act as you think best.

10. Par. 15. The Board have discussed the matter or Mr. Packe's

account,and,on principle,do not like the idea or any mortgage be

ing given that takes precedence or our debt. No doubt the ‘Trust

ees are right in protecting themselves by asking ror it, but we,who 

have seen a debit balance or something like £8000 standing against 

the account, with no security but Mr. Packe's word that there is no

prior claim,have earned a right to be considered, and you might ask 

him to suggest to them that, as the amount was unsecured in his 

rather's lire time and he can prove that his position is inTinite-

ly better than it has been ror some years,they might waive their 

demand, since the interests or the widow would be prejudiced by

having to invest at a lower rate, or course1 they may say. that ihis

is not business,and as a matter or ract it is not; but their re

medy in the event or the mortgage not being rorthcomirg is to call 

in the debt, and in that case the Company will be pleased to pay 

it on his account, Mr. Packe acknowledges that the Board have al

ways dealt considerately with him,and they wish to continue to> do 

so, and to avoid taking any step that he might not like. So you 

had better discuss the subject with him in a Pri.endly way,and see 

ir it is possible to make some arrangement that would please hijn, 

and at the same time not prejudice our interests.

11. Par. 14 and 240-4. The' accident to the Rosa Baker is very 

serious, and the Board wish to know how it was that she was moored 

so insecurely as to drag ashore even in a gale or wind. In the 

llavy, as you know, a Ca.ptain is tried ror any accident that happens 

to his ship, and in this case our Marine Superintendent, who is res

ponsible ror the sarety or our hulks and lighters, is bound to 

prove to you that the mishap arose through no rault or his. I 

think that it may be laid down as a ri&le that lighters,which have 

masts or top hamper, ought not to drag in the harbour, whatever 

may be the strength or the wind, and that there must have' been 

some' negligence to account ror it. I cannot remember any accident 

or the' kind in my time,but I was rortunate in having a thoroughly 

trustworthy man in Mc.Lauchleh who looked arter things properly. 

This raises the question or the sarety or our moorings generally,

I

i
no
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and we hope that they receive regular and proper attention. It 

would be a shocking disaster, Tor instance, If the .Samson or the 

Plym dragged ashore and got holed, and every precaution, at what

ever expense, should be taken to prevent such an occurrence. We do 

not know what the Rosa Baker draws,but it seems strange that it is 

impossible even at low tide to find out what is the matter. You 

do not say what water she makes,but it occurs to me to ask if

this is not a case in which you might avail yourself of the Sam

son’s steam pumps,.assuming that there is water enough to allow 

her to come alongside or near in moderate weather. Is it impossi

ble to stop the leak temporarily from inside? If you get her off,

and the' leak is near the keel, can you put her on blocks sufficient

ly high to get it repaired? If not, could you by temporarily put-

It is difficult to giveting masts into her get her hove down? 

advice without a full knowledge of the circumstances,but with a

lighter ashore on a flat beach the idea arises that there must be 

a dearth of nautical or inventive talent in the place if nothing, 

can be done to repair the mischief. With regard to Captain Thomas, 

the' Board have reason to fear that his engagement has not been 

the success that was anticipated, and as they know nothing of the 

terms of his contract,which was made by you with him, they would 

like to know what prpvision was made for dispensing with his ser

vices, should it be necessary to do so.

12. Par.15. The extra supplies to the Thirlmere ought to 

have been drawn for,instead of sending the account tO' be collect

ed here. Your remarks on the other vessels are noted.

13. Par. 16. I am sorry that there is a difficulty in under-

:

standing the oil engine,but perhaps the further instructions sent

The notion of a ’’cooling" tank that requiresout will explain it. I
heating seems to a novice a contradiction in terms,and the' letter

If not,Atherton will getenclosed from the makers may explain It. 

all he wants from a book on oil engines supplied by. one of Mr. 

3arringer’s engineers; there was not time to get a copy from the 

publishers - at this moment I have' just heard that Wilson the 

bookseller had a copy, and it is sent by parcel post. All oil en

gines are worked I am told on the same principle', and could not 

Atherton have solved his difficulties by going out to North Arm?



Mr * Barr inger says that, these engines when once set up are usually 

set going by labourers,and require little or no attention while 

running, I suppose tht Atherton will not ask you Tor a driver?

14, Par, 19, Your remark about the Dwarf reminds me to say 

that Mortpn did not send the usual cable about her leaving; had 

he done so I could have cabled.

15, Par, 21, I observe that I was in error in saying that you 

had not reported the quantity of wa/ter the Rosa Baker was making, 

but your further remark that her own pumps and an extra one made 

very little impression does not put the suggestion about the' Sam

son^ pumps out of court.

16. Mr. Morton expresses himself as satisfied with the. com

mission allowed him on the Fortuna's account.

17. By the Oropesa there’ were three casks of sealskins ship

ped without particulars of the contents being given. Independent

ly of the question of insurance,which must be left open,these 

cannot be entered without opening them,and the Brokers prefer to

leave them until shortly before the sables, which take place at long

intervals.

18, Mr. Rowell says that he has at Stanley in charge of Mrs, 

Natt,who is leaving, a two-day Chronometer,which he would like -to 

exchange for the eight-day one that came out of the Great Britain. 

I told him that this was a detail that must be left in your hands, 

but that if the' instruments were of equal value there did not seem 

to be any objection as far as we were concerned. lipw many chron

ometers have we in Stanley?

IS, From the copy of Morton’s letter enclosed it seems that

gunpowder in Montevideo would oo st quite 4/, or more per lb. ,,and. 

that we cannot ship from here to be trans-shipped in. bond. Could

we. ship on better terms to Sandy Point, If not, what are' we' to do, 

and does any one else' import powder?

20. Mrs. Hansen has written to ask whether it would be' worth

1

while shipping hair sealskins and oil. The prices here vary accord

ing to size; the average might be 5/. , but lions would be- more.

Oil if well tried out is wath £12 per ton of 2240 lbs,but If dir

ty might not fetch more than £3. This is all the information I 

can get.
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21. The P, S. N. Co, say. that the Sandy Point telegraph route is 

quite trustworthy and that they use' it constantly. I have therefore 

askked Stubenrauch & Co. to register the address HF<beetwingMfor 

messages to be delivered to them,and transmitted by mail to you, 
and should you have occasion to cable by the outward steamers you 

must use' this route in future. The tariff is 4/2d. a word against 

5/9d. from Coronel,it will save 4 days,and enable you to get a 

reply by return steamer in a fortnight.

22. I send a copy of Mr.Barringer1s report on the Plym,which 

you will find interesting.'

25. A shepherd named George Findlay had arranged to go by 

this boat, and we had got his ticket; but he has not returned the 

agreement sent him for signature,nor has he answered two letters 

and a wire forwarded last week. I ami therefore' asking the P. S. IT. C. 
to cancel the ticket.

ji

f>•• !, \•A..-v

(A

I am, Sir,.
your obedient servant,

:'P

Managing Director.

i

iL -- _
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r Enclosures per Supplementary Mail

Originals

Supplementary Ledger & Journal Entries & Remarks on Account£

Remarks on Stores

Replies to Remarks on Stores

Corrected General Invoice of Goods per "Orope'sa"

Corrected List of Dutiable Goods per "Orope'sa"

List of Cargo per "Oropesa"

(B/'L attached) for 
collection

17 , 0 cn J. KirwanSight Draft for £ 52 ,

First of Exchange for acceptance & collection for £18.10, 2
J, C. Aldridge for the Royal 33k. of Scotld.

"Orissa"
on

i
Shith & Sharp’s A/sale,report & contract for 30 Hides

Letters for the following*

\L A, Harding, Esc,

A. Li. Allan, Esq.

C. G. A, Anson, Esq.

E. J, Mathews, Esq.

George Bonner,Esq.

B/L for ycrafe 
'from

of Earthenware also copy of letter received 
Y/. Hal sail and account for £ 2.15.1 see remarks.

j

London 20th February, 1.904.
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c
Enclosures via Liverpool-

Duplicates

Despatch No.975
3

Ledger & Journal Entries

Remarks on Accounts

Remarks on Stores

Replies to Remarks on Stores

List of Parcels

List of General Cargo per "Orissa" 

List of Dutiable Goods per "Orissa" 

General Invoice Goods per "Orissa"

Clients* Reports & Contracts

4 bales Sheep Skins ex "¥ictoria"

J F 4 y yy yy y

J J F 4 y yy yy y

S 25 y yy yy y

F P B 2 y yy yy y

List of Enclosures

B/L cargo per "Orissa"

k
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Enclosures via biverpool

Originals

Wool Reports
Copy of Cablegram sent on 25th January,

Copy of Cablegram received on 23th January.,
letter from Richard Hornsby & Sons dated 2nd February,Copy of

Peter William's account for Capt, Thomas

lirkland Cope's accounts for:-

S .£ S .B. Stickney

13/- 

1 . 16/-

G, A. Cobb

Company 

A/sales as follows:-

•i bales Sheepskins ex "Victoria"
Clients'

F P B 4 y y9 99 9

(part)J J F 4 9 99 99 9

JF 4 y yy yy y

23S y yy y9 9

copies A/sales Company's Skins ex "Victoria"

to R, Stubenrauch & Co, da/ted 8th February.,

Copies of letters to Read Brothers of the 3rd & 8th and their
reply of the 5th February,

letter from the ,P. S. N. Co. dated 29 th January.
the S.L. "Plym"

letters to Ellis & Co,returned.

T. C. Williams Co dated 29th January.

from W. E. Morton dated 18th January.

Brokers'

Copy of letter

Copy, of
Copy of Jacob & Barringer's report on 

Rev. Diamond & Pearce's

Copy of letter received from

Copy of letter
Dopy, of letter from M. 3. Foster & Sons dated 3rd February.

& Petroleum Engine)posted separately (Robinson's Gas 

Ledger & Journal Entries 

Remarks on Accounts 

Letter for Rev.Dean Brandon.

Book i

London 17th February,1904

L.
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(iUirfjfcttklitnit Jlslaufts (!l it 1141 am).
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61, ^$UececAi6kc£'

"(INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER I8SI ,)c-----

Registered 1902.

lb' Or it a. (/y / 

cz=2x£07uzo'ri <£. a. I III? 4.yo 977. 16th March,

::

Sir,

Your despatch 241 per Magellan arrived from Montevideo on 

the 22nd ult, and 242 per Orita on the 29th id 

letter of 3rd February. The Speedwell Wool was delivered in time 

for the sales.. Private letters by the Magellan were delivered in 

the country two days earlier; it would be desirable to post a copy 

of the despatch or at least of the Statement on accounts in the

■ias well as your• >

mailbag.
241-5. A further credit to the amount of £100 has been 

arranged for the Emilie.
Z. Par. 6. The Willscott's draft has been accepted; unfortun

ately the 50 tons of coals were shipped promptly per Orissa.

4. 242-7. Mr. Felton writes expressing unbounded confidence 

in Mr. Bergl,which I am afraid is not shared by those who know him. 

However, if it comes to a sale of so many thousand sheep at a fair 

price, and the money is guaranteed,the Board will not refuse the 

offer, provided Mr. Allan is of opinion that the sheep can be spar-

2.

:

5

ed.
5. Par. 12. The poaching on the Jasons seems to have been the 

work of Chilians,not of the Canadians, and it is to be hoped that 

the scoundrels will be caught. You were prudent not to advanoe

f

the money Mrs. Hansen wanted.
6. Par. 14. It is good news that Atherton has mastered the

instructions and bookoil engine before receiving the further 

lately sent out. Mr. Blake wrote that he thought that the lathenight !

direst without the intervention of a countershaft;have been run
have shipped what you ask for.however,we

W. A. Harding,Esq..,

Manager,

Stanley.
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7. Par. 16. The expenses of the Fortuna in Montevideo and now 

the necessity of sighting the Samson’s bottom, if* she is to keep 

her class,forcibly suggest the usefulness of a slip at Stanley,if 

it were only possible to put one up for a reasonable sum, and the
<r-

Board wish me to make enquiries on the subject. I have the name 

of a dry dock owner, who, I am told, will be able to give me all the 

information required; but I have not been able to come across him

to the worst, we must let the Samson loseyet. If the worst comes
character, and make the best arrangements we can for insuring

I
her

her.
Par.18. If the suggestions about pressing skins more light- 

have circulated,have no effect, we must try to
8.

ly, which I hope you
for a measurement, freight, on them. Comparing the pricesarrange

get with those of others,our 

punishing themselves by pressing so tightly.

9. The wool per Magellan and Orita, as well as the small lot 

kept back from a previous shipment, sold last week at excellent 

prices: I make ours to be within a small decimal of 7-Jd. all round,

clients must see that they arewe

locks and pieces included. |
noticed at the last Board that the word ’’Limited'110. It was

had not been stamped on the despatch paper, and you should see that
office it should not be omitted.in communications to the 

11. Your despatches of
even

8th Dedinber and 5th January were both

latter has been marked 239-§-.
Point cable route I can let you know

If you have

numbere d 239; the

12. By using the Sandy
if the coming outward steamer has left Lisbon late.

day and the boat does not turn up,doyour men ready for the mail

not lose an appreciable sum in labour to make this worth while 

start from Lisbon is never picked 

while I will cable the date in future;

far the boat is up to

you
advising? I think that a late

If you think it worth
do not hear you may be sure that so

up.

if you
time. When I know of a cargo boat having left Valparaiso I can

,
if needful give you even later news. 

13. Your cable about alum has arrived in time to execute by

idea what it is for. I wired to 

soon as I got the message. Common alum,which
this boat, although I have not an

Lowdens to get it as
cheaper,! could have understood.is much

J
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14. I have been looking into the question of fire insurance, 

and am surprised on putting figures together to see what a large 

amount of property we have uninsured. We should have in a mail or 

two the plan which you undertook when here to send to the Royal, as 

X see you were reminded of it by the January mail. Copies of all 

existing policies were, I believe, sent you at the same time, as well 

the 18th March last year, and if you have noticed anythingas on
in them that requires amendment, in addition to the corrections 

that were made the previous year, I hope that you will have men

tioned it. Going through your list of buildings in Stanley and 

the Camp I make out that, in addition to the property already in

sured, their insurable value is over £26,000, and to this sum has 

to be added the value of various items of machinery that will run 

into some thousands more. I shall go into this question at the

I

next Board, and find out if the Directors wish to continue on these 

lines, or whether they think it prudent to do some more with the 

Royal. Considering the isolation for the most part of the indi

vidual risks,we do not stand to lose much by any one fire, and see

ing that we are covered in Stanley on the Store buildings and 

contents and the larger buildings, and in the Camp on the Woolsheds 

and wool,this may be thought sufficient. But one thing is certain, 

if We continue to run the risks ourselves,we must insure them in 

our Underwriting fund, and so provide against any fire that may oc— 

fact this ought to have been done long since,but the in

surable property has accumulated so gradually in the course of
cur,in

;years that the question of insurance has escaped attention. I want
I have taken the Campyou to go through and check the valuesi 

Houses all round at £200 each,as we could not replace them for

completely isolated. There is comparative-
the building is an

less,and all these are
ly little risk in the Blacksmith's shop,as

still the value is considerable,and the machineryiron one,but
applies to the tools, if any, in theought to be covered. The same 

Carpenters1 shop, and about the value of the plant in the Engin-

have already been asked. At Goose Green there is a 

of valuable machinery, which I have not attempted
eer*s shop you

large quantity

to value, and there may be other plant of which I have not taken

account. I wish you to go through the list I send carefully,and

i
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if you think any of the property is under or over valued, or if I 

have left anything out,please point it out* At Darwin there are
certain buildings in the settlement that would inevitably be swept 
away if one of them caught fire; a note* should be made of these, 
as well as of other risks the value of which might be too much 

for us to take on wholly* In considering the values, the cost of 

replacing should be taken into account,hot the present value, and 

in sending your report you should state what premiums would be 

charged by the Royal according to the present tariff of the agen
cy. I hope that you will go thoroughly into this important ques
tion, and that having got rid of the annual returns you will find

thqt you have time to attend to it properly.
15. Although the subject belongs more properly to Remarks on 

mention, to show how fairly the P. S.N. Co. treat us,Stores, I may
that upon representing to them the difficulty we were in over 

Read’s bottled ale and stout through other importers selling a
inferior class of bottling,they have agreed

this firm’s shipment® of
lower priced though
to give us a special rate of freight on
g0/. in full from Liverpool, which with the concessions in prices

to continue to buymade by Reads themselves ought to enable us 

from them. They have asked us 

possible to the cargo boats,which you 

dent for such quantities as you 

recourse to the mail steamers. The shipment is made however this

to confine the shipments as much as

imust bear in mind,and in- 

think will last, without having

mail.
I am,Sir,-

your obedient servant,
!

i

'Mu V ■ (D iI:

Managing Director.



Enclosures via Liverpool

Duplicates

Despatch No. 976 dated 17th February,

Remarks on Stores 

Replies to Remarks on Stores 

Ledger & Journal Entries 

Remarks on Accounts

of Parcels in Pearson’s case 

List of Cargo per "Gropesa"

General Invoice goods per "Otopesa" 

Clients f A/sales,reports & contracts:-

i

List

23 bales Sheepskins ex "Victoria"S

4 y yy yy y

2F P B y yy yy y

(part 4 bales)318 SheepskinsJ J F y y

4 bales SheepskinsJ F y y

List of Dutiable Goods per "Oropesa"

Second of Exchange on J.Kirwan with B/L attached .(£52 .17 . -
io : 2J.C>Aldridge for £ 18 , 

Smith & Sharp’s A/sale for 30 Hides ex "Orissa" 

B/L general Cargo per "Oropesa"

List of Enclosures.

ony yy y

I
‘

■j

■

I

:

U



Enclosures per "Orita" via Liverpool

Originals

Wool reports.

Copy of Cablegram sent on 22nd February.

Copy of Cablegram received on 12th. instant 

Corrected General Invoice goods per "Oropesa"
■v/O .

Copy of letters from T. & S. Plum of 5th instant & our. reply of 
i 7th.v-/^ "

Clients 1Reports & Contracts:-

7 bales Sheepskins ex "Orissa"

i

S

S & S 5 > >9 99 9

"Magellan"

"Orissa"

"Magellan"

"Orissa"

2T F 1 9 99 9

T R 5 9 99 9

J B 6 9 99 9

J B 59
of letter from W. Lowden & Co.of 1st instant

9 99 9

Copy

Notes on Buildings.
Anglo-Swiss Milk Co’s notice re prices of condensed Milk. 

Clients'Reports & Contracts:-

5 bales Wool ex "Orissa"T R

S I"Magellan"

"Orissa"

"Magellan"

Port Louis 60 bales 9 9

S & S 2 9 99 9

79F 9 99 9 .

11L 9 99 99 9

41! « ,, >, "Orita"
1 bundle Tails ex "Orissa" ( report only ) 

a-oksrs' copies Eepcts * contracts “

9 9 9 9
56

S & S

List of Buildings &c.uninsured.

Particulars of freight per "Magellan" 

Letter for A. L. Allan,Esq.

I

;
London 16th March, 1904.
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Enclosures per Supplement.ary Mail

Originals

Ledger & Journal Entries.

Remarks on Accounts

Remarks on Stores 

Replies to Remarks on Stores 

List of General Cargo per "Orita" 

General Invoice of goods per "Orita" 

List or Dutiable Goods per "Orita" 

Eills & Co's invoice for goods shipped 

MacSymon's Stores'invoice 

Sight Draft on J. Kirwan for £ 60 . 

Clients' A/sales : -

9 9

2 . 1 for collection B/L 
attached.

3 bales Wool ex "Orissa’'T R

S & S 2 9 99 99 9

"Magellan"11L 9 9 '9 9

79F * 99 99 9

4HB 9 99 99 9

60S ) 99 99 9

"Orita"

"Orissa" (2 copies) 

"Orissa"

S I 36 9 99 9

Skins39J B 9 9

7S 9 99 9

3T R 9 99 99 9

3S S S 9 99 99 9

"Victoria"321 SheepskinsJ F F
Magellan"1 bale Skins exJ F

(2 copies)

Copies Broker’s A/sales Company's Wool & Skins 

Clients' Reports & Contracts: -
72 Salted Hides ex "Magellan"

6J B 9 99 99 9

HB

26L * 99 9

1 cask Seal Skins ex "California"

ex "Oropesa"

W. A. Harding, Esq., A. IE. Allan, Esq 
J. J. Felton, Esq.

A N contracts
only3Harvey

Letters of the following:-
9 99 9

&• 9

Wool Reports
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List of Buildings &c.to be insured under Co's underwriting

Account

S t a n 1 e y

250Engineer's Shop 

Carpenter's Shop,W. 100

200Boat House
100.Butchery 

Slaughter House 

Tega Cottage

Marine Superintendent's House

500

400

400

400Foreman Labourer
600Blacksmith's Wooden House
500Stone > yy y

500Engineer's Stone House 

Wooden 500Asst, y yy y

500Cooper's House 

Butcher's 

Carter's

260
y y

500
y 9

500Gardener's y y

500Garden Labourer's House
200Dairy

Darwin

520016 Houses., outside @ £ 200 each 

Hydraulic Press 260

GreenGoose

2500Boiling down Shed 

Engineer's Shop 

Cook House

4 Houses @ £ 200 each 

Machinery, Plant & working tools
(to be valued for insurance)

500

250

800

i j
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North Arm

600Cook House
200Store
120 ;Calpon
160Carpenter's Shop

60Dog House
60Gear House

400Overseer’s House
220Raws on & Hynam 

20 Houses g £ 200 each 

Hydraulic Presses (2)

1 Steam Engine- & Pumps

4000

)
600-

CreekWalker

300Cook House
100Store
300Overseer’s House
300Say's House

10 Houses g £ 200 each 2000

260Hydraulic Press

i

i
-i
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r-'
Comparing "the return lately sent with that of 1897, there are 

some buildings about which explanation is required, the occupancy 

having apparently altered: for instance: -

1903.1897
£250 Garden Labourere's House £225Cottage (late Cressard's)

Carpenter*s House (let)

Blacksmith*s House (let)

Smithy (West)
Are these the same buildings, and do the occupiers have them

300350 Foreman Labourer 

200 Assistant Engineer (wood) 250 

150 Bakery 300

rent free?

Darwin Harbour.
£30£150 BurnsideOverseer's House(C.Smith)

Herd's House (J. Smith)

Stud's stable 

Fitzroy 

Hillfoot 

Mount Misery 

Norton Inlet 

Tranquilidad (old house)

What has become of the 

Fitzroy House been 

stood to have been pulled down,but what abfcut the other two?

3050 Paragon
3040 Coal Depot

120

130

120

60

50
Smiths' houses and the stable? Has the 

sold? Mount Misery and Norton Inlet are under-
:

Goose Green.

In the 1897 return the sheds were lumped together at £2500,
returned. The Engineer's

now en-
but are supposed to be the same as now

1897,but is probably the original one 

The Engineer's and Assistant's houses are probably 

occupied by Harris and Samey,but what are those in the 

and Wilson, which do not figure in the 

The Cookhouse is entered as of the same value

shop was omitted in 

tered as £120.

those now
of Clark and Gossnames

1897 return at all? 

as in 1897, although. £186 in 1898 and £113 in 1899 were spent on
i ih had been cut down almost too much.it,which looks as
i

M\'r
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Walker Creek.

The Oalpon pricdd at. £20 In 1897 Is supposed to be the Store 

&c. of 1903 at £30,and perhaps some addition lias been made to this. 

The Upper Walker Creek house,£90, cannot he found in the 1897 re

turn, as the shepherd's house at £100 that year is supposed to be 

the one now valued at £80. But in 1962 £247 was charged for "Coop- 

house to be erected at Walker Creek", and if this represents 

the other shepherd's house the depreciation of £157 in one year
er s

is too much. The Woolshed here was valued in 1897 at £500,and two
it. Even allowing 10 f per annumyears later £698 was spent upon

the old part,the value now given shows depreciation of overon
up to last year,which is writing down with a vengeance.

Nort>h Arm.
19051897

£60Carpenter’s shopSuboverseer1s house (Fell) £150
5080 Dog houseThe Drone
40dear 9 9

60Unoccupied
if* some buildingscannot be reconciled,and it looks as 

had been omitted in both returns. Here again the woolshed had
These

£891 spent on it in 1899, and the depreciation sems excessive.
1902, but the value as comparedLion Creek cost for renewal £247 in 

with 1897 is only raised £20.

written before the addi-A portion of the above remarks was
looked up, and a few more comments are ne-

Mr.Baillon 
estimating in 1897 took

tions since 1897 were 

cessary. It is not clear whether in 

account of £900 spent on the Marmont Row buildings that year or

added to them that year,but the 

in both returns. The West Store and ware-
not. The Dairy buildings had £221 

value,£25, is the same
,£1000 in 1897,had £459 spent on 

valued at £1400, which hardly shows

them in iSStSt 1900, and are 

sufficient depreciation,
houses 

now

unless "the
ings. The Bakery on the other 

smith’s shop,£150,converted in 1901 at a

other building or build-latter return includes some
hand,which is taken to be the Black- 

cost of £214,is not over

-4,
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valued at £300. The last item is the Darwin woolshed,which,valued 

in 1897 at £500 in 1897, had £444 spent in additions in 1898,and 

now at £450 is a long way inside its value.
r:

Generally speaking,the return,notwithstanding a few discrep

ancies, is a satisfactory one,as it shows that the writing down 

done in London, which we have reduced lately to 5^6, has kept the 

Building account well within its fair value,and it will enable us 

this yean to dispense with any reduction at all. These periodical 

valuations from the Islands are most useful as a check on the ac

counts here,and are in fact indispensable,as we want our Balance 

Sheet to represent as nearly as possible,but always on the safe 

side,the actual value of the Company's property.

!

C——
Managing Director.

London, 9th March., 1904.
i
!

i

!f

i.
S:

1)
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n List, or Buildings &c. UWXNSUBED

S t a n 1 e y*

800Carpenter fs Shop 

Engineer1s Shop 

Carpenter’s Shop W.

250

100

200Boat House
100Butchery-

500Slaughter House 

Tega Cottage

Marine Superintendent's House 

Foreman Labourer

400

400

400

000Blacksmith's Wooden House
i300Stone 9 99 9

■300Engineer's Stone House 

Wooden 300Asst. 9 99 9

300.Cooper's House 

Butcher's h2509 9 '

.300.Carter's 99S

300Gardener's 

Garden Labourer's House
9 t

300

200Dairy

Darwin

800Manager's House 

Doctor's House 500

400Store
50Coal Shed

300Oalpon
500Cook House

14007 Houses g £200 each

outside g £200 each 3200.16 9 9

260Hydraulic Press

> k
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North Arm

Cook House 600

Store 200

Galpon

Carpenterfs Shop-

120

160
Dog House 60
dear House 60
Overseer’s House 400
Raws on & Hynatn 

20 Houses @ £200 each 

Hydraulic Presses (2)
1 Steam Engine & Pumps

220.

4000

i- 600
)

0- o o s e Green

800Skin Shed
2600Boiling down Shed 

Engineer’s Shop 300

260Cook House
8004 Houses §, £200 each

Machinery, Plant & working tools
(to be valued for insurance.)

Walker Creek

300Cook House

100Store

Overseer’s House 

Say’s House
10 Houses § £200 each
Hydraulic Press

300
300

2000
260

t
■

J
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-------<.^INCORPORATED by ROYAL CHARTER 1851.JO------------------

Registered 1902.

Panama.Fer r/ /

^^oru/ss/isE. c.___ jm.131iL.-Ap.ril.,978.V°

Sir,
I have ho acknowledge receipt; of your despatches nos. 243 and

which arrived on the 29th ult.244 and letter of the 2nd ult • ,

The telegram "Tratase" was sent from here on the 

and ought to have caught the- Orita sailing from Cor

ail otherx have done when despatched two days

that the word "Trasojado" was

2. 243-1.

25th January

onel on the 27th, as 

before the date of departure. I see
mutilated in transmission, and am beginning to doubt the accuracy 

of the South American Cable Co. *s service. Important cables will 

be went as formerly,but the return of 5/.per message is a consid-

cable went to Sandy Point,to which place I heareration. The last
a very large number of messages go now.

5. Par. 2. We have as yet seen nothing of Mr. Bergl.

4. Par. 4. Materials used on pens or fencing ought to be
It is a good thing thatcharged to the latter account if new work.

into this question with Mr. Allan, as the use to which

after despatch from Stanley was ai

de sirable that they should be better look-

Iyou have gone 

building materials were put 

doubtful,and it isways

ed after.
. If the coals are properly looked after by the man

in supplying achooners,but if 

allowed to help themselves they will
not aware that steam

6. Par.6

in charge there should be no loss

the men of the latter are
than their weight naturally. I wastake more

burnt in the galley fires. As to bags,unless you can
add considerably to the cost per ton. 

when Turner wets leaving, nor do

coal was
sell them at cost price they

Par. 8. You do not mention6.
Mrs.Turner's successor.you name

W. A. Harding, Esq.• ,

Manager,

Stanley.

R
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7. Par. 9. You do not/ give any idea as -to the original owners 

of the anchors,and probably no one knows; but I remember that 

years ago one of Dean's hulks,now our own,dragged in front of the 

Snows quail, and the anchors to the best of my recollection 

never recovered,as I believe they were foul of something else.

8. Par. 10. Notwithstanding that Atherton has got the engine 

to work,he will be glad of the book I sent,which explains the 

principle on which the oil engine is run. This book is, of course, 
the Company's property.

9. Par. 12. We insure the Fox Bay produce, and the wool is 

our "sheep's back" policy.

10. Par. 15. As Moir has withdrawn his objections I need not 

go into them; but I should say that he has earned his passage al

ready.

were

on

11. Par. 15. If the special survey on the Samson cannot be 

held,we must let her go off the letter.

12. The news about the Rosa Baker is good. As we took her 

with other lighters on our Underwriting fund last year the cost 

of repairs will be a charge on it,and I hope it will not be too

heavy.

15. Par .17. I have written again to C.M. Lampson & Co. about 

the Canadian protest, and hope that it may cause an abandonment of 

the Ordinance. I see that on this one visit the schooners spent 

over £500 in the Store,£70 in fresh meat, and were charged nearly 

£60 commission, and as all their bills were at sight and paid the 

day the mail came in, it is a great pity to lose such customers.

14. Par. 18. The Plym's side light screens were put on by or

der of the Board of Trade for the voyage round to Liverpool; had

this not been necessary I think that a lamp with red white- and 

lenses would have dene for harbour work, and this was partgreen
of her original inventory.

16. Par. 25. We have not yet received the cash from the Ant

arctic people, although they promised it more than a week ago. 

Seeing that you charged no interest or commission they might have 

hurried up the payment a little.

16. Par. 26. The Lurlei's bill has been accepted, and I hope 

we shall hear no more about the ship.
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Easter there has been no Board17. Par.26. Although owing to 

since the mail arrived I can tell you that the Directors would be 

<5*. only too glad to buy the reserves you mention on any terms. Of

course I know all the circumstances as well as anyone,having treat- 

Government for the purchase of all our freeholds out-ed with the
side Lafonia,and I did my best to get these reserves over and over

invariably met with a blank refusal,and the reas-again; but I was
scarcely veiled,that is the Governor thought it well toon was

security for the.- good behaviour of the Company. My

impression is that through a mistake made years ago a portion of
The Government have

hold them as

the Burnside dip is on the Darwin Reserve.

had it in their power to give us 12 months notice to clearalways
declare a township in our 

been threatened more than once, and having
out,and to establish a little farmer or 

midst} this has even 

failed to get these blocks turned into freeholds I have always

Governor would be found wil—hoped that a time would come when a 

ling to sell. If this has now arrived you should do your best to
favourable opportunity,but I need hardlyclinch it on the first

should not be shown,or the Governor

in Laf onia, that is a different 

been located,and my impression is

say that too much eagerness 

may shy off. As regards the reserve 

matter} I doubt if it has ever 

that when the freehold was bought in the early days of the Com-
-to be de-made, the position of which, was

purely formal for the purpose of 

through the freehold. The only thing 

that when I was cruising with

pamy "there was a reserve 

dared later,and that this was 

establishing a right of way 

that I can remember about it is to
in January, 1869, we put inKfc 

joke between the Governor and my- 

shooting,which the Governor settled by

Governor Robinson in a man of war 

Bull Roads,and there was some 

self about the right of 

saying, - ’Very well,I shall declare that reserve here",but that any
time I doubt, and I am ratheractually declared in my

record there- is of the existence of any
reserve was 

curious to know what re-

much for killing, and areserve. With regard to geese, as we pay so
for the destruction of our neighbours' geese,it issupposed to pay 

clear that extermination carried out by the Government, the cost of 

tax on the farmers,would be to ourwhich would be provided by a

advantage.
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The Farm result is much, what18. Despatch 244 - Accounts, 

was expected; the reduction in expenses you point out is satis

factory. The increase in wool was counterbalanced by the falling 

off in sheepskins and tallow. You are right about the- use of mater

ials, and it is a good thing that you are alive to the fact that
are sometimes used for another.goods sent out for one purpose

Consumption materials should be literally consumed* if used for
charged

i as such. Pens and palingnew work on fencing they should be 

fences are just as much ’’Fencing” as stretches of wire fencing.

It is well to have written off the whole cost of the rams per 

Rangatira, although it lowers the year’s profit by about £2000; if 

had looked less bright the Directors might have ordered

MX W

affairs
In the Store the salesthe expense to be spread over several years.

nearly £1800. less than In 1902,perhaps to hefor the year were
extent by the smaller quantity of coal sold 

mention that on beer is un
accounted for to some

to the Admiralty. Of the losses you 

derstood; but in the case of salt I should infer that a rise in

cost here would he followed by a corresponding increase in the
shipped by your special request in 

to he for the sealers,and although
selling price. A quantity was

barrels,which we understood were 

the cost in Liverpool was much less than we usually pay here,the
measurement, and this extra freight oughtbarrels caused it to go as 

to have been at the cost of the people who ordered it in barrels. |

As regards the Samson and the schooners,it is satisfactory to see
'Iordinary years we hardlythat there is no loss on the former; in

than meet expenses,hoping that everyexpect her to do much more
of salvage,with anand then there may be a plum in the way

which she ought to be kept in the highest state of effici-
good work has been done,and

now

eye to
ency. The schooner profits show that

of the Fortuna in Montevideo they leaveconsidering the expenses 

nothing to cavil at. Mail Agency, considering the trouble it gives,

ought to yield more, and we may later on get better terms from the

increased quantity of wool 

item as the of-
P.S.N.Co. This season we hope to see an 

carried. With regard to General Charges, such an
there isshould certainly be charged to Furniture;

furniture, and it must have been writ-
fice cabinet 

no account open for office
expensive cabinet is property, and is notten off long since,but an
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consumed. The improvement/ in balances is certainly very satisfac

tory, though the reduction in Stanley Debtors is not as large as 

in the previous year,which is singular, considering the higher pri

ces obtained for wool. This year we expect to see a still more 

substantial reduction, if things go well. Bad debts. Is not Max 

Doherr a man to whom we have at various times passed out fairly 

large remittances? It would be well in future to give an explana

tion of sums written off. Buildings. There is an item of £253.11.8

A-

for the cookhouse at Goose Green,but it is not stated whether this 

represents substantial repairs to the- old building, or a new one 

altogether. There is also an item of £101.19.4 for the coalshed 

at Darwin,which is doubtless the cost,but why this cookhouse and 

the coalshed were valued by you only a few months ago at £150 and 

£50 respectively is a matter that calls for explanation. As new 

buildings the full value should, as far as I can see,have been giv- 

en. Plant. The cost of the Great Britain’s engine,or boiler rather,* 

has been much increased by local charges, i. e. from £122.9.8 c. i.f. 

to £221.11/. The charge for materials and labour on the boiler 

house would have been better charged to Company’s shipping. There 

are no notes as yet on the Store balances; when they arrive they 

will probably allude to the accounts of Berntsen,Betts, Cartmell,

G. J. Felton, E. Gleadall,Harries, S. Kirwam,Luchtemborg,Mc. Fhee,Paul- 

ini,W. Peck, and Poppy, all of which seem large. In the Butchery 

balances the largest seem to be owing by Mrs. Betts,who is under

stood to be dead,and Mrs.Parrin; why is the latter so high,and is

I do not think that there is any more to add 

the subject of the accounts,which I am sure the Board will con

sider satisfactory.

19. With regard to the question of insurance, I send some 

notes from which you will learn that I have carried out the wishes 

of the Board in insuring the Darwin settlement against fire, as 

well as the Carpenters' shop in Stanley and the skin shed at Goose 

Green, and that the rest of our buildings in Stanley and the- Camp 

are placed on our Underwriting fund. Your remarks on this subject 

will be awaited with interest,and you will observe that there are 

other insurable items of which we want to know the value. In Stan

ley all coal hulks and the Egeria are insured against fire, and 

there is also a sum of £1100 on lighters arranged for when you

I

her husband alive?

on

h
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were here; -this is a harbour risk only, and we cannot, put, our hands 

on t,he i-terns,which please furnish. To complete -the insurances we 

have t,o do we must, have a list, of floating property still unin~ 

sured,and we want to know if there are goods stored still in the 

Charles Cooper,as if so she ought to be insured like the Egeria. 

You are aware that the Wasp and the Sissie were never insured; now 

that we have the Plym we must cover her,but the risk in harbour 

is very small,and if we went to Lloyd’s they would be certain to 

ask a premium qpite out of proportion to it. Perhaps the Board 

may be- inclined to get a quotation,and if not too high do half 

at Lloyd's and run the rest ourselves. From this time forward 

there must be no property uninsured with the Companies or Lloyd's 

allowed to remain uncovered by our own fund,as if we run the risk 

we must have something to fall back on in case of loss.

20. You have not made any report lately on the cargo of coal 

we undertook to land for the Admiralty. Is it all stacked ashore 

now, or have you a part in any of the hulks? Has the rate you 

charged been a paying one? Has any proposal been made on the sub

ject of putting it alongside ships as they require it, or will the 

work be done by the crews? It seems to me that we ought not to make 

this coaling too easy or cheap for the Admiralty: had we not come 

forward how would they have managed to get their 2000 tons ashore 

at all? It has taken from us a substantial business of which we 

had the monopoly, and I must say that I should like to hear that 

when this shipment has been all consumed the Senior Officer has 

come to the conclusion that the plan of getting out their own 

coal and shipping it from the shore has proved too tedious and ex

pensive, and that it would be better to revert to purchasing from 

us. They had to try it after going to the expense of putting up 

their sheds,but it by no means follows that they will continue it. 

You might do a good deal towards bringing about this view; if we 

keeping the coal handy for them in hulks we ought to be well 

paid for it, and if we are not,the sooner it is ashore the better.

George Findlay, the shepherd Mr. Allan has written for,has 

had his third ticket taken up for this steamer,after failing to 

catch the. last two mailboats,and I hope will manage to get on 

board the Panama; the difficulty seems to be in getting‘f'£&mAjb

are

21.

er-

i
L*



I heard from the Aber- 

Railway that he was unable 

X have heard

ticket in advance, and 

the other he ought to get

deen to Liverpool,and on the last occasion

deen Superintendent of the Caledonian
intelligible through drink. Howeverho make himself

from him that he hqs secured the railway
the P. S. N. Co. forhaving an order on 

through this time.
I ami, Sir, .■

obedient servant,your

Managing Director.

i
- - liL,
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Enclosures via Liverpool

Originals

Wool Reports.

Notes about insurance & list of Buildings &c.to be insured 

under Co’s underwriting account.

Fire insurance policy No.7975358 

Copy of Cablegram received on 5/4/04 

Henderson’s prices bottled Ales & Stouts.

Particulars of freight home per "Orita"

Copy of Cablegram sent 25/3/04 

Clients’ A/sales:-

1 cask Sealskins ex "California"

"Oropesa" 

72 Salted Hides ex "Magellan"

3 y y y y

HB

26L > yy yy y
i

Copy of letter received from W.W.Bertrand dated 8th April.

Letter for A. L. Allan, Esq.

London 13th April,1904.

i

j
■ -::____________________________—
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Enclosure per Supplementary Mail via Lisbon

Originals

Ledger & Journal Entries

Remarks on Accounts
List of Cargo per ’'Panama11
List of Dutiable Goods per ’’Panama1'
General Invoice of Goods per "Panama”

Remarks on Stores
Replies to Remarks on Stores
Sight Draft on J.Kirwan for £ 20 . 12 . 2 (B/L attached)

for collection

Eills’s invoices goods per "Panama" 

Letters for the following:- 

W. A. Harding, Esq• 9

\
J. J. Felton, Esq.
W. Hart Bennett, Esq.

London 16th April,1904.

-L
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Enclosures via Liverpool

t : •
Duplicates'

•. >j
Despatch No. 977

t.

Ledger & Journal Entries.

Remarks, on Accounts 

Remarks on Stores 

Replies to Remarks on Stores 

Notes on Buildings 

List of General Cargo per "Orita"

General Invoice of Goods per "Orita"

List of Enclosures

List of Dutiable Goods per "Orita"

Clients' A/sales,reports & contracts;-

7 bales Sheepskins ex "Orissa"

i.

s
J B 39 9 99 99 9

T R 3 9 >9 99 9

"Magellan"J F 1 9 99 9

J B 6 9 99 i9 9

"Orissa"S & S 3 9 99 9

"Victoria"(remd)

Wool
J F F 4 9 9 9 9

"Orita"S I 36 9 9 '

"Magellan"HB. 4 9 9> >,

L 11 9 99 99 9

"Orissa"T R 3 ) 99 9

S & S 2 9 99 99 9

"Magellan"S 60
i

F 79
Corrected General invoice goods per "Oropesa"

List of Buildings, uninsured.

List of Parcels
Bill or Lading General Cargo per "Orita"
Sight DraTt (second) ror £60. 2.1 on J.Kirwan with B/L attach 

Clients* Reports & contracts: -

HB 72 Salted Hides ex "Magellan"
L 26

9 99 9

i‘
’ • 9 9 99 99 9

ed

■

9 9'< 9 9 i

r.



1 bundle Tails ex "Orissa" (repprt only) 

Hawey 3 casks Sealskins ex "Oropesa"
S & S

California1*AN 1 > y > y

• in

i

* >

- .■• r

r

r*

i'

rE

i. •:r T>
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(Ilu'Ji:all;I.ini'! 3sl.utfts (Lumpany.
(INCORPORATED by ROYAL CHARTER 1851.>------------ Stmiteir.

6‘/, rtffazceo/i/Msc/s (L^lee/J,
Registered 1902.

Jb' Oruba.
L/ /

^=^on</on a___ /^4 .llth. ...May.,—YP 979.

Sir,
I have to acknowledge receipt of your despatch no. 245,which 

arrived on the 25th ult. with your letter of March 29th, also of 

Mr. Girling1s letter of 14th March per California,to hand on the

14th ult.
g. 245-2. I cannot say anything about the steam required to

drive the Wasp's steam pump,but should much doubt its requiring

of course you will got Atherton to see to it. In any case 

would have that pressure of steam up for driving the launch,
80 lbs • 9

you
and the pump certainly delivered water quickly,saving a lot of 

labour. Against the profits of watering ships you must put the 

cost of pumps,hoses, and tanks, and novt forget the total loss of the 

water boat in Port William; still,as you say,we must be prepared

to do this work. a
5. Par.6. I can only repeat that the Directors object on prin

ciple to anyone having a prbr claim to ours,whether large or small,
The wishes ofany property,the owner of which is in debt to us. 

the Board were fully expressed in my despatch 976-10, and there is
on

nothing to add to them.

4. Par. 7. It is true that the remarks on the Rosa Baker were 

written without a full knowledge of the case; but you must blame 

yourself for having neglected to put us in possession of the facts. 

If you will read your own reports again,you will see why the re

marks were made. You reported on the 5th of January that the light

er had come in on the beach dose to the off ice; ...to the best of 

my recollection the beach there is flat. On the 9th yout tone was 

despairing; you had not entirely given up hope of being able to

•IW. A. Harding, Esq• ;

Manager,.

Stanley.
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get her off,but the cost would be very high; what could that sug
gest to the Board but that you had all but thrown up the sponge?
In my despatch I instanced the enquiry that always takes place in 

the Navy in cases of* accident, and said that Capt. Thomas would have 

to prove to you that he was not in fault; for the rest, the para

graph consisted mainly of a series of questions put for the pur

pose of getting the information you had failed to supply,and now 

learn for the first time the real cause of the casualty,which 

of course xxHEtaKX exonerates Capt.Thomas,and if explained at the 

time would have saved a good deal of trouble. Sedgwick committed 

in judgment,to which all people are liable,and there was 

no reason for concealing it. You should bear in mind that the 

Board requires full information on all subjects of importance,par

ticularly in a case like this involving considerable loss,and if 

imagine that they will sit down and accept what you think fit 

to tell them,when there is a palpable suppression of material facis, 
had better disabuse your mind of the idea. Regarding Thomas,

c

we

an error

you
I

you
the impression formed of him here has been based mainly on your

It has never been suggested that heown reports from time to time, 
is unskilful,and the idea of carelessness in this matter is dis

pelled by your tardy explanation. I have to point out that the 

about the terms of his agreement has not been answered. 
6. Par. 8. It is a new thing to me to learn that any of the

question

hulks are lying at single anchor; they should all be moored with 

two anchors and a swivel,and cannot be considered safe without.
second anchor? It seems impossible that

IX
\ Had not the (Hengowan a 

she can only have had one. Has the J. P. Smith at any time lost hers?
required for the purpose of mooring the hulks

■

:
If more swivels are

shall be sent out,if you will give the sizes re-properly they 

quired.
Par. 13. The Birch chronometer was bought new for the Black 

built in 1872,the 8 day one belonged to the 

Great Britain, and came to us among her effects, it is a pity that

6.
Hawk when she was

it was lost. With regard to the Frodsham, it was somewhat risky
the Antarctic,and as the ship has been abandonedletting it go to 

you must let us have what evidence there may be in your possession
;•!



t>o enable us to make a claim on Dr. Nqrdenskjold,i:f lie can be found# 

7. Par. 16. The cost of cables from here to Sandy Point is 

4/2d.per word,as to the Plate*against 5/9d. by the longer route 

via Coronel. Some loss in exchange in sending home from Sandy Point 

is to be expected, but how the message you mention works out at 

4/lld. is difficult to understand. If necessary I must write to the 

Eastern Co. about this; you will of course use the route henceforth. 

Par. 17. The mistake made about the quantity of wool the

'

8.
California could carry is most annoying,and I have had some cor-

well as an interview with Mr.Al-respondence with the P. S. N. Co. as
called here about it,and was full of apologies. The cor-cock,who

respondence includes some remarks by the West Coast Manager,to 

which it is not necessary to allude further,as the position is
quite understood,and there is no blame attached to yourself. I

looked carefully into last yearfe measurements,and find that 

quite 28 ft.per bale should be allowed; this is evidently where 

the Manager went wrong. The P. S. N. Co. have not replied,but I hope

that they have noted what I told them.
North Wales coal the consumption is so much per cent

seem

have

9. With
than with MModi Cardiff,but it is not unusable,as you 

to find it,and I suppose that there is something in the stoking 

that has to be found out. Regarding the schooners,I think I have 

lately observed that we used to burn house coal in the galley 

fires,and I am under the impression that the stoves are not meant

more
1

for South Wales coal,and are liable to burn out.
the S.A.M. S. about Dean Brandon's depu-10. Par.20. I wrote to 

ty,but have had no reply,and must ask them again.
Par.21. It is a good thing that you have secured a res-11.

pectable man for the Ship Hotel.
Par.22. The Board have decided to put Port Stephens on thHe 

footing as Port Howard as regards the supply of cash. You had
from the 1st of July,after making up the

12.
same
better make the change 

half year's account. The account you have sent to Port Howard is
people who make use of us when it suits themonly reasonable,as 

ought not to have the terms we give our regular clients. Of course
take the risk of fire for anyone,without instructions,we no more

sL
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■than -the Docks here do on goods -that; are warehoused with. them. If* 

"this is not understood,the sooner it is made plain the better it 

will be. Regarding the risk,it is not for us to make a quotation,

,’6 as we would not take it on any terms,and you had better get a rate 

from the Royal.

13. Par. 23. The Board agree to your extending Mr.Girling's 

agreement on the terms you suggest.

14. Par. 24. The reduction in the Colonial expenditure is,of 

course,very gratifying,and if the Governor has brought it about in 

deference to the Company's representations mentioned by him at the 

Council meeting,it shows a regard for us which we duly appreciate. 

But as the wicked export tax on wool was imposed for the purpose 

of wiping off the deficit caused by the extravagance of past years, 

the state of affairs cannot be considered quite satisfactory until 

it has been rescinded.
15. Par. 25. I have now some faint recollection of George 

Thomson's dismissal,and my impression is that on examining the 

grounds I did not consider them just,and was unable to confirm it. 

At the last Board the Directors decided that his pension should

<7!
v\ri'

be at the rate of £32 per annum.

16. Par. 27. The box of Digester fittings should have been ad-

but Mr. Blake takes the blame for

i

dressed to us,not to Barker & Co 

this on his own shoulders.

17. Par. 30. Y3iu have probably heard before now that the Gov- 

eronor has been appointed to the Bahamas; nothing has been heard 

yet about the new man.
Letter of March 29th. The Antisana will be in time for 

the July sales,and will be better than the Inca. The little lot 

of wool per Oruba was too late for the sales last week,when our 

wool fetched prices on a par with the previous series,but the Bro

kers will include It in one of their catalogues before the close. 

19. I notice that cheques given to passengers home per Pana- 

got into the hands of J. Jackson & Sons of Liverpool,who seem 

to lay themselves out for this business. I wish you could find 

out from some passenger who may return to the Islands what commis

sion, if any,they charge. You have not made any further allusion 

to the proposal to get cheques cashed by the London City & Midland

:• 9

18.

ma
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Bank in Liverpool,
20. Both, wool and skins from Great Island came on the same 

specification. I thought that it had been explained more than once 

that these specifications go to the Brokers,and that a separate 

one for each kind of produce must be sent. In future please look 

over these papers before they are sent,and where you see this er-

repeated have correct ones made out in the office.
21. It sometimes happens that persons presenting cheques on 

this office want to leave a portion of the amount here,which is 

inconvenient to us. You should ask whether money is likely to be

ror

required in several sums, and give cheques for thibse sums, intimat-
0r,as in the case ofing that we cannot receive deposits here.

J. Cameron per 0ruba,you can authorize us to pay on demand up to
a certain amount, and then cheques can be drawn as required.

22. Mr. Felton has written in a humorous vein on the subject 

of what he calls a road scraper that was lately shipped by his
order,and intimates that he proposes to return it. The order given 

by him was for a pair of Bettendorf wheels ’‘with patent”,and the
man here from the Fair-original is returned herewith. We had a

and after much talk came to the conclusion that whatbanks Co
was wanted was an apparatus for draining and ditching, and this we 

told would do the work of ten men, and was much in use in the

• 9

\

were
likely that Mr.Felton was about to do some drain- 

inlet, and that the order could have no other meaning.
intended to write and thought he had

ffrgtfiy.mlj^sraniBfl
ing at Teal 
Now it seems that what he

"pair of wheels with sand-proof hubs”,and this would#written was a
of course have been clSar enough. I mention this here instead of

desirable to jftnt"Remarks on Stores”,because it isleaving it to
clients by gettingout that while we are willing to oblige our

articles that are not to be had any other way, we cannot be
due to insufficient description or

them
responsible for errors that are

in the orders,and that we cannot have things so order-explanation 

ed returned on our hands,or accept any pecuniary responsibility. I
to which the machine shouldwish also to suggest that as the use

misunderstood it is quite possible that Mr.Felton,orbe put is
that it has been explained may see the advantage 

willing to keep it.
someone else,now 

of it,and be *

:
—
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23. Your cable about; bhe Fair Rosamond arrived on "the 2nd 

and "the loss is greably regrebbed nob only on accounb of bheinsb • >

vessel herself* bub of* bhe difficulby you will be placed in over bhe
c wool bhis season. You have

bake ours elves, and know bhab bhe loss
collection of bhe balance of bhe

a list of the insurances we 

falls on our fund. This is of course to be regretted,but we cannot 

all losses,and we have the satisfaction of knowing that theescape
collected from the schooner since we took her on have cov-premiums

ered bhe loss wibh 50^6 bo spare. We are rabher alarmed aboub bhe
oubward cargo,and should be relieved bo hear bhab

bhis also will fall <?n us. You 

much oub of bhe wreck as

value of bhe
greab value on board,as 

have baken care bo geb as
bhere was no

will of course
possible in bhe way of salvage 

pecb much. I have
sbeamer,bub bhey reply bhab bhey see

, though from bhe cable we do nob ex-
say anybhing aboub 

presenb prospecb of
asked bhe P.S.N.Co.if bhey can

se-nobhe
doubb consider ib advis-and bhab we shall nocuring a suibable one,

requirements for bhe coming season.
bhe bime bo make bhe change, 

the Rosamond ib 

bhere is plenby of 

cannob geb a vessel 

in bhe Islands in

able bo arrange bo meeb our
nonsense,of course,now isThis is pure 

and if we have bo send oub a schooner bo replace 

only. Forbunabely

whab is besb bo be done;
new one is

will nob be for one season 

bime bo consider 

oub for your 

November ib will be

■we .

i
presenb work, and if a

in bime for nexb year's.

I am,Sir,
your obedienb servant,

i
-

■
;?l.£

Managing Direcbor.

-
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Enclosures via Liverpool

Originals

Wool reports

Copy of Cablegram sent on the 23rd April 

Copy of* Cablegram received on the 1st May.

Copy of letter from the Conlmander of the "California" also extract 

from General Letter from the West Coast Manager of the 22nd March. 

Kirkland Cope's account for B.Stickney.

Copy of letter to Eills & Co. of the 27th and their replies of the 

28th & 30th April re Essences.

Copy of letter to T.Bennett & Co. of the 25th & their reply of the 

26th April re Tallow Shooks.

Copy of Estimate for Dean & Anson's Wool press ordered by Mr.

Blake from Hayward Tyler & Co. dated 22nd April.

Copy of letter to W.Carpenter & Sons dated 5th May.

Clients'A/sales,reports & Contracts:-

SI 2 bales Sheepskins ex "Orita"

"Magellan"

I

i

l
i

!

a
1

L 40 ) 99 9

Clients'Reports & Contracts:-

284 bales Wool ex "California"J B

92 9 99 9 9 9

W P 33 9 99 9 9 9

copies Company's Wool reports ex "California"»Brokers i

Copy of letter to the P. S. N. Co. dated 25th April.

Mr.Felton*s original order for goods from the Fairbanks Co.returned ;
!
!

Remarks on Stores i
i

Letter for E. J. Mathews, Esq.
iLetter for A. L. Allan, Esq.

j
London 11th May,l904

—- - -



Enclosures per Supplementary Mail via Lisbon

Originals

Wool Reports

Ledger & Journal Entries 

Remarks on Accounts 

Replies to Remarks on Stores 

Supplementary Remarks on Stores 

List of* General Cargo per "Oruba" 

List of* Dutiable Goods per "Oruba**
!

General Invoice goods per "Oruba"

Bills*s invoices goods shipped perf*Oruba** 

Langdon * s

Sight Draft for £ 52 . 13

«

ditto ditto

. 8 on J. Kirwan for collection with 
B/L attached.

Copy of letter from W. Carpenter & Sons of
of the 12th May.

the 11th & our reply

iClients* reports & contracts:-

D S
G I 59 bales Wool ex **OrubaT*

S & S 10 

Amended Profit & Loss Statement for 1905

Peess copies Brokers* A/sales Company*s Wool per "California" 

Letters for the following:-

W. A. Harding, Esq.

J. J. Felton, Esq.

A. L. Allan, Esq. (2)

George Bonner,Esq.

Vere Packe,Esq.
Corrected Invoice of Austin’s Iron Bars per "Oruba"

3 3 3 3 3 3

i

iLondon 14th May,1904.
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n
Enclosures via Liverpool

Duplicates

Despatch No.978

Remarks on Accounts I
Ledger & Journal Entires

Remarks on Stores

Replies to Remarks on Stores 

List of Dutiable Goods per "Panama”

List of Cargo per "Panama”

General Invoice Goods per "Panama”

Second of Exchange for £ 20 . 12 . # on J.Kirwan B/L attached

List of Buildings to be insured under Co’s underwriting
account

List of Parcels

List of Enclosures

Clients1 A/sales
L 26 Salted Hides ex "I'Jlagellan”

i
i

HB 72 9 99 99 9

Z casks Seal skins ex "Osopesa”
"California”

Harvey

AN 1 9 99 9

B/L General Cargo per "Panama"

I

-- -
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(Sln'jfcilklituit 3slai^s (tunquitru.»
(^INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851 .Jo-------------r

6' j, <•^-aceo/jMc/s

Jbr Oravia. < /y /

Coru/o/7 j? £_   8tli-June /Wa..V? 980.

Sir,
I have to acknowledge receipt of your despatch no.246,which

arrived on the 24th ult.
2. Par. 3. You have somewhat misunderstood the remarks made 

about a Patent Slip,as I intended to convey to you the intimation 

Board wished to make enquiries on the subject in London, 

have stated certain reasons why,in your opinion,the Slip
that the

But as you
would not answer, it may be useful to point out that those reasons 

are based on information that is totally inaccurate. (1) At Gosport 

yachts are hauled on Camper & Nicholson1 s slip by means of a cap-

inexpensive apparatus. (2) You cannot hiVe the

i

stan and bars,a very
at the East Jetty,simply because her keel will not come 

tried in 1886 without success; I refreshed my
Hornet down

out of water. It was
memory by referring to my despatch on the subject,and found,which I ^

remember, that owing to her build it was barely awash, and that

had to be sent to Montevideo for repairs.
I do not know, but it wouSd 

(3) To say that it is not 

slip is Incorrect; every yacht,

now !

was the reason why she 

Whether this is the case with the Fortuna 

be dangerous to try so large a vessel, 

feasible to put a schooner on a 

large or
■

small,that is overhauled at Gosport goes on the slip,and
afraid' of doing it

: )
the Fortuna was fitted out there. Why they were

explained; possibly the slip was too.
in Montevideo has not been

practicable to erest it,small. The advantages of a slip,if it were 

are obvious. To get out of a vessel all the work of which she is

be kept clean by docking or hauling up
keel has not been

know too well that for want of proper ap- *

capable,her bottom ought to 

orPe or twice a year. Now we know that the Hornet's

for 18 years,and weseen

W. A. Harding, Esq. ,.
Manager,

Stanley.

Us- r^rs.«aii _ ■■
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pliances all our schooners ’get* sluggish in sailing,and ho be slug

gish means long passages and wasbe of* money* How many days and even 

weeks do we nob lose during bhe year owing bo bhe schooners being
r

unable bo do bheir work as rapidly as hhey should? The value of* a

somewhab high inibial cosb,would be so great 

for argumenb; bub whebher ib is pracbicable is
slip bo us,even ab a

as bo leave no room 

another matter,and I am afraid,from the information I have gained,-

and fall coupled with the too gradual shelvingthat the small rise
render the idea impracticable. Still,in order to

should send us soundings
of the beach will
get a final opinion on the subject,you

depth at which the Fortuna,with her ballasttaken straight out to a 

out,would float. Possibly this would be considerably beyond the
dribs out at dead low water,and in this casespot at which the beach

afraid that nothing can be done; but there is no harm in en-I am
get the soundings prepared. Now thatquiring,and Captain Thomas can 

know that there will be no casting steamer it is necessary to

always be kept at their 

chance of introducing im- 

not be content to take things as they

we
devise some plan by which the schooners can

best,and in all things,when there is a

provements in waking,we must 
are,but strive for something better. I hear that there are several

Sandy Point,and that the local vessels are
for cleaning our vessels'

11slips on bhe coasb or ab 

consbanbly being hauled up; 

bobboms in bhe Islands fail,ib may

if all schemes
be worbh while bo send bhem

ab bimes for an overhaul.

5. Par. 5. I have recorded in bhe 

"Tuferada","Tufabo",and "Tufazzolo"

across
code book bhe words "Tuebano , 
indicating 

as bhab bhe outward

four days labe.has lefb Lisbon one,bwo,three,orsbeamer
informed already thatwe have dealt 

of the Camp houses,and have probably answered
We have covered the Engineer s

4. Par. 7. You have been

with the insurance o.
questions put about other risks 

and machinery with the Royal
paraffin is stored in

the
for £400. at 16/., and you must

the building than is suffi-
shop
nobe bhab no more

cienb f*or a day*s use.
6. Par. 9. We shall endeavour bo 

of coal by bhe next outward sbeamer.

when it is in bags?

geb bhe P.S.N. Cp.bo bake 50 

Do you make an extra
bons

i i
charge bo buyers \
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6. Par. 10. Th. Bracht & Co. have written about; sheep, and I en

close a copy of -their let/ter. You will see -that; they make no prac- 

-tical prpposal as yet, and the whole matter hinges on the low rate 

of freight which they profess to be able to secure. A Mr.01de,a 

salesman at the Central Meat Market has been here on their behalf,, 

and has promised to get information as soon as he can. He tells me 

that mutton from imported live sheep is very high just now, owing 

to importations from the Argentine being prohibited,in fact 7d to 

7-|-d. both in London and Antwerp,but here shipments are not received 

if the ship has been in an Argentine port within 21 days of loading 

her cargp,or has Argentine hay on board; at Antwerp there is no 

such restriction. With a freight of 10/. per head including fittings 

and water,the profit looks very large even if a liberal allowance 

is made for wages on the voyage, and I daresay that we may have an 

offer made to buy at per head, if we or the other farmers should be 

disinclined to ship on our own account. Mr. Bergl has made no sign 

yet, but we have now two strings to our bow, and you must give us 

full information as to the numbers available from February to May 

next year and where. Can the wethers be estimated as 65 lbs. dres

sed? I have told Bracht & Co. that precise information must be given 

beforehand as to the time of arrival in the Islands of the steam

ers, and there is the question of shipping to be settled. They will

n

I

expect the sheep to be put alongside,so we must know what facilit

ies there are at the principal ports. How many of the old Meat Corn-

still in existence, and where? I told Bracht that Ipany's scows are

thought that in most ports the ship would have to boat the sheep 

off themselves,and this I am afraid will be a difficulty.

7. Par. 15. Your report on the loss of the Fair Rosamond is 

and explicit,and therefore quite satisfactory. The only ques- 

out of it is whether, as she went ashore early on 

the 15th of April,and on Tuesday the 19th,when you visited her over

clear

tion that arises

land, she was still holding together, and you say that had there been 

a boat on the spot something might have been saved, it would have 

impossible for Osborne,during those four days,to go back in 

boat in which he had reached the settlement and get out at least
been

the

ILL
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some of the luggage. It is a great satisfaction to the Directors 

to learn that there was no loss of life,and as regards the rest, 

although it is unpleasant to see the Underwriting fund reduced,it 

does not affect our profits by a halfpenny,as the fund is a reserve 

created to meet contingencies of this kind,which are incidents that 

we must expect to occur sometimes. We are able to say that in the 

course of ten years or so we shall have debited the account with 

losses amounting to nearly £4000,and that we still have a substan

tial balance in hand,and,more than this,it has favourably affected 

the premiums we pay Underwriters,as I have frequently used in in 

getting premiums reduced that I have thought excessive,simply by 

saying that we should take a risk ourselves if they opened their 

mouths so wide. The Board of course regret t<? hear of the losses 

incurred by passengers,but do not suppose that they can have any 

idea of asking for compensation,as they ought to have been prudent 

enough to insure themselves. After this,probably people travelling 

round the Islands with valuables will take care to cover themselves 

against loss. Par.16. As you remark,the amount of risk in one bot

tom is a matter for the Directors,and I will only mention that the

.O

Fair Rosamond,being 58 years old,was practically uninsurable at 

Lloyd's, Regarding coasting insurance,which has hitherto been run 

with fair results,we have taken into consideration the fact that 

when a loss occurs it is usually additional to a line we have on 

the vessel as well,and it is unfortunate that in this case there 

was unusual value on board. There is no geeat catch in the premiums 

on these coasting risks,and we have taken out a policy at Lloyd's 

for £2000 at 10/.96 all risks,being held covered for a further £2000,- 

and you will report the amounts covered in the usual way for en

dorsement on the policy. This is on goods in our own schooners 

only, but we are held covered at an additional 10/. on goods in ves- 

owned by others,which you will in all cases have to report.

i

sels
Considering that small owners are not in the habit of keeping their 

vessels as well found as we do this is only fair. You ought to let 

know that they can save themselves from loss by insuring 

valuables they may have at risk. Live sheep on deck cannot be
everyone 

any
insured,but if below they can be taken at the same rate, excluding 

mortality from other causes than shipwreck. This reminds jm me to
m

a
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ask whether Felton*s rams, if on deck, could not have been pitched 

over board to take their chance of swimming ashore; but possibly 

there was no time for that.

8. Par. 17. The question of replacing the schooner has been 

brought to a head by the definite refusal of the P. S.N. Co. to send 

out a steamer, and a new vessel will be purchased. I think that she 

should be somewhat larger than the F.R. ,and the best offered at 

present is the yacht Tritonia,98. 3,20. 4,12.1,against 75.9,17.2, 

and 10.6,but the price,£2400,even allowing £550 to £400 for lead 

ballast makes her out of the question. Then we have on offer the 

Livonia,Otario,Medora,Myrtle,and Zala,all pretty old,and this we 

shall find a difficulty,as since the seventies few schooners have 

been built. Outside yachts,unless we built,we cannot go; we must 

have smart sailers,and anything we have ever sent out from the Eng

lish coast has been a diwmal failure in this respect. You say that 

a Nova Scotia schooner,being of soft wood,would be out of the 

question; I do not think so. V/hen we consider that of eight schoon-

sent out since 1869 six have been totally lost,and that now we 

have lost a seventh, bought in the Is lands, we must face the fact 

that the life of anything we get is in all probability a limited 

one, and a soft wopd vessel, if she is a good sailer,will most likely 

go the way of the others long before she is worn out. 

long before your time,was I think soft wood,and she did good work 

for Hansen for many years,anyhow she was American. But we must have 

the vessel in Stanley by November, and I fear that the time is too 

short to negotiate. You may rely on our doing our best to buy and 

despatoh the new vessel so as to be in time for next season's work. 

With regard to your remark that you have to oollect tallow at Port 

Howard, if this is from Waldron's, it must naturally wait until you 

have done all the wprk for our clients.
9. Par. 19. With regard to the proposal to give us a lease of 

at Bull Point,it seems playing it a little low down,

!

ers

l

The Louisa,

the reserve
seeing that to the best of my belief it was created when Lafpnia 

was sold purely as a matter of form, for the purpose of creating a 

right of way through Lafonia,and was never while I was in Stanley 

definitely located,as Governor Robinson did not act on the chaff I 

t<bld you about sometime ago. Supposing that we said we were much

L
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obliged,but. did not want the lease,what would happen? Would anyone 

be likely to take it? According to the Grant, of Lafonia it is de

fined as follows:- "A tract of land not exceeding two square miles 

in extent in the neighbourhood of Bull Road 

lected by the Governor of the Falkland Islands for the time being". 

Would anyone be fool enough to acquire the land,seeing that we xS 

should at once call upon him to fence it on joint account with our

selves, and put him to greater expense than he could recoup on such 

a small block in ten years? I suggest that we should bluff the Gov

ernment on the subject,say that it was only a nominal reserve,cre

ated for the purpose I have mentioned,and never intended tp be actu

ally located or charged for in the form of rent,the proof being 

that the question has been left alone for over 50 years; if it 

comes to the point refuse to take it up,and send the question to 

the Secretary of State. Of course,if you see that this course may 

lead to our being put tp any inconvenience or loss,you must act

■ G> -■f

such land to be se-• • • •

according to the best of your judgment,as the amount of rent is
9- /

■trivial; still,although, so small,we do not like to be put uopn in 

any way if it can be avoided. I do not believe in the lighthouse 

theory; how could it require two square miles of land?

10. Par. 20. It is to be hoped that the Government did not make 

for the Court of Enquiry; there was no occasion for it,asyou pay
no lives were lost,and no question of insurance was involved,and 

if there had been such a question,your report to Lloyd’s and the 

protest would have been all the Underwriters would have required.

If you have access to any reports of Official Enquiries intp 

wrecks,I think that you will find that the phrase universally used 

at the end of the judgment is,"The Court made no order as to costs", 
that the Board of Trade,at whose instance it was held,which means

always pay the expenses. We did not ask for the enquiry,and there- 

it would be distinctly unfair to ask us tp pay for it.

Par. 21. According to your cable there are only 1500 bales 

board the Antisana,but there may be some for J.H.Dean or 

seemed confident that you would have 2000.

fore

11.

for us on

J. Hoare & Co
12. I send correspondence about Dickson’s luggage,so that he 

may see that we have done all we could, 
people of good repute in Liverpool,but they have certainly made a

as you• i

I find that Jacksons are

in this case,and Dickson would be wise to claim for any extramess
teaaBKc
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expenses -bo which he may have been pub. Many Stanley oheques now 

( come through bearing Jacksons' stamp,and I have been expecting to 

hear from you about making them payable at our Bank. You ought to 

be able to find out from passengers returning what commission,if 

any, they chrage for this accommodation.

15. Messrs. Dalgety & Co. have recovered £3.3/. for a black spot

ted ram on account of J. L. Waldron,Ltd.; copy of letter enclpsed.

14. The wool per California sold at previous rates,and there 

seems to be no fear of any decline at present.

15. Acting on information supplied by yourself,the Profit & Loss 

Statement has been issued this year in such a way as to provide 

the minimum of information; but a key is enclosed. The dividend

for the year to be passed at the General Meeting next Monday is 15fi 
You can let Mr. Allan see a copy of the Report.

16. In cabling by Sandy Point I sent you the name of Mr.Allar- 

dyce as the new Governor,whom we have not seen yet. It is understood 

that he is going out in August or September.

I am,Sir,
your obedient servant,

j
i

I

ji?

I

Managing Directpr.
\

K
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I
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Enclosures via Lisbon.

Originals

Ledger & Journal Entries.

Remarks on Accounts

Remarks on Stores

Replies to Remarks on Stores

List of* Dutiable Goods per "Oravia" 

List of General Cargo per f,OraviaM 

General Invoice goods per "Oravia" 

Eills'S invoices

Copy of letter to Glairvill Enthoven & Co. of the 6th & their

reply of the 8th June.

Duplicate copy of Royal Policy No. 7975377(Engineers'Shop) 

Sight Draft on J. Kirwan for £27.1.4 for collection,B/L attach 

Letters for the following:-

J
|j

J. J. Felton, Esq.

A. L. Allan, Esq.

W. A. Harding, Esq.

Secretary, Stanley Assembly Rooms Co
Copy of letter from the British-American Tobacco Co.dated

9th June.

!ltd.• >

London 11th June,1904.

.1

!

J
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Enclosures via Liverpool

Duplicates

Despatch No.979

Ledger & Journal Entries

Remarks on Accounts

General Invoice of Goods per "Oruba** 

Remarks on Stores

Replies to Remarks on Stores 

Supplementary Remarks on Stores 

Amended Profit & Loss Statement for 1903 

List of Parcels

List of General Cargo per "Oruba"

List of Dutiable Goods per M0rubaM 

Clients* A/sales,reports & contracts.:- 

2 bales Sheepskins ex "Orita"S I

L 40 "Magellan" 

Wool ex "California**

y > y y

W P 35 y y

S & S 10 "Oruba"y y y y

"California**y y y y

y y y y y y

J B y y y y y y

List of Enclosures

B/L General Cargo ger "Oruba"

Second of Exchange for £ 52 . 15 . 8 on J.Kirwan,B/L attached

jLLW
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Enclosures via Liverpool

Originals

Copy of Cablegram sent on -the 20th May.

Copy or Cablegram received on the 3rd.June. 

Wool Reports
Correspondence with Lowden <&c. &c. re. Dickson* s luggage.

/CcZZcA~J(

Clients* A/sales:-

10 bales Wool ex "Oruba"S & S

D S
59C I 9 99 99 9

"Calirornia"'309HB 9 9 9 9

284J B 9 99 99 9

93 9 99 99 9!

33 9 99 99 9

Corrected General Invoice Goods per "Oruba"

Copy or letter rrom Dalgety & Co. or the 31sJ; May with credit
note tor 1 Ram attached.

Copy or letter rrom 3f. Bracht & Co. dated the 1st June.

Copy or letter rrom the P. S. N. Co. dated 28th May 

Clients* reports & contracts:-

<€£> 10 bales Sheepskins ex "Calirornia"

WP 1 9 99 99 9

10HB 9 99 99 9

1J B
Brokers* press copies reports & contract Company*s Sheep- 

Skins ex *,0ruba**
Particulars or homeward freights per "Calirornia" & M0ruban

9 99 99 9

Detailed Profit, & Loss Account for 1903 

Printed Report & balance Sheet for 1903 

Letters for the following:-
W. A. Harding, Esq. E. J. Mathews, Esq. A. L. Allan, Esq. 
JJ.Felton, Esq.

London 8th June,1904.
K

i



------BEST

(Ebc Jail; l an ft Jtalattfts (Lmupauu.
„ (INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851

6'/
Per Supp 1 emenbary mail. (./? / . r. cl____ iotii-Jun©,- m 4.

V!J 981.

Sir,
in continuation of my despatch via Liver-I add a few lines

pool.
2. You will be surprised bo hear bhab we have received a

bhe amounb,afb~remibbar.ee from Bosbon on accounb of bhe Enola C
before bhe proceedings commenced and

• >

er deduebing £50 senb over

London Solicitors' charges,being £595.19.6. The sum recover-our
ed by the Boston Solicitor was $4240,and he has remitted the e-

details of his charges,thequivalent of $2500,without giving any 

difference,which we are given 

ing about £348,and adding 

close on £400,or
all along bhe line,bhis seems

bo undersband represenbs cosbs,be-

bhe £50 senb in advance bhey come bo

Seeing bhabnearly 47$ on bhe amounb recovered.
very highland Messrs.Incewe won

Colb & Ince have wribben for an explanabion.
3. We have covered bhe "Plym" for harbour risk only ab £5

harbour being sebbled as wibhin a lineper cenb,bhe limib of bhe 

drawn from William Point to Cape Pembroke. The amout is £1500,of
oubside bhe line bhewhich we bake half ourselves. If she goes 

premium is bo be 1 °jo more.
I am, Sir,-

your obedienb servanb,

<5m
C

Managing Direcbor.

W. A. Harding,Esq • >

Manager,

Sbanley.



(UltfJalkl.mh Jibuti's (Ctniqmui).
- -/incorporated by royal CHARTER 18SI.J<j—

ac/p
f/ Y//U '/ts Z.

Victoria. C-f /^Z,oru/sf/s; c c. __ _-6th July, _'/,W 4.V° 982.

Sir,
to acknowledge receipt of your despatches 247 per 

Victoria and 248 per Antisana,which arrived on the 20th and 26th 

ult. respectively. Your letter of 26th May also arrived on the for-

mer date. ' '

I have now

247-5. If Lloyd's Register apply about the Samson I will 

tell them the situation; in the meantime it will be better,I think,' 

in case you should have a chance of getting a Naval En- 

round with her to see the tail shaft drawn.

about the Rosa Baker is not re-assuring.

Mr. Allardyce,and have discussed several

He suggested to me 

mistake,as it was unlikely

to hold on

gineer to go

5. Par. 6. The news

4. Par. 7. I have seen
subjects with Jiim, including the sealskin tax. 

that, although well intentioned, it was a 

to protect Colonial seals,while it would drive a good deal of bus-
never tell whatinesw out of Stanley. I agreed with him,but you can

these people really mean.
6. Par.9. The Board think that we had better take the lease

at Hillside,and endeavour later on to convert it in
action should be tak—

of 1120 acres 

to freehold; but with regard to Bull Point,no 

at present,as the new Governor may see 

pin prick of the kind the late Governor was so

that it is a triflingen
fond of administering, 

two square miles ofand may be of opinion that to ask for rent on

land,which was reserved,as

right of way through, 
charged for for upwards of 60 years, is a proceeding unworthy of the

I fully believe ft was,bo retain the

Laf6nia,and that alone,never located,and not

refusal of the lease is likely, in 

interests,you must act as you may think best.
Government. If you find that a 

any way,to damage our

W. A. Harding, Esq.,

Manager,1
Stanley.

Mb



6. Par, 8, The Plym’s side lights with the mast head one cost
£6.10/• iso it would seem that you have sold the former too cheaply. 

7. Par. 12. It would certainly seem better for us to get a clear 

10/. per ton for storing coal against 16/6 for landing and reshippirg 

from the depot; but it would be better to put it on the footing
of so much a month if it were possible,as if we kept the coal afloat 

in our hulks for an indefinite time they would not earn much, and 

we might be deprived of some profitable hulk hire. We will await 
your report on this subject. Would there be any chance of their 

buying the GKLengowan,and roofing her over? The cost would not be 

much in addition to what the Admiralty have spent already.
Par. 11. Your remarks on insurance are noted, and the alter

ations suggested shall be made. I had forgotten about the stone 

galpon,having the old one,which had formerly been the Cookhouse, in 

my mind.

8.

9. Par. 16. The Board are uneasy about the condition of the 

Samson*s boiler,and have decided tp send a new one as soon as full 
particulars can be furnished. I have seen Mr. Barringer about it,and 

have read your remarks to him. He says that if the shell is good 

the matter of stays and tubes would be of no consequence here; but 
agrees that in the circumstances it would be better to be on the 

safe side. You speak of getting Atherton to make a drawing,but 

have evidently forgotten that in desp.968 of 60th October,1901,I 

sent you two prints which should give all the necessary informati
on as to the size and shape,and you can add to it the exact positi
on of the holes and connections. There is no spare copy here,and 

we cannot very well ask Earle*s for it,even if they have it still. 

Mr.Barringer thinks it will be well to have it built for 180 lbs., 

not for use at that pressure,but for extra strength. He says that 

the house &c. on such boats are constructed so as to lift off bodi
ly as soon as the fastenings are cut adrift, and that the beams are 

left out purposely. He seemed surprised at your statement that the 

cylinder covers have not been off for a year,as it is usual to lift 

them at least three times a year to see if the springs &c.are in 

order. It is evident that the boat was very badly cared for in the 

yard at Hull,but we want tp have her in such condition as to get 

all the work out of her of which she is capable,and this can no

i



doubt be attained in time,if you stick at it. Mr*Barringer says
that, you must specify what mountings you require new, if any,and 

things that at any rate you may want a new safety valve.
The Directors have considered your proposed circu

lar on the subject of insurance,and take exception to 

ble part of it, so that it will be necessary to re-write it. Par. 2. 
If we take care to insure goods that go from our own store,we 

should leave it to the clients to make their

10. Par. 14.

a considera-

own arrangements about 
goods flipped to them by agents elsewhere, taking no responsibility 

ourselves whatever, <?r concerning ourselves much about them. If
they like to instruct you to cover them in the Royal,well and good,- I 

but it is not our business to make things of this kind easy. Prob
ably it will be best to advise them either t? get their goods in
sured through to their port,or to tell their suppliers to advise j

you of the value,so that you can cover them against fire and the j

coasting risk. Par. 4. It is news to us that we make no charge for
storing goods sent out for transshipment; this seems to the Board j

they consider
to be cutting our own throats,and that a charge should always be 

made. Par. 5. They cannot sanction the proposed charge of 1/. per ton I 
per week to cover storage and insurance,the two things are absolute-

i|
ly distinct,and cannot be mixed up. Par. 7. It does not seem neces
sary to point out to anyone our liability for damage through negli
gence, although it is perfectly true. Par. 8. Live stock may be tak
en as cargo,if below deck,but without the risk of mortality. Par.
9. It is usual to charge rather less premium on specie than on goods 

in ocean going veswels,on the principle that it is more likely to 

be saved in case of wreck; but as we have no specie rooms in our 

vessels, if it includes the risk of robbery,perhaps an extra charge 

would not be unfair. I am afraid that I have numbered the paragx - 

graphs wrongly,but you will understand what I mean. We can get the 

circular printed if yu wish,but have you not a duplicating apparat
us that would do the work sufficiently well?

11. Par. 15 and 16 and 248-2. It is most desirable that you 

should take steps to prevent the accidents that are so constantly 

occurring now to bales in course of shipment. Formerly this seldom 

happened,but the number of late has been surprisingly large,and it 

may have the effect of raising our premium. Every case must be the
■

Lm



result of oarelessness,for if a bale is properly slung it ought not
to go overboard. We will do what we can about the losses now re
ported, but I must point out to you that the settlement of claims
is greatly facilited by your certificate as Lloydfs Agent in each
case,and in the matter of the rotted sheepskins I doubt if the Un
derwriters will willingly accept your statement in par.16 in lieu
of a certificate.

Par. 17. The Board fully approve of the purchase of sheep12.
from Mrs. Bonner.

13. Pars. 18 & 19. We are going into the matter of insurance.
1 4. I enclose a copy of Resolutions passed at the General

Meeting,and request that you will convey the thanks referred to .in
no.6 to those concerned.

15. The S.A.M. S.have at last decided that the Rev. C.K. Blount
is to sign their bills.

16. I enclose copy of correspondence with A.Dale of Birming
ham about goose feathers. The Governor has raised a gseqt stir in
the press by some ridiculous remarks on the destruction of geese,
and Dale wants to know if the feathers are to be got in any quan
tity. If you could get some one to collect a small bag it might be
of service.

17. Bills of Lading should be made out separately for the wool
from Bail Ion & Stickney; I am not sure if this has been mentioned
before, if not, it ought to have been.

18. I have seen about ten schooners,and the Board wish me to 

get one as soon as possible. ^t present the most suitable one is 

the yacht Otaria at Gosport,but I am to see the Lucile at Cowes in 

a day or two,and another,which seems the most promising of the lot, 

the Elsie of London,Danish built In 1876,described as a"beautiful 
schooner and very fast",and if she is suitable she is much cheaper 

than an old yacht. I am afraid that the Lucile will prove too large, 

but the price is moderate. Unfortunately the Elsie is at Fleetwodd, 
or rather,bound there,and it Is a long way tp go. The Board have 

also considered the question of the Hornet,which after 22 years1 
service has earned repose in her old age. She may now be described 

as an anachronism; for she went out in 1882, at the time when the 

Malvinas was doing most of our work, and was not expected to do more
i• .!11L__
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■than run about to our own plaoes on small errands, I always said 

that a voyage for her beyond Bull Point was a losing venture,as 

she carries so little,and as things are at present there can be 

no possible doubt that she is too small fpr us* A schooner with a 

hand or two more would carry twice the carg?,and such a vessel 
the Board think ought to be sent out to replace her. But if we 

have time we can probably do better by going to the States or 

Canada; it is true that a vessel from the other side would prob
ably be of soft wood,but seeing that eight schooners we have sent 
from England have had an average life of under 7-f- years,putting 

in the Hornet and Fortuna,the two longest lived ones of the lot, 

this would not matter much. We are therefore going to make enquir
ies,and if successful,and we get a good vessel,the Hornet can be 

cut down and made a lighter on her arrival. It might be worth 

while enquiring of some of the Canadian Captains if they know of 

anything that would suit, or can recommend any builder. The reason 

why yachts have usually been selected is that they are easily al
tered, and sail well; the English coasters that have be©n sent out, 
such as the Anne Brooks and the Genesta,and the Sparrow Hawk,
which was built for us in London,having been dismal failures from 

a sailing point of view.
19. No spedifications arrived with the Bills of Lading per 

Antisana,and although the latter were entered as being under a 

separate cover we saw nothing of them until the day after her
arrival. The latter,though annoying,may have been the fault of\

someone on board,as we must assume that you directed the envelope 

to be forwarded from Montevideo; but the want of specifications, 

which was more serious,must have been through carelessness in the 

Office,and you should see that it does not occur again. There was 

less than a week to get the wool lotted for the first sale,which 

the Brokers thought we ought to catch, hnd with specifications the

:

lotting could have been done; without them a sample has had to 

be drawn from each bale,but fortunately it has been found possi
ble to do it. Documents by cargo boat had better be sent in dup
licate in future,one copy through Montevideo.

I am, Sir, '
your obedient servant,'

V—*

1 '

I i
I

I.IManaSing Director.'
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Enclosures via Liverpool

Duplicates

Despatches Nos. 980 & 981

Ledger & Journal Entries

Remarks on Accounts
Remarks on Stores

Replies to Remarks on Stores

List of General Cargo per "Oravia" 

General Invoice Goods per ,,0raviaM 

List of Dutiable Goods per "Oravia"

&9

List of Parcels
" SSBWLists of Enclosures

Clients* A/sales & reports & contracts:-

S & S 10 bales Wool ex "Oruba"
D S
G I 59 9 9 9 >> >

A/sales
only

"California"92 9 9 9 9

HB 309 9 9 9 9 9 9

W P‘ 33 9 9 9 9 9 9R:
J B 284 9 9 9 9 9 9tT-

i 1 bale Sheepskins ex "California"W P
0

10 9 9 9 9 9 9repohts 
& contracts 

only
J B 1 9 9 9 99 9

( HB 10 ) ) 9 9 9 9

Second of Exchange for £ 27.1.4 on J. Kirwan,B/L attached. 

B/L for General Cargo per"Oravia".

i:
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Enclosures via Liverpool -i

?
■ .■

Originals

/:

Copy of Cablegram sent on the 17th June.

Copy of Cablegram received -on the 25th June. 

Annual Colonial Reports on the Falkland Islands

Copy of letters received from A. Dale of the 10th & 15th 
June re feathers.

Clients' A/sales ; -

W P 1 bale Sheepskins ex "California"
G a 10 ,, 9 9 9 9• .1

• ’
H B 10 9 9 9 9 9 9

s & s 1 bundle Hair ex ’•Orissa”

Brokers1 Press copies Company’s Skins per "Oruba” 

Fussell & Co's betters of the 11th & 14th June.

Mr. Harding's original invoice of 3 rd Oct. /01 "with VH.Day^s
attached returned.

Clients' Reports & Contracts:-
S I 52 bales Wool ex ’\AntisanaM
L 201 9 ‘99 9

AP 243 9 9 9 9

<HGC> 10 9 9 9 9

■ '

< B ‘ . 89 >>9 9

s 89 9 9 9 9

F B 109 9 9 9 9

J R 21 ) 99 9

s & s 98 9 9 9 9

W. Fell 42 9 9 9 9

26 9 9 9 9

F 199 9 > 9 9

IE R 102 9 9 9 9 9

Brokers' copies Company's wool per "Antisana"

Copy of Resolutions passed at Annual General Meeting.

Stanley Assembly Rooms notice to W. W. Bertrand/see remarks
Ac counts .9

on
5
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511ggts Credit notas :

Company's £ 26

\

11 8

Mrs Bonner 5 22

David Smith 1 15 8
^et,ters for /the following:

. W. A. Harding, Esq. 

A. L. Allan, Esq
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Per Orissa. cr /^orrayy/Y'.E. £___yy 983. -J90 4.3rd Augusts

Sir,

I have ho acknowledge receipt of* your despatch no, 249 per 

Orissa,and of your letter of the 21st June.

Par. 3. The Board are concerned to hear what you say about 

the hulks1 moorings,which cannot be said to be in a proper condi-

2.

tion. At the time I left the Islands,all hulks were moored with
consequently

swivels on the chains,and were quite safe. There is nett

much that it is necessary to say on this subject,as it is per

fectly clear that all moorings must be supplied with swivels as

soon as possible,and the ones you ask for have already been or

dered. But it may be useful to say that during my stay of over 23 

years no hulk ever went adrift,none of the Company’s I mean,for 

Dean’s were all over the harbour at times,and in mentioning this 

I do not take any credit to myself,as the Overseers under me were 

men who knew that they were responsible, and took the necessary 

precautions themselves, of course reporting to me anything that 

was necessary. We will supply anything that may be wanted to put 

the moorings in proper order,and you would do well to let Capt. 

Thomas know thathe will be held responsible in case of any drag

ging. For it is clear that if the hulks stood the gales of 23 

years without budging,any mishap cannot be called an accident, 

but is the result of carelessness. Within a short time we have 

heard of the mishap to the Rosa Baker and the hitherto unreported 

dragging of the Capricorn,I mean the Praecis,and can only say 

that the Board hope that no episode of the kind will occur again 

in your time.
3 £. Par. 4. I suppose that Dr. Nordenskjold will send us a 

draft for the cost of the chronometer.

W. A. Harding, Esq. ,
vManager,

Stanley.



4. Pair. 7. The Directors have considered -the question or in- 

> suring clients1 goods in transit against Tire,and in view of what 
you say about the amount covered on goods in hulks being in ex

cess of our own stores,have decided to let you try your proposal 

of 6d.or perhaps 1/.per week per cent for a year,and we will in

crease this insurance by £1000. But this will want careful watch- 

ing,because if the amount we pay for is much in excess of the
value of goods during the year we may be working at a loss, 

charge however should not cover the storage.

The delay in sending the specifications has led to 

much trouble,as the sales came on immediately,and besides this

This

5. Par, 9.

were unable until their arrival to fathom a discrepancy that 

presented itself over the bale dropped overboard. You sent a cer-

we

tificate of the loss of a Roy Cove bale,ho,125,but the whole par

cel was delivered,while the heart mark was one short,no. 129 being 

missing. It was so clear that the wrong mark and number had been

given to you that the Underwriters have agreed to pay for the

This looks like carelessness on the part of the man tal-latter.

lying.

6. Par. 15. I have had a prolonged hunt for a schooner,but I 

am glad to say that it has at last been successful. I am very

sorry that it has taken so long,as I know how badly you want her;

I think I told you,however,that schooners are getting scarce,and

all that I saw at Cowes, Gosport, and Brightlingsea were built in the 

170*s,while the coaster I saw ajz; Fleetwood was an impossibility

at first sight. I chanced on my return from the latter place to 

go to Liverpool for the night, and there I found through Lowdens 

that the Liverpool pilot boat,Q-eorge Holt, known as "no. 10" might 

be for sale,and on following her up I succeeded in getting her.

She is a composite schooner 101 ft. long, classed in Lloyd’s Yacht 

Register 20 years Al,built for strength and speed by yacht build

ers at Dartmouth,and has,of course,been knocking about outside 

the Mersey bar for 10 years,now being superseded by pilot boats 

under steam. I go down tonight to settle about alterations, and 

shall get her off as speedily as possible. When I tell you that 

Mc.Lauchlen,who was on board with me on Saturday,pronounced her

the finest schooner the Company had ever bought,! need say no more.

il



or course she mush be renamed: I suFFered so much from the 

- neh and the two fAwks that I have set my race Tor years against

any name beginning with an aspirate, and as this vessel would be

the "Jawjolt" From the First day something more euphonious must

be selected, I shall suggest Dart or Mersey, and as we have alread-
From Dartmouth

y got a Plym From Plymouth, the Dart would be appropriate.

I thirds: that Mr.Allardyce may repeal the Sealing7. Par. 16.

tax, iF he means what he says.

You could not be expected to go to Darwin with 

the ground,nothing but the most imperative necessity would call 

For such a journey.

8. snow on

9. Par.18. I think that you are under some misapprehensipn 

about Mr. Packe * s aFFairs, judging From some other remarks in a

private letter. We are not pushing For a mortgage,nor have we 

done For some time,as the Directors are well satisFied with the 

progress he is making in reducing his indebtedness. In Fact the 

idea has been given up. We do notmnb him to raise money to pay

us oFF, as you seem to think, in Fact we oFFered to pay OFF the mort
gage he has already given. What the Directors thought was that

having advanced him up to £8000 without security* no debt,even For 

a small amountfought to have been placed beFore ours,simply as a

matter oF principle,and this might have occurred to anyone. But 

they do not wish to diminish in any way the Feeling oF gratitude 

which you say he possesses towards the Company,and as long as 

the account goes on diminishing by thousands a year, as it does at 

present, it is a matter that need not be pursued. At the same time 

we are perFectly willing to pay oFF the other debt.

10. Par. 19. Your remarks and enclosures on the subject oF 

insurance have been noted,but I am sorry to say that,with the best 
intentions,my time has been so completely taken up over the schoon

er, that I have been unable to tackle the subject,so must reserve 

any remarks For another occasion.
Par. 20. The matter oF Houlder Bros, and the proposed pur

chase oF sheep is mysterious. Mr.Bertrand was here lately,and told 

me that he had seen the Firm,who disclaimed any intention oF spec

ulating in sheep, as it was so risky,but would be willing to con-

l

a

11.
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y them on freight. This seemed so strange,that by desire 

Board I wrote to Houlders,taking as my text the letter to Mr. 
Felton,of which

and leave it to

thing at all# Bonner

of the

you sent a copy. I enclose the correspondence,
you to interpret It,as I cannot understand the 

certainly offered'bills at 90 days on Hould
ers,and may possibly be 

himself personally a heavy responsibility in
unaware that in doing so he is taking on

case of non accept
ance. The worst of it is that 

others;
this scheme may block the 

for I telephoned to Bergl to ask what he
way to

proposed to do, 
rested with us. How for

and the reply was that the whole thing

we only know at present howthe Bergl business
ffiany sheep Mr.Al

lan can promise,for you have sent none from other farmers,and 

The Directors ;so it may drag on until it is too late to act. 

not favourable to Mr.Bergl,unless we can 

utely as to payment; but if that 

why we should not deal with

are
secure ourselves absol- 

can be done there is no reason 

him as welll as with anyone else.

to you and Mr. Allan full discretion 

Directors reserve to themselves

In any sale,while leaving it 

as to the numbers to be so Id,the

al1 arrangements as to securing payment.
12. Par. 23. ®ie Board are glad to hear that 

Governor parted on good terms,and
you and the late 

are much pleased about the en-
i

tertaimment you gave him.

13. Letter. Not having heard 

schooners about which
by cable,we assume that the

you were alarmed returned safely.

In the cable about the Sarmiento’s cargo I am puzzled 

to see no report of casks,as there should be

14.

some -tallow coming
along.

15. A bill in favour of -the Crown Agents bearing 

nature has been accepted without advice; 
occurred.

your sig- 

this should not have

16. The P. S. N. Co. have written to ask what 
were on oil per Antisana,to which I replied at

the local charges
a guess 7/6d. per 

ton,as you had made no note to guide me. Very likely it should
have been 5/ and if so you will have to tell them• > so; they are
writing about it.

I notice that all the late specifications 

"wood” printed for "wool". If this was the fault of

17. have the word

our station-

*
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ers,and you have 

you can spare,and 

expense.

a large quantity,you had better send home 

we will get them to replace
what

them at their own

18. Mr. Buckworth has been complaining about the price or 

at Fox Bay, 

to send out a 

other business which 

we might reasonably 

He says that he has to

coals,which he 

arid he is going to try to
says cost him 75/. per ton delivered 

get Spearing & Waldron 

As this might lead to 

seems a case in which

cargo for distribution, 

we should not like,it 

make aU
concession to satisfy 

pay 15/. a ton -From
our clients.

Stanley to Fox Bay,which 

thought that 

we used to do in London the

puts the price in
Stanley at 60/.,but I 

in Liverpool that 

duced. Anyhow,75/ 

which it is politic to

as we now get coals cheaper 

price had been re-
terribly high,and it

throw away a sprat to catch 

I am, Sir,

.seems may be a case in

a mackerel.

your obedient servant,

Managing Director.

a

\
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Enclosures via Liverpool

Originals t«: !

Wool report/S 5 -
«* Copy of Cablegram sent on the 15th-July.'

1 . ■ ««.*vV ■ V S’ V * * ■" , •
%

Copy of Cablegram received on -the 28th July. *

Copy or letter -to Houlder Brother or 26th & their reply or the
s>>\ ,\ v.' *y\\ v •* _•r \ i27th July

Copy or letter to Lloyd’s Register or Shipping dated 27th July. 

Clients1 A/sales:-
V #- *

202 bales Wool ex "Antisana”
\K\\ % v\ \

L
V>N N \<7 «#*V . 231 9 9 9J

32 9 9 9

26 9 9 9

89 9 9 9

W. Fell 42/ 9 9 9

s 89 9 9 9

J F 199 9 9

AP 243 9 9 9
i\

F B 109 9 9 9

J R 21 9 9 9

T R 102 9 9 9

s & s 98v/ 9 9 9
i

10 9 9 9

Clients’ A/sales reports & contracts:-

<7 4 bales Sheepskins ex"Antisana"

L 2 9 9 9 9

D S 1 9 9 9 9

J R 1 9 9 9 9

<£> 2 9 9 9 9

2F 9 9 9 9<s> 5 9 9 9 9

7 casks Salted PeltsS

AP 5 bales Sheepskins
■

S 10 9 9 9 9 9 '
W.Fell 2 ) r9 9 9 '•1
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2 bales Sheepskins ex "Ant,isana"S & S

2E B 9 99 99 9

(report/ only)

Brokers* copies Conpany’s ]£/sales Wool & Sheepskins ex

95 salbed HidesS 9 9

"Ant/isana"

Tel/
/(s/ufTfatJZae-, #*****■

, Jilt -/le/i-Ji
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Enclosures

Duplicates

Despatch No.982 dated 6th July.

Ledger & Journal Entries

Remarks on Accounts

Remarks on Stores

Replies to remarks on Stores

List of General Cargo per "Victoria"

General invoice goods per "Victoria" 

Clients’ A/sales: -

S & S 1 bundle Hair ex "Orissa"

HB 10 bales Sheepskins ex "California"

H G C>10 y y 9 9 9 9

W P 1 9 9 9 9 9 9

List of Parcels

List of Dutiable Goods per "Victoria" 

Clients' Reports & Contracts&-

l199 bales Wool ex "Antisana"

26 9 y 9 9 9 9

S I 32 99 9 9 9 9

W. Fell 42 9 9 9 9 9 9

s & s 98 9 9 9 9 9 9

J R 21 9 9 9 9 9 9

10 9 9 9 9 9 9

201 9 9 9 9 9 9

i
T R 102 9 9 9 9 9 9

F B 109 9 9 9 9 9 9

AP 243 9 9 9 9 9 9o 89 9 9 9 9 9 9

s 89 9 9 9 9 9 9

B/L caals per "Victoria"

B/L general cargo per "Victoria"

Second of Exchange for £ 10.10,- on Mrs G.M.Dean B/L attached

£ 39.4.8 on J. Kirwan9 9 9 9 9 9
9 9 <

List of Enclosures. !

1
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Enclosures per Supplementary Mail via Lisbon

Originals

Ledger & Journal Entries

Remarks on Accounts

& Supplementary remarks.Remarks on Stores

Replies to Remarks on Stores

List of General Cargo per "Orissa"

General Invoice of goods per "Orissa"

Copy of W. Bennett’s A/sale 12 cases Old Copper per "Antisana" 1

EilIs,Bain,Catesby,Anglo-Peninsular & Hayward Tyler’s invoices
goods shipped per "Orissa"

Copy of BailIon & Stickney’s Account Current

Credit note for 1 bale Wool ex"Antisana" for Baillon & Stickney

Letters for the following:-

W. A. Harding, Esq.

Capt.F.Rowlands.

London 6th August,1904.
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CL/hcJj'alklituh 3MauiH, (CmnjJctuu.

- (incorporated by royal CHARTER I85I.V-------- ftimitei*.
c'tyUicecAe&tcA/

Registered 1902.

0S.
/kr Oropesa

984.VP /W 4ZOTMcOTUE. C._____ gist August

Sir,

I have to acknowledge receipt of your despatches No. 250 and 

251 per "Oropesa" and your letter of the 27th July also your letter- 

of the 23rd July per "Sarmiento" with enclosures, 

absence I can only answer briefly and pass on a few remarks he 

made before leaving for his holiday.

2. 250 Par. 5. If the farmers wait until winter is over before 

promising sheep no business can ever be done,as it leaves no time 

to make arrangements here. Moreover an annual supply extending 

a period of years must be promised before anyone can be induced to 

erect plant.

3. Par. 7.

bought the George Holt.

4. Par. 9. The view taken by you about Bull Point Reserves is 

quite correct.

5. Par. 12. If the Plym goes outside Port William it must be 

reported,and an extra premium will then be paid,but we hope this 

may not be necessary.

6. Par. 18. Do the Pacific Steam Navigation Co.still bring out 
hay te. at 40/- per ton for the Government?

In Mr.Cobb’s

over

We cannot consider the "Rapida" at the price,having

i

7. Par. 20. Your Indents will be useful to us for selecting 

goods to send out in the "Laf onia", which, by-the-bye, is the 

chosen for the new Schooner.
name

We have approached the Firm you 

mentioned about a levelling table but they say their price for

size given is £43 nett. Where did you get your idea of £6 from? 

Of course we shall not send out a table at the price quoted.

8. 251 Par.2. We are much surprised at the step taken by 

Dean & Anson,but do not see why we offered financial facilities, 

which are no catch in the absence of produce as security. We have

written the Pacific Steam Navigation Co.on the subject of the 

W. A. Harding,Esq
Manager, Stanley.

I
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secession of several farmers in -the Islands and send you a copy
of our letter. In acknowledging same they say the matter will not 

be lost sight of and ask us if we can tell whether the wool sent
via Sandy Point is taken under through Bill of Lading by Braun & 

Blanchard,and if so, at what rate,and how it gets to Sandy Pointy
We have told them we would pass these queries on to you on the
chance of your being able to answer them.

9. Par. 3. Try to persuade Mr.Allardyce what an injury this 

school building will be to the whole settlement as well as those
There will be no Board foroccupying houses in the vicinity.

some weeks so cannot answer about land.
We were unable to cable you via Punta Arenas this time 

owing to a break-down of the line, but as the Orissa only took 108 

tons of cargo for Stanley the absence of message could not cause 

you much inconvenience.

10.

I am, Sir,

your obedient Servant,

For THE FALKLAND ISLAND? CQnLTD.

C£e. AJf/fS/

..Managing Director.

I
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Enclosures via Liverpool »
/~N

; i

Duplicates. Ik< <r. r. t.

•>
Despatch No. 985

Ledger & Journal Entries.

Remarks on Accounts

Remarks on Stores & Supplementary Remarks 

Replies to Remarks on Stores 

BailIon & Stickney* s Account Current
»

List of Enclosures

Clientsy A/sales,reports & contracts:-

10 bales Sheepskins "Antisana"S

5AP 9 99> 9
&
F B 2 9 999 9

S & S 2 9 999 9

W.Fell2 9 99 9 9

2L 9 999 9

V 4 9 999 9

2F 9 999 9
%<s> 2 9 999 9

D S 1 9 99 9 9<s> 6 9 99 9 9

JR 1 ) 99 9 9

7 casksS 9 99

Clients1 A/sales : -

251 bales Wool ex "Antisana"

245 9 99

89 9 99

26 9 99

W.Fell 42 9 99

89S 9 99

J F 199 9 9 9

T R 102 9 9 9

\21J T * 9 9

IS & S 98 9 9 9 9

202L 9 99 9





Enclosures via Liverpool

Originals

Copy of Cablegram sent 12th August.

Copy of Cablegram received 20th August.
Fisst of Exchange for £11.-.5 on J.C.Aldridge for collect

ion a/c Royal Bank of Scotland.

David Smith’s authority to withdraw £500 from his deposit

account with the Government.

Signed Agreements,testimonials & medical certificates 

of the following men.

Alexander Cooper 

Stewart Brymer 

Alexander Bremner 

George A.Clark 

Simon Johnston

Edmund Dobbyn (agreement only)
for £7 . 15 . 9

1

Jackson’s receipt for Dickson 

reports & contracts:-Clients
casks Tallow ex ” Antisana”

y yy yy y

y yy yy y

Cop# of letter to the P. S. N. Co. dated 29th & their reply
of the 50th August.

Letter for A.L.Allan,Esq.

London 51st August, 1904
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Enclosures per SUpp 1 ementar y Mail

Ledger & Journal Entries 

Remarks on Accounts

Remarks on Stores 

Replies to Remarks on Stores 

Supplementary Remarks on Stores 

List of Dutiable Goods per 11 Or opes a” 

General invoice goods per "Oropesa" 

List of General Cargo per ,lfOropesa" 

Bills & Co.'s invoices 

Weston & Westall’s irivoices 

Clients' A/sales :-

C? 2 casks Tallow ,rAntisana”

<g> 2 9 99 99 9

W.Fell 1 9 9> 99 9

J.ICirwan for $103.16.2 for collection B/L attachedSight Draft on 

Phopo of Hew Digester shipped per "Oropesa"
»Clients1 Reports & contracts;-

18 Salted Hides ex "Sarmiento*"H W
"AntisanaM (contract only) 

Brokers' press copies including Pp's 3$id,es ex ^Antisana” 

Letter tor W.- A, Harding,Esq.

95S 9 99 9

London 3rd September,1904
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(l>h,i' Jj'itlUhtur* 3‘slitt^s (llmupauu.
/INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.jo--------- SJhnitea.

Registered 1902.

6'J,
Per Orita.

SQt^X-Saptejnber,yp 986. .x.a.__

Sir,
I have to acknowledge receipt of your despatch no. 262-per Or- 

ita,which arrived on the 12th inst. Your previous despatches per 

Oropesa were not fully answered owing to my absence from the office.

2. 260-2. Yfhat you say about heaving down the Hornet is both 

curious and surprising,and certainly lessens the need for a slip. I ; 

have referred again to what I wrote in 1886,and in case you should 

be unable to turn up my despatch no. 422 and read pars. 2 and 5,1 

well mention that I reported that in heaving down that !may as
schooner she came down very hard,probably owing to her build,and 

that in the end it was found impossible to get her keel out of

water. It was found,however,the keel being just awash,that the i
;

main and false keels had through fastenings,and that the false one 

had been almost entirely knocked off,so that there was nothing for 

it but to send her to Montevideo for thorough repair. I have the 

clearest recollection of the whole thing now,and it is to the cred

it of Johnson that he was able to carry out afterwards what Biggs 

had been unable to do. You might recall the circumstance to the 

latter,and ask him if he recollects why the heaving down was found 

to be impossible. If this has now been done,is there any reason 

why the Portuna,now strengthened with straps,should not be treated 

in the same way when necessary? Larger vessels than she is are hove 

down in other places. The difficulty with the Samson would still 

remain,and her bottom requires a lpt of attention to do her just-

ice.
3. Par. 4. I think that I have already referred to the possi

bility of some of our clients clubbing to get a coal vessel out,

W. A. Harding, Esq.,
Manager,

Stanley.

t



•to be followed most, likely by a charter home for wool; it, seems 

therefore specially desirable that we should do what we can to
j!

meet our clients by reducing the price of 75/. for coal, which seems 

appallingly dear.
4. Par. 6. I enclose copy of a letter from Olde,which shows 

that the Bracht scheme will come to nothing,and if the farmers

l

iare tired of the subject it will not be surprising. It would be 

worth while pointing out to them that if they decline to commit
themselves as to numbers until after the winter there must be a l|

perpetual deadlock,because arrangements are not made here in a 

day, and if we do not know in September what numbers to offer firm 

for the forthcoming season there will be no chance of business.
Bergl wfculd have made an offer if the farmers had responded, and 

they should know that for any failure their present attitude, if 

it is as you describe,is responsible.
5. Par. 7. Your remarks read as if the softness of the wood

of which American vessels are built influenced their sailing,but 

I take it to mean that the lines of tftose vessels are not usually 

drafted for going to windward. A vessel can be built to any de
sign, and I have no doubt that if we enquired we could find one

1

of the type we want. The Fairy,the Tilton,the Louisa,and others,
all used to get about well enough,and it was not until 1869 that 

the first old yacht made her appearance. The vessels you name, 
all of which I saw,are not in the same parish with the Lafonia.

6. Par.9 and 251-6. Your letters on the subject of Bull Point 

have the approval of the Board.
7. Par. 12. The arrangement is that if through special cir

cumstances it should become necessary to send the Plym outside 

the limits it can be done,but must at once be reported,and we 

shall have to pay an extra premium of £1 per cent for the year.
It is most desirable to avoid this,for there is a certain amount 
of risk in it, and we world much rather keep her safe that get
her insurance.

8. Par. 10. The Directors do not like the Store figures at 

all,and fear that if any further shrinkage of sales takes place
the profits will approach vanishing point,bearing in mind that 

the account is not charged with interest on the st6ok, or anything
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for rent* or any proportion of* the management expenses. They wish 

me to suggest that if* profits were reduced on some of the more 

wholesale articles more business might result,and this has been 

ledi up to by the information we have lately had that Mr.Felton 

has ordered his supply of bagging for the year from Kindley*s 

through his Londpn agent. We cannot wonder at the farmers import
ing as much as they can direct and saving intermediate profits, 

nor can we blame them,and the only thing to do is to make prices 

so reasonable as not to make it worth their while to trouble 

themselves to order direct, in other words try to keep up the 

turnover with a moderate profit rather than lose business alto
gether. We cannot expect such profits on farm supplies as we get 

on retail counter sales. You have certainly done well to get rid 

of Aldridge.
9. Par. 20. An extra supply of danger signals was put on 

board the Lafonia,so that a portion may be transferred to the 

other schooners,and we have sent two spare sockets for firing the 

patent rockets from the rail,although there seems reason to think 

that the Fortuna is so fitted already. I cannot go at full length 

into all the red tape objections that were thrown in our way at 

Liverpool on the subject ot expbsives by the Customs,the Board 

of Trade, or the Harbour Board, and sometimes all three; it is suf
ficient to say that in the end,while we were a,ble to send the 

gunpowder in a tank lined with wood and felt,the shipment of ves
tas, methylated spirits,and any kind of matches byt safeties was 

absolutely prohibited in the same vessel,even on deck. The Lafon- 

iafs own boats,which were used for the pilot service,will do very 

well for rafting off wool,but they are clincher built,which is 

a pity,however,they are very strong. Mc.Lauchlen looked all round 

Liverpool for second hand boats,but could find none,and the kind 

you mention would cost some £56 or £40 to build. With regard to 

the winch,an excellent one has been supplied,specially ordered 

by Mc.Lauohlen,and as there was another one on the order for 

stores by the schooner that was built too,and has gone out in her. 
If I had looked more carefully into this matter,which came by 

mail Just as I was leaving for my holiday,I should have held the 

order *«y in suspense,for it seems Just possible that this was

r.
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1]intended to be a part or her equipment,and if* so,placing it on 

the stores list was both wrong and misleading. The winch has cost 

£11,and I suppose that you will place it on the Hornet or one of 

the lighters.

10. 251-2. Dean & Anson are the last firm I should have ex

pected to leave us,Mrs. Dean,through the amalgamation of our bus

inesses,being assumed to look on us favourably,and Mr.Anson still 

more so,because it was through assistance rendered him in 1896 in 

which we took a leading part that he is now going about with a 

coat on his back,as he very fully acknowledged in the most grate

ful and apparently sincere terms only eight years ago. To throw 

us over in this way,so curtly and on such frivolous grounds, if 

the refusal of absurd claims can be termed grounds,is the most 

monumental instance of ingratitude in the history of the Islands. 

With regard to your offer of financial assistance,the Board have 

minuted that they do not see the object of financing people who 

put their other business past us,and we understand that this of

fer has been rejected,which is all the better. We are well enough 

off in these times,but some years ago we should have been glad

to curtail advances in every possible way,and we only advance 

money to those who are not clients because they have asked us to 

do so,but at higher rates which are intended to toe prohibitive, 

and only in such cases as we know to be safe.

11. Par. 5. Every effort should be made to prevent the erect

ion of the school building in front of our land,and it is well 

that the Colonial Secretary Is against it,as he may influence the 

Governor. I think that something might be made of the fact that 

in the original plan of the settlement the ground was not marked
into sections,and was evidently Intended to be the village green, 

m
which I remeber some Government officer calling it. The children

playing about there would be anuisanoe to the settlement for all 
time. It may yet have to be decided whether those who bought land
shown on the plan to be on a road,the opposite side of which is

not Intended for building on, thereby securing the purchasers an

open frontage and view of the harbour,would or would not have a

legal remedy. If this is not the case,why were the Government so
very particular to confine our purchases of water frontage to the

n
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r 1
bank and shore exactly in frifcnt of our own lands on Ross Road,but 
not an inch on either side? The Board hope that the negotiations
which we hear are in progress with Wilkins will result in the pur
chase of his land,which is the proper place for the school,but if 
not,they would not be averse to selling the Marmont Row paddock
or the piece next the Church,as you suggest,the former preferred, 

though neither seems likely to be of much use. It would be better 

to keep the children off the front road,and the Ross Road plot
cost more than the other* But it would be even better if you
could get our water frontage extended by carrying it on in front
of Teja Cottage and the Manager1 s house in exchange for an equal 
sized portion of the Marmont Row paddock,or the paddock itself,
as to which we cannot give you precise directions as we do not
know the exact available area of either. There would be a double
advantage in this,to the G-overnment in securing a suitable site
for a school at no cost to them,and to us in securing for ever 

the piece of ground that might be such a nuisance to us.
12. 252-5. The cost of fitting side light screens was not 

included in the price of the lamps,which we learn from Nunn &
Rids dale was about right. You have not explained why it was ne
cessary to let these lamps go,seeing that they might have been 

useful later on thx to some of our other vessels.
15. Par. 5. If you had sent home the plan of the boiler asked 

for we should have been able to make preliminary arrangements 

for the new one,and still have been in time to act on the result 

of your conference with Atherton. Looking at the probable diffi
culty of lifting the deck house the Board are rather inclined to 

favour your suggestion that it might be done in dock at Montevid
eo, but before making any such arrangement they must have a defin
ite estimate or tender for the work,which could probably be given 

if you sent sufficient details to Morton. Only such work as can
not be done at Stanley should be executed there,which would con
fine it to repairs below the water line,in addition of course 

to the boiler work. It would certainly be a 

let her pass through the hands of Lloyd#s Surveyor.
14. Par. 6. It is not necessary to say much more about insur- 

the Board sanctioned your proposal in 985-4. Your par. 4

I!

advantage to

ance,as
was misread, as it seemed to mean that hitherto we had made no

tur storing goods. The insurance and storage must be keptcharge
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separate,as already decided by the Board,and the reason is obvi
ous. We cannot hold ourselves responsible for the insurance of 

goods as to whioh no special instructions have been given,but we 

should virtually do so if we admitted that one charge covered 

both,and since in most oases the amount would not be known at 

the time we should be open to allsorts of claims in case of loss. 

It will be very simple if you tell people to advise you that they 

are expecting so and so which is to be insured for so much,or 

get them to advise the shippers to inform yoU,or again,tell them 

to insure to destination. Had Anson done this he would not have 

had to bemoan the loss of his goods per Fair Rosamond. Nothing 

has been written to lead you to think that the Directors are av
erse to gj.ving facilities for insurance; the clause about goods 

in trust or on commission,however, is a very usual one in fire

:il

1

!

policies.
15. Par. 9, The arrangement with the Lovart is excellent,and 

has saved you a lot of trouble. The charter seems fairly chdhp,’ 
and we make a profit on it. It would be worth while looking up a 

number of the late voyages to the Chartres made by the Fair Ros
amond, and find out by comparing the time occupied with the freight 

earned whether the double freight we have been in the habit of 

charging for that port was warranted or not. Taken over, say,five 

trips we could get a good idea whether we made a profit or loss 

at the special rates.
16. Par. 10. If when the Lafonia gets out you find that she 

carries so well and makes such good passages that she and the 

Fortuna are able to cope with the bulk of the produce,there will 
be no need to send out a third schooner of greater capacity than 

the HornetJ but you must bear in mind that owing to the expense 

of working the latter she is only fit for short trips,and that 

if you send her beyond Bull Point or to the West there will be 

an almost certain loss. When we know that other schooners with
at the most two extra hands carry twice or three times as 

much,it points to the desirability of laying her up as soon as 

all the short trips have been made.
17. Par. 10. (should have been 11) You have now provided us 

with excellent information on the subject of fire insurance,and

:

one or
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as soon as -the holiday season is over it will be -taken in hand.
18. Par. 12. The letter to the Secretary or State about the 

Canteen leaves nothing to be said on the subject,and is unanswer
able.

19. Par. 14. A copy of Hendry & Anderson1 s letter about run
ners was sent to Mr.Allan last mail; if the people,whose names 

you do not give, accept your offer we can do nothing with the for
mer,but we shall gain,as you say,experience. There is a big trade 

done in these things,and I am under the impression that we have 

not yet got the true market value,and have sold too cheaply.
20. Before replying to your question about Mr. 0-irling,the 

Board wish to know whether ther9 is any special circumstance that 

would -warrant their departing from the usual custom of letting 

all time expired officers and empiyes come home according to the 

terms of the&r agreements,and re-engage if they wish to return.
It has not been customary to grant pay during absence to any but 

the Managers,on the ground that the latter have necessarily to j 
attend to a certain extent at the office,and the Board are averse j 
to creating precedents.

21. The Lafonia sailed from Liverpool on the 23rd inst. ,and 

got away with a fair wind,so has not been detained in the Channel.
I was in hopes of being able to send her earlier,but a lot of

jlj
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work had to be done,and with ordinary good luck she will be in 

time yet for the seasonfs work. I am glad to say that she has turn
ed out even better than we expected, for when the copper was taken

wear there was not a wrinkle on it, and sheoff after 12 years 

took very little oakum. She has been sheathed again with pure 

copper; it cost about 20$ more than metal,but will outlast it two 

or thr0e times over. Much work had to be done,more than in the
of a yacht,for she was fitted with accommodation for 26 pil

ots, and the after cabin did not lend itself to alteration,and had 

to be claared out with the rest. The designer,Mr.Richardson of 

Liverpool,made out the specification for alterations,and the 

work was superintended throughout by Mc.Lauchlen,who went into 

the thing with the greatest energy,and whose services have been 

simply invaluable. I will give you as nearly as I can the partic
ulars of the alterations and work done. The bowsprit,whisti,as is

case

I
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usual in yachts, was a running or reefing one,and in deference to 

■the opinion of Mc.Lauchlen I allowed it. t.o be fixed and fitted 

like the Hornet’s. Mr.Richardson was opposed to this,and said 

that Mc.Lauchlen's ideas were out of date,and that anyone who be- 

came used "to a running bowsprit# would see t#he advantage. Very 

likely it is so; but people in the Islands are slow to take up 

new ideas,and I thought it safer to let Mc.Lauchlen have his way. 
An excellent steel hatch has been fitted,and a small skylight 

over the pilots’ quatrters has been allowed to remain,as Mo.L. 
thought it might be useful on occasions to have light In the 

hold,but it can be easily converted into a hatch for parcels and 

small packages. The tiller has been replaced by a wheel,which has 

been very well fitted,not a screw apparatus,which world have been 

too expensive. There are sails enough to last some time,and a 

gaff topsail and maintopmaststaysail have been supplied to help 

in light winds on the voyage. All the sails have been put into 

thorough repair. Several coils of spare rope have been supplied 

in case of need,too much I am afraid,but it will keep her going 

for a long time. This is a new kind to us,from the Isle of Man, 
and considered by Mr.Lowden to be very good. I have mentioned the 

two boats,one of which is fitted with tanks as a lifeboat,to the 

requirements of the Board of Trade,and there Is also a fine lit
tle dinghy,which Mc.Lauchlen picked up cheap. For this I would 

have sent davits,but the repairers wanted too much for them,and 

Mc.Lauchlen told me that when he left there were some spare ones 

in Stanley Jiist the right size. I wanted to have skids made for 

protecting the rail and side in working cargo,but they were for
gotten until too late,and must be made in Stanley. It is scarcely 

necessary to say that the vessel*s rail must not be weakened by 

cutting a gangway. The cabin has been fitted much on the same 

plan as the Fortuna*s,and I have put an excellent Pasoall Atkey 

fireplace and swinging lamp in,neither of which c<ftd be got in 

Liverpool. One of the original *twe9n deck stanchions has been 

left in the cabin,and there would be no harm in taking it out if 

It is much in the Tray. It was thought better to leave It until 
Lloydfs had passed the alterations,and it gives,of course,some 

strength to the deck. Bedding has been supplied to the berths aft

!
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and tiie Captain's cabin. The latter,by the bye,I understand is
in

not recognized as such feqc the Islands now, and he has the one at 

-the foot of the companion? but in my time he had the one that 

should have been his,and gave it up to ladies or any distinguished 

The veiilator of the W.C.comes up very awkwardly on'passengers.
deck, and is not fitted as Mr.Richardson intended,with a bend in 

the pipe below and leading up between the stanchions,but it was 

too late to alter it. In place of the ordinary merchant ship wind

lass there is one of the capstan kind with single and double pur

chase, which Me.Lauchlen thinks very suitable. There were 75 tons 

of kentledge on board,of which we have retained 46,all stowed be

low the cargo deck or the cabin. You may find that this will be

1

1

insufficient to get her to make a passage when light,and if so 

will have to add some. Me. Lauchlen was anxious to get as deep a 

hold as possible with an eye to the stowage of wool. The ceiling 

of the hold is made in sections easily removable for the purpose 

of painting the frames,which should periodically be seen to. 

completes the list of the principal alterations,and I have to add 

that the vessel was surveyed by Lloyd's Surveyor when they were 

finished,and that we have her Certification of classification in 

Lloyd's Yacht Register confirmed,as 20 year3 Al,the highest class 

given to composite vessels.
Mr.Richardson told me that he had designed her to sail best 

on the draft of lift, aft and 7 ft. 9 in. forward,or 3 ft. 3 in by 

the stem. She went to 2 ft. 5 in. by the stern when loaded,and we 

had to stop putting in cargo, as it was putting her by the head. I 

told the Captain what the designer had said,and if necessary he 

was going to get a little cement aft,but the pilot who took her 

out said that she sailed as well as ever in the new trim.

For cargo we have made use of the special indent you sent,' 

but omitting some of the oement,as I wished to give her every 

chance of making a passage. We were filling up with hay,but had 

to lSire a space unfilled for the reason given, 

the freight at £138.1. 3,according to sailing ship rates; but I 

think it will be better to leave it to you to credit her with 

whatever you think the Store can fairly pay,letting her begin her 

working account from Liverpool,as we have done with other schoon-

This

Lowdens work out*
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ers. As to aocounts,it seems hopeless to think of* sending them 

this time,as they are slow in sending them in from Liverpool,but 

by next mail you shall have them all,including,Tor your informa

tion, those relating to the cost of fitting her out,though we shall 

only debit you with those belonging to the working account, as 

there is no object in opening one for her cost,which would be re-

c

transferred to London a few months afterwards.

The crew are engaged in the usual way, that is to say for a 

term not exceeding two years with the provision that they are to 

be returned to the U.K. Naturally after a short time they will 

jib at the Liverpool wages,£5 per month,and you will have to make 

the usual compromise,cancelling or altering the articles to Colon

ial wages, in consideration of which the homeward passage will be 

abandoned. They were all British subjects I was told,and I can 

testify personally to their having been very drunk on leaving.

The Captain takes her for the run out,and I enclose a copy of the 

letter he signed. He takes her for £30,or on the basis of £12 a 

month for a 75 days 

vantage. He seems a good sort of man,and has furnished us with 

excellent testimonials. I heard at the last moment that the fete 

intended to stop,and make a place for himself in the Islands. He 

is a likely looking man,and although I am afraid that there will 

be no place for him on board the 3chooner,he might if he got to 

learn the coast,be an excellent stand-by in the event of any of 

our Captains failing us. Particulars of the crew and advances are 

enclosed.

i.
:

:

!

f passage,which I hope will turn out to his ad-

■

Now with regard to the command in the Islands. You think 

that Osborne is a suitable man,and you are the only one in a pos

ition to judge,though we are favourably impressed with him on hear 

say,from remarks made by Mc.Lauchlen and others. If you give her 

to him you must make him appreciate the fact that he has got a 

real prize,absolutely the finest schooner ever sent or likely to 

be sent to the Islands. If we lost her we could not replace her

for twioe the money. He will be more careful about his reckoning 

at night no doubt; do you know anything of his powers of naviga

tion, and whether he will understand the variation of the 

which in a composite vessel of course exists? There
compass,

are many ex-
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cellent daylight* sailors who are not* to be trusted when night* 

comes on,and t*he Lafonia must* be out* at* night* t*o make passages,as 

t»he Fort*una is. I am not* suggesting for a moment* that* Osborne is 

not thoroughly up to his work at all hours,but ad putting things 

before you to think abfcut. No pains have been spared on this side 

to make the vessel as perfect for F. I. work as it was possible to 

do,and we want to know that she is in safe hands.
I have sent some photographs showing her entrance and run, 

which give a fair idea of her bottom; but the one taken as she 

was leaving is a disappointment,as it gives very little idea of 

what she is like,being taken from too far forward.
22. The wool per Sarmiento and Orita are the two lots for 

the present sales,at which prices are if anything still better 

than before. We are wondering when we shall hear of the shipment 
of the tallow,the market being just now good.

I am, Sir,'
your obedient servant,

n

;

\

Managing Director.

i

.i

L
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Enclosures via Liverpool

Duplicates

Despatch No. 984 dated 31st August.

Ledger & Journal Entries

Remarks on Accounts
Remarks on Stores

Replies to remarks om Stores

Supplementary remarks on Stores

List of Dutiable Goods per "Oropesa"

List of General Cargo per "Oropesa"

General Invoice goods per "Oropesa"

List of Enclosures

List of Parcels

Clients * A/sales

1 cask Tallow ex "Amtisana"W.Fell

H 2 y yy y y y

9 2 y y y y y y

tClients' reports & contracts:~

H W 18 salted Hides ex "Sarmiento"

(contract onl$|)

Second of Exchange for £103.16. 2 with Bill of Lading attached

11. -.5 on J. C. Aldridge 

Bill of Lading General Cargo per "Oropesa"

95S y y y y y y

y y y y

L



Enclosures via Liverpool

Originals

Copy of Cablegrams sent on 9th. & 24th September,

Credit note for D. Smith for Stoves broken in transit per "Oruba" 

Dewar's credit note for case Whisky short shipped per "Oropesa" 

Copy of Captain Fortay,:s agreement

Copy of Lowden's letter dated 22nd Sept.to Capt.Fortay 

Copy of letter from Lowden dated 26th instant 

Copy of letter from Olde & Son dated 26th August 

Clients * Reports,contracts & A/sales:-

159 bales Wool ex "Sarmiento"D H

M Y 12 9 99 9 9 s

27T R 9 99 9 9 9

146 9 9 9 99 9I
R B C 29 9 9 9 9 9 9

H W 55 9 99 9 9 9

S 44 9 9 9 9 9 9

z 90 9 9 9 99 9

W E D 195 9 9 9 9 9 9

S I 57 9 9 9 9 9 9

Particulars of freight home per "Panama", "Oravia" & "Antisana"

Copy of letter from Anderson Anderson & Co.dated 6th Sept,

Wool reports

Credit note for Yere Packe claim recovered sea-damaged Wool per
"Antisana"

Credit note for Bertrand & Felton 9 99 99 99 9

Clients* Repo^ts_&_contracts & A/sales: -

5 casks Tallow ex "Sarmiento"WED

R B D 11 9 9 9 99 9

M Y 2 9 9 9 9 9 9

9H W 9 9 9 9 9 9

(& contract for 10 remdj. _8 Salted HidesH W 9 9

95S * 9 9 99 9

A/sale
Brokers *A(press copy)Company * s Hides ex "Sarmiento"

k
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Debit* note Dor freight &c. Cutter f,ILMAM Speedwell Island Account 

Particulars of freight home per "Sarmiento"

Despatch No. 985 will be post via Lisbon,per Supplementary Mail.

c

London 28th September,1904.

*

c
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Lis t of Enclosures per Supplementary Mail via Lisbon
r

Originals

Ledger & Journal Entries

Remarks on Accounts & Supplementary remaps

Remarks on Stores
Replies to Remarks on Stores

Supplementary Remarks on Stores 

List of* General Cargo per "Orita" 

List of Dutiable Goods per **Orita**

Wool Reports

General Invoices Goods per "Orita** 

Clients* Reports & Contracts;-

Z 530 bales Wool ,,0rita,t

J D M 26 > yy y

17B B > yy y

J R 4 y y y y

Brokers * (press copy) Report on Company’s V/ool per **0rita** 

Suppliers* invoices for goods shipped per "Orita"

Defries Eills Lamb (2)Morton MeIvor

Letters for the following:-

W. A. Harding, Esq.

A. L. Allan, Esq.

J. J. Felton, Esq.

Stickney Brothers.

London 1st October,1904

Lafonia* s Enclosures under separate cover , as per list
attached.

r.
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Lafonia's Enclosures

B/L General Cargo per "Lafonia**

List of* Cargo per "Lafonia"

G-eneral Invoice goods per "Lafonia**

Lloyd* s Certificate "Lafonia**
Measurements & Weights of* Cargo 

Lafonia*s Cargo booh

Inventory of* Stores belonging to "Lafonia" 

Suppliers* invoices goods shipped per **Laf*onia**

Eley*s invoice f*or Cartridges per "Lafonia** for Holmested & Blake,
Ltd,

List of Crew **Lafonia**

Specification of Lafonia*s Alterations & Repairs 

Suppliers1 invoices Stores &c. supplied to "Lafonia" 

Certificate of Inspection **Lafonia**

London 1st October,1904
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Registered 1902.
:

fkr Panama.

SBSAl. October,... .... 990 4..VP 986.

Sir,

Since writing per Orita your despatch no. 253 per Panama has
been received.

2. Par. 2. No doubt you know that cables get weaker between 

wind and water than at any other part,owing to oxidation,so 

that a piece has to be cut out occasionally. If the Great Brit

ain's cables have not been lifted for many years you may not be 

aware that there is,or used to be,a messenger chain from the 

winch to the windlass,which saves all hand labour.

3. Your remarks on the subject of sealing are very interest

ing. The common sense view of the matter seems to be that even

if the sealing in the open sea tends to destroy the seals,- though 
it would seem to be driving them back to the Islands - no action

)

ii

by the F. I. Government can be of any avail while the Government

at Sandy Point allow the catches to be shipped there. On the

other hand there is the undoubted fact that the sealers bring a

lot of business and money into the place,and for our Government, (!

unsupported by others,to try to stop them is both futile and in

jurious to the interests of the Colony.

4. Par. 9. The farmers ought not to have any difficulty in

making allowance for an exceptional loss and still being able 

to guarantee a certain number of wethers annually. But the Colony 

is too small to support two schemes,and while Bonner's and the 

canning project are both on the cards it is certain that nothing 

can be done.
5. Par.10. There has been an excellent market for tallow up\

to the last forthight; but the market has suddenly become dull, 

and it is practically unsaleable.

W. A. Harding,Esq !• >

Manager,

Stanley.
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Par. 15. In converting the Sissie into a small lighter 

a For mails and packages,you are making the best possible use oF 

her.

6.

17. Par. 16. J.L. Waldron,Ltd. have paid us the amount oF the 

last halF year's account in cash,and the arrangement proposed is 

quite satisFactory.

8. Par. 18. Assuming that the new boiler For the Samson is 

tp be the same size as the old one,it is by no means clear why 

the drawing oF it sent out some years ago,to which I have allud

ed more than once,would not have been the best thing to work on, 

iF you had returned it at once with such notes as Athertom might 

have thought necessary to make. It could have been well in hand 

beFore now,and would have saved all the trouble oF making a new 

drawing,which aFter all may not be as good as the old one.

9. Par. 19. The view I take oF the sale oF the BluFf Cdive 

lease at the preposterous price given is,not that the land is 

worth any more than it was,but that there is one more Fool in 

the world than we knew oF. An inspection oF the buyer's accounts 

at the end oF a couple oF years,iF they could be obtained,would 

to a certainty bear out the truth oF this. How is it that Me*Kay, 

who is understood to have lost money during his tenancy,was able 

to command suFFicient cash to run the purchaser up as he did?

10. Your cable about the SoFala was posted From Sandy Point 

to Coronel. It is unfortunate that aFter working well For some 

time aFter the stoppage, the wire broke down again a day or two 

beFore we should have sent the last cable about the Orita's oar-

i

go. IF this occurs again we shall have to revert to Ooronel,but

until lately all our messages have got through all right. O.M.
who are reported to be a substantial Firm,will ac

cept draFts up to £5,000,the estimated amount oF the ship's dis-

Steeves & Co • 9

bursements,but you must not draw on the Ship Company.

11. For want oF the usual letter oF advice,Lampsons made 

some diFFiculty about accepting the draFt on account oF the Ag

nes D. Donahoe. Why was this omitted?

IS. The Board have considered the unfortunate position oF

Mrs. Sedgwick, and to relieve her immediate wants have granted her

a compassionate allowance oF £S5.
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13. You will probably have heard, -that, the P. S, N. Co* have 

made an arrangement,formed a ring in fact,with three other lines 

interested in the South American trade,the result of which has 

been a general raising of rates to all ports,with a deferred re

bate of ICrfo to all shippers who have confined themselves during 

a year to those lines. In the new printed tariff the Falkland 

Islands have been included; but as Mr,Lamb happened to tell me 

that the Colony had been excluded from the deliberations of the 

conference,I made very strong representations to the Company 

'through Mr, Connell of Lowdens,and am glad to say that they have 

acknowledged the impolicy of rdvising the F. I.rates,which are to 

remain as before, I am not quite sure that in defending the in

terests of the Colony generally I have served our own,as it is 

possible that increased rates might have diminished the flood of 

private importations; however, it would have been a serious thing 

if we had had to pay 10/. more a ton all round, and it is some

thing to have got the P. S.N.to acknowledge that although they 

have the monopoly, they cannot put on the screw too hard with

safety.
14. I send you a very interesting print of the Lafoniafs 

framing,which will show you how enormously strong she is,and 

how well tied together. This is the original design for the ves

sel as a pilot boat,and some alterations have been made; 

stance,the cabin flooring was carried at the same level right 

through,and supported by what were practically ’tween deck beamsj 

These have been taken out in the hold,and lowered to take the 

platform over the ballast. There was some fear that Lloyd’s would 

object,but I am glad to say that their Surveyor passed all the
Certificate of classification when

for in-

•i

alterations,and gave us a new
completed. I also enclose the sail plan,which will bethey were

of service in ordering new main and foresails,but will no longer 

jibs, owing to the alteration in the steeve of the 

bowsprit,and this will have to be made on a new plan when you

she is well supplied with sails they should

do for the

order. However, as 

last a good time. The chronometer should be returned by the first

safe opportunity,as there is no knowing when we may have to send

another vessel out*
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15. We have been through all the insurance papers,and will 

L make entries accordingly. They have been most carefully worked 

out,and supply the fullest possible information.

?*

16. The P. S. N. Co. have said no more about the homeward rates

of freight,but we must hear soon,as an answer by letter from 

Valparaiso to their queries cannot be very far off.

I am, Sir,

your obedient servant,

i

i
i

\
-

:

Managing Director.

V
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:Enclosures via Liverpool
t

r"duplicates

Despatch No. 985 

Ledger & Journal Entries

Remarks on Accounts & Supplementary remarks 

Remarks on Stores & Supplementary remarks 

Replies to Remarks on Stores 

List or Cargo per "Orita" :
General Invoice or goods per "Orita" 

List or Parcels

List or Dutiable Goods per "Orita" 

List or Enclosures

Clients1 A/sales9reports & contracts; -
H W 8 Salted Hides ex "Sarmiento"

S 95 "Antisama"9 y 9 9

D H 139 bales Wool ex "Sarmiento"

<s> 146 9 9 9 9

H W 55 9 9 9 9

T R 27 9 9 9 9

s 44 9 9 9 9

S I 57 9 9 9 9 J
M V 12 9 9 9 9

R B C 29 9 9 9 9

z 90 9 9 9 9

V/ E D 194 9 9 9 9

H W 9 casks Tallow 9 9

R B C 11 9 9 9 9 9 9

M V 2 9 9 9 9 9 9

Clients1 Reports & contracts:-
Z 550 bales Wool ex M0ritaM

J R 4 9 9 9 9 9 9

B B 17 9 9 9 9 9 9

J D M 26 9 9 9 9 9 9

Bills or Lading (2) Cargo per M0ritaM

»

i
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'Lafonia's" enclosures*

List of* Cargo

Inventory of Stores

List of Crew

General Invoice

List of Enclosures
»Suppliers' invoices

B/L general Cargo.

1 .

t

r
r

t I
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r
Br^olostares per Supplementary Mail

Originals

Ledger & Journal Entries

Remarks on Accounts

Remarks on Stores
Replies to Remarks on Stores 

List of* General Cargo per "Panama"

List or Cargo for Outsiders 

List of Dutiable Goods per "Panama'*

Sight Draft for £ 126 .17 .1 on J.Kirwan for collection 
B/L and copy of letter attached 

General Invoice goods shipped per "Panama"

Eills & Co*s invoices

A/sale for Dean& Anson’s Hides ex "Orita"

Pyne & Co’s account for J. J.Felton £8.1.6 

Copy of letter from the S. A. M.S.dated 27th October.

Board of Agriculture and Fisheries circularson Black Leg. 

Particulars re Lafonia’s Working Account.

Letters-for the following:-

9 9

W. A. Harding,Esq. (2) 

A. L. Allan, Esq. (g)

Rev. C. K. Blount 

J. J. Felton,|!sq.

rt London L&9th Octo'ber, 1904

i

L
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Enclosures via Liverpool

Originals
r\ -

Copy of Cablegrams received (two)
Copy of (Cablegram sent •' , „

Copy of Correspondence with the- P.S. N.Co. re Cargo boat 
Wool Averages for 1904 * *-

Copy of letter from Lowden,& tJo.dated 18th instant ra
outward freights 

reports,contracts & A/sales; -»Clients

H W 10 Salted Hides ex "Sarmientp" 

330 bales Wool ex "Orita"Z

JR 4 9 9 9 9 9 9

J D M 26 9 9 9 9 9 9

B B 17V 9 9 9 9 9 9

WE D 19 bales Sheepskins1' ijejc "Sarmiento"
S I 1 9 9 9 9 9

CD 8 fir 9 9 9 9
I2ft 4 9 9 9 9 • fi|

H W 4 9 9 9 9

T R 1 9 9 9 9

R B C 7 9 9 9 9
I

M V 4 9 9 9 9

z 17 Orita9 9

B B

J R pt. 2 

J D M

Press copies reports & contracts of above marks 

Brokers1 Press copy A/sale Co's Wool per "Orita"

Mrs Rummel's receipt for £ 25

2 9 9 9 9

9 9 9 9
I

1 9 9 9 9
IBrokers

^4

Debit note for error in Warehouse charges on 146 bales Wool
„ A ,,Sarmiento" £ 16 .18 .4
Hughes s account for cleaning &c. Chronometer for "Lafonia11
Clients' reports & contracts: -

Z 1 bale Hair ex "Orita1'

"Sarmiento" 

Z 64 Salted Hides ex "Orita"

S 1 9 9

Particulars of homeward freight per "Orita"
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Corrected General Invoice goods per "Lafonia'* 

Letter for the following: i- 

A. L. Allan, Esq. Il V

G. Bonner, Esq. . £

E. J. Mathews , Es q. -.wp •r .

W. Stickney,Esq.
*\ •V

♦

!
v: '1

1
j i

f c f »« «*
I

t. * <. '

9\
r ? t* ?

London 26th October,1904
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Cl>iti' Ji^it 1 Itlani* 3j$litui»$ CLmu^auii.
£tmiteixINCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851 v

P Registered 1902.
6'/, c/t C^Zee/s.

/hr Oruba. C/7 /=^Z^r/u/or/ <£. c.____2^d.JfeYQmb.er., . /WA.YP 987.

Sir,
I have bo acknowledge the receipt or your despatches 254/5 or 

11th October,which arrived on the 5th inst.

2. 254-5. It is gratirying to learn that the Governor has re

versed his predecessor’s unjust claim ror rent on the so-called

Bull Point Reserve.

5. Par.4. When I see one or the P.S. N.Co.ofTicials I will men

tion the subject or rreight on hay; you might let us know ir the 

system or Government trading is likely to be continued under the 

new Governor.
4. Par. 5. Perhaps Dick will write and try to get the mystery 

about the price or a levelling table elucidated.

5. Pars. 7,9Sfcand 11. ir the Governor continues as he has begun 

he will prove to be the most just man who has ever held the orrice.

6. Par.8. The news about the Rosa Baker is most satisractory, 

and much credit seems to be due to Captain Thomas ror the skill

7

shown in getting over the dirriculty.

7. Par. 12. The Board have heard with great regret or the sui

cide or C.Aldridge and or his incendiary attempt on the Charles 

Cooper. The latter,but ror Mr. Gorton1 s promptitude,must have had 

most serious consequences,and they wish you to return him their

thanks ror the way in which he carried out his duty, in which he 

showed greqt presence or mind,thereby saving the Insurance Company
This occurrence hasand possibly ourselves a considerable loss, 

caused me to look up once more the subject or rire insurances in

Stanley. It is one or considerable dirriculty,as although we are 

rully covered as regards the total value or the Stores,all our po-

W. A. Harding, Esq• y

Manager,

Stanley.
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licies specifically allocate certain amoi^bs to the various build
ings and the hulks,while the quantities and values in each vary 

(P from time to time. In this case it is clear that if the contents

of the Charles Cooper had exceeded £3500 in value,all the surplus 

wouifcd have been our 19ss,notwithstanding that we are insured in 

all for over £27,000. I am glad to say that I am in course of ar

ranging with the Royal to reduce slightly the specific amounts on 

some of the policies,and to take out a floating policy for £5000 

over the whole, excluding coals and timber,the effect of which will 

be that any surplus in case of a loss will be covered to that am

ount, wherever the fire may be.

8. Par. 14. The owners of the Sofala think that £3000 is a very 

high estimate of the cost of repairs,and it is to be hoped for the 

sake of avoiding unpleasantness that it will not be exceeded.

9. Par. 15. In the absence once more of a letter of advice

Lampsons had to cable for instructions before they could pay the 

Edith R. Balcom* s draft on them.

10. Bespatch 255-2. The Manager of the P. S. N. Co. at Valparaiso 

has hardly treated us fairly about the tallow,and it is annoying 

as the market is just now a little more active after a dull time.

I have written to Liverpool,and the Company,as you will see by the 

correspondence,promise amendment in future, 

ing that if the total freight offered comes to £600 we can always 

arrange for the call of a New Zealand steamer,and with hay,flour, 

and other produce this can be safely reached any year if there is 

a fair quantity of tallow for shipment.

11. The report of the damage to the Emilie seems to show that 

it is slight,and I suggested to the owner that he should provide 

us with a credit on London for £500,no estimate having been cabled 

by you. He thinks,however,that it cannot amount to more than £300, 

and has arranged for a credit for that amount on C.J.Hambro & Sons, 

promising to increase it if the cost of repairs should prove to be 

more. This has been cabled via Montevideo; I notice that the Panama 

and the Orita are both due the same day, and preferred sending the 

message that way,notwithstanding that the Eastern Company continue 

to assure us that the Sandy Point line is in working order. Owing 

to the disarrangement of the mail service it has been impossible

It is worth while not-

1

:
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to cable -the -tonnage of the Panama's cargo.
12. In the Survey Report on the Sofala I notice that the word 

^ iron has been used in place of steel,which would apparently have 

been more correct.

i

1

15. Advantage must be taken of the present good times to get 

all clients' accounts into a satisfactory state,and this is being 

done in all cases except that of Mr. Henry Waldron,whose balance is 

still much too high considering the size of his holding. He seems 

to have had a large quantity of stores,and has run up his indebt
edness again to an extent that must be lessened as soon as practi

cable, for we Imow by this time that his promises to pay off out of 

his Patagonian profits never materialize,and if we do not get his

account on the right side while wool is high,it will be hopeless

to expect to do it in the event of a fall.

14. The opening days of the wool sales next year will be as

follows:- 17th January,7th March,2nd May,4th July,19th September,

and 28th November; these dates have been given to the P. S. N. Co • 9

who have sent them to Valparaiso. A steamer arriving at Tilbury ■i

the last week in February would suit us.

15. The Board have decided to take up the Weddell Island 

mortgage,now amounting to £7000,and six months' notice of her in

tention to pay it off has been given to the Messrs.Dean by Mrs.Wil

liams. Our Solicitors have the matter in hand,and have pointed out

that according to the Ordinance providing for mortgages on stock

and preferable liens on wool there is no time given for registering

charges given by persons outside the Colony. When this Ordinance

was passed it did not matter,for the person most immediately con

cerned, Mr. Williams, was resident in the Colony,and the documents 

signed by him could be registered within the prescribed ten or four

teen days,whatever it may be,- the Ordinance is with the Solicitors- 

now,however,as Mrs.Williams is here,we must go through the cum

brous form of getting her to appoint an Attorney in the Islands to 

sign for her,unless you can show the Governor the desirability of 

passing a short Ordinance extending the time for registering such

documents to six or twelve months after signature out of the Colony. 

I am writing under the disadvantage of being without our copies of
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■the Colonial Ordinances,and it# is possible -that# the case may have 

been provided for either in the Registration Ordinance or some other 

passed more recently; anyhow I have explained the difficulty,and 

shall be obliged if you will let me know how the law stands,and do 

what is needful to get it altered should it be necessary.

16. We should like to know how we stand with regard to some 

of the Island leases; about Lively and Speedwell all the facts are 

recorded here,but nothing seems to have been done about Bleaker 

since 1898,when the Board decided that they would not disturb Fell 

during his lifetime,and the lease expired in June, 1900,since which 

time the old rent seems to have been charged. Whether anything was 

written on the subject then I do not know,and if it was not again 

brought before the Board it ought to have been, for the rental of £26 

a year is quite inadequate. There does not seem to be any record 

here about the leases of Great and Swan Islands,nor do we know 

when they expire. If it is not the intention of the Board to dis

turb tenants during their lifetime,it must be understood that the 

leases, if they have expired, wi 11 not be renewed in such a way that 

the interest in them can be disposed of by will,for it stands to 

reason that sooner or later the Company will resume possession of 

the Islands,and work them themselves,or at least reserve power to 

do so. It is going a long way back in the history of the Company, 

but the actual reason for temporarily alienating the Islands was 

that at the time we were scantily stocked,with scarcely any sheep 

in Lafonia,and the Directors thought that it would be well to let 

them off rather than allow them to lie idle. Unlike the Government

the Company are farmers themselves,and it is not right that any of 

their land,capable of earning £1000 a year or more,should be let

in perpetuity at a rental of £60 or £60 per annum.

I am, Sir,

your obedient servant,

Managing Director.
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Enclosures, via Liverpool

*» i •

Duplicates
J : 'Despatch No. 986

Ledger & Journal Entries

Remarks on Accounts
Remarks on Stores
Replies to Remarks on Stores
List of General Cargo per "Panama”

List of Cargo shipped per "Panama" for Outsiders.

List of Dutiable Goods per "Panama"

General Invoice of Goods shipped per "Panama"
List of Enclosures
List of Parcels

Corrected General Invoice of goods shipped per "Lafonia"- 
a

Clients* A/sles,reports & contracts:-
B B 17 bales Wool ex "Orita" I

J D M 26 9 9 9 9

A/sales only J R 4 9 9 9 9

Z 350 9 9 9 9

T R 1 Sheepskins ex "Sarmiento" 1
H W 4 9

M V 4 9

C lu b 8 9

R B C 7 9

D H 4 9

S I 1 9

WED 19 9

J D M 1 ex "Orita"
J R 2 9 9 9

17Z 9 9 9

B B 2 9 9 9

A/sale only— H W 10 Salted Hides ex "Sarmiento**
Z 64 * * 9 9 9 9

Second of Exchange on J.Kirwan for £126.17.1 B/L attached 

Bills of Lading general Cargo per "Panama" (3)
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Clients’ reports & contracts:

Z 1 bale Hair bx MOritaM

MSanniento,,S 1 > 99 9
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Enclosures via LIVERPOOL

Originals

Copy of* Cablegram received dabed 30bh October.

Copy of* Cablegram sent* dabed 17bh November. 

C1ienbs1 A/sales;-
S 1 bale Hair ex "Anbisana"

"Oriba11
Kirkland Cope's accounb for W. A. Harding,Esq. 9/- 

Kirkland Cope’s accounb for F.I.King 

Copy of* lebber bo P. S. N. Co. dabed 8bh and bheir reply of* bhe

lObh November.

Holmesbed & Blake’s invoice for Tallow Shooks reburned wibh

Z 1 * 9

10/10

Mr.Blake's remarks on bhe subjecb.

Copy of lebber from S.Abrahamsen dabed 15bh November re Emilie

Two invoices for Dean Brandon

Copy of lebber bo bhe Royal Insurance Co.dabed 7bh and bheir

reply of bhe 8bh November.

Credib nobe for Dean & Anson,Claim recovered on sea-damaged

Wool per "Oriba"
Credib nobe for J. D. Mackay 

Copy of lebber bo bhe Royal Insurance Co. d,abed 18bh November 

Clienbs' reporbs & conbracbs:-

9 9 9 9 9 9

AP 6 bales Wool ex "Oruba"

P B 129 9 9 9 9 9 9

K 40 9 9 9 9 9 9

J B 7 9 9 9 9 9 9

Wool reporbs.

Lebber for W.A. Harding,Esq.

#

London 25rd November,1904.

L
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Enclosures via Lisbon.

Originals

Ledger & Journal Entries
Remarks on Accounts

Remarks on Stores

Replies to Remarks on Stores

General Invoice Goods per "Oruba"

List of Dutiable Goods per "Oruba"

List of Clients1 Goods per "Oruba"

List of General Cargo per "Oruba"

P.S.N. Co.'s invoice for coal per "Oruba"

LangdonJDefries & Eills' invoices goods per "Oruba"

Sight Draft on J. Kirwan for £ 27. 17. 11 with B/L & invoices
attached.

Bill of Lading for Coals per "Oruba"

Letter for W.A.Harding,Esq.

London 26th November,1904



CL/I^c Jfotllihtuft (Cmupmiu.
INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER I8SI . ' - ftimiteif.

G/r r^t</cec/.//4. c/Cs '
Registered 1902.

Per Oravia.
( /?

V? 988. -Slst#. Deoembar,onr/rm :£.rr

Sir,

I have to acknowledge receipt of your despatches nos.256 and 

257, which only arrived yesterday morning, in consequence of the 

Orita losing a day between St. Vincent and Lisbon. As the Board 

sat on Monday specially to see the despatches,which did not come,
I can only answer partially.

2. 256-4. There is really not much difficulty in making es

timates of sheep, if the owners have their statistics,and allow 

for rather more than average losses to be on the safe side* We do 

not have such fluctuating losses,even in bad seasond,as occur 

elsewhere. When you have secured a certain number,and the farmers 

have agreed as to whether they will can,free2e,or sell alive,we 

can deal with people on this side. You may,perhaps,say that it 

will be impossible to secure unanimity; if so,nothing will be 

done at all. The letter from the man in Italy might be interest

ing if I could read the press copy,but as a portion of it is blank 

paper, it is illegible. The same man wrote to us about the dispos

al of produce and a trade in Italian goods,to which I replied 

that there was no such trade,and that we sold all our produce in 

London.

5. Par. 5. The idea of a Farmers1 Association seems excellent.

I have read through the papers once,and see that there is a di-
on a few points. Withversity of opinion. I can only give mine 

regard to the length of quarantine, I agree that when sheep

leave the port of shipment with a clean Bill of Health the time 

on board ought to be taken into account,for there would be no 

sense in quarantining against diseases which bate a short time to

W. A. Harding, Esq• >

Manager,

Stanley.
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incubate if that time has passed. Much injury has been done by 

imposing an unintelligent quarantine on imported sheep,and the 

* time should be restricted to what is absolutely necessary. That 

is to say,it would be to the interest of all alike to take the 

most stringent precautions against the introduction of disease, 

but those precautions should not be pushed to an absurd and un

necessary extreme. I agree with what is said about an Island, and

those farmers who have one suitable for the purpose should be al
lowed to declare it to be a quarantine ground; but there must be 

a quarantine paddock at or near Stanley,where the sheep will in

most cases arrive,and where in all cases the Inspector should

have an opportunity of handling them before allowing them to go

elsewhere. In our case,what Island would be more convenient than 
Seal
S&hh Island in Mare Harbour or the Sea Lions opposite Walker Ck?

Had our rams been removed there by water as soon as the Inspector 

passed them,it would have been infinitely better for them,and

there would have been basolutely no danger of introducing disease.
3. /

The objection I see to the Peninsula,or any place where a beach 

forms the fourth side of the enclosure, is that beach fencing can

not always be relied on to be sheep proof; in the case of a quar

antine ground there should be absolutely no doubt about this,and 

I would suggest that as there is no need for a large paddock,as 

the sheep would,in any case,be looked after and fed daily until 

released, it should be an enclosure fenced on all sides. Of course 

I am speaking of any ground near Stanley, where there would not be 

sufficient grass for them; in the case of an Island it would be 

With wool rising into the neighbourhood of a record 

price,and higher already that it has been for the last 20 years, 

the remarks about the ’’declining industry” might have been spared. 
The farmers should not now bemoan their unhappy condition; if they 

do,when bad times really come they will not be believed. I have 

not the least doubt that the Board will be satisfied to leave
interests in this matter in the hands of yourself and Mr.

different.

• their

Allan.
Par. 7. We will bear in mind what you say about shooks 

Shipped for others.
6. Par. 8. Freight is charged to Mr, John Dean at the P. S.N. 

tariff rates,on which we make a profit,and he settles it here.

4.
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I may mention that in his case we deviate from our rule as to 

shipments,mainly on account of his being a large shareholder,but 

we also bear in mind the fact that we have lost touch entirely

with the other Deans,and think it better to retain some connexion 

with the family. He would ship his stores in any case,and we make 

some prpfit out of the businesw without any serious amount of 

trouble. I will enclose if I can a list of our present freights*

I do not think it quite satisfactory,and I am waiting for an op

portunity of talking over the question with Mr. Lamb, and getting 

it amended. I have anticipated what you say about the raising of

rates,and have already told you that through my intervention the

Islands have been left out of the rise. I notice that in the last

freight list they have been taken out.

6. Par. 9. I will let you know next mail what the Board think

about Anson*s financial business. It is the only thing about 

which he may have a difficulty,and the Board’s opinion is that if

he withdraws all other business there is no reason why we should

finance him. It would have been a burden on us some years ago,

and might be again. I think you may take it for granted that if

he will still continue to consign his produce to us,although he 

ships it outside us,we would continue to act as his financial 

agents. Much will depend on what hw writes to me in ansewr to

my letter some months ago* It is possible that he may think bet

ter of his action, and seeing that the Lafonia will be fit to go 

to the Chartres return to us altogether.

7. Par. 10. We shall be interested to hear the result of ne

gotiations about the school ground.

8. Par. 12. I am glad to get the plan of the boiler at last, 

and must now await Mr.Morton's report,meanwhile the boiler will 

be ordered.
Par. 15. Of course any cargo of Anson's which you had un

dertaken to insure must be paid for.
10. Par. 14. As you say,the profit on the Fair Rosamond's 

Chartres voyages was not much; I suppose that you calculated the 

insurance in estimating the expenses per day.

11. Par. 17. When you have an opportunity of doing it without 

rushing it, it faould be desirable to point out to the Governor

9.
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t/hat, -there can be no possible reason for not* allowing ns bo com

plete the block inside our fence by buying the 1120 acres of 

more or less inferior land that was included through a misappre

hension. If I am not mistaken,and I have no time now to look the 

subject up, it is the land on which the Hillside house stands, and 

I repeat that I have the most distinct recollection of being there 

the evening of the day Mr.Bailey surveyed the freehold,and I know 

that the latter was satisfied that the house was on the section.
It is possible that he was mistaken,but I believe his

never found,and although the late Surveoyor placed the 

boundary elsewhere,we acted throughout in perfect good faith.

Par. 21. We will do what we can about the Chance.

Par. 22. We will give you weights of tallow and measure

ments of sheepskins by next cargo boat; but surely you have them 

already. We give particulars of freights on our own, and weights 

and measurements for others will always be found in the 

sales.

survey pegs
were

12.

13.

account-
Tallow is always shipped by weight,and it is not desira

ble to supply measurements,as the tonnage is undoubtedly

It is very unfortunate about Rowlands. As to 

Ennenga,to give him a good schooner would be much worse than send

ing her put close reefed towing several logs; I know him too

more.
14. Par. 24.

well,and say most distinctly that rather than Put Ennenga into 

the Lafonia we must look for a good coasting skipper here and 

send him out, if one cannot be got in the Islands. I am very glad
to hear that Captain Thomas has done so well,as it is not always 

that a deep sea man is fit for a fore and aft coaster.

15. Par.25. It is a great pity you did not send an outside 

estimate of the Emi&ie’s expenses,as it would have saved a lot of 

trouble. On the telegram to Lloyd*s I estimated the expenses at 

£500, and as you know asked for a credit for that sum. I was not 

far out,but my estimate was thought excessive,and the owner only 

got one for three. I am now arranging for an extra £150, but to 

save any complication cabled you to maice the extended credit 

parate,that is,draw for the £500 in full,and the surplus 

parate bill.

16. Par. 27. The new press for Goose Green will be ordered.

17. In further reference to the Chance,! find that the pol*-

se-

on a se-
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icy is,and always has been,for total loss only,so that I am afraid 

that any claim is out of the question* In any case^I doubt if the 

Underwriters would recognize ballast as part of the ship's equip- 

ment. We will mention the case to our Brokers,and it is just pos

sible that as she was stranded some contribution in the way of 

general average may be got, as the sacrifice was the means of sav

ing the property imperilled; anyhow,the owner may rely on our 

doing what we can.

18. Par. 18. Mr.Felton's wool measurements are quite right, 

but to satisfy him I enclose the Dock return,which please send 

back. Whether wool comes into Liverpool or London,it is measured 

here,and you will see that the practice is to take one in ten, 

and ascertain the average. It is done impartially by the Docks, 

and neither we nor the shipowners have any control,so that it may 

be looked on as entirely fair,and as these weights are checked 

both by us and the P. S.N. Co. for the purpose of calculating freight 

it is one of those things in which there is very little chance

of any mistake occurring. You will observe that the measurements 

differ considerably,and I can only suppose that Mr.Felton's pres- 

sing gang have more muscle available on some days than others.

19. Par. 28. The long passage of the Lafonia is most unfor

tunate; but I was told in Liverpool that it was a bad time for 

getting over the line,and I think I have mentioned that the Cas- 

talia,which left within a few days of the time in 1888,was 79 

days going out. I was much disappointed not to hear of her arriv

al before the Victoria left Stanley, and now the next chance of 

hearing is when the Oruba gets to Sandy Point.

20. Despatch 257. I quite agree with all you say about the 

way we are being treated over the shipment of produce,and as soon 

as the mail is out of the way I am going to write a strong remon

strance to Liverpool. I have been rubbing them up periodically 

about delays for the last month or two, and last week got together 

a strong case from their letters on the subject during the last 

two months,but delayed writing hoping to make it still stronger 

on the arrival of the present mail. I need say no more,except 

that one letter shows that in Liverpool they thought that a bar- 

go boat would be sent,confirming your "Spenlow and Jorkine* idea*



21. With, reference to what I wrote about the leases of is

lands, I have found a copy of the one of Great Island,which ex

pires 1st July, 1906. There is also some arrangement, I think,for 

the yearly occupation of Swan Island at a nominal rent.

22. I enclose copy of a letter from Mr.Robertson on behalf 

of Mrs.Bonner asking certain questions,some of which I have an-

swered. We do not know if the bale of sheepskins per California

was the one reported to have been in the water,but the number of 

skins seems to tally. There is also a question about one of our
own bales,F in diamond,aaaro reported over board,and I am afraid 

that although certificates have been sent at the time the damage 

took place,it has happened in several instances that the bales

when redried have come forward without any mention having been 

made of them,and of course we have not sufficient materials for

making a claim.

25. There will naturally be little cargo this time,but it

occurred to me last week to get Lowdens to make arrangements

with the P. S.N. Co.to receive goods later than usual,and Eills

were warned to look out for their order. The delay of the mail

set us back a day,but by telephoning the major portion of the

list to Liverpool and sending the full order by express post as

soon as it came in yesterday,! believe that Eills will get a con

siderable portion away,and if thQy do,it will be somewhat of a

coup.

24. The stem plate for the Lafonia went by the Oruba,but

Lowdens neglected ter send us the invoice until the following

week,and to let us know that it was going: I hope,however,that

you have found it.

25. Wool is still going strong,the Missionaries having

reached lOd. and Greenshields lid.at the last sales. Our best tal

low is now worth 29/9d.

I am,Sir,'

your obedient servant,

Managing Director.
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Enclosures vis Liverpool

Duplicates

Despatch No. 987 dated 33rd November.
Ledger & Journal Entries

Remarks on Accounts

Remarks on Stores

List of General Cargo per "Oruba"

List of Parcels' *

.List of Dutiable Goods per ,,OrubaM

List of Goods shipped per "Oruba" for Clients.
Replies to Remarks onStores

General Invoice Goods per "Oruba"

Clients1 reports & contracts:-
P H 139 bales Wool ex "Oruba"

AP 6 y 9 9 9

ed
Second of Exchange for £ 37 . 17 . 11 on J.Kirwan,B/L attach 

B/L General Cargo per "Oruba"

Clients' A/sales: -

1 bale Hair ex MOriba,#Z

S 1 "Anti sana1*9 9

'■ ■ ■:
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Enclosures via Liverpool.
«

Originals

Copy of Cablegrams 'senb on 1st & 17th December.

Copy of Cablegram received on 10th December. 

Wool reports

Copy of letter from A. G. Robertson of 5th & our reply of 6th
December re Mrs Bonner’s account.

Clients * A/s ales: -

6 bales Wool ex "Oruba"AP

P H 129 > $> 9

J B 7 y > y y

K 40 y y y y

,,SkinsK 10 y y

D S
G I 4 » yy y y y

J B 2 y yy y y y

”0r ita" (remainder)
Brokers’ press copies Company’s A/sale Sheepskins ex '’Oruba” 

Evans' invoice for Stem-plate for ,,Lafonia,, shipped per M0ruba" 

Cook’s credit note for 5/- error in A/c of September last. 

Particulars of homeward freight per "Oruba"

Copy of letter from the Colonial Office of 14th & out reply of
15th December.

Royal Insurance Co.’s.Fire Policies numbers,7975426/7975431. (7) 

Mrs John Davis's letter to Eills returned

Landing Weight & Measurements of Mr.Felton's wool per "Magellan
and "Antisana"

JR 2 y y y y

London 21st December,1904
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Enclosures per Supplementary Mail

Originals

Ledger & Journal Entries

Remarks on Accounts & Replies

Remarks on Stores

Replies to Remarks on Stores

List of Cargo per "Oravia"

List of Dutiable Goods per "Oravia"

General Invoice of goods per "Oravia”
Copy of letter from Fleming & Haxton dated 22nd December. 

Langdon's invoice for goods shipped per "Oravia" 

Dickinson's 9 9 9 9 9 9

EillsPs invoices 9 9 9 9

Particulars of rates of freights with the P. C.N. Co. 

Credit note for 12/ from Foster Porter & Co 

Letters for the following :

W. A. Harding,Esq.
J. J. Felton, Esq.

Ltd.• 9

Copy of letter from W.Lowden & Co. dated 25rd December.

Supplementary Remarks on Stores.

London,24th December,1904
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(Lhr JJ:al Uht uh 3i?liuu^s (£mutant).
INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851. -

Registered 1902.
ftitniteft.

^ifzceo/,/Mc/?y6'/,
Per Victoria.

.VP 989. Lath. January ,1:£.C__

Sir,

I have to acknowledge receipt or your despatch no. £58,which
and to reply to certain paragraphs in 

no. £56,which had been left for the consideration of the Board.

If, in reporting the ^recession of Dean & Anson,you 

had mentioned that by continuing to finance them you hoped to 

tain a portion of their Store business,the Directors would 

tainly have agreed to it,and it is a pity that you omitted to 

mention it as a reason for your proposal. If not definitely fix

ed, you are still at liberty to take them on on the same terms as 

Port Howard and Port Stephens. The view of the Directors was 

that if we lost the rest of the business there could be no advan
tage in making money matters easy for them.

3. Par. 1£. Mr. Barringer has had drawings made for the new 

boiler,and tenders are being invited. It is to be above Lloyd1s 

and B. of T. requirements, of thicker plating than the old one,and 

built to stand more than the original working pressure,not with 

the intention of running it at the highest pressure, but so that 

as it gets old,and pressure has to be reduced,there will still 

be a margin sufficient to get the best work out of the engines.

We have no plan of the boat, and I doubt if we ever had, if it was 

not sent to Stanley as those of the boiler were. Morton has sent 
a tender from the Montevideo slip people, of which you no doubt 

have a copy. Mr. Barringer thinks that there is too large an open

ing for extras,and has drawn up a specification,copy enclosed, 

which should embrace the principal items of the work. He is also

arrived on the 3rd inst • >

£• £56-9.

re-

cer-

W. A.Harding,Esq• j

Manager,

Stanley.
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of opinion that it is a mistake to say that the services of the 

Engineer may he utilized in Montevideo,for the reason that the 

contractors should take the responsibility for the work,and that 

if he puts his hand to it he may he made the scapegoat for any 

imperfections,besides which,his time should he fully taken up in 

watching the progress of the work. I have communicated this to 

Mr. Morton, and have sent him a copy of the specification. I have 

also asked him about the trans-shipment from the outward steamer 

to the Samson, and mentioned that it must he got on hoard free of 

duty if possible. It is estimated that the work here may take 

nine or ten weeks,and we have provided for shipment from London, 

Southampton, or Liverpool, so that when shipment has been arranged 

I can cable you the name of the steamer, and you will then arrange 

to have the Samson up to me§t her.
4. Par. 16. The Directors have considered your remarks on

!Q

Mr.Girling*s application for leave of absence,and have decided
leave on half pay, provided he wishes toto grant him six months 

return to his post on another five years* agreement at £400 per 

annum; should he not desire to do so,his agreement provides for

his passage to England.
5. Par. 22. We are sending you some weights of tallow,both 

our own and clients*,all of which are to be found in the a/sales, 

and with regard to sheepskins,measurements of the bales are al

ways sent you in the periodical returns. I have been making fur

ther enquiries about tallow freights,and confirm what I said as 

to freight being always paid by weight, it being the custom of the 

trade. A similar custom I am told prevails in the sugar trade, 

though both tallow and sugar measure far more than they weigh.

The P. S. N. Co. must not be allowed to suggest carrying tallow by 

measurement on any account. While on this subject I may mention

that the idea has occurred to me of chartering a ship to carry

some 500 or 600 tons coal from the Tyne about May or June,with

an optional charter homewards. With such a vessel,and the Shaw

Savill line in addition,we shall not be at the mercy of Mr. Sharpe

as we have been this last season. If you can give us by return

an estimate of the total weight of tallow to be expected from
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Goose Green and all clients next season, and say approximately 

when you expect to have it all in,we shall know what to do. 

we charter,there is no reason why the ship herself should not go 

to Goose Green to load; all sailing ships used to do so,and you

v
If

would save freight and handling on the whole of ours,and only
tallow to bring to Stanley. The ship would re-have the clients 

turn to Stanley to fill up, and any spare room could be filled 

with sheepskins. There are two points to be considered; what 
sized ship do we want, and then, shall we have enough weight of 

tallow to pay us home at 30/. or 35/. per ton weight? Take the Emi- 

example; just two years ago we chartered her out andlie as an
home for £1200,providing for a call at Port Howard to load. The 

freight was £720 home under a sub-charter to Spearing & Waldron 

joint account with Langridges,and this paid us very well# 

sume that we could do the same,570 tons coal out at 21/.would

As-on

give us just about £600,will the tallow and any other odds and 

ends homeward yield us the remaining £600 or more at the freight 

suggested above? The idea is worth considering; the tallow would 

be carried better than by sj&eam,and we ought to get it home by 

October. Cameron as well as Waldrons ship wool by sail this year, 

but the tallow could not be ready as early,and it might be a con

venience to both of them to join in helping to fill the tallow 

ship if we held out the bait of a moderate freight, at all events 

it would be worth your while to make enquiries.

6. 258-2. Surely it can never be necessary to renew the wind

lass of a hulk which is seldom or never moved. ^
7. Par. 7. In the later issues of freight lists the P. S.N. Co. 

have omitted the Falklands; if they still give us the old rates 

but stick others with the revised ones, it is not for us to com

plain.

8. Par. 8. I am afraid that we may have trouble with the Em- 

ilie's bill,all of which, if it occurs,will be due to your not 

having cabled an estimate of expenses. Hambros have accepted the 

bill for £300,but we have not yet heard from Mr.Abrahamsen. If I 

could guess the amount of the needed credit at £500 on seeing the 

report Vf "the 'dEhnage,there should not have been much difficulty 

in suggesting that amount.
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9* Par. 10. It looks as though the contract for receiving 

and. delivering coal for the Admiralty referred to one special 
cargo,and that the original one has expired. You do not say what 

has moved you to put the Garland alongside the Sofala,nor is it

c

clear why we should trouble ourselves in the matter at all. The 

Admiralty have established their coaling station,and had a per

fect right to do it,but it has been greatly to our disadvantage, 

since it has deprived us of a nice little profit every year over
Now having their station,the supply of 1000 tons of coal ot more.

not rather cool on their part to expect us to do all their

work? Why should we not stand off,and tell them to <to it them-
decided advantage in landing and reship-selves? Unless you see a 

ping this cargo of over 5000 tons,that is to say,employment for 

a number of otherwise idle hands,and a thumping good profit out
It seemsof the transaction, it would be better to leave it alone.

in which the Admiralty having made their beddistinctly a case 

should be made to lie in it. Of course there may be new or unex- * 

plained facts that may throw a different light on the matter,but

this is how it strikes us.
10. In one of your letters to Valparaiso you mention that 

tallow is sometimes put up in dip or paraffin casks; 

a slip? You must be aware that to use either means ruin to the 

tallow,and that a special warning on the subject was sent out not 

so long ago.
11. Your cable reporting 940 bales wool and 99 of sheepskins 

per Magellan arrived on the 16th. I have had a good deal of cor

respondence with the P. S.N. Co. about the mismanagement of our 

business by the Valparaiso manager,and enclose copies of letters. 

You will of course be careful to give them no chance of complain
ing of the want of definite information about cargo available. It

specially perverse that the Magellan should have been sent 

in so early - at least a fortnight or three weeks too early - 

just as I have been rubbing into them the necessity of getting a 

steamer in to pick up as much as possible for the March sales, 

that is to say about the end of January. I am now urging them to 

let the Oropesa sweep up all that has been collected between the 

Magellan's call and her own; if this is done we shall have no

is not this

seems
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cause for complaint,but if not,the wool available for March will 

be a sadly small quantity,especially after all that has been said 

about hurrying a large consignment forward. You will see that, 

principally on what they have heqrd from Sandy Point,the P. S.N. C. 

refuse to reduce freights homeward; whoever he may be,and it can 

hardly be Stubenrauch,he professes to know a good deal more than 

he really does,and writes with a good deal of misplaced assurance 

about our motives. It will be interesting to hear what has been 

arranged about the Chartres wool,for the Sandy Point man seems 

confident that Bramn & Blanchard cannot make the business pay. 
Your cable does not indicate what has been done with the tallow 

left behind by the Victoria; Mr. Bertrand has been writing about 

his#
12. At the sheepskin sales last week the Stanley lot brought 

the record price of 10 5-8d.per pound. They are always well got 

up by the butcher,but I am sorry to say that those from Goose 

Green are reported as having been badly cut, and, though it is dif

ficult to estimate exactly,the Brokers think that they lost *|d# 

all round: I am writing to Mr. Allan about this.
13. Wool is still a good market,but the Brokers do not feel
#

confident about what may happen after March,for which reason we 

anxious to hear what has been shipped by the Oropesa#

I am, Sir,
your obedient servant,

are

!

—f

Managing Director.

:
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Enclosures vis Lisbon,

Originals

Ledger & Journal Entries
Remarks on Accounts
Remarks on Stores

Replies to Remarks on Stores

List of Dutiable Goods per "Victoria"
List of General Cargo per "Victoria"

Weights & Measurements of Tallow & Skins shipped in 1904 

General Invoice of goods per "Victoria"
B/L for Coal per "Victoria"

Debit notes for David Smith error in charges per "Oruba" 

Eills & Co's invoices goods per "Victoria"
P. S.N. Co's

Clients' contracts : -
coal * i

L 3 bales Wool ex "Orita"
H & B 4 

F 5

Thompson's debit note for charges on Tea per "Victoria"
Copy of letter from Gitanvill Enthoven & Co, dated 

. re "Chance"
Copies of letters from P. S.N. Co. of 19th,30th Jany.

20t*h Jany.,also extract from Mr. Pearson’s 
Keys to the three tanks for Speedwell
Letters for the following;-

W. A. Harding, Esq.
J. J. Felton, Esq.
A. L. Allan, Esq.
Mrs G. M. Dean.

C. G. A. Anson, Esq.

9 9 9 9 9 9

9 9 9 9 9 9

18th Jany
ours of

London 21st January,1905
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Enclosures via Liverpool

Duplicates

Despatch No.988

Ledger & Journal Entries

Remarks on Accounts & Replies to Remarks 

Remarks on Stores & Supplementary remarks 

Replies to Remarks on Stores

General Invoice goods per "Oravia" 

List oD Dutiable 'Goods per "Oravia" 

List or Clients1 Cargo per^Oravia” 

List or Parcels in case No.5504 

List or Cargo per "Oravia"

Lists or Enclosures

Clients 1 A/sales : -

P H 129 bales Wool ex "Oruba"

AP 6 * 9 9 9

K 40 9 9 9 9

J B 7 9 9 9 9

J R 107 Sheepskins ex'^rita" (rem.2 bis.)
K 10 bales Sheepskins ex "Oruba,f

J B 2 9 t 9 9 9 9

D S 4 9 9 9 9 9 9

B/L General Cargo per "Oravia"

L 5
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Enclosures via Liverpool

Originals

Copy of Cablegram sent

Copy of Cablegrams received

Wool reports

Copy of letter to W. E. Morton dated 12th January with Jacob & 

Barringer’s specification attached.

Copy of letter received from Mclvor & Son dated 3rd January 

re Cement claim.
„ 9th, 12th & 2nd,
Correspondence with the P.S.N. Co. of 29th December,3 & 4th

January & theirs of the 3rd January.

Clients’ reports & contracts:-

7 bales Sheepskins ex "Orita"
AP 8 "Oruba"9 y y y

w p is "Orita"y y y y

i
) y y y y y

y y y y y y

y y y y y y

y y y y y y

3 "Oruba"y y y y
i

L 35 "Orita,fy y y y
!

Broker's press copies of above reports & contracts and also 

Company's Sheepskins ex "Orita"
Bullivant's prices for Wire Rope 

Clients' Wool reports:-

F 3 bales Wool ex "Orita"

L 3 

H & B 4

Extracts from Correspondence with S. Abrahamsen.

Copy of letter from the P. S.N. Co. of 17th &

Copy of letter from Glanvill Enthoven & Co.of lyth^and our 
reply of the 18th January,re"Chance"

Letter of A.L.Allan,Esq.

y y 9 9 y y

9 9 y y 9 9

our reply of 18th

London 18th January,!906.
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(li/IirrJhtllihutft jtalaufts (Lmu^timy.6
INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.).;---------------

• r v? . ( /?
6'/, &/taCecAu&c/t' \

--------c/

Registered 1902.

Per Orissa. O7 / <£. C-..... 16 th February, /fj/9 6.N? 990. '

Sir, , O

I have bo acknowledge receipt, of your despatches nos. 269 and 

260,which arrived on the 30th ult. and 6th inst.respectively.
2. I have had two interviews with an official in the Colonial 

department of the Royal Insurance Co,and acquainted him with the 

cutting rates offered by the London Assurance. We are not in com

munication with the head office,and it seems to me that any pro

posal for a reduction of rates would be better pressed by you on 

that office as their agent. The Royal view is that in the rates 

reduced and fixed for our own insurances they have got to the 

bed rock of what is reasonable,but their man says that in the 

case of a non tariff place like ours they and the other insurance 

offices are like a lot of tradesmen in the same street,and that 

there is no way of preventing cutting rates below a point that is 

reasonable. You mention that jour agency rate for wooden dwellings 

is 25/.$,but as shops and warehouses in this country are always 

charged higher than dwellings,and we pay on our wooden places of 

business much less than that rate,the reduction in our favour is 

seen to be a very large one,for if we were charged in proportion 

to the increased rates in force here we should be paying on those 

buildings not less than 37/6$. So when you say that we should 

save £70 per annum by going to the London Assurance you are writ

ing presumably without having ascertained that that Company would 

take mercantile risks at the same rate as dwelling houses. You 

have an excellent case for a reduction of. your agency rates in 

being able to report to Liverpool what the L.A.is doing in the

of dwellings,but unless we know actually that they would cut

as

case

W. A. Harding,Esq• I

Manager>

Stanley,

i
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under the reduced rates already conceded to us by the Royal I do 

not think that we can move in the matter. The 2/6f& extorted by 

that unjust Ordinance out of all Companies having an agent In Stan
ley Is so monstrous,that you should ask the Governor If it cannot 
be repealed. I am informed by the Royal that here all charges 

for the maintenance of fire stations are borne by the rates,al
though in many instances the Insurance Companies contribute vol
untarily. The injustice of having to return 2/6 out of a premium 

of 7/6 at once puts the agency out of court,and it might be Re
presented that as the majority of the inhabitants are tirihble ex
cept through an agent to get at an Insurance Company, an agency 

on the spot is a distinct advantage to the COnMUhity,Which is 

likely to be lost if this sorb of thing ooiltinUes. It is danifest- 

ly so much more unjust to take 2/6 out Of 7/6 than out of 26/. 

that if he is unable to recommend repeal he might at least make 

the tax in the form of a percentage on the premiums.
3. Par. 4 desp.269. Your Cable advising swi addition of £1000" 

to the Sofala's account duly arrived. I Was in some trepidation 

about it, but I have seen one of the owners wh,o is in the London 

office,and he talks rather lightly about it,says that they expect
ed even more,and that whatever it is it will have to be paid,al
though they expect to get some returns. Whether anything of this 

kind has been arranged on your side I was unable po tell Iptm*
4. Par.6. You had better give us a list of New Zealand prod

uce that would be suitable in case we arrange for a oall bhis 

year,and you will of course suggest the quantities that should be 

ordered.
6. Par. 6. Mr. Abrahamsen has accepted the extra bill for the 

Emilie,and yesterday sent cheques on London to meet it. I have 

been rather apprehensive about this,as he has a way of not answer
ing letters.

6. Par. 7. We have so often been told by Mr.Henry Waldron 

the story about a cheque to balance his account that we have giv
en up believing him. The account must be balanced this year,and 

my belief is that nothing but dishonouring some of his oheques or 

refusing to execute his orders will bring him up to the mark. His 

business is a very small one,and I believe that he was virtually
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■burned off by Spearing & Waldron,who could nob stand him any long-
fs er.

7. Par.8. The news cabled aboub wool by bhe Oropesa is ex- 

cellenb. Ib shows bhab bhe schooners have been doing splendid work 

in bhe three weeks after bhe Magellan's departure,and it only 

needed bhe somewhab sbrong pressure pub on bhe head office bo 

bring aboub bhe grabifying resulb of gebbing 3000 bales in for 

bhe March sales,a quantity larger,I believe,by 600 bales than we 

have had for those sales for years,if ever. The wool will nob have 

boo soon,for there is a disbincb drop in cross-breds,and 

though ib is nob expecbed as yeb bo be serious the course of the 

markeb is very uncertain. You will have bo keep your eye on any 

accounbs thab are doubbful,as we rnusb never leb the farmers run 

inbo our debb again bo the exbenb they did a few years ago. Both 

Mr.Alcock and Mr.wiist have called since I lasb wrobe,and on this 

side there is an evidenb wish bo do all they can for us. I have 

nob failed bo rub inbo them the perversiby of their Manager,whose 

lasb exploib in sending us a sbeamer three wekks boo soon mighb 

have had serious consequences,for who can doubb thab he would 

have prohibibed the Oropesa from baking wool if he had nob been 

ordered from Liverpool bo provide room? Mr.Ward,who has been much 

oub of health labely,lefb for a trip in the Panama,will stay a 

fortnight in the Plate,and go down wlibh ths sbeamer. The Board 

will be glad if you will leave ib bo your subordinates bo carry 

on the work as much as possible while the Orissa is in port,and. 

give as much time as possible bp a discussipn of all questions 

with Mr. Ward. I shall mention his probable arrival in the next

come

cable.
8. Par. 10. I am sorry bo have given you the trouble of mak

ing copies of the Island leases,as I found them soon after I 

wrote. With regard bo Bleaker Island,ib certainly was the wish of 

the Board nob bo disturb Fell during his lifetime,bub this was 

nob inconsistent with an increase of rent when the lease fell in, 

and the fact thab this had occurred ought bo have been brought 

before the Board. Rent of Government land having been so much

raised,and bhe same having taken place with our other islands,£20
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or I should have written £26 - is much less than should now be 

paid. It may be somewhat embarrassing to raise the question now* 

but you might represent to Pell that an oversight has occurred* 

and you should arrange for an increase of not less than £6 per an
num for the seven years following the third period of seven,dur
ing which he has paid £26,the increase having been £6 each 

years from the start# I think that no lease was given of Swan Is- 

land,but. "that. David Smith was allowed to occupy it during our 

pleasure,for so long as we might not want it ourselveSjht the 

rent you name.

9. Par. 11. With regard to the Municipal Ordinance,probably 

as you say the best thing will be tp let the question of appoint
ing a Council lie dormant as long as the Governor administers 

the finances of the Colony to the general satisfaction. In a 

Crown Colony it is hopeless to expect the Government to give the 

people any real voice in the management of their own local af-- 

fairs,but this Ordinance gives them the power of asking for a 

Council,who could make themselves very disagreeable,in the event 
of much money being spent, as it has been in times past, on the 

personal gratification of the Governor and his Officers,to the 

exclusion of the oommunity at large. To those who pay rates in 

this country it is somewhat amusing to find you writing pf rates 

at 4/«in the £ as being a high figure,
10. Par. 12. The Board concurs with the views you express 0*1 

the subject of pilotage. It is not, except in an emergencyfdesir
able that Captain Thomas or any of our Captains should, be the 

cognised pilots of the place,though they might have licenses fa) 

case the regular pilot or pilots should be engaged with 

more vessels. I gave you my ideas in a private letter last mail. 

The Directors would not stand in the way of Rowlands if he wishes 

to take the post in his old age,recognizing the fact that his 

service with us cannot continue much longer. As you mention Rat
cliff, I must say again that I have been in one or more ships beat
ing up Port William with him,and that a smarter man at that time 

would have been hard to find, though I cannot pretend to know what 
he is now. I mention this because I have an idea that there may 

be some clerical prejudice against him on account of some moral

seven

re-

one or
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delinquencies of which rumours have reached us,£md t«hat> the re
port of* these and of his supposed drinking habits may have influ

enced the Governor. Of the latter I know nothing, but I do know

that it is easy to say that a man drinks when he is really as so

ber as anyone could wish, and that in my time X never heard any

thing against him in this respect. Your remarks lead up to the 

subject of the command of our schooners,whioh must be taken in 

hand promptly. It is rather singular that the Islands do not 

breed sailors; I cannot think of any native who has had responsi
ble command, and all the schooner Captains I have known have been 

men who have come to the Islands casually. Thi shows clearly that
the vacanices that occur must be filled from outside,and since

2. &

there is no man at the present time who seems fit to be put in 

charge, it follows that we must look for one here to replace Row

lands* This is so self evident,that I am already on the look out; 

I know that it is a great lottery,and that we may get someone who 

is quite unfit, and may have to be sent away again; but there are 

men in the coasting trade here doubtless who are eminently quali
fied to sail any schooner,and I shall do my utmost to secure one 

likely to be a success* As regards the schooner he is to sail,I 

shall leave the question open; I expect to hear that although 

smaller,the Lafonia is in other respects so superior to the For- 

tuna that Osborne,when he gets to know her thoroughly,may not 

wish to change* You were right in saying that Rowlands is not el

igible for a pension; he came to us when he was over 60,and al

though the Directors recognize to the fullest extent the value 

of his services they consider that a pension in such a case would 

create a precedent that might prove to be most inconvenient* Whe
ther they will award him a gratuity or not on leaving the service 

is a question on which I cannot give an opinion*

11. Par. 13. With regard to Mrs.Hanse^s application for an 

advance,the Board would have liked you to express your opinion 

to the advisability of granting it,but they think that if the
as

boat is insured it would hs be reasonably safe,and authorized me 

to cable their assent. I tried to get her insured at once,but the 

particulars available^*, present are too meagre; the Underwriters

A
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want to know name,dimensions, tonnage, (approximately at all events) 

whether she is launched, and any other details as to build that 

you can supply; you should also say if the insurance is to be for 

total loss pnly,or all risks,
12, Par, 14. Any criticism,adverse or otherwise,on the Lafon- 

ia is welcome. I have gone into all you say,and have referred the 

various points to Mc.Lauchlen and the designer,Mr.Richardson, 

copies of whose letters are enclosed.
Pal last,. It is probably premature to say that 16 tons more 

will be wanted,as it remains to be seen whether she is too tender 

or not with what she has. Captain Fortay says that she was far 

too stiff on the voyage out,and the opinion in Liverpool was that 

a vessel of 94 tons register should be safe with 46 tons of iron 

in the bottom,some of which was cemented in,the weight of the ce

ment being of course additional. The fact that she showed 6 in

ches of copper is nothing; after arranging for the repairs I de

cided on consultation with Mc.Lauchlen to give her an extra sheet 

of copper all round,so that even if deep loaded it should not be 

under water. It was never intended that the tanks should remain 

in her,but being there it was better to keep them for the voyage 

so as to have a full supply of water. I asstime that she will not 

often have to sail with nothing but ballast,but occasionally she 

must,and if in that trim she should prove too tender or not suf

ficiently weatherly, - a point that can only be decided by exper

ience,- then undoubtedly she must have sufficient added to make 

her safe.

fS

Sails were not new,but there were so many of them that it 

would have been extravagant to add to them, and after the voyage
they want middle stitching no doubt. You do not say that there is

yfitng the 
A

Rone. This was an experiment,and it will be interesting to 

know if it softens,Mc.Lauchlen thought that new it was rather

matter with the canvas.an

stiff.

Boats. You will have to report after the season how they have 

worked; they were very strong,and had been used in the pilot ser

vice, so. may be assumed to be good In a seaway. Was there any rea

son for removing the fittings of the life boat,that is to say did
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•the tanks under the seats impair her usefulness? It seems a pity* 

as the boat added to the safety of the crew in case of wreck, and 

if the Government carried out the Board of Trade rules the schoo

ner would not he allowed to go tp sea without these fittings,which 

cost us a good deal.
Cargo winch. You will see what Mc.Lauchlen says about this.

Ha.t.rih. When you wrote you had not seen the plan of the 

schooner's framing,and you have probably realized by now that 

this was made as wide as it could be with out cutting into the 

steel ties that run fore and aft. These ties are one of the feat- 

of her construction that gave her the highest possible classures
at Lloyd's,and any proposal to tamper with them would not have 

been considered by the Surveyor for a moment. When you remember 

that her beam is over four feet less than that of the Fortuna,

you will see that the hatch you suggest,even if it had been prac

ticable,would have been out of proportion.
Windlass. Reference is also made to.’ this in 260-3,and the 

matter has been most carefully sifted here,the evidence collected 

proving most conclusively that it is not yet understood. Mr. Rich

ardson's letter goes most fully into the subject,and with the 

plan and instructions sent by him there should be no further 

trouble. You will see that the pilots met with the same difficulty 

at first,but the practical experience of Mr.Wheeler the Superin

tendent of Pilotage in Liverpool fully bears out what Mr.Richard

son says,and you will see that you were mistaken in supposing 

that the anchor was only let go occasionally. There can be no 

pLoubt that it was habitually lifted by fbur boys,pilot apprentices 

on the Mersey,and what fbur Liverpool boys could do should not be 

too hard a task for fbur men in the Falklands. Very likely before 

you get this the working of the windlass or capstan will have be

come better known, and the trouble will be over. New ideas cannot 

be picked up all at onoe in many casesj but that this capstan,if 

properly handled,is efficient we cannot doubt,after seeing what 

Mr.Richardson,who is in the front rank of Naval Architects,has 

written about It.

13. Par.15. The Board must leave it to you to make the best 

and most profitable arrangement jidu can about the Admiralty coal.

j
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The original contract was evidently made with reference to a spec

ific quantity of 1000 tons,afterwards inoreased to the extent of 

the cargp sent out,hut has no longer any existence* The question 

is whether it is of any advantage to us to handle the ooal at all 

in the first place; should it be so,then it must be done at a 

price that will leave a large profit. There would be no harm in 

making the handling of their coal so burdensome to the Admiralty 

that they would be glad to revert to purchasing from us,and if 

our hulks are used it should be in the shape of rent,not a lump 

sum for storing it just as long as the Admiralty want to keep it, 

which according to all appearanoes may be for years. However,I see 

on reference to my last despatch that I am more or less repeating 

what I have already written, and there is really no more to be 

said on the subject.

14. Par. 18. The information now sent about the Sqmson1 s boil

er is now complete; the delay in sending the plan has caused a 

similar loss of time here,as the preliminaries are taking a long 

time. We have tenders from eight or nine makers,and are about to 

give the order. Freight will be heavy,as the P. S.N. Go. are bound 

by the conference tariff to the Plate,and cannot help us, so the 

charge by any of the ring will be £10 per ton weight and 10^. The 

Manchester liners,however,are not in it,and we hope to arrange 

something more reasonable with them. The weight is estimated at

17 tons.

15. Same par. The Directors are sorry to hear that you have 

been confined to the house through illnessjmt hope that you have

long ago recovered.
15. 260-2. We shall proceed on the assumption that Preferable

liens can be registered if executed in Engl and, without being bar

red through lapse of time.
16. Captain Fortay reported that on settling up he was told 

that he would have to pay his board out of the gratuity of £5, 

which would leave him just 16/. As his letter, of which a copy was 

sent you,was practically the agreement under which he went out, 

and board was clearly stated,the story seems so improbable,that I 

hesitate to believe it without confirmation; if true,it was a

blunder. He remarked that if he had known he would have to pay he

A
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could have got board at much less than two guineas a week. My idea 

was that you would have sent him to some house,and directed tke- 

bill to be settled in the offioe,so I had some suspicion that he 

was trying to make something extra; however he produced an account 

redeipted by E. Rutter for £4.4/., and we of course paid it. A state

ment of his account showing how the balance was arrived at should 

have been sent home; fortunately he did not dispute it,although 

he did not know the items any more than we did. I expected that 

he would bring the Atlantic charts that had to be supplied at Liv

erpool: I was there unfortunately when they were asked for,and 

did not know that we had those returned by Rees in the office, 

perhpps it will now be better to keep them, in case of having to 

send a vessel home, Or you may have an opportunity of selling them.
17. We had a couple of small disputes with the P. S. N. Co.ab

out the freight on old metal and the minimum rate of freight,the 

Company thinking the former too lowland proposing to institute a 

minimum rate of £1.1/. to Liverpool or 31/6 to London on single 

packages. As to the former I agreed that the rate was low,but 

quoted precedents,and on minimum rates referred them to a letter 

some ffljur years ago in which I said that when we split up a number 

of consignments on separate bills of lading for their convenience 

and to comply with their regulations,we ought not to be mulcted

in the freight of single packages even if the freight did not am

ount to the minimum. I have since seen Mr.Lamb,and he agrees ab

out this; as to metal he may write you.

18. The Secretary of Lloyd's Register has enquired about the 

Samson and her boiler and general repairs,and I am going to give 

him full particulars in writing* He will instruct the Surveyor at 

Buenos Ayres to inspect the work that will be done in Montevideo, 

so that she will leave there with a clean sheet. I think that if 

there is a periodical survey pending in the course of a year or 

two it may be as well to have it carried out, so as to keep her 

character as long as we can.

I am,Sir,’

your obedient servant,

Managing Director.
A
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Enclosures via Liverpool

Duplicates

Despatch No, 989

Ledger & Journal Entries.

Remarks on Accounts
List of* General Cargo per ''Victoria'1
General Invoice goods per Victoria
Remarks on Stores
Replies to Remarks on Stores

»List of Clients' cargo per Victoria
Extracts from correspondence with Abrahamsen

List of Parcels

Lists of Enclosures

List of Dutiable Goods per "Victoria"
Clients' reports & contracts:-

bales Sheepskins ex "Orita"

"Oruba"> j 9 >

9 9 9 9 9 9

"Orita"9 9 9 9

9 9 9 9 9 9

9 9 9 9 9 9

9 9 9 9 9 9

9 9 9 9 9 9

Wool9 9 9 9

9 9 9 9 9 9

Coal per "Victoria"
General Cargo per"Victoria"
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i»: o ? Enclosures via Liverpool

*. *

Originals jr

t f •-' )it

Copy of Cablegrams sent & received
~ » ' t-* * r

Wool Reports

Copy of letter from William Bain & Co.dated the 6th instant

re Wire Netting.

i

i- '

Clients1 A/sales: -

H & B 4 bales Wool ex MOrita,r

> # > > > >

y y y y y j

Sheepskins ex "Orita"> >

> y y y y y

"pyiiba"

"Victoria11

y y y y

y y y y

"Orita"y y y y

y y y y y y

y y y y y y

y y y y y y

y y y y y y

Spwedwell's invoice For Boiling down Tanks 

Copy oF letter From Mc.Laucb.len dated 2nd February,re^LaFonid,* 

Letter From A. Richardson dated 7th February re^LaFonia" &

plan showing working oF Capstan.

Clientsf reports & contracts.

F 34 casks Tallow ex "Victoria”
(report oflily) K 11 y y y y y y

9 y y y y y y

D S
(& A/sale) G I 10 y y y y y y

L 6 * y y y y y

J B 6 y y y y y y

z\ 90 y y y y y y

w p 21 y y y y y y i

M
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1

(& A/sale) H & B 109 casks Tallow ex "Victoria11r

Z 68 * *

Brokers1 copies of above mentioned reports & contracts. 

Brokers’ copies A/sales,reports & contracts Company’s Sheep- 

Shins & Tallow ex "Orita" & Victoria"

Letter received from Mr. Butler dated 50th January re employmen- 

Particulars of freight per "Orita" homeward.

> > 9 9
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3
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London 15th February1905
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Enclosures per Supplementary tell via Lisbon

i

Originals
i

Ledger & Journal Entries

Remarks on Accounts

Remarks on Stores & Supplementary remarks.

Replies to Remarks on Stores 

List or General Cargo per "Orissa”

List or Dutiable Goods per "Orissa”

General Invoices goods per "Orissa”

Particulars or homeward freight per "Victoria" 

Clients1 A/sales:-

B > 9 casks Tallow ex "Victoria"

* 9 9 9

J B 9 9 9 9

W P 9 9 9 9

9 9 9 9

9 9 9 9

9 9 9 9

9 9 9 9

A/sales
Brokers 1 Copies Company1s 

Eills* invoices goods per "Victoria"

& Tallow ex "Victoria"

Letters ror the following:-

W.A.Harding,Esq.

A. L. Allan, Esq.

Key to tank

Contract H B 33 casks Tallow ex "Victoria"

London 18th February,1905



Ciller Jj'itiklauh 3)s(aui>$ (£nnqumu.
^INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.jo-----------

Registered 1902.
£imite<X

^Aaceo/w/u:// Sfa&ee/Z6A.
Per Gropesa. 
.VP 991.

c/?
1.5hh. March,.■07UC<m<E.C-.

Sir,

I have -to acknowledge receipt of your despatches nos.261 

and 262,which arrived on the 1st inst.
2. 261-4. The P.E.TT.CO.say most positively, from information 

received from Sandy Point,that it is unlikely that a steamer
will he sent to the Chartres from there.

Cl yw* 5. Par.6. This seems to refer to a statement Of the loss 

on goods per Fair Rosamond,hut it was not found enclosed.
4. Par. 15. You will have to he more precise in dealing with 

draped overhoard and re-dried,or you will he setting us
an insoluble puzzle some day. The present one is had enough:two 

hales of sheepskins belonging to different interests got wet and 

taken akorej in the course of time the sound skins in each 

were packed into one hale and shipped,without any advice being 

sent about it,and now we have to make a claim on each of those 

originally damaged. The matter is in hand,and we shall recover 

something,but you may easily see that it might have been made 

easier for tw. It is not clear why any Of the skins,if they were 

promptly unpacked,need have been unfit to he dried,hut if that 

was the case it would have been better to sell .the whole by auc
tion for the benefit of those concerned rather than formulate

’ ‘- vv

bales

were

such a complicated claim.
6. Par, 16. Your remarks about filling up Spearing 4 Wal

dron's vessel are noted. The subject was discussed here at the 

time,and,knowing that their difficulty has always been to fill 

outwards the vessel they had to send out for the Port Howard 

and other wool,it seemed to us inadvisable to smooth the way 

W,A.Harding,Esq.,

Manager,
Stanley.
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for them "by supplying them with cargo. Had we known that they 

could fill up hy shipping coal for Willaiams the matter might 

have "been reconsidered. This coal ,however, having "been bought 

here,will have cost him a good deal,and it rather points to the 

advisability Of sending a cargo from the Tyne in the course of 

the summer at a price which will enable you to undersell him.
6. Par,17. The Johanna’s bill has been paid,

7, Par. 18, The course suggested by you with regard to the 

Goose question is reasonable,and it is most satisfactory to hear 

that the Governor has drafted the Ordinance on these lines.

3. Par.gO. It seems odd that the Rosa Baker should have 

been coppered,seeing that her keel fastenings were iron,and it 

suggests that the fastenings Of the planking may be in the 

condition; in fact if they are iron too they cannot be sound. 

Such a vessel is usually,! believe,sheathed with zinc.

9, Par.El, It will not be necessary to deduct the sum of 

£54 overdrawn on the Weddell Island account in 1905,

10, Par.22, I saw Admiral Pinnis lately,and heard from him 

that the Admiralty would be only too glad to let us draw whatev- 

er coal we may want. I am therefore going to write to them on 

the subject,

11, Par, 24. The owners of the Sofala have accepted bqth 

bills without demur,and I have seen one of them who runs the 

London office several times. He has asked what returns we are 

prepared to make,and the Directors have agreed to halve the com

mission,but are unwilling to do more. If,however,you think that 

any othff* charges would bear reduction,you had better let us 

know,so as to be prepared if Messrs,Steeves become too pressing,
12, Par.2,desp*262, "Nothing could have been better than 

the manner in which the shipping of wool has been arranged,and 

the Board are much pleased at getting so much home for these 

sales. There is a drop in prices,of course,but not as bad as we 

feared,and the average will come out much in excess of last 

year's. In comparison with medium cross-breds from New Zealand 

our wool has suffered very little. I observe from the corres

pondence with Valparaiso that the Manager there is sore about

same
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some of* the complaints X had. to make} I am sorry to have had to 

ruffle him,and I am afraid that he will take still greater 

ception to one or two of ray subsequent letters} but the time had 

arrived for asserting ourselves strangly,and X can see that if 

I had not pressed the head office they would not have cabled out, 

and the Oropesa would have brought no wool at all. I enclose cop

ies of one or two of their letters ,which show that they really 

wish to serve us well,and you will note what they say about the 

extra 24 hours* detention of the Oropesa,

IS, Par,5. Xt is pleasing to hear what the Lafonia 

in heavy weather,but it only confirms what I felt sure of all 

along,that a boat specially built to stand the weather between

ex

can do

the Liverpool bar and Holyhead would not be found wanting in 

the Falklands, X shall be glad to hear how she 

the tanks out} I suppose you will
stands tip with

remove one or two at a time. 

You have not yet reported the change of port,which should be
made at once,if it has not been done already, 

14* 1 forward some correspondence with the Surveyor of Tax
es on the subject of Income Tax on the profits of Speedwell Is

land, TTo doubt the S,X,Co,was brought under his notice through
Mrs,Deqn-Pitt*s will having been proved here,and he has been

very obstinate and persistent over it} but as he has now dropped 

the subject X think that he has found himself in the wrong, Xf,
however>he should write to the Manager of Speedwell Island,you 

had better draft a letter for Bonner to sign telling him as po
litely as possible to mind his own business, Seeing that Mrs, 

Bonner,Mrs.Williams,Mr,Bertrand,and others at times,are Falkland 

farmers residing in England,it would be intolerable for us to
be held responsible for paying their income tax,but this would 

follow if the Surveyor had his way about Speedwell, As a fact,I 

believe that all these make their own returns of such income 

from the Islands as they receive in England#and this is the 

right thing to do,

15, It would save some confusion at times if you could get 

Mr,Felton to adopt JF as his mark instead of F,which for years
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with or without a diamond, has been ours. In many of the Bills 

of Lading our mark F has been given from time to time without 

the diamond,and this should not he,when the diamond is actually 

on the packages,as there night be complications in case of an 

insurance claim.

261-15. The Directors have read your remarks on the 

proposed telephone with much interest,and wish me to say that , 

although it would be premature at present to give their assent, 

they desire to have full estimates of the cost and any other in
formation that can be gathered here, and will then give the sub
ject the most favourable consideration. It is now £5 years since 

I first represented the desirability of establishing electrical 
communication between Stanley and Darwin,and more than 14 since 

I had the distance chained,as I find that in my despatch from 

Stanley,511-16,of 10th November,1890,1 reported that it was just 

49-jf miles from Darwin to the office, I have seen Mr,Lucas,who 

knew the Governor in Fiji,and he has promised to get me all the 

information he can from some official in the Post Office, He in
clines to iron or steel posts in preference to wood,and thinks

that some kind of copper or bronze wire would be better than gal

vanized steel,though he does not think the difference would be 

very great. As regards the division of cost,that will he 

ter for after consideration. The number of messages would
a mat-

be bo

small that it could not be expected to pay commercially,but 

advantage to us would be
the

enormous,whether we put it up ourselves 

or whether the Government defrayed part of the expense. We must,
use of the line,but if the Governor 

wishes to extend it to a further point on the East

of course,have the full

or to the
West,he may rely on our putting no obstacle in his way,and,as he 

says,a single wire to Darwin would probably carry all the traf- 

fic#and an exchange station there would forward the messages*
The charge here for the use of the trunk lines is,I think,6d. 

per BO miles,and of course four or five times that rate would be
no kind of return on the capital expended. I was glad to hear 

from Mr.Lucas that the cost of a cable is muoh smaller than I 

thought; his idea was that a single telephone wire would not



I

cost, more than £80 to £100 per mile, The distance across the 

Bound, at the narrowest part is two nautical miles,but on looking 

at the chart Mr .Lucas obsejfved that the bottom was rocky and 

that the tide was strong .and said that he would prefer to take 

a somewhat longer course,even at the expense of more cable,if 

he could secure a more favourable bottom. By next mail 1 hope to 

have full information,and you can assure the Governor that the 

question will not be allowed to drop,bub that we will do all we 

can to make the project a success* We have been willing for 

years to work hand in hand with the Government in all matters 

tending to advance the interests of the Colony,but we have had

a

to wait until now to find a Governor who is not,through absurd 

jealousy or unfounded suspicion,or both,averse to acting with 

17. The second lot of wool was sold yesterday at much the 

same prices as on the first day, and the average works

us.

out at a
trifle over 8d*,with which we are quite satisfied. We have now 

sold over three fourths of our clip,and are safe for next year.
18. Particulars of a spring buffer for a schooner's Mn 

boom were sent in lately,and as 1 think the Lafonia is without
one 1 am sending it. The Portuna.to the best of my recollection, 

has one*

I am*Sir*
your obedient servant*

Managing Director.
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Enclosures vis Liverpool w

Duplicates

Despatch. No. 990 

Ledger & Journal Entries
j

Remarks on Stores

Remarks on Accounts

Replies to Remarks on Stores 

List of General Cargo per "Orissa'* 

List of1 Dutiable Goods per "Orissa"

List of Parcels

List of Enclosures

General Invoice goods per "Orissa"

Clients* A/sales,reports & contracts:-

21 casks Tallow ex "Victoria"W P

F 6 9 9 9 9

J B 6 9 99 9

74 9 99 9

9B 9 99 9

z 66 * 99 9

L 6 9 99 9

D S, 10 ) 99 9

3 bales Sheepskins ex "Oruba"

L 36 9 99 9 9

AP 8 9 9 9 9 9

<S> ex "Orita"7 9 99 9

9 9 9 9 9

9 9 9 9 9

9 99 9 9

L 3 I9 9 9 9 9

s 17 ) 9 99 9

F 30 9 9 9 9 9

Bill of Lading Cargo per "Orissa"
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]jOveridge,Ijtd#dated 23th Fehroary*

Carr ft Co * dated 4th March*

re<Se*tte* anlfita JSwSfo* te

I 1 I >

>*1 > ) 1

to W,W. Bertrand dated 3rd March, 
Particulars of* freight home per •'Magellan*
Copy of letter to Laarib Brothers dated loth March*

_ • -..5*, 7-.L • ••
Directionsf or toeing the Magnesia Covering#

Clients A/sales $-

H B 33 casks Tallow ex Victoria?

:hb 7

9 9 9 9

:
9 $ 9 9 9 9

K 11 9 9 ) 9 9 9ft contracts
( Z 2 9 9 9 9 9 9

9 9 9 9
• '

| H B 172 Baited Hides .ex ••Magellan 

J B 21 9 9 9 9

| F 22 9 9 9 9 9 9

9 9 9 9 9 9
:

J B 13 "bales Blieejpsjfins

9 s', „
9 %

i

a- :
. ** v/• _ 9 9

V

* 9 9 9 9reports &/ 
contract^ IV 7

^ 4

9 9 9 . 9 9

9 9.9 9 9

34 - , UZ 9 9 9 9

D S
£ ■, *•

a 1 4 ) 9 9 9 9
r

S BO Victoria9 9 9

F 3 9 9 9 99
» •<

IE 3 9 9 > 99
<>
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Brokers press cop£ea>3?ep0a?ts,;* coirkre^E,,of above
___ * „ . . WoolBrokers' press copies Ccanpady*eA/sales Tallow * Hides ex ”

"Victoria” it Magellan
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Debit note '-CroSR Aiming &~<5&bb«re error in weight tallow per
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dllli'Jj'itlkliturt JshtmVi (Cuntjicutu.
- ; '(INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851 

Registered 1902.

Jkr Supplementary mail, 

-VP 992. Q? / 17-th March

Sir,

In my despatch via Liverpool I omitted to mention that the 

contract for the Samson's "boiler has "been given to Biley Bros, 

of Stockton—on—Tees, who "built the one for the Great Britain. We
had eight tenders ranging from £475 by Bileys to £755 by Adamson 

of Manchester, these prices including the fittings in the supplem-
tary order. Freight has been arranged by one of the Manchester

liners,leaving about Easter, at a much lower rate than we could 

get from any line in the ring.

2. In further reference to the claim for damaged sheepskind 

shall get some kind of settlement,but the particulars you have 

sent do not tally at all,as bale no,11 per Qruba is entered in 

the specification ashaving 75 pelts,whereas you say there should 

be 107 skins. We are taking the shipment to have been a few months 

after the accident; if it was much later

oned it. These claims want much more punctilious attention than 

they have ever received,

3. In the matter of the Chance I hope to be able to report 

before closing this what the Underwriters are prepared to do, It 

would have been possible for you to arrange a rate of salvage,or 

put the claim into the Vice-Admiralty Court,and the decision of 

the latter would have beenjbinding 

several talks with our Broker,who is of opinion that the Plym 

is undoubtedly entitled to salvage,and this will be on the value 

of ship and cargo. I have now told him that if a satisfactory 

rate can be arranged,we as owners of the Plym will settle it here, 

and I am to hear in the course of the day what they are prepared 

to offer, I added that if their offer was inadequate we should

,we

you should have menti

on the Underwriters. I have had

W. A. Harding, Esq 

Manager,
• j

I
Stanley.

-
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instruct/ you to take the matter into Court. The ship is insured 

for £300,and the cargo for £235,total £535 at risk. Our Broker 

thinks that the salvage should “be £150,and I told him I should

he prepared to settle for 20 to 25#. As regards the cargo,the re
turn shows that £85 was done on the 11th of <January, and if this

after the accident,the salvage claim would not fall on the 

Underwriters,as it would he like hetting against a horse that

known to have lostj on this point you should have informed us*

O

was

was
Later# The Broker has just sent us a letter from Average adjust- 

enclosed, giving their opinion that as the vessel is in

sured against total loss only there is no claim on the Underwrit
ers, copy

*hut the Underwriters on the cargo offer to settle for £30#
I have told him

ers
This is just over 12^#, and will not do at all. 

that we shall get you to put in a claim in the Vice-Admiralty 

Court against ship and cargo,and whatever may he the percentage 

awarded the Underwriters on the cargo will he hound hy it. The 

refusal of the ship's Underwriters to recognize the claim does 

notjmean that we have none,hut that it will go against the owners, 
and this is very unfortunate for them. Had this heen known at 

it might have heen better,if life was not at stake,to 

refuse to send the Plym at all,for we ought not to risk such a 

valuable vessel with the prospect of getting nothing worth hav

ing for her services. Taking the value of the Plym into account, 

and the risk she ran,you should certainly put in for 25#,and I 

think that it is recognized that claims abroad are awarded on a

liberal scalerthan in European waters. Whatever may he given, 

you should give a liberal shareto the crew,particularly the Cap

tain and Engineer,as is usual,hut in these cases the Court some—

the time

more

times divides the amount•
4. The P.S.N.Co.have sent a copy of a letter of credit in 

favourof Hurst for £300,which has heen made payable at this of

fice in the event of the money being drawn in the Plate, The sum 

has heen paid to them,hut seeing that we had no advice whatever
y

of this the transaction was most irregular,and must not he re-
-

fa

peated.
I am,Sir,

your otedient servant,
Managing Director,



Enclosures vis Liston.
r

Originals

Ledger & Journal Entries

Remarks on Accounts

Remarks on Scores Sl^pplemeirbary
Replies t/O Remarks on Stores 

List or General Cargo per "Oropesa" 

Wool reports
Clients Reports & contracts:-

200 tales Wool ex "Oropesa"H & B

J B 127 y 9 y y

92S y 9 9 9

55F 9 9 9 9

Brokers* press copies Company* s wool per "Oropesa"

Copy or letter to Eills & Co.dated 16th March, re figs 

Weston,£pratts,Eills,Paciric Co*s invoices goods per "Oropesa" 

Copy or letter rrom P.S.N.Co.dated 3rd March.

General Invoice goods per "Oropesa"

Estensen's prices Tor New Season's "butter.

B/L Caols per "Oropesa"

Copy or letter from Hogg & Heath to Glanvill Enthoven & Co. 
dated 17th March,re "Chance"

Letter ror the rfcllowing:-

W. A. Harding.

J. J. Felton

^lovorr

London 18th March, 1905
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CLlirJhtlkhtuit 3ii;laui*s (Cmujuun).
•/incorporated BY ROYAL CHARTER Id'SI.>------------------

6'Jr '^Uzrec/sHc/, O^lee/Z
Per Supplementary Mail.

V? 993. 14th April,■:£.(L

Sir,

I have to acknowledge receipt of* your despatches nos,263 

and 264,which arrived on the 27th ult.

2, 264-4. The reason why I suggested that measurements of 

Tallow should not he given was that the great discrepancy between 

weights and measurements if brought prominently under the notice

of the P.S.N, Co .might lead to a disturbance of the established 

rates.

3. Par,5. Your cable,which repeated gave the word Tredentu- 

do,or 260 tons Tallow,arrived on the 3rd inst and shows that we• 9

shall not have enough for a sailer this year,unless you should
happen to have a large quantity of sheepskins available, 

must not on any account ship wool. We have chartered the bkn, 

Daisy,384 tons,for coals from the Tyne: she will carry rather

as we

more than you want,but ships scarce,and the rate is unusuallyare

favourable,18/6d.,so that with coals at 10/6 and 1/.duty,we shall 
lay them down at Stanley at much less than we have been paying 

of late,and they will keep you going a long time. We have provid- 

ed for 200 tons rough cargo,weight or measurement at the same 

There is also the option of
chartering homewards at 20/.on dead weight cargo,which you 

unlikely to be able to exercise.

rate,but do not expect to ship much.

are

4. Par. 6. No doubt we shall be able to get the winch 

want if you send full particulars.
you

5. Par.9. You are aware,no doubt,that the Slaughter House 

was built on a foundation of broken bottles,which effectually 

kept rats out as long as I was in Stanley. It wchuld he interest-
W, A,Harding,Esq.,,

Manager,

Stanley,



ing -bo know how *bhey have managed ah lash ho make a "breach in hhe

defences.
£ 6, Par# 11. Ih is inter eshing, or I should say satisfactory 

ho hear hhah hhe Rosa Baker is afloat again# If you will send us 

a dehailed shahemenh of hhe expenses we will hell you how ho deal 

wihh hhem as regards hhe amount ho "be charged ho hhe Underwrih- 

ing fund.
7. Par.12# Prom copy of lehher from J.L.Waldron,Lhd.enclosed 

you will see hhah hhey want hhe half-yearly account sent direch 

here, without waihing for Mr.Mathews* s confirmahion.

8. Par. 14. The Samson* s "boiler is ho he shipped "by hhe "Man

chester Mariner", leaving direchly after Easher,and I cabled you 

hhe approximahe dahe of her arrival. The Directors quite approve 

of your having gone ho Montevideo,and hhink hhah hhe information 

you will have gained hhere will he of advantage.

9. Despahch 263 on accounts. There is very lihhle ho say 

ahouh hhis, except/ hhah hhe Board are much pleased ah hheir burn

ing out so unexpectedly favourable,even in hhe Shore,which was
ahouh

an account bxkx which hhey had felh dubious. Wihh sales and deliv
eries during hhe year on a reduced scale ih is difficulh even 

now ho undershand how an increased profit/ has been made. They 

are glad ho know hhah you have scrutinized hhe Shock sheehs close

ly, and hope hhah hhe resulh is due ho economy in hhe working ex

penses. The only nohe of warning hhah ih is necessary ho sound 

is wihh regard ho some of hhe Shore accounts,as on comparing hhe 

debhs wihh hhose of hhe previous year hhe accounts hhah you men- 

hion in your remarks are on hhe increase,and some of hhe debhors, 

Gleadell for inshance,have been nohoriously bad payers for years# 

On hhis point hhe Shorekeepers should be hold ho exercise cau- 

hion. We do noh know who Mc.Phee is,but such an account,£62.18.2, 

is hoo high,and ih should be nohed hhah hhe sale of building mat

erials is noh necessarily profihable if you cannoh geh hhe 

counts paid.

10. Hayward Tyler & Co.lahely broughh us a lehher from Mrs. 

Robson,asking hhem ho quohe for a press. I hold hhem who she was, 

and said hhah any order would probably come hhrough us. Large

ac-
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firms like this are not in the hah it of dealing with unknown 

people abroad,
11, X shall he glad if you will expalin the reason why you have 

not taken any profit on the Glengowan Coal account,sales having 

heen made during the year,and why the ship herself is allowed to 

remain as a debtor in the hooks,having become our property long 

since.
12. Mr. Shires called here lately with a copy of an Admiral

ty notice about the sale of property consequent on the closing of 

the works at Stanley,which is to be posted on the Gazette Board,

It comprises certain steam cranes and dredging grabs,and the stemm 

pinnace,and the Board wish to have your opinion as to the desir

ability of making an offer for any of the property. We do not i 

think that any advantage could be gained by going in for the 

crane or grabs,but if you are of a contrary opinion we shall be 

glad to hear what you have to say. As to the pinnace,we understand 

that she is a fine boat,and has a water tube boiler,enabling stem

to be got up at short notice,but having the Plym we hardly see

that she could be a profitable purchase. If,however,you think

that it would be right to keep all steam in our own hands,you 

might suggest a limit to which we might go,and it is worth consid 

ering whether it would be desirable to have another boat plying 

for passengers on mail days,or allow her to get into the hands 

of anyone who might make a bid for the mail agency. We under stand 

that the boat cost here about £1500,and that she cost £800 to 

send out. Your reply will arrive in time for us to make a bid if 

thought desirable.

13. Not having heard from Mr#Lucas after my interview with 

him, I wrote to ask if he had collected the information he prom
ised to get,and received a reply to the effect that he had sent

it out to the Governor, I then asked him for a copy,pointing out 

that it rested with us to make the first move,and that if we wait

ed for the return mail from the Islands we should lose a good 

deal of time,He then sent it,and I enclose a copy,but it does not 

advance matters much. For a single wire the estimate is £8 per 

mile or £400 for the 50 miles,for poles £46 per mile or £2300,
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and £18 for two sets of instruments,or £2718 in all for materials 

here,exclusive of freight and insurance,to say nothing of extras 

of which no doubt a number would he required* I think this abso

lutely absurd,and can only suppose that they thought they were 

quoting for the Crown Agents, 30 poles per mile means one in less 

than 60 ysax yards,and each is to cost over 30/* I believe that 

22 per mile or one for every 80 yards would be quite near enough, 

in fact I know of a stretch of poles on the South coast where 

they are 100 yards or more apart. And I have been through the 

length and breadth of England and Scotland without seeing iron 

posts anywhere; why then should we not use wood in the Falklands? 

I believe that we could get sufficiently stout poles at about 7/. 

each. I have an estimate for a telephone made in 1888 when there

©

was a talk of connecting Stanley and Darwin,and calculating all 

items separately down to the leading-in wire it totalled up 

£641*3,8, I put up the telephone at Stanley in the beginning of 

1880; are the same poles still standing,and if so what is their 

condition? That will be important evidence as to the class of 

pole to be sent. We have no white ants or creatures that prey on 

wood,and I believe that except between wind and water the soil 

in the Islands is not destructive to wood. If wooden poles,creo- 

soted wholly or partly,are chosen,I believe that we cannot do 

better* I think that Mr,Lucas will tell the Governor all he can, 

but }Je gave me the impression that it might be troublesome to be 

consulted by us too much,and as we have no claim on him I think 

the best plan will be to get the name of some telegraph Engineer 

and consult him professionally* You will observe that Mr*Lucas 

does not mention the part of the query that would interest the 

Governor the most,the cost of a cable between the Islands,and 

this I must get elsewhere.

14. With regard to the credit in favour of Hurst,the P.S.N. 

Co,have returned the money,as it was credited in your late account 

with them. To prevent any misunderstanding of the kind you had 

better in future advise us that an amount may be asked for.

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,
Managing Director.



Enclosures via Liston

Originals
Ledger & Journal Ehtries

Remarks on Accounts & replies to Remarks
Remarks on Stores
Replies to Remarks on Stores
Eills & Co*s invoices
Pacific Steam Navigation Co* s invoice 

Contract For P 1 tale Hair ex "Magellan11
Sight draft on J.Kirwan for £ 42 . . 8 for collection

B/L attached.
B/L for Coals

Copy of Estimate for Proposed Telephone Line from the
Telephone Construction & Maintenance Co,

Charty-Party ship "Daisy"

List of General Cargo per "Orita" 

List of Dutiable Goods per "Orita" 

General Invoice goods per "Orita"

Morton*s invoice for goods shipped per "Orita

Letters for the following:- 

W, A. Harding,Esq,
A,L.Allan,Esq, (2)

____ London 15th April, 1905
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Enclosures via Liverpool

Originals
Wool reports
Copies of Cables sent 24th March <5s 7th April

received 23rd March & 3 rd April

Copy of letter from J.L.Kaldron,Ltd• dated 29th March,
Copy of letter from Norman & Sons dated 28th March,account

attached.
Copy of letter from Parry & Roche ,Ltd, sample attached. 

Clients* A/sales

9 99 9

200 hales Wool ex ,T0ropesanH & B
127J B 9 99 9

55P 9 99 9

92S 9 99 9

8 casks Tallow ex "Victoria”
1 cask Sealskins ex "Orita"

"Oropesa" 

28 cafeks Tallow ex "Victoria"

[V

i 9 99 9

& contract
P

6& B 7~99 99 9

I! M"Orppesa8W P 9 99 9

report & 
contract 3L 9 9 9 99 9

10& B 9 99 99 9

Brokers* press copies of the above „■ reports & contracts
Shins & Tallow ex "Oropesa"

A/sales Wool & Tallow ex "Oropesa"

Credit note from Defries for error in invoice per "Oruba"
November last £ 18 . 6 , 8

Copy of letters from the P.S.N.Co.dated 3rd April. (2)

Copy of letter from T.& S.Plum dated 6th April.
Particulars of Homeward freight per "Oropesa"
India Rubber ,Gutt a Percha Co* s notice re rise in prices. 

Quotations for Coffee from Appleton,Machin & Smiles,Ltd.

reports & contracts 
Brokers* press copies Company*s

9 99 9

■

Despatch to be forwarded per Supplementary mail. i

London 12th April,1905
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"anrtc-o^c " ~H o,.*^:jD Jj3*.-,. -,U r\u.Duplicates

Despatches Nos 991 & 992 ~ ;

Remarks on Stores & Supplementary remarks 

Iiist of* Enclosures 

List.og General Cargo per "Oropesa"
General Invoices goods per "Oropesa"
Ledger & Journal Entries 

Remarks on Accounts 

B/L Coals per "Oropesa"
Clients reports & contracts:-

S 92 tales Wool ex "Oropesa"
F 55 

J B 127

List of* Clients Cargo per "Oropesa"

List of* Dutiable Goods per "Oropesa"
Copy, of* letter to Lamt Brothers of 10th March.
List of Parcels

Correspondence with Inland Revenue

Second of Exchange for £17 , 7 , 6 on J. C. Aldridge.
Clients* imports,contract & A/sales

*S«’

/ -

7

9 9 >> 9 9 i

9 9 9 9 9 9

38 Hides ex "Magellan

p 22 9, 9 9

F 22. 9 9 : 9 9I. •

D S 4 tales Sheepskins ex Magellan
* ,, 9 99 9

V 5 i9 9 9.9 9 9
i. > H ’W 7 . 9 9 9 9 9 9

S 20 ,, V^gtoria9 9
it

T ft 5 ,, 9 9 9 9

E. 3 > > >} > j

34Z Magellan ?9 9 9 9>,

32 9 9 9 9

K 11 casks Tallow ex Victdtfi^
.
1rr.: ■ ■ ■
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INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER ISfrljo--------

Registered 1902.
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64. t
Jb' Panama. Of /i^Z07U/07yy.£ C... /<?&>.y? 994. 10th ..May,

51*,
I have to acknowledge receipt; or your despatch no.265 per 

Inca and of no.266 per Panama,both of which arrived on the 25th 

ult, ,duplicates of the former and enclosures having come forward

from Montevideo.
2. 266-2.There is nothing more to he said about fire insur

ance until we hear what action the Governor takes with regard to

the tax on Insurance agencies.

3. Par. 3. G.M.Steeves & Co.have met all the drafts without

grumbling,and are one of the most pleasant firms we have ever had 

to deal with over a ship's business. Arrangements for getting the

accounts and letters of advice home by the same mail as the bills 

might have been better; for instance on both occasions I had to 

lend them our copies,and the bill that anticipated the Inca might 

have been accompanied by a duplicate letter of advice, I told the 

member of the firm in the London office that I would hold over

the bill until the advice arrived,but he was good enough to say

that if I would let him have it he would send it to Liverpool

for acceptance,and this was done without advice. Not one firm in 

ten would have done such a thing,and you should see in future 

that all arrangements are completely in order. The amount remitted 

to the owners themselves instead of being a gratuity to the Capt
ain was an excellent innovation,and no doubt paved the way for 

the considerate iaraettment we received,besides showing that the 

Master was an honest man; as we are not subject to competition I 

do not see why this should not be done in all cases.

4. Par. 8. What you say about the Municipal Ordinance and 

Ordinances being submitted to the Council is most satisfactory.

W. A. Harding, Esq.• >

Manager, i
Stanley. I



5, Par. 9, The arrangements about pilobage are nobed. There 

are one or *fcwo men ab Liverpool who are willing bo go out bo com

mand a schooner,bub I have held bhem off,hoping bo have a decid- 

expression of opinion from you on bhe subject. Ib seems now bhab 

ib would be only prudent bo send someone,provided a suibable man 

is bo be found. Rowlands you say is bebber; bub after all he is 

70 or bhereabouts,you have no one bo bake his place,and should
he fail jusb ab bhe beginning of bhe season* s work ib would be
mosb disasbrous. If we geb a man,nobwibhsbanding bhab he will be
on Masber* s wages you would do well bo leb him have a brip as

knowledge
mabe wibh Rowlands bo geb a general tawlmlp of bhe coasb and 

bhe work,or more if necessary. Ib looks expensive,but bhe cosb 

would be nobhing compared wibh bhe loss we should susbain if bhe 

Forbuna or bhe Lafonia were wibhoub a masber,for Ennenga is un- 

bhinkable,and bhere is no local balenb bo draw from.

6. Par. 11. You do nob say bhab all bhe Lafonia* s sails are 

robben,no doubb some of bhem were bad,bub bhere were far more 

bhan she wanted,as she book over bhe whole inventory. When all 

bhe sails are so far gone as bo be pasb repair,or before bhab, 
you musb leb us know,and a new suib will be sent oub. 

fortunate aboub bhe winch,which was ordered by Mc.Lauchlen and 

supposed bo be an exacb duplicate of bhe Forbuna* s. Is ib nob 

possible bo improve bhe working of bhe hand brake so as bo malce
■

ib serviceable? Your report on bhe windlass has come before Os

borne has had an opporbuniby of sbudying Richardson* s insbrucb- 

ions and explanations. Ib is very mysberious,for bhere is nob a 

shadow of a doubb bhab Ib worked properly while she was a pilob 

boat,nor bhab bhey did nob undersband ib ab first. Should your 

a final report be bhab ib is beyond bhe comprehension of bhe local 

sailors bhe Board will have bo consider bhe quesbion of supplying 

a new one.

Ib is un-

f*** vh

7. Par. 12. I am going bo bry bo geb bhe amount due for bhe 

coal acc&unb oub of bhe Admiralty. As regards whab should be done 

wibh bhe balance,bhe arrangements have up bo bhe present all'been 

made on your side,and bhe Direcbors bhirifc bhab you should charge, 

hulk hire,nob so much per bon. Whab bhe hire should be we musb
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leave t/O you,and you would be right/ in making some reduct/ion in 

consideration of* the length of time the hulks will have teen em

ployed, At the same time we must remember that in doing their 

work for them we have certainly helped the Admiralty out of a 

hole,for having engaged to receive that Sofala* s coal they would 

have heen in a fix about landing it if we had stood by and left 

it to them. We must also remember that we can always reduce the 

charge first made,should it seem right to do so,but that we could 

not advance on the price asked. Add to this that a Minute was 

made at the last Board that you were to be instructed to make as 

much as you can for the hulks,and you will know what to do. In 

connexion with this subject I have at last received an answer to 

my letter asking them to name a price for coal to be taken from 

their stock. They have been about 50 days over it,and would not 

have written now if I had not jogged their memory. The price in 

Store is 48/.per ton,but I have suggested that if taken afloat it 

might be reduced by the cost of getting it into Store,and I hope 

to be able to report the replJ; by Supplementary mail,
8. Par, 13. Your question about the Samson will be referred 

to Mr.Barringer,and I will write to Morton about it, I wired to 

him when the Manchester Mqriner left,the 1st inst 

no doubt make all necessary arrangements, Lloyd* s here will give 

instructions to their agent and surveyor about what has to be

and he will• 9

done.
9, Par, 18. No one can be surprised to hear of the loss of

the Chance after all the escapades of her late Captain,and the 

report of his condition in Port William, When documents arrive we

will put the claim forward. I am afaid that this loss may prejud
ice premiums in the future; I have had some difficulty in making
the Underwriters understand that she was not our vessel.

10. Par, 19. The working of the schooners this year has given 

great satisfaction to the Board. If the Hornet is kept at short 

trips she ought to make money,but as I have often said she should 

not go long distances from Stanley.

11. Par, 20. The remark about the measurement of sheepskins 

has been investigated by the Secretary of Holmested & Blake,Ltd, 

and the measurement slips,which are quite correct,have been seen



"by Mr, Blake.

12. Par,21. It is clear that we cannot, load, a ship home with 

hallow,so we have chartered -the "Daisy" out only for a cargo of 

Wallsend coal from Blyth. It is perhaps more than you want immed

iately,hut ships were scarce,and we were lucky in getting a freight 

of 18/6,and the coals being 10/6,plus the duty,the total cost is, 

with insurance,a trifle over 30/. The coals are,of course,much 

better than those from North Wales. We are shipping some shooks, 
stoves,and small sundries. Wood in a coal ship Is Impossible; if
of any length it cannot be stowed at the top,and underneath the 

coal it would not do at all.
13. You have not reported the stock of house coal,and we are 

shipping another 5o tons to fill the gap until the arrival of the 

Daisy,which ought to be loading next week. I tried to stop this 

coal,but was too late,as the order was given some time ago.
14. The Sanson,Portuna,Hornet,and Plym,being the rest of our 

vessels,have now been transferred to the port of Stanley,and it 

is necessary at once to paint the name of the port,"Stanley,F.I", 

on the stern of each. We shall have your answer shortly about the 

Lafonia,the papers for which went out when she did; there is some

thing singular about this,for she is entered in the new Mercan

tile Navy List as belonging to Stanley,and yet Mr.Girling £el3,B 

me that the port has not been altered. As the Registrars of Ship

ping here want the old Registers I cannot understand why nothing 

has been said officially by the Liverpool man,tinless the transfer 

has after all taken place,and he has got the Register back; but 

in that case it would be quite incorrect to retain the word "Liv

erpool" on the stern,
to the number of enquiries and applications for fees that we re-

\J -3

These transfers have “become necessary owing

ceive from the various points. The^f-ees for transfers have all'
“been paid here according to the scale laid down. Papers are' hot 

sent to us,hut to the Registrar at Stanley direct.
. 9 i’ '»

I am,Sir,
your obedient, servant,

!

——ys

Managing Director.
, *. •

j
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Enclosures via Liverpool

Di&lic&tec

Despatch No. 993
Ledger & Journal Entries

Remarks on Accounts
Replies -to Remarks on Accounts

List of Cahgo per "Orita"
General Invoices goods per *0rita" 

Remarks on Stores 

Replies to Remarks on Stores 

List of Dutiable Goods per "Orita” 

List of Clients* Crago per "Orita"

Clients* A/sales
127 tales Wool ex "Oropesa”

92 y yy yy y

55 y yy yy y

8 casks Tallow ex Victoria”

28 y yy yy y

Oropesa3 y yy y

8 y yy yy y

Sealskins1 y yy y

"Ori&a" 

ex "Magellan”
1. y yy y

1 tale Hair

List of Parcels
List of Enclosures
Second of Exchange for & 42 . - . 8 & B/L attached 

B/L coals per "Orita”
B/L general Cargo per lfOritan



Enclosures via Liverpool

Originals

Copy of Cablegram sent 20t/h April. 

Copy of Cablegram received. 29t.h April 

Wool reports
Clients' reports & contracts:-__   . ~----- _—r '

<H^> 30 "bales Wool ex ,TXnca,!

T R 51 

AP 97 

W P 38

9 99 9

9 99 9

9 99 9

80 9 99 9

P B 120 9 99 9

J B 179 9 99 9

H & B 106 9 99 9

84P 9 99 9

L 205 9 99 9

27 Salted Hides ex 11 Inca1"L
63S ) 99 9

of letter from Burgon & Ball,Ltd.dated 6th instant re sheep
shears

of letter from the Admiralty of 8th & outf reply of 9th Apl.
re steam coal*

Copy
Copy
Debit note for Wharf charges on P 34 casks (Callow ex 1 Oropesa

of letter from T.& S.Plum of 13th April and our reply of
17th ,

5 , 10 from the Royal Bank of Scotland for
collection*

Copy 

Cheque for £ 3 .
Clients* A/sales & contracts

48 casks Tallow ex "Oropesa11H & B
33L 9 99 9

Copy of letter from 3R.R*Lucas dated 13th April.
Copy of letter from John H.Austin & Co.dated 25th April re steifel

sheets
Copies of Brokers* A/sales,reports & contracts Co*s Wool,Skins,

]i
Hides & Tallow exuVictoria"11 Oropesa11 &MInca,!

London 10th May,1905
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ftr Supplementary Mail.
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Sir,
Since writhing via Liverpool we Lave received a long -tele

gram from PLe Admiralty,which I send in original for your use,and 

a letter explaining why they have "been so long in answering my

first letter.
2. With regard to the telephone question,I have teen intro

duced to the Manager of the London Wall Exchange of the National

Telephone Co.,who has undertaken to give us professional advice 

on the subject,and most useful advice it is. He has sent in a 

long and most elaborate specification of all materials necessary 

for a 50 mile line,the cost of which works out at £647.3.3-^d,ag

ainst over £2700 estimated for the Governor, In this estimate the

posts are calculated at the price given by Lamb Bros.,but the N, 

T.Co,*s specification for posts is so elaborate and stringent 

that if we follow it I doubt if the price will hold,and there may 

be an advance to some extent. However,I think that some of the 

conditions may be waived,and the advance may not be very materi

al. The cost would now appear to be practicable,and if the Board 

decide to go further into the project it is possible that they may 

say that we had better run it independently. There are various 

matters in connexion with it on which we shall be glad of your 

opinion after you have conferred with the Governor. We are most 
willing to co-operate with the Government,but if we do it must 

be understood that it must be a fair and equal,not a one-sided 

partner ship, and by this I mean that we have always felt,and you 

had better put it to the Governor delicately,that although we

W. A. Harding,Esq. 

Manager,
• >

Stanley.
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paid, our full share of -the cost/ of t/he Light/house telephone, with 

-the object of getting immediate advice of any ships in sight/ from 

Cape Pembroke,we have been debarred from direct communicat/ion 

wibh bhe Lighthouse,and we know "that/ information about ships has 

been in the possession of the Government for hours before it has 

been communicated to us. We are the people,I believe,who send out 

tte pilots now,and for this reason as well as because we have 

paid for half the line,we ought to be put on more equal terms aw 

regards its use,and probab^ly the Governor’s sense of justice 

will cause him to make a more equitable arrangement if the injus
tice is pointed out to him. As long as the line extends to Darwin 

only the advantage to the Government is not very obvious; can 

you explain why the Governor suggests paying for one-third of it? 

Should it ever be extended to the West it will of course be most 
useful to them,and in such a case it is not clear why they should 

not pay half,as we did in the Lighthouse case* One line to Dar

win with the means of switching on further ought to accommodate 

all the traffic. These remarks are only put forward by way of 

suggest ions, and I am sure that the Board are willing to meet the 

Governor’s wishes in every way. As regards the use of the line, 

it must be free between your office and Mr*Allan,but we should 

be willing to consider suggestions as to a tariff,which would in 

part pay for the upkeep,and debar the general public from its Use 

whenever anyone feels inclined to chatter. There is another and a 

very important point; whether by Ordinance or otherwise as may 

be necessary we must know that our posts,once set up,cannot be 

disturbed. For the most part the line will pass over our own land, 

but for the first 20 miles or so it will be on Government or pri

vate ground,and it must not be left to such Governors as we have 

unhappily had in the past to say that we are trespassing with our 

posts and that they must be removed. Perhaps this may be got ov

er by paying wayleaves of a nominal amount,say a penny per post 

in perpetuity per annum,but this is a matter that no one but you 

can arrange. Then as to Mr.Packe’s line; I am advised that it 

would be better to carry his wire independently as a second line 

up to the point where it would branch off to Fitzroy,rather than
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run one to a shepherd* s house , such as Hillside or Mount Pleasant, 

and make an exchange there. The length or wire would "be less if* 

taken Prom the head of* Pit^roy,hut the chief objection would he 

that you would have to rely for communication with Darwin or 

Fitfcroy on the intelligence of the inmates of the house and on 

someone being always at home. Should this be done,Mr.Packe should 

pay his share of the wire and posts as far as the branch, - I 

meant to say the whole cost of his wire and a share of the posts,- 

and to this he could hardly object. I do not think that I have 

anything to add to what I have written today,except that your re
ply will be awaited with interest. Copy of my last letter to Mr. 
Lucas is enclosed,and the fact of his not replying shows that he 

does not wish to be troubled by us.

3, I refer you to what I have written to Mr.Allan about the

condemnation of our tallow at Hamburg,and should it be possible 

to send a protest through the Colonial and Foreign Offices it 

ought to be done.

4. In my letter to Mr.Allan I omitted to mention that the 

hand cart for coal is sent this time,and I hope it is what he
wants.

5. By desire of the Board I called on Mr.Johnson at the C.

0, two days ago to support the suggestion made by Dean Brandon 

that the grant to the Chaplain should still be continued in 

nexion with the inspection of schools, I told him that although 

in theory it was quite correct to withdraw the ecclesiastical 

grant it was the opinion of many on the spot and elsewhere that 

the visits of the Dean and his assistant had an important bearing 

on the moral welfare of the people in the Camp,and should in 

way be kept up,also that there was very little chance of doing so 

without some assistance from the Government.

con-

some

Mr.Johnson said that
the question was receiving careful attention,and that the views 

of those who supported the Dean would receive every consideration, 

that 12 or 13 petitions on the subject had been received from

various people,including two Bishops,and that if we liked to write 

in officially ours would be added to the number,in any case what 

I had said would be borne in mind. I told him that I thought that



So

•that; would "be sufficient;,and that; without -the express wish of the 

Board I would not write anything which might; he misconstrued into 

opposition ho -the Governor,

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

Managing Director.
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Enclosures via Lisbon

Originals

Ledger & Journal Entries 

Remarks on Accounts 

Remarks on Stores
Replies to Remarks on S-tores

oi let/ter from Hayward Tyler & Codated 10th May*Copy
List, of Dutiable Goods per ,TPanama,f

Wool reports
General Invoice goods per "Panama"
Original Telegram from -the Admiralty re coals. 

List, of General Cargo per "Panama"

P.S.N.Co's.invoice for coals 

Eills & Co* s invoices for goods skipped 
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Sir,
I have to acknowledge receipt of your despatches nos.267 

and 268,which arrived on the 22nd ult.
2. Par,2. Probably if Mr.Anson is left alone he will come 

to his senses,for it is practically certain that his Sandy Point 

arrangement will prove an expensive one. His decision to avoid 

the Pacific line both for passages and cargo on account of some 

fancied slight on the part of one or two of their officers looks 

like a kind of childish spite,and you cannot reason with people

of that sort.
3. Par.3. The particulars of losses per Pair Rosamond were 

found in the course of time.
4. Par.6. Messrs.Steeves have asked for no more allowances, 

and seem quite satisfied about the Sofala*s business,

5. Par.10. I now send a copy of the specification for tele-\ 

phone materials,which you will see is very complete. We have been 

advised to have rather stouter posts,the tops to be not less than

•P

\
»

4 to 4j",and as the cost of creosoting rises materially with any 

increase in the diameter these will cost us at least 7/.each,or 

£100 more on 1000. This however is nothing compared with the cost 

of iron posts,31/.each. I have travelled thousands of miles over 

English and Scotch roads,and have never seen iron posts used,ex
cept on some short lengths of telegraph or telephone belonging to 

the War Office. My belief is that iron is suggested for abroad

people think that white ants or other destructive insects 

met with, As regards the durability of creosoted
because 

are sure t>o "be
wood,I asked Mr.Mantel,the N.T.Co.’s Manager,what the life of a

W.A.Harding,Esq,, 

Manager,

Stanley.
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post so treated was,and lie said that he could not tell me; he 

knew of* some that had stood for 40 years without showing signs 

of decay,and that seems good enough for us. We know that our own 

posts in Stanley lasted 20 years "before they went,and they were 

not creosoted. The proposed line has now assumed such a practical 
shape,that the Board have decided to risk "buying the posts at 

once,as there may "be some delay in obtaining them; hut as to the 

rest of the materials,they will wait until the arrival of your 

reply to my last despatch,in which I asked what security we could 

get against a future disturbance of our posts,before going fur-

Regarding the height out of the ground,you 

are in error in suggesting that eight feet will be enough; Mr* 

Mantel says that we must allow for a 5 ft.sag,and this would bring 

the wire within 3 ft. of the ground,which would be absurd. To al
low a man on horseback to pass under the lowest dip of the wire 

14 to 15 ft. is about the thing,for it must be remembered that if 

there are two wires,one of them must be on a bracket at the side 

of the post,and not quite at the top.
6. Par. 12. Everything seems in order about the "Samson" ,and 

I have just heard from Morton that he has sent you a fireman by 

the Orita. I have sent him invoices of the boiler,the lagging,and 

a Worthington pump,and also Lloyd's Survey Report on the boiler, 

all of which,when done with,he is to forward to you. The pump has 

been sent in compliance with your request and under Mr.Barringer's 

advice,but he suggests that it would be far better to make a per

manent job of this by connecting it with the tanks,instead of us

ing rubber hoses; a copy of his letter has also gone to Morton

to be handed to Atherton. This pump will serve as a stand-by or 

in aid of the feed pump,which you say IS of hardly sufficient 

power. With the means of using fresh water he does not think it 

necessary to go to much expense in repairing the evaporator,which 

appears to some extent to be still serviceable,and as to using 

salt water on the passage down,he says it would be of advantage 

to get a little scale on the boiler when new.

7. Par. 13. The Chance having been lost it would seem that 

there can be no advantage in pursuing our cldtm for salvage ag-

ther into the matter.

1

-
i
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ainst the Estate or the late owner,which is practically insolv

ent, and we must get our money out of the Underwriters on the car
go and,if any,the owners of such cargo as may have teen uninsur

ed. For the purpose of assessing the amount of our claim to he 

presented to Lloyd* s,we must have a decision in Court stating the 

percentage of salvage awarded,and then we can settle it here* I 

told you that I had offered to settle,hut that the Underwriters 

declined my terms,and offered an inadequate sum. With what we 

hardly help getting from them when the Court has given its 

award the Plym will prohahly he found to have heen sufficiently 

With regard to your remark that the question of insurance 

is unsatisfactory,and that unless the vessel is wrecked there 

seems little prospect of recovering anything,your meaning is ob

scure until you say what vessel you mean. You have from the ac

counts all particulars of insurances existing at present,hut I 

will recapitulate them. The Samson is done at 7 gs, ,the Plym at 

£5,(harbour service only) and the Lafonia at 12 gs. ,these three 

are all risks; the Forbuna is lOgs.total loss only. None of these 

pay the 14 gs.you mention,hut that was the rate on the Hornet,all 
risks,and we collected,if I recollect rightly,several claims for 

average on her. Now with the first three there can he no doubt 

about recovering any claims we may have for repairs,unless the 

Underwriters are able to show that we have gone into them inrprov- 

idenbly,thab is to say that we have with our eyes open paid more 

for the repairs than the value of the vessel when repaired; this 

is a matter on which you would seldom he at a loss to judge. With 

a vessel insured against total loss only,it would not he prudent 

to undertake very heavy repairs,hut I think that we should he 

hound to effect any reasonable ones,or to show that the vessel is . 

a constructive total loss. We used to insure the Fortuna all risks 

at 14 gs. ,hut there was a little difficulty about this,and we 

found that we were able to get such a good rate for total loss 

only that the insurance was changed. Another reason for this was

premium was a heavy charge on the working account 
annually,and knowing Rowlands we decided to take the risk. Bear

1

can

paid.

that, the

in mind that "by this alteration we saved in premiums about £120
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per annum,and having run Tor several years without loss we have 

a sort of* reserve fund for meeting the cost of any incidental re
pairs that may hecome necessary* When Rowlands leaves the Fortun- 

a I shall consult the Board as to the desirability of reverting
With regard to the Chance,your explana

tions of our position are satisfactory as far as our security by 

mortgage goes,but I am sorry to say that the documents forwarded 

in support of the claim are not considered to be in order,and 

further proof of the loss is required* Making allowance for want 
of experience in cases of total loss,I am bound to say that the 

whole thing has been dealt with in a manner quite contrary to the 

usual custom,both at Rous Creek and in Stanley,and the result is 

the attitude that Lloyd* s Underwriters have assumed* First as to 

the vessel* The previous escapade in Pibrt William,at the time 

when Captain Thomas went on board and found the crew decamped and 

the Captaim more or less drunk,would make the Underwriters think 

that such a person wets unfit to be placed in charge of property r 

and if there was a change of master it would have been better to 

mention it. The extract from the log book shows the most gross 

incapacity,whoever he was. An ignorant man,as I have tidied to

show the Underwriters,would not know how to write up a log,but
have been

any one, not an absolute idiot, would surely aware that he ought
plau

to give a more or less psrfrwsible reason for the mishap,involving

This is what he

Hs

to the allrisks policy*

as it did some hundreds of pounds, 

says. On the 8th of March,wind increasing and glass falling,he 

anchored in Rous Creek with one anchor and 30 fathoms of chain, 

wind N.N.W. ,very strong. On the 9th,at break of day went on deck 

and found the Vessel had drifted ashore,so he called all hands 

up! That is positively all! Having anchored in a place open to 

the N.W, ,as the chart shows,with the wind strong from N.N.W.and 

the glass falling,he let go a single anchor and then he and the 

crew went to bed. If it were not for the loss it would be too 

funny for words. Would not any man who cared about his ship have 

at least let go a second anchor with more chain,and left an an

chor watch to report if she began to drag? This occurrence and 

the one in Port William would make anyone of a suspicious nature
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■believe -that; the owner or the master had determined *by fe hook or 

hy crook to get rid of the Vessel. We can let that pass and the 

rest; the Underwriters are supposed to insure the Captain as well 
as the vessel,and if the total loss is proved it will "be all 

right in the end. Now with regard to the way the loss was dealt 

with. The whole property "became from the time she was abandoned 

the property of the Underwriters,and the Captain and Lloyd* s Ag
ent were hound to protect their interests,and to realize for them 

what they could out of the wreck. Was this done? Whatever she 

might have fetched,she should have been sold by auction,and the 

proceeds credited to them. If there was no bid this should have 

been certified,but no mention has been made of an attempt at a 

sale. No doubt a boat was saved,and you report in 266-18 that the 

Fortuna took off the sails and sundry gear,all belonging to the 

Underwriters,but no account has been rendered of the proceeds,nor 

is it stated whether they were sold by auction or not. After pay
ing the Fortuna for freight in there must surely have remained 

h
something for the Underwriters,and there can be little doubt that 

if any remittance had been made,however small,and the account 
had been attested by your signature,the claim would have been 

met,for one of the objections raised is that Lloyd’s have not had 

from you yet any definite report of the loss,nothing more than 

a statement that you had heard the vessel was lost. Finally,the 

protest. This is somewhat delicate ground,for the form is any

thing but right,and the .Governor’s attention should be called to 

it. In all notarial documents on more than one sheet,they should 

be so fastened together with a seal or otherwise so that it is 

impossible to abstract or add a sheet,or in any way tamper with 

it. These sheets are simply stapled together,and could be altered 

to any extent after they come out of the Notary’s hands. You will 

find in the instructions to Lloyd’s Agents,under the head of doc
uments necessary in case of claim,that the first is the Protest, 

which should be compared with the Log Book and certified by the 

Agent,&c. This was not dome,and in any similar case in future you
The papers are returned with a copy of

(^

i

should bear it in mind.I?
letter from our Broker showing what is wanted,and I hope that on 

their return there will he no more trouble. ^ sorry "t-0 havei



had. to write at such length,but I have confined myself almost;

exclusively to facts,and to indicating what should have been done.

It is to he hoped that the practice of letting go one anchor with

a small scope of chain and then going to hed with all hands is

not followed in our own vessels,and that we shall not hear that
were

the stranding and loss of the Hornet wasc caused hy neglect of the 

kind. The claims lately made will prejudice us most unfavourably 

with Underwriters for some time to come,especially as it is dif
ficult to make them understand that these outside insurances are

T\

not our own.
8. Par. 14. It seems that Wilsons ought not to have sent the

letter of credit home,hut your wording is certainly faulty,for 

you wrote: - "the same to he refunded to you together with your 

commission hy the P.I.Co. ,Ltd.,through the Pacific Steam Naviga

tion Co..Liverpool". On this we could not possibly refuse to pay,
added

and to make your intention clear you should have" Stanley" to the 

Company1 s name. As a matter of fact,this being the Head Office

and the Company being registered in London, it apparently referred

to us. There would he no objection to your making such credits
payable here,provided you advise us,

9. Par,17. The Board have decided to leave it in your hands, 
if you think fit,to let Mrs.Ryan have a cottage at a nominal rent 

for not exceeding 12 months,but they would like to know something 

about her future prospects,and suggest that it might be better to 

send her with the family home to Liverpool, They decline to be 

pledged to deal in the same way with all widows for ever,and are 

averse to creating precedents,

10. 268-2. Prom your cable about the Oravia it seems that 

you have not got as much wool together as you expected,
11. I am not taking any steps about replacing the Hornet un

til the arrival of the Oravia,but I have asked several people to 

keep their eyes open.

12. You had better send a drawing or full particulars of the 

Fortuna1 s pattern of winch,and also of her windlass or capstan, 

whatever it is,and if there is a maker*s name on either we can

make sure of getting the right thing when wanted. You have never



mentioned what the second winch was wanted for,or whether a mis
take was made in asking for it in two places,although the questi
on has "been put,I believe,more than once. And as to the Lafonia* s 

windlass,no more has been said since Mr.Richardson*s instructions 

got out,andI hope that it is now working satisfactorily.
I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

”3

Managing Director,
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No .997. c /?
SW 5.„_5ih.. July.,Per Oravia. Ur/u/Y.'/y ;£.c___

Sir,

I have ho acknowledge receipt of* your despatches nos.269 and 

270,which arrived on the 21st ult.

2. 269-8. It is quite true that six years ago,when several 

people were nibbling at the Glengowan,the instructions you quote 

were sent,hut since then it has become evident that if she is ev
er turned to account at all she will have to become a receiving 

hulk,and the proper course is to transfer her to London,like the 

rest of the shipping,and then we can gradually write her down. As 

to the coals,for which there seems to be a small,but regular de

mand,^ was never intended that we should not take our annual 

profit on these sales,and this should be done in future,taking 

each year a fair estimate of the value of the stock remaining to 

be carried to the new account,pas sing the balance to Profit & 

Loss.

3. Par. 9. Prom what you say it is evident that we had better 

not touch the Admiralty Stores,and this applies to the launch,un
less she is offered at a knock-out price. You do not say whether 

it would be possible or not to take down the bulkhead that separ

ates the engine room from the stokehold,so that one man could 

run the engines. It is also a question whether a water tube boil
er, if looked after in a proper and intelligent manner,is not 

ageable; we know how Government people knock property about. There 

is a certain advantage in being able to get up steam very quickly 

in a case of emergency.

4. Par. 10. The telephone poles have been ordered. As

man-

you
mention the lighthouse poles it occurs to me to ask you what their
diameter is at the butt and the top. No doubt what we are sending 

W. A. Harding ,Bsq.

Stanley,
• 9
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will be infinitely tetter than anything you could get from Sandy 

Point,to say nothing of the creosoting.
5. Par, 13, What you write about the interviews with the Gov- 

ernor on the subject of the revived steamer project is very in
teresting. It happens that I wrote to him myself last mail,and 

my letter in several respects will serve to confirm what you have 

told him,while what I said about the peril of being left with on
ly one vess'el to do all the coasting work will give him cause for 

reflection. I doubt if the P.S.N.will be brought again to the 

point I got them to,and we must remember that after our large 

outlays on the Lafonia and Fortuna,on which you have also touched, 
one of our conditions for standing aside would be that they must 
buy from us one of those schooners,and at no loss to ourselves.
If this were declined,we should naturally run all our own produce 

as well as any we could influence,and with the remainder no 

steamer could make both ends meet. If from first to last we had

been as little self-sacrificing els the bulk of the farmers,whose 

sole aim seems to be to get freights down by a few shillings,re
gardless of everything else,it is more than probable that the F. 
I. mails would now be carried by schooners. There must,however,be 

a limit to this,and no one can say that in declining to repeat 

our offer made after the loss of the Fair Rosamond we are acting 

in any way unfairly,or prejudicially to the interests of the Col
ony.

6. Par, 14. It is most doubtful if Mr,Anson's arrangement to 

get the Rippling Wave across to the Chartres will serve him any 

better than shipping by us; but time will show. I had hoped that 

he would still consign his wool to us,but as he has not done so 

you were quite right in declining to do the insurance,which is 

the business of the consignees.
7. Par,15. The imperfect description of Bills*s goods was 

Lowden* s error,and will not be repeated.

8. Par,17. You were inadvertently in error in claiming from 

the Shipping Master the cost of the passages of the Chance* s men, 

I have made enquiries and find my belief confirmed that although 

in the case of the loss of a British ship the Board of Trade step

>._



in in the first instance,and take charged or the distressed sea

men,under 207/8 of 58 Viet •they make a demand ultimately from the

owners of the wrecked vessel. My informant has seen a B.of T.form 

h for making this claim. Your course would have teen to get the 

cost from the owners,or out of the proceeds of any salvage,and 

this,I suppose,you can still do.
9. Par. 18. Your account of the loss of the Hornet calls for 

little remark; it was evidently an unavoidable accident,and 

I do not think that the Underwriters will "be entitled to ask this 

time if any effort was made to save her. At the same time it 

would "be well to instruct your Captains in the event of any dam
age or loss that is likely to result in a claim,to put a little 

more agony into their log hooks,such agony as Captain Thomas seems 

to he a master of,and they ought to he specially careful to de
tail all efforts made to save the property that is imperilled.
A Mhald and unconvincing narrative11 ,such as the log of the Chance 

and to a lesser extent that chf the Hornet does not carry convict
ion with it^md a lurid picture of the perils to which the crew 

were exposed cannot do any harm. At the same time allowance must 

he made for Ennenga*s literary deficiencies. I have shown the pa
pers to our Insurance Broker,and he agrees with me that we had 

better not put the claim forward until you have accounted for the

very

proceeds of the wreck. In fact,on another occasion,you had hotter 

keep all the papers hack until you can send them complete, I in

fer that any further efforts to salve the heavy portion of the car
go would lead to no result.

10. Par, 19, Before receiving your despatch I had made enqui

ries about auxiliary oil engines hut with no result. They do not 

seem to he in use here,and Mr.Richardson says that if we want 
them we shall have to build. Enquiries about the makers will he 

made in New Zealand. It has been suggested that we should get a 

schooner from North America, like the sealing vessels that have 

lately been in Stanley,and Captain Dougall has offered to go oyer 

for us. As they are much cheaper than anything we can pick up here 

the idea is worth considering. Anyhow,as you have two schooners

with ample accommodation for passengers,! think it would he a
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good move -this time to have a cargo boat,pure and simple,with 

just sufficient accommodation for the crew, like the English coast
ers,and nob rob her of* carrying capacity by fibbing extensive and 

elaborate cabins.
11. Par.20* Captain Thomas reported his arrival in Montevid

eo,bub gave the disquieting news that owing bo a general strike 

the work would be much delayed, Morton did nob write at all,and

I have bold him that he must nob leave it bo Capb. Thomas bo re
port proceedings,bub let us have full details by every mail, A 

letter has since arrived from him,bub he did nob mention the ar
rival of the boiler,though I gob the information from the copy 

of his letter bo you. We have been so much accustomed bo look on 

Montevideo as the port bo which our vessels naturally go that it 

has escaped all of us bo try what could have been done in Buenos 

Ayres,which the Samson,having steam,could have fetched just as 

easily as Montevideo.
12. Par.22. Will this epidemic of insurance claims never 

cease? The fire on the Great Britain was deplorable,and we have 

only just escaped a loss that could not have been replaced. Pre

sumably Captain Thomas was away,but the fact that it seemed in 

the natural order of things to throw ashes,whether alive or dead, 
on the deck of the hulk is suggestive of a singular want of order 

and care,for which someone ought to have been responsible. The 

Board are glad to hear that steps will be taken to prevent any 

recurrence of this bk misdoing,and trust that in future ashes will 

be thrown overboard. The Royal have already settled for the dam
age to the hulk,but your further particulars are awaited before 

claiming on the British & Foreign for the wool and skins. As re
gards the damaged bales,the correct course seems to have been fo£ 

lowed in putting them up to auction,but you are in error in sup

posing that the Pebble wool is not insured from the sheep* s back 

lik^ourSjand even if it had not been insured that would hardly 

have been a reason for preferential treatment,as the course taken 

was supposed to be the best in the interests of all concerned.

13. Par.23. Rowlands* health seems so shaky that I am in 

doubt as to whether the wisest course would not be to send out a



successor at once.

14. Par. 3,desp.270, On reading the account of the loss of 

hides "between the hulk and the steamer,which is accompanied "by a 

"certificate from Cpatain Cooper to enable us to make a claim,I 

was reminded of a similar occurrence on a larger sc&le in July, 

1868,when a lighter containing 148 hides was upset alongside the 

Athole in Darwin Harbour. On that occasion the Captain fished 

with a grapnel for two days,and recovered 146. Is there any rea
son why an attempt should not have "been made to recover these,and 

is it not another case in which the Underwriters have the right 

to ask if any steps were taken to avert the loss?
15. Owing to the epidemic to which I have alluded the Under

writers at Lloyd's have flatly refused to renew the coasting pol
icy at less than 15/.#,and we have had to submit,

16. I send some correspondence with the Engineer-in-Chief of 

the Trinity House about extensive works they are about to under

take at Cape Pembroke,in connexion with which he wishes us to 

tender for the conveyance of about 620 tons of materials from 

Stanley. This we have declined,as we do not know enough of the 

local conditions,and the matter is referred to you. It seems that 

the piles on which the lighthouse is built are rotten,and the x 

whole thing is in an insecure condition. They are going to take 

it down and rebuild it on a concrete foundation,besides,as I un

derstood,raising it and rearranging it altogether, I saw Mr,Mat
thews,the Engineer,last week,and talked the matter over together 

with Mr. Hood,who was at Stanley, He showed me a letter from you 

quoting 35/.per ton for the transport,and I am sorry that you 

have made no allusion to the subject in your despatches,as you 

might have given some useful information. We do not know the cost 
per day of running the Samson,nor the charge we ought to make for 

receiving the materials into one of our hulks and trans-shipping 

them to the Lighthouse. Mr,Matthews says that he cannot think of 

paying the rate suggested,and independently of other considera

tions a charge made for carrying a ton or two would seem to be 

too much when applied to over 600, You will see that they propose 

to lay down moorings 180 yards west of the present landing cove,



-bo which the lighters would he hung in deep water,and “these moor

ings would he sufficiently near -the rocks “to he plumbed hy the 

jih of a crane,which would lift all “the materials with lit/tie la- 

hour on our part. This sounds very nice,hut I know the spot,and 

cannot help fearing that the jih would have to he abnormally long 

to enable the lighter to ride in safety. This is a most important 

point,and we must not he content with any opinion given here,hut 

require your report, Mr.Hood assured me that the Plym would tow 

the lighters; I took the liberty of doubting this,as you would 

hardly trust ho? with anything hut a very small one in such a 

place,lest a sudden gale should come on. The Government will give 

storage free in the Dockyard,hut it would he more convenient to 

take the stuff from a hulk. In consideration of the immense value 

of the light to our shipping,and of the fact that we pay no dues, 

this is a case in which we ought,while taking care that our ves

sels are not imperilled,to consider that we are dealing with an 

institution that is a public benefit,and make our charge as reas

onable as we can without loss to ourselves. Mr.Matthews talked of 

sending you a cable at the expense of the Trinity Board,hut 

I am afraid that it would he impossible to ejpress all that I 

have said without running into a very large sum. If,however,on 

receipt of this you can make up your mind before the steamer 

leaves what we could fairly charge for the whole job per ton, in

cluding receiving,storing,reshipping,and delivering in the manner 

suggested,you had better wire the figure via Sandy Point.

I am,Sir,
your obedient servant,

our

AV

Managing Director.
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Enclosures vis Lisbon,
)

Originals,

Ledger & Journal Entries

Remarks on Accounts

Remarks on Stores

Replies to Remarks on Stores

l
List of General Cargo per "Oravia"

General Invoice goods per "Oravia”

Sight Draft on J.Kirwan for £ 57 . 14/- for collection B/Lattached

Clients’ A/sales 2-

9 1 cask Tallow ex "Oruba"

}) 48' Salted Hides

(reportonly) 239 hales Wool 9 9

Eills & Co.’s invoices goods shipped

Copy Letter from Trinity House of5th & our reply of 7th July

Letters for the following

W, A. Harding ,Esq..
A. L. Allan, Esq., *

London 8th July,1905
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Enclosures vis Liverpool
>■ c

Duplicates
cDespatch No.996

Ledger & Journal Entries,
pRemarks on Stores
V *Replies to Remarks on Stores 

List or Dutiable/'Goods per "Gaelic" 

General Invoice Goods per "Gaelic1-1" • 
List of General Cargo per "Gaelic" 

Remarks on Accounts

i

' . v-

Replies to Remarks on Acdourits 

List of Clients* Goods per "Gaelic"
List of Parcels
Second of Exchange for £ 41 . 8/- on J.Kirwan for collection( ) ... • • • ; • v
Estimate of Materials required for Telephone 

Clients* A/sales,reports & contracts
• >

2 casks Sheepskins ex "Panama"
juk.oT) - • • • • • ~

7 bales 9 > . 9 9
.-> j c.v. •.! I V JU •

2 9 9 9 99 9

T R 1 I9 9 9 99 9

‘ I9S?.J B 6 9 9 9 9

W P 1 9 9 9 9 9 9

<H> 2 9 9 9 9 9 9

<§> 2 9 99 9 9 9

L 4 9 9 9 9 9 9

A/sale J B 179
Only

Wool ex "InCa"9 9

S 63 Salted Hides ex 9 9
;

L 27 9 9 9 9 9 9

T R 81 "bales Wool ex "Panama"
A/sale <Tgj>94 

& contract only
108

9 9 9 9 9 9
\

9 9 9 99 9

S 95v 9 99 99 9
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ISO "bares Wool ex "Inc^,"P BA/sale 
only T R 81. 9 99 9

9 9 - • IS O • cv. ' '
9 9

»t > V

30 9 9
9 9 <

<l> 80 9 99 9
9 9 4

97AP 9 9,9 9
9 9

84F 9 9, 9 9
9 9

IP 38 J9 99 9
9 9

: IL 205 

B/L General*.Cargo per -" 

List of Enclosures 11 •; ,•

tO\TO 9 9 o r--. >9 o • j.......

9 9

Gaelic"x .no -::o o hj:«

.oJ.ovr:T J-j-s*'
r. •') " o : ,'ii

!
o-,: .» ‘-r.

; r. jO'.?/*

•.• r\ • I .DAISY' . 1.1 \

L

List of Enclosures
■

Bills of Lading (2.)
•J:

'.to • . ':. IJ1
List of General Cargo •. ;.o_c aete\A • <jo :r "Z'-Oo.j ...
Remarks on Cargo 

* * 1 . fi; c
List of Clients* Goods

0 0 i;rz O 8 i

a<• c.General Invoice,
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Enclosures per "Oravia" via Liverpool

Originals

Copy of Telegram sent 17th June

Copy of letter from Liebig’s Extract Co. 9Ltd. dated 23rd. June. 

Copy of freight note goods per "Daisy"

Copy of letters from the Trinity House dated 27th & 29th and 

our replies of the 28th June & 4th July re Lighthouse 

Kirkland Cop'e’a account for Company £3.6.6

B.Stickney 6.9.- 

Pairticulars of homeward freight per "Oruba"
9 99 99 9

Extract from Letters dated 27th February & 21st May re type
writer.

Clients’ reports & contracts:-

6 hales Sheepskins ex "Oruba"S I

9 2 9 99 99 9

1 cask Tallow ex "Oruba"

48 Salted Hides9 9 9

(report only)S I 74 hales Wool 9 9

Credit note for Packe Brothers & Co.claim re-covered on sea-
damaged wool per "Panama"

Mrs J.Bonner9 9 > 9 9 9 9 9 9 9damaged wool per "Inca"
F.I.Co.,Ltd.9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9

damaged wool per "Panama"

Clients’ Contracts

S.I.128 hales Wool ex " Oravia"&"OrubaJ!

F 138 9 99 9

P H 97 9 9 9 9

S 13 9 99 9

120 9 99 9

AP 167 9 9 9 9

Du Croz Doxat & Co^ s Wool reports

London 5th July,1905
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Per Victoria.
y /ZsOnsJsr/t'E.a__ JMte.2nd... August,.YP 998.

Sir,
I have to acknowledge the receipt, of your despatches nos, 

271 and 272,which arrived on the 20th ult.

2. 271-3. The command of the schooners must he left to your

discretion when Rowlands retires, I suppose that it is considered

promotion to sail the Portuna,although the Lafonia is much the

test and the most valuable of the two vessels.

3. Par, 4. When in Liverpool last week I saw Mr, Richards on, 

and mentioned the difficulty experienced in letting go the Lafon- 

ia* s anchor at once,hut he makes light of the objection and says 

that if properly worked it is just as quick. I will send him an 

extract from your remarks,and see what he has to say in reply.

4. Par,5. You make no allusion to the telegram from the Ad

miralty about the price of coal to us,but I suppose that you have

acted on it.

5. Par, 7. The claim for the Chance’s insurance will be put

forward again as soon as the papers return.

6. Par, 9. I am afraid that the Registrar of Shipping was

within his right in charging for a new Register,as I believe the

fee here was for closing the Liverpool Register and advising the

change; however,I am not sure,and you would do right to ask for 

the. authority,

7. Par,10. It is good that the Governor is taking up the 

tallow question. I could not send the papers,as they were only 

lent us by Van den Berghs,but I can very likely get them again if 

the C.0,wants them.

8. Par. IT. Bishop Every* s remarks are much appreciated.

W, A.Harding,Esq, , 

Manager,

Stanley.



HS

9. Par.12. The papers relating to the claim on wool damaged 

in the Great Britain seem to he quite in order,except that in the 

account-sales the marks or the hales are not given; if they were 

illegible it would have heen better to say so. However they have 

gone in for settlement, and as all are insured with the British & 

Foreign,and each lot was insured at so much a hale,I do not an — 

ticipate any difficulty. Par. 13, The Hornet's papers,as far as I 

can see,are also regular,and have gone in; in this case our Un
derwriting fund is partly concerned,hut I hope that Lloyd's will 

settle their share without demur,although they are more difficult 

to deal with than the Company.
10. Par, 15. Prom what you write about the Hornet's condition 

the Board fear that reinstating her as a lighter may he a most 

expensive operation,and they hope that you will not undertake it 

without fully considering the cost. We should not like to see as 

much spent as the cost of the Rosa Baker's repairs,and there 

would also he the expense of towing her in from Salvador. The 

Tilton may last some years yet,and with the Fairy,Rosa Baker,and 

Nimrod,to say nothing of the Sissie,which ought to he fit to car

ry ten tons or so,surely you must he sufficiently supplied with 

lighters? The safest way of proceeding would he to get it tender

ed for by contract,and if the cost is not too much old Biggs 

might he willing to go in for it.
11. Pars,17 and 24. The misdescription of Sills's goods is 

a regrettable incident,and I lost no time in writing to prevent 

it in future. It is,however,quite clear how it occurred. They are 

Provision merchants,and Lowdens in making out the Bills of Lading 

saved themselves trouble by classing all their goods as "Provisi
ons" ,regardless of the fact that some dutiable goods were includ
ed, of course without our knowledge,in fact our bona fides in the 

matter is proved by the fact that we always send you a list of 

all such goods. I enclose a copy of Eills's remarks on the sub-

n

ject.
12. Par.23, I am glad to hear that I overstated the case as 

regards the Lighthouse Telephone; but you will understand that as 

I know nothing of the facts personally I only repeated what had



* G

■been bold me,and I cannob remember who my informant was. We are 

quibe sabisfied wibh whab bhe Governor says aboub bhe division of 

^ bhe cosb,and I hope bhab bhe insballabion will be carried bhrough, 
bhough I fear bhab bhe C.O.may be obsbrucbive,

13. 272-2. Before sending a message via Sandy Poinb we al

ways ask bhe Easbern Co. if bhe line is clear. In bhe circumsban— 

ces you mention ib would certainly be desirable bo cable via Cor- 

onel; bub from Messrs. Sbubenrauch* s lebber ib seems bhab bhe Gov
ernment line was expecbed bo be ready in a fortnighb,and after 

bhab inberrupbions were nob likely bo be so frequent.
14. We are likely bo pay off bhe Y/eddell mortgage bhis week, 

and I hope bo be able bo advise you laber bhab ib has been done. 
There are certain formalibies bo be carried oub ab Sbanley,and I 

send you a copy of our Solicitors*lebber on bhe subjecb,which, 

however,may be modified bo some exbenb,as bhe Board have agreed 

bo advance bhe money againsb a mortgage bo be execubed by Mrs,

Williams as soon as bhe Deans* claim has been sabisfied,and in 

order bo clear bhem oub of bhe way bhe Probabe of Harold Dean* s 

Will has bo be resealed and,I suppose,regisbered in bhe Colony, 
Thus bher'e will nob be a bransfer of bhe old Mortgage,bub a new 

one will be execubed,and you can disregard so much of our Solici
tors* requirements as relate bo bhe bransfer ,abbending bo bhe 

remainder. However,bobh Solicitors are hard ab ib,and I shall 
mosb likely be able bo send you somebhing more definibe.

15. Lowdens have been making enquiries for us aboub a Nova

Scobia schooner,and I send you copy of a lebber I have labely re
ceived from bhem. You will see bhab we can geb one builb of 90

bons regisber for £5500,and bhe Board are rather inclined bo bake 

bhe mabber up,for bhis sum is much less bhan we should have bo 

pay for an old vessel here, I saw Messrs.Alcock and Ward lasb 

week,and bhey held oub no hopes a.boub a coasbing sb'eambr. In bhese 

circumsbances bhe Board may nob waib for your further qdvices as 

bo bhe desirabiliby of buying a vessel,as bhey are afraid of bhe 

possible bobal upseb of bhe coasbing business should you have bhe 

misfortune bo lose one of our bwo schooners, Mr. Johnson asked me

bo call on him lasb week bo discuss quesbions of communication



raised "by tile Governor,but when I went he was in a flurry about 
1?ing he was getting ready for the printers,and could only 

spare a few moments. I gave him my ideas in a few words,and after

wards sent him an extract from a letter I had written to Mr.Al- 

lardyce two mails ago,at a time when I was unaware that he wa,s 

moving in the matter. As you may not have seen this I send you a

some

r

copy. He spoke a few words about the telephone,but all that I 

could get out of him was that the mail subsidy could not be in

creased, and that he hoped that Mr .A1lardyce would cut his coat

according to his cloth.

16. The news received here about the Samson is most alarm

ing,and what it is going to cost to get her away from Montevideo 

it is impossible to estimate. As we had heard little from the 22nd 

of May,the date of her arrival,! cabled on the 12th ult.to ask

what the vessel’s position was,and received a reply next day to

the effect that the old boiler was out and that she was ready for

inspection. This was followed by a cable from Thomas on the 17th

saying that the Surveyor would refuse certificate unless the deck

was renewed,and that unless the crankshaft was renewed he would

not allow more than 140 lbs.pressure,recommending that a new

shaft should be sent from here. I then asked the price of repairs

recommended,and received the staggering reply that it would be 

£750,that he had not anticipated that the vessel was in such bad

condition,and in reply to a question whether a crankshaft could

be supplied there that he strongly advised its being ordered from

Earle’s,as expenses wax-id be very heavy. Prom this it is not 

clear whether £750 represents the cost of the deck only or in

cludes the shaft; in either case it is a hideous robbeiy . After 

consulting Mr,Barringer and talking the matter over with the Chaff- 

man, I replied that we authorized the renewal of the deck,but that 

the crank shaft would be sent to Stanley,and that he must proceed 

at 140 lbs. The crankshaft; has been ordered from Earle’ s,and will 

cost £75 only,and now we want to know what the deck is going to 

run us into. It would be intolerable to let her remain in Monte

video for another two months certain, Just for the sake of another 

10 lbs,pressure,especially as we hear that the crankshaft,though



\ %

it; will be a "bight; fit/,can go down -through bhe skylight. Even if* 

ih could not, ih would prohahly he bebber ho hake up hhe coamings 

and possibly parh oF hhe deck ah Stanley,rahher hhan leh her lie 

idle in Montevideo,wihh her crew prohahly in lodgings,and very 

likely ohher expenses being heaped on her as long as she remained 

"there. There are several hhings hhah we shall want ho know; iF 

hhe deck was so had why was ih noh ascerhained heFore,was ih im
possible ho Find ouh hhe condihion oF hhe crankshaFt,and why,aF- 

her hhe shrike was over,was hher'e such intolerable delay? I won
der iF hhe Surveyor is ho he brushed,is he sbanding in wihh hhe 

repairers,or is anyone else making a job oF hhe hhing? These sus
picions mush arise,huh ih would he hard ho puh hhem ho hhe prooF. 
Do hhe people bhink hhah as we can pay we are ho he rooked ho hhe 

Fullesb extent? Sbanley may he an expensive port,huh Monhevideo 

car give ih many poinhs and heah ih. There mush be somebMng 

wrong,when a deck,wihh or wihhouh a crankshaFb,For a lihhle ves
sel like hhe Samson coshs £750, I cannob make ouh whah Morhon is

r

doing all hhe bime; he did noh even report; her arrival,and has 

only menhioned her casually once or hwice, I have been expeching 

ho hear From him weekly,and have hold him so, As our agent he 

oughh ho he deFending our inberesbs,and he is noh expected ho lie

by and baJce a hack seah jush because Caph,Thomas has baken hhe

hug up; huh hhis is whah he seems ho do,and may have hhe impres

sion hhah hhe whole business is in hhe hands oF hhe labber.

I am,Sir,
your obedi'enb servant;,

Managing Director.

J



Enclosures via Liverpool.•' v3 4 •- • k
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Originals
• \ 0?

Wool Reports- . £ i

Annual Colonial Reports Tor 190.4

. Copy or Cablegram sent 14th July. i

Particulars of freight home per "Oravia"

Copy of Letter from Eills & Co.dated 29th July 

Copy of letter to W.E.Morton dated 21st July 

Copy of letter to Capt,H.Thomas dated 27th July, 

Clients' A/sales:-

6 "bales Sheepskins ex "Oruba"S I

P 3 y yy y

D H 55 Salted Hides ex ?,0raviaM

F 138 hales Wool 9 y

9 "Oruba"239 y y y y

"Oravia"T R 9 y y y y

S & S 123 y y y y y y

s 3 y y y y y y

M V 14 y y y y y y

W.Pell 37 y y y yy y

S 10 y y y y y y

AP 166 y y y y y y

119 y yy y. y y

1 y y y y y y

96 y yy y y y

D H 3 y y y y y y
s'

"Oruba"S I 74 y y y y

"Oravia"S 1 54 y y y y

PH 1 y y y yy y

Copy of letter from Editor of Sunday School Times,Philadelphia 
to Lloyd's of the 21st June & our reply to Lloyd's of lOhh

Copy of lettersfrom Earle's to Jacob & Barringer of the 21st 
of July re Samson.

Account: Currents for Stickney Bros,Packe Brothers & Co
Baillon & Stickney,

&• ;
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Credit; note Tor PacketBrtthers & Co . for Hides dropped overboadd
per "Oravia"

Brokers' copy of A/sale Company's Hides ex "Inca"
x-:(

Copy of letter from W.Lowden & Co.dated 29th July re Schooners,
e

Copy of let/ter from Eills &mCo. dated 23rd June re classing dutiahl
goods

Extract; from letter F*.E. Cobh to Governor Allardy.ee of 8th June
Copy of letter from Bischoff & Co,dated 28t/h- July re Weddell Isd/

Mortgage,
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Enclosures, via Liverpool
C

Duplicates

Despatch No.§97;dated 5th July, 

Ledger & Journal Entries

Remarks on Accounts

General Invoice goods per "Oravia"
List of Parcels

List of Dutiable Goods per "Oravia" 

List of Clients* Cargo per "Oravia"

Second of Exchange for £ 57 . 14/- on J.Kirwan 

B/L general Cargo per "Oravia"

List of General Cargo per "Oravia"

List of Enclosures

Clients* reports & contracts

48 Salted Hides ex "Oravia"A/sale Heart( i

1 cask Tallow 9 99 99 9

(report only)259 hales Wool 9 99 9

"Oruba"74S I 9 9 9 9 9 9

6bales SheepskinsS I 9 9

Heart 2 9 9 9 99 9

Wool ex "Oravia"T R 9 9 9

D H 5 :
9 99 9 9 9

i
1

123 reports onlyS & S 9 9 9 9 9 9

37 ,,W.Fell 9 9 9 9

M V 14 9 99 9 9 9

S 1 128 9 9 9 99 9

F 138 9 9 9 99 9

contracts onlyS 13 5 *9 9 9 9

16V• AP 9 9 9 99 9

120Club 9 99 99 9

i



Enclosures Supplementary Mail
via Liston

Originals

Ledger & Journal Entries,
Remarks on Accounts
Remarks on Stores

Supplementary Remarks on Stores
Copy of Cablegrams received from Montevideo, (3) 

Copy of Cablegram sent to Montevideo
Cook’s corrected invoice
Eills & Co’s invoices
Report & contract P 2 casks Tallow ex "Oravia" 

List or General Cargo per "Victoria”
List or Dutiable Goods per "Victoria"
General Invoice goods per "Victoria"
Copy or letter to W.E. Morton dated 4th instant 

Copy or letter rrom Eills & Co,dated 3rd instant
Letter Tor W. A. Harding,Esq.,

London 5th August,1905
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r^uicec/s/Ac/s rp/faee/sP
6/,

Per Orissa,

VP 999. _JL6th_.August,,..:E.C„

Sir,

I have to acknowledge receipt of your despatch no.2Y3,which 

ferr^ved on the 14th inst, As I am leaving Tot Norway in a tew 

day#,.! will write in anticipation of the mail,and answer the main 

points as fully as I can.

2* Par.2. It seems that Mr.Anson will have to pay rather 

'dearly In future,if not this year,for the privilege of shipping 

Otosi&i*-Us,and,as I have said before,all we have to do is to leave 

h^ra 3,loi*e,

3&U Par. 3. I have not heard from Mr.Bertram Cox,who is prob- 

aT&Ly a^cay,like Mr.Johnson. As reagrds Mr.Packe,the offer to drag 

op%tjie posts seems fair,and if you approve,! am sure that the
BoarcUwill he content. If he has an independent line all the way 

it would obviate the exchange station at Mount Pleasant,and 

regards this,I think I can suggest something better,though as 

j$r. Mantel is taking his holiday I cannot consult him as to its 

practicability. I think that it would be easy to provide an ar

rangement at certain places to be chosen on the lirie^by means of 

*earth",where Mr.Allan with a telephone in his pocket could 

get into communication with you. I am inclined to think,but here 

again I speak without positive knowledge,that anyone at the ex

change station could tap your messages,and that would be object

ionable, With regard to the tariff,! must remind you that tele—

as

phone messages are paid for here at so much per three minutes, 

not per word as in the case of telegrams,they are conversations 

in fact. You could only charge per word if you received the mes

sages for transmission yourself,and the conversation system is

W. A. Harding,Esq., , 

Manager,

Stanley,
vV - — __ .»"■. . -.



better,as it is quite private.

4. Par*5, I quite understand your explanation about the 

"Chance",and see that the delay and mismanagement were due to an 

official who is more distinguished for red tape than intelli
gence. I had to deal with many cases of this kind,hut my experi
ence generally was that when I intervened as Lloyd* s Agent the 

Receiver of Wrecks recognized that the matter was in the hands
Of a person responsible to the Underwriters,and took a hack seat, 

m
One case I remoter,in 1871 I think,when the Governor was obstin
ate,and put the case in the hands of the Receiver of Wrecks,but 
between them they made such a mess of it,that the Underwriters 

d&ftte off very badly indeed,and after that they ceased to inter
fere* There was another case,I forget when,about which I put it 

to the Receiver much as follows:- "I think that so-and-so is the 

right thing to do,and as Lloyd*s Agent I propose to do it; you 

of* bourse can take the thing into your hands if you like,but 

Humber that you will be held responsible for any mistake,and I 

shall report the matter fully to Lloyd* s". In that case I had my 

way, I have always understood that the meaning of the clause 

in the M,S.act about wrecks and the Receiver*s duties,is,as you 

say,to protect property when there is no legal representative on 

the spot; but I believe that if Lloyd* s Agent steps in the Re

ceiver steps out. At all events,if not,the instructions of the 

Receiver and Lloyd* s Agent clash,and it is a case on which you 

would do right to ask the Secretary how you shat.Id proceed in or- 

to carry out your instructions,which are,in case of shipwreck,to 

take charge of the property in the absence of the master 

er of the vessel or goods,or any of their representatives or 

legal authority; whether the Receiver of Wrecks is the legal 
thority alluded to; what say the master or owners have in the mat— 

and what should be done in the event of the Receiver adopt
ing a course which is clearly to the disadvantage of Underwriters, 

I have no copy of the M»S.Act here,but you have,and a number of 

treatises as well,and can tell at onc'e if there is 

clause which restricts the Receiver* s power when any representa
tives of the property are on the spot, A case might arise in which

re-

or own-

any
au-

'ter;

or is not a

i
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it; might; "be imperatively necessary to sell by auction while the 

ship holds together,and neglect to do so might be of conseguence 

to Underwriters,and again,as in the case of the Chance,a settle
ment is much harder to get as long as property still remains un
accounted for. You need never fear writing at too great a length 

if there is any important fact to be reported. This matter is of 

the greatest importance,and if I were you I would write a confi
dential letter to the Secretary setting out the obstruction of
fered by the Receiver,and asking how you should guide yourself 

when that official takes steps which you consider^ prejudicial to 

the interests of Underwriters.
5. Par. 7. If you will refer to the Indent for Stores to be 

shipped by the new schooner,no.337 of 20th July,1904,you will 
find,sandwiched in between Wax vestas and a levelling table,'1! 

double and single-purchase winch for cargo like Fortuna* s". If, 

as it turns out,that referred to the winch to be fitted in the 

schooner,you will be the first to admit that it was in the wrong 

plane. There was no explanation,and it puzzled us greatly,but it 

deemed clear that another winch was wanted for a schooner or light
er,and being a bulky thing it was suggested that it should be 

shipped by the schooner,and it was. I have a strong impression 

that a remark was made about it,and I think it may have been in
a letter from Liverpool,if not it is very singular.

6, Par.10, I had a few disputes with the Shipping Master ab- 

the discharge of seamen,and have turned up some correspond
ence' which I send with this; it need not be returned. In both 

C£>$es I got the better of Mr.Brooks as you will see. You ship a 

Oyew for a period not exceeding six months,but if the voyage ends 

\JX less you can discharge the crew by declaring the voyage at an 

end, Mr,Brooks read the engagement as being for six months cert
ain,but was wrong. In case of drunkenness,as you say,you can dis
charge at once,but I do not think that you could discharge one of 

a crew without sufficient reason,and keep on the rest,because your 

voyage is not at am end. You may say that this does not touch thb 

present case,but it is somewhat al lied to it,and the correspond
ence may be useful. As regards our liability to the B.of T.for

i
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the passage home of a discharged seaman,I do not think that we 

could escape it,unless perhaps he had committed a criminal off-
tr ence.

7. Par, 12, Regarding the new schooner,we have had no decid-
h

ed opinion from you yet about sending one. Still everything is in 

track,and we shall get shortly from Nova Scotia plans and speci
fication of what they can offer us. If the Captain of the "Ans" 

things out the schooner and runs produce at ruinous prices,he may 

and probably will,ruin himself,but he may cut off some of our 

Carrying for the time being, A topsa.il schooner of 176 tons is 

afroCfc as unhandy a thing for the Islands as could be imagined,and 

I 0estion also if there are many others among our clients who 

are1 likely to be detached from us by a venture like this, I met 
^bearing yesterday,and he told me that the "Ans" was hard up 

£&& ftoney to pay off the crew,and seemed to think that the Capt

ain tfas in difficulties,
ft, She Admiralty have at last paid for the work done in Stan-

I'ey-yktEb have made some deductions on account of short tonnage,of
wh!#h we,of course,know nothing, A copy of their statement is sen^.
ahdkyoti must see what you can make of it,

We are very much concerned about the Samson still,and
£eel more or less helpless,as we have hitherto had so little in-
fo^isation about her. Since I last wrote a few more cables have
;®as.se^,the be last bringing the disturbing news that repairs are
likely to be prolonged unSil the middle of September, The Board
havse fully decided that they will not send the crankshaft to be
fluted in Montevideo, It seems to us that if we had sent it,and
it, could not have got there before the 15th prox, ,further delays

have
have been incurred,because they would very ltnkely^deferred 

fitting on the new deck until its arrival. Another great consid
eration is the extreme cost of every kind of work done at Monte
video; there are keyways to be cut on the shaft,which at the rate , 
they work might take a fortnight; there are still reports in the 

papers of a general strike there; but as potent a reason as any 

is the uncertainty whether Captain Thomas is up to any tricks or 

not for his own benefit. It may turn out that if the shaft had

!

i



------------------------------------- "been sent ■there the loss of time might
not have teen as great as expected,hut on the principle that no- 

^ thing should he done there that can he carried out at Stanley un
der your own eye,the Directors5 decision has heen formed,and you 

will understand that we take the full responsibility. There are 

many points on which we should like to he satisfied; we cannot 
think that,as the Samson is not a carrier of cargo,the decks can 

have heen so had that she was unsafe to go down to the Islands, 

even if it had he'en advisable to replace them there with our own 

material. We also think that if the Surveyor was at all a reason
able man it would not have heen impossible to get him to waive 

some of his requirements,on the understanding that they would 

receive attention later,and we should very much like to find out 

if there was a willing acquiescence on the subject shown by our 

agent and Captain,though this we shall probably never know. It 

qjlite possible that if we had had an agent of greater standing 

ajsdMnore experience we should have come off better,and we cannot 
think that if the Samson had been in the hands of Wilsons,who 

Sgoifr-something about steamers,we should have been put to all this 

expense. The Directors were of opinion that I should write very 

strongly to Thomas about the proceedings in Montevideo,and I en
close copies of letters both to him and to Morton. We are quite 

in ignorance as to what has been done about the crew; but if they 

ftave been on pay since the 22nd of May,when the Samson reached 

^l$ntevideo,and possibly also boarded at the Company5s expense, 
this will be a very serious item,and any prudent man would have 

paid them off and even returned them to the Islands,as soon as it 

became clear that the delay would last for months. In this matter 

we have been constantly in communication with Mr.Barringer,and it 

goes without saying that the cost of such repairs as Mr.Morton 

has mentioned would be very much less here,and the same remark 

applies to the time. The new shaft goes by this boat,and is to 

have Lloyd5s test.
!l

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

Managing Director.
,
j
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Enclosures per Supplementary Mail

Originals

Ledger & Journal Entries

Remarks on Accounts

Remarks on Stores;

Replies to Remarks on Stores

List of General Cargo per "Orissa”

General Invoice goods per "Orissa"

Copy of* letter from the Colonial Office dated 31st August 

with enclosure re telephone communication. 

Copy of letter to the Sunlight Soap Co.dated 24th August. 

Eills & Co*s.invoice goods per "Orissa"

Consolidated Electrical Co* s invoice
I

i Cadbury Brothers Export Bonus List.

Letter for the following:-

W.A.Harding,Es&. 

A.L. Allan,Esq..

I London 2nd September,1905

:
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Enclosures via Liverpool

Duplicates

Despatch No.998

Ledger & Journal Entries
Remarks on Accounts
Remarks nn Stores

Supplementary remarks on Stores
\

General Invoice goods per "Victoria" 

List of General Cargo per "Victoria" 

List of Dutiable Goods per "Victoria"

List of Parcels

List of Clients* Cargo per "Victoria"

C1 i'ent s * A/ sal e s: -

D H 55 Salted Hides ex "Oravia"

9 239 bales Wool ex "Oruba"

"Oravia"SR 9 9 9

S & S 123 9 99 9
& contract^

S 3 9 9 9 9

M V 14 9 9 9 9

\\. Pell 37 9 99 9

S 10 9 9 9 9

AP 166 9 9 9 9

P 138 9 99 9

119 9 9 9 91

9 Sheepskins ex "Oruba"2 9 9

S I 6 9 99 9

96 Wool ex "Oravia"9 9

u
& contracts'P H l

U
D H 3 9 99 9

9 9 9 9

1 9 9 9 9

Report & contract F 2 casks Tallow ex "Oravia" 

B/L General Cargo per "Victoria"

List of Enclosures,

-
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v Enclosures via Liverpool •>

Originals
o

Copy of Cablegram sent 11th August.

to Montevideo 10th August 

received 18th & 19th August 

Particulars of Cablegrams sent and received from Montevideo 

Clients* A/sale P 2 casks Tallow ex "Oravia"

Corrected General Invoice goods per "Victoria"

3 3 3 3 3 3

3 3 3 3

Admiralty particulars showing difference in
drawn on them. 

Drawing of the New Shaft for S.T. Samson from Earls..

Papers relating to Shipment of Seamen.

Dawson*s account for Dr.L.A.Jameson £5 . 4

amount of bill

. 2 paid by Co.
Copy of letters received from Thomas Sharp of 21st & 24th inst 

Particulars of homeward freight per "Victoria"

Clients* Reports., contractsfe-A/sales

T R 4 bales Sheepskins ex "Oravia"
M V 4 3 3 3 3 3 3

s 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

s & s a 3 3 3 3 3 3

AP 10 ;3 3 3 3 3 3

W Pell 2 3 3 3 3 3 3

P H 1 3 3 3 3 3 3

d“h 2 3 3 3 3 3 3

Heart 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

P 1 3 3 3 3 3 3

Brokers^ press copies for the above reports & contracts. 

Copies of letter to W.E. Morton of the 10th 17th August & his 

of the 29th July ,& 5th August,

Cot>y of letter to Capt.Thomas of 10th August,& his of the
29th July.

Copy of letter to Jacobs & Barringer from Earle* s of the 22nd
August re "Samson certificate of 

shaft test.
Copy of letter to Trinity House of the 21st Augu&t -f**A

I'UjJlj ur==Sa=3SttE=

\
4- V. ^4^
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Clients Credit notes for damaged Wool ex "Oravia"

6^.£ ISJ. J.Felton
* : :86A.Pitaluga

2 .14Sticlmey Brothers * >! ii,. V*'
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®Iti> J'alkhtuD Jibuti's (llinu^umy.
INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.Jo--------------

Cs Registered 1902.6J. r^letcec/jMe/s t'Zfcee£

Per Oropesa. V- /Zoru/on c~__ t ZW*'27th September1000,.V?

Sir,
I have now to acknowledge receipt of your despatches nos. 

274 and 275,which arrived,the first in duplicate,on the 11th, 

the Galicia delivering the original on the 14th inst,

I wrote to the P. S.N.Co.about the extra expenses

in curred in Port William through the act of their Manager,and

2. 274-2.

they replied hy simply acknowledging the letter and enclosing a

for the full amount without deducting your estimate of thecheque

probable cost of delivering from the hulk. This seems very fair, 

set off the cost of the coals used against the esti-and if you

mate we shall be about square.

3. Par.3.
for advances. He complains that the Captain has not written to 

him,and the only details of the loss he has are those furnished 

from this office.
4. Par.4. and 275-19. Trinity House accepts the proposed rate 

receiving and delivering the materials. As regards the plant

offered by cable,the Engineer-in-Chief says that they have al

ready purchased their requirements; at present he is out of town, 

but on his return I will try to get him to cancel his order.

5. 275-2. You had better treat the Glengowan account as you

The owner of the "Sixtus" has accepted the draft

for

suggest.
Par*4. X am glad to read what you say about the Lighthouse 

specification is for not less than 6^M at the butt
6.

poles,as our
and 4-4|" at the top,which is of course a good deal stouter. I

enclosed. The Governor willhave written to the C.O.as per copy

W. A,Harding,Esq.,,

Manager,

Stanley.

a
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see 'that, even "the Post; Office is inclined to "be extravagant; if 

it were not that we have such a safe adviser in Mr * Mantel I 

should feel less sure about his estimate being safe enough. He
that the P,0,telephone service is not conducted on lines as 

economical as his Company*s,and there is no reason to doubt it,
YIe must put our foot down and say that in no circumstances will 

agree to iron poles,the outlajs would be too great altogether, 

besides which our poles are ready,and only await shipment. If the 

C• 0* are unwilling to go in with us on Mr,Mantel' s estimate,we 

must run the line on our own account,and later,if the Government 
wish to use the poles for a line of their own to the West,we must 
give them liberal terms, Mr,Mantel told me the other day that if 

it is desired to run a cable telephone a return wire wifol be a 

necessity; this does not come into the scheme at present,but it 

is as well to know it.
7. Par,5, We can only watch Mr, Anson* s business arrangements 

with quiet amusement.
8. Par,7. All insurance claims are through exoept that re

lating to the ’'Chance" ,on which the principal {Underwriter is out 
of town. Our Brokers think that the claim is now in order,and 

will be settled on his return,
9. Par,8. We shall provide some accommodation in addition

to the cabin for the Master in the new schooner,but when you look 

at the large space occupied in both the Fortuna and and Lafonia 

you must admit that it takes away a good deal of their carrying 

capacity. You do not remember the old schooners,but anyone whose 

recollection goes back to the Fairy,the Louisa,or the Tilton,will 

be ready to acknowledge that the accommodation provided for pas
sengers in these later days is far and away ahead of anything 

that was dreamt of in the old days. Our idea about the new vessel 
is that she will do most of our o>m work,and be useful for going 

up creeks where the larger schooners,owing to their draught of 

water,are difficult to handle.
10.. Par.9, It is true that Mr,Dean used not to insure,but 

that was many yeqrs ago,long before your time,and he got let in 

for such a heavy loss on one occasion that I believe he gave up

c

says

we

m



running his own risks long before he died. Mr .John Dean has al

ways insured.
11. Par. 10. I note what you say about recovering hides. It 

is of no consequence,as the B.& F.have paid up,but had they been 

insured at Lloyd*s we night have had trouble,and I will suggest 

that on another occasion it would be good policy to let two or 

three nen go over the spot with a grapnel for half an hour,and
to the probable enquiry you would be able to say 

that they had been grappled for without success.
Par.11. The rate on goods in outside vessels is still

10/.more than on ours.
Par. 14. It is most satisfactory to hear that the Rosa

Baker is quite tight after repairs.
Par. 18. It seems that it would be better to keep the Ad

miralty coal afloat,and the Board hope that you will be able to 

satisfy the Admiralty by charging a rate at which they will be 

content to let it lie.
Pa.r.19. If the Tbinity House will not take the Admiralty 

plant,do you think you could sell it at Montevideo o^f elseYJhere?
16. Par.SI. Y/e have heard nothing from the Danish Government, 
must communicate with the Danish Consul as soon as the mail

then in answer

IS.

13.

14.

15.

and I 

has closed.
17. Copy of letter from the Colonial Office on the subject 

of the quarantine station on the north shore is enclosed. The im
portance of keeping small pox at bay is so paramount,that we can

not offer any objection.
18. With regard to the new schooner,Y/e have decided to build 

in Nova Scotia a vessel of about 90 tons register,to cqrry 160 

tons dead weight,and I am to go to Liverpool this week to arrange 

a contract through Lowdens,whose agents have been giving us the 

information we required* There are two offers,one to build for 

#6,600 to 5,900. according to class,the other for #60 to #65 per 

td>n register,so that we shall get a new vessel for much less than 

we should have to pay for an old one here. The Board are also 

willing to put oil engines into her if it is found practicable; 

but on this point I have met with an unexpected difficulty,as I
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find -that; the engines are driven by gasoline,naptha,petrol,or

benzine,and I need hardly say that it may prove to he impossible 

f\ to get any of these shipped to the Islands, I have seen Mr * Richard-
Union Marine Engines,which are made in San Fran-

in New Zealand* He
son,agent for the
cisco,and are the type most commonly in use 

vfas accompanied by his son,who is in Thornycroft*s service,and
that although engines were occasionally con-the latter told me 

structed to burn the heavier oils,they were 

did not work as well* For instance,a 

what we want,would 

will see what

more expensive and 

30 h• p. engine,which is about 

cost £400 for benzine,but £550 for kerosine* I 

the P * S•N.Co•have to say about carrying benzine

across from Sandy Point,and Mr .Richardson will ask the Kosmos if
from San Francisco. This is what theythey would carry it there

Zealand,end they get it from the States,but no doubtUse In New
it, goes across In large quantities and not by the mail steamers. 
If the idea is found to he practicable,we shall go into it,and

it will not be for want of enterprise, 

examination the difficulties will have been found
if we have to give it up

bltt because on 

to be insuperable, I may mention that one of the builders turned

cut the MIieslie*L.M,which you have seen in the Islands,
natiently awaiting the completion of the Samson*s 

nresentation of the bill ,for which Morton has ask-
19. Vie are

repairs,and the
ed for a credit up to £1500. Had we known more of the position

might have sent the crankof affairs,it is quite possible that 

shaft to Montevideo; but the Board are still strongly suspicious

we

take the full responsibility 

work done in Montevideo than can
of jobbery somewhere,and in any 

for declining to have any more 

be avoided. It is a great misfortune that the small tides at
slip out of the question. Why the Surveyor could 

allowed the deck to be left until her return,and given 

a certificate for the machinery we cannot understand. Had this 

been done we could have got a full certificate later on. We

case

Stanley put a
not have

aware that the machinery wasshould like to know if Atherton was 

in as bad a state as it is alleged to have been,and whether by 

attention to timely repairs it could not have been kept in better

order. This is merely an enquiry into which you must not read a
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suggestion that there has teen neglect; we simply ask for inform

ation*
20'* Wool is going tetter than ever,and Weddell has touched 

1/0-^d, ,this lot being the test seen from the Islands this year. 
Mrs.Williams will be able to make a substantial payment in reduc

tion of the mortgage,which we shall not be sorry to see,and with 

in the Island and restraint in cash drawings here the

o

economy
whole debt,which with prudence ought to have been wiped out many 

years ago,will soon be liquidated if prices keep up fairly.
21. Now that wool is going at such high prices, cannot you

get Bender’s debt within a reasonable compass? If he cannot get 

his head above water now,he never will; and we ought to consider 

whether we should go on with this comparatively large debt out

standing from year to year,or whether we ought not to reqlize the 

security. His drawings in cash and stored? do not seem high,and the 

only conclusion we can come to is that the place cannot realize 

enough to enable him to live*

21* I hoped to say something about the tallow in Germany,but 

although we have been promised the original papers by Van den 

Berghs they have not got them yet. We are much indebted to the

Governor for his intervention,and you will see that the matter

has been through the F.O.to Berlin. It seems that I may have been 

in error in mentioning Hamburg as the port where it was stopped,but 

this will be cleared up when we get the papers*

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

Managing Director.

I omitted to say that Mr. Girling goes out this mail on a 

five years’ agreement at £450 per annum,half pay from sailing to 

date of arrival,as per agreement enclosed.

%___
USES*
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Enclosures via Liverpool.

r Duplicates

Despatch No.999 dated 16th August.

Ledger & Journal Entries

Remarks on Accounts

List or Enclosures
List of* Parcels
Clients* Cargo per "Orissa"

Dutiable Cargo per "Orissa"

General Invoice goods per Orissa"

General Cargo per "Orissa"

Remarks on Stores

Replies to Remarks on Stores

Copy or letter from Colonial Office dated 31st August and
enclosure.

Clients* A/sales,reports & contracts

3 hales Sheepskins ex "Orissa"Heart

1P H y yy yy y

T R 4 y y> yy y

6S & S y yy yy y

D H 2 y yy yy y

AP 10 9 9y yy y

W.Pell 2 9 9y y y 9

1F y yy yy y

3S y yy y y y

M V 4 y yy yy y

(a/sale only)2 casks TallowF 9 9

t-
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Enclosures via Liverpool
TOi T:>«•J

Originals
(«) •P ft-"'-

Copy of Cablegrams received. (2).A.’,7 

Copy of Cablegrams sent (55) .L ,T>
Wool reports 

Mr Girling* s Agreement,
Copy of fetters from Colobial Office of 6th &

our reply of 22th Sept*

c. •

26th and 
re small-poS:

Copy of let/ter from Colonial Office dated 14th ft cur
reply of 22nd Sept*re talloyr

' jL.CfQi'*
Copy of letter to Colonial Iffice dated 22nd Sept.re

telephohe.
Copy of letter to P.S.N.Co.dated 20th September*
Copy of letters to Van der Berghs,Ltd„of 18th ft 20th Sept,

retallow
Clients* reports ft contracts

Club 25 bales Wool ex "Galicia*1
54H W y y y y

J B 3 y y y y

F B 3 y y y y

BBC 25 y y y y

D S 59 y y y yG I
W.B D 176 y y y y

J D U "Oropesa"26 y y

B B 21 y y y y

J R 28 y y y y

report >only^>- M V 1 cask Tallow ex "Galicia11
H W 8 y y y y

5 y y y y

H B 19 y y y y

report only-*^ j b 

ditto
2 y y y y

L- 125 y y y y

Brokers’ reports &c.(press Copies) Company’s Wool,Hair k
Tallow ex"0ropesa,,6 "GaliciS

Copy of letter to Du CroZ Doxat & Co.dated 20th Sept. 
Maples packing specification for Mr.Girling.

;

i
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Letters for the following:.-'

:•()-(2)A*Ii. Allan, Esq..

W. A. Harding )Esqv;(2)

J. J.Felton,Esg.?.)

Vere Packe,Esq,

Governor A1lardyc e, C. M. G.

9 ! ■.V • 000
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Enclosures vis Supplementary Mail

Originals

, Ledger & Journal Entries 

Remarks on Accounts
i »

Remarks on Stores
Replies to Remarks on Stores

Bills & Co*s invoices
General Invoice goods per "Oropesa"

List of General Cargo per "Ouppesa"

List of Dutiable Goods per "Oropesa"

i

. 6Draft on J.Kirwan for collection £ 64 . V 

Average Statement for S.S."Oravia"

of Cablegran sent 19th Sept.from CornfootCopy
Credit notes for the folowing

1

£ 2 . 14 .J. J.Felton
6 . —12 .A.Pitaluga

105 . 6 .W.Fell
35 . 2 .J. J.Felton

218 . 8 .A.Pitaluga
6 . . 8Stickney Bros. 

Clients Reports & contracts

D.S 2 hales Sheepskins ex "Galicia"G I

13WED 9 99 ?

2R B C 9 99 9

VH W 9 99 9

15Club 9 99 9

! 1
1F B 9 99 9

"Oropesa"1J R 9 9

5B B 9 99 9

18J D M 9 99 9

1 cask Tallow ex "Galicia" )M V
) contract only2J B 9 9! 9 9

)24L 9 99 9

Brokers(press copies)reports & contracts relating to atove
and Company’s produce1 : A*___
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(Ebi'Jhilkhutit 3*1 ante QUuujutuy.
INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.J - 

Reg/stered 1902.

[ [Meet6'/
Per Oriba.

V /^^o/u/on <E. c„ 25th October»—■ V? 1001,

Sir,
acknowledge receipt/ of your despatch no.276 and 

of* 12bh September,which arrived on t/he 9bh inst.
I have ho

iletter
2. Par, 5, The wording of t/he policy on goods out, is,Minclud

from hhe ship or vessel",
!

Ming all risk of craft/ and hoahs ho or
t/herefore feel quite easy about any accident/ ho t/he light—you may

ers,
3. Par,4. I had a talk with Mr.Johnson a few days ago about/ 

hhe "telephone. Nobbing has been decided as yet,and Mr.Johnson asked 

bo wribe officially bo enquire aboub ib. I rabher gabhered bhab 

libble out of breabh ah bhe C.O.in brying bo keep up
me

bhey were a
wibh bhe Governor,whose energebic ways rabher bake bhem aback.

informed Messrs.Bischoff & Co.bhab Mrs.Dean4. Par.5. I have 

had produced a duly audited Balance Sheeb of Porb Stephens,and 

-that no delay on bhab score need be apprehended. The Preferable 

Lien ab bhe presenb bime is somewhab of an absurdity,as ib is only 

security for current advances,and Weddell has a balancetaken as

of some £2000 bo bhe good.
I wrote last bhe prospect of getting a work-5. Par.6. Since

able oil engine seems bo be improving. A specification has been
have benders before next mail &oes. 

bo balk aboub bhe proposed coasting
sent bo Nova Scotia,and we may

My interview ab bhe C.0.was
and bhe position bhe Company book up,I bold Mr. Johnson, wassteamer, 

bhab bhe bime
those detailed in a letter bo bhe P.S.N.Co.,of which I enclose a

I will nob repeat bhem. Ib would be unreasonable bo expect

for this had passed. The reasons I gave him were

copy,so
both bhe Fortuna and bhe Lafonia,and Mr, Johnson seeingus bo lay up

W. A. Harding,Esq.. ,

Manager,

Stanley.

jt
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ed to agree with this.
6. Par. 7. We have heard hy cable of the Samson* s departure, 

and it now only remains to pay the hill,until the arrival o± which 

we cannot tell where the money has gone. Morton cabled lately for

additional £500,making the credit opened with the River Plate 

Bank £2000, in all. Morton has in several respects been negligent, 

and had he been more prompt in his movements,and had he given us

information,the Board might not have formed such an unfavour-
of the conduct of the business. We expect 

about 150?6 higher than they would have been 

the time occupied,it has been remarked that a ship 

size ought to have been built in the time. The reason why 

to get the class renewed was that there might 

have been much difficulty over the renewal of her insurance. But 

we have

age,by setting a sum 

time the next survey is due.
7. Par. 10. All wool without exception is insured from the 

sheep* s bark.
8 .Par. 11. The Board agree to lending £300 to Browning on the

an

more
able opinion as they did 

to find the charges

here,and as to

of her
it was so necessary

paid, too highly for it,and it is possible that we may

ofnpney aside,to do our own insurance by the

man-

terms you mention.
9. Par. 13. Your remarks about the coal ex Sofala are noted,.

intervene in ary way,nor do I suppose that you wishbut we cannot

us to do so.
Par, 14 & 15. The Master of the Emilie is instructed to10.

draw on Wright Bros.& Co.as before. The Parnassos got ashore in
Par.16. R,Thomas & Co.will meetthe Plate,as you may have seen, 

the bill,or I should have said J.Cornfoot & Co,
11. Your cable about the Gunford duly arrived,and the owners 

meet the draft for disbursements; this,with the Emilie,Deu- 

Castle,Parnassos,and Beacon Rock shows five towages we have.
iA ‘.

will

^ draeth
f^j^lost through the detention of the Samson in Montevideo.

12. In the list of enclosures the Indent is numbered 354; it

should have been 356.
13. Mr.Carpenter has pointed out that the commission on cash 

payments has been omitted from the Port Stephens account.

The Wool sales for next year are fixed for the 16th Jan,14.

—1
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These dahes13hh March,8bh May, 10t.li July,25hh Sept,,,and 27hh Nov. 

have "been given ho hhe P.S.N.Co. ,who will pass them out, ho Val

paraiso .C

I send you a shahishical ha"ble which has "been prinhed for

hhe information of hhe Shareholders.
16. The Governor has wrihhen me ah some lenghh ahouh the pro

posed mail service "by sheam round hhe Islands,and hhis,in xach, 

what, caused Mr• Johnson ho ask me ho cedi. Ix Mr.Allardyce had 

Islands when hhe question was firsh moohed and hhe

16.

was
heen in hhe
Company*s offer was made,no doubt, hhe scheme could have heen put 

ho hhe proof; huh as we all 'know,Mr.Grey Wilson made a mess of

hhe whole hhing hy puhhing forward demands ho which hhe P.S.N.Co. 

could noh acc@de. I was anxious ho make Mr. Johnson understand hhah

presenh ohjechion is one which we mush in our own interests 

maintain,and I hold him,as I did hhe P.S.N, ,hhah a considerahion 

of hhe course of evenhs mush absolve us from any charge of ob

struct, iveness,ih is in fach wihh much regreh hhah we are unable ho 

adhesion ho hhe proposal. Perhaps ih may be worth while

our

I

give our
ho sa,y hhah in our view hhe Governor toqkes rahher hoo pessimishic

a forecash of whah will occur if hhe sheamer is noh puh on,and 

hhah his estimate of hhe secessions on hhe West, is somewhat, exag

gerated. The shipmenhs by sailing vessel do noh a.mounh ho 50# of 

hhe W09I from hhe Wesh Falkland proper,and if hhe adjacent Islands, 

such as Weddell,Pebble,Saunders,&c. ,are haken inho account, as hhey 

should be,hhe proporhion is much less. To go inho hhe question 

-thoroughly hhe individual farms shipping ouhside hhe P.S.N.Co.mush 

be considered, Take Waldrons; hhey have consishenhly shuck ho 

sailers,and hhere is no "disintegration" here. I am noh sure hhah 

a reduchion of rahes such as I have suggested ho hhe P.S.N.Co.may 

noh bring hhem in,for Mr.Mahhews ah Liverpool seemed shrongly in 

favour of hhe change. Then Dean & Sons, Why hhey wenh I do noh 

know,unless ih was on account, of Mr,Ilennah*s rahher frequent, com- 

plainhs hhah he could noh geh a schooner when he wanted, 

shihuhion of newer and behher vessels in place of hhe Fair Rosa

mond and Hornet, will strengthen your hands considerably,and Mr. 

Carpenher,wihh whom I had a halk a few weeks ago,has promised ho

The sub-

I
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write to his nephew,who personally made the change,suggesting that 

the mail service ought to be supported. Dean & Anson complete the 

list; I do not look uopn them as irrecoverable yet,and possibly a 

few words in season to Mrs.Dean on the Cordillera mess might be 

of service. My ideq- is that any restl'essness that exists is due 

not so much to a desire for steam as to considerations of £ S D. 

There are few who remember the Malvinas da,ys,but I do,and it was a 

remark at the time that those who were most critical andcommon
exacting were the very people who stea^dily refused to send their 

produce by her. Unless the people have altered much,it would be 

the same again; they appreciate the comfort of travelling by 

steam,but do not cane to pay for it,directly or indirectly,and the
a

surest way of stopping the disintegration is to offerAlower freight 

on wool. There is certainly the rather singular proposal emanating 

from West Point Island that there should be a whip round of Id. a 

head on sheep,which would cost the author,Mr.A.E.Felton,£7.1.8 per 

annum,while Port Howard would have to pay £152.11.5 and Hill Cove 

£138.16.8 per annumjfor the privilege of steam; but anything eman

ating from that quarter can hardly be taken seriously,and if the 

proposal were slightly varied,though on the same principle,by sug

gesting a double freight on wool,it is hardly likely that Mr.Fel

ton himself would take it up. I have at last got the P.S.N.Co.to 

say that they are prepared to consider the question,if we will 

help them; but I have had to explain that we are on bed rock,and 

that any reduction of our local charges would spell actualjloss. I 

hope to be able to announce something definite before the Supple

mentary mail leaves.

17. I send a translation of the original German order con

demning the tallow,as well as a copy of my letter to the Colonial 

Office on the subject,to which I have nothing to add,except that 

our best tallow has again been sold for edible pjrurposes at 30/. 

per cwt.,some shillings better than any other brand from the Is

lands, which is gratifying.

18. About the new schooner I have to report that the specifi

cation has been made out,and that it has gone to Nova Scotia.

19. Mr,Powen,the U.S.Consul called here last week,and asked

9m*BBfSSWrr.
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us ho advance him £40 bo be repaid on his arrival in Stanley by 

bhis mail. I leb him have the money,and he seemed very grateful; 

a refusal mighb have caused us some difficulby in dealing wibh 

American vessels.
20. Since writing par. 16,bhe P.S.N.have again written sug- 

gesbing our helping bhem in bhe mabber of reducing freighbs,and

askedjif, assuming bhab bhe farmers pay 30/.& 5$ by sail,a rabe 

of 32/6 would nob suib bhem. I have replied bhab we can do nobhing 

here wibhoub consulbing you,bub bhab I fear we should lose on every 

If you see any way oub of ib,you will of course leb 

us know. Copy of correspondence is enclosed. Among bhe arguments 

againsb a sbeamer,I pub bhe following bo Mr*.Johnson, Say bhe bobal 

export from bhe Islands is 6000 bons,which is an oubside figure. A 

of suibable size would carry 300 bons,bub leb us say 250.

C

have

bon carried.

sbeamer
She oughb bo average a brip a week,bhe schooners do more somebimes, 

bub pub ib ab a week. Therefore she will bring in 6000 bons in 24 

weeks; how is she bo live during bhe remaining 28 weeks of bhe

year? Bub,said Mr.Johnson,could she nob geb some obher work bo do, 

coasb of Pabagonia? No,I replied,she would be bied absay on bhe
bhe end of a sbring,which bhe Government wduld pull xzte KKd si

bhe mails bo bhe Wesb Falk-every four weeks bo geb her bo carry 

lards,and bring bhem back. So she would be reduced bo running part
Thewhich would nob pay,spread over bhe whole 52 weeks.cargoes

bobal freight and passage money is esbimabed ab £3900 per annum, 

and bhe G-overnmenb mighb add £600 by way of sub sidy,bobal £4500,

and she would cosb £5000 ab leasb bo run. What does bhis all mean 

bub bhe old sbory bhab bhe Islands are boo small for a sbeamer,

and you cannot enlarge bhem?
I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

Managing Director.
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Enclosures via Liverpool

Duplicates
TT •

Despatch No.1000 dated 27th September,05 

Ledger & Journal Entries 

Remarks on Accounts

i

• jRemarks om Stores ■ t
Replies to remarks on Stores 

General Invoice goods per "Oropesa" 

List, of General Cargo per "Oropesa" 

List, of_Dutiable Googs per "Oropesa"
goods per"Hornet"Statement of loss on 

List of Clients* Goods per "Oropesa

List of Enclosures

List of Pabcels 

Clients Reports fc contracts:-
176 bales Wool ex "Galicia"

:

WED
59 7 7D S 7 77 7

25 7 7BBC 7 77 7

3 7 7F B 7 77 7

3 7 7J B 7 77 7

25 7 7Club 7 77 7

54II W 7 77 77 7

"Oropesa"26J DM 7 77 7

21 7 7B B 7 77 7

28 7 7J R 7 77 7

Sheepskins ex "Galicia"1F B 7 7 *

2 7 7D S 7 77 7

7 72R B C 7 77 7

7 7 7H W 7 77 7

15 7 7C lull 7 77 7

13 7 7WED 7 77 7

"Oropesa,"1J R 7 77 7
<

5 7 7B B 7 77 7.
7 718J D M 7 77 7

"Galicia,"5 casks Tallow ex

8 7 7Ii W 7 77 7

L j
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Galicia"2 casks Tallow ex "J.'B.
>125L 3 33 33 3

1M V
B/L General Cargo per "Oropesa 

Second of Exchange for £ 64, V

3 33 33 3

II

6 B/Ii at/t ached •

:•! I

;•

r*

J '*!’

)

r i

3

V

\

rI*

V •-

i V.
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"Orib^" via LiverpoolEnclosures per
V t.

Originals
<• *

Copy of Cablegrams sent, 

Copy of Cablegrams received - ?

50bh Ocbober re new SchoonW.Lowden & Co.dabedCopy of lebber bo
of lebber bo W.E.Morbon dabed 13bli Ocbober re Samson

Copy . _
Copy of letter from the Guarantee So*Lf| fjuarantee r

of letters from' Hazard Tyler f^tsfpumpf ̂

>s duplicate receipt for £40
copy
Rowen's
Copy of letter to 

Kills & Co’s A/sale for

dated 13th October re Tallthe Colonial Office
3 casks Casings ex "Oropesa"

Clients' A/sales
176 hales Wool ex "Galicia

■T.-hftC' J. ' -Ij-'.C 'S’-fiV 

J1 Oropesa!' .: ,vl 

0-;."Gs,liQ±a"-- .

WED
oh ,90■:1 Club trt 35- r: t

, ^.jiwvof> e■)

A 3Y B

9©’V,-t-- J . 1 * *7 959D S
;vC},?j '.il'Oropesa"26J D M ^ 9

21 5 9B B 9 9

"Galicia"54H W 9 9

5 55H & B 9 9

3 9 9J B 9 9 r

25 9 9R B C 9 9

8 casks Tallow 9 9H W
19 9 9H & B 9 9

125 9 9L 9 9

2 9 9J B 9 9

5 9 99 9

1 9 9M V 9 9

22 Salbed Hides "
P.S.N.Co.dabed
reply of 19bh

. & 20bh
I7bh Ocbober .and bheir 
Ocbo£er re freigbbs

9 9HB
bo

j^KGos bbeCopy of lebbers 

Clienbs* A/sgiles:- 

W E D

!

Galicia"

"Oropesa"
23 bales Sheepskins ex.

5B B 9 99 9I

M\-h.
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1 133,16 Sheepskins ex "Galicia

"Oropesa"
F B

JR 1 y yy y

"Galicia"D S 2 y yy y

R B C 2 y yy yy y

H W, 7.* yy , y y •jO y y.

"Oropesa"

"Galicia"
J D M 19 y y .y y

Cluh 15
Copy or letter from William Greer & Co. ,Ltd.da,ted 20th 0.ct/O"ber 

’ re Whisky
Copy or letter rrom-Eills & Co.dated 17th October

’ O . - L y yy y

i 1 •

Brokers* press copies A/sales Company's Wool Skins & Tallow ex
"Galicia"& '"Oropesa"I

Credit note ror Owners or Yawl "Chance"

Particulars or rreight per "Oropesa" & "Galicia"

or letter Trom the P.S.M.Co.or 24th and our reply or 25th
October,re rreights .Copy-

Copy or Original O&der condemning our Tallow

Statistical Table covering years 1877/1904

Letters ror the Following:-

A.L. Allan, Esq.

J. J.Felton

n

London 25th October,1905 i,r

r

c ■
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n
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Supplementary MailEnclosures vis Liston per

Originals

Ledger & Journal Entries

Remarks on Accounts

Remarks on Stores

to Rema-rks on StoresReplies

List of General Cargo per Orita 

List of Dutiatle Goods per "Orita 

General; Invoice goods per "Orita"

J.Kirwan for collection1 . 6 onSight draft, for £ 51 .

Bills & Co.’s invoices

report & contract Co’s Hides ex "Orita"Brokers* press copy

for the followingLetters

W.A.Harding,C.K.Blount & A.L.Allan

ii
.i

London 28th October ,1905
'i
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CL/lit'i'alhhim^ JJslauiis (Cmu}.muy.
INCORPORATED SY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.)u- 

Registered 1902.

V, ^Uy^o/zy/'rc/y

Per Lord Derby. ( /?
lTth- Nov emb erVP 1002. -oru/sr/'/y.z.c^

Sir,
1

This steamer is to leave -tomorrow with godds-for ourselves 

and Trinity House,including the telephone poles,"but as the mail 
is likely to anticipate her arrival I will only send enclosures

as stated separately.
I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

v..,.
Managing Director.

W. A. Harding,Esq. 

Manager,
• 9

Stanley.

ciysy: ~:-.r ..t~_s
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©ifcjfitlldituii 3 si inti's (Slump mtu.
INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER IQ5l.)o------ jTimiteix

Registered 1902. J SJ { /*

01, ty/lacecS/M/lcA/
lb' Panama. (f / 22nd. November,..... •jo 1003.

Sir,
I have "bo acknowledge receipt of your despatch no.277 and 

letter of the 11th ult.
2. 277-2. Mr.Mantel recommends "branding "the posts in prefer

ence -to painting or putting on metal figures,and a set of brands 

shall be sent out. X have noticed that this plan has been adopted

on all the telegraph lines here.
3. Par.6. The schooner question is a difficult one to deal 

with at the present time/because the P.S.N.Co.seem half inclined 

to yield to the pressure put on them by the Colonial Office, 

not think,however,that anything will come of it really,but it is 

obvious that until the question is finally settled we cannot risk 

sending out another schooner. Mr.Alcock was here a short time ago 

on his way to the Colonial Office,and seemed afraid that the Gov
ernment might force their hand when the contract expires. I did 

my best to assure him that they were far more afraid of being 

thrown over by his Company than he need be of losing the contract, 

and I took the opportunity the same day of answering the C.O.let
ter that I had received on the subject. I sent a copy of my let
ter to Liverpool,and received in return a copy of their official

all of which you will find in the enclosures.
I used the old familiar arguments,which are sufficiently convinc- 

cing to anyone who will take the trouble to look into the question 

closely,and I hope that the Governor will see that it is unreason
able to ask anyone to put on a steamer,the running of which must 
result in certain loss. I did not fail to rub in my ideas about

I do

letter to the C.O • >

W. A.Harding,Esq. ,

Manager,
Stanley.
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■the desirability of reducing freights home as a means of consoli
dating "their business,and you will see "that this is alluded to in 

their letter to the Colonial Office,though they seem to "build too 

much on the hope of getting us to come down also,for I shall "be 

much surprised if you are able to see your way to doing it. When 

you mention the secession on the part of clients,to whom do you 

refer? We know about the Deans and Anson,and perhaps should add 

Cameron; but who else is there likely to go elsewhere? The jplast 

mentioned called last week,and we had a satisfactory talk. He told 

that he had shipped by sail on account of the difficulty of 

getting out coal,of which he burns a good deal,and he could not 

stand paying 70/.a ton,which he had to do through Stanley, I said 

that if that was all I thought that it could easily be arranged.
I could get the P.S.N.Co.to ship him coal at a moderate c.i.f. 

price,and I said I would suggest to you that heavy cargo of this 

kind might be taken from Stanley at 10/.per ton Instead of 16/.
This may fairly be our way out of the difficulty: we may tell the 

P.S.N.that we cannot reduce our wool rates,but that we can smooth 

the way for them by a concession on outward rates from Stanley, 

which will remove the objection that has led shippers to secede. 
With a moderate reduction of homeward rates on produce coupled 

with the facility for getting coal,Mr.Cameron said that he would 

return to the P.S.N.Co. ,and acknowledged that by so doing he 

would get his wool home in better condition and more punctually.
I hope to hear soon that the P. S.N.Co.have stiffened their backs 

about the steamer,and then we can go on with the schooner. I am 

sorry to say that we have met with an unexpected rebuff from Nova 

Scotia,as a tender has come in to build according to our specifi
cation for $512,600,or more than twice what was quoted for a vessel 
of the usual style. I am afraid that our requirements are too ex
acting,and that to get a chdap vessel is practically an impossibi
lity. The end may be that we shall either have to build in England, 
or buy another yacht,with all the attendant disadvantages of deep 

draught and want of strength,which will be unfortunate. As regards 

boats,I will see what can be done; it is most difficult to get them 

out at anything like a reasonable price,unless we have the chance

C1

me



of shipping on *the deck of a sailer. In this mat/ter we are not, 
content, with such boats as ordinary schooners would use and did
use in the old days. Then ordinary American whaleboats were thought 
good enough,and were used in the Fairy,Louisa,and Tilton. What 
you ask for means an outlay of from £200 to £250 in one line,and 

where are we to earn the freights to pay for such conveniences? We 

cannot escape the fact that if we were a shipping Company trading 

for profit we should be ruined,and on the other hand it is equally 

certain that 5000 or 6000 tons of wool and other produce must be 

lifted in the course of the year,and that we are the only people 

Before leaving this subject I may mention that Mr.Ad
cock,without pledging himself that his Board would agree,suggest
ed that in consideration of laying up or selling the Lafonia they 

might see their way to paying us ax sum down by way of compensa
tion, and asked me if I thought that we would take £1000. I said 

that that was a question that I could not possibly answer.
4. Par. 8. We will order a new suit of sails for the Lafonia, 

and send them by the next boat.
5. Par. 9. If the hooliganism in Stanley continues the pl^ce 

will have to be protected by a heavy police rate,which would not 

be agreeable to householders. It must surely be confined to a few 

bad characters,and it is to be hoped that the authors of the mis
chief will sooner or later be discovered.

6. Par. 12. I have heard nothing from Lloyd's about wireless 

telegraphy.
7. Par. 15. It looks as if the project for salting legs of 

mutton might pay us; another copy of Mr.Hobbs's letter has been 

made as well as of one from Mr.Herbert Hobbs of Newcastle. I think 

that Mr.Allan,without attempting anything on a large scale at 

first,might make up a sample shipment of 10 casks,and I shall sug
gest it to him. The lot of 100 casks (or was it more?) sent from 

Punta Arenas seems to have been a failure,chiefly owing to the de
lay in getting it away from Bandy Point. Tinless Mr.E. Hobbs has mis
understood the term,the price "f.o.b.Punta Arenas" means that the

to do it.

buyers take delivery there and pay the homeward freight. As it may 

be shipped either to Copenhagen or Hamburg,! no difficulty insee
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getting "the mutton *bo London "by a cargo Loat with tallow,and then 

shipping across to the Continent; this would he preferable to the 

risk of a long voyage by sailing vessel,and for a new industry 

like this we might get special terms from the P.S.N.Co.
8. Pars. 16 to 21. Your reports on the ships in distress are

/ •

noted; it. is unpleasant to see what towages have teen lost. The 

two "bills sent home have "been accepted without remark. Credits 

have "been obtained in all cases,including that of the Paul Isen-
The latter is on the Direction der Discon-"berg,reported "by cable. 

to-Gesellschaft,London,and their name has been indicated by their

telegraphic address in our cable.

9. Par, 22. The fact that the Plym went outside her boundary 

line has been reported to our Insurance Brokers.

10. Par.24. The Directors regret to hear that you have been 

so unwell as to be confined to the house,but are pleased to hear 

by cable from Sandy Point that you had recovered.

11. Louis Williams has written to Messrs.Du Croa Doxat & Co, 

asking them to accept direct consignments of wool and skins,but 

they have replied,I under stand, that as Brokers they can only dead 

with wool placed In their hands by merchants in this country. As 

Williams has hitherto shipped to his agents Hooton & Yates,it 

looks somewhat mean to pass them over,and his shipments can only 

be very Inconsiderable. How does he get any wool at all,and what 

are the sheepskins that he manages to ship?

12. Trinity House has just shipped the first instalment of 

the Lighthouse materials,which left per Lord Derby on the 18th 

Inst,some 96 tons. Their Superintendent,Mr.Trerise,goes by this 

mail,and they have placed in our hands £400 in order that you may 

open an account in his favour. His expenditure is likely to amount 

to about this sum per month, and we suppose that it will not incon

venience you. As the Lighthouse is a public benefit we wish to 

make everything as easy for them as possible. The Engineer asked 

about the charge for the use of the Plym,but I said that it must 

be left in your hands,and that I would write to you to make it as 

moderate as possible.

13. The code word advising that you had drawn £2500 was in 

the wrong place in your cable,and appeared to mean that the estim-



ated cost; of* the Gunford* s repairs was that sum. On another occas- 

should “be taken to place it first, or in such a way thation care
it cannot he mistaken* It caused us a little inconvenience,as we

had not that sum free at the time.
indication of the prob-14. If you could manage to give some 

ahle cost of repairs in the case of a ship more frequently,it
would save us trouble,especially in the case of a foreign one. 
Owners who have to provide a Bank credit invariably ask the am
ount, and although I know it is most difficult to estimate,in many 

cases you might * state an amount that you know cannot be exceed

ed,
15. On several occasions of late owners have asked us to lend 

them our copies of ships* accounts because their Captains have 

failed to send them. If you could see that letters for the owners 

properly posted it would save trouble,and possibly loss. The
that of the Sixtus,the owner of which,Mr.C.P.Holm,

the account again,as he had not

are
latest case was
after paying the bill asked to see 

had a word from the Master.
16. I do not know whether you. sent a copy of your oorrespond- 

with Mrs.G.P.Smith to T.Sharp or not,and therefore I forward
ed it to him,saying that we would do what we could to help him. I 

enclose copy of his 5 reply,and hope that with the assistance of 

his agent you may succeed in getting the account squared up. 
seems to be a certain difficulty in the fact,according to accounts, 
that Mr, Smith is not to be found sober after 8 a.m.,which is a lit
tle early for doing business. But it seems to me that you might 
place the onus of bringing in accounts to be charged to the firm 

on his shoulders, especially if you get his Attorney,T. Watson,to 

put pressure on you. For instance,Watson has the right to ask what 
balance stands to the credit of the firm on the sale of the prod- 

after deducting the Company's account. This being also communi
cated to Smith,you might tell him that Watson is pressing for a 

division,and that unless he sends in his private accounts you will 

be cpmpelled to make a division and remit Sharp's share home,in

ence

There

uce

which case Smith must recover direct from his partner. I give this 

as a suggest ion, not being fully posted as to all the circumstances.
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17. The Samson* s accounts have arrived,and are no*t pleasant 

■to look at;. After drawing "the whole of blie £2000 credit;,Morton has 

a further balance due him of *272,03. The Directors will not look

at the accounts,or go to the expense of having them checked; we
is that we have bought ashould get no return,and all we can say 

bitter piece of experience. There are some points to which I must 

draw your attention. Morton has been vary casual and rdmiss; he 

has forwarded Harratt* s account,which is the principal item,but he 

vouchers in support of Moor* s Store account,*498.65,orhas sent no
the Hotel bill fpr the Captain and Engineer, Aboutover £100,or

the latter it is a little difficult to write calmly. While the

board of the crew has come, in all ,to $145.. 50,Thomas and Atherton 

have been luxuriating at what I suppose is still the best and most 

expensive hotel in Montevideo at a cost of *402,and this item re

quires the closest investigation. It seems much as if the Master

and Engineer of a Thames tug thought it seemly to put up at the
(the Oriental)

Grand or the Metropole here; I have stayed there^often,but never

Is it conceivable that there are nomet people of that class, 

boarding houses for Captains at Montevideo,where they could have 

been taken in at far lower rates? Why was the hill so high? How 

long did they stay there? Was it necessary? Why did not Morton ob

ject, or report the proceeding to you? If they lived there for 

weeks when they might have hoarded on or near the ship,some of the 

cost should certainly he stopped out of their wages, certainly the 

difference between hotel and the usual hoarding terms. It is ab

surd. tn think that owners of merchant ships lying in Montevideo 

would ever countenance such a hill. The lighterage of the boiler 

ashore wants looking into. The original estimate of the cost,as 

far as I can see,was $95.30,and the sum charged is $139»97,but< 

this may have had to he altered,if it was not a contract,in conse- 

of the strike. Passing over the items of repairs to machin-quence
ery,I see that $39.90 was expended on painting and varnishing the 

cabin,and $25.31 on covering the cabin cushions with American

cloth,doubtless bought at a ruinous price. A quantity of paint

to have been bought,and this surely could have been taken upseems



from Stanley,or put on. after -the vessel* s return. These last are 

comparatively small items ,but they go to show that the principle 

that nothing should he done that could have heen carried out at
Stanley with our men has heen quite neglected.

18. With regard to Mr.Morton,his management of the affair has
to have exeroised no control oyep

remiss in reporting i*acts to
not given satisfaction. He seems 

Captain Thomas,and he has heen most
, He is,we understand^ very young man, and there is a Telling 

capable hands,we should 

is evidently in a very small way

us.
if the business had heen in more 

out 6f it better. He
here that
have come

obliged to furnish him with a credit forof business,as we were
small monthly transactions. Some time ago I think youthe very

possibility of getting Wilson Sons &

work at Montevideo,as they were agents for the P.S.N*
strong reason to

made some reference to the

Co.to do our
and therefore in touch with you. TJnless you

Board would like you to approach them as to

see

the contrary,the
should never feelterms of agency. It is quite certain that we

transaction in Mr. Morton* s handw again.easy in putting a large 

19. By not cabling the arrival of the Samson either to us or 

unpleasant fortnight; the extra insur-to Lloyd* s you gave us an 

ance to cover the cost of repairs had been overlooked,and when we
arrival of the bills we found that it couldtried to do it on the 

only date from arrival at Stanley. I cabled to Stubenrauch to ask
heard of the arrival,and the reply which stated thatif he had

from private information he gathered that she had not arrived made 

matters worse. Fortunately your last oable has relieved our minds.

I am,Sir,
your obedient servant,

Managing Director.

r
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Enclosures via Liverpool
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■>Duplicates (Originals per "Orita")

Despatch No. 1001 .

Ledger & Journal Entries •-
Remarks on Accounts

Remarks on Stores •>V

Replies to Remarks.on Stores 

List of General {Cargo per M0rita"

List of Clients' Cargo per "Oriha"

List of Dutiable Goods per "Orita"

List of Enclosures 

General 'I^oice -(SSi^s arv;

X4--

nist of Parcels

Eills & C6?s'- A/*£&ie '3-carsks ^a’sings'' ex’ il,’6ropesaM 

Clients' -A/SklesT^ "Loot _r.'.-r>r:'--D

2 ca^ks-'Tallow' ex J,G€Liici-a'J 
:5

J B
«M tV 1 *v' ’

9 9 9 9
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y V y y/

R B C 25 tales Wool 9 9
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Clut 25 9 9 9 9

W EcD 176 9 9 9 9

"0r9pesa"JR 28 9 9
K

JEM 26 9 9 9 9

B B 21 9 9 9 9

H W 7 tales Sheepskins "Galicia"

R B C 2 9 9 9 9

WED 23 9 9 9 9

P B 1 9 9 9 9
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D S 2 bales Sheepfsfci^Hfrrfelfc 4JGallpiaM^„^o)

Club 15 9 9 9 9

"Q^opesa"J D M 19 9 9

B B 5 9 9 9 9-

J R 1 ■ 99 9 9

Sight Draft for £ 51 . 1 . 6 for coilection B/L attached. 

B/L general Cargo per ' "Orita"
t 3

M

Duplicates (Originals p«r "Lord Derby*1)

B/L - general Cargo per Lord Derby 

General Invoice goods per "Lord Derby" 
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List of Dutiable Goods
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■

9 9
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Despatch No.1002 dated lYth November.
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Enclosures yia Liverpool
i n -

Originals

Copies or Cablegrams sent;.

Copy of Cablegram received.

Copy of letter bo the Colonial Office dabed 3rd November. 

Wool sbabisbics for 1905
Copy of lebber from Mr. Johnson of 13bh & Mr. Cobb* s replies

of bhe 14bh & 17bh November.

1

Credib nobe for Mrs former for sea-Klamaged Wool per
MGalicia"

Particulars of homeward freight per "Orita’*

Copy of lebber from Eills & Co.dabed 15th November re
Syrup.

Copy of bhe Direction der Disconto-Gesellschafb' s lebber 

re opening credit for Barque "Paul Isenberg"

Cubbing from bhe Daily Graphic of 25th October.

Copy of lebber bo Trinity House dabec 3rd November and

specimen signature of J.Trerise.

Copy of lebber bo W.pi.Morton dabed 8bh November. 

Clients* reports & contracts

6 casks Tallow ex "Orita"
& A/sales

9 9 9 9 9 9

2 bales Sheepskins ex "Orita" 

Wool ex "Orita"9 9
report only

9 9 9 9 9 9

Copy of lebber from bhe Colonial Office dabed 25th Oct.
1 m

& Governor Allardyce's despatch of 17th May.

Corrected A/sales Company's Wool per "Oropesa" & MGaliciaf

Copies A/sales Company' s Tallow & Hides ex "0ropesa"&
"Orita"

General Invoice goods per "Lord Derby'1 

Copy of lebber from P. S. N. Co. dabed 7th Nov. with copy of 

of their lebber bo bhe Colonial Office of same date. 

Copy of lebber from Thomas Sharp dabed 19th November. 

Extract from letter from Ernest W. Hobbs bo S.Miller dabed

3rd August & copy of lebber from H. Hobbs bo R. Blake of
15bh November.
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Cl>hrJJ'alIvliiitit Jslitu^a ititi).
INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851 Simitefr.

\^'U6c&c//vA c/C CJ$iee£

o°—
Registered 1902.

O/, •_
/3er Supplementary Mail. 

N? 1004.
7
/

c._____ 24&L November,

Sir,

Since writing via Liverpool I have received an important let
ter from -the Colonial Office about the telephone,copy of which is 

enclosed. You will see that the Post Office has condemned the use 

of wooden poles,and at present there is a dead lock. I have sent 

the letter with the P.0, Report to Mr, Mantel, and at present can say 

nothing; hut if,as I expect,he is still confident that we are do

ing right in adhering to wood,I think I see a way out of the im

passe. Regarding the weight of copper wire and the distance apart 

of the poles,I think I shall he ahle to get some information that 

will upset the P.0, contention. The poles went per Lord D€frby; ow

ing to the dilatory way in which the C.0,dealt with the ■question 

the only alternative to buying the poles in the dry weather of 

summer was to shelve the question for a year,which after the schem'e

had heen virtually agreed on would have heen a pity. When compared
s

with the winter gales on the South Coat here the F, I. winds are not 

as had as the P.O.have heen led to believe,and I think that I shall 

he ahle to prove by actual measurement that between Brighton and 

Newhaven they have wooden poles of their own set at more than dou

ble the distance apart that they prescribe for the Islands,and 

carrying eight or ten wires,

2. Mr,A. J.Aitkens of Mincing Lane has brought a project be

fore us,somewhat on similar lines suggested by the late Mr.Lawson, 

for taking Extract of meat from our sheep before they are boiled 

down at Goose Green. A copy of letter on the subject is enclosed, 

but I think that we are likely to do better by salting legs of 

mutton for the Danish or Iceland market,as they are doing in the

Straits.
W. A, Harding,Esq[

Manager, Stanl ey.

• 9
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3. In consideration of the extra work that has fallen on Mr, 
Oswald* s shoulders through the absence of Mr. Girling in England, 

the Board have decided to allow him to draw salary for the time on 

what is understood to he the Government system,that is to say at 

the rate of half Mr. Girling* s salary and half his own,which you 

will please communicate to him.

4. With reference further to the telephones,owing to the low 

freight quoted by the P.S.N.Co.the poles will be laid down in Stan
ley at considerably less than 10/.each,while those recommended by 

the Post Office would cost here 19/ 

to be added.

to which freight would have• 9

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

c_

Managing Director.

i
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Enclosures per Supplementary Mail

Originals

Ledger & Journal Entries

Remarks on Accounts

Remarks on Stores
Replies to Remarks on Stores

Eills & Co* s invoices goods per "Panama"

Langdon* s invoices

List of General Cargo per "Panama"

List of Dutiable (Joods per "Panama"

Corrected List of Clients' Cargo per "Panama"

Copy of letter to W.E.Morton dated 24th November

Copy of letter from the Colonial Office dated 22nd November

and copy of Engine-in-Chief's report on Telephone.
a

General Invoice goods per "Parma"
Debit note for Insurance on Casing per "Orita" for H.Reddeman 

A/sale tor 2 bales Sheepskins ex

"&/L general Cargo per "Panama"

Letters for the following 

A.L. Allah,Esc}..
, Vere Pafcke,Esc[.

W. A. Harding ,Esq..

9 99 9

"Orita"

v'.

London 25th November,1905
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©hrjMklituit 3s?litu^s (Cmn^any.
INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851. ----------

Registered 1902. f / s ( / 7
6'/. ^/Uzccc/y/'io/L

■-

Per Gaelic.
Qy /Z-r//y/o/7:£c___ 2.0ih--December,...V? 1005.

Sir,

I have to acknowledge the receipt/ of your despatches nos.278 

and 279,which arrived on the 8th inst. We have also received your 

cable about credit for ships,to which a reply was sent as per copy
enclosed.

2. 278-2. I sent you by last mail copy of a letter from the 

C.O.about the telephone,and now enclose copy of my reply and of a 

supplementary letter. If no answer arrives before the mail leaves, 
father forward. I have endeavoured to show the C*0.we shall be no 7.

that the Post Office contentions are upset by quotations from 

Preece & Sivewright* s standard text book on Telegraphs and by 

facts,and that what we are prepared to agree to is a line that in 

all respects is actually stronger than their own in this country. 
With regard to what you say abouB wayleaves,had we private owners 

to deal with,the erection of posts between Stanley and Fitsroy 

would be so absolutely hamp.ess to them that we might expect to 

get it through on purely nominal terms; but the perversity of of
ficialdom is so great that I fear we may expect to be asked to 

agree to something ridiculous. We must wait,however,and it is a 

satisfaction to have the Governor on our side.
3. Par. 6. You had better see that the Admiralty plant is not 

allowed to rust for want of paint,and if I can get Mr, Shires to 

give me full particulars I will try to get a price for it here. I
am not sure that the description we have of the items is suffici
ent to identify them. We are never likely to ship either mutton 

or tallow by sail; the buyers will pay freight on the former if a 

contract is made 9 and when once in the casks it is evident that it

W. A,Harding,Esq. , 

Manager,

Stanley.
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shuuld reach its market; as quickly as possible.

4. Par. 7. We are alive bo bhe risk we are running in nob pres
sing forward with the new schooner,hub bhe P.S.N.Co.have asked us

urgently bo hold our hand until bhe sbeamer question receives ibs

final quietus.
5. Par. 8. We should have liked bo hear somebhing ahoub bhe 

condibion of bhe Samson after her repairs as far as you were able 

to judge ?and your opinion as bo bhe feasibility of getting bhe

crankshaft in without much delay. With regard bo bhe Hotel 

bill,bhe explanation given privately ought to have been furnished 

by Morton; it is another instance of bhe way he kept us in bhe 

dark. Probably 6/6d,a day was nob out of bhe way,bub there is bhe 

fact that at £4 per day for bhe two £400 means 100 days on shore, 

and this wants a good deal of explanation. Why they should have 

been this huge time in bhe town,separated from bhe ship by bhe 

width of bhe bay is incomprehensible,and whether accommodation 

could nob have been gob at bhe Cerro has nob been stated. If bhe 

crew were accommodated there,why nob bhe Dapbain and Engineer?

And was she actually for 100 days or more than three months in such 

a state that it was impossible bo live on board? I suppose that 

you have satisfied yourself that bhe charge was for board only, 

and that liquors were nob included.

6. Par. 9, If Bender cannot keep enough stock bo make bhe plane 

meet expenses with present prices,is it nob clear that we should 

try bo get rid of bhe account as soon as we can? Would ij£ nob pay 

bo send his wool bo Darwin bo be pressed,if bhe freight is so en

ormous through his inability bo press closely himself?

7. Par. 13, The Directors have decided that bhe quesbion of

new

rating bhe hulks is too trivial to make a fuss about.

8. Par. 14. The cost of laying down a buoy,especially as there 

is one handy would be trifling: do you mean that bhe Admiralty 

object on principle bo buoying bhe Forth Shoal? If it is only a 

quesbion of expense,could nob bhe P.S.N.Co.do it themselves ?

9. Par. 16. T.P,'Richards & Co.have paid bhe 10/.for Customs

services.

10. Par, 17, The Directors have considered Browningfs request,



and have decided bo decline it; Tor blie following reasons,which you 

can communicate or withhold in part,at your discretion. When he

went out he was not in his first youth,and pensions or rewards, 

when granted,are intended to apply,except in special cases,to 

those who have spent the test of their lives in our service.

Browning is a good honest sort of man,hut it cannot he denied that
should have done better hy

at least,and employing a more act-
had it not been for his long service we

parting with him ten years ago 

ive man and a better gardener. When he went out in 1892,he was
settling in the Colony for life,and in con- 

certain extent at least,he received 10/.a month
looked upon as a man 

of that
sideration^to a

under his first agreement,not because he wasmore than the wages

useful certainly. He will have had the increased wages of £6 

per annum for over 13 years,which will amount to more than £80,or 

about double the cost of the passage he intends to take,and this,

more

with the privilege of leaving at his own time,the Directors con-
They are always averse to creating 

conceded it would
sider a sufficient recompense.
awkward precedents,and if this assistance were

afford grounds for similar applications in the future.
to this decision the question will not be re-op-

As the Dir

ectors have come

ened.
of the Paul Isenberg promptly increased 

Direction der Disconto Gesellschaf't in 

to be reported with regard to the Emil- 

Wright Bros.& Co. Gracie Beazley & 

responsible for the M.E.Watson; this ship is a

11. 279-2. The owners 

the credit opened with the 

Cornhill,and the same has

ie,whose Master is to draw on

Co•make themselves 

Company In herself,and I may remark,though It Is probably super-

must such a Company be understoodfluous to do so,that in no case 

to be the owner to be drawn upon,but the Managing Owners must be

the drawees.
Gaelic lost time all the way home,and did not12. Par.4. The

arrive in Liverpool until Saturday the Oth inst.,the day on which
in the London boat. Thisthe P.S.N.had,at my request,secured room

carried out for want of time,and the skins left thecould not be
following Wednesday,not reaching here until the 18th,by which time

question getting them sorted and lotted for theit was out of the



sale of fhe 22nd,and the next one is on the 9th of February. It is 

unfortunate,hut cannot he helped.

13. Par. 5. The omission to cable the Samson* s arrival was put 

down to your illness. On consideration you will see that the fact 

of her having sailed from Montevideo was no guarantee that she had 

arrived,and our reason for anxiety was naturally on account of her 

new bthiler and practically new machinery after only a short trial 

trip. Fortunately everything seems to have worked well.
14. I read to the Board your remarks on the subject of leave 

and the expression of your wish to come home next year,and it was 

at once decided that yotl should be allowed to do so as soon as 

you find it convenient after the accounts have been completed,and 

you are able to make arrangements for carrying on the work during 

your absence.

15. Owing to a misunderstanding with Mr.Lamb when I was last

in Liverpool,which led me to think that the Lord Derby would call

there and take the Blasting Powder for Trinity House,I found that

we were in a fix; for the Engineer-in-Chief had left it to us to
has

get it down,and kaxx lately told us that it will be wanted at once. 

The P. S.N.Co.have come to our assistance in a very generous man

ner, for although they are debarred by the mail contract from carry

ing explosives,they have agreed privately to do it quietly for us, 

and have cabled out to their agents to receive ten kegs of 25 lbs. 

each,and the balance of the 5 cwt.is to go by the Gaelic. We have 

accordingly cabled Morton to ship this quantity by the Panama,to

gether with 50 coils of fuse,and I hope that there will be no 

hitch. There used to be a lot of blasting powder in the Magazine 

that came out of the Vicar of Bray,but it has probably perished 

long since. Should the powder not arrive,I hope that in case of 

need some substitute may be found; possibly the Government may 

have some.

16. I am sending some correspondence with Mr.Herbert Hobbs 

and Eills & Co.about salted mutton. It seems that if it can be 

done properly there should be some profit in it; but Mr.Hobbs* s 

buyer will not divulge the proper method of salting unless he has 

a contract for some years,and we do not want to commit ourselves

%



until we see -the result of a trial shipment ,be sides which we can

not give a guarantee for others. As Mr. Hobbs lays stress on the 

^ importance of cutting and curing properly,it will hardly "be safe 

to try unless we can get the secret out of him,especially as Red- 

deman's mutton has not gone at all,and there is evidently no mar

ket except the Icelandic one.
17. The latest idea about the schooner is to have one built 

in the usual Nova Scotia style,which means without copper and a
bare inventory,and then have her over to Liverpool to be cop-very

pered and engined,which,owing to the Canadian duties,would be done 

much more cheaply than over there. Advantage could be taken of 

the call to add any necessaries that it might be desirable to send 

to fit her for our coast,and as yo!l will be here at the time it 

may suit very well. We have not got estimates yet from the other 

side,so it has not been discussed by the Board. Owing to our re

quirements we can never expect to get a cheap vessel; we are so 

particular about windlasses,winches,and other things being of a

expensive kind than would be found in any ordinary specificar- 

tion,and then there are the boats. You want six 26 feet long; but 

is the minimum length that will suit,why did you ask,be-

more

if this
fore the Lafonia went out,for two 19 or 20 feet only,for rafting 

wool? (Indent no.337. ) In former years there used to be a number 

of American whaleboats in the Islands,which answered very well, 

and these I believe are cheap,but being iron fastened do not last

Us

long. But such "boats could probably be built with metal fasten

ings at no geat advance In price,and as the Canadians no doubt 

use them there would be no difficulty In having half a dozen sup-
have been on board any of the Can- 

Idea of their suitability for our
plied with the schooner. If you

adian sealers,you can form an 

work,which we,not knowing them,cannot do. As regards cargo,it may
•filled with lumber,which need not be disturb-suit us to have her 

ed in Liverpool,and in such a cargo,as I know by experience,a
in for dunnage and 

of last years despatches,it oc-
number of palings or droppers would comelarge

broken stowage.

to me what a pity it was 

Hornet in 982-18 was not carried out.

Looking over some
that the suggestion made about thecurs
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18. We shall he glad ho know that t/he hulks* moorings are now 

in proper order,and that the mooring swivels sent out were suit-

ahle.

19. You have overlooked or ignored the question put ho you

in 1000-19 about Atherton. I am reminded oh this by a remark Mr.

Barringer made on looking through the Samson's account,ho the ef

fect that if the bunkers had been properly cared for there would

have been no occasion for scaling and painting,or at all events

the former,in Montevideo. But the slip people there seem to have 

left nothing untouched in the ship,and yooi should find out if the 

Captain and Engineer were constantly on the spot to watch the work, 
for if they were luxuriating at the Oriental for any considerable 

part of the time it is no wonder that the bill ran up as high as 

it did.
20. Finding that the "A.B.C. "Code,5th edition,is an improve

ment on the one we use,I have sent you a copy,and on receipt by 

cable of the word "Certamenes" we shall use it in future. It seems 

to be an amplification of the "A 1" by the same compiler.

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

Managing Director.



€ Enclosures via Liverpool

Duplicates

Despatches Nob.1003 & 1004

Ledger & Journal Entries
Remarks on Accounts

Remarks on Stores

Replies to Remarks on Stores

Letter from the Colonial Office dated 22nd November and report

of the Engineer-in-Chief on the Telephone.

List of Parcels

Copy of letter from the Colonial Offdice dated 25th October & 

copy of Governor Allardyce*s despatch date^ 17th May. 

B/L cargo per "Panama”. .

General Invoice goods per "Panama"
List of Dutiable Goods per "Panama"

List of Cargo per "Panama" * ■•■*'* -*

List of Enclosures . .. - .*

Clients Reports,contracts.& A/sales:-.

2 bales Sheepskins ex "Orita"

3 casks Tallow ex 9 9
r*

9 99 9

41 bales Wool ex i >

9 9

London 20th December,1908

:x
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Enclosures iia Liverpool

Originals

Wool Reports
Copy of Cablegram sent dated 1st December

Copy of letter to the Colonial Office dated 7th & 11th Dec.
re telephone.

Copy of letter from Herbert Hobbs of 4th and our reply of
5th Dec.re salting legs of Mutton

Copy of letter from Eills & Co.dated 16th Dec.re pickled Mutto

Clients* A/ sales: -

41 bales Wool ex "Orita"K

2 9 99 99 9

Particulars of homeward freight per "Panama®,

Copy of letter from Eills & Co.dated 4th Dec.re Pine Apple
Syrup.

Clients* reports & contracts \

25 Salted Hides ex "Panama"S

A P 40 9 99 99 9

( press copy .) 
Company* s

1 bag Hair ex "Orita"F

Ledger & Journal Entries 

Remarks on Accounts 

Replies to Remarks on Accounts 

Letter for A.L.Allan,Esq..

London 20th December,1905



I***

Enclosures per Supplementary Mail

Originals

B/L General Crago per "Gaelic”

19 , 11 for collection 

B/L attached
Sight draft on J.Kirwan for £ 111 .

Remarks on Stores

Replies to Remarks on Stores

Supplementary Remarks on Stores

List of General Cargo per "Gaelic"

Clients Reports & contracts ?-

1 cask Sheepskins ex "Panama" 

S 9 "bales 

AF 10
Brokers* press copies Company* s

S
9 99 9

9 99 99 9

Skins ex "Panama"

John Hoare & Co* s Sheepskin catalogue

Letters for the following

W. A. Harding, Esq,. J.J. Felton,Esg.
Vere Packe,Esq.. A. L. Allan,Esq..
W. Stickney ,Esq..

General Invoice goods per "Gaelic"

/
-C 7

London 22nd December,1905
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INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851. )o- 

Registered 1902.
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' ^cac/:o/.t/4,c/s S^lee/.
6‘/.

fkr Or avia. C/7 /
c_r-Wo'/m/om '£. c____ 17th January,V? 1006. /We.

Sir,

I have to acknowledge receipt of your despatch no.280 and 

letter of the 6th ult.per Oravia,which arrived on the 1st inst.
2. Par. 2. I think that the remark in my despatch about disre

garding a portion of our Solicitors' requirements must have been 

in allusion to their letter to us of the 28th July last,but was 

not intended to override any instructions they might have sent you 

direct. I have spoken to Mr.Bompas on the subject,and he says that 

what you have is a combined document which transfers the old Mort

gage and includes new Covenants by Mrs.Williams. This he thinks 

was endorsed "Transfer of Mortgage",and when this has been regis

tered the transaction will have been completed.

3. Par.3. The Baard having agreed to pay Mr.Morton a commis

sion of 2yf) on the Fortuna's disbursements establishes a precedent 

for a similar change on the Samson,which we are not in a position 

to dispute.
4. Par.4. You do not say that we are to apply to the Admiral

ty for payment of the charges on the Sofala*s coal,and I assume 

that the account will be verified and sent home by Mr.Herring.

We have not heard from the Admiralty on the subject.

5 . Par.9. I enclose copy of a letter I have written to the 

P.S.N.Co.about freights home,to which no reply has as yet been re
ceived. On looking at the totals of your statement it was apparent 
that there was some claical error which rendered it incorrect,and 

been most carefully checked and amended: a copy is enclosed.it has
Mr.Alcock called last week,and said that they were prepared to go

He advanced the proposition that ourinto the matter at once.

W.A.Harding,Esq• >

Manager,

Stanley.
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V
schooners should not, he looked upon as a profit, earning department, 

hut, as part, of the machinery necessary to keep our business to

gether, like steam engines or any part of our plant or utensils. We 

not prepared quite to subscribe to this view,though there is 

something in it. We might say that of the 4000 odd tons of wool 

collected the 1257 tons of our own is the only quantity that we 

actually bound to carry,and that we might tell the owners of 

rest that they must get their produce lifted the best way. they

are

are

the
could,but such a course would certainly prejudice our general bus

the command of the Colony* s shipment of wool 

at present. On the other hand we can point to the 

rates have driven all competition out of the Colony,
are more

iness,and lose us

which we possess

fact that our
and that as a general rule those who succeed in this way

to put their rates up than down. What it means,in fact,is
too low at present to give any outsider a liv— 

descent to still lower rates is

prone
that these rates are 

ing profit,and for that reason a 

a thing that should not be asked for. All I can say at present is
The Board do not agreethat we shall make the best bargain we can.

to your suggestion that there should he a general rate for the
that unless there is some difference

distance those whose places are near Stanley
whole Colony,as they feel sure 

made according to
would have a right to complain. For instance,Mr.Packe would say, 

and justly,that it was absurd to charge him the same through rate 

from Fitzroy or Port Louis as is paid from Weddell Island,and the
have made to such complaints in the past has been

u

only answer we
that we pay the steamer a higher rate on his than on distant prod-

■ •

uce.
6, Pars. 12 & 15. The two drafts have been met without comment.

of the discrepancy in the Trinity House figures7. The cause
was that the P.S.N.Co.thought that the whole quantity of materials 

shipped per Lord Derby,whereas there is a good deal still 

to be manufactured,and through a mistake the quantity of sand to 

be taken down to the Lighthouse was thought to be included.

would be

last mail left the Colonial Office have given way8. Since
about the telephone,and have agreed to the proposals made in my 

letter of the 7th December. I called on Me. Johnson at his request,
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and he gave me this information,which las since,hut, only lately, 

“been officially confirmed. At the interview he made what seemed 

to me the impossible proposal that all the materials should he 

bought by the Crown Agents. This the Board could not agree to,for 

several reasons,the principal ones being that we are actually the 

predominant partners,and that after all the terrible delay that 

has taken place,entirely due to the sluggishness of the C.O.,we 

cannot feel certain of going ahead until the matter has ceased to 

be dealt with by any Government department. The C.O.have withdrawn 

their demand,and I hope to ship everything by the February mail. 

Since they began to play with the subject copper wire has 

2id.per lb.or more,and we are penalized to the e xtent of three- 

quarters of kih this through their procrastination.

9. The Board regret that you did not send an independent re-

V"'

gone up

port on the Samson’s business instead of waiting simply to 

quesries put from this side. Not knowing as much about it as you 

do there may be many things needing attention that have escaped 

us,and if you confine yourself to answering quegries we shall not 

learn as much as weought. One thing has come to our knowledge that 

you have not reported,and that should have been made known to

answer

us,
that is that Mrs.Atherton joined her husband in Montevideo,a fact
that may account for a good deal. We know that she came home at 

our expense some time ago,but I do not think thatw e have ever 

heard of her return. This makes it still more desirable that the 

Oriental bill should be investigated. I have said that if the 

whole board was charged for at £4 per day for the two it 

that the Captain and Engineer were there 100 days. The fact that 

the wife was there too serves to explain why they were in the hot
el so long,and leads to the suspicion that without her a stay 

there might have been avoided altogether. Now there is another 

thing: if they were in the hotel 100 days we may assume that Mrs. 
A.was there too,and that her board amounted to J8200,or more than 

£40; do you suppose that Atherton paid this,or has there been 

manipulation of the accounts? We know nothing of Atherton,but have 

heard from titae to time that he is somewhat unruly under disci

pline,and certainly came into collision with Rees. If Thomas does

means

any

=3r
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not; get; on with him,remember that there are many Engineers as good 

as he to he got in England,and that it may he as well to have a

f r change. How did Mrs.Atherton return to Stanley?
^(tflcn10. Erom correspondence with Lloyd's Register about the Laf- 

onia's survey you will see that little remains to he looked at to 

enable her class to he continued,the report of the Surveyor at
In these circumstancesLiverpool having been taken for the rest, 

it will he as well to comply with their requirements as 

convenient,and to get some impartial person,not in our service of 

course,to hold the Survey. It would he too much to expect them to 

stand a survey held by our Marine Superintendent at the instanc e

soon as

of our Manager as Lloyd's Agent.
I have again to complain of inattention on the part of

shall have to find a better
11.

Mr.Morton,and there is no doubt that we
14th ult.I had to cable him to send the powder andagent. On the

fuse for Trinity House,as I have already told you,and had he ac

knowledged the cable by mail,the Aragon having,as we have ascer-
sailed homewards on the 17th,wetained from the Royal Mail Co

known for certain that he had been able to get the pow-
• 9

should have
der at short notice,and could have felt easy that the remaining

half would go by the Gaelic. But the Aragon only brought a short 

letter advising a draft,entirely ignoring the cable,and on the 8th
had to cable again about the Gaelic. Short-instant, to make sure,we 

ly afterwards a cable arrived saying that the powder had gone on 

the 14th and advice sent on the 16th; this advice has not yet ar—
strongly doubt its having been sent. Had it been post-rived, and I

ed for the Aragon there would have been no object in cabling at
to have been sent to cover Morton'd forgetfulness.all,and it seems 

If this is a fact the cost should not be charged to us# In any
case his dealings with us have been most unsatisfactory of late,

told Mr.Alcock when he called that we tought of transferringand I
to Wilsons#

I am,Sir,
your obedient servant,

Managing Director.
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Enclosures via Liverpool

Duplicates

Despatch^ No...1005 

Ledger &. Journal Entries . .•

Remarks on Accounts
Replies to Remarks on accounts
Remarks on Stores

Replies to Remarks on Stores 

General Invoice Goods per "Gaelic"

List ot General Cargo per "Gaelic"

Second or Exchange Tor £ 111 . 19 . 11 on J.Kirwan B/L attach 

B/L General Crago per "Gaelic"
List ot Enclosures

. - -

ed

Supplementary.Remarks on Stores 

List pr Dutiable Goods per "Gaelic"

List or Parcels
"Gaelic"List or Clients* Cargo per 

Correspondence- with the Colonial orrice re telephone.
.v **■ '• '

Clients* Reports & contracts;-
41 hales Wool ex "Orita"k

& A/sale
( B 2 9 91 99 9

25 Salted Hides ex "Panama"A F

S 40 9 99 9 9 9

A F 10 hales Sheepskins 9 9

9S 9 99 99 9

1 caskS 9 99 9
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Enclosures per "Oravia" via Liverpool

Originals

:Wool Reports.

Copies of Cablegrams sent 
Copy of Cablegram received
Completed table showing shipments of Wool & Skins in 1904 

Copy of letter from Colonial Office dated 12th January 

and our reply of 16th.re telephone.
Copy of letter to W.E.Morton dated 11th January
Copy of letters to P. S. N. Co. dated 11th & 15th January re

freights.
Particulars of freight home per "Gaelic"

Clients* A/sales
S 1 cask Salted Sheepskins ex "Panama" 

S 9 bales Sheepskins ex "Panama"

A F 10 9 9 9 99 9

S 25 Salted Hides ex 9 9

A F 40 9 99 9 9 9

Receipt for Rev. C. K.Blount for £3
Copy of letter from the Colonial Offive dated 2nd January

T'/J'C
and our reply of the 9th^January re telepho^ 

Copy of letter from Lloyd* s Register dated 9th and our
reply of the 10th January re"Lafonia"

2 bales Wool ex "Gaelic"
Skins per "Panama" and report on

Report ofi'the
Brokers*

3 bales Wool ex "Gaelic" 

Corrected General Invoice goods per "Gaelic"

Letter for A.L.Allan,Esq..

London 17th January,1906



Enclosures per Supplementary Mail

Originals

Ledger & Journal Entries 

Remarks on Accounts *Y 

Remarks on Scores 

Replies to Remarks on Stores 

List of General Cargo per "Oravia"

List of Dutiable Goods per "Oravia"

General Invoice goods per "Oravia"

Eills & Co* s invoices goods shipped per "Oravia"

Leng*s corrected invoice goods shipped "Gaelic"

Copy of letter from Colonial Office dated 18th Jany.

Copy of letter from P.S.N.Co.dated 19th Jany.re freights 

Copy of letter from Lloyd* s Register dated 17th January 

Cliehts* contracts:-

2 hales Wool ex "Oravia"

"Gaelic"
S & S

■ H G C 2 9 9

7 . 9 on J.Kirwan for collection 
B/L attached

Sight Draft for £ 28 .

B/L general cargo per "Oravia" 

Letterjfor W.A.Harding,Esq.. (p~)

London 20th January,1906'
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/er Victoria.
C /?v? 1007. _14t.h._Fel>ruary_, ..... /^6’..o^/u/.on .ECL

Sir,

I have -to acknowledge receipt/ of your despatch no.281 per 

Victoria, and also your letter of the 4th ult. ,both of which ar
rived on ihe 31st; id.

2. 281-2. You will find enclosed a copy of the P.S.N.Co.'s 

letter agreeing to a reduction of 2/6' on their wool freight/S hut; 
declining to make any alteration in the rate for sheepskins. This 

I cabled out on the 22nd,as follows:^ "Wool freight to he reduced

2/6 gross freight will he 32/6 with 5$ primage no reduction can he 

made Sheepskins". I wrote them that you would have to readjust the 

freight on the latter,and in view of what you have pointed out 
about the great variation in the pressure at the various stations, 

which in some cases causes us to carry skins at little or no pro
fit on the present system,I suggest that you should arrange a rate 

on weight,and to mollify any malcontents who may complain of the 

apparent increase in the charge you can point out to them that it 

gives them the advantage of pressing lightly,which must he better 

for the skins,and is really,on lightly pressed hales,a reduction.

I hope that this cable went over in the Sarmiento,and enabled you 

to charge the new rate on her wool. Mr.Cameron has already signi

fied hi.s intention of shipping by steam next year,and I have told 

Pacific that the delay in making up their minds has deprivedthe
them of his produce in the coming season. Regarding the charges on 

coal,those which relate to the handling ex steamer must be left to 

you; if you think they are only sufficient to repay us for the 

cost of labour,and this item is a heavy one,they cannot be reduc

ed; but looking at the subject as a whole it is worth while con —

W. A.Hardinfe,Esq.. ,
Manager,

I
Stanley.
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sidering whether those which do not/ represent; actual cash out; of 

pocket; might no*t he lessened or in some cases waived. One of* our 

principal objects is practically bo retain bhe hulk of* the carry

ing from bhe Colony in our own [hands. Ib is an enormous advantage 

bo us,for while we rebain bhe command we are in a posibion bo ask 

for and geb numerous concessions from bhe P.S.N.Co. I may digress 

inbo an illustration of bhis hy menbioning bhab bhey are Jusb now 

asking some outsider £500 for carrying out a 20 bon yachb,while 

bhey book bhe Plym oub for us for £225. We sband bo he shob ab 

from all sides,and bhe posibion we hold we musb rebain at i 1 

cosbs. Cameron’s is a useful case bo consider. He is nob a client, 

hub shipped bhrough us up bo lasb year. Towards bhe end of 1904 he 

called bo say bhab he intended in future bo ship hy sail,his prin

cipal reason being bhab coal for bhe use of his sbabion cosb him 

70/.a bon bhrough Stanley,while he could import ib direct ab a 

lltble over 40/. This is a grievance bhab anyone would he liable 

bo feel,I should myself; ib is nob so much bhe acbual loss of £30 

20 tons of coal,as bhe feeling bhab 30/.a bon is being need

lessly senb up bhe chimney. Look on bhe obher side of bhe account.

I have had his freight account on bhe produce of 1904 burned up, 

and I find bhab our local freight and charges came bo £136.3.4, 

all of which we lost lasb year,as well as our 5$ commission on bhe 

freight,which amounted bo some £22 more, 
bhis is bhab we musb look on our business as a whole,bhe various 

branches dovetailing inbo one another,where we find bhe shoe pin

ches we musb ease ib,and remembering that when we squeeze two shii 
lings here and eighbeenpence there we run bhe risk ofjlosing 

is of far more value. This coal grievance is a real one,and we 

should do all we can bo lighten it,even if we make no profit on 

bhe supply at all. Ib has been suggested,and bhe idea is a good 

one,that an ^arrangement might be made bo charter a coal ship from 

Tyne bo land coal ab some of bhe principal ports in bhe East 

and Vtost^ should this meet with favour a stipulation should be 

made for a minimum quantity,say 60 tons,at any one port. The ad

vantage would be so great bhab most people would nob mind having 

two or three years’ stock at a time. Some difference per bon should 

be made in favoub of our own clients,and bhis might lead bo in-

r

on

The moral of allocean

what ’

bhe
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crease in “business with those who are at present outsiders, 

already mentioned the subject to
I have

our Shiphrokers,and they see no 

difficulty in it,provided the ship is not required to go through 

any of the dangerous passes: this would give us liberty to call 
at any port from Hill Cove on the North down the Sound to Port

,r~'-

Stephens. When you say that the charges have been 

cized,I assume that you mean those relating to coal; to those on

more valuable goods specially purchased for clients there would 

hardly he the same object ton. Regarding Braun & Blanchard's offer, 

the Directors of course decline it,and your reply was probably

severely criti-

made to gain time; meanwhile you have probably secured all 

clients* wool on the new terms,and in any case an intending ship

per would have to wait until the Chartres clip is ready,which is

not likely to be very early. Mr.Blake thinks that the Lovart would 

not get any wool on the coast.:

The Nova Scotia builders have cabled a reduction 

of no less than /£2000 on their tender,offering now to give us the 

schooner for /^10,500,which is nearer the mark. We are now asking 

for a tender exclusive of coppering and other items that can be 

supplied much cheaper in England,with the idea of having her 

to Liverpool to complete,and fit the oil engine,which also may be 

expected to be much lower in price here.Meanwhile we are to have 

a tender from English builders,but I do not expect much result,as 

the only one received at present is over £3000. One of the advan

tages of getting her from Nova Scotia is that we can get chdap 

boats built there. I take it that what would suit you is g, sort 

of glorified whaleboat,copper instead of iron fastened,with hard
wood gunwales.

4. Par.4. We must not go into meat salting unless we can get 

the recipe for the process. Reddeman*s venture is an absolute fail
ure,being doubtfully worth 5/.a cask.

5. Pars. 7 and 18. You have blundered over the Emilie* s busi
ness in sending forward a draft for £273.18.5 without advising it 

by cable,although it was in excess of the credit given. This was 

the case of a German ship,the owners of which had provided funds 

up to £750 by a credit on a good London house. The latter could

our

3. Par,3.

over
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not possibly have accepted the bill without reference to their 

principals; fortunately in this case the latter happened to be 

good people,and they gave the required authority at once. But if 

they had withheld it,we might have been let in for a costly chase 

round the world of an outward bound ship,with little chance of 

getting our money except at great expense and loss of time,and this 

is what we shall be let in for some day,unless more care is exer

cised. There are several classes of credits to be considered. In 

the case of good English owners,who have given an undertaking to 

accept the Master's drafts without limiting the sum,we are practi

cally safe. Even if a sum has been named we should be likely to 

recover in the end,because by English law a British Master can 

pledge his owner's credit for necessary supplies. Other cases are 

that of a British ship with doubtful owners,from whom we have re

quired a Bank or other credit,always for a fixed sum,a sailing 

ship Company,on which we must on no account take a draft,but sti

pulate that it must be on the Managing Owners,and lastly a for
eign ship,for which,unless we know the Owners well,we always re
quire a credit on London,

law is precisely the reverse of the British as reagrds credit,as 

it is claerly laid down that the Master has no power to pledge his 

Owner's,for this reason,even with the best firms,we must always 

have the credit in writing. Now in the cases I have mentioned you 

cannot exceed the credit that has been fixed without risk. You say 

that the Master may come at the last moment and say he wants cash 

for this and that,or perhaps for his personal use; but if the cre

dit has been exceeded you simply must not give it,and you should 

let him understand this from the first. If he has contracted debts

You are aware no doubt that the German

outside your off ice,he must liquidate them the best way he can. So
far I am sure of my ground; I am not equally certain as to what
the Master can pledge his Owner's credit for,although when I was
able to have recourse to the various books on the Merchant Ship-

in
ping Act that are ads the Stanley Office I knew my way pretty well* 

But I think I remember a case in which it came out that credit 

could only be pledged for the bona fide benefit of the ship,which 

in a case of distress would embrace any expenditure undertaken for
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the purpose of* getting tt sea,’but not/ any cash or otter advances 

made ho tte Masher,except/ f*or tte benefit of* tte ship,and ho hhe 

hesh of* my recollechion hhe onus of* proof* as ho hhis lies on hhe 

person making hhe advances. If*,f*or inshance,a Masher gave a series 

of* Champagne suppers,you would noh he Jushif*ied in providing hhe 

cosh,even in hhe f*orm of* "Cash ho Masher"♦ In hhe case of* hhe Em- 

ilie you hook a risk,which happily had no had consequences; huh 

having haken ih,ih would have heen hehher ho cable hhe amount over
drawn. In future cases you should satisfy yourself that tte credih 

given will cover hhe advances made or likely ho he made hy us in 

cash and goods,and restrict hhose advances so as ho he wihhin hhe 

limit,huh you mush hake no responsihilihy as ho ouhside claims,and 

certainly refuse ho sahisfy them if hy doing so you would exceed

ih.
6. Par. 10. I hope hhah you have settled wihh Wilsons ahouh 

hhe Agency,as Morhon is getting hoo had alhogehher; he is irregu
lar in his correspondence,and ignores mosh of hhe remarks and 

questions from here. Wilsons* head office say hhah hhe question has 

heen referred hack ho you hy hhe Monhevideo house. If I knew hhah 

ih had heen settled,I would geh hhe River Plate Bank ho cancel 

Morton*s credit hy cable.
7. Par. 12. Until tte labour difficulty can he got over we 

shall noh he able ho come ho terms wihh any of hhe people who seem 

anxious ho geh our bye products. Perhaps hhis may he as well,as ih 

may cause hhem ho hid against one another,and a little competition 

would he healthy.
8. Par. 14. The sails have heen ordered for hhe Fortuna,again 

from Lapthorn,buh I am anxiously awaiting hhe report on hhose made 

in Liverpool for hhe Lafonia. If reasonably good,we mush go ho 

Kennaugh in future,for we should geh about two suits for one. The 

foresail sent in 1903 was a second hand one converted. You say 

very truly hhah Laphhorn is expensive,so is a Bond Street tailor; 

his work is excellent, so is hhe tailor* s; huh you would never send 

a labourer ho Bond Street ho he dressed,and this is really what 

fitting out a working coaster amounts ho if you order her suits £ 

from Lapthom.

m
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'9. Par. 15. Mr*.Lange* s sight/ draft has gone forward to Norway 

for payment/,hut we have not/ received the cash yet/. If t/he Norwe

gians were ho construct a slip it/ would he right into our hands, 

and I should think t/hat the Directors would he inclined ho contri

bute a modertae sum towards the expenses.
2 /

10. Par.16. I understand, that the Weddell papers are in order.

11. Par,17. The Board do not wish to raise any quibble about 

the cost of maintaining the Lighthouse Telephone,and are willing
to divide the cost. They think that in view of the fact that the

quarter
Government make themselves responsible for one-42 

tenance of the Darwin line,nine-tenths of the benefit of which 

will be ours,it would be ungracious to object.But as you say we 

put up,or rather supplied the iron wire now in use,should not cre- 

it be given for half that,and as the bronze wire was taken down, 

something must have been done with it surely? It cost here over 

£30,and would most likely be worth more than half that if shipped

of the main-

home. The Post Office objected to our creosoted wooden poles,but 

hqve far more reason for criticizing the purchase of those mis
erably perishable ones the Governor has ordered from Sandy Point, 

the life of which can hardly exceed six years,for bad as they are 

to start with they have been subjected to no preserving process.

It would have been far better to borrow from the Darwin stock,and 

any taken could have been replaced in time. This is,in fact,so ob
viously what should be done,that we hope the Idea has occurred to 

you. If there is any detail in the arrangements for working the 

Lighthouse line that wants amending,perhaps the Governor would be 

prepared to meet you at the present time,
12. The telegram announding the shipment of 1650 bales of 

Wool per Sarmiento is satisfactory,though as you said that if she 

arrived in the middle of that month you wduld only have that num-

we

l’Yi
'/iat -
1141 A

C\ ^ ~' her,we hoped that/ as she must have "been with you almost at the end
there might have teen more,or that the Orissa might have brought 

some. However,we know that you have sent as much as it was possi-\%
\

ble to get in,and suppose that the weather must have been against 

you and that the Orissa was prohibited from taking any. SometMng

of the kind happened last year,or would have,if the P.S.N.had not
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" v£L3. The price of* wool seems likely to keep upland sheepskins

ii - ^
•v 'Vx^X
i.\

are fetching record prices,a quantity of ours having teen sold in 

the neighbourhood of lid,and even touching llfd. The Brokers have 

asked me to mention that many of the J B skins were heated,the de
preciation on three of the lots being estimated at from 10 to 15#; 

the Heart mark also suffered from the same cause,
14. For the reasons expressed in my latter to the Colonial 

Office,copy of which is enclosed,we have decided not to send out 
the Telephone foreman before the winter. The wire ,and the princi
pal sundries have been ordered,and will go by the next steamer. I 

enclose copy of* the specification of the former,which is identical 
with that used "by the National Telephone Co. ,and leaves little to 

he desired in the way of stringency. The materials we are ordering 

at present will "be for the Stanley-Darwin line only,as that will 

he the first one erected,and having conceded the 80 yard spans,or 

22 posts to the mile,the 1100 sent will only he just enough for 

the distance. I propose to ship Mr.Packe*s materials separately,a s 

soon as you can send the necessary particulars. We shall want to 

know the distance from Stanley that his line will run before it 

tranches off to Fitzroy; so far he will use our posts,hut separate 

brackets and Insulators will he required. From the junction he 

will have his own posts,and the number required must he stated; ex 

each of these will want a roof,pole saddle,and insulator. I am 

sending this mail a sample of the pole fittings and another useful 
hook on telegraphs,in which you will see hints as to the care of 

posts previous to erecting them and as to other matters. If you 

and the Governor can agree as to the height out of the ground the 

posts are to he,the hooks I have sent will instruct you about the 

depth to which they should he planted,and yarn will know whether 

you have to cut anything off the tops or not. With the saddle as a 

pattern for the angle to he cut at the top of the poles I think 

they can he dressed with a saw by any intelligent labourer,and 

will not require the attention of a carpenter; hut you and Mr.Al
lan must settle this. You must take note of what the hook says ab-

i

out tarring any hare wood that may he exposed by cutting through
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As to whether the poles should be dragged 

out "before the winter or not,you the Governor and Mr,Allan must
the creosoted surface#

decide; bub I would suggest tliat,if there is no doubt as to the
In settling the line it isroute,time would he saved hy doing it, 

important to avoid any very soft places where the posts could not

he firmly set. Do not on any account have any of them erected un
til the foreman is on the spot to take charge. We shall prohahly 

not get a competent man under £4 a week,and when he arrives he 

should go straight out to the job. We must not waste his time,as 

the Government's share of the Initial cost is limited. I think he 

ought to leave in July,hut will he guided hy what you and the Gov

ernor decide.
15. I believe that two shepherds are on their way to Liver

pool from Harris to join this boat,hut at the moment of -writing am 

not sure; their engagement has caused infinite trouble,and we can

not undertake to send any more in the same way.

I am,Sir,
your obedient servant,

i

i

;

Managing Director.
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Enclosures via Liverpool

Duplicates

Despatch No. 1006/
Ledger & -Journal Entries

Remarks on Accounts

Remarks on Stores
Replies to Remarks on Accounts

Replies to Remarks on Stores

General Invoice goods.per "Oravia"

Lis$ of Clients* Cargo per "Oravia"

List of Parcels -
Corrected General Invoice goods per "Gaelic" 

List of General Cargo per "Oravia"

!

;

s

-i

':Clients’ A/sales:-
40 Salted Hides ex "Panama"AE

ST 25 9 99 99 9

1 cask Sheepskins !s 9 9

( y 9 "bales .S 9 99 9

AF 10

(S & S 2 hales Wool ex "Oravia"

H G C 2 

List of Enclosures 

B/L General Cargo per "OraVia"
Second of Exchange for £ £ 28 . 7 . 9 B/L attached. 

List of Dutiable Goods per "Oravia"

9 99 99 9

contracts . 
only 9 99 99 9

I

J
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Enclosures vlg. Liverpool
' i

Originals
January

Copy of Cablegram sent 22nd EEtaHXKy,1906 

Copy of Cablegram received 3rd fiTnshant 
Wool reports
Dr art From the Royal Bank of Scotlahd for £ 15 . 3 . 2 on 

J. C.Aldridge Dor collection.
Duncan Pox & Co*.s A/sale Dor 1 keg of Mutton shipped by

H.Redderaan

Agreements Donald McDonald ’& John McLeod.
Cop$ of letter to the Colonial Office dated 30th January &

the±r reply of the 10th instant.

Copy of letter from Bischoff & Co.dated 1st February, re
Weddell Island Mortgage.

Clients* A/sales ,reports& contracts:-
cask Sealskins ex "Orita"

!

,

9 y9 99 9

2 bales Wool ex "Gaelic", -H G C >

f,0ravia"S & S 9 99 9

Sheepskins "Gaelic"9 9

9 99 99 9

"Oravia"T E 9 99 9

9 99 99 9

"Gaelic"P B 9 9 9 9

J B 9 99 99 9

9 99 99 9

36 Salted Hides ex "Oravia"S & S
Extract from letter from J.Toule dated 5th instant re follrls

Copy of letter from Ratsey & Lapthorn dated 7th instant &

Quotation for Sails attached.

Brokers* copies A/sale,Reports & Contracts Company*s Wool &

Sheepskins ex "Gaelic"
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Copy of Specification for Telephone Wire.

Letters for the following: .

A. L. Allan,Esq..

W. A. Harding,Esq..
c\ f r •. ,' ;i

- ;rcV:J. J.Felton,Esq..
3 . • >q

• .
> J ■AxCr :VO •_'l ;,c. .. oN I

:i A. u /o# t
. .V

3 ?C n uj A : :o‘:: i, ,■n j.. t. ■

London 14th February, 1906'
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-Enclosures via Lisbon.

Originals

i
Ledger & Journal Entries

Remarks on Accounts

Remarks on Stores
Replies to Remarks on Stores
General Invoice goods per "Victoria

List of General Cargo per "Victoria

B/L General Cargo per"Victoria"

Bills & Morton's invoices
invoices for gargnto Dtr.Dean's goodsMorton's

Letters for:-
■ W. A. Harding, Esq..

A.L.Allan,Esq.

17th February,1906London

. rv i
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®Iji'Jitlhhtuit 3Maui»s (Cinuyamj.
( INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER lasi.yo---------------

Registered 1902.

' ,rjc/fcee/O/.
Supplementary mall.fkr (/ /

^Zaru/on. Ea____16tii February, /// 6.1008.V?

Sir,
Since writing via Liverpool our Inspectors have reported, that 

wire has passed the test,and that it is being preparedthe copper 

for shipment by the next outward boat.

2. Since writing par.4 of my last despatch,I have had the op

portunity of looking up the law as to supplies to ships in dis

tress,and as the subject is a most important one,and should be 

thoroughly understood,I am giving you the following extracts from 

"Kay on Shipmasters and Seamen11:- "As he (the Master) is appointed 

"by the Owners for the purpose of conducting the navigation of the 

"ship to a favourable termination,he possesses,as incident to that 

"appointment,when he cannot communicate with his owners,or their

"agent,an implied authority to bind them for all that is necessary 

"to that end. By virtue of this authority,he may pledge the credit 

"of the owner for all such repairs,and for the supply of all such 

"provisions,and may make all such contracts and do all such other 

"things,as are reasonably necessary for the due and proper prose

cution of the voyage,in which the ship is engaged........ In the ab-
"sence of express authority,he has no power to bind the owners in

"respect of matters connected with the voyage,which are not neces-
The proper mode of ascertaining"sary for its due prosecution 

"whether supplies or repairs were necessary is to ask,whether a

"prudent owner would himself have ordered them under the circum— 

"stances,if he had been present. ... .As the Master may bind the own- 

."ers by a contract for necessaries,so he may borrow money on their 

"credit for disbursements and repairs which are necessary to ena- 

"ble the ship to prosecute her voyage; but only in those cases in 

"which ready money is necessary for that purpose. The amount which

W, A.Harding,Esq.,, 

Manager,
Stanley.

rv.i
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"he has authority to "borrow is so much,"but only so much,as is re

quired at the time hy the exigency oF the case." The Following 

is very important:- "In order to make out a valid claim For .money 

"advanced against the owners,the lender must prove the necessity 

"oF the loan at the time it was made. He must also prove that the 

"speciFic sum claimed was advanced expressly For the purposes oF 

"the ship. It is not enough to charge the owners that the money 

"was advanced to the master on a general account,and was aFter- -• 
"wards applied to those purposes. This is required on account oF 

"the Facility oF misapplication and the temptation to abuse to 

"which the power oF borrowing is incident." When,thereFore,you say
that it is impossible to tell what money the master may or may not 

ask For at the last moment,you see that in giving him what he asks 

the risk oF having our claim repudiated,unless you knowyou run
that every penny is required For the service oF the ship,and with

the knowledge oF the law as laid down it is incumbent on you to keep 

a much more careFul watch on the liabilities he is incurring out

side your oFFice than has apparently been the case. Ships* bills 

may go through without trouble For years,but there is always the 

danger oF having to deal with a cantankerous owner,and against 

this you should be prepared.
I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

w__-
Managing Director.

:

■:
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(3l{f.Inllditui' 3)slitui's (Linttyamj.
INCORPORATED BY ROVAL^CHARTER I8SI.; --

Registered 1902. s s^ S' /?
6‘j' ^//iacco/uAc/, csPleeP.

Orissa,Per ( P 14th March.sr/tass/i. E c-------1009,.V?

Sir,
despatch no.282 and ofto acknowledge receipt of yourI have

of 30th January and 6th ult.letters
read with interest your remarks on2.Par.4. The Directors have 

the Samson and the report accompanying the despatch,and are satis-
There ismost thoroughly into the matter.fied that you have gone

in crying over spilt milk,and the less said about this dis-
. Fortunately we are in very good circum-

no use
astrous affair the ’better 

stances this year,and it is
depreciation this year will wipe out a large portion of the

idea that replacing the crankshaft .

anything like two months; had we known all the facts

probable that the Board in settling

the
We had nocost of repairs.

would occupy
the Board might have ordered the new 

Montevideo,hut,seeing how things were going,they decided to incur

to he put in place inone

more expense than was absolutely unavoidable,
distinctly instructed to ship the bal-

no
3. Par.15. Morton was 

ance of the powder by the Gaelic,and it is another instance of his
that the Shell powder youwant of attention. Mr.Matthews now says

mention will do,so the matter may be left.
price of 22 ft.boats in Nova Scotia,the length4. Par.11. The

we enquired for,is enormous,builders there having offered to con^ 

struct six for {81165.50. Since receiving your remarks we have got 
Lowdens to ask for an amended quotation for 24 ft.,which will,of 

course be higher. To check this we are asking some Liverpool boat-

builders for a price,
5. Par.15. The Board wish me to protest once more against the

W. A. Harding,Esq.• 9

Manager,

Stanley.

l
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Sealskin Tax,and I am to see Mr. Johnson this week,"though I doubt,

; if it will do any good.

6. Par. 16. No doubt on principle it is incorrect to use the 

proceeds of the Sheep tax for general purposes; but the Board thikk 

that It would be impolitic to be too insistent on the subject. The 

rise in wool has brought about a great change in the circumstances 

of the Colony: the Sheepfarmers,who were a few years ago in poor

circumstances,though Government would not believe it,are prosper

could have anticipated,while,if re-ing to an extent that no one 

ports are true,the Stanley people are many of them in a bad way. 

We cannot conceal from our selves, although we do not wish to pro

claim it publicly,that in assessing the revenue of the Colony the 

Government would not be wrong in getting a larger proportion out 

of the farmers,and we speak as the largest of them. After all,to 

who experiences the burden of Imperial and local taxationanyone
in this country the taxes in the Colony are a mere fleabite; the 

difference is that here representation follows taxation,while in

the Colony all expenditure is in the hands of the Governor,Stho may 

the revenue well or ill as it pleases him,he being responsibleuse
only to the Secretary of State. Possibly this may always be so in 

a Crown Colony,nevertheless we should continue to contend for the

the taxes should have some voice inprinciple that those who pay
expenditure,and if in the course of time this should be grant

ed there would be no valid reason against an increase of taxation.
the

7. Par. 17. The owners of the Beacon P,ock have accepted the 

draft for disbursements without remark.

Par. 18, The purchase of Admiralty Stores seems to have been8.

an advantageous one.

9. Par. 19, I have seen Mr.Matthews,and have explained to him 

the difficulty of working as quickly as Mr.Trerise may wish,owing 

to the numerous calls on the tug and your staff,and I also read 

to him the correspondence with the Superintendent. He said that if 

you found that we were not making enough out of the business he 

would favourably condider any representations you might make on 

the subject. Tons are weight or measurement at your option.

10, Par.24. The owners of the Paul Isenberg have increased



the credit to £1200 with the Direction der Disconto Gesellschaft, 

3Ut this is another case in which advice ought to have teen sent 

hy cable,so that if* the extension had been rerused we might have 

had an opportunity of* stopping the ship by cable,as she could not 

have left Stanley before the return boat from Montevideo with the

men.
I have to report the death of Mr. Coleman on the 7th Inst. 

He was in the Company* s service between 39 and 40 years,and retir

ed on a pension in 1891.
12. I enclose copy of correspondence with the Admiralty about 

the price of coal. In view of what they say we cannot object to 

paying 48/. ,and it may have the effect of hurrying on the payment 

of the sum due for hulk hire,of which we have heard nothing from 

them as yet. Hurry is not a word that can be applied to the Admir
alty in connexion with payment of accounts,which are often shelved 

for many months.
13. Two Camp teachers go by this mail; they have been select

ed out of a number of applicants,and seem from their testimonials 

to be promising young men. When Mr .Allan has seen their certifi

cates they are to be returned to them.
14. Further correspondence with the Colonial Office about the 

condemnation of Tallow at Cleves is enclosed,and the matter may 

now be considered at an end,
15. I also enclose correspondence with the P.S.N.Co.about 

the Orita going to Stanley for Wool,against which I thought it ne

cessary to protest; you will see that they consider it unavoida

ble,and you must make the best of it. Probably the small shipment 

cabled per OropGsa will lighten the quantity to be taken by the 

larger vessel,and it is to be hoped that she will come inside the 

Narrows.

11.

16. Par.20. We communicated with J.H.Austin & Co.about the 

box iron,and the Senior partner was attending to it,but he unfor

tunately died rather suddenly,and the particulars cannot be got in 

time for this mail.
17. We have got a price at last for the schooner in Nova Sco-

tie- which seems satisfactory,hut it is coupled with the condition
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of December delivery,which I have rejected as impossible. We were 

"told “that she would he built in "three months,and this "throwback is 

disheartening; I have had "the subject constantly before me,and it 

is most disappointing to be no farther forward. Estimates,as I

think I have reported,have been obtained from builders here,but the
,and the last idea was to get the vessel built

Nova Scotia,and have her over to Liver-

suggesting that Captain

to receive her,should

prices are enormous 

as they turn them out in 

pool to be coppered and engined. I am 

Dougall,who would in any case have gone over 

proceed to St#John,and select a

now

second hand vessel,if we can find

that any suitable ones are to be got.
sales have opened with a further rise of 10 per18. The Wool

cross-breds ,and we expect to get high prices this 

evening; they will be advised by Supplementary mail.

statement about the Sustentation fund is by no means 

letter from the Dean throws no further light on it,

cent in coarse

19. The

explicit,and a
it would seem that the money wanted is already provided. Theas

Directors observe,however,that there is a debt on the Church House 

that has to be paid off, and have decided to contribute £100 to

wards this object,without committing themselves as to the future* 

This amount you are authorized to pay.

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

Managing Director.
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Enclosures via Liverpool

Duplicates

Despatches Nos.1007 & 1008

Ledger & Journal Ent±ies

Remarks on Accounts 
on

Remarks Stores

Replies to Remarks on Stores 

General Invoice goods per "Victoria"

List of Dutiable Goods per "Victoria" 

List of Parcels 

List on Enclosures

List of General Cargo per "Victoria"

List of Clients’ Cargo per "Victoria"
2. / .

Clients* A/sales,reoprts & contracts

1 cask Seal Skins ex "Orita"A N
A/sales & 

contracts 1H 9 99 99 9 Wool
2 hales ^hsspExkxKKxex "Gaelic"

"Oravia"
H G C

A/sales -onl^
2j^S & S

-s & s
9 99 9

36 Salted Hides ex "Oravip."

3 bales Sheepskins ex "Gaelic"Heart

4F B 9 99 99 9

12J BReports & 
Contracts' 

only ^

9 99 99 9

8s 9 99 99 9

4H G C 9 99 99 9

"Or^yia"5T R 

,S & S
Second of Exchange for £ 15 . 3 . 2 

B/L General. Cargo per "Victoria"

9 99 9

5 9 99 99 9

i
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*-Enclosures via Liverpool

Originals

Cablegram sent, 24th February.

received 7th March,
of homeward freight per Victoria"

9 9

Particulars
Corrected General Invoice goods per "Victoria"

the Admiralty dated 13th & our reply of

the 26th February re coal.
Copy of letter from

Stewart's Agreement & Testimonials 

G.R.Gordon's
Proforma Invoice for Fowls per 

Clients' A/sales as follows:—

Heart

C.E.
9 99 9

"Victoria" for Henry Waldron

3 tales Sheepskins ex "Gaelic"
A

4F B 9 99 99 9

12J B 9 99 99 9

4 9 99 99 9

8 9 99 99 9

Oravia5S & S 9 99 9

5T R 9 99 99 9

36 Salted HidesS & S 9 9

Victoria5(report only) JVM
Brokers' copies A/sales Company's Sheepskins ex "Gaelic"

Jacob & Barringer dated 19th February &

9 99 9

Copy of letter from
original particulars of Wire tests.

from the Colonial Office dated 28th FebruaryCopy of letter 

& report on Tallow from State Chemical Examination Office.&c

& our reply of 8th March.
Pacific Steam Navigation dated 7th March 

& their reply 15th instant.Copy of letter to the
Credit note for 5/- error in Messrs Bain & Co's invoice per

"Victoria"
Wool reports

Letter for A.a.Allan,Esq^
aA

London 14th March, 1906;



Enclosures per Consignees' Let/ter

Suppliers' Invoice goods per "Orissa"
( J.H.Dean )
.( Telephone Line )

9 99 99 9
:

9 99 99 9

List of Dutiable goods per "Qrissu" 

List of Parcels
List of Clients’ Ca rgo per "Orissa"

dated 13th March from Corsar <fe samples of
Canvas.Original Quotation

l

London 14th March,1906

l
I

:
i
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<} Jshntfrs (l/iuiqumti.V

------ ( INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.V--------

Registered 1902. 7C/G r
G'/. (yy i / fsl fs.V

Supplementary Mail.Per r/y / 

:_^Z,oru/on ■'£. a. 16th.March,yo ioio.

Sir,
On -the 19th. ult.we received your cable asking us the obtain 

Gustav & Oscar belonging to Gutschow of Valpar-a credit for the 

also,and I have delayed writing about this,hoping to be able to
did not communicate direct with Valpar-advise something. Why you

comprehension,as there 

chance of arranging through our agents
also instead of cabling here passes our

would have been far more
of post is little over a week, BVorn what we

that the vessel is American built 

old,going out to Valparaiso to be used as a hulk. 

Such a ship must be of very doubtful value,probably not more than

made -to her mush be of1 small amount. Law- 

the Brokers who sold her to the present own-

there,and the course 

have "been able to learn,it seems

and over 35 years

£1000,and any advances 

ther Latta & Co.were
er,and they undertook to cable to him asking for a credit for 

£1000,"but no reply has been received,and we are powerless to do 

. We cabled you on the 24th ult. /'Cannot arrange a credit Os- 

do not advance without good and sufficient security".

that in the absence of a credit on London,or some security

more
That iscar

to say
arranged in Valparaiso,the vessel must not leave until her account 

has been paid in cash. Once more a credit has been cabled for,not

on the owners,without any amount having been stated. I repeat that 

such requests are useless,as the first question is as to the sum 

required. You may say rightly that it is impossible to judge,but 

it must seldom happen that you cannot name a sum that it is impos

sible to exceed; anyhow if yaar mention a figure it will do to go . 

with,and if necessary an increase may be asked for.

2. You will see that the wool sold on the 14th inst.at wonder-
on

ful prices.

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,
W.A.Harding,Esq., 

Manager,
'rfrfro .Stanley. Managing Director.
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Enclosures via Lisbon

.Originals

Supplementary nedger Entries, 

Remarks on Accounts

Remarks on Stores
i

Replies to Remarks on Stores
Orissa

List of General Cargo pertmEtaKts"
"Oriss^

Corrected list of Dutiable Goods per "Xistoxi

Clients’ Cargo per "Orissa" 

General Invoic: e goods per "Orissa"
3 33 3

Eills & Day’s invoices 

Clients’ Reports & contracts

36 tales Wool ex "Sarmiento"L

J B 130 3 33 3

H & B 258 3 33 3

18B 3 33 3

S & S 41 3 33 3

50H 3 33 3

130
Brokers’ Copies A/sales Company’s Wool ex"Sarmiento" 

B/L Cargo per "Orissa 

Letters for the following

S 3 33 3

r
1

Dean Brandon

A.L,Allan,Esq.. (2)
J. J. Felton,Esq..

C. A. Gorton

London 17th March, 1906'
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®ljr jMklanft 3tal«mita (Cmujutmj.' *
- INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.Jo-

Registered 1902.

6'/.
Per Oropesa.

/ / 
/.yryyyyyryy. /■: a ./WM.lit.* April,_VP ion.

Sir,
I have ho acknowledge receipt, of Mr. Harding'* s despatches 284, 

285,and 286,which arrived on the 28th ult.

2. No.283 is on the subject of accounts,which will he dis

cussed with Mr.Harding on his arrival. I may,however,say that the

Board are anything hut pleased with the return from the Store,as
1/

amount of carelessness in Stocktaking eithefchi-s yearIt shows an
that „ _ .

or last ax will very materially destroy their confidence in future

in such returns,unless a clear explanation should he forthcoming.

,3. 284-7. No douht Mr.Harding will clear up the matter of the 

Montevideo a.gency. For some months past Morton has ceased to an— 

letters,and he has not even drawn for the Blasting powder 

that went down for the Lighthouse, Some people in Montevideo have 

written to ask for the agency,as they say that Morton is giving up 

business,and in the absence of any word from him I have thought it 

prudent to cancel by cable his credit with the London & River 

Plate Bank.
4. Par.9. The Paul Isenterg*s business may be taken as a mod

el to avoid in future,as it shows every fault that it was possible 

to commit. Credit had been obtained from the owners with a German 

financial house in London,for £800,increased afterwards to £1100, 

but this was not known in Stanley. Bills were to be drawn at sight. 

When it was found that the credit had been exceeded - a thing in 

itself that should not have been allowed - the only proper way of 

dealing with it would have been to draw one bill for £80Q,and the 

remainder in another;but the whole sum was put into one bill for 

£1264.7.11,and how it could have been supposed that the Disconto 

Gesellschaft could accept this passes comprehension. Again,the

swer

THE ACTING MANAGER,

STANLEY.
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■bill having been drawn,prudence would have suggested cabling the 

excess over the credit to enable us to make arrangements; this was
not done. The word we cabled,"Deshorado”,meant "Draw at sight”; 

it was drawn at 60 days* sight,which would have been expressed by 

"Designar", On arrival acceptance was of course refused,but I am 

glad to say that the owners eventually instructed the drawees to 

accept at 60 d/s.,and we may consider ourselves extremely fortun
ate to get off with the loss of two months* interest. But this 

sort of thing must not occur again.
The "Gustav und Oskar” was sent out to be a hulk,

I cannot add to the instructions sent
5. Par.11.

as I have already reported, 

about this vessel last mail; we must have our money or good secur
ity before she leaves,and should she be condemned and sold,no one 

else must possess a hulk in Stanley as long as we can help it.
6. Par.14. We have received a cable reporting wool per Gali

cia and Orita. As the quantity seems less than Mr.Harding antici

pated possibly the latter could not wait for all you had in the

hulk.
7. 285-5. I cannot understand how the Manager at Valparaiso 

failed to let Mr.Harding know that the Galicia would call,as he 

reported it himself to Liverpool. I have sent the correspondence 

to the P.S.N.Co.
8. Mr.Cameron has asked that his tallow and sheepskins may be 

collected for the steamers. I told him that you would be hard push

ed to get allthe work done by two schooners,but that no doubt if 

possible his wishes would be carried out. He will do all through us 

next year,as he is disgusted with the sailing ships chartered by 

Spearing and Waldron,
9. I have to report with great regret the death of Mrs.Bonner, 

which took place rather suddenly on the 4th inst.
1&. A shepherd named"Seath"Stirling goes this mail.

11. We have heard of Dr.Jameson*s death with regret. Dr.Foley 

has applied for the post,and though he cannot arrange to leave un
til June,the Board considered that it would be better to delay a

month,rather than send a stranger.
I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

Managing Director.
-V)
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jjisf of Enclosures per Consignees' iiet/ber

Suppliers' invoices goods per "Oropesa"

Liisf of DufiaLle Goods per Oropesa

Lisf of Parcels in Pearson's case

London llfli April, 1906
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Enclosures per Supplementary Mail
<

Originals

Supplementary Ledger Entries,

;
List of Cargo per 11 Or ope sa”

List of Clients' Cargo per "Oropesa"

General Invoice goods shipped per "Oropesa"

!
1Remarks on Stores i

Replies to Remarks on Stores,
I1

i

:
London 12th April,1906

i

i

■
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Enclosures per"Oropesa" uia Liverpool

Duplicates

Despatches Nos.1009 & 1010
Ledger & Journal Entries & Supplementary Entries

Remarks on Accounts
Remarks on Stores
Replies to Remarks on Stores
List ot General Cargo per "Oriss#"

• -.‘i
List of Dutiable Goods perf,0rissaff 

List of Clients* Cargo per "Orissa,"

List of Parcels 

Clients* Reports & Contracts
130 hales Wool ex'"Sarmiento"S

18B 9 99 5

30H 9 99 9

36L 9 99 9

J B 130 9 99 9

S & S 41 9 99 9

5 Salted Hides ex "Victoria"J D M
List of Enclosures
General Inv oice goods per "Orissa"

Clients A/sales
H G C 4 hales Sheepskins ex "Gaelic"

;

S 8 9 99 9

S & S 5 9 99 9

T R 5 9 99 9

J B 12 9 99 9

F B 4 9 99 9

Heart 3 9 9 9 9

S H 36 Salted Hides ex "Oravia" i

B/L general Cargo per "Orissa"
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Enclonures via Liverpool

Originals

Wool Reports,

Copy of4 Cable sent on the 6/4/06' and 23/3/06 

Copy of Cable received on the 2/4/06
Copy of letter from Hayward Tyler & Co.Ld,dated 4/4/06 

Stirling' s Agreement

Particulars of freight homeward per "Sarmiento" 

Clients' A/sales?reports & contracts:-

3 hales Sheepskins ex "Victoria"

"Sarmiento"
J D M

S 2 2 22 ?

A F 6 2 2? 22 5

<3> 9 2 22 22 2

R 11 2 22 22 2

<7 5 2 2 2 22 2

H & B 33 

L 46
DSI ^J 22 >5 ,

Brokers' press copies of the above reports & contracts

1 bale Wool ex " Sarmiento11

2 22 22 2

2 22 22 2

S

H <& B 258 2 22 2

18 2 22 2

30 2 22 2

A/sales only
36L 2 22 2

J B 130 2 22 2

129S 2 22 2

41B & S 2 22 2
A/sales

Brokers' press copies Company's Wool. & Skins ex "Sarmiento"
u'

Invoice for Telephone Materials for Darwin Telephone A/c,

Ledger & Journal Entries 

Remarks on Accounts

Letters for A.L.Allan,(2) J.J.Felton,E.J.Mathews.

London 11th April,1906
l_,.i Hill | II | m- ■ —■—

I
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i<J>hr 1U[auD JJiilamVi (Cmujnwi). !
V—INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851

Registered 1902.

O'O, ■ Z/t.eeO-,
\Orita.Per C/ / 

Z^o/u/on.Fc__ ..VW6._9th.May,1012.V?

Sir,
I have ho acknowledge receipt; or Mr .Harding’s despatch no« 

285 per Orita,and letter or 29-th March,which arrived on -the 24th 

ult. ,also or letter per Galicia,which was delivered on the 30th
I

id.
2. Par.3. The Board ftill he interested to hear what the cli

ents say to the proposal to deliver coal direct. Mr.Buckworth is 

much in ravour or it.
3. Par.8. Mr.Harding and & I will go into the subject or 

sails,and ir there is no sailmaker in England who can cut rore and 

ait sails hut Lapthorn,we shall have to go to him again,though the 

prices will he some 75# higher than those or an ordinary man,

4. Par.9. I have explained to Mr.Harding that the condition 

or the old telephone wire would not aTrect its price ir sent home 

ror sale, As anything with copper in it is abnormally high at pre
sent,^ wouid he worth while collecting the old pieces,ir it can 

he done without great expense.
5. Par, 11. When we know how many extra posts will he required 

both ror Mr.Packe’s work and ror a stand-by ror ourselves,we will 

order them to he prepared,and arrange with the P,S.N,Co,about a 

cargo boat.
6. Par,13. The Board very much regret to learn the cause or 

Dr,Jameson’s death,and have resolved to grant the widow and chil

dren rree passages home. Dr,Foley,who will go out next mail,tells 

me that he has sufricient rurniture or his own,and will he unable 

to buy any or the late Doctor’s,
7. Par.15. The Paciric S.N.Co.have instructed their Manager

i

i

The Acting Manager, 

Stanley.
■ •
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to send, no "boats in future that cannot enter the harbour,and have 

undertaken that when the Orita in the course of her itinerary is 

homeward hound a cargo boat shall call about the same time. I have 

arranged with Mr.Harding that little or nothing shall be ordered 

in the way of goods when that steamer goes outwards,and to carry 

this out it will be necessary to order a two-months* supply by the 

steamer that precedes her.
Par. 16. The offer made by Vorwerk & Co,to guarantee the 

Gustav & Oscar* s draft should be accepted,and you have probably

I

8.

done this already.
9, I enclose a copy of letter from P.Iredale & Porter,Ltd. 

agreeing to accept the draft for any legitimate disbursements of
the "Alloriby" ,and animadverting on the expenses of the port. It is

to be most strict as to the supply of ivery necessary in this case 

cash and goods,especially the former,and to make yourself quite 

sure that any supplied is bona fide for the purpose of enabling

the ship to leave. Where possible the cash should be entered as 

having been advanced for definite payments,and should the Captain 

wish to draw a few pounds for minor expenses a receipt should be 

taken in duplicate,and a copy sent with the accounts,stating that 

it is for the necessary disbursements of the vessel,
10. Two agreements were found enclosed,and we did not know 

why they had been returned,but Mr,Harding explained that it was be
cause they were not signed for the Company. It was quite unneces
sary,as I had signed the men* s copy and ours contained their sig

natures; however I return them signed.
I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

Managing Director.

;

j
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1

Enclosures per Consignees* Iiet/ber
:!
i

Suppliers* Invoices goods per "OriLa"

List; of Clients* Cargo per "Orfta1'

Lisf of Parcels
!

:

London 9tli May, 1906

-

i
;
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•Enclosures via Liverpool
!

Duplicates

• Despatch No.1011 

Ledger &. Journal Entries 

Remarks on Accounts
General Invoice goods per "Oropesa"

Remarks on Stores

Replies to Remarks on Stores

List of General Cargo per "Oropesa"

List ofParcels

List of Clients’ Cargo per "Oropesa"

List of Dutiable Goods per "Oropesa"

List of Enclosures

Clients* A/sales,reports & contracts
46 hales Sheepskins ex "Sarraiento"

i

l
■.

!..

i-

L
5Heart y yy yy y

"Victoria”

"Sarmiento"
5J D M y yy y

11F y yy y

2S y yy yy y

1D S y yy y.y y-

9B y yy yy y

:
6g F y yy yy y

Wool1 -' S y y

■

18B y yy yy y

H 30 y yy y- y y

J B 130A/sales / 
only '

y yy yy y

!
36L y yy yy y

S 129 y yy yy y :

\s & s 41 

B/L General Cargo.per "Oropesa

y yy yy y

^5’
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Enclosures vis Liverpool

Originals

Copies of Cablegrams received on 25th & 30th April.

Copy of Cablegram sent on 20th April.
from Iredale & Porter^Litd,dated 27th April* 

re "Alloriby"

from the P. S. N. Co. dated 28th April, 

note from J. Dewar & Sons ,Ltd. for £2 . 10/ —

Copy of letter

Copy of letter 

Credit
Weymouth College Account for W.C.Girling. 

Signed Agreements returned:-

Donald Macdonald.

John McLoed.
copies reports Company* s Wool per Oropesa &

"Orita"

report on 74 bales Wool ex Orita

Brokers* press

Packe Brothers & Co* s

Wool reports

netter for A,L.Allan

nondon 9th May91906
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Enclosures via Lisbon

Originals

Ledger & Journal Entries 

Supplementary Ledger & Journal Entries 

Remarks on Accounts & Supplementary Remarks

Remarks on Stores
Replies to Remarks on Stores 

Sheep Skin$ reports
Sight Draft for £ 60 . 14 . 10 on J.Kirwan for Collection

B/L attached.
Copy <hf letter to the Colonial Office dated 10th May.
Packe Brothers & Co9 s contract for 74 hales Wool ex lf0ritafl 
Letters for the following

George Bonner,W. C. Girling,A,L.Allan &

Governor Allardyce(2j

Copy of letter from Herbert Hobbs dated 11th May re pickled
mutton.

(I
1
i:

i!

i

List of General Cargo per "Orita"
General Invoice goods shipped per "Qrita" 

Bill of Lading cargo per n0rit^M

London 12th May,1906

—-—~ .
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;r~ jfelklituii 3*1 ain't* (Jlitm^iuttt.
gimitetr...... -ofINCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.yJ---------------------

Registered 1902.
iO '/, ^A/zceo/js/ic/,

Panama.Per C-/y /
6t/h Jme>-1013..VP

Sir,
I have to acknowledge receipt of your despatch no,296',which 

arrived, on ‘the 22nd ult.
2. Par ,2. Mr .Harding and I have seen Mr. Mathews at Trinity 

House,and he will certainly not countenance any unreasonable de

mands on the part of Mr.Trerise, When I have an opportunity of 

seeing him again,I will make the suggestion you put forward about

the shipments.

3. Par. 3. I have written to the Admiralty asking leave to 

draw whatever coal we may require,but have no ahswer as yet. 

Probably payment will be made in London.

4. Par.7. The Board have considered the papers forwarded ab

out the Sustentation fund,but would like details of the subscrip

tions promised by others. They observe that the Company are enter

ed as subscribers of £10Q,and the farmers generally a like sum.

They will not be unwilling to increase their contribution,if others 

will do the same,but think that the general subscriptions should 

be larger. Our payment to the Church is given in lieu of the am - 

ount formerly given to the Presbyterian Minister,the majority of

belonging to that denomination. An application made by the 

Bishop for the Endowment fund has been ordered to be declined.

5. Par. 17. Mr. Stanley Wood has been here about earning,and I 

have had some correspondence with him. He does notthink that Mr.M, 

Braun has anything to do with the proposal,but fears that his re

presentative has gone too far in the proposals he has made to Mr, 

Felton,and has cabled to stop him from making contracts. His wish 

is to come to an arrangement with us at Goose Green,and asked us 

to cable out for facilities to be given to Mr. Smith,who I believe

our men

i

The Acting Manager, 

Stanley.
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^ is his superintendent .ho inspect Goose Green,and this has "been

done. At. Teal Inlet a large outlay In the way of "buildings,machin

ery,and other plant would be necessary,much of which is already on 

the spot at Goose Green,besides which the harbour and shipping 

facilities are better,and the place is more central, 

pay to set up a plant for 15,000 sheep,it will answer our purpose 

to start canning on our own account,whatever other people may do, 

and I have told Mr.Wood that on no account can we consent to drive 

our sheep from Lafonia to a place in the North-East corner of the 

Island. Probably we shall be able to make an arrangement with Mr. 

Wood that will be mutually beneficial.

6. Par.18. The result of Beddemann’s venture last year can 

hardly have been promising.

7. Par.19. The Board consider that you did right in accepting 

the seat offered on the Legislative Council during Mr,Harding*s

I

If it will

absence.

8. Par,20, A cheque has "been sent to Mr,Jameson for the cost li

of Mrs.Jameson*s passages.

9. Your cable about the loss of the Fortuna fills us with 

disma,y,and at the present moment I cannot say what we shall do. 

If by any chance you can make a reasonable arrangement with the 

owner of any steamer or schooner at Sardy Point to come over and 

collect the wool that is awaiting shipment,it strikes me at the 

moment as the best thing that couftd be done. There would be no 

delay,as we assume that by this time all the season’s clip, must 

have been baled,and with the assurance of full cargoes it ought 

to pay a steamer to do the work at moderate rates,and then clear 

out as soon as it is over. We cannot afford to wa,ste time on

i

building,and I have wired Nicholsons asking what they can offer, 

and to Mr,Harding to see them. Possibly I may tell you more by 

Supplementary mail. You ought to have stated the nature of the

cargo lost,as we do not know whether it was general or wool; if 

the latter it will have been fully insured, 

enquired,as the interests are differently insured.

10. I will write to the owner of the Caradog to increase the 

credit to £1200,

The Underwriters have
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r\ 11. Par. 9, It; is most; fortunate -that; the Lafonia was got; off
undamaged * or you would have "been completely paralysed in the col- 

lection of wool,rThe steps taken to get her off were quite cor
rect ? and the statements made hy Captain Thomas and yourself were 

clean and sufficient; hut it is unfortunate that no claim was made 

at the time,as it may make it difficult for us to get as much as 

we ought for the service rendered, I am rather surprised that Capt- ; 
ain Thomas,whose statements on occasions like this are invariably 

admirable,did not remember that,as Master of the tug assisting a 

vessel in distress,notwithstanding that that vessel belonged to 

the same owners,was entitled to consider that any claim he chose 

to make would be,not on his owners,but on the underwriters of the 

other vessel. If he had made a claim that could be considered rea
sonable in the circumstances,and it had been accepted by Osborne 

acting as agent for all concerned in the Lafonia,including the un
derwriters,^ would have been hard to XKgsg upset here; as it is 

the underwriters,who at first offered £50,have not at present got 
beyond £250,and I have mentioned £300 as the minimum we can ac- | 

cept,without prejudice,the alternative being a claim in the Vice- 

Admiralty Court at Stanley, Very likely we may take the former 

sum if we cannot get more,but on such an accasion it does not do 

to be too modest to begin with.+ Then as to the Protest,it is not 

clear why you thought the matter could wait until you heard from 

us; a note of protest is made when a Master does not know whether 

there will be a claim or not in certain cases to protect himself ,x 

and if there is none he goes no farther; but in this case,when a 

claim is undoubted,the note should be followed by an extension asx 

soon as the latter can be drawn up. In this case the underwriters 

seem willing to accept the statements made without insisting on a 

formal protest,and when insurers and insured are well known to one 

another it seems to be waived; but as it is clearly and strictly 

the right thing to do,it is always safer to extend it. On this 

point I can refer you to the Instructions to Lloyd's Agents under

the heading "Documents""The necessary documents in cases of 
"claims against the underwriters on the ship are:— 1, The Protest,
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"which should he compared with the Log Book and certified hy the 

nAgent,who should report any discrepancies that may he discovered 

"between them",&c,&c. No harm,you will see,has been caused hy om

itting to follow the strict letter of the instructions,hut it
better

will he well to note for the future that it is imXX strictly to 

comply with all the regulations laid down as closely as possible. 

Owing to people not being all hack after Whitsuntide I am afraid

that I cannot report a settlement this mail.
12. Referring to par. 9, later news from Lloyd’s shows that you 

reported the lost cargo fully,as it was right to do; hut this in

formation must have been withheld at first,or the underwriters 

would not have sent here to enquire,and it would have been in the

papers.

13, Regarding the French wreck on Bleaker,if there was any

chance of salvage there would have been no vessel to perform it, 

but about this we must await the news the mail will bring.

14. Mr.T.A.Homer,an Electrician,goes this mail to carry out

the laying of the Telephone. I did not wish to send him until Aug
ust,but Mr.Harding says that there is fully a month’s work on lo

cal telephones in Stanley,and Mr.Mantel says that much may be done 

in the way of preparing the posts before they are shipped,so that 

it is hoped that he may find full employment. Mr.Mantle (I am sor

ry to say that his name has up to the present been misspelt owing 

to his indistinct signature,and it is hard to get out of ±p) says 

that he has put him through a searching examination,and considers 

that he has been most lucky in finding him,as he is thoroughly ac

quainted with every branch of the work,for which reason I have 

thought it desirable to secure him at once. His pay is high,£4 a 

week,but we could not have done better,as such men command high 

wages here. His agreement is enclosed,and as Mr. Johnson told me 

that it was the wish of the C.O.that we should carry out the work 

on our own responsibility,it is between the Company and himself, 

with a clause allowing us to hand him over to the Government when 

any of their own work has to be done. With the materials sent this 

time everything will have been shipped except some shackles,nails, 

and sundries from Bullers and some wooden creosoted stay blocks
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for the posts,which I shall see about shortly, Homer should look 

through all the invoices,and point out any omissions should they 

be discovered; I think however that Mr,Mantle has been so thorough 

in all the advice he has given, - and what we should have done 

without him I do not know - that the materials will be found com

plete, I must point out,however,that we have sent only such as xx 

wanted for the main line,which will be erected first,and Homer, 

after he has been over the ground, should make out a supplementary 

order for those required for Mr.Packe,

15, Mr.David Smith has bought and sent out the ketch

are

"Gleam"

of Ramsgate,for use at Great Island,and she sailed on the 23rd 

ult.from Dead in charge of a man who is taking her out by the run. 

You are instructed as to the amount to be paid to him on delivery 

of the boat. He has to send the crew home at his own expense,but 

of them wish to remain in the Colony it may be a chance ofif any
picking up a few hands for the season. She is not coppered,and the 

will have to be painted periodically with green paint,whichbottom
is found in the West Indies to be a protection against worms.

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,'

Managing Director.

i

[

f
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Enclosures via Liverpool

Duplicates

Despatch No.1012 dated 9th May.

Ledger & Journal Ehtries
Remarks on Accounts & Supplementary Remarks 

General Invoice goods per "Orita"

List of General Cargo per "Orita"

List of Dutiable Goods per "Orita"

List of Parcels

List of Clients Goods per "Orita"

Remarks on Stores

Replies to Remarks on Stores

List of Enclosures

F B 74 hales Wool ex "Orita"Report & Contract 

Bill of Lading General Cargo per "Orita"

Second of Exchange for £60 . 14 . 10 toe B/L attached.

«

i,



Enclosures via Liverpool

Originals

Wool Reports.
Copies of Cablegrams semt.

Copy of Cablegram received

Kirkland Cope & Co's account for F.I.King 10/10

W.A.Harding 9/- 

F.I.Co. £3.6.6

i

9 ?9 9

9 99 9

Dr.Fo1ey's Agre ement 

Mr.Homer's Agreement

P.S.N.Co's order for Mr.T.A.Homer's return passage.

Mr.Hommer' s receipt for £2 (duplicate).

Copy of letter from Langridge re Gleam dated 1st June

list of Provisions attached. 

Particulars of homeward freight per "Orita"

Clients'^ A/sales,reports & contracts.

74 bales Wool per "Orita"

"Galicia'1 

"Orita"

and

F B

84S 9 9

22J B 9 9

226 9 99 9

"Galicia"164J B 9 9

189 i9 99 9

104 9 99 9

132AP 9 99 9

5 Salted Hides ex "Victoria"

Brokers' copies Company's A/sales Wool per "Oropesa" "Orita"
& "Galicia"

Copy*of letter to Glanvill Enthoven & Co.dated 30th May.

J D Mcontract
only

Letters for the following:-

A.L. Allan, (3). W.G. Girling. (2)

London 6th June^lOOS1
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Enclosures per Supplementary Mail

Originals

nedger & Journal Entries,
Remarks on Accounts
List of General Cargo per "Panama11 
General Invoice goods per "Panama"
List of Clients' Cargo per "Panama"
Particulars of Suppliers (Darwin Telephone)
Cr.note for Mrs Hansen Seadamaged Wool per "Sarmiento" 

Particulars of homeward freight per "Galicia"
Dewar's letter of 6th instant pro-forma invoice attached 

Price's Patent Cahdle Co, /Ltd invoice 

Eills & Co's invoice
i

!

Sight draft on J.Kirwan for £65 . 10/- with B/L attached j 
Remarks on Stores
A/sale J.D.M.5 Salted Hides ex "Victoria"

Amended Profit & Loss Statement for 1905

•yi '/
(L*

;

London 9th June,1906
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CLlirJj-alklitnit 3*1 auft* (timpani).
jSsXtnit&b*

6' /, ^/Utreo/a// cA/ c ^foee/s.

INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.^0--

Registered 1902.

Per Orissa.
4th July,..VP 1014. £.C~

Sir,
I have to acknowledge receipt of your despatches nos,287 and 

288,which arrived on the 25th ult. ,an<£ of cables of 19th and 25th 

uit.from Montevideo.

2. 287-2. Of course we know nothing of the people Morton 

bought the powder from,and whom he seems to have defrauded of the 

cost. They must recover from him,if the Uruguayan law will allow

it.
3. Par. 7. With regard to a remark on the subject of discount 

on certain telephone purchases,there is a misapprehension which I

We treat the account precisely as we treat thewill explain.

Store,that is to say we allow trade discounts,if any,and charge 

neither commission nor interest. But we get certain discounts for

cash,and in consideration of not charging interest from the date

of payments,we are clearly entitled to this. Austins took the cash

discount by mistake off the invoice,instead of deducting it from

the statement,hence the query. If the Government wish to have the
that

benefit of these discounts we have no obj@ction; but in kks case 

we must charge interest on all payments up to the day we are re

paid by the Government. Probably this explanation will be suffici

ent: seeing that some of the purchases were at net prices without

discount they will be wise in their own interest to let sleeping

dogs lie.

4. Par. 8. It is very serious about the Great Britain,and you 

must really make someone responsible for seeing that she is left 

in a safe condition after steam has been used. If the ashes,which 

are light,were allowed to be thrown overboard,is it seriously sup

posed that the depth of water in the harbour would be materially

altered in a thousand years,and was it not a piece of unnecessary 

The Acting Manager,
Stanley.

!
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obstruction on the part of* the late Governor that stopped us from
safely?

getting rid of them KKxisnsxig. If you put this "before the Govern
view of the question. Youor,he would probably take a common sense

certified account of the damage and of the grat-should have sent a 

uities paid,so that we could,if we thought it desirable,bring it
to have been burnt.before the Royal. At least a tarpaulin seems 

and as regards the expenses we could have brought pressure by

the insurance at Lloyd* s,where they would bethreatening to place
liberal®

. Mr.Harding says that you have misunderstood him on 

the subject of Dick,and that he does not want to make an immediate

iin such a case more

5, Par.9

change.
other servants,must6. Par.13. Captain Thomas,as well as our

appointment of pilot if it does not clash with hisonly hold the

duty to the Company.
7. Par. 14. The bills on the owners of the M.E.Watson have 

been accepted without remark. I think that I omitted to mention

James Cornfoot & Co.to renew the draft on 

ground that they had not settled with their Underwri- 

had to decline,because in the absence of the Master

that we were asked by

them on the

ters; this we
could not have made him a party to the renewal,and should havewe

lost a valuable lien on the ship. If they had wished the bill to 

at 90 days there would have been no objection,and the 

decided that in future,while all drafts under £1000 should 

be at 30 d/s,from £1000 to £2000 might be at 60 d/s,and over £2000 

at 90 d/s; but this should be permissive only,and done at the re

quest of the Master or Owner,that is to say,as a general rdile,a

bill should in the absence of any special request be 

The M.E.Watson being a British ship,we had no 

credit for a specified amount,so that the whole might have been

Par.15. The Caradog*s bill has also been accept-

be drawn

Board

fairly large 

drawn at 60 d/s.

put in one bill.

ed.
8. 288-2. I hope that Captain Rowlands noted his protest in 

due time; if he was unable even to go up to sign his name the Mate 

might have done it. In order to place our claim before the Under

writers no doubt you will have had the salved goods and the wreck 

and cargo sold by auction,after advert!sing,as a matter of form,

L
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to show that everything possible has
Is there

for salvage.lt is necessary
been done to protect the interests of the Underwriters*

of the wool washing up? If the Fortunaany possibility of some
the reef,it would be desirable,if possible,to save themains on

windlass.
9. Par.4. Wesell* s wool came home consigned to Mr.Carpenter,

It is a trivial matter,andthrough the intervention of Mr.Hennah.

Wesell probably was not aware that having received advances against 

it he ought to have consigned it to us. Mr.Carpenter has been in

structed to pay our account up to 31st December,and it will now

question whether it is worth while continuing to keep such a 

small account open with the onus of having to collect wool from 

such an inaccessible place as the Passage islands. Mr.Carpenter 

has put the wool into the hands of Hoares,but admits that he did 

it through an oversight.

10. Par.10. It is to be hoped that you made a sufficient 

charge for the visit of the Samson to Bleaker Island on account 

of the French wreck. Without saying that any of her trips round 

the Islands could,in the circumstances,be avoided,you must remem

ber that she was sent out as a tug for Stanley Harbour,and for

be a

salvage purposes in case of wreck,and it must be claarly under

stood that her use as a despatch boat is as a general rule to be 

deprecated,and as a fact must not be allowed. She should not be 

sent round the coast for less than £50 per day,which it is hoped 

would be prohibitive. There is always the chance of losing a good 

tow if she is away from Stanley,and it is not reassuring to hear 

that her* engines are more or less knocking so soon after paying 

that hideous bill in Montevideo. If she is used too much from time

to time on unremunerative work,we may find her efficiency serious

ly impaired before we know it.

11. There is some fear ttifct the St.Leonards may be too late 

for the sales,and it seems careless of the Coast Manager of the P. 

S.N.Co.to have put off the call of a cargo boat in this way.

12. With regard to the charter of the Consort,which is a dan

dy of 55 tons,the price,£105 per month,seems high, 

steamer could not be secured,although as remarked last mail she

Possibly a

L



would find all cargo ready,and it ought to he a paying job. No 

time was lost in putting the insurance into the hands of our Bro

kers,hut Underwriters s^re very shy of Falkland risks after the 

loss of our three schooners in three years,and up to the present 

it has not heen done. If I have anything to report hy Supplemen

tary mail you shall hear.

13. William Armstrong has written to say that although his

family have a passage due to them under the old agreement of o 1

years ago,his own passage was taken some years ago,and he wants 

to know if the Company will give him another. The Board do not 

agree that he is "entitled" to a passage,as he puts it,as all

shepherds and labourers have been supposed for many years to be

sent out as Colonists,and if they do not settle in the Islands 

they ha.ve to go away at their own expense. But in consideration of

the faithful performance of his duties by Armstrong while he has

held the position in which he was placed so many years ago,the 

Directors have agreed to let him have a passage as a gratuity on 

leaving,and you will please inform him so accordingly. His pension 

will be £74 per annum,

14, We have bought the schooner "Gwendolin" at Gosport,and

she is being fitted out by Camper & Nicholson under the superin

tendence of Mc.Lauchlen, She ought to sail in a few weeks* time. 

She is on the slip,and her bottom is in first rate condition. Hav

ing been in her young days a racer,she is very fast. Fortunately 

Mr,Harding is living close by,and between him and Mc.Lauchlen she

will be turned out well.

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

Managing Director,

i rf i,
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Enclosures via Liverpool

Duplicates

Despatch No.1013 dated 6th June

nedger & Journal Entries
Remarks on' Accounts

*
Remarks on Stores

List of* General Cargo per "Panama"

List of Dutiable goods per "Panama"

List of Parcels

List of Clients* .Cargo per "Panama"

General Invoice goods per "Panama"

List of Enclosures

Corrected.Profit & Loss Account for 1905 

B/L General-Cargo per "Panama" (two.)
Second of Exchange for £ 65 . 10/- B/L attached.

Clients* A/sales &c„
5 Salted Hides ex "Victoria" 

226 hales Wool ex "Orita"

"Galicia"

J D M

189 9 9

104 9 99 9

"Orita"74F B 9 9

"Galicia"132AP 9 9

"Orita"J B 22 9 9

"Galicia"J B. 164 9 9

84S I9 99 9

1
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Enclosures vis Liverpool

Originals

Copies of Cablegrams received 

Copy of Cablegram sent
Particular^ of Homeward freight per "Panama"

A.Wilson* s Amount for Dr.Foley
Debit note for Insurance on Private Effects for T. A. Homer 

Debit note for freight & Insurance on Effects for Dr,Foley 

Corrected General Invoice Goods per "Panama”

David Smith* s Agreement with Capt.Brook re11 Gleam”
X r

Clients* reoprts & Contracts
35 bales Wool ex "Panama"F B

144S I 3 33 3
reports

only 31W.Fell 3 33 3

31S 3 33 3L 3 bales Sheepskins ex "Galicia"

"Panama" 

"Galicia" 

"Orita" 

"Panama"

F

2S 3 3

H GJ>- 2 3 3

r? 2 3 3■/

/
2F B 

A F 

J B 

S I
Brokers* press copies of above Sheepskins

Brokers* Press copies reports,contracts,& A/sales Company's
Wool and Skins

Invoice for Telephone Materials for the Darwin Telephone A/t>
shipped per "Panama”

Buck & Hickman* s Discount list for Catalugue sent last mail. 

Ledger & Journal Entries.
A/sale,report & contract A F 28 Salted Hides ex "Panama" 

Arming & Cobb* s Paw Hide Reports.

3 3

5 3 33 3

"Galicia"5 3 3

"Panama"3 3 3

Letter for W.C.Girling

L ondon 4th July,1906

1
i
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Enclosures via Lisbon.

Originals

Supplementary Ledger Entries.

Remarks on Accounts

Supplementary Remarks on Accounts

Remarks on Stores

Replies to Remarks on Stores

General Invoice goods shipped per "Orissa" 

List of General Cargo per "Orissa"

Eills & Co*s invoices

Lamb Brothers* invoices

Sight draft for £3 . 19 . 0 on R.Bradbury Tor collection

£58 , 17 . 1 on J.Kirwan9 9 9 9 9 9

Bill of Leading General Cargo per "Orissa"

Letter for W.C. Girling ,Esq.,

London 7th July,1906



Enclosures per Consignees5 Let/ber per "Orissa"

Suppliers5 Invoices goods shipped per "Orissa"

Bullers5s invoices for Nails &c,for Darwin Telephone

Lish of Dutiable goods per "Orissa"

Lish of Parcels

Clients5 Cargo per "Orissa"nish of

i

I
London 4th July * 1906

t
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6'/,
Per Oropesa.

6,1st August ...YP 1015.

Sir,
I have to acknowledge receipt of your despatches 289 per St, 

Leonards and 290/1 per Oravia,the latter having arrived on the

hut the first named not until the 25th. The wool,there

fore, through the had management of the P,S.N.Manager on the Coast, 

was too late for the sales,

2. 289-2. It would certainly he worth while to get asmuch old

16th ult • )

metal as possible from the Sabino,

3. Par.5. If you turn up Kay on Shipmasters and Seamen,and 

look at the chapter on "What the Master may hind Owner by con

tract" you will see the exact position. The Master has authority 

according to British Law to pledge his owner's credit for neces

saries,hut the onus of proving that they are necessaries lies on 

the lender. If therefore a Master asks for an unusually large sum 

of money,or if it is known that he is entertaining friends at pub

lic houses,it is necessary to enquire how the money is to he 

spent,and it may he desirable to point out to him the state of the 

law,and to explain that we are hound to protect ourselves. When 

the owners of the "Allonhy" say that they will he liable for ne

cessaries,they are only taking on themselves a liability that at

taches to them by law. According to German law,you are probably 

aware that the Master is expressly debarred from pledging his own

er's credit,for which reason it is imperative that a credit is ob

tained in all cases,

4. Par,?. I have been away for a short time,and have been 

unable at present to do anything about the crane; but Trinity 

House have written to ask on what terms we are lending it,and I 

shall reply that we contemplate a sale to them outright,

5. Par.8. It was right to prepare to sell all salvage and

The Acting Manager, 
Stanley,
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-the wreck of -the "Fortuna" ,as the Underwriters will want the pro

ceeds however small. As regards the "Samson",! do not think that 

there is a chance of their recognizing any claim for her services 

"beyond the value of the proceeds?as they will say,as they have done 

before,that they do not mind paying 100$,hut object to anything see 

It is not satisfactory to find that,although the protest 

was extended before Rowlands left for Sandy Point on or about the 

7th of June jtotocktefc the certified copy for transmission to this 

office was apparently not obtainable as late as the 21st of that 

month. For want of it we can do nothing in the way of putting the 

claim forward,and if the delay was caused by the negligence of 

the Registrar there seems to have been no reason for not having

appealed to the Governor to hurry him up. The delay of a fortnight
ready

in the delivery of a document which ought to have been 

within 24 hours is scandalous* 

cargo put forward on your certificate,

6. Par,12. Without making any enquiries before it is necessa

ry,! think that I may safely say that the law about distressed 

seqmen is clear enough. When a crew,shipped in the U.K.or else

where,with a final port of discharge in this country,are ship

wrecked,they are returned here by the Board of Trade In the first 

instance as D,B.S.s,and the Board recover the cost of passages 

from the owners. In the case of the Fortuna the final port of dis

charge was Stanley,and therefore in returning them there we did 

all that was required of us. No claim has been made on us,as the 

B,of T,probably know better,and unless it comes forward I shall 

lie low and say nothing, Should it be presented to you,you will of 

course decline to pay.

7. Par,13, The Admiralty are still silent about letting us 

have coals,and you will have to get them from the Storekeeper as 

best you can. We have had an offer of the whole stock,but shall of 

course decline,and before next mail leaves I shall try to get the 

question settled*

8. Par,14, The facts about the Chahce salvage seem to be mis

understood all round. There is no question of proceeding against 

‘t'ke Underwriters .therefore what the Colonial Secretary says is

more.

We are getting the claim for lost



nonsense. What, we did. was ho perform certain services by which 

loss on the part, of owners of cargo on hoard was averted or mini

mized, and for hhis we are entitled ho some reward,which we want, 
put, into figures,eihher hy hhe Court or hy arhihrahion. Those who 

uninsured will have ho pay hheir proportion,and as hhe award 

will prohahly he given in hhe form of percenhage on value,hhis 

will he easily calculated, Theoretically hhose insured will also 

hheir proportion,huh in hheir case hhey will fall hack on 

hheir Underwriters,and practically we shall collect hhe amounts 

from hhe lahher here,without any money passing in Stanley ah all,
I think that you will see hhis clearly,and note that hhe action is 

not primarily a case against Underwriters,in which hhey should he 

represented,huh that hhey will eventually have ho pay when hhe re

sult of hhe award is known. If you will look again ah Glanvill# s 

letter of hhe 6th June lash year,you will see what hhey want in 

addition.

.

were

pay

9, 290-9, It would seem that hhe P.S.N,Co.should he liable 

for all expenses in quarantine,and you would do right ho charge 

hhe expenses you mention. But there is prohahly a clause in hhe 

Bill of Lading under which hhey can recover from hhe owners of 

cargo,if hhe amount is large enough ho make it worth while,
10. Par, 10. You should try ho get Sofala coal; it cannot mat

ter much ho hhe Admiralty,as hhey will have ho sell hhe whole soon
er or later ah a sacrifice.

11. 291-2. It is a most unusual thing for hhe owners of a shp 

under charter ho hold hhe charterers liable for insurance,and it 

has put us in a difficulty,as Underwriters are most shy Just now 

about Falkland risks. We have ah lash done it ah 20 guineas per 

annum,a proportionate return ho he made for hhe balance of hhe 

year unexpired when we give hhe "Consort^ up. She seems small ho 

carry 135 hales,huh we mush hope for hhe best. We should have pre
ferred chartering ah per ton,if that had been possible,

12, Par.3. The offer hy Wahlen & Co.seems fair enough,and no 

risk would he run in accepting it. In hhe circumstances you have 

prohahly delayed hhe sale of hhe cargo. The job of unpacking anci



drying would "be heavy and expensive,so "that no one could afford 

ho give much for hhe wool ah auchion,and I do noh see how hhe 

sheamer is ho make anything out of hhe venture. Shill,as you say, 
we may hope ho geh her ho pick up a loh of hhe remaining wool,

13. Wool wenh hack a lihhle ah hhe lahe sales,huh no great 

fall is expeched,
14. The "Gwendolin" should he complehed in about a week I un~ 

dershand,and will he despahched as soon as possible,
15. The new schooner ah Connah*s Quay is planked up,and looks 

very well. Mr,Blake and I saw her lash week,and were much pleased 

wihh her. All arrangements for placing hhe engine have been made, 
andih is eshimahed hhah she will have 2000 cubic feeh more hold 

-than hhe "Lafonia”. She will he a 13 years* ship inshead of 12,and 

Lloyd's Surveyor speaks highly of hhe maherial and workmanship.
They are hurrying up,and expech ho finish her a monhh before hhe 

conhrach hime,hhus earning a premium of £1 per day which I arranged 

wihh hhe builders.

I am,Sir,

your obedienh servant/,

&

— —^

Managing Direchor.
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Enclosures via Liverpool

Duplicated

Despatch No,1014 

Ledger & Journal Entries 

Remarks on Accounts 

Supplementary Remarks on Accounts 

Remarks on Stores

Replies to Remarks on Stores 

List of General Cargo per "Orissa" 

General Invoice Goods per "Orissa" 

List of Dutiable Goods per "Orissa"

List of Parcels

List ofi Enclosures
Clients A/sales,reports & contractsfc-

S 2 bales Sheepskins ex "Panama"

"Galicia" 

"Panama"

(
A/sale only(

( P 3 9 >9 9

SI 3 9 99 9

P B 2 9 9I 9 99 9

"Galicia"&1 caskH G C 2 9 99 9

"Orita"2 bales 9 9

"Panama"A P 5 9 99 9

"Panama"A P 28 Salted Hides

"Panama"P B 35 bales Wool
;

W,Pell 31reports 9 99 99 9

S I 144 

List of Clients*Cargo per "Orissa"

Corrected Beneral Invoice Goods per "Panama" 

Sight draft for 58 . 17 . 1 with B/L attached.

only 9 99 99 9

B/L for 3 pacakages Wheels & Axles for Government Black
smith.

(no duplicate draft received)

l
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Enclosures via Liverpool

Originals

Copy of Cablegram sent qn 13111 July.

Copy of Cablegram received on24th July.

Wool Reports

Invoice for Swivels &c,for -the Darwin Telephone Account,

Sight Draft for £1.2.2 for collection from
S.Montagu & Co.

Clients A/sales & contracts;-

W.Fell 30 bales Wool "Panama"

F B 35 9 99 9

S I 144 9 99 9

31S 9 99 9

Brokers' Copies A/sales Company's Wool ex "Panama"
Report & Contract Company's Tallow ex

"St. Leonards"9 99 9

Copy of letter to the Colonial Office dated 31st July. 

Letter for A.L.Allan.

London 1st August,1906

i
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Enclosures per Supplementary Mail

Originals

Ledger & Journal Entries
Remarks on Accounts

Remarks on Stores

Replies to Remarks on Stores

General Invoice goods per "Oropesa"

List of General Cargo per "Oropesa"

Clients* reports & contracts

1 "bale Sheepskins ex "St.Leonards"B

NX 1 J 99 99 9

S & S 2 9 99 99 9

ZM V 9 99 99 9

1T R 9 99 99 9

3 ,,L 9 99 9

zs 9 99 99 9

2W P
Brokers* copies Company Sheepskins ex "St/.Leonards" 

Riley Brothers invoice for Fire Bars 

Sight Draft for £111 .

9 99 99 9

IS . 4 on J.Kirwan for collection

B/L attached.

B/L General Cargo per "Oropesa"

Sheepskin Report
Letters for the fiaemiHg following

A.L.Allan,W.C.Girling.
I

London 3rd August,1906
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Enclosures per Consignees* Letter

Suppliers* Invoices goods per "Oropesa"

Rownson* s Invoice for Swivels for Darwin Telephone

List; of Clients* Cargo per "Oropesa"

List of Dutiable Goods per "Oropesa"

List of Parcels

London 1st August, 1906

L
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(1 be J-a 11;hut ft 3*laufrs (Cmupauu.
jGimttcfc.INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851 Ju-

Registered 1902.

:////rr/y Cwkee£.G0
6'/, ^yt/zcec

fbr Oravia. C/7 /
cd=>^o/w/on .£. a______&lsfc ...August.,____'AOO 6.VP 1016.

Sir,

I am v/riting early in anticipation of "being away vfhen *bhe 

mail leaves, I have *to acknowledge receipt; of* your despatches 292 

and 293,v/hich arrived on the 16th inst.
Mr.MatheY/s is av/ay from London,and I have no an

swer as to the price of the crane; hut Mr,Hood called lately,and 

said that Mr.Trerise had made complaints about inattention, v/hich I 

told him I thought had no foundation,
5, Par, 3. I have again Yrritten to the Admiralty,hut at pre

sent my letter has only been acknoYfledged, I told them that if 

they could not supply us ex Sofala,Y/e should send out a supply on 

our own account.

2. 202-2.

4. Par,4. "Hie Board have considered the matter of the Susten-
tation Fund,and are prepared to make an offer. r?hey observe that 

v/hile vre pay £100 a year to the Clergy for their services in the 

Camp the remaining subscriptions come to about double, ^hey do not 
feel called upon to pay more than the Company's just share,but 

taking the above figures as a basis to Yiork on,they are Yfilling to 

pay annually until further notice just half of Y/hat the bona fide 

subscriptions ajnount to from the rest of the Colony,exclusive of 

special donations or receipts from bazaars. r£hat is to say,if the 

subscriptions of the public are raised to £250,the Company Y/ill 
pay £125,and if £300,then £160, "The Church may perhaps regard this 

as a sporting offer. As you say that neither the farmers nor the 

Stanley people have been canvassed yet,there Y/ould seem to be a 

chance of getting a considerable increase in the subscriptions.

5. Pan,5. When yro were asked to promise a number of sheep an
nually for canning,we replied that having our o\m establishment at

^he Acting Manager, 

Stanley,

J



Goose Green,which could noh he allowed to Tall into disuse,we were 

averse to sending any away from our own land,hub we¥e willing ho 

hake up and carry out any proposal for canning at Goose Green that 

could he shown ho have reasonable prospechs of success. According 

ho arrangement wihh Mr. Wood, Mr .Smith, hhe expert in canning,who has 

heen working for Braun & Blanchard,was ho visit Goose Green on hhe 

way home ,ho see what machinery in addihion ho our plant would he 

necessary ho complehe hhe establishment,and hhen,on his arrival 
here,we were ho go into dehails. Mr. Smith losh one sheamer,and was 

in hoo greah a hurry ho call ah Goose Green ah all,and Mr.Wood 

found ih necessary hd go out ho Punta Arenas hy hhe sheamer of hhe 

16hh insh. ,having said all along hhah until Smith's arrival he 

could say nohhing about arrangemenhs. Owing ho hhe lahe arrival of 

hhe Victoria,Mr. Wood actually sailed without, seeing Smith ah all, 

and ho complehe hhe fiasco hhe lather called here yesterday ho sqy 

hhah he was hound ho cable Braun & Blanchard in hhe evening defin
itely whehher he w&uld rehurn ho hhem for hhree years or not. TJhe 

sihuahion thus became an impossible one,for aibhough hhere happen
ed ho be a Board meeting yesherday,hhe Directors,in hhe absence 

of hhe information and proposals expected from Mr.Wood,absolutely 

declined ho go inho hhe mahher. If Mr.Wood could noh,in hhe ab- 

of Mr.Smith,make any definite proposals,he might ah leash 

have suggeshed provisional ones ,and hhe blame for hhe mahher fal
ling -through for hhe present rests with him. I understand hhah he 

intended ho suggest hhah hhe cosh of setting up hhe plant and of 

working hhe establishment should be equally shared by hhe Company, 
Smith,and himself,on thirds,hhe profits also in hhe same propor

tion. From what Smith says ih seems hhah sheep could he bought 
outright,skin and hallow included,ah from 6/6d.to 7/6d.each in hhe 

Islands,and hhah any mutton canned by Smith hhe Australian Meat 
Preserving Co. ,for whom Smith has worked since he 7fas a boy,would

sence

hake ah hhe market price,hhe lash obtained having been 31/.per
and this,wihh hhe skins andcase of 12 61b.tins,or over Sd.per lb 

hallow would seem ho show a good margin of profit. Smith says hhah
• *

Mr."Tyndall of hhe A.M.P.Co.knows him well and has confidence in 

him,and this ve are going ho get confirmed. If hhe business is as 

promising as Smith makes out,probably ih would answer us better ho



fcC)

do the whole ■thing ourselves,as 'the extra cost; of* plant over Y/hab 

Y/e have already v/ould not he very great;. Probably Mr. Smith is not; 
•the only man in the v/orld capable of supervising the details of 

such a venture,and it may he that Mr. Tyndall v/ill he able *to re
commend someone Y/hom it» Y/ould spit us *to engage on liberal berms* 

Seeing "that the outturn of talloY/,after all bhe expenses have been 

paid,does nob amount bo more bhan a few shillings per sheep,bhis 

is a business bhab Y/ill have bo be invesbigabed closely. Tie idea 

of sharing bhe expenses and profibs is nob one bhab commends it
self bo bhe Board,and as we should have had bo make a charge for 

renb of buildings and machinery bhere Y/ould have been room for 

considerable difference of opinion as bo bhe proper amount.
6. Par.6. 'Tie Consort seems bo carry a fair cargo for her 

size,and bhe arrangement is satisfactory,though yre hope bhab it 

need nob be continued beyond bhe three months,by which time bhe 

bulk of bhe produce must be surely in. Since you remark bhab it 

Y/as nob possible bo forward a copy of bhe Charter by last mail,I 

must point out bhab bhere was no apparent difficulty in sending 

one bo Mr.Harding,and bhab information on all points is expected 

bo be sent direct bo bhe office.
7. Par. 7. We have settled bhe claim for assistance bo bhe

Lafonia for £200,and in bhe circumstances it Yi/as bhe best thing bo
do.especially as it seems from what you say bhab it Y/as really nob

about
a case of salvage at all,and that although bhere is no doubt itk 

bhe crews of vessels belonging bo bhe same OYraers being entitled 

bo salvage rendered by one bo bhe other,bhe point whether bhe ves
sel herself is entitled bo share seems on further enquiry bo be 

open bo question.
8. Par. 8. We will find out about bhe missing parts of bhe 

telephone fittings,and send them. As regards bhe discrepancy be
tween bhe length of bhe saddles and bhe pole bops,this is unfor
tunate; bub I am hoping bhab it may be found possible further bo 

reduce bhe length of bhe poles by cubbing some feet off bhe bops, 
a matter in which we must be guided by Mr.Homer* s opinion. Practi
cally it would seem necessary only bo have them at such a height 

as bo allow a man on horseback bo pass under bhe sag of bhe wire 

at bhe lowest point; this would seem reasonable in bhe open coun-



try, whatever may he the case in the settlements,for which,i:f ne

cessary the poles with the stoutest tops could he selected, If 

the majority could he reduced from 20 to 17 ft#in length over all, 

giving 13 ft#from the ground,prohahly many of the tops would show 

5 inches,and it must he rememhered that the shorter the poles the 

less effect the wind will have on them. These remarks are sent for 

the consideration of Mr.Homer,as we cannot on this side pretend to 

settle the question.
9. Par# 9. The Board approve of the purchase of the "Cassard" , 

and as it seems to have been in the hands of the Receiver of Wrecks 

who ordered the sale,no reflections can he cast upon us,though the 

ordinary course of advertising for tenders for salvage does not 

seem to have heen followed. It would appear that the cargo is 

likely to he of more value than the ship,though more was paid for 

the latter. As regards the disposal of the wheat,a good deal is

being shipped from Australia to Chili,and you should find out 

the net value there in bond,making arrangements,if desirable,for 

shipment by the P.S.N.Co. Perhaps after the earthquake prices may 

for a time rule high. If there does not seem to he any advantage 

in shipping to Valparaiso,the best course v/ould he to send the 

wheat home. It would he too risky to send a hulk down unless she 

is undoubtedly tight,and the weather would have to he picked,

10. Par. 11. The tenants of our houses have ho right to adver

tise or sell the "good-Y/ill" of their business,as the choice of a 

tenant is a matter that we must in every case strictly reserve. Of 

course this does not mean that they are not at liberty to sell 

their stock in trade as best they can. It has heen hinted from 

time to time that our houses are not kept as well as they should 

he,and do not compare favourably with private public houses, 

ther this is so or not,it would he well to put a stipulation in 

future leases that the holding must he subject to the property 

being kept in decent order,and the business respectably conducted,

11. Par. 12. Unless the wool market keeps up long enough to 

enable Bender to get out of our debt,the account looks somewhat 

hopeless,and it may be desirable some day to close him up alto

gether,rather than go on making advances that are unlikely to be

Tv

now

Whe-



repaid.
12. Par, 14. In the circumstances it will he right to pay Row

lands* wages while on hoard the "Consort",as
time will he lost. The stipulation about Sunday and

it will afford a gua

rantee that no
overtime work is .most unusual in a time charter,and should have 

been resisted,for the crews of vessels not actually in Stanley are

supposed to work to the best advantage according to the weather.
shall have to put up with enforced idle-There may he days when we

through gales,when work might he possible in the evening. It 

is to he hoped that this does not mean an extra charge for taking
ness

advantage of a fair wind on Sunday or on a clear night.

15. Par.18. I mentioned the subject of interest on money paid
uts youon the Telephone account last mail,and in Remarks on

calculation of what this would he if the Government

acco

will find a 

7/ere "to elect "to pay 

which 7/e propose ho hake els a substitute.
14. 293-2. *?he P.S.N.Co.hell us hhah hhe Pohosi has been sent

ih in lieu of allowing hhe discount for cash,

ho Stanley,and we hope hhah this is hhe case.
Pelt*3. P.Iredale & Porher have accephed hhe Allonby* s 

drafts. In hhe case of an English ship hhe amount of hhe credih is 

seldom stated,as 07/ners are liable by law for all legihimahe dis

bursements. Ih was therefore unnecessary ho splih up hhe Alloriby* s 

account,and hhe same rule should be followed in future unless spe

cial inshruchions are sent. On hhe other hand a special credih is 

always obtained for a foreign ship,and when this is exceeded not

ice of hhe increase required should always be sent by cable, 

lieve hhah inshruchions on this point went out a short time ago.

16, Par.5, We shall obtain a new propeller for hhe Samson 

from Earle* s.
17. Thomas Sharp has v/rihten ho say hhah he can get no ac

counts from his partner,and we ought ho know what sum we can reas

onably pay him.

15.

I be-

I an,Sir,

your obedient servant,

-*o.
Managing Director,
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ENCLOSURES

Duplicates

Despatch No,1015 

Ledger .& Journal Entries 

Remarks on Accounts

Remarks on Stores

Replies to Remarks on Stores 

General Invoice goods per "Oropesa" 

List of General Cargo per "Oropesa" 

List of Dutiable Goods per "Oropesa"

uist of Parcels
V

List of Clients Cargo per‘"Oropesa"

uist of Enclosures

Clients' A/sales & Contracts

35 hales Wool ex "Panama"P B

31S 9 99 9

S I 144 9 99 9

W,Pell 30 9 99 9

Clients'Reports & Contracts

3 hales Sheepskins ex "St.Leonards"

2 9 99 99 9

1 9 99 99 9

1 9 99 9 9 9

2S & S 9 99 99 9

MV :3 9 99 9 9 9

3S 9 99 99 9

1T R 9 99 99 9

Sight Draft for 111 , 12 . 4 for collection B/L attached 

B/L General Cargo per -"Oropesa"
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Enclosures via Liverpool

Originals

Copies of Cablegrams sent/ on 10th & 24th August/#

Copy of Cablegram received dated 24th August/.

Weymouth College Schooling account/ for W.C.Girling.

Lewis Grant* s Agreement and testimonials 

Alexander Bain* s
Sticknev Brothers account for Wool lost/ ex "Forbuna" y~~ /——

/ 1/

9 99 9

Mrs Bonner* s account /? ?9 99 9

Clients* A^sales as follows
3 bales Sheepskins ex "St.Leonards”S

3L 9 99 99 9

2W P 9 99 99 9

i 1r? b; 9 99 99 9

MV 3 9 99 99 9

S & S 2 9 99 99 9

1H 9 99 99 9

1B 9 99 99 9

Darwin telephone Account invoice goods per "Oropesa" 

Copy of letter from J.L.Waldron,Ltd,dated 17th August.

Bill on J.Aldridge for £15 .17 .1 for collection from the Royal
Bank.of Scotland.

Clients* Reports on Wool ex "St.Leonards '

120 bales Wool ex St.Leonards"S R

MV 13 9 99 9

iS & S 71 9 99 9

67B 9 99 9

33H 9 99 9

H & B 10 9 99 9

W P 33 9 99 9

182L 9 99 9

& ^allow12S 9 9A/sales
Brokers* press copies Company Sheepskins ex '"St.Leonards"

, - -.A—*
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Particulars of homeward freight, per "Sh.Leonards"
' <c

Let/ters for *bhe following:- 

A.L.Allari(2)

Dr.Foley.

, IK
i

*

r
f* on;

i’ ..

»■ii r:• (

:ct r*

H „ r
■ (i
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Enslosures per Supplement/ary Mail

Originals

Ledger & Journal Entries

Remarks on Accounts

Remarks on Stores

Replies to Remarks on Stores 

B/L General Cargo per "Oravia"

List of General Cargo per ,fOravia" 

List of Clients* Cargo per ”Oravia11 

Eills & Co*s invoices

Falkland Islands Annual Reportsfor 1905
y

Agreement for carding Bull & Rams in lieu of B/L

Cows in lieu of B/L9 99 9

Sight Draft on J.Kirwan for collection B/L attached £40,5,1 

Capt.Pollard*s Agreement Schooner "Gwendolin"

London 1st September,1906
i

i
.
l

■



(Lite Jhtlkhuti^ Jsliiuits (Cmuyanii..-p'

INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851 .}>■

Registered 1902.

6'4.
ftr Oriana. c/ / /Ws.28th September,VP 1017.

Sir,

I have -bo acknowledge *the receipt; of Mr. Girling* s despatches 

nos.294 and 295,to which it is unnecessary to reply at length as 

we have discussed them.
2. Par*2. Possibly,although permission to throw ashes over- 

hoard could not he given,it might he quietly understood that the 

Governor would wink at the breach of the law,and not prosecute us.
5. Pan. 5. Recognizing that it has been more or less impossi

ble to prevent the absence of the "Samson" from Stanley of late on 

occasions,you are to note that when we have our full fleet again 

she is not to leave the neighbourhood of the port for any purpose 

whatever or for however short a time,except for wreck or salvage

purposes.
4. We do not seem to have had any details of the salvage recov

ered from the "Cassard" ,nor do we know if wheat has been saved in 

sufficient quantity or in good enough condition for export. Much 

wheat has been imported into Chili this year from Australia,but no 

doubt England would be the best market.
5. Par. 11. I do not think that we shall be able to ship any 

coal by the "Malvina".
6. Par. 12. The Board regret to hear of the death of their old 

servant William Fell,and have decided tolet the sons remain as 

yearly tenants until we have discussed the question of the Islands 

with Mr.Allan.
7. Par. 13. Vorwerks have forwarded a draft for £804. 8.3,but 

no details showing how the amount was made up have been received 

either from Valparaiso or Stanley.
8. Par. 14. I will speak to Mr.Matthews about the question of

i

W.A.Harding,Esq., 

Manager,

Stanley.



Y*
hear

landing materials at/ Cape Pembroke. I •ta-mgirg’feajow bhab it/ is under— 

sbood t/hat/ "the crane has been bought/,and leave ib bo you bo make 

bhe charge on your side.
9. 16. I send as promised bhe original Aamiralby lebber au- 

bhorizing bhe delivery of 100 bons of Sbeam Coal.
10. Debails of bhe salvage ex Forbuna should have been sent, 

and we want bo know whab we have bought,probably bhe greater part. 

Have bhe boabs and any of bhe sails been saved? If you have bhe 

labter,and any are nearly new,ib might be as well bo geb Lapbhorns 

bo alber bhem for one of bhe sohooners. Is bhere any chance of 

gebbing bhe windlass or winch? Regarding bhe services of bhe "Sam
son", I have bold you bhab bhe Unaerwribers will nob pay more bhan 

lOOf loss,and bhab anything bo be gob from her musb come oub of 

bhe proceeds. There are no grounds for any further claim,and we 

should be stubifying ourselves in pubbing one forward. Ab presenb 

we musb hold on bhe bhe proceeds.
11. 295-4. We should nob dream of selling any of our besb 

breeding ewes,bub Mr.Menendez may be able bo arrange wibh Mr.Al
lan bo geb some of bhe culls. As bhese have labely been sold ab 

SanJulian ab 10/.per head,and bhere is evidenbly a dearth on bhe 

coasb,or enquiries would nob be made in bhe Islands,we should nob 

sell boo cheaply.
12. I will place on record bhe Board* s decision aboub canning, 

of which you are already aware. Having made enquiries here in var
ious direcbions ,we have become aware bhab warehouses and wharves 

are choked up wibh unsaleable canned meabs,and bhab prospecbs are 

exbremely doubbful. Moreover we find bhab bhe profibs bo be expec- 

bed are unlikely bo come up bo bhe esbimabes pub before us in a 

vague way,for we really have no debails,and Mr.Wood bolbed wibhout 
giving us any figures for considerabion. Ib was bherefpre minuted 

ab bhe lasb meebing of bhe Direcbors bhab bhe idea was abandoned 

for bhe presenb,and bhe field is now open b© anyone who likes bo 

bake up bhe venture.

f\

I am,Sir,
yiur obedient servant,

Managing Direcbor.



r.
Enclosures via Liverpool

!
Duplicates

Despatch No. 1016 dated. 21st August, 

Ledger & Journal Entries 

Remarks*' on Accounts 

Replies to Remarks on Shores 

Replies to Remarks on Accounts 

Remarks on Stores

List of General Cargo per "Oravia" 

List of Clients' Gargo per ,f0raviaM 

List of Dutiable Goods per "Oravia" 

List of Parcels 

List of Enclosures

Clients' A/sales
3 tales Sheepskins ex ”St.Leonards”L
2W P 9 99 99 9

1H 9 99 99 9

1B 9 99 99 9

S & S 2 9 99 99 9

3M V 9 99 99 9

3S 9 99 99 9

1*7 R
General Invoice Goods per Oravia 

Sight Draft for £40 .

B/L General Cargo per "Oravia" 

Second of Echange for £15 . 
Clients’ Reports & Contracts:-

9 99 99 9

5 . 1 on J.Kirwan for collection i

i

17 . 1 on J.Aldridge.

33 tales Wool ex "St.Leonards"H

W P 33 9 99 9

B 67 9 99 9

L 182 9 99 9

S & S 71 9 99 9

\ S 12 9 99 9 \
MV 13 
* R 120

9 99 9

9 99 9

'l! ■



--------------
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Enclo-aures via Liverpool

Originals

Copies of Cablegrams sent

Copy of Cablegram received

Sutton* s invoice for G-.A.Cobb

Wool Reports

Sheepskins Reports

Copy of letter to the Admiralty of 17th & their reply of

20th September re coal*

Particulars of "Gwendolin*s" Cargo under separate cover -

■

London 26th September,1906

i



f - ■

<6^

l

Enclosures per ^Supplementary Mall vis Lisbon.

Originals

Ledger & Journal Entries 

Remarks on Accounts 

Remarks on Stores 

Replies to Remarks on Stores 

Bain's invoices goods shipped per "Oriana" 

Eills i 99 99 9

Lamb Brothers
Sight draft for £ 51 .12 .2 on Kirwan for collection B/L

attached.
Particulars of payment to Guarantee Society on account

W.C.Girling,
Copy of letter the Admiralty dated 27th instant re coal.

t 99 9

Original letter from the Admiralty dated 20th September
re coal,

General Invoice goods per "Oriana"
List of General Cargo per "Oriana"
Corrected List of Dutiable Goods per "Priana";
Letter for the following 

A. L. Allan.(2)
Dr.C.tf. Foley

List of Clients* Cargo per "Oriana"

fiJ/

London 29th September,1906

i:

.
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Citin'jJ:a(hhtm> 3slam^s (Cimtjnutu.
(INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851. 

Registered 1902.

gJtmiUfr. ■}.
6'/, <^trzcec/.(S/ic/s

Per Ortega. C/7 /
24th.Optoter, .;;nwo:/^6*VP 1018.

Sir,
I have to acknowledge receipt of your despatches nos,296 and 

297,which arrived on the 9th Inst,
2. 296-2. The question of. owners* liability has "been pretty 

well thrashed out by this time. They are responsible for, .disburse
ments necessary to get the ship away,but not for others. Regarding 

the question put in this paragraph,the best course to take would 

be to have an understanding with the Captain at the outset,or,if 

necessary,to warn people that we should not be responsible for li
abilities incurred. I can quote a case that occurred in the late

i • •

sixties: a ship named the "San Fernando" ,Capt.Roberts,came to us 

for repairs,the Master drank heavily,and gave us a lot of trouble. 

At the end he was so bad that his signature was barely legible,and
They refused pay-in my innocence I reported tpls to the owners, 

ment of the bill on the ground that we had practically sanctioned
his conduct by making improper advances,and though we got our mon
ey after a lot of trouble,I am not sure whether we had to allow 

any abatement or not,
3. Par.6. I am still without an answer from-the Admiralty , 

about coal,and have instructed Tiangridges to look out forja ship. 

They have had it in hand at least three weeks,but have not found 

yet,and I shall soon try the Cardiff man. As soon as we, have 

fixed a cargo,I shall tell the Admiralty that our offer is with

drawn.

one

4. Par.8. As soon as you have finished >yith the "Consort",T£e 

should like to have a detailed acoount of her work and earnings.
6. Par. 9. We oannot expect to get any salvage from the "For- 

tuna" now. We must hold on to the prooeeds of sale towards the

W. A.Harding,Esq., 

Manager,

Stanley.



!
$>2f

work don© "by -the ”Samson". The Underwriters have settled for a to

tal loss,and are unlikely to reopen the subject.

6, Par. 10. Thanks to the good management of Wilsons the 

"Gleam” has got to Stanley without any serious addition to the 

cost,hut it is a lesson to anyone who may wish to get out a small, 

"boat, and a warning to us not to de spat oh any schooner on contraot.
7, Par. 12. The Board have disoussed the subject of the garden

"belonging to Capt. Thomas* s house,and though they would "be willing 

to help the Governor to carry out the scheme mentioned,which we un
derstand is in practice in many schools here,they think that Capt.

in objecting to being dispossessed,and there 

consideration that,if in the future,someone should
Thomas has some reason

is the further
-the house and desire to make use of the whole garden,theoccupy

resumption of the plot would he difficult without creating an out-
but still there would be one,and there

Would it be impossible,
cry,unreasonable of

would be an unpleasant feeling towabds us.
alternative,to offer the use of a portion of the paddock at

course

as an
back of Eagle Buildings for the experiment?

regulations about the working hours of
the

8. Par. 15. The new-
unfair,but it must be settled locally,and it 

to affect the P.S.N.Co.more than ourselves. I have been try- 

it is not in accordance with the practice here,

Customs Officers seem

seems
1_ng to show that 

hut I am afraid that it is. Prom enquiries I have made,I gather 

that although the system is different,that is the Customs officers
to protect the Revenue generally,and their time

vessel loading on the
are in the Docks 

is not charged to any special ship,yet if a 

berth requires the attendance of any 

payment is exacted,and as far as I can

officer out of hours an extra

learn,the hours are from

9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Board think that the quickest and most satis- 

selling
njtttttt the wheat will he to ship it,if any

9. Par.15. The 

faotory way of 

tity,to Liverpool.

10. Par.16. I

quail-

sent Mr.Matthews extracts from the last two 

subject of Cape Pembroke stores,and off©red to
j'A

■ ' despatoheB on the
Ki* 16!

2

call to discuss the subject. The enclosed copy of letter shows; efO
sufficient understanding with him,

f K f\that he thinks that you have an
‘

CTV ‘5' . t ■-

wtv </ \:
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and "there is no more "bo he said until we get* your report/,

11 • 207-1, After reading that the "Ortega" had plenty of room 

for cargo it was a surprise to get a note from Mr* Girling saying 

that a lot had heen shut out. A few more lines might have teen ad
ded hy way of explanation,especially as the cargo shipped was for 

the most part produce in which we had no interest. I enclose copy 

of correspondence with the P,S.N,Co.who have complained about de
lay in attending to this vessel. I have told them that the blame 

probably should rest elsewhere; hut you had better enquire and send 

a report.

12. Par*3. Looking at the probable value of Mrs, Hansen’s pro
duce, the Directors would have no objection to advancing her £660; 
but I think that she has quite miscalculated the cost of a 20 ton 

boat in placing it at that sum. I sent for one of King* s men and 

talked it over with him: he said it was an old story,as Mrs.Hansen 

had already written them about the matter more than once; but he 

scouted the idea of doing it for the sum named,and knowing that 

the "Gleam" cost £300,and more as it happened,to sail out,it would 

be unreasonable to think that the boat oould be bought with the 

balance. I left it that when they report that they will place a
20 ton boat in Stanley for £560,the money will be all right. Would 

it not be better to see what a boat of the sise could be got for 

in Sandy Point,where I hear they build vessels?
13, The last despatch gave no information about the balance

.nr- J ^ \) \l-J

Wvprry •-*- • ..r;r0> ‘ of the tallow to be shipped,both from Goose Green and outside,or
1 f a *
\^V _ about the rest of last season’s produce. We are much disturbed ab-

cte • jV
Sy \V,;

Vfi

out the tallow,as the market is higher than ever,and we do not knew 

v J* how long these prices will last. We got 36/,for some of the last 

^ from Goose Green last week,the highest price since 1883,and we
Y-’ beat the best New Zealand at the same sale by 3d.to 6d.per owt.

I am afraid that we have been too generous in bringing in outsid-
i

era* produce to -the neglect of our own Interests ,but it is diffi-
k JL1

i>

«U &xr-+ 
•V cult to judge,as there is not a word about what the two schooners 

4^.4 J Y have been doing,

.eu

I ' '
■

14. I enclose copy of a letter from Capt, Pollard, which is un- 

Uf satisfactory. What he says about the cook shows once more how in-
.. ;

1 ■ advisable it is ever to ohoose men for a skipper instead of let—
■J ,, ? ?A,’I



..

of* need.j 131111/ what 

v/ould have had ho put in in 

within my recolleot/ion 

put in any where until 
and had wea- 

where fine weather and 

want of push to have

ting him do it himself,retaining a veto in oase 

troubles me most is the remark that he
oase to overhaul gear,&c. No schooneranyI pM

''> 'has ever In the course of an outward voyage
that,having got through gales\

now,and it seems to me 

ther,and being on the verge 

N.E.trades are

V'» \
of the Tropios

practioally certain,it shows a

the majority probably,would have

bad weather south of the Plate
done as he has,for many a man, 
managed to go on. I only hope that 

will not afford a reason for 

feel muoh more easy when the

going back,and I shall after this

"Gwendolines" arrival is cabled. The 

little over £26. I wonder thatin St.Vinoent have been aexpenses

you did not hear
The news about the

of her when you were there.
"Hyndford" foreshadows a good salvage after

in the hands of Messrs, 

that salvage will be settled
all these lean years. We have put the case 

Colt & Ince,and have cabled you 

Admiralty Court here,that the
-t,o follow the Captain* s

Ince
vessel is not to be detained, 

instructions. Bail has
in the
and that you are

pub in by bhe owners of ship and oar-go,and when all bhe facts 

shall make our claim. No offer bo arbitrate under
is to be accepted,Mr, Ince says that

been

are known we
Lloyd* s Arbitration Agreement

formerly Solioitor forArbitrator employed by Underwriters wasthe 
them,

As regards information and

write fully by 

from the cable whether the steamer was

and that his awards are always biassed in their favour 

evidence to be sent by you,I shall

Supplementary mail, unfortunately we oannofi tell
within five miles of Stanley

aotually safe; if the latter 

Port William to be faced.
or of the port,if the former she was

only,there was the tow up
I am,Sir,

obedient servant,your

ng Director.



Emclosures via LIVERPOOL
"n.i • - ... fv? '•> OvjJJrr ' (; •C V./ *

. • »>\vOriginals 1 \A1 O’- -r? •a^11

• oiovJCif-: /, i

Wool, Reporfs. ♦ 1j>-or'>' r» t r
„Cop5c of Cablegram received \i* i 0
Copies of Cablegrams sent

leffer from A, G.Roberf son dafed 16fh Ocfober re
. -r‘ .

Copy, of o s
Mrs Bonner* s Esfafe

-I >r'l .« Vi

leffer from fhe P. S. N. Co, dafed 12fh & our reply
i.~v :>

Copy of *••c . b . V > s./ j

of fhe 15fh Gefober
. ( •(. t r ■ r

of leffer from Ince Coif & Ince dafed 17fh Ocfober
G ’> •

Dafes of Wool Sales for 1907
" • - 0" .. ;o i • ’

Parficulars of homeward freighf per "Oriana
0 o.'»*

Copy
, i * N i • O'

c t\' *•*

c <• - c
John McPherson's Agreement

Copy"of.letter from Trinity House dated 20th October.

of letter from the P.S.N."Co.dated 17th & our reply

18th October.

Clients A/sales reports & contracts

38 bales Wool ex "Oriana"

Copy

K

H & B 65 9 99 9

P H 89 ) 99 9

WED 189 9 99 9

D S 25 9 99 9

G I
W Fell 16

fiOPi f •
9 99 9

•'(, >.o og

48AP 9 99 9

Sf .LeonardsH & B 10 

<H> 33
9 9

9 99 9

<P 67 9 99 9

33W P 9 99 9

L 182 9 99 9

12S 9 99 9

T R 120 9 99 9

MV 13 9 99 9

S & s 71
9 9 9 9

: •



d', (,< ;1\ "'IT..
Corrected General Invoice goods per "Lord An-trim"
Brokers* copies Company Woo^./sale per "SL.Leonards" C

Invoices for t/he following:-

Vere Packe Goods per "briana"&"Lord Antrim"
~ ■ ; ’X V " O T% .J

W.A.Harding Insurance on Goods per "Oriana"
:h>ir. - Ci >i o ioDr.C.N.Foley Goods per "Oriana

■1••■■3

* • o '0 • •Darwin Telephone A/c goods per "Oriana" &"Lord Antrim"
o !

",
Cop# of letter received from Capt.Pollard dated 2nd October.! • r

• . '>V . , ,j ,€ •,

Kirkland Cope* s account for F.I.King for £1.8 .10

W.A.Harding

r

... oQ
9/-* ? ^ 5J

Clients*Reports & contractsfc-
.

AP 4 casks Tallow ex "Ortega"
-0 t> ct

McG 2 9 9 9 9
VT :' -' >' 0

Detailsof draft for £25 . 18 . 2 account schooner "Gwenbolin"
at-1 St Vincent.

Corrected list of Clients* Cargo per "Lord Antrim
• • •' r“0 • J •; Ov>

j

*>r ti«

=a. • o. . •• or\ / v' .III Ij.-. c j .. *1 >!. / -•
1*• *, r

1." «

‘"’8 1• r 1
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UHirJhtlkhtuit 3Uaui>s (Cnnquutu.
- - INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER ISSI jo------- £ftniiefr.

Registered 1902.

6 '/, -
Fer Supplementary Mall. CF /^^.ons/on .£. ri1019.V? _26th...Qotoher,_

Sir,
In further reference "bo the "Hyndford" I have to inform you 

that I -wrote to Messrs.Ince. yesterday asking for advice as to in

formation to be got from you,and telling them what I proposed to 

ask for,which is as follows:— (1) A copy of the Chart with the pre

cise spot marked where the steamier first anchored and from which 

she was towed, (2) a statement of the weather while under tow, (3) a 

report of any circumstances tending to show any skill exhibited or 

risks involved, (4) what the weather was for some days after the 

ship left her anchorage,as a gale in the exposed situation in which 

we think she was would probably have caused her to be a total loss 

had she not been taken in tow. In reply they have named some fur

ther points for enquiry,and suggested that the statement should be 

drawn up and made on oath before a Notary; this they say is not 

strictly evidence,but will probably be accepted, A copy of their 

letter is enclosed. A further letter has just come in with suggest-
s equipment and earnings,which"#ions as to details of the "Samson 

I think can be better supplied by Earle* s and yourself ,but I will 

submit it to them,and see what they say* I shall suggest,however, 

that the most should be made of the money spent on refitting the

tug in Montevideo last year. In speaking to Mr,Ince lately,he ask

ed if we had any written agreement writh the Captain and crew as to 

their share of any salvage that might be earned,and seemed rather 

surprised that we had not taken this precaution, I shall make fur

ther enquiries as to what is usual with salvage tugs; in the pres

ent case the Court will apportion the salvage.
I omitted to write via Liverpool on the subject of2. 296-6.

W. A.Harding,Esq., ,

Manager,

Stanley.



the "Chance" salvage* I do not understand the point that there 

would he no one to defend the action,as,as far as I am aware,the 

shippers of the cargo are all in the Islands as well as the owners 

of the vessel. It must not he supposed that the Underwriters are 

parties to the aotion at all; it is against the owners of ship and

1

cargo,and this misconception must he removed. They only come in 

after the action,when the owners of insured cargo send in their 

claims for the award given against them. The plain fact is that the 

Plym at some risk to herself rendered certain services for which 

is entitled to he rewarded,and it would he grossly -unfair to 

try to upset this on a technical point,simply because the Court do 

not understand it,and wish to shirk it,if,as it seems,this is the 

case* It is when a thing of this sort arises that we feel the want 

of a Judge, You will have to do the hest you can to uphold the Com

pany^ interests hy trying to get a judgment on the claim, Probab- 

trial action against one owner of cargo as well as the ship-

she

ly a
owners would he accepted as conclusive hy the Underwriters* Glan-

vill* s letter must have heen as stated,and the two cases mixed up.

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

Managing Director,
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Enclosures per Supplementary Mail via Lisbon

Originals
crrr - s=ss

Ledger & Journal Entries 

Remarks on Accounts 

Remarks on Stores 

Replies to Remarks on Stores 

General Invoices goods shipped per "Ortega"

Lis# of General Cargo per "Oretga"

Corrected list of Dutiable Goods per "Ortega"

Corrected list of Clients' Goods per "Ortega"

B/L Cargo per "Ortega"

Debit note for Insurance Private Effect for Cpt.Pollard 

Hindiey's invoice for Spunyard 

Cooper Pegler's invoice for Fancy Goods 

Eills & Co's
Copies of letters from Ince Ciblt & Ince of 25th & 26th

& our reply of 26th October

Copy of letter from J.King & Co.dated 25th & our reply
of the 26th October,

Copy of letter from P.S.N.Co,dated 25th & our reply of
the 26th October,

C.W.Harrison & Sons'invoice for Dean Brandon,showing 
balance to pay £1 . 2,3

Copy of letter received from the Admiralty dated 22nd Oct. 

Copy of letter 

Letters for the following
W,A.Harding & A.L.Allan (2)

for Provisions &c.9 9

26 9 99 99 99 9

London 27th October,1906
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(ibcJj'aflihmft 3s?lam^fi
1 INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851 jo------------

Registered 1902.
Ximii&fr.

6 /, ^/Uiceo/y/yicA
Per Orita. cy /^oru/o/Y ,e a.V? 1020. 21s.t-.Nov ember.,..

Sir,

I have to acknowledge the receipt of despatches nos.298 and 

299,which arrived on the 5th inst.

2. Par. 6. It is fortunate that the "Cassard" could not he got 

afloat,for although we should have got more of a haul out of it, 

the abandonment of such a valuable property would have been con

sidered premature ,and would have been most damaging to the reputa

tion of the Islands,which is not too high at present among Under

writers and Shipowners.

3. Par,8. When a passage is guaranteed like the one to the 

man on board the "Gleam",it would be better to stick to the rule 

that it must be taken forthwith or declined; in this case advan

tage has been taken of Mr. D. Smith,as the man has work for six 

months,and can go away at his expense when work gets slack.

4. Par.9. The papers re "Lafonia" are in order,and have been 

sent in to the Average Adjusters, When a Protest is extended a 

copy of the Note is not needed,as the fact of its having been 

made is recorded in the Extension. g&Exi&x&ndx££iix&.

5. Par. 10 and 299-4. The Board consider that the despatch of 

the Consort to Sandy Point,however well intentioned,was an error 

of judgment. The vessel was chartered solely for the purpose of 

overtaking the arrears of work caused by the loss of the "Portuna", 

and it was most unlikely that she could be over in time to be of 

any service,or that we could in any case have got anything out of 

it. There is still produce to be collected,and tallow after nearly 

touching 40/. is at present flat. Enquiries have been made why Port 

Howard station has been exceptionally favoured by having the tal

low brought in,while ours and our clients* has still to come for- 

W. A. Harding,Esq., ,

Manager,

Stanley.
—



\>

w ard. If any delay, as fore shadowed, was likely ho occur over the 

shipment of wood,it would have "been better t»o have it over hy a 

'fe mail boat; the collection of produce should take precedence of 

everything.

6. Par,12. I have seen Mr.Matthews about the charge for lard

ing the Lighthouse materials. He seems to think that he arrived 

at such a complete and amicable understanding with you that all
I told himdifficulties would be smoothed over on your arrival* 

that I believed the charge of 10/.per ton extra after the destruc

tion of the jetty was fair,but agreed at his request to let the 

matter stand over pending a reference to yourself; if you say it 

is,he will pay it,but suggested that 7/6d.or even 5/.would be suf

ficient. It cannot be denied that he is somewhat of a screw ,and 

loses a chance of getting a reduction. He presented a Store 

to take off 10$; I told him that on a former
never
account,and asked me 

occasion I had,under pressure,agreed to this reduction in the case
magnitude, to get it sett led, but that theof an account of some

small,and that on principle I disliked al

tering the Stanley accounts. I do not see why,if the accounts are
should not allovr 5$ on the spot as

him at last that the business had giv- 

would have preferred to see it done by

bills he showed me were

a corn-settled on your side,you 

promise. I ventured to tell 

much trouble that ween so
rather upset him for the moment. The Light-

vessels that we have put 

the Trinity House,but we must

else ,and this 

house is of so muvh importance to our 

ourselves out of the way to serve

someone

not be imposed upon.
I am afraid that we cannot reckon much longer on

for this and other reasons I am hop- 

out the schooners may turn out 
must bear in mind,Underwriters

7. Par.15

having Rowlands* services,and 

(hng that the men selected to take
well,and decide to stop. This you

to ask who our Captains are,and although nothing wasare beginning 

said all the years we ran 

convenient in future 

ted men,but only promoted sailors.

299-3. The detailed account 

to the "Hyndford" shows that the proper steps were 

tain Thomas* s handling of the affair shows

without accident,it is likely to be in—
not certificate have to admit that they are

of the proceedings with regard 

taken,and Cap- 

that in such a case he

8.



is all there. His assurance in "telling a 10,000 "ton steamer to go 

away as she was not wanted, was as commendable as it was comical, 

but people are asking how the Captain of the "Hyndford" came to

. However,as the business Y^as carried out successfully it is 

all the better for us. We now await the evidence asked for last
statement to be one of

I

concur

mail,and expect to find Captain Thomas's 

his finest literary efforts. Seeing that the cable brought by the

"Orita" reported the vessel in a critical position and not yet

safe,I vronder that it did not occur to you to report that she was 

safely in harbour when you next cabled.
9. Referring to the account for the "Lafonia"'s repairs,I no

tice that an iron davit v;as supplied for £7. Until lately I was 

of the cost of these,hut I could not,as you know,get
"Malvina" for less than

not aware
Fergusons to put an extra pair into the 

£25,and this should be borne in mind in case of a sale in future. 

There seems to have been no Blacksmith's work on the schooner; was

this so?.
10.. The Missionary sheepskins v/ere one bale short in delivery.

sending flour from Liverpool,and the price will
I tried to get 100 lb.

There is no ap-

■■ •1 11. We areit. %»

} 'r compare favourably Yvith that of Chilian.

bags,but found that it wai Id add much to the cost, 
parent reason for getting supplies from Chili,Y^hen,as is the case

short that large supplies havenoY; ,the crop of Yvheat has been so 

had to be imported.
Bills & Co.send an enquiry about sausage skins,of Yrtiich 

they say they sent a sample some time ago showing how they shoiald
12.

be prepared.
13. I enclose copy of a letter X have written the Admiralty, 

of the Board after discussing the matter a furoffering by desire 

ther/ abatement of 20# off the charges for hulk hire.
Admiralty have not yet given us a price for the

have withdrawn the offer,
14. As the

coal Yv'e asked them to sell months ago,Y^e
send out 600 tons from Cardiff by the St.Hugo,and have arranged to 

chartered lay the P.S.N.Co. Mr.Lamb has put us on favourable terms,
2000 tons for their own use at Sandy Point,as he is buying some 

and letting us have our lot out of it at the purchase price,which 

for the small quantity,freight beingis less than we should pay

L



20/. By the same "boat* we shall ship more Blacksmiths* coal,"the 

"bricks ordered hy cah 1 e,sail,hay,lime,cement/,and other rough goods. 

With regard to a request for 100 tons House coal in "bags for Dar

win, Y^e shall not send it,and we "believe that the order has "been 

sent without a proper consideration of the circumstances. Last 

year we shipped from the Tyne,almost at the pit6 mouth 665 tons of 

the test house coal to he got,and assume that a quantity is still 

available. This coal cost us,c.i.f. 30/6d.per ton,while the infer

ior North Wales coal obtainable in Liverpool has always worked 

out at from 40/.to 41/. The bagging alone costs about 6/.a ton,and 

although it might suit us to send bagged coal if ordered by a cli

ent who is willing to pay the extra cost,when it comes to coal for 

our own use,it is sheer waste to pay 10/,a ton extra,and it must 

not be thought of.
15. Your cable of the 28th ult.from Sandy Point came just too 

late to acknowledge by mail. It was badly mutilated,as were also 

those for Robertson Paterson & Co, and,I believe,Lloyd* s,and many 

words had to be repeated. It came by the "Western Union" ,and was

the worst we have had. The Eastern Co. say that the fault lies with 

Government land line,and that theirs are liable to mutilation 

also,but as a fact they have usually been intelligible. 

Correspondence on the subject of the "Leon Bureau is enclosed,and 

instructions have been cabled to you,but I may state shortly how
Solicitors have asked for bail,but it has not

the

the case stands. Our 

been forthcoming as yet,and we cannot release the ship or cargo, 

pn agent is said to be on the way out,and there are indications 

that an attempt may be made to get the ship condemned,which,if 

she is repairable at a reasonable cost should be resisted. We

hulks in the harbour to begin with,but the most ur—
is that our claim would only be on

want no more
gent reason against this course 

the value realized at auction,and amount to a mere trifle. There
share in the ship,and asis a partner in Clarkson* s here who has a 

he has hold. Mr.Ince that, he has never had a copper from her,natu-

condemnation would suit, his hook. Then as to the cargo.rally a
The Master has cabled a suggestion that the ship should he trans

sale of the coalported to Punta Arenas,where he thinks that a 

might he effected through M.Braun. That may he so,hut it would oh-
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viously more prudent; to write across to enquire rather than take 

the ship "before it is known whether there is a market or not. Our

fs claim is on ship and cargo at Stanley,and we must not let the pro
perty go until we have security. As other damage is mentioned it

condition to proceed untilis unlikely that the ship would "be in a
repairs have been effected,and then for this Tie must have a credit,

vhiich at present has not been furnished. The arrest of a ship used
Marshal of the Vice-Admiralty Court,whoto "be carried out "by a 

placed a notice on the 

abolished no doubt there is some way

mainmast,and although this Court has "been 

of getting her stopped. But 

need not be incurred.

"Cassard" is
if she is incapable of moving this expense 

Noticing that the steering gear is lost,and that the 

about the same size,I assume that you vail be able to make the de

ficiency good with that belonging to the latter.
shortly be able to give us quanti-

can then char-
16. I hope that you will

coal to be delivered at outstations,as
get the requirements of Adelaide Station,

weties for
ter from the Tyne. We can

You shouldPacke Bros.& Co.,Bonner,and Baillon & Stickney here.
Stanley stock at the same time.

have had a quotation of
say if we ought to freshen up the

Since beginning this despatch weIV.
at Liverpool,exclusive of dues,and25/.per ton for Brancepeth coal 

this is too much. To meet your 

ping by this boat SO tons of the 

pool smithies,and shall probably have to make up

immediate requirements we are ship- 

coal chiefly used in all Liver-
the rest with the

same kind.
been to see me about the

that Mr.Blake reports that although
still selling

order since 1904,and th^t 

now to cir-

18. Mr.Elborough of Lawes* Co. has

/VK> hi' sale of their dip. He says
Lift ’

~V-
material reduction in price you are. t they gave us a 

if 4t the old rate,that there has been noo 6 k
A<Uto(t r'

Q/fac 1 !><&*, Robertson & Ness seem

1x0
to be going ahead. He proposes

commission of 5°/c on all or-cularize the farmers,and to give us a
will still supply us at the 

. I said that I knew no

inducement to us to push 

it would not pay establishment 

than that on goods we imported. Prob-

ders that come through us.though he
quotation,which seems contradictorylast

thing about it,but that this would be no

V .1 l'1*-* - the dip,the 5# that is to say,as*v '' t 7
I frv£--r~Hl

! expenses if w~e made no more 

ably the best way out of it
m

would be to order any dip required,andvyr
Jthi ^!}i\



sell it, at, a reduced rate corresponding with the price they now 

charge us. You might say if it is a fact that other dips are going
I told Mr, Elhorough that since we gave upahead,and if so,why. 

using it the demand had naturally slackened.

19. The Malvina was safely launched on the 17th,hut it is

most mortifying to have to report that the engines are behind 

hand,and that a week or two will elapse before she is ready for 

sea. Mutual recriminations are going on between our Superintendent 

Engineer and the Contractors,and it is difficult to decide Yrtio is 

to blame. Lowdens have advised the despatch of a lavryer’ s letter 

to the latter,and there the case stands at present. We shall load 

entirely with paraffin,200 barrels of Rock Light for her own 

consumption,and,if there is room,100 ordered for the Store. This 

article that I cannot get Mr.Lamb to take at less than 45/.

her

is an
or 50/.on deck,and it is too much. I have been wondering how to 

get the engines worked on the voyage,and remembering what you said 

about, the desirability of having a second Engineer on the staff,
favourable opportunity for getting one out on

him when he gets out,if
have thought it a
the Articles,leaving it to you to engage

can come to terms. He goes at £12 per month,with the same pas- 

Captain if not engaged. The manjselected is named 

him at Connah# s Q,uay at the launch; he struck
I have met for a long time,

you
sage home as the 

Base ley, and I sav^
of the most promising menme as one

intelligent,and his references are of the 

of the crew in the running of the
being bright,active,and

highest. He will instruct one
?and being married Yid.ll,if* engaged,want oneengine on the voyage

of our houses. X do not know what you
several let, to outsiders. The Master is named B'inch,

have to offer him,but believe

that there are
well spoken of.and he too is very

the Colonial Office about 

I have tried to reply,but I have 

been unable to give any time to 

soon as X can,and shall still oppose 

claim,which in the circumstances seems

20. X enclose another letter from

Telephone agreement,to which 

busy of late that I have 

it. I shall take it in hand as 

the right of priority they 

most unjust.

21. Mr.Reid goes

the

been so

out this mail,and as his engagement has been



fully discussed with, you there is nothing to add on the subject, 

except that the Directors commend him to you as one sure to prove 

a valuable assistant ,and that they trust you will do your best to 

enable him to take up the routine of his new duties pleasantly and 

without friction.

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

y

Managing Director.

\

t

i
!
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Enclosures via Liverpool

Originals

Copy of Cablegram sent 2nd November
Copy or Cablegram received 5th. November

Charles Wang's application for Eills & Co' s catalogue

Copy of lettersto the Admiralty dated 13th & l#th November.

Clients' A/sales,reports & contracts

3 bales Sheepskins ex "Oriana"V' Fell

3A. P 9 9 9 99 9

VH & B 9 99 99 9

K 6 9 9y 9 9 9

2B S 9 99 99 9

r e r 13 9 99 9 9 9

"Ortega"McG 6 9 99 9

36'P H 9 99 99 9

K 6 9 99 99 9

2 casks Tallov;McCr 9 9

A/sales 
only

Brokers' press copies above reports & contracts

Brokers' copies Company's A/sales Skins & Tallow ex "Ortega"
& "Potosi"

Copy of Correspondence re "Leon Bureau?
Conyeyance of Land to Vere Packe from A. Fleuret completed.

A P 4 9 99 99 9

I
Alexander Reid's agreement.

Falkland Island Note for collection Royal Bank of
ScotlandOne pound 

Two letters for W.W.Bertrand.

London 21st November,1906
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Enclosures via Liverpool

Duplicates

bespatches Nos. 1018/1019

List of Parcels
Remarks on Stores .....

List of Clients1 Cargo per "Ortega" 

Ledger & Journal Entries

Remarks on Accounts

Supplementary Remarks on Stores

Replies to Remarks on Stores

Clients1 A/sales & contracts:-

120 tales Wool ex "St.Leonard^T R

71S & S f $

M V 15 9 99

12S 9 9

182L y 9

W P 55 9 9

67B 9 9

55H 9 9

"Or^^na"AP 48

16W.Fell 9 9

89 9 9

189WED 9 9

List of Enclosures

List of Butiatle Goods per "Ortega" 

List of General Cargo per "Ortega" 

General Invoice Goods per "Ortega" 

Reports <fc Contracts 5 -

4 casks Tallow ex "Ortega"AP

McG 2 9 99 9

!
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Enclosures per Supplementary Mail

Originals

Ledger & Journal Entries

Remarks on .Accounts

Remarks on Stores

Replies to Remarks on Stores 

General Invoice Goods per ” Or it a"

List of General Cargo per ” Or it a"

B/L Cargo per "Orita”

Sight Draft for £34 . 17 . 3 for collection (J.Kirwan)

Lowden*s invoice for Smithy Coal per”Orita”

Bailey & Whites' invoice for Droppers & Palings per "Lord
Antrim”

Copy of letter from the Colonial Office dated 30th October
re Telephone.

Credit notes for Tallow damaged Wool ex St.Leonards”

£ 1 10 2 .1 hales
3 *516L & 9 9

33H & B 1 9 9

3 10 4S & S 1 9 9

Particulars of Homeward freight per ”Ortega”

Dehit note for Insurance for Reddemann & Whitlock

Clients' reports

2 hales Wool ex ”0ritan

70F 9 99 9 9 9

fTH 122 9 99 9 9 9

H W 52 9 99 9 9 9

R B C 33 9 9 9 99 9

Letter for A.L.Allan

Lpndon 24th November,1906
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CLL It r Jj^it I h ht it it (Cmnjuuru.
^INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.\')o---------- £imit£iX

O'/, J^/utcec/jtirA' O/fezee/s.
Registered 1902.

ffer Orons#,.
J90 6.VP 1021. __19bh December ,

Sir,

I have ho acknowledge bhe receipb of your despatch no.500, 

which arrived on bhe 4th insb. , having "been preceded hy a day by 

lebbers of bhe 30bh Ocbober and 8bh ulb. ,bhe labber via Lisbon, 

from which I infer bhab bhe mail was carried on bo Liverpool.

2. 300^2. The wheab per "Buendes" arrived in good order,bub 

is nob likely bo realize more bhan about 15/.per bag less freight 

and charges. If bherefore you have a sbeady demand locally it will

probably be bebber bo sell ib on bhe spob. I arranged wibh bhe 

P.S.N.Co.for freighb ab 20/. ,w\hich is nob exorbibanb. I cannob 

learn bhab ib mabbers whebher ib comes bo London or Liverpool.

5. Par.4. Ib is,as you know,difficulb bo geb ab whab Mr.Pel- 

bon really bhinks on any subjecb. When discussing bhe canning 

quesbion,he said nobhing bo suggesb his being annoyed; bub rabher 

inbimabed bhab people in bhe Sbraibs were expecbing him bo do more 

bhan he considered prudent,and seemed bo realize bhab bhe U.S. 

meab scandals had albered his xisxK prospecbs. You are aware bhab 

we should have baken bhe mabber up if we had nob been warned in 

bime,and now if Mr.Felbon,knowing bhe burn affairs have baken, 

likes bo burn his fingers,we cannob help ib. I bhink,however,bhab 

he will confine himself bo giving bhe land,and leb obher people 

find bhe money.

4. Par. 5. I an sorry bo say bhab bhe P.S.N.Co.are subsbibub- 

ing bhe "Duendes" for bhe "Sb.Hugo",and bhab she will of course 

be laber,leaving on bhe 29bh insb. She will carry,besides sbeam 

coal,bricks and anobher 20 bons of Smibhy coal. Bricks were en- 

bered in a sailing ship order^'bub no urgency was mentioned. Of 

W. A. Harding,Esq. ,

Manager,

:

Sbanley.
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course -they will not; Id© "Gault",which I understand to he the lo

cal name tor a South of England variety,hut will he the same as
supplied on a former occasion hy Me.Ivors of Birkenhead. Lowdens
say that the Smithy coal is considered very good in the Liverpool 
shops,and would like to know how it turns out. I am only sending

chance of shipping later from40 tons in 9,11, as there may he a 

the Tyne; this I have already mentioned.

5. Par.-6. You are mistaken about my having the necessary

measurements for a windlass for the "LafoniaM; hut if I can get 

the position of the hawse pipes I shall prohahly send one of the

old type,such as we had on all schooners previous to the "Fortu-
hitts will have to he provid-na". I expect that in any cases 

ed,as the present ones are unlikely to suit.

new

in Liverpool this week,and diall see 

ready made of the kind you ask for. If
6. Par.8. I have to he

if a hoat can he got there 

it can I shall send it per "Duendes"; if not,prohahly I shall get

Fergusons to huild it.

7. Par.9. The Board have read your 

ings with reagrd to the 

that the Governor is

account of the proceed- 

"Leon Bureau" with interested rdgret to

suspected of having unduly interfered.
of salv?Lge,and a merito-

see
Mr.Ince says that it is certainly a case

unfortunately ship and cargo together have littlerious one,hut 

value. We can get no satisfaction out of the owners either as 

credit for repairs. They tell us that they ,regards salvage or a 

or rather the Underwriters,have sent out a M.Vl/,to represent 

their interests,ancf seem to expect that arrangements for credit

will he made hy the Underwriters. If they do not agree to have
have to he done in the Supremethe salvage adjusted here it may 

Court in the Islands,and if so,it will he most unfortunate if the
committed himself to any opinion on the case,Governor has already 

and another drawback is that he is not a lawyer and clearly knows 

little about shipping matters. But whatever may he ultimately

decided as to the salvage,it is clear that credit will have to
awarded as well as forhe provided here for payment of the sum

the repairs,and you 

your hold on the ship,hut must detain her totil hail or other se
curity approved hy us is given. With Mr.Ince's concurrence I cab-

must not allow yourself to be bounced out of
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led via Montevideo telling you that the stop must not he removed.

8. Par. 10. Your remark about the "Plym" is not understood,as 

it seems to imply that she had not been in good working order,and 

that possibly there had been an unreported accident,otherwise how 

h£,d the tail shaft become bent?
9. There can be little d&ubt that insurance is recoverable

(■

on tobacco dropped from slings in loading,if insured,but nothing
vague statement mad.© in a despatch without even 

declared for insurance it should have been nob-
can be done on a 

a date. If it was 

ed on the list as lost,and a certificate of the occurrence should 

obtained from the Master countersigned by Lloyd's Agenthave been
and forwarded here. If It was not very long ago we might yet re

will send the necessary papers; but you should bear 

matters of this hind must not be treated In a happy-
cover if you

in mind that

go-lucky way.

10. Par.14. The
factory as far as it goes,but Mr.Ince is anxious to get the sup

plementary information asked for,and has remarked that the vari-

to the present do not present a very strong

information about the "Hyndford" is satis-

ous statements up 

case,and thinks that more might have been made of the danger in

which the ship was. In fact,as compared with the salvage of the

"Leon Bureau" the case is a weak one,and is scarcely more than 

ordinary tow performed with every^ng in the 

fact that the ship rode out a gale while the

Samson"*s favour.an
"Samson" wasThe

away for coal is against us,and unfortunately after she got back
over. If thethe "Oriba" turned up,so that all actual danger was

"Samson" had picked the ship up at sea,it would have been a dif
advised not to look for too much.ferent matter; as it is we are

understand about the propeller,and your remark about aWe do not
four blades does not clear it up. Why she

after shipping the spare
perfectly new one with

could not have proceeded on her voyage 

one is not explained. News carried by "Consort" anticipated the

"Orita" by two days; had it been longer no good purpose could
unable to adopt your view thathave been served, and the Board are 

the despatch of the schooner was justified. 

11. Par,15. It is a relief to hear by cable of the arrival
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of the"Gwendolin? If you, retain the "Consort" you will not "be so 

badly off until the "Malvina" gets out,and we expect that no de

lay will occur over the shipment of the Company's wool,bo which

everything else must give way. I aim very sorry to have to report 

that in consequence of scandalous delay on the part of the Gard

ner Engine people,the trial which has been postponed from day to 

day and from week to week has not yet come off,and I fear that 

she will not leave on this side of Christmas. The detention will 

be the subject of a claim,and possibly a lav; suit,if the Board

decide to press it. The trial is now definitely fixed for tomor- 

,but after the continual disappointments I shall not believe

it until it has actually come off* ^11 the cargo is ready to ship,

and when once the machinery is pronounced to be in proper order

It is very mortifying,but Lowdens

row

a few days v/iflil see her off* 

have been unable to hurry the Engineers,who move in their own way,

although a lav/yer' s letter has been sent to them.

12. Par. 16'. The Board are gratified to learn that the Com

pany's business has been well looked after in your absence by Mr. 

Girling,and wish you to return thanks to him on their behalf for 

his assiduity. They also desire to acknowledge the services which 

have been rendered by Mr.Oswald.
15. I have asked Mrs.Williams for the Weddell returns of

lambing,shearing,&c. ,but she has not received them from her son. 

It is part of our understanding thfct we as mortgagees are to be 

kept fully informed from time to time,and you had better get Mr* 

W. Williams to supply them in a form approximating as nearly as 

possible to our own returns. We assume that you are keeping your 

eye more or less on the place,and satisfying yourself that no 

stock or property is being parted with.
14. I enclose copy of correspondence with Mr.Matthews of Tri- 

about the work of landing supplies; so far I have notnity House
got much out of him,but when your report arrives I think that he

will be reasonable.
15, I have answered the Colonial Office on the subject of

the Telephone,and it is now their turn. It seems that we have to
ourselves about all sorts of unlikely con-split hairs and worry
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been said. Meanwhile it, is satisfactory to Imow that the practi

cal part of the work is being carried on well. You will, observe 

that I have put the Company* s foot down on the priority claimed 

for the Government.

'C

16. From the enclosed copy of letter from the Admiralty you 

will see that they profess to know nothing about the supplementary 

account for hulk hire,and "I need hardly add that we have heard

nothing from them about payment. In the meantime I am refraining 

from paying an amount of £559.4/.for coal supplied,which they 

asked for on the 19th of September.

17. You remark elsewhere that Atherton would like to knoY; 

what oil the Hornsby-Ackroyd engine works best with,and I enclose 

copy of a letter from the makers saying that Rock Light,the kind 

we are sending out,is suitable. Depend upon it,it is not the oil 

that is at fault,but the man,and as he is up in steam but presume 

ably knovv-s nothing practically of oil engines,vie carmot blame him. 
Probably Baseley Yvill be able to set him right.

18. I may mention that Mr. Connell speaks in high terms of 

the last mentioned and of Capt.Finch,wrho takes out the "Malvina".

I hope that both of these men will prove to be acquisitions.

19. You have mentioned privately the question of a douceur 

to at least one of the salvaged Captains,and have asked what we 

should do. I am obliged to reply,nothing. I enclose a copy of the 

Act for the better prevention of Corruption that will come in 

force on the 1st of January,from vdiich you will learn that for 

doing anything of the kind we or one of us Yvould render ourselves 

liable to both fine and imprisonment,and Y<e are not going to risk 

that. It would not be half a bad thing if the Act were re-enacted 

in the Islands,for It would put a stop to the gratuities to Cap

tains, v/hich I look uopn as both humiliating and out of date in 

the absence of competition.

20,. There is a point in the new Spirit duty that calls for 

remark. It seems that extra duty is payable on all spirit over 

proof,and we are not only sending you Customs Certificates relat-

A
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ing to every invoice,which one would think ought; ho render the 

gauging in Stanley unnecessary,huh have goh hhe suppliers of a 

cheap shrong whisky which is overproof ho reduce ih,ho our $.dvan- 

hage in hhe mahher of price,and ih goes ouh as 0,1 overproof, Buh 

hhe Ordinance while providing for extra payment overproof does 

noh provide for duhy being reckoned in all cases on hhe amount of 

proof spirit ,hhat is to say a whisky supplied by hhe same people 

on hhe same invoice is 20 u.p. ,and yeh as I read hhe Ordinance we 

shall have ho pay hhe full duhy on this. We have just consulted 

Mr.Day on hhe subject,one of hhe largest Wine Merchants in London, 

and he hells us that in case of underproof hhe duhy is only 

charged here in proportion ho the rate per proof gallon,and so hhe 

duty on hhe lash mentioned would be here 11/.per gal.less 20#.

Did this point arise when hhe Ordinance 'is passed,and does hhe 

Governor mean ho conform ho hhe usage in this country? People ask 

us why we do noh import spirit overproof and reduce ih ourselves.

I reply that Stanley is a talkative place,and that if ih were known 

that vie watered our Whisky there would be an end of our trade,

21. Looking over hhe quarterly balances there is one account 

with which you will have ho deal,that is Mr.A.E.Felton1 s. Ah hhe 

end of September he owed us £783.6.6,and his wool since sold has 

only realized £431.12.10, When he came home he asserted that he

ic had a credit of £300,a large portion of which he drew,as ah hhe

time his balance in Stanley seemed a fair one. The question was 

referred ho Mr.Girling,and his reply was noh very clear. We mush 

noh,even in a small mahher like this,allow a return ho hhe bad 

old system of blowing overdrafts,and this mahher mush be taken up 

sharply,and Mr.Felton* s credit restricted until he is on the right
j

'-""'side* It may be as well to point out to him that hhe payments on 

account of his daughter may have ho be shopped,and he and everyone 

else mush be made ho under stand that drafts on hhe Company mush 

noh depend on what they wish ho spend,buh be strictly regulated 

by hhe amounts of their balances in hhe ledger.

22. rate Secretary of J.L.Waldron Ltd,has brought in an ex

tract from one of Mr,Mathews's letters which is somevrtiah disquie

ting. He reports that a schooner that brought a consignment of

tno
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wire had"had ho "throw 1^ "tons overhoard in order "to float, her,be

cause she ran on a reef*, This yjas insured" • The matter we are hold 

has been mentioned to the Underwriters ,who on such a vague state

ment are unable to act,but point out that if* the facts are as re

ported it is a case of General Average,and ship, car go, and freight 

are all liable to contribute. It must be assumed that the schoon

er Y*as one in which we are interested,as there are no others ,and 

it Is -always unpleasant to receive reports of this sort from out

side instead of getting them from your office. Several points 

arise on which we must have full information. Where did the schoo

ner ground on a reef? If in harbour,the natural thing would have 

been to land the wire or put It into the boats; therefore we must 

conjecture that It was outside,consequently she was in grave per

iled yet not a word has been said about ±t. Secondly,was this 

the only cargo Jettizoned? Thirdly,did the Master on his return 

to Stanley note a protest? This should certainly hgive been done 

for two reasons: the consignee's claim primarily would be on the 

ship for non-delivery,and the only valid answer would be furnish

ed by a protest,and again,if by any chance the vessel's bottom was 

injured,a note at the time would enable us to claim from the Un

derwriters next time it became necessary to heave dov/n for clean

ing or any other purpose. Fourthly,if the matter is one of Gener

al -Average,the values of ship, car go, and freight will have to be 

stated to enable the Statement to be prepared.' As the matter stands

£

the best thing we can do is to let It rest,unless a Protest wras 

noted,for I fear that unless the Underwriters are unusually gen
erous,there is a great risk now of any claim that may be made
falling upon us.

25. We have recovered Particular Average on the "Lafonia" in 

connexion with the accident she met vd.th,the wh<hle claim having 

been paid,less the crew's wages,which are disallowed.

24. The unavoidable mess into which wre have got through the 

loss of the "Fortuna,,and the delay in replacing the "Hornet"has
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mad© a consideration of the whole question of coasting necessary, 

and it is desirable thfct you should understand thoroughly the 

£ feelings and wishes of the Board on the subject. I have said un

avoidable,because,although in ordinary circumstances we should 

have replaced the latter promptly,and very likely the public think 

that we were foolish in not doing so,our hands were tied by the 

request made by the P. S.N.Co.that we would not make a move until 

the pending question of a steamer had been thrashed out. ,What are 

the Company' s schooners sent out for? The answer is,to do the Com

pany's work in the first place,and afterwards that <bf other peo
ple. Now this West Falkland mail question is a serious one* V/hen

the last of the little boats that used to carry the mails was lost, 

I believe that it is a fact that you came to the rescue temporar

ily,and offered to fill the gap until fresh arrangements could 

be made. This assistance has been continued to the present day,and 

now we find it asserted that it ’is the positive duty of the Com

pany to keep the service going,regardless of everything else.

That the service hampers our vessels unduly we are obliged to con
jecture from figures in our possession. In 1891,my last year,the

"Castalia" and the little "Hornet" had brought in and shipped by 

the 12th of February 1870 bales of Wool,while in 1905,the last 

year we had three schooners working together,the "Fortuna" ,Lafon- 

ia" and "Hornet" had collected only 2010 bales by the 3rd of Feb

ruary. The schooners now are doubtless as capable of collecting 

as quickly .as ever they were,but if ,as we believe to be the case, 

you are bound to dates and ports,and have to wait for the mails, 

you cannot carry otft the only system on which it is possible to 

work to the best advantage,that is to send each vessel in turn as 

she is ready to a port where you know that cargo is ready for her. 

Therefore it seems to us that we should shake ourselves free from 

the shackles of the mail service as qtuickly as possible. vIt must 

not be forgotten that mails followtrade; not the reverse,the his

tory of the mail service shows the truth of this. When in 1880 we 

got our ocean mails carried by steam for the first time,it is -a 

fact that cannot be disputed tihat it was brought about by the pro

mise of support given by our Company in the way of cargo. When in
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1900 negotiations were opened between the Colonial Office and the

P.S.N.Co.for the new service,Mr.Alcock called here,and satisfied

% himself that we should hack them with cargo out and home before

the contract was made,and there oan he little douht that our atti
tude decided the matter. Apply this to the West Falklands. Up to

a few years ago|we collected from every port,with the single ex

ception of Port Howard,all the produce that was shipped to London, 
The secession of the Deans withdrew our calls from Port Stephens 

and Port Edgar,while the arrangements made hy Dean & Anson drove 

us from the Chartres,and yet with the considerahly less volume of 

carrying trade with the West we have of late become hampered with 

this miserable contract. And the irony of the thing is that one 

of the two mail ports is P&rt Hovrard,from which we have nothing 

to look for,except the leavings of Waldron’s sailing ships,and

yet we are bounced by Lfr. Mathews,who has no claim on us whatever, 
into treating him on more favourable terms than anyone else. A 

check must be put on our altruistic tendencies,unselfishness is a
Thenoble virtue,but in business matters charity begins at home, 

course of events of late seems almost too absurd to be true,but 

the fact is that,thanks to us,Waldron’s talloYf has been shipped 

sold,and other work has been done for him,while our own tal

low and that of Packe Bros.is lying here,having missed the market,
and

Holmested & Blake’s by the last accounts is still at Port Hov^ard, 

delivering the telephoned es is taking place,our sheep-
stations are bare of supplies.

delay in
skins are not shipped yet,and our 

No tallow sales will take place before January,the demand haying 

completely fallen off,and when we do se$l we are likely to do so
is nothing to what may happen If our wool doesat a loss; but this
early as usual,for a drop in the market may

two.The Direct- 

not hound to give 

see that we

schooner for the purpose, 

it Is impossible to do it 

own work; if on the other hand 

detriment they will be anything

not come forward as
to the extent of a thousand or 

matter in your hands; If you
of the mail service,and you

easily prejudice us 

ors leave the are

notice of discontinuance

likely to suffer through detaching aare
not blame you if you say thatthey will 

consistently with carrying out our

oblige other people to our ownyou
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but satisfied. Your first object must be to get the Company* b wool 

forward quickly,your second to serve the station in which some of 

I ’kk® Directors are interested,and generally,to consider the inter

ests of our own clients in preference to those of outsiders. If 

business calls one of the schooners to any port on the .West you 

will of course carry a mail; but no amount of subsidy could com

pensate us for loss of markets through not getting our wool home 

at the proper time. Of course,if you see your way at any tim'e to 

obliging the Government by carrying a mail you will do it,but you 

must retain freedom of action. The" wretched make shift” may not 

have as good accommodation as either the "Lvafonia" or the "Gvren- 

dolin" ,but she must be as good as the Chance or the "Result",and 

there seems no reason why she should not,if she can be spared,car
ry the mail. With schooners running frequently to the West there 

used to be no difficulty in arranging for passages in and out,and 

there seems to be no reason why they should not be taken in the 

same way now. The use of the "Samson" is of course barred,as she 

should not leave Stanley except on rare occasions when the Compa

ny* s service may make it necessary,or there is a case of salvage 

or tov^age. I have written at unusual length on this subject,be

at the beginning of the season,unless it is under stood com

pletely that our own v/ork must not be aL lowed to suffer,we may be 

let in for serious loss.

cause

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

Managing Director.
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Enclosures per Supplementary Mail

Originals

Ledger & Journal Entries

Remarks on .Accounts

Remarks on Stores
Replies to Remarks on Stores 

List of General Cargo per "Oronsa"

B/L Cargo per "Orons.a"

Corrected list of Dutiable Goods per "Oronsa"

Certificate of Strength Mackenzie's 5 octaves Whisky 

Langdon's invoice for goods per "Oronsa"

Debit note for Bertrand & Felton £3.2. 3

B/L & invoice for Sheep Dip per "Oronsa" for G.Bonner 

Dewar & Webb's copy of A/sale Wheat ex "Duendes," 

General Invoice goods per "Oronsa"

Clients' reports & contracts:-

K 1 bale Sheepskins ex "Ortega”

"Orita"9 5 9 99 9

W E D 15 9 9 9 99 9

D 6 9 99 9 9 9

F B 9 99 9 9 9

AP 10 9 99 99 9

R.B.C. 7 9 9T 99 9

H w 12 9 9 9 99 9

5F 9 99 99 9

T R 6 9 99 9 9 9

Brokers' press copies of above reports & contracts

Anning & Cobb's Sheepskins Sale report. 

Brokers' copy A/sale Company Hides ex "Potosi" 

Letter for A.L.Allan 

Ainslie's corrected invoice.

London 22nd December,1906
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Enclosures via Liverpool

Duplicates
\

Despatch No.1920

Ledger & Journal Entries

Remarks on Accounts

Replies to Remarks on Stores

Remarks on Stores

List of General Cargo per 11 Or it a'" 

General Invoice Goods per "Orita" 

List of Dutiable Goods per "Orita"

List of Parcels

List of Enclosures

List of Clients' Cargo per "Orita"

Second of Exchange for £54= . 17 . 3 

Clients reports ,contracts & A/sales

6' hales Sheepskins ex Oriana"K
Ortega9 99 9

• K 6 9 9 9 99 9

OrianaAP 3 9 9 9 9

DS 2 9 99 99 9

W. Fell 3 9 9 9 99 9

W.E.D. 15 9 99 9 9 9

"Or^ga"McG ‘ SB 9 9 9 9

4 casks TallovfAP 9 9A/salesonly
McG 2 9 99 9 9 9

9 2 hales Wool ex "Orita"
(

122 9 9 9 9

Reports only F ." 78 9 99 9

R B C 35 9 99 9

H W 52 9 99 9

B/L General Cargo per "Orita"

• :



Enclosures via Liverpool

• cr i '-:o‘

Originals

(• ir e

Wool Reports 

Trinity House printed.Notice to Mariners 

i Copies of Cablegrams sent 

Copy of Cablegram received

S c
• c

:o'

their
Copy of letter to Trinity House of 14th and khEKix reply of

15th December.
Extract from letter from Port Howard dated 2.8th Oct. ,06‘
A/sale of Old Metal exMOrita" 

Prevention of Corruption:Act . 

Clients* A/gales- & contracts

H W 52 bales Wool ex "Orita11

9 2 9 9 9 9 9 9

R B C 33 9 9 9 9 9 9

F 78 9 9 9 9 9 9

D H 122 9 9 9 9 9 9

"Duendes"AP 109 9 9 9 9

T R 1 9 9 9 9 9 9

Brokers* copy Company Hide A/sale ex"Potosi"

Particulars of homeward freight per "Orita"

Loewe*s notice re rise in prices of Briar Pipes,

Copy of letter fporn the Admiralty dated 27th & our reply
of 28th December.

Copy of Correspondence with the Admiralty re coal as
requested.

Copy of letter from Lowden & Co.reporting on the Smithy
coal shipped per " Orita "

Copy of letter from R.Hornsby & Son,Ld.re Rock Light Oil 
Clients* reports’ & contracts

36 Hides ex "Duendes"D Ii

H W 18 9 9 9 9

29 9 9 9 9

Me G- 17 9 9 9 9

H W 247 Hair Sealskind ex "Duendes"
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Copy of letter to the Colonial Office dated. ;‘4th December. re Telephone 

Clients* .Credit notes for Bea^damaged Wool ex "St.Leonards"

<?> C2 tales £2 . V 4,2

<s> i 1.7.99 9

W P 1 6 .11 . 5 j
9 9

Detit notes for insurance &'c.for Mex.Beid (2) .

Invoice for goods shipped^per "Orita" for Darwin Telephone £/c.

- for m the. u i

ged Wool ex "ftt. Leonards11o J '
!

• I "O'4*.r TT
M «U l' .■n9 9

Letters for the following

(Z) W.A.Harding,A.L. Allans, P. I.King.
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Per Orissa. c #
/■GO 7.Yrru/rm . £. c..____16ih_.. January1022.VP 9--------- -

Sir,

I have to acknowledge receipt of your despatches nos.301/3, 

which arrived on the 7th inst.,and "being a week late has prevent

ed our attending fully to all the contents.

It will "be "better to transfer the proceeds of sal

vage ex Fortuna as you suggest,and say nothing more about it un

less you sire asked,wrhen you can shift it on to this office if you

2. Par, 4.

like.

3. Par.5. The Rev.M.Migone did ask us to sell the land at 

the back of Eagle Buildings,but the Board declined to part with 

it. We have no intention of parting with freehold land in Stanley 

to anyone,or at any time.

4. Par.6. You will be wise not to make a fuss about the Cus

toms regulations,as the cost of the new rules to us is so little. 

If it comes out at more than you expect,you might consider the 

propriety of putting a penny or so on the landing charges to meet

it.
5. Par.7. I enclose copy of correspondence with Mr.Matthews, 

and you will see that he has somewhat grudgingly given way about 

the extra 10/. He makes a polite reference to the assistance you

have rendered his people since your return.

Par. 8. I have forwrarded the statement and a summary of 

your remarks re "Ortega" to the P.S.N.Co.,who are probably letting 

the matter drop,as they have not replied.

7. Par.9. For the last 40 years we have had onl# two Darwin 

cutters,the Lily and the Flora. The first was fairly worn out when 

she was replaced,and the Flora,which was built by Woolfe,went out 

over 30 years .ago. With ports always under her lee it is most un

likely that a boat running in Choiseul Sound only could -be lost

6.

■

V/. A. Harding,Esq.. , 
Stanley,



except
■through gross carelessness or worse. The length of life enjoyed 

hy these cutters is a fairly good prooft' of this. Since you men

tion that the Flora had heen ashore on the 12th November (?) at 

John's Creek,will you enquire whether she ran aground an Lively 

Island some time before that because the Master was too drunk to 

see the way in? If this was the case it would have been well to

follow the wholesome mile that a man in charge of life and proper- 
who misconducts himself in such a way 

ty^should not have another opportunity of losing either.
stand that the man's name is Spamer,and I would suggest that if

he has at any time been drunk while on duty you will hardly like

the responsibility of keeping him where he is.

Par.10. Mr.Blake asks me to say that he had refrained from

making any complaint about the detention of the HB produce,and

will find this confirmed,although I did not mention him by

A

I under-

8.

you
name,in my letter of October 11th.

9. Par, 11. I suppose it was Capt,Pollard who used the 'word 

"forced". I did not know that he had objected to the cook,or I 

would have given the man,who seems to be quite useless,a trifle 

as compensation for not taking him. With regard to the rest of 

the crew I am afraid that a mistake was made in the Articles,-as 

Pollard,who was here lately,tells me that they were shipped for 

the voyage only,which was not at dl what I intended, 

ways taken on a crew in similar circumstances for 12 or 18 months, 
I have dreamt that they would remain in the vessel, 

but because it has given us the opportunity of striking a bargain 

after arrival,and of keeping them until it h^s been 

convenient to let them go. If they were shipped for the trip only,

home,naturally they took it,and we have had to

I have al-

not because

on or soon

with a passage

bear the expense.
Par, 12. I remember the arrangement about the fence on

the mountains very well,and I see that if Felton and Eobson agree

to fence their boundary we ought to run that proposed line marked
it.

on the plan to meet khfixrxhaundaKy. Mr.Felton could ask us to put 

fence along the proper boundary,or share it with him I should 

have said,and the proposal will get us out of it cheaply,unless 

Mr.Allan should think it would be any gain to us to take in the

10.

a
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whole of "the "boggy land that we fenced out. Without hunting up 

old despatches I am sorry to say that I am not clear as to Rob

son1 s land,that is to say whether he holds it from us or the Gov

ernment, and whether he "bought our house or rents it.-

11. Par.13. The Directors are much concerned about Mr.Allan's 

illness,and trust that he will pull through the operation all 

right. He seems to have arrived at Montevideo in good time by the

"Oropesa".
Par.15.

12. It is very unfortunate about the M Fife shire-11,and from

what you say a prima facie case of manslaughter can hardly have

been made out. The draft for disbursements has been accepted.

^our remarks about the "Leon Bureau" are noted,

and I have to point out that there was no reason for reticence on 

the subject of the detention of the ship,as the course ordered to 

be followed was the ordinary one in all salvage cases.

We performed salvage services,and were entitled to prevent the 

vessel from leaving harbour until bail was given for the value 

we put on them. lhrther,we have what Mr.Ince calls a possessory 

lien for the advances made outside the salvage ,and the owners -and 

Underwriters might have moved with .more celerity if you had said 

plainly what we intended to do. It is similar to putting a stop 

on freight on the arrival of a vessel in a home port,and is no 

mark of hostility whatever. The threat contained in your cable 

received on the 6th inst.is a piece of bluff on the part of the 

Underwriter's agent,and of course you did not give way to it. The 

matter has incessantly been urged forward,and if there has been 

delay the Rrenchmen have themselves to thank for it. Bail has .at 

last been given for £2500,being £1750 for salvage,£500 for dis

bursements as per your cable via Sandy Point,and £250 costs,and 

we cabled you to this effect on the 10th inst. Through careless- 

in the office the word "Badaudage" was misspelt ."Badanage", 

but corrected the following day. Copies of Tetters on this subject 

are enclosed, I may remark here that all cables through Sandy

13. Par.l'5<

ness

Point that come by the Western Union are more or less mutilated, 

while those per Eastern are correct; is there any way of getting 

them all sent by the latter?
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14, Par, 17. The hay was ordered as part of* a sailing ship.

cargo,and at first it was intended to ship it hy "Malvina"• The
*1

ft P^ice had advanced so enormously that did not know whether itA
would "be safe to send so much or not,however 200 hales have gone 

in the "Duendes". The order said "200 or 300: hales/,'which was un

derstood to he meant for filling up if necessary,and if you' want 

the other hundred shipped at whatever the price may he please say

so.

15. Par, 18. It is satisfactory to hear that Mr, Cxreenshields 

has decided to do his business through our office,harring the con

signment of his wool. You know of course that Hoares charged those 

who consign to them direct a hrokergae of 1$,while to merchants

in London the charge is J#. With our commision and the brokerage 

the charges come to If#,but it is perhaps not always known that >a 

merchant's commission carries a guarantee,.

16. Par. 19. We hope of course that none of the farmers will 

sell their wool locally.

17. Par.20,, Your further remarks about Mr.Felton and the 

canning project tally with what I had heard from him,and there 

must have been some misunderstanding as #ou say,

18. Par,21. You are mistaken about the Sustentation fund; it 

is true that the deductions you mention were suggested by one of 

the Directors,but it was not pressed,and the Board are unanimous 

in saying that the more liberal offer was what they intended to 

make. The £100 was not mentioned as being the minimum offer or 

contribution,but if it was mentioned at all it was alluded to as 

what the Company always had and always would give until further 

notice.
19. Par. 22. I have submitted you remarks about the line to 

Fitzroy to Mr.Mantle,but unfortunately he is laid up with influ

enza, and although he may go into the matter before the Supplemen

tary mail leaves I cannot give you his opinion today. The point 

was not overlooked as Mr.Allan seems to think when the line to

Darwin was first discussed,and I remember that Mr.Mantle said that 

there would be a certain amount of cross-talk unless something

was done,but what that was I do not remember,and I thought that
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lie had gone into it with Homer. As far as I can see the proposal 

now is to abandon the direct line over Fitzroy ridge and carry it 

straight to Fitzroy,thence to the head of Fitzroy and on to Stan
ley,making Mr.Packe* s house an intermediate station. This can he

$

done if Mr.Packe can guarantee that there will always he someone
else that the line willat the house to attend to the telephone,or

normally be "through" there. 'In such a case I suppose that we
him for the number of poles extra that 

straight line would necessitate, and either

of the line,as he v^ould

should only have to charge 

the deviation from the

make him an annual charge for the use
wire of his own to pay for,or charge him with am agreedhave no 

proportion of the cost of the main line wire .as far as Fitzroy.
,but the only gain to us,and per-We ought to oblige him if we 

haps not a very valuable one,would be that we should have another
can

would be easily located. On theshort length on which a fault 

whole,perhaps you will say 

would be better to stick to the
It seems to me

that,unless he is very keen on it,it 

main line only,and pay for the 

to emphasize thepoint Idragging of the poles.
agreement for carrying outsiders' wireshave insisted on that no

without much consideration. I have sent the sketch
intention rightly I do not

should he made 

to Mr.Mantle,but if I understand the
it would he a waste of 

matter with Mr.Allan short-
should he a loop at all,as 

shall he able to discuss the
see why there

posts. I

iy-
about the "Hyndford" have been sent 

letter of suggestions for
30,. 302-1. All the papers 

to Mr.Ince. He is going to write a
use

in any future cases.
21. Par. 3. "When I went to the Custom 

of ownership of the "Malvina

House to make the de- 

" I asked the Chief Eegis- 

transferring from one port to 

payable at both ends. He laughed

the fee paid covered both 

port of the U.K.h^d asked 

known how to deal with him,hut that

claration
of Shipping about the fee fortrar

another,that is whather it was 

sat the question,and said that of course

ends,adding that if any Registrar in a 

second one he would havefor a
did odd things -at times in Colonies. 

22. Par.5. You have
they

alluded several times to the HJfficLford’s
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propeller,and are probably not aware that you have not explained 

what was the matter with the spare one; however I got the explana

tion from Capb,Pollard. The work seems to have been very well 

done. I have sent the papers relating to the "Consort"f s voyage 

to Mr.Ince,but do not expect to make anything out of it.

23. 303-5. I have had no time to go into the matter of the 

crank shaft,but will attend to it as soon as I can.

'Q

24. I enclose a copy of a letter from the C.O#about the Te
lephone,and you will be glad to see that Lord Elgin has accepted 

amendments and abandoned the preposterous claim to priori-all my
ty which wras put forward so long and with such persistence, I sup^ 

that his Lordship is tired of the subject; I am. It is lesspose
pleasant to me to find that I am expected to send in a clean 

draft of the agreement as a whole,marking all the amendments and 

differentiating between those suggested by the C.O.and our 

Considering thatfthey have people in the C.O.accustomed to this

own.

sort of thing,it is putting a good deal on me,as I shall have to 

line of the original and every letter of half a 

year's correspondence. I hope,however,to take it up after the
go over every

mail has left.
The wheat ex "Cassard" netted only 12/3d per bag,so25.

catch in sending it here if you can sell in the Colthere is no

ony.
reported to the Board the arrangement you had made 

with the Captain of the "Hyndford" ,and explained the cheque for

£100 I sent to your Bankers to be placed to your credit.
of the practice of giving commissions

26'. I

Some of

the Directors were unaware 

to Captains,which I explained had teen followed for years,though
it discontinued when we ceased toI should have "been glad to see

serious competitor in Stanley. It was resolved that Ihave any
should inform you that in future all such commissions would he 

discountenanced hy the Board,and must cease,as it would manifest

ly he improper to connive at what has heen here since the 1st of 

Janupm’y a criminal offeree, We might perhaps give a Captain a hox 

of good cigars or a case of port,hut anything more is strictly

forbidden.



27. I went to Liverpool for the trial trip of the Malvina on 

the 21st ult. ,and was on "board, for about an 'hour and a half,the 

trial lasting six hours. The engine was calculated by Mr.Cumming 

to give 5 knots at 350 revolutions. Nothing could have been more 

satisfactory in every respect as regards the machinery; it worked 

smoothly and with a total absence of vibration in the cabin,the 

revolutions went up to 375,and a speed of 5-J- knots was attained 

in four runs on the measured mile in moderate weather, 
other hand,the misfortunes which have dogged the vessel so long 

have not ceased yet: at the launched it was noticed that she 

broke one of the inner ways,but nothing was thought of it at the 

time,as she seemed to go into the water well enough; but shortly 

afterwards some fragments of copper were picked up on the ways,, 

and when in Liverpool she continued to make more water than she 

ought to have done,even allowing for shrinkage after caulking. 

This leak continued at the rate of about 22 inches in 24 hours, 

and she had to go into dry dock,when it was discovered that two 

sheets of copper had been torn off. I refused to take her in a 

leaky condition naturally,and Fergusons had to take off the false 

keel,this showed the cause of the trouble,one of the scarphs of 

the main keel being slightly started. Under the directions of 

Lloyd's Surveyor this has been rectified and the keel strength

ened, and you will see from enclosed letter from Lowdens that the 

frame of the vessel has not been affected in any way. The cargo 

has been alongside for weeks,and there is nothing now I hope to 

prevent an early start. All this has been extremely mortifying, 

and the hope we had at the outset of having the schooner at the 

Islands in time for the early work has been completely falsified;

On the

but she ought to be out in tinfe for the more distant collection
Theof wool,and I hope will, still be of service this s’eason. 

whole thing has been an experiment,and if we have at any future 

time to build a vessel of a similar description,! know enough now 

to be able to avoid the pitfalls that have obstructed us.

28. The woolsales opened yesterday with a strong demand,and 

prices for cross-breds from par to '5# up. There seems to be a 

likelihood of a good market in the first half of the year,and we
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rely on getting the hulk of our own clip forward for the March

and May sales,even if the .West Falkland mail service has to suf-
"Oravia" isfer temporarilxy. The P. S. N. Co. have notified that the 

to bring the first lot at the end of this month.
29. Your cable by Western Union read as follows:—

Dora maresca sorrento leonbureau elimberis iscurris exclusive sal— 

(sic) achicaban tallerets schaduwen isoclimi(sic)". After get

ting the last word repeated as MisoclinicM the meaning is tolera-* 

bly clear,I put a comma after "salage" and read MUnderwriters' 

Agent has telegraphed"not that you have telegraphed,although at 

first sight the latter seemed the correct interpretation. It is 

clear,however ,how the Agent has been able to take upon him

self to judge the amount of salvage likely to be awarded,and tl^at

is a matter that might wrell have been left to our Solicitors. If
only

probable amount of disbursements had been stated^it would 

have been better. As already mentioned we have got the amount 

increased to £250.0,which in the judgment of Mr.Ince will be suf

ficient, assuming that the £500 estimated disbursements has not
With regard to the "Dora" we have been in commun-

O

"Federal

age

not

the

been exceeded.
ication with Fisher Alimonda & Co.,agents for the owners,and hop-

credit,and I have also written direct to Sorrento;
in communication with the Captain with

ed to arrange a 

but we hear that they are 

a view to condemnation,wrhich you will of course try to prevent. I
is mentioned in asking forhave again to complain that no sum 

credit,and wrish I could get you to see that in dealing with a for- 

it is absolutely useless to try to obtain one unless aeign ship 

definite amount can be given,as 

Unlimited credits are

that is the first question asked, 

not given in such cases,and though you will 

early stage it is impossible to calculate,I 

something to begin with,and then when a 

obtained it is easy to get it increased. Knowing

say that at such an 

say never mind that,say 

credit is once
absolutely nothing about the damage,I made a shot at £1500 in wri-

It was just the same in our own case for theting to the owners.
"Samson"j we were asked for and gave a credit for £3000,which was

afterwards at Morton's cabled request increased to £4000.

I am,Sir,'
your obedient servant,

Managing Director.
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Enclosures via LiverpoolO

Originals

Wool Reports
Copy of Cablegram received 

Copies of Cablegrams sent 
General Invoice goods per "Puendes"

Baseley' s agreement 

Capt.Finch's agreement
Mr.Mathews's two letters to Mr.Girling returned

Clients' A/sales
12 hales Sheepskins ex "Orita"H W

5F 9 99 9

2 9 99 9

T.B
7BBC 9 99 9

v 6T) H 9 99 9

10AP 9 99 9

15W E D 9 99 9

5 9 99 9
v/

"Ortega"

"^ruendes,,,
1K 9 9

6T R 9 9

18 Salted Hides ex "Duendes"H W
17MCG 9 99 9

38D H 9 9/ 9 9

32 9 99 9V

248 Hair Sealskins 

48 casks Tallow "ex
H W 9 9

J B 9 9

J V 

y 68
2 9 99 9

9 99 9

Brokers* copies A/sales &c.Company's Tallow ex"Puendes"

of let/ter to Trinity House dated. 9th January, and 
J......" ‘ their reply of 14th Jany,

Times Book Club's invoice for Dean Brandon
& /Specimen of Receipt from N.McLoed.

Particulars of homeward freight per ."Puendes"

Copy



to

O

Copies of invoices from Lowden & American 01^°n2J„gO°dS PSr
Copies of letters from Ince Colt & Ince oP Jany#

and ours of the 8th Jany.re Leon Burea
Colonial Office dated 1st Jany.re 

telephone.Copy of letter from the
Copies of letters from W.Lowden & c°.^ted^9th & 11th Jany re 

of Statement of Claim re "Hyn&forcf.Pfbss copy

London 16th January,1907• - ------
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ENCLO. SORES

DOPLICATES-

Despatch No.1021 

Ledger & Journal Entries 

Remarks on Accounts

Remarks on Stores
Replies to Remarks on Stores 

List of General Cargo per "Oronsa" 

List of Dutiable Goods per "Oronsa"

List of Patcels

List of Enclosures
General Invoices goods per "Qronsa^"

Clients' reports,contracts & A/sales
247 Hair Sealskins ex "Duendes11 

29 Salted Hides ex "DuendesM
H W

9
18H W 9 99 9

17McG 9 99 99 9

.36D H 9 99 99 9

7 hales Sheepskins ex "Orita"R B C

DJI 6 9 99 99 9

"Ortega"

"Duendes"
1K 9 99 9

Reports &N 
Contracts 

only

6T R 9 99 9

"Orita"9 5 9 99 9

U15W E D Q9 99 99 9

ft u10AP 9 99 99 9 0i §ft2F B 9 9 a) o9 99 9

1a: g m
§ 2/2 O12H W 9 99 99 9
Ou5F o9 9 *

Sh
9 99 9S, o

<3 .■Wool
© -P
* g

2 5 99 9

78F 9 99 99 9 o
Shoa *52H WA/sales & 

contracts
9 99 99 9

0o
122D H •HrH9 99 99 9 O

>U© • £33R B C *2
9 99 99 9 •H

0"Duendes" cb1T R 9 99 9

A/sales
eta

! AP 109 m m9 99 9 9 9
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Per Supplementary Mall.
^oru/on.EC... 7... 18til .-January,1023..VP

Sir,

In continuance of my despatch via Liverpool,I write to en
close copies of Instructions to Counsel re Leon Bureau and State

ment of Claim re Hyndford. Mr.Ince has had no time to preppire the 

questions for consideration in salvage cases,hut has mentioned a

few points wfhich I can communicate to you now.
2. The names of the Samson’s crew and their several capaci

ties should have been given on both occasions. It should have been

the tow line and other tackle used belonged to thestated whether
vessel or the tug,and in the latter event to what extent,if any, 

it was damaged during the service. The weather is an important
factor in these cases,and not enough has been made of it,especi-

of the Leon Bureau,for although it took only anally in the case 

hour to go
have been stated by Captain Thomas. We happen to know from other 

that the tow took place against a strong gale,but infor-

down to her,the towage lasted 11 or 12,and this should

sources
mation received in this way is not as 

the tug’s Master. About the 

have been given if ours 

stated,that is how the tow rope was

danger to the Samson or her crew over

effective as when given by 

tackle above mentioned,the value should 

How the vessel was taken in tow is not

passed,and whether there was 

the operation,this is a
any

Then if there was any 

fire while towing or getting in tow,
point that Usually appeals to the Judge.

personal danger incurred from
should have been made the most of. The circumstances attend-this

ing the teaching of the Leon Bureau,though given hy Mr.Girling 

not detailed in the log as they should have "been,chain slip-are
sort of thing,and how it was recovered; all theseping and that 

W. A. Harding, Esq. 

Manager,
• 9

Stanley.
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things tell. I am writing without the Leon Bureau papers before 

me,as they are with Mr.Ince,and am simply repeating the main points 

that I jotted down while he was talking. No doubt with the in

structions that will follow Capt.Thomas will be equal to the oc

casion when another salvage case arises. Mr.Ince thinks that it 

would be well to have a supplementary statement made clearing up 

these points in both cases,though there is a chance of being too 

late. He does not think that any claim for the Consort’s services 

will be recognized,but will keep the matter before him.
3. I took the opportunity of me\,ioning the position now tak- 

by the Receiver of Wrecks with regard to wrecked property, 

and he said that it was only with regard to unclaimed wreck that
en up

that official’s services were required,or in assisting,if neces- 

representatives of the property in peril. When the Cap- 

authorized agent for the Owners is on the spot it is
sary,t/he

tain,or the
usual for the Beceiver to stand aside,and only act if called upon.

that I always took,and insisted on acting 'my-
colourable pretext for

This was the view- 

self as Lloyd’s .Agent whenever I had any 

doing so,and so it seemed to me
’when the present Receiver took upon

to be a case of gross interfer-
himself the management 

to have made of it. I 

ask the Secretary of Lloyd’s con- 

and the Receiver stand in relation to

ence
of the Cassard,and a precious mess he seems 

think that you would do well to 

f identially how their .Agent 
another,and to what 

ent can protest against any

extent the Captain if present or the Ag-one
interference that may be thought un

correspondence on the subject 

details; at all. events
warrantable. I think that I had some

time,but I have forgotten themyself at/ one
with wrecks without interference.in the habit of dealingI was

Mr.Mantle about Mr.Packe’s telephone,and the4. I have seen 

he recommends is that Mount Pleasant should be made an ex
plan

should be normally."through"from Stan 

back from Mount Pleasant
station,that the line

second -wire should run
change
ley to Darwin,a
to the junction for Fitzroy,which would be the nearest point to

house,and this wire,M.P.to

• that Stanley,Darlin,Sulivan House,
the latter,and carried to Mr.Packe’s

Fitzroy would be Mr.Packe’s 

through the Stanley office,and Fitzroy can all call Mount Plea-
the station to be spoken to,and that

own;

■

sant to be switched on to
-Uau-fio to-PitErovM M Ol ll "I T T o v>-
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■the second line from Sulivan House to Fitzroy should he abandchned. 

Tills wijl clearly he ho Mr.Packe* s advantage,for he will he saved 

the cost of the difference between the proposed length of wire 

from Stanley to the junction and the length of that from Mount 

Pleasant to that point,and will he able to get into direct com

munication with Darwin if he wishes. There will he details to he 

settled of course,for instance it was proposed to cut out the 

heia at Mount Pleasant except at stated tomes; now it will always 

ring when a call is made even when the line is"through” • 

hovrever can easily he arranged hy having one hell disregarded,and 

two hells as the signal that the Exchange has to he used. It also 

means that an intelligent person capable ofoperating the switches 

must always he in the house,and for this some annual douceur will 

probably have to he given• You must settle with the Governor and 

Mr.Packe whether this proposal is to he carried out at all,or 

whether Mr.Packe is to drop out,and secondly,if he comes in you

This

must arrange or rather re—arrange the terms,for probably the Gov

ernor will say,as X think we should, too,that the convenience and 

to Mr.Packe will be great enough to warrant our asking him 

something extra in the way of payment. Mr.Mantle is going to
hear what has been decided we

saving

for
write fully to Homer,and when we

send out the necessary instruments; in the meanwhile the er-can
ection of the main line can proceed without interruption.

written to ask Capt.Pollard if he bought his charts
In such a case

•5. I have
home,but the answer will not come in till tomorrow, 
they should always be sent home,to be used on a future occasion, 

and I think they usually have. If they are here it will save our

buying new ones for the Malvina.

6. I enclose the 

liams,and you
formation in a clearer manner,conforming as far as possible to 

the method on which our annual retiirns are given.
7. 'The latest news this morning is that the Malvina is tight 

in the bottom,and that she will load without further delay.

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,-

Weddell stock return received from Mrs.Wil-

should ask Mr.W.Williams if he cannot give the 'in-

Managing Director.
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Enclosures per Supplementary Mall

Originals

Ledger ft Journal Entries 

Remarks on Accounts 

Remarks on Stores 

Replies to Remarks on Stores 

B/L General Cargo per "Orissa," 

Weymouth College 

Eills ft Co.’s invoices 

Price’s Patent Candle Co’s invoice

Schooling Accounts for W.C.Girling.

Barclay ft Co’s invoice
Invoice ft Petit note for Vere Packe

Weddell Island Stock Return for 1906Copy of
General Invoice Goods per "Orissa"

sent to Council "Leon Buread"Copy of Instructions 

Letter for W.A.Harding.

London 19th January,190V
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Cllii'Jj'allditnh ,3Mauit& (tumpauu.
-------fl(INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.)o~

V\; ' TJSXgjU‘

Registered 1902.

O'/, V.y C..

Per Oropesa. r
V.13th .February,. V? 1024. ur/u/jmiE.C-

Sir,

I have to acknowledge receipt of* your despatches nos, 304 and 

30-5,which arrived on the 29th ult. 

safely,the former in apparently good health.
2. 304-2. The only comment that can he made on your explana

tion of the "Consort" expedition is an expression of wonder why 

all this was not sent before. Under pressure from the Governor,Mr.
was

Mr..Allan and family landed

Girling could not have refused to despatch her,hut the voyage 

a useless one in itself,and could have been predicted to be use- 

question had been calmly considered. The Governor in 

calling on Lloyd's Agent to act entirely misapprehended the posi
tion of the latter,and the instructions could have been quoted to 

show that the Agent was debarred from undertaking any expense 

without specific authority; it followed,therefore,that it would

less if the

have been right,while declining as Lloyd’s Agent to send the ves-
charter her to the Government. The Directors wish 

considered closed,and I am only to add,for
sel,to offer to 

the incident to be
the purpose of preventing any misconception on the subject,that

blame to Mr.Girling,as everyone Is liable to
right in saying

they have imputed no 

an error
that the Directors would 

importance in any case in which it could haxx be considered rea-

of judgment,and that the Governor was
consider saving life as of the first

sonably practicable.

3. Par.4. VTe have 

the Lighthouse work. Mr.Hood was

and promised to 

had not,to the best of his knowledge,been alluded to.

received the extra payment on account of 

here the day before yesterday, 

look into the question of the crane,which be said

W/A. Harding, Esq • j

Manager,'

Stanley.
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4. Par.5. It is probable that we shall have to pay more for 

Masters for our schooners in future,hut that will he better than 

having incompetent men. In the present day all the hest men turn 

towards steam,and few-are attracted by offers to command small 

coasting schooners in the Falklands. You seem to have got a good 

man in Osborne; but he must be an exceptional man,and as to the 

"Gwendolin" ,we cannot conceal from ourselves the risk we are run

ning in keeping on Rowlands,a man of over 70,who lost the "Fortu- 

naM,as far as we can judge,through defective eyesight. Nothing 

can take away the appreciation we feel for his services in the 

past,but there comes a time in the life of all men when they be

come unequal to their diities,and he is no exception to this. Capt

ain Finch seems promising,and I hope that he may be induced to 

remain. It must never be forgotten that in all departments,whether 

afloat or ashore,the Company desires to have and are ready to pay 

for the very best men who are to be got; we have a high position 

to maintain,and this is the only way to do it.
5. Par.6. The "Orita" did not report the "Hyndford" as being 

in a critical position; but it was not clear from the cable whe

ther she was five miles from Port Stanley or from the settlement,
and as the port extends,I believe,as far as Cape Pembroke,if she

'
had. been still to the S.W.of th'e Wolf Rook Bhe could not have been 

considered in safety.
6. Par.9. If the flour shipped from Liverpool,which is Aus

tralian, is cheaper than what you can get from Chili or the Plate, 

you will,of course,continue ordering it. You say that some people 

prefer Chilian,hut it must he remembered that it is as likely 9® 

not to he ground from Australian or Argentine wheat.
Y. Par. 10. I will' talk with Mr.Allan about sausage skins.

Par.11. I will also speak about the coal question,hut may- 

remark here that you seem to 'exaggerate the number of handlings.

{V: if we ship North Wales coal' from Liverpool it is inferior and

wasteful; if Tyne or Wallsend the expense of bagging and railing 

such a small quantity would be prohibitive,and if shipped from

! (p «-■
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London,as it used to be,it would be not only very dear,hut have 

had an extra ‘handling in the coasting collier, if we send a



load direct from the Tyne,we "buy the test coal in the cheapest 

manner,and it is delivered on "board the ship in trucks,or rather 

out of trucks,direct from the pit's mouth,and the coal intended 

to he re-shipped from Stanley is,or ought to he received direct 

into a hulk,in which there ought to he no insuperable difficulty 

in hogging it for Darwin,thus entailing the minimum of handlings.

It may he possible before long to charter a coal ship from the 

Tyne to go round the Is lands, including a call at Darwin,,and this, 

if a sufficiently large coal-shed is erected there,on which sub
ject we have already talked to Mr.Allan,may prove to he the best 

and most economical solution of the question. ¥re are not hide

bound to any system that can be proved to be inefficient and waste
ful,but nothing that has been said causes us to alter our opinion

that the practice of shipping admittedly inferior North Wales
notcoal in bags from Liverpool is^he best to be adopted.

9. Par.15. The smithy coal was sent from Liverpool as an ex

periment, and you are quite right to point out that it is not a 

success. I tried to get 20 tons of Brancepeth sent by this boat, 

but it could not be done in time,and the shipment is deferred un

til. next month. I shall ask Lowdens how the Liverpool smiths,of 

whom there are of course many,manage to do their welding without 

Brancepeth coal; they asked me specially to report on the coal, 

and we may by enquiry get a solution of the puzzle.
Id. Par.14. Evidently Lawes*s agent has made an incorrect 

statement to them. I have deferred ordering,partly because it was 

doubtful If It could be got off in time,and also because I wish 

to speak to Mr.Allan on the subjectlt is,as you say,a matter of 

taste,and no doubt Mr.Allan is right in making his own; but when, 

you say that you always send Lawes to those who do not specify 

what they want,it occurs to me to ask why you do not ship some 

of Pearson’s,which I know to be genuine stuff and am Interested 

in the manufacture. I have several times asked for a report on 

this,and have not as yet succeeded in getting one. I am going to 

take Mr.Allan up to their warehouse.

11. Par.16. Mr.Allan and I have had a long conference with 

Mr.Mantle,at which we discussed the whole question of the Tele-
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phone,and arrived at a conclusion that seems undoubtedly the test. 

According to the original proposal the main line was to be ruri 

by the Government and the Company direst from Stanley to Darwin, 

Mr.Packe being privileged to place an independent wire on the 

poles,running first on his own poles at the back of Sapper* s Hill 

to the main lirie,thence to the head of Fitzroy,and from that spot 

again on his own poles to Fitzroy house. In discussing the matter 

originally with Mr.Mantle,he spoke of a certain amount of cross
talk to be expected,but did not give me to understand that it 

would be a costly matter to obviate it. Recently it has transpired 

that the expense would be very consider able, and the proposal has 

been made to divert the main line by a loop from the Fitzroy junc

tion,passing through Mr.Packe*s house,and rejoining the main line 

at the point of departure. Now there are several objections to 

this. In putting Mr.Packe on the lirie with a switch at Fitzroy,we 

should be departing from the original intention of running direct 

from Stanley to Darwin,we should virtually have a second exchange 

instead of the one at Mount Pleasant,and should be dependent foi* 

communication with Darwin on persons in another employ,overour
whom we should have no control. For these and other re&sops we

Unanimous in thinking that the proposed loop should be aban-were
doned. Another suggestion was discussed,which I will call number

the line direct to Mount Pleasant,where,as al-2,that 1b to run 

ready decided,there must be an exchange,that fPom there a wire

should run back to the junction formerly proposed,and be taken to 

. Mr.Mantle,however,pointed out that thebe must be a
Mr.Packe* s would run on

Fitzroy house
metallic circuit on both lines as far as 

the same poles as the main line,and to Fitzroy,that is to say that
and MoUnt Pleasant there would be four wires,'between the junction

junction to Fitzroy two,and as all this would- have 

Mr.Packe*s sole benefit,he wftuld naturally be oal- 

for three of the four wires between the junction

and from the 

to be done for

led upon to pay
and Mount Pleasant. The final proposal,no.3,is simple in the ex

treme, and the whole work can be carried out with a single wire and 

earth connections. It is to run the main line as originally propos

ed to the Mount Pleasant Exchange,and from that point let Mr,
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Pack© run his own line to Fitzroy, With this there would be no 

double wires,no chance of cross-talk,and communication would be 

easy. The drawback to Mr.Packe would be that he would have to put 

up about nine miles of poles instead of four as you say,but the 

measurement according to the spots marked by Mr,Allan comes to

The wire in Stanley would not be longer than the one original

ly proposed behind Sapper's Hill,perhaps not so long. Let us see 

how this works out. If it had been done as first proposed,Mr.
Packe would, have paid for wires and insulators from Stanley to 

the Fitzroy junction; all this will be saved. The loop is ruled 

oUt as objectionable. No 2 ■would, have cost him the value of' near

ly 27 miles of wire and insulators according to our measurement, 

and there is no saying when the rise in copper will end. If these 

alternatives are calculated out,probably Mr.Packe will be as well 

off as under any of them if he accepts no. 3. 'We can then go on 

with the main line and finish it,and Mr.Packe will come in afber- 

without disturbing us in the least. I hope that you and thewars
Governor will see that this is the best course to take: there 

details to thrash out which you can decide on the spot.will be
The Governor has already very rightly put forward some modifica

tions of the agreement with Mr.Packe, and has called attention to 

fact that the latter would gain by being in direct communica- 

rarwin and elsewhere,and naturally he ought to pay for
the

hion with
the increased accommodation. I have only to add that one of the

shall enjoy is in being able to get through the mainbenefits we
work without reference to the other,and that if Mr.Packe decides

difference will be that we shall have tonot to accept,the only 

drag out the poles.
IS. I am glad to be able to tell you that the Telephone agree

able after the mail to takement with the C.O.is settled. I was 

it in hand,made out the fair copy,and sent it in with a letter,to

which a reply came fairly promptly agreeing to the whole,with a 

trivial exception relating to the valuation,which the more precise

terms finally adopted rendered unnecessary. If you have the pati-
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ence bo compare t/he final with the original draft, I think that 

you will say that the amendments are not on the whole unfavourable 

to us,and that you will see that I have slipped in one or two 

small ones to which I did not draw attention in the correspondence.
13. We have heard no more about the ."Dora" ,and the owners

have not answered my letter.
14. Par.20. Probably Braun & Blanchard will not do any wool 

carrying,and we must do what we can to keep them out of the Is
lands,though they would be more formidable opponents than any we
have had yet. Looking through the Manifest of the "Lovart",! do

of importance
not see that they are doing any trade with any of
our clients,except in wood which is of no consequence* Proposals

been made by Williams for the sale to us of his business from 

time to time,but wre have never regarded him as a serious opponent.

. in his place would have to be reckoned with,and if ttiey 

decided to establish a hulk in Stanley we could not prevent them 

as we have done Williams. The wonder is why these people with
and immense business in the Straits want to

it is

have

B.& B

their large resources
meddle with the comparatively small trade of the Islands; 

difficult to hit them back,but is there any way of keeping them

out.?
Par.21. The figures of Mrs.Bonner*s Estate do not seem 

out of the way,but I am sorry to see the innovation adopted of 

differentiating between the values of the sheep. The old plan of 

so much a head all round was simpler,and who is the Government 

expert who can presume to judge the values of the various flocks?
‘There is no more to be said this mail about the 

"Leon Bureau",except that we enclose copy of Counsel’s opinion 

and Statement of Claim.
17. Par.23. The "Fifeshire"*s second bill has been paid.

18. Par.24. The report about the "Samson"*s condenser tubes 

is not satisfactory .because if they are in as bad a condition as 

is now indicated it should have been sent in long since,and it 

shows great neglect on the part of someone,probably the Engineer. 

The Directors never have grudged any expenditure that is shown to

be needed for the purpose of keeping the Company* s property in

15.

16. Par.22.
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■the highest^ state of efficiency,and why you should suggest/ that

•they would hesitate ho send out a full set of tubes,which are need
ed to maintain the very life of the boiler, they are at a loss to

understand. Here is a most expensive boiler,sent out only the

year before last,and you tell us that through the leakage of the 

condenser it salts rapidly,which’means in the near future pitting
deterioration. A new set has teen or- 

arrive the tug should
through oxidation,and rapid 

dered to go out
little used as 

which have been too frequent^ 

that in the course

next hoat,and until they
possible,certainly none of those long trips 

°f should he thought of. It is quite
be as

bhe bug is st/ill a heavy
be abandoned al-

of time, ifpossible 

burden on the
will have bo 

be said when we
establishment/ ,her use 

this point more can
know the

together; but on
of the two salvage cases

absurd to go on run-It would, be 

present,when depreciation,renewals,and 

annual loss. In. connexion

result
hoat that up to the

considered,has shown an
ning a 

interest are whether it is notdouhts as toDirectors have gravewith this the all along that he. vre have knownsupersede the Engineertime to ,and I understand
He knows no

in charge 

with Capt.Thomas now.
difficulty with the man 

Le too well
has heen a
that he gets on none 

thing about
that whiie,for Mr.Allan tells us

in Stanley,got the
oil engines evidently

at home Harris ,who happened to he 

iohroyd to run perfects,and no doutt 

Harr is, on the other

you were 

Hornsby-.
too proud to learn.

Priestman*s man,

like Noble he is

hand,got his instructions

worth while considit. It isand profited by
from our Engineer 

Islands can know-
ought not to change 

in the
he went out. I have sent

whether,on principle,w e 

five or six years 

practically

ering
t A man cooped up

every
than he did whenno more 

Baseley to the Hornsby
his report.Grantham,and encloseWorks at

-bo be far: that he will prove 

than the present man; he is of a high-
.and pleasant to

retain him I feel sureIf we can
intelligent and useful 

er class,and I am
more

convinced would he more easy

deal with. needed for 

it will be put in hand
got most of the particulars 

"Lafonia" ,and
19. Par.26. YTe have

windlass for theordering a 

if the remainder can he obtained.
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The P,S.N.Co.have again written atout the "Ortega" mat

ter, and you will see hy the enclosed correspondence that Capt, 

Styer is to talk it over with you. I do not see that he has much 

to complain of,and I defended Mr.Girling’s action of course. You 

will no doubt see that no cause is given in future for any com

plaints of inattention,for whether they are wrell founded or not, 

they are sure to be made if there is the slightest excuse.

SI. The entry of 30/.as freight on some wool per "Orissa" 

led to an enquiry by the P.S.N.Co. As this rate was abolished some 

time ago it is strange that it was entered on the Bill of Lading.
22. I enclose copy of a long letter from Jacobs & Barringer 

about the "Samson",and you will see that they ridicule the length 

of time estimated for exchanging the crankshafts.

20.

I

23. .With reference to a remark you made lately about the loss
"Lafonia"'s boats in a breeze outside,is it the cus

davits in all, weathers? Rather than
of one of the
tom now to carry them in the 

cripple the schooners by such losses 

is a chance of rough weather to

it would be better when there 

swing them inboard^nd you hauld

do well to have this attended to.
& Co.for the £2000 said to have24. On applying to John Hoare 

been remitted by Oreenshields,Mr.Ansdell told me that owing to
corrected the money Willinformality which will have to besome

arrival of *bhe mail after next. Henot be available until the 

said,however,that he thought the sum was £5000.
building the Navvy boat. The cost,with25. Ferghsons are

this is less by several pounds than an-steer oar,will be £42,and
other quotation we got in Liverpool.

enquiring about the prospect of26. The Directors have been
out of the "Cassard". You cannot neglect thegetting anything more 

collection or wool of course .but It would be a. pity to lose some
steam winch and the steeringvaluable fittings,such as theof the

wheat to be recovered,and are the hatch-Is there any more 

es kept on? Would it be
gear.

impossible to get either the "Gleam" or 

little salvage for us?the ."Richard -Williams" to do a
27. Mr.Allan goes into a nursing hoije today,and the opera-

will l1® performed by Dr,Watson Cheyne,whotion for appendicitis



is considered bo be t/he first/ surgeon in London for this sort/ of 

case,now th^t Sir F.Treves has retired.
28. I hardly know how ho write about the "Malvina",as the

detention,which still continues,is mortifying in the extreme. 

Notwithstanding the repairs to the keel,she still made water when 

taken out of dock,and after a searching examination it was found 

that the stern tube was defective,as there were sandholes and a 

crack in it. This has been taken out,and the new one has been
cast; but strange to say,she was still not watertight,and now it

some defects for which Fergti-has been discovered that there were
responsible,and she had again to go into dock to have 

out again yesterday,and we shall hear in
sons were
them remedied. She was 

the morning whether she is tight or not; Capt.Dougall said that
his vessel he would have accepted her writh such aif she had been

slight leak,but Mc.Lauchlen,to whom they referred,said no,very
she must be absolutely tight. It 

a great part of the expense will
wisely,and before we accept her 

is a bad job for Fergusons,as

fall on them.
29. Since writing about the Telephone,! have looked up my

despatch of last mail,and find that the proposal recommended for
detailed; bUt he did notadoption at that time by Mr.Mantel was

metallic circuit would be necessary,and of coursesay that the
we had not seen Mr.Allan. In view of the light now thrown on it,

with the last propos- 

direct from Mount PleaB- 

throughout,there can be no quesjs-

and seeing that Mr.Allan thoroughly concurs 

al that an independent line should be run 

ant to Fitzroy,with single wires 

ion that this is the right one to adopt.
I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

Managing Director.
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Enclosures vis Liverpool

Originals

Wool & Sheepskins Reports 

1/ Copy of Cablegrams sent
. s Copy of Cablegram received
x/

/ Copy of letter to the Colonial Office dated 24th January
& 1st February also draft agreement their reply

31/1/07
/' Copy of R.B.Baseley' s report on HornsbyiO.il Engines&c.

Copy of letters from Jacob & Barringer dated 31st January and
4th February^ "Samson’k Boiler 

Copy of letter from Price's Patent Candle Co.,Ltd,dated
31st January & quotation 

Clients' Reports,contracts ft A/sales;-
81 casks Tallow ex "Orissa11v H & B
29 9 99 99 9

9 99 99 9

9 99 99 9

20 casks 9 99 9

"Duendes/*
1"Orissa,"

15 9 99 9

f c.t t1 bale Wool//sales
& report 

only 2S & S 9 99 99 9

58 Salted HidesH & B 9 9

25L 9 99 99 9

W P 4 9 99 99 9

24S 9 99 99 9

Reports & x s & s 3 bales Sheepskins 9 9

contracts
only 5W P 9 99 99 9

13!C
9 99 99 9

28 9 99 99 9

9S 9 99 99 9

1 bundle HairL 9 9
0

I <? "Duendes"1 bag Hair

Brokers' press copies



:
V of letters fron the P.S.N.Co.dated 22nd & 31st January

and our reply or the 28th January.

Invoice for Vere Packe for goods shipped per Orissa

Particulars of freight home per "Orissa”
* Petit note for Packe Brothers & Co.for £ 1 error in Tallow exPuendes.
/ Statement of Claim "Leon Bureat and Council's opinion 

ij Pour one pound Falkland Islands Notes for collection0

Copy

J
✓

London 13th February,1907
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DUPLICATES

Despatches Nos.1022 and 1023 

Ledger & Journal Entries 

Remarks on Accounts.
Remarks on Stores 

Replies to Remarks on Stores 

List of Dutiable Goods per "Ormssa" 

List of Clients' Cargo per "Orissa" 

General Invoice goods per "Duendes"
"Orissa"9 99 99 9

List of Enclosures

List of Clients* A/sales
2 casks Tallow ex "Duendes"Heart

48J B 9 99 99 9

68 9 99 99 9 Ortega
1 tale Sheepskins ex "Inaandax"

"Orita."
K

'5Heart 9 99 9

6'D H 9 99 99 9

2F B 9 99 99 9

15WEB 9 99 99 9

12H W 9 99 99 9

7R B C 9 99 99 9
!

5F 9 99 99 9

10AP 9 99 99 9

"Duei^es"’ 

32 Salted Hides ex "Duendes"
6T R 9 99 9

Heart
,38D H 9 99 99 9

17McG 9 99 99 9

18H ,W 9 99 99 9

248 Hair Sealskins ex "Duendes" 

B/L General Cargo per "Oriss^"

H W

'
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Supplementary Mail via LisbonEnclosures per

L
Originals >. •

i,
i

JLedger & Journal Entries.

Remarks on Accounts 

J Remarks on Stores
/ G-eneral Invoice goods per "Oropesa"

Corrected list of Dutiable goods per "Oropesa"«/

Clients Reports & Contracts
K 9 casks Tallow ex "Oropesa1'

✓ P 5 9 99 )

- H B 63 9 99 9

V

B -11 9 99 9

j Bills & Co!s invoices goods per "Oropesa
Copy of letter from W.Lowden & Co.dated 14th February, 

from
/ Copy of letter to Waring & Pillow dated 14th and our reply 

of the 15th February.
e error in insurance 

-^freight on one Earn per "Oravia"
Debit note for Vere Pack

Credit note for 

3/h G-eneral Cargo per "Oropesa'
9 9

■»*> on J.Hr™. Ton * ^.^on -llootion

Clients* A/sales
58 Salted Hides ex "Orissa"S H & B.

4y w p 9 99 9

24S%y 9 99 9

25/ L 9 99 9

y Letter for W.A.Harding & A.Moir.
00

9/ Whitfield* s invoice for Keys supplied

London 16th February,1907

i
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(illir Jhilkhmft
INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.V

z^'uzcec/tt/i c/y S^fysee//.
Registered 1902.

6‘/,

Per Qravia. CP /yoru-Wn .£. a_____ i_3th.JAar.eh,.... /Wv.1025.v.°

Sir,

I have to acknowledge receipt of your despatches nos.506 and 

20*7 per Oravia, which arrived on the £8th ult.
k. 506-4. P windlass has "been ordered for this boat from 

Emerson Talker* s for the Lafonia. It seems rather an extravagant 

purchase,costing 354,hut we hope it will 'add to her safety. No 

deck plan car he found here,and although you have now supplied 

you forgot to give us the size of the chain,which,however,we 

have ascertained from Liverpool.

5. Par,5. Ps we had cabled out that hail had been obtained

£.

one

for the Leon Bureau,it is odd that it did not occur to you that, 

whoever the sureties might be,they would not be the owners them- 

s4tves,and that therefore it would be incorrect to draw on them. 

Negotiations are on foot,and arrangements may in time be made for 

acceptance; in any case we are protected by the bail,but the pro- 

would have been to send the account here for settle-per course

rnent.
4. Par.7. In saying that no claim could be made for goods 

totally lost because the vessel had not been stranded,sunk,or 

burnt,you are under a misconception; that is not the meaning of 

f.p.a.at all. No claim for damage can be made under a tqtal loss 

policy except in the circumstances mentioned,but the policy ex
pressly covers "all risks by land and/or water from warehouse 

"or wherever the assured’s risk commences,and all risks whilst on 

"quay or elsewhere awaiting shipment" &c.,&c.,so that the cases 

of tobacco which went overboard ought to have been declared at 

the time,and a note made of the loss. Ps they were not so declar

ed, it is too late now,and we have to suffer the loss. Our policies

t i • i

VT..A.IIar&ing,Esq. , 
Manager

Stanley.
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are now 15/,f .'p. a. ,as recent/ losses have made Underwriters shy, 

and no better berms can be obtained,

5. Par, 11. The account for bhe crane has been senb in bo Mr,

Matthews,but I have nob heard from him yet. Ib is nob desirable 

bo lea,ve bhings of bhis sorb bo be sebbled in London; if bhe fore- 

mar had been bold bhe price and bhab he could nob have ib for less 

he would have been bound bo bake ib. Now,having 'had bhe use of ib 

Mr. Matthews will,more suo,bry bp screw down bhe price,and I shall 
probably have bo make some concession bo get a settlement.

6. Par,IE, After consultation wibh Mr.Manbl'e we have shipped 

5 miles of no. 8 bronze wire for bhe purpose of checkmating bhe 

geese. Mr.Mantle is wribing Homer aboub bhis,as he bells me bhab 

ib has bo be carefully dealb wibh.
0T. Par. 13. The Admiralty account sbill remains unpaid,bub I 

hope bhab Sir Alfred Paget’s lebber will bring aboub a sebblemenb.

8. Par. 17. The Board are glad bo hear bhab bhe wire belong
ing bo Yraldron had nob been shipped in one of our vessels; as Mr. 
Mabbhews in his reporb used bhe word "schooner",and bhe Richard
YTilliams is a yawl,bhe blame for bhe mi sunder standing belongs bo 

As regards bhe loss,ib is,bo say bhe leasb of ib,singular, 

bhab albhough ib occurred on bhe End Ocbober ,and we had insured 

bhe goods,nob a wrord of ib reached us direcb until, bhe £8bh of 

February,and then only in reply bo a question arising out of a 

communication made bo us here by bhe Secretary of Y7aldron Limited.
bakes place it should be reported at once,so that wre

have recovered the insurance,and
In this

Ylien a loss
may make bhe claim,and when we
nob bill then,bhe amount should be credited bo bhe owner.

fear bhab you have been premature in making a settlement,- 

for the copy of V'aldron’ s acccbunt contains an item on bhe credit 

side bhab looks suspiciously like what Mr.Mathews has claimed,al- 

cannot be certain until the journal entries arrive. -Yfe

case I

though we
shall put the papers

submit bo the Tfiflb added for freight and expenses; all

before the Underwriters,but I fear that they

will not
they Usually allow Is freight and insurance ,■ and 10$. Viien the mat

ter has heen settled,you may have to claim a return from Mr.Ma— 

thews,and you. must in future refuse to make any settlement until

In small claims of this sort a state-yoU get advice from here.



ment about, the occurrence and a certificate from yourself as 

Lloyd's Agent are usually sufficient,although it is prudent tb 

have a protest noted,without taking a copy,for Use in base bf heed* 

Since writing the foregoing I have seen the Secretary diT Waidi^bhs, 
and find that the mess is worse and more coii$iicabe& thah I 

thought. This wire was insured by him here frbfaii Lbhdbn tb Poi^t/ 
Howard,and therefore Mr.Mathews was in the wrong in a-sking Us ta 

The claim has been paid here,subject to a possible adjust- 

fcjbflt in General Average,and you have paid it on yotfr -side a,s 

well; thus there has been a double insurance and a dbUb-le clam, 

and in such cases it is us'Ual to halve the risks. .As we now know 

all the facts it will be unnecessary for y&U to waste afty time

do it.

over f&rther explanations.
#v Par. 18. The Directors hope that when yoU are pnce lilbre 

prOperly equipped with schooners yoti will be able tp collect oUr

clients'" produce quickly and prorditly enough to keep foreign
steamers , _, a
sstoanarK out of the Colony. Those who took advantage of the Le

vant- can hardly be blamed for so dblhg^but you ohght to make 

those of our clients who are nbt business people ■understand that 

it is dUe to us that their produce should be consigned to us. Mr. 
Bertrand did as we should have .expected him to do; Mrs. Hansen d,n 

the other hand seems to have been persuaded to put her wool ih 

Qraun 3> Blanchard's hands,and when this happens it goes of course 

t;qv Jo-hn Hp&re & Co. ,and oUr Brokers feel -aggrieved. Mrs,Hansen

hardly expect the Company to &ake advances to her if she 

treats us in this way. If this sort of thing increases,you should 

secure, a legal as well as a moral hpld pn produce by be&ing & 

lien- y/hen accounts are on the v/rong side.
ID. Par.25. I have nothing further to report about t^e Dpra.

asked to contract to coal two Peruvian cruisers leav-

can

Wo had been
ing England shortly,and I got the offer of ^ cargo by steam,but

at-, such a price that the Admiral decided hot to .go to the Islands. 

X tried afterwards to get him to coal from thp Dpru,haying found 

out that we could buy at a price that would have left us. a hand- 

profit at 40/.,but it was too late. The P.S.N.Cb.have asked 

what we would charge for delivering the coal alongside bheir
some
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steamers in the event of our "buying the cargo,and I have told 

them that I cannot tguote a price here,adding that it would be 

more to the point if they would make us an offer at per ton in 

case we bought it. This would be a repetition of the arrangement 

I made with the Kosmos when we had the Great Britain* s coal on 

our hands,over 3000 tons,the result of which was that they got 

cheap coal,and we made a profit that gave us the hulk for nothing 

or thereabouts. At that time I had oUt p, number of proper coal 
sacks,such as are used for coaling at many ports,which were filled 

between the arrivals of the mail .boats,and put alongside in light

ers.
11. Par.24. A new messenger chain is sent for the Great 

Britain; there must have been carelessness on the part of sorie- 

dne in allowing a chain that had been sentjout for a specific pur

pose tdbe sold or used,
4

12. Par. 31. The P. S. N. Co.have written nothing about the Or-

onsa.
Pal5. 32. ?Te hope that the P.S.N.Co.will keep the hulk 

clear this season; it is not a good beginning to have shut sq 

fauch out of the Oravia. ‘They say that the Potosi is leaving about 

for the next lot,but I fear she will as much too early for 

the sales as the Oravia has been too late,the wool not having 

been delivered in time for the opening of the sales. No doubt you 

Y^iH t/ry to get the Ortega, to clear all you have on hand after 

the Potosi has left.

13.

now

14. Vre shall get a coal vessel as soon as possible. Sailing
now,that It is not always ea-ships of small tonnage are so scarce

sy to pick them up.
Par. 35. The Pirectors vd.ll be glad to hear what progress15.

in the matter of peat compressing,for although similar
to the present had no result,it is possible that

is made
schemes have up
with improved machinery the industry might be m^de a success, 

so there is a large field open to us,as we assume that the Gov

ernment do not pretend to have any rights over our freeholds,

If

16. Par,3V. In future please send by the same m&il press co

pies of all aocountS-current forwarded for and direct to clients
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here. In most/ cases we have received cheques for t/he "balances due, 

including one from Mr.Buckworth,whose account; did not; pass t/hrough 

t/his office as it; should ha.ve done.
17. Par. 38, The Directors have read your somewhat;

remarks on t/he Y.rest Falkland mail service. If it; continues to

hamper us to a serious extent we shall have to give it up and 

take the consequences. A new feeling seems to "be showing itself 

in the Colony; until lately the Vrest Falkland people whimpered 

for a, steamer,hut declined to put their hands in their pockets 

to malce good the £1000 a year that your carefully compiled re

turns showed as a deficit on her working,to say nothing of profit. 

If before we bought the last two schooners the whole Colony had 

agreed to pay over a period of years,say three or five,|d.per lb. 

on wool ,and the Government had increased the subsidy to £1000 a 

year*,a revenue would have been created that would very possibly 

ha,ve enabled a steamer to live; but after the expenditure on the 

Gwendolin and Malvina of some £6000,the time for considering the

question is past.
18. 307-5. The proceeds of CCW 8 bales Y,rool will be paid to 

I assume that we have no claim on Wesell for ad-Mr.Carpenter.

vances.
19. Yfe have heard indirectly that there has been some dissat

isfaction on the West over a rise in the price of flour from 14/9

to 1^6,presumably for the 100 lb.bag. The price of flour with
y..

ffij j ,JJpA which you have lately been supplied is .not known here,except the 

lot lately shipped from Liverpool,and that cost with freight and 

Ov insurance just about 10/.per bag. As any rise affects all the 

' nj, working people I always made a point of keeping flour as low as
A'. • • y ‘ .

< •'% ^ possible,and you .should do the same,bearing in mind that a high
* “price is a direct invitation to the people in Sandy Point to send

In quoting the Liverpool price I am,of course,cal-

J/>
j

;<:■

a lot over.tf** •\0n! U
culating at/ per 100 lbs.

20r. The Board, have heard that/ a subscription is on foot in

the Islands for a testimonial to Bean Brandon on his return to 

England after a residence of some 30 year's in Stanley. I enquired

last mail about the possibility of this,but have heard nothing
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on the subject from yourself direct. During the whole of his stay- 

in the Islands the Dean has devoted all his energies,without spar

ing himself,ho the advancement of the moral and material welfare 

of the people,and the Directors do not wish the occasion of his 

departure to pass without joining in the tfibute that is about to 

be paid to his zeal and unselfishness. I am to say therefore that 

you are authorized to contribute a sUm of Fifty guineas hd the 

list on behalf of the Company,and I enclose also a statement of 

sums promised here for the same purpose,which you can. include in 

the ajnoUnt available,to be drav/n either here or in Stanley.
21. Mr ..Allan tells me that no step has been taken yet to re

alize the shearing ’machinery and oil engine at North Ariji^ahd that 

he thinks that if no buyer is to be found -Oft the >CoaSt a good 

price might be obtained in the Plate. It cannot be improving as 

It is,and the Board will be glad to hear that y#U have sent deM 

tails to our agents at Montevideo,and will not lose sight of the 

matter*
22. I enclose copy of correspondence with thte Boat'd of Trade 

on the subject of two seamen ex Portuna,alleged to be in distress 

after the wreck,and therefore sent home at our expense. ^oU will 

that I have refused to acknowledge the liability,on the groundsee
that they were shipped on Articles which provided for their final 
discharge at Stanley,and that in returning them there after the 

had done all that was required of us. Jf the Qolonialwreck we
Secretary's view is correct,it must follow that any man.,aiter get- 

ting his discharge from one of our vessels,whether wrecked, or not, 

can. call himself a distressed British subject,ahd demand a passage

home,which is,of course,nonsense*
23. The P. S. N. Co,have asked that in view of the confusion 

caused at times by incorrect entries of freight it may noted

each Bill of Lading whether produce is from near or distant 

ports. This is reasonable,and it may have the effect of prevent

ing the mistakes which have been too frequent of late.

24. The leak in the Malvina which puzzled everyone in Liver

pool from Lloyd's Surveyor downwards has at last been stoppe&^and 

she only makes a trifling amount of water now>dUe they say to tftd

on
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pladking 'having shrunk,so certain to take up as it swells. She 

left Liverpool on the 9th inst. ,hut her ill luck has not deserted 

her yet,for she had to put into Holyhead in a heavy gale,and with 

a leak that flooded the cabin,due it was discovered to a faulty 

joint in the W.C.pipe which has been put right. The crew,who had 

had a month's advance,naturally refused duty,and a new lot are 

being sent from Liverpool; that is a minor matter,and we are not 
likely to lose the money,the worst was that the Engineer,Baseley*' 
wrote me that the fumes and the motion had been too much for him, 
and he enclosed a medical certificate to the effect that he was

■fr

suffering from a severe attack of gastritis,and could riot proceed
good enough to add that if we coUld send hiftin the ship. He was 

out in a larger vessel he would still be glad to enter the ser*-

vice, lifter nursing him for more than three months this was the
intimated pretty plainly to hih through the Cap-last straw,and I

tain and Captain Pougall,who had gone down*that under hb circUflt-

stances would I dream of sending him in any other way,and that X
attack of seasickness,tvom whichtook his complaint to be a severe

X had suffered myself on my first voyage in a small schponer,and
two. Fortunately X gbt the fol-which would pass away in a day or 

lowing wire from Lowdens yesterday:- "Baseley is going in ship
"evidently recovered from seasickness",so all is well again. This

letter this morning. He knows the engine thorpugh-is confirmed by 

ly,and on the final 
proved but the consumption of oil was

trial last week the speed was .not only im-
lessened. 'The report today 

in the gale very well,is good: the vessel carried her canvas 

sailed very fast,and is a good seaboat; but in a heavy seaway un
reefed mainsail she cannot be trusted to stay,,dueder a three

aperture into which the water■Dougall writes to the large screw 

gets before striking the rudder. This he says has always teen a 

defect in auxiliary vessels; it is one that will have to he rem-r
afraid makes the schooner more of an experimente inhered, and I am

than ever.
I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

Managing Director.
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Enclosures via Liverpool

Duplicates

Desptach No.1024

Ledger & Journal Entries

Remarks on Accounts

Remarks on Stores

General Invoice goods per "Oropesa" 

List of Dutiable Goods per "Oropesa"

List of Parcels

List of Enclosures

Second of Exchange & B/L attached.

List of Clients Cargo per ."Oropesa" 

Clients* A/sales & Reports & Contracts;-
tales Wool ex "Orissa"

9 99 9

Salted. Hides 9 9

9 99 9

9 99 9

casks Tallow 9 9

9 99 9

9 99 9

9 99 9

"Duendes" 

tales Sheepskins ex "Orissa
9 9

l

9 99 9

9 99 9

W P 5 9 99 9

S A S 15 9 99 9

Quantity Hair ex "Oropesa" 

11 casks Tallow ex "Oropesa"
L

5F 9 99 9

B/L General Cargo per "Oropesa"
— V.
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Enclosures via Liverpool

Originals

Copy of Cablegram received

sent/

Original let/ter dated 25th February from Waring & Gillow,Ld.

Copy of letter from P. S. N. Co. dated 25th February re freights 

Particulars of homeward freight per "Oropesa"

List of Cargo per "Malvina"

General Invoice goods per "Malvina"

Original letter from Emerson Walker dated 9th March with tracing
attached.

Copy of letter to the Board of Trade dated 11th March,

Clients* A/sales:-

1 bag Tails ex "Puendes"

Quantity Hair ex "Orissa"

- ' B 11 casks Tallow ex "Oropesa"

9 9? 9

9
L

r-
F 5 9 99 99 9

K 9 9 99 99 9

H ft B 63 9 99 99 9

"Orissa"W P 20 9 99 9

bales Sheepskins ex " Orissa"

9S 9 99 99 9

L 28 9 99 99 9

W P 5 9 99 99 9

S & S 3
Brokers* press conies Company’s A/sales & Reports on Sheepskins

ex"0rlssa" & Pool ex "Oropesa"
Petit note for H.& O.Cobb for 8/11

Credit note for Vere Packe for £9 . 5 . 2

9 99 99 9

Clients reports: —
<^> 8 bales Wool ex "Oropesa"

J P 27 9 99 9

F 15 9 99 9

Mat of Subscriptions to Dean Brandon-a 

if^£WtlUferchj
Testimonial.

1907
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6'/, f/y C

Per Supplementary Mail.
/Z,(>r/s/r;/(. e cz._____l'5t.h .Maxell.,— //JP 7..VP 1026.

Sir,
Since writing via Liverpool,we have been in communication 

with Waldron Limited,and have come to the conclusion that,although 

it has not been explicitly stated,the voyage on which the wire 

was lost was not a continuation of the outward one from England, 

but a subsequent one,presumably from Port Howard, 
ment of coasting insurance there was nothing to indicate this,and 

it was assumed to be the usual risk from Stanley to an outport. In 

future the nature of the voyage,if it differs from what is usual, 

should be clearly stated. If it is as we suppose,the claim recov

ered by their Secretary will have to be returned to the Underwri
ters, and we have given the papers to our Broker to make a claim 

on our ovm policy. I see that I may have misled you in my remarks 

other day,I should have said that any loss should be reported 

at once,even if we are not in a position to make the claim at 

the time,as it is better to give notice at the earliest possible 

moment that a claim will follow.

In the state-

the

2. ‘The cablegram about the Dora requires explanation. H. 

Clarkson & Co. as agents for the Underwriters asked us to get from
could contract to do the repairsyou the lowest terms on which we

exclusive of the gear proposed to be sent from England,and the

auestion of condemnation or not hangs on your reply. Without it—so
do not understand,nor do Clarksons,why the figure is texems we

high; we ought to do it as low as we can to avoid having to buy

another hulk.
3. The iron indented for by cable is sent; we assume that 

this was urgently needed,and that the want could not have been 

foreseen; otherwise you would hardly have cabled,for it must be 

admitted that indents at 4/2d.a word are not economical,and that

// .<? • o

i

V\A.Harding,Esq.. , 
Manager

ey.
_



in this case the cost amounts to about 5/.a ton on the iron,

4, The woolsales,which opened at 5# rise for cross-breds,are 

still going strong,
5. There is a very good account of Mr .Allan this morning,

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

n

=9

Managing Director,

i

i
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Enclosures per Supplementary Mail.

Originals

i Ledger & Journal Entries

Remarks on Accounts

Remarks on Stores

Replies to Remarks on Stores

Supplementary Remarks on Stores 

B/L General Cargo per "Oravia"

Sight Draft on J.Kirwan for £34 .7.7 B/L attached 

Eills & Co's invoices goods shipped 

General Invoice goods per ,,OraviaM 

Contract for A N 1 cask Sealskins ex "Ortaga

i1

Letters for the following[

F. A. Harding.

Vere Packe

G.A.Cobh

A.Reid

London 16th March,1907

;
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(tln'jJ-iilklauit 3slatu^» (llmiquuni.
-••(INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.)cr- l&itniteb.

Registered 1902.

64, c
Per Oriana.

/
c:^d>07tci09t :£. C.______ 3JHAlJteOC±L9. S60 7.1027..V?

Sir,

I have -to acknowledge receipt, of your despatches nos. 308/310, 
which arrived on the 27th ult.

2. Despatch 308. The Board are much pleased with the accounts 

enclosed in this despatch,they are so uniformly good that there

is no room for criticism,and the only remark to “be made at the 

present time is that we are glad that you have not taken any cred

it for salvage due to the Samson,as in such a "bumper year it can 

well "be spared,and will help to cover to a large extent the prob
able deficiency in Farm profits in 1907 arising from the shorter 

crop of wool. The accounts have not yet been before the Auditors, 

and when they have passed there may be something further to say 

about them.
3. 309-2. The amount received from Trinity House was credit

ed out by the February mail.
4. Par.4. You pass over the question qf the shipment of the 

crew of the "Gwendolin". Those on the "Malvina1* have been engaged 

for two years,according to our recognized practice,not that there 

is any idea of their remaining as long,but to enable you to come 

to an arrangement with them to go on local articles at local pay
they become discontented,a condition being that they 

abandon their right to discharge in England. If,as it seems,the
s men were shipped for the voyage only with a passage

home,it was an expensive mistake.
5. Par. 7. I enclose copy of correspondence with the P.S.N.

Co.about hay,on which subject they decline to give way. In con- 

sequence of this refusal no order has been given.

as soon as

M 9"Gfwendolin

W.A.Harding,Esq..,

Manager,-

Stanley. -

L
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6, Par. 12. Your remarks about/ the "Dora" are noted. Vre have

nob heard what is going bo be done,but may geb some information
before bhis mail leaves. I am afraid bhab bhe price will frighben 

bhe Underwriters,and rather bhan leb bhe vessel be condemned, some
of bhe ibems look as if bhey could be lessened,for insbance 3

spars ex "Cflengowan” priced ab £150.

7. Par. 11. There was a bad mess over bhe "Oravia"* s shipment,
caused solely by bhe miscalculation of tonnage left for Stanley,

which was 877 tons only,Viz:-820, Wool ,43f Sheepskins,and 13|

i

!

Sealskins.
8. Par. 13. Mr.Ince has completed bhe draft of his instruct

ions about salvage,and bhey will be enclosed in bhis despatch,

9. Par.17. Mr.A.E.Felton* s balance of £586 appears bd have 

reduced by bhe sale of produce by £196,and he fnusb be kept

in hand until he is on bhe right side. It is only a small matter, 

attempt bo overdraw must be carefully guarded against,as 

bhe Directors will never allow advances bo be made again in the

been

bub any

wholesale way bhey were formerly.
Par.20. It will be better bo continue running the West 

find it convenient on bhe berms hitherto Oh
io..

mail as long as you 

served,firstly because you would be ab liberty bo withdraw at any 

wished,and secondly because it will show the Government 

bhab we reagrd it as no catch,and are willing bo give it up if
time you

2 /

they can provide a substitute; it also has the advantage of show-
it to oblige them and the Colony generally. Iting bhab we do

interesting to know how much time is lost to the sChooil-
in Stanley ab definite times,and bo wait

would be
through having to beers

in the event of a 'mail being late. The collection of -wool seems
that we shall do betterbo be progressing well,and I feel sure 

with three schooners of more or less equal size,rather than with

large 'and two small ones as formerly.
Par.21. The circular letter from bhe Royal Insurance Co.

is nob of special interest bo us.
Par.23. The matter of the wire is no clearer bhan be-r 

fore,and before we can do anything we must know whether the risk 

on our coasting policy was a separate one subsequent to the de—

one
11.

12.

i
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livery on the outward voyage "to Port Howard,or whether it was on 

part of that voyage.
13. Pars.24 & 25. All the drafts advised have "been paid or

accepted.
14. 310-3. As the runners are sold we shall' he able to inform 

the numerous applicants for them "here that there will be no more 

available this season.
15. Par. 4. As the order for Mr.P'acke* s telephone materials 

will have to be revised in view of the proposed alteration jit has 

not been sent out. I am sorry to see that I omitted to refer to

the heavy bronze wire sent out last mail,no,8,the five miles cost—
This is a heavying £131 odd,but Mr .Mantle wrote fully to Homer, 

expense,but unavoidable I fear,if the line is to be of any use,
v/ill have to judge the best places for niipilngOf course Homer

this,and it is to be hoped that in time the birds will avpid it.
of subscriptions to the Brandon testimonial 

add £10 each from Mrs,C.M.Dean and Mr. J. H.Dean,both of
16. To the list

you may
which sums are at our disposal here.

succeeded in settling with 'Trinity Hquso with a17. I have
reduction of £10 on the price of the crane,and we have received

of the account,which pays us handsomely.£92 in settlement
18. Vre are compromising the "Hyndford" claim for £3000,which 

general opinion is fully what the service was worth.

the apportionment will go by Supplementary mail.
19. Your cable was received on the 2nd inst.reporting "Packes

according to

Details of

referred to the P.fp.N.Co.for"sheepskins Orissa 14 not 9",and was 

explanation. They 

quay,but have not 

them. Both
bales,and how the mistake arose and why it took so long to e^-r

wired that four bales had been found on the

confirmed this by letter,and I have written 

specification and Bill of Lading by "Orissa" gave nine

K doubt be made clear.plain will,in due time no
20k. Mention was made while you were here last year of the

condition of the Stanley Manager's house,and it was understood

that it required pointing. Nothing has been heard of this since
of the Directors enquired at the last Boardyour return,and one 

if I knew what was being done. If the pointing or any other part



I
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of t/he house is in need of repair it/ should not/ he lost/ sight of. 

Pointing,of course,cannot he done in the winter,hut arrangements 

should he made to have it done (if needed) as soon as the weather 

permits,for the house should always he kept in tip-top condition. 

This remark applies in fact to all the Company’s buildings; if 

you have not heard it it is as well that you should know that re
marks, anything hut complimentary,have been made by passengers and 

others in the mail steamers on the poverty struck appearance of 

some of our property,as contrasted with the Government/ buildings. 

There was a time when if a building looked more than usually ne
glected and broken down it was safe to say that it belonged to 

the Government; if they have now reformed in this respect it be
hoves us to keep up to their level.,for our resources afe in every

way superior to theirs#
&±. No copies of accounts-current have arrived yet,and

It has been us-K ' 21
we are put to much inconvenience in consequence, 
ual to send Mr. H. H.Cobb a copy of the Lively Island accouht,and

L

la*
"this one,in consequence of his death and the winding-up of his 

Estate,is especially needed.
22. Mr.Bertrand’s wool per "Istrar" from Sandy Point only

reached London two days before the close of the sales,and is 

sequently held over. I found out the week before that Hqares had 

to the expense of having all that ship's wool sent down by

con-

gone
rail,and consequently Mrs.Hansen’s was sold; but if I had known 

it before I should have hesitated to follow their example; the

railway carriage from Liverpool is 27/6 per ton,or about %d.per 

lb.and this would have been on the top of the heavy freight of 

fd.already incurred; but the most serious objection to putting it 

up lay,according to the Brokers,in the fact that it was accompan
ied by no specification,and consequently they would have been un

able to do justice to it. Mrs.Hansen’s best price was 8d.,and on 

the whole this method of shipping is hardly likely to commend it

self to our clients in the future. It has been suggested that Mr. 

Bertrand thought that the "Lovart" was going to take his wool to 

Stanley,and the fact that he stipulated that it should be deliv

ered to the Company somwhat supports this idea.

A



2Z. /t the last Board meeting it was decided to mark the 

best year in the Company* s history by giving a bonus of ten per 

cent to all persons on the permanent working staff of the Company 

on salaries and wages earned during 1906,from yourself to the 

smallest boy. Preeise details will follow next mail,but I may say 

now that the bonus is to be calculated on sums actually earned,

(3

applies to standing salaries excluding commissions,and in no case 

is to be given on extra labour or to persons not on the permanent 
staff. The Board also wish it to be clearly Understood that they 

are in no sense creating a precedent. There can be ho objection 

to your making the intention of the Directors lmown at once,per

haps by means of a judiciously worded circular.
2*4. I reported last mail that the MMalvina" had put into Ho

lyhead in a gale,and this proved to be the longest one of the sea- 

lasting nearly three weeks. However,she finally sailed on theison,
23rd ult. ,and was towed as far as the Tuskar rock off the coast 
of Ireland,whence she proceeded in a light wind under the engine,a

of her until she gets to Stanley, Iand we hope to hear no more 

am sorry to say
, leaving the work of fitting a new apparatus and pipe on 

I should have liked to prevent this,and tried to do so,

that the W.C. pipe was simply plugged up for the

voyage

arrival.
but communication with Holyhead was difficult,and there was a

wind changing any moment,besides vrtiich they were 

able to find a man in the place competent to do the job. X repre
sented that if a ship's plumber was conspicuous by his absence in 

Holyhead,the case might be still worse in Stanley,but the idea

seemed to prevail that Stanley being a port of repair some mechan-
capable

ic would be found of tackling it,

25. You will see by 

ling at very good prices,
I am,Sir,'

your obedient servant,

un-chance of the

i the catalogues that wool has been sel-

/

Managing Director,

i

; i
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Enclosures via LIVERPOOL

ORIGINALS

Vrool Reports

Copy of Cablegrams received

Copy of Cablegram sent
of letter from The South American Missionary Society.Copy

First of Exchange for £ 16 . 4 . 8 for collection 

Boswell College Schooling Account for A.E.Felton
to the Director of Navy Contracts dated 19th

March,
to the Account General dated 1|bh

Copy of letter 

Copy of letterfrom
Clients' A/sales ,Reports & contracts:-

9 99 99 99 99 9

30 hales Wool ex "Oravia"

"Oropesa."
H ft B

15F 9 99 9

"Oravia"

"Oropesa"
160S 9 99 9

3H > 9 99 9

27J R 9 99 99 9

Sheepskins2Cr 9 99 9

5J R 9 99 99 9

5AP 9 99 99 9

<v 10 9 99 99 9

7F 9 99 99 9

52 iH & B 9 99 99 9

83 Sheepskins ex "Oravia 

1 cask Sealskins ex "Ortega"
J B

ZA N>
B/L General Cargo per "Malvina" 

Particulars of Company's Wool for 1906

copies Brokers*
Copy of letter from Ince Colt fe Ince dated. 9th April & 

** list of questions (fee attached.
Copy of letter to the P.S.N.Co.dated 23th March & their

reply of the 3rd April.^ y p". S.N. Co. dated 9th April .Copy of letter from the
Mrs Mcpherson dated 8th April.Original Letter from

Letter for E.J.Mathews.
London 10th ^

Pr-il-i. .
kr ———“rrrer."*
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Enclosures via Liverpool
f

Duplicates

Despatches Nos.1025 & 1Q26 :'
|Ledger & Journal Entries

Remarks on Accounts

Remarks on Stores 

Replies to Remarks on Stores 

Supplementary Remarks on Stores 

List of Dutiable Goods per "Oravia" 

List of Parcels

List of Clients’ Cargo per "Oravia" 

B/L General Cargo per "Oravia;" 

General Invoice Goods per "Oravia'r 

List of Enclosures

General Invoice Goods per "Malvina" 

List of Cargo per "Malvina"

List of Enclosures per "Malvina"

Clients’ A/sales
,15 tales Sheepskins "Orissa"U G C'

9S 9 99 99 9

28L 9 99 99 9

5W P 9 99 99 9

5S k S 9 99 99 9

Quantity Hair 

1 tag Hair 

SO casks Tallow ex "Orissa"

"Oropesa"

L 9 9

"Duendes"v
W P

<E> 11 9 99 9

5l1 9 99 99 9

9K 9 99 99 9

Clients’ reports :-
15 tales Fool ex "Oropesa"F

<s> 8 9 99 99 9

i 2VJ R 9 99 99 9

<0> 1 cask Sealskins ex "Ortega" 

Sight Draft on J.Kirwan with B/L attached.



Enclosures via Lisbon* ;

!
Originals

■

ALedger & Journal Entries

Remarks on Accounts

Remarks on Stores

Replies to Remarks on Stores

List of General Cargo per "Oriana"

B/L cargo per "Oriana"

List of Clients’ Cargo per "Oriana" 

Sight draft on J.Kirwan for £ 54 . 

Lamb Brothers invoice 

Eills & Co’s

i .
A , I ft<r»
/ir/f ; i

} 7 3
' _ •• .'•f

'1
r- :• A

13 . 6 for collection B/L
abbached

5 5

W.Bain & Co's
of lebber from Duncan Fox & Co. da,bed llbh insba-rib

9 9

-Copy
General Invoice goods shipped per ,n Oriana M

Clienbs' Invoices &c.:-
£ 131 . 6 .Darwin Telephone A/c

9 .12 .11Vere Packe 

A.Reid 

W.A.Harding

Lebbers for W.A.Harding & A.Reid.
(!) fj) #

Parbiculars of homeward freighb per "Oravia"

.1.9

•6.6

London 13bh April,1907
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(IbrJ-alkhutfi 3dauihi (Iknujumu.
- "(INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.Jo- JJimitefc.

6'/, ^/lacec/,//yto/C
% Registered 1902.

Per Ortega.
/

^zo// r/o/y. z: a_____ m? 7.St.lL.lfey,N? 1028.

Sir,

I have ho acknowledge receipt of your despatches nos.511 and 

512,which should have "been delivered with the mail on the 22nd 

ult. ,but owing to carelessness on the part of the housekeeper on

ly came to hand on the 26th.
2. 511-2. If Captain Finch proves to he a useful and trust

worthy man,the Board would not object to your paying him up to 

£15 or £14 per month. I should like to have chapter and vehse in 

regard to my alleged statement to Mr.Baillon that £8 to £9 per 

considered good enough for a navigator ,for whatever I 

said must have been strangely distorted if it implies
month was

may have
that such pay wai Id be good enough in the Islands, VTiat I may have 

said may have been that there were many certificated masters work- 

as mates at thhse wages,and that was true no doubt at the time..

The trouble is now that nearly all pushing young men go in for 

steam,and that consequently the class of men suitable for our 

work is a small one.
if it were a Liverpool5. Par.5. You speak of the flour as

say
product flavoured with tar,and^that the taint may cause a prejud

It was,as you knowr, South Australian which happen-

•o

ice against it. 

ed to have been
to make people under stand that the taint came from proximity to

landed in Liverpool,and it would surely be easy

I think that if the taint was strong you
claim on the P.S.N.for bad stow-

dip in the "Duendes". 
would have had good grounds for a

age.
4. Par. 4. After a long wait we have chartered the Norwegian 

barque "Heroen" for house and smithy coals from the Tyne. She

VL A.. Harding,Esq. 

Manager,-

Stanley.
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is to discharge at; Stanley and Darwin,and we have also secured

liberty ho land ah one ohher prt in hhe Islands for an extra con-A
siderahion,which is ho he Fox Bay,with coals for both sides and 

perhaps Dr.Bolus. Ih has been more difficult; ho arrange hhan I 

had anticipated; I had rejected anohher vessel as being a,s much 

hoo large 3,s hhis is hoo small,and I could noh geh in more hhan 

one porh; hhese vessels are scarce now,and can command hheir own 

herms. Freight ah 21/. is high,and coals are up as well,so that in 

conhraching ho deliver ah 50/.per ton we are just abouh covering 

ourselves. Ih is noh,however,in hhis case so much a queshion of 

prof ih, as of removing a grievance which mighh lead ho hhe clienhs 

ah hhah porh baking up a small vessel for hhemselves,in fach ih is 

a case of hhrowing away hhe proverbial spra.h.

5. Par. 5. As I have already mentioned,Mr. Allan hhoughh hhah

$

we mighh as well send ouh Pearson's dip.

6. Pars.6 & 7. The news abouh hhe breakage of wire which shill 

goes on is disquiehing ,buh hhe heavy gauge may seh hhis righh. If 

Homer has really shrehched ih hoo tightly he is much ho blame,for 

hejought ho know better. The Governor wrihes hhah hhe C.O.have 

senh ouh a form of agreement to which he undershands our Company 

is agreeable,so hhey may noh have iafh leh him know of hhe pro

longed wrangle we had about it,and if so,so much the better * and

ih will nahurally be passed wihhouh amendment.

The latest newrs about hhe /'Dora" is hhah hhe owner7. Par. 8.
has bought hhe hull from Underwriters for £250 and hhe cargo from 

hhe cargo Underwriters for £400‘,freeing them of all further 

claims. I got hhis news from Mr.Connell,who said hhah he had 

heard also hhah hhe idea was ho sell abouh half hhe cargo in hhe
He has reason hoFalklands,and hake hhe vessel ho Montevideo.

think,however,hhah ship and cargo mighh be bought for something

under £1700,and we have come ho am -understanding hhah if we can

get hhe property at that figure Lowden & Co.will take the coals

ah £1200 and we hhe hull ah £500‘,or if £1500 then £1100 and £400,

and proportionately for any ohher sum. The London Brokers for hhe
of hhe fach

ship,in blissful ignorance^that we and Lowdens understand one an

other, seem ho be trying to play us off against each ohher,and hhe 

game is shill going on,so I cannot report progress. I think,how-

r
AMiV
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ever,'that; *the end will he eit/her that hhe lot; will he sold ah our 

■terms,or that repairs will he done in Stanley, and ho us ih does 

noh much mahter which. To how away would he mosh expensive ,and if 

she goh ho Monhevideo repairs would he dearer hhere "than ah Sham- 

ley. So far,I have definitely refused ho offer for hhe coals ah 

any price,and have hid £1200 for hhe lot; hhe resh I leave ho 

Lowdens. The P.S.N.are undershood also ho have made a small hid

*

!

for hhe coals,huh hhey are hardly likely ho go on,as I have hold 

hhah ih would he difficult ho conhrach for delivery.
O'The Direchors have discussed hhe Yfsh Falkland mail 

queshion ah some length,and have decided ho defer sanctioning your 

porposal about the "Samson" until they have seen the Governor,and

them

8. Par.9

until you have had experience of hhe working of our own "three
"wretched makeshift"schooners. For if with two schooners and a

well,it is reasonable ho anticipate hhah our 

fleet will he able ho play with hhe work,and hhe "Samson"

re-you have done so

inforced
cease ho he regarded as a possible despatch boat,and confined 

ho hhe service for which she was originally sent out,
anticipated hhah she would he taken.

may

once more

and out of which ih was never
Blanchard,perhaps too much alarm has been raised

capable of administering pin-pricks,and these
/s ho Braun &

about them. They are 

are annoying of course; but if you look into the matter you will

command absolutely more than half the wool t'hat leavessee hhah we
hhe Islands annually,and when you add ho this hhe produce of firms

for favours received naturally givewho through old association or 

us the preference,what is left is not sufficient to tempt Braun &
contract entailing the per- 

in the Islnds,and consequently one
Blanchard to let themselves in for a 

pehUal presence of a steamier
strictly business men. who are 

hhe Islands for hhe sake of glory j hhey may
hhah cannot possibly pay. They are

unlikely ho come ho 

be glad to make a few pounds by taking wool back to the Straits
over,hut that will he all,and by try—when a lo?id of wood has come

in anticipation any cargo likely ho he so lifteding ho pick up
you may prevent even hhah. I should think hhah a word or two ho

explaining oUr position might he serviceable,as hhey may havethem

idea hhah ih is possible ho sweep the Islands.ani
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9. Par. 18, The reply “to this,which covers two sheets,may "be 

given very shortly. Any expenditure that would tend to preserve 

the life of a “boiler or any part of the machinery should he in

curred without hesitation; it would he trde economy. Any neglect 

to incur such expenditure would he wasteful. If you will read the 

remarks made on thi^subject again,you will 

thrown on the Engineer; it was thrown on someone,and the Engineer 

was suggested,as it was inferred that he had not reported the had 

state of the condenser tubes. YoU now report that in January, 1906, 

call your attention to the need of having more,and

*

see that hlame was not

he did
this you did not pass on,on the totally mistaken supposition that 

the Board would object to the expense. I can only repeat what I 

said,that the Directors have never grudged any necessary expend

iture, a fact of which you were assumed to he aware, and nowr that 

know it they hope that you wrill not again let a whole year
worn out portions of machinery

you

elapse before asking to have any 

replaced. If they neglect to supply any .necessaries asked for, 

the responsibility will rest with them. As regards the rest,I

authority for what I said about the oil engine,and Igave you my
will make further enquiry. The responsibility for keeping or dis-

staff must rest with you; what was writmissing any member of your
by way of indicating an easy way of making a change if you,ten was

on the spot,thought it desirable.
Par. 14. No doubt you will hear direct from Mr.-Allan. His 

is now complete,and we hope to see him shortly.

Par. 16. From what you say we Judge that you will not get

10.

recovery

11.
much more out of the "Dassard",but the gear saved is probably of 

much more value than what was paid for the wreck,and this you will
Store at low prices,and be able to closeprobably take into the 

the account before the end of the year. You do not say anything

about the possibility of recovering the boiler, - no,T am wrong, 

read to the end of the paragraph. If you do,it may be 

of some service,as it cannot be more than eight years old.

12. Par. 17. The Board are glad to hear of your trip to the 

Camp,and to find that the selection of Stirling as Overseer seems 

to have been a good one. It is satisfactory to hear from your

I had not
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personal inspection ‘that/ Camp matters are in such a satisfactory

state.

13. Par.18. The accident in loading sheepskins is noted,and 

when these have been rebaled,please let us knowr marks and numbers 

and draw attention to them at the time they are shipped.

14. Par. 19. It will be better to wait until we hear the re

sult of your letter to Wilson Sons & Co.before approaching the 

head offiqe. If we Imew the average amounts you wanted to pay 

Wilsons,it might answer our purpose better to pay money in here 

at the London & Biver Plate Bank,and so freshen up the account 

from time to time,instead of selling your bills on us to the

branch there.
15. Par.21. Mr.Oswald was here two days ago,and I told him 

that I should mention him to the Board next week. Circumstances 

have been against him,and I shall be sorry if he reaps no reward 

the excellent work he has done during the last six years.

Par.23. I am not sure of the facts about the importation

!

for

16.
of silver without looking them up,but my recollection is that for

were unrestricted in our dealings with the Mint,—

it in exchange for our cheque,
a long time we

applied for a sum ajid they gave 

paying the freight themselves. Then came a time when we had to 

get a requisition from the Crown /gents,at the instance I believe, 

of the Governor ,bUt then the Mint paid the freight as before.

we

Hoyi

finally debarred from shipping silver at all I do not re

member,but it was ofi the meddlesome acts of Grey—-Wilson.
A

of the matter is that as we have the handling of the

of the cash used in the Colony,we ought to be the 

of what is wanted from time to time,and I shall sug— 

that all restrictions ought to be removed.

we were
The com

mon sense

greater portion 

best judges 

gest to the Governor

You were right on principle about the cost of the telegram,but it
We hope that thewas not,as you say,worth splitting hairs about, 

tonite,which is assumed to be a kind of dynamite,is used v/ith due 

care and discretion.

17. Par.28. It is a pity that the question of Mr.Packers 

sheepskins was not reported earlier. You know already that the

P.S.N.Co.had four bales in the dock unclaimed,and why they did

i m - n~ ~1 ---
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not leb us know about t/hem until an enquiry was made has not been 

explained. From what you say it looks as if the "Orissa" really 

C had the 10 bales on board brought by th6"Killah"(?) ,although the 

Purser only signed for nine,and that the four you mention were 

those discovered in Liverpool. (I have transposed these,but you 

will understand.) One important point you have disregarded,that 

is why,if you felt sure they had 14 on board,you accepted a Bill 

of Lading for 9; there must have been some laxity in the case for 

this to have occurred.
The trouble with the "Flora" has arisen through18. Par.29.

her being allowed to go beyond bounds,that is out of Choiseul
little boat like this is used for purposes for whichSound. If a

intended,and is not fit,an accident will happen 

sooner or later. As the Choiseul Sound cutter the "Flora" should 

last until she is worn out: the Darwin cutter has never teen lost

in the last 40 years to my knowledge. This is a kind of "boat
she is too

she was never

i

the most difficult to replace of all;which is now
out,and freight by steamer would run into a large

and home by sailing vessel it was possi-
Flora" came

small to sail 
sum. Vfhen we shipped out 
ble to get a fairly large boat out on deck,and the

that way; but those days are past.
19. Par. 16',(should he SO.) You will have to explain to Mr. 

Bertrand that his order for coal came just after we had signed
"Heroen",but had we known of the order I 

to sdch a remote place as 

first mentioned,I thought that it
"Concord" for

the Charter-party of the
doubt if she could have been got to go

Roy Cove. VTien the subject was
vessel on terms like thewould be easy to charter a

proved to be impracticable for several rea-a round voyage,but it
the first place the Concord* s freight worked out at moresons. In

ton,(so Langridges tell me) and that would now he
is the scarcity of ships al-

than 30/.per
round charter;then there40/.,with a 

ready mentioned,and the fact that if there is no home cargo they
It is unquestionablehave to go thousands of miles for a cargo, 

that if we got a vessel to go 

prohibitive,and that is all that can 

plan probably in dealing with such an

round wit'h coal,the freight would be

be said about it. The best 

old and important client as



Mr,Bertrand would "be to sacrifice another sprat,hy foregoing our

profit on the coals he asks for.

20,. The news of C. Viliams* s death revives a question that 

has been occasionally mentioned at the Board,that is whether it 

wrould he worth while purchasing his business,and if so,what price 

is likely to be asked for it.

21. 311-27, Your conjecture about the NA wool per

C

'(] AaJ-aM-

turns out to be correct,as the ship has delivered 1^6 bales against
claiming for the extra one,which125 per Bill of Lading,and we 

is subject, to the ShipbroJcers’ order. You will see by enclosed

are

bales have arrived in all,and also that thestatement that 1862 

individual tallies have been irregular,for instance the "Oravia1

short,of NA and WC 2 and 1 over respectively, 

"Potosi" has of DH 5 over and of NA 4 short.
brought of DH 4

while the
22. The wool will be sold on the 14th,too late to report by

from 5 to 7-J$,but

hardened somewhat the last
this mail. Prices are somewhat down,they say 

the demand is good,and cross-breds have

few days.
that the P.S.N,correspondence enclosed you will see

9 boat out free of freight.
23, From 

have agreed to take the Navvies
account of the "Hyndford" sal-24. Yte have received £1500 on

offered £1250 to settle the "Leon Bureaiu". Ivage,and have been 

have seen Mr.Ince
is in excess ofabout this,and although the sum

should get in the Admiralty Court,wewhat our Counsel thinks we

decided to try for more,and have accordingly asked for £1750
have

I have not yet re- 

to the apportionment of the
shall be satisfied with £1500,to £2000,but

ceived from Mr.Ince a suggestion as 

salvage to the crew,but he is to let me
of the week,and I will let you

have it,if possible,be- 

know,if I can,by Sup-
fore the end

plementary mail.
on Montevideo I have ascer- 

Fiver Plate Bank that at the present

would be placed to our credit in Mon-

25. Since writing about Exchange

tained from the London & 

rate a payment of £200 here 

tevideo with a loss of less than $7.

I am,Sir,I
obedient servant,

—"9

your

Managing Director.
■BM0V
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Enclosures via Liverpool

Originals

Wool Reports

Copy of Cablegram received 

Copy of Cablegram sent
Weymounth College Schooling Accounts for W.C.Crirliftg 

Charter-Party ship "Heroen"
P. S.N.Co. dated 25th April and the)b>Copy of letter to

reply of the 1st May*

Clients* Reports & contracts&-

16V bales Wool ex "Oriana"
"Istrar"’

J B

8c c w 9 99 9

54L 9 99 99 9

;"Oravia"SkinsJ B 28
Press copies Brokers’ reports fcc.Wool & Skins ex 

Particulars freight hone per Oriana

9 9

" Or avia"

Harrison’s receipted account for Dean Brandon
of 23rd March to W.H.Hindley & Co.J.R.Robson’s letter 

Invoices for the following 

Vere Packe 

Darwin Telephone 

Dean Brandon 

Out-turn Company’s Wool for 1907 

Letters for^the following:- 

V/. A. Harding, A. Re id,

W.W.Bertrand & P.I.King.

15 .5.2
2 18 6

2 9

I
London 8th Ma#,1907
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Enclosures via Liverpool

Duplicates

D e sp at c h No. 102 7 

Ledger & Journal Entries 

Remarks on Accounts

Remarks on Stores 

Replies to Remarks on Stores 

List og General Cargo per "Oriana" 

Lis$ of Clients* Cargo 

List of Dutiable Goods

i

i

9 9

9 9

List of Enclosures

List of Parcels
13 . 6 & B/L attached 

4 . 8 on J.Aldridge.
Second of Exchange for £54 .

£16 .9 99 99 9

Genera,! Invoice goods per "Oriana"

Clients* A/ sales: -
160 bales Wool ex "Oravia"

"Oropesa"
S.

15 9 9

9 99 9

9 99 9

11 cask Sealskins "Ortega"

2 hales Sheepskins "Oropesa"G

JR 5 9 99 99 9

<$> 10. 9 99 99 9

7F 9 99 99 9

5AP 9 99 99 9

."Oravia"83 Sheepskins ex 

Clients’ Invoices goods per "Oravia"
J B

1/9A.Reid 
W.A.Harding 
Darwin Telephone A/c 
Vere Packe

B/L General Cargo per "Oriana"

6/6
131 . 6 . - 
'9 .12 .11

i
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(Lln'Jj'alklituit 3tflitufre dimity <ntti.
-------/INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1051.)c---------- Simiiefr.

6'/, /

Registered 1902.

Per Supplementary Mail. c #
SW*!.VP 1029. 0///Y0// .£ a._____ 10th. May.,.

Sir,

I hoped ho he ahle ho give you the apportionment of the sal

vage hy Phis opportunity,but on meeting Mr.Ince in the street 

just now he hold me hhah ih had hehher he poshponed unhil hohh 

affairs are sehhled up,including hhe coshs we have ho hear,and 

-that will hake a little time. Since writing via Liverpool we have 

been negotiating in hhe matter of the "Leon Bureau",and got an 

offer of £1500,exclusive of costs,which we declined; hut today I 

am glad to say that the other side have sprung to £1500 and costs, 

which we have accepted,and so the matter is at an end. Mr.Ince 

thinks that we have done even better than with the "Hyndf ord" ,conr- 

sidering the small values of ship and cargo.

2. With regard to the 10$ bonus,I am now ahle to tell you how 

to proceed. It is to he given to the whole of the permanent staff 

on the hooks on the 51st December last,the Directors wishing it 

to he an encouragement to# our people to stick to the employ,anda 

it is to he calculated subject to the following directions. It

is to he on salaries exclusive of commissions; it will he on pay 

actually earned,and in the case of carpenters who go off pay for

ship work,the time they have earned ship pay must he deducted;

Y/ho have been a portion of their time

on
principle

the same labourers
contract will only receive it on the amount of their regular 

pay; it will not he given to labourers engaged hy the day,or for 

the season's work in the Camp; the Masters of the Company's ves-

on

sels will receive it,and the Mates also,if they have served during

lastly,though it is hardly necessary to mention it,the whole year;
as it is given to the working staff only,it does not apply to the

payments for Medical and Ecclesiastical service. When you have

V/A.Harding,Esq.. ,

Manager,
Stanley.
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settled the list the Board would like to have it.

5. I have just heard that the sheepskins have sold today at 

■good prices,and the last news about the wool sales is that the 

opening fall has to an appreciable extent been recovered.

I am,Sir,
your obedient servant,

:

Managing Director.
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Original's pet* Suppleme'ntary Mali! <
i

ir.. if, n it
■M •••r

: *.
Ledger & Journal Entries i

\? o-1 '
Remarks on Accounts

■ i■.« ..
Remarks on Stores

• r
Replies to Remarks on Stores 

List of General Cargo per "Ortega"

3s±sd£ General Invoice goods per "Ortega"

B/L General Cargo per "Ortega"

Sight Draft on J.Kirwan for £ 48 . 17 . - B/L attached 

Vrool reports and Sheepskins

i »

Clients Reports & Contracts.

1 cask Skins ex "Potosi" )<H G a-
) report only
)1S 9 99 9 9 9

3 hales Sheepskins ex "Ortega" contract only

ex "Potosi"
T R

4B B 9 99 9

2R B C 9 99 99 9

"Orissa"'

"Ortega"
4S 9 99 9

3L 9 99 9

"Potosi"13McG 9 99 9

3S k S 9 99 99 9

1s 9 99 99 9

"Ortega"

"Potosi"
4F B 9 99 9

78H ffi B 9 99 9

Wool22B B 9 99 9

24WED 9 99 99 9

157F 9 99 99 9

153H & B 9 99 99 9

122S & S 9 99 99 9 \
102-H G C - 9 9 reports only9 99 9

111s 9 99 99 9

135T R 9 99 99 9

"Oriana"167J B 9 99 9

97F B 9 99 99 9

"Istrar,"8ccw 9 99 9

f



r 1

29 bales Vtool ex "Ortegas" .W P r

"Ortega" 
ex "Titariia" , Istrar," &"gBri£0s±"212L 9 ?9 9

Brokers* Press Copies Company reports & contracts Wool & Skins ex

above mentioned ships &c.
~»

A/sales J B 28 "bales Sheepskins ex "Oraama"

Barclay's invoice for F.I.King.

Letter for W.A.Harding.
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®bi'jj:alklitn^ Jtalambi (Cinnyauu.
- INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.;'?--------------- ftimiteb.

r Registereo 1902.

Per Or it/a.

5th June,............/f9(7 7.V? 1030. :£.C___

Sir,

I have ho acknoviledge t/he receipt/ of your despatch no,313, 

which arrived on "the 21st/ ult/.

2. Par.2.
■than that of the "Gwendolin" ,Emerson Walker & Co.having given no

tice of a rise in all their manufactures to that extent.

Mrs. Hansen evidently would he the better for a lit- 
in which

tie instruction in the manner clients usually deal with their

The cost of the "Lafonia’s" windlass was 10$ higher

3. Par.6.

A
agents.

4. Par. 7. It would seem after all that the owner of the Dora 

to repair temporarily,as we have opened a credit in favour 

Captain with Fisher Alimonda & Co,for £700.; this was cabled
means

of the
via Montevideo last week.

Your remarks on the price of flour have been care—

the Chilian flour are not

you

5. Par.9.

fully noted,and the profits stated on 

exorbitant,though they range 

gard to the Australian flour,either you 

the figures given to me are

from 18 to about 26$. But with re-

or we are in error,for if 

correct,and there is no reason to

suppose that they are not,this flour costs c.i.f.13/9d.per bag

selling it to farmers at 23/.per bag

than 67$. This price certainly 

'have made the mistake I think

of 140. lbs. ,and if you are 

you are putting on a profit of more

needs revision,if you find that you 

It is worth noting that this works out at less than 10/ •you have,
per 10.0- Its. ,so that you ought to he able to undersell those who

import from Sandy Point.
Par.12, It is rather disappointing to find that the 

vina” had not arrived wrhen the "Oronsa" left,but she had only been

"Mal-6.

W. A. Harding,Esq.. ,

Manager,

Stanley.
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out> from Holyhead a lit/ble over 60 days,so "there is no reason Tor 

alarm; in Fact hhe probability oF her having put into an interme

diate port is lessened. I think you would do well to get the no

tice in Ayrton's agreement reduced as you suggest; even two 

months,in Fact two days ,would aFFord an opportunity to an unscru

pulous man to do untold mischief. With such a person it is Far 

safer to pay wages in lieu oF notice,and let him go. 

in getting rid oF Martin,the Engineer at Goose Green,at the end 

oF 1883,going up myself in the Malvinas with a constable in case 

oF trouble,having him watched until he embarked,and getting him 

oFF at about a day's notice. The circumstances were detailed in 

despatch 368-12,oF 3rd December,1883. With regard to Baseley, 

Marine Engineer 1 suppose that he has got over sea sickness 

in ordinary circumstances; in the "Malvina” the catastrophe was 

probably caused as much by the intolerable Fumes oF paraFFin as 

by the knocking-about.
Par. 14. .Mr. James called last week,and is to let us know

!I did this

,

my

as a

7.
the peat question has assumed a deFinite shape.

Par. 15. You have probably noticed that the Freight on coal 

reduced to 22/6 in Full From 32/.& 10#. We do not get the Bills 

after the steamers have sailed,and so I was un

result of the protest which I made at once, 

conditions proposed by the Government For the 

been read to and Fully considered

when

8.

was

of Lading until 

able to report the
!
i

9. Par.16. The 

West Falkland mail service have 

by the Board,and the 

jected. The letter From the 

they were conferring a 

Directors prefer being in 

selves,by stepping into the 

carried. They consider 

be quite inadequate,and will 

For even £500 per annum 

oblige them by running the

unanimous opinion is that they should be re— 

Government would seem to suggest that 

favour on us by giving us the contract: the 

the position of conferring one them- 

breach,and enabling the mails to he 

the present subsidy of £30 a trip to 

not hear of being bound by conditions 

. The best thing to say is that we will 

mails and carrying passengers to the 

make better arrangements,and 

without serious inconvenience to ourselves
best of our ability,until they can 

can do itas long as we 

But we ought to get more money,and as to any 

rates of freight,we cannot even discuss them.

conditions about
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;
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It was fortunate •that "the "Samson" was able to10. Par.17.

render t/imely assistance to the "Flora" ,and it is to be hoped 

that this will be a warning not to let the latter go outside her 

proper bounds.

11. Par.19. In consideration of our being unable to offer

any position to Mr,Oswald at present,and in recognition of his 

services in Stanley,the Board voted him a gratuity of £100,which 

has been paid to him,and he has also received the bonus of 10# on 

his salary for 1906.
Par.20-. I am making a good deal of fuss about the freight 

hay and other matters,and have put Lowdens on to it besides 

writing the P.S.N.Co, The latter have not yet replied,but I hear 

going into the question,and Lowdens will have something 

about the mouldy hay. I may be able further to write on

!

12.

on

they are I
to say
the subject by the Supplementary mail.

Par,21. On receiving the despatch I commissioned Lan-

vessel out,and they are looking for 

, Whether the P.S.N.meet us on

IS.

gridges at once to charter a

one; but as usual they are scarce 

the "Puendes" complaints or not,it will in any case do them good
they do not give us,I consider,ratesto see this vessel go out,as 

by cargo boats at all on a 

when the extortionate charges

level with those by sail,especially
for oil,gunpowder,cartridges,&c. ,

considered. When the vessel has m 

can listen to him. I have 

made at present,but the word 

it has been arranged.

that the collection of 

well,and if before the beginning 

wishes of any farmers who 

make special efforts to sab- 

wind out of Braun & Blanchard's

which they will not reduce,are

,if .Mr.Lamb likes to climb dovm,we 

not cabled,as no charter has been
gone

you give shall be sent as soon as

Par.23. It is gratifying to see14.
has been carried out so

ascertain the
produce

of next season you can
their wool ready early, and can 

isfy them,you ought to take the
have

sails completely.
that they only r&ceived the ma- 

that there will be no time
Par.24. The Yost Co.say 

chine last Saturday,the 1st inst.,so 

to send it by this boat. "I think that you had better not have 

things sent direct in this way,for if it had been addressed to us

15.
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we could have hurried it up,and the Yos*t cycle carts are in the 

City every day. Are you able to use all three machines in the of
fice, or would it do to let Mr.Allan have one of them? The Darwin 

one can hardly be worth much now. Did you not say that you had 

bought,or were in treaty for one from Weddell Island?

16. Par.27. We will send the tanks you ask for by the sail

ing vessel.

n

Par. 28. The report of diphtheria, is serious,and we hope 

isolation will prevent it from spreading. If it reached 

Stanley the mortality would most likely be enormous.
Par.29. The arrangement with Wilson Sons & Co,is noted.

17.

that

18.
We have paid,as requested,the proceeds of Wesell* s wool 

should like to know the terms on which we do 

debit balance,and we have no apparent

19.

to Mr. Carp enter, but 

his business,as he has a 

security but the wool.
Monday,but only for a short time; 

Education Conference,and is now off to 

not here long enough to go into 

to meet again on his return

20, Mr.A'llardyce called on

he has been busy with the
an oculist. He wasCfermany to see

questions of interest,but we areany

from the Continent. 1

22 I do not. know whether you will he more amused or annoyed
a letter from .

the P.S.N,Agent at Sandy Point, 
A

rubbish about shipping matters at

trouble to inform himself in the

the enclosed extract fromto see
containing a lot of ludicrous 

the Islands. If he had taken the 

slightest degree about facts,he would not have penned such non- 

off iciously trying to make

their interests,and I took
• j rather took it that he was 

the P.S.N.think that we were neglecting
sense

clearly as I could.trouble to enlighten them as 

25, Enclosed is a copy of the 

that we are paying a 

Dividend Reserve fund.

the
Annual Report,and you will be 

dividend of 35#,after placingglad to see 

£20,000 to a
24. The wool did not sell so well at the last sales,and there 

value of our own to the am-Y/ill apparently be a shortage in the 

ount of £6000 to £7000?.
I am,Sir,

obedient servant,your

Managing Director----- - Si
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Enclosures via Liverpool

. f’." r>

Originals
11 r -it

l > '■.

Wool Reports

Copies of Cablegrams sent

Copy of Cablegram received
" • .-•I

De&it note for J.Robson for £3.8.2
T

It if '■ •:

C.Williams for £2.1.9 9 9 9

I. ) : ;
Copy of Trinity House Amended account £182 .8.2

• * - * » • J-
Letter from Eley Brothers dated 21st Ma$r with enclosures

< ■ i /

Extract frdm -Sandy Point Agent*rs= letter to Pacific “and. our
? <• ( <•

reply dated 13th May also P.S.N.Co.acknowledgment.

Copy of letter to W.Lowden ft Co. dated 24th May re freights
A/feales

Brokers* copies Company* s Wool ft Skins ex"ariana."&"PotQ£i"
. . « y / •• ;

Clients* A/sales

22 bales Wool ex "Potosi"B B

H ft B 153 9 99 9

"Oriana"167J B 9 5
<

"Ortega"97F B 9 9

"Potosi"157F 9 9

24W E D 9 99 9

111s 9 99 9 ,

"Ortega"W P 29 9 9

L 150 9 99 9■ (

"Estrar"8C C W 9 9

"Titania"8L 9 9

"Istrar"54 9 9

"Potosi"102 9 9

"Ortega"

/'Potosi"

135.. T R 9 9

S ft S 122 9 9

"Otrga"

4 bales Sheepskins ex "Ortega"

'/'Potosi" 

"Ortega"

1 9 9

F B

H ft B 78 9 9 9 9

T R 3 9 9 9 9



r >

- *' ‘ j *'«.* !

4 hales Sheepskins ex "Orissa"

MPot/Osin

S

2R B C f5 99 9 t

15McG 9 99 99 9
i v •.

3 iiS & S 9 99 99 9
. i

1s 9 99 99 9
» JJ

"Ortega"3L 9 99 9
*•* ,t.i. J •

t

"Potosi"4B B 9 99 9
••

li1 cask Sheepskins 9 9
r

1 9 99 99 9

10 casks Tallow ex "Potosi"BBC 

1 H Wt^bnlyi I*. : ••cI i' 1rep or
16 9 99 9

10< casks Seal OilH W 9 9
/

30- Salted Hidesreport sand 
contracts J

M c 0 9 9
) "sII • (

40L 9 99 9

Credit notes for the following:-
Claim recovered on damaged Wool per "Oropesa"

"Oravia"
J. R.

S 9 99 99 9
;tll

N A)
W C('

of1 letter from Ince Colt & Ince dated 5th June also 

• original apportionment of Salvage "Hyndford" 

Copy of letter from R.C.Watson dated 4th June.

'Invoice for goods shipped per 2 Ortega" for Vere Packe. 

Particulars of homeward' freight per Potosi & Ortega" 

Letters for‘the following:- 

W. W. Bertrand

9 99 99 99 9
i 1

Copy

?•

i'i
<5fe I.A.Harding.

.* ftll

r • • t

„ Londpn,5th June,1907
. *7 ______ * . .
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Enclosures via Liverpool
.1

Dup! icates J

Despatches Nos. 1028 & 1029
;i ii

Ledger & Journal Entries

Remarks on Accounts

Remarks on Stores

Replies to Remarks on Stores 

List of Cargo per "Ortega"

General Invoice goods per "Ortega" 

List of Clients Cargo per"0rtega" 

List of Dutiable goods per "Ortega"

:

List of Patcels

List of Enclosures

Second, of Exchange for £48 . 17/- & B/L attached.. 

B/L General Cargo eper "Ortega"

Clients* Reports & Contracts:-

s 1 cask Sheepskins ex "Potosi"

McG- 13 hales 9 99 9

S & S 3 9 99 99 9

R B C 2 9 99 99 9

"Ortega"3L 9 99 9

F B 4 9 99 9** 9

"Orissa"4S 9 99 9

"Ortega/1T R 3 9 99 9 (
"Potosi"1 cask 9 9

1 9 99 99 9

24 hales WoolWED 9 9

122S & S 9 99 9

102 9 99 9

111 9 99 9

T R 135 9 99 9

157F 9 99 9

W P 29
"Ortega"9 9
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)212 "bales Wool ex "Sundry Ships"

"Ortega11 

"Orissa"

L

F B 97 ? ?

J B 167 ? 5

"Ist/rarC C W 8 j ? ;
ft/sale B.B.28 hales Sheepskins ex "Orissa",

1
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Cll hr Jj-it I hi a it it 3sslau&« (llimquuu).
—of INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851 .Jo 

Registered 1902.

Stmiiefr.
\^la.ceo/js/tcsC' : /keep

Per Supplementary Mail.

j/^7.8th_..Ja33.e_?....V? 1051. e.c._

Sir,

Since writing via Liverpool Messrs.Ince Colt & Inee have 

sent in a final cheque for the "Hyndford" salvage with an expla

natory letter,and a statement of the apportionment of the proceeds 

which they consider suitable. The latter document I send in ori

ginal,and a copy of the letter. In paying the several amounts to 

the crew you will have to take a receipt from each,and it should 

state that it is in full satisfaction of their respective shares. 

Messrs. Ince have an experience in these matters that is unrivalled 

in the City,and the division may he accepted implicitly as what 

would have been awarded by the Court if the case had been fought 

out. I think that all concerned will be as pleased as we are with 

the result,and Captain Thomas is to be congratulated on the hand- 

sum that falls to his share.some
2. Arrangements have been made for providing a passage for 

Mr.Ellis to Malaga by the steamer leaving on the 17th of July,and
will be found in the 

It would seem that Mr .Ellis, s
precise instructions as to ways and means 

enclosed letter from Mr.R.C.Watson.
diffident about giving him ready cash to handle.backers are

3. I enclose a copy 

ject of your complaints about freight and hay,and an original one

from the suppliers of the hay,as well as copy of my reply.
have asked us to mention that small shipments

of letter from Messrs,Lowden on the sub-

4. The Brokers
of sheepskins should be avoided,as the cost of lighterage on a 

bales adds much to the charges,the lighter having to he paidfew

for whether full or not.

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

W. A.Harding,Esq.. , 

Manager, -I
Managing Director.

Stanley.
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Enclosures via Lisbon.

Originals

Ledger ft Journal Entries,

Remarks on Accounts

Remarks on Stores ft Supplementary remarks 

Replies to Remarks on Stores 

General Invoice goods per "Orita”

List of General Cargo per MOritaH

Clients' contracts

11 casks Tallow ex "Potosi,rR.B.C.

H.W. 16'

Corrected Balance Sheet for 1906

Profit ft Loss Statement for 1906 

Cony of letter from W.Lowden ft Co.dated 5th with enclosure 

and our reply of 6th June.

B/L of General Cargo per "Orita",

Debit note for freight ftc.for A.Bonner.

Corrected out-turn Co.*s Wool for 1907 

Letter for Capt.Henry Thomas 

W.A.Harding.

9 99 9

9 9

i

9 9

London 8th June,1907

...
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'At

CL be Jj-a (k la it h JWitufts (Cmujntuii.
INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851 .Jo-------------

' '^tucecdivtc/s'
\■V” Registered 1902.'.ftj* '•

\ t\/ir Oronsa.

_'AOC 7.3rd July,1032..K® on,£.c.

Sir,

I have to acknowledge the receipt of your despatches nos.

314 and 315,which arrived on the 19th ult.,the former purporting

to have been sent by "Corcovado" ,which is not in yet. Your letter

of the 20th May on Camp matters is also to hand.
315

2. Par.2, We should like ho know ho which Ordinance of 1901 

refer wihhN^egard ho gehhing hhe men ouh of hhe Colony who may 

he discharged from a schooner. A passage home is guaranteed by hhe 

ordinary herms of foreign shipping articles ,if hhe men serve hheir 

berm,bub ih gives us hhe advanhage of being able ho make herms; 

however,"this has already been explained.

Par. 5. Mr.Mantle does noh undershand how ih is hhah exhra 

required ho complehe hhe main line of helephone ,as he

h r 19
■p*** •: you

fak

3.

wire was

considered hhah a sufficient length was senh ho allow for all 

contingencies,including breakages ,as hhey could be repaired wibh— 

ouh shorhening ho any great extent. Search has been made for hhis 

ah present wihhout resulb,and ih may possibly burn ouh 

communication from Homer ho Mr .Mantle. Wihh 

have been expecting hhah you would

.

1
order,bub

hhah ih has been in a 

regard ho Mr.Packe*s line,we
amended order for hhe materials on hearing from him hhahsend an

arrangement. Wihhouh measurements taken on 

would obviously be impossible for us ho decide pre-
he agreed ho hhe new

hhe spoh ih
cisely whah should be senh. In 311-6,replying ho hhe despahch an-

decision Messrs.Allan,Mantle,and I had arrived ah,nouncing hhe 

you said hhah you 

would reporh further; buh nohhing has reached us since,and as ih

would be seeing Mr.Packe and hhe Governor,and

W. A. Harding,Esq.. ,

Manager,

Shanley.

r
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has not "been stated yet, whether Mr.Packe is willing to fall in
or not,

with the proposal ,the next, move obviously rests with you.
A

4. Par. 6. It, is gratifying to hear that the testimonial to 

the Dean has reached, such a handsome sum. We are collecting the 

subscriptions on this side.

5. Par. 8. A bricklayer is the man wanted to point the Mana

ger's house,but a stone mason might do as a makeshift. Your re

marks on buildings generally show that you fail to understand what 

the Board's wishes are as regards the care that should be exer

cised with regard to the Company's property*and you would seem to 

think that the object of painting is to make buildings look pret

ty and smsjrin smart,and that it does not come under the head of 

’'necessary maintenance". Can you mention any instance,either with

in your own knowledge or from hearsay,of objection having been 

taken to the use of paint,laid on for the preservation of wood 

or iron? It is surely hardly necessary to say that red oxide of 

iron is a preservative of galvanized roofs when rust begins to 

show,and that wood perishes when it is not kept properly painted. 

In the worst of times the free use of paint has been considered 

an economy,and if red oxide looks pretty,so much the better,but 

it is not laid on with any idea of the picturesque. The Board 

minuted their desire that all the Company's buildings and 

fencing are to be kept in proper order,and the best way of doing 

this will be to put a man on the job,or as many as can be spared,

have

until the work is finished,that is to say,as soon as the weather

. As regards the Store,regarding it as a piece of architect- 

it is not beautiful; but if kept whitewashed,as it was when
one could mistake it

allows

ure
erected,I suppose,more than 50 years ago,no 

for a cowshed. Sufficient size mixed with the whiting is all you 

should be renewed from time to time before the cow-want, and this
How carpenters and ship work come in is not 

would not employ the former for painting.
shed stage comes on.

clear,as you
6. Par.9. The remark about accounts-current arose from

of these accounts had arrived in England direct
6.

the fact that some 

from you,but without copies for our inf or mat ion, and questions on

them came in which we were unable to answer. Mr.Buckworth,for in-

r
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st/anoe received Packe Bros.' account/,and my late brother that/ of
Speedwell Island,but the copies were kept hack until the whole

all
We do not expect to get them.with the annual ac-A s

counts ,but it is convenient to have those first which are paid 

in cash on arrival,and copies at the same time. While on the sub
ject of accounts I must point out that the middle of June is ra
ther too late to receive the Stanley Cash book and Journal for

eFebruary only,and that copies of thjse should be made as soon as 

they are completed,as the want of them is inconvenient.
7. Par, 11. The amount of the bonus was clearly stated at the 

time you were informed of it,and further directions followed next 
mail,so that you have probably experienced no difficulty.

8. Par, 16. Messrs.Langridge are still looking for a ship,and 

wrote round to various ports again last week,but there is the ut

most difficulty now in finding one of the right size,and I have

progress to report. With regard to hay,Mr,Lamb happened to lo&k 

in last week,and I had it out with him. He promised that the first 

shipment should be taken at the rate of 40/,weight,but this is a 

salve to our injured feelings,and after that it is to be 20/,mea- 

surement;at the same time the exceptional rate conceded to the 

Government in error is to cease.
9. Par.17. Messrs.Stubenrauch & Co. write a good deal of non

sense,both to you and the P.S.N.Co. Even if steamers do carry 

wool across to secure the low ocean freight,it can be no catch to
clients,for Iassume that,if the steamers are to pay,the rates 

they will have to charge will overbalance the other advantage.

10. Par.18. The various remarks from this office on the sub

ject of Mr. J.Bean's wool are not as inconsistent as you would 

think,except perhaps the last,when I tell you that it is always 

insured,but that we have nothing to do with it.
through Messrs.Langridge. They say that they do not think 

that a protest was necessary,as the wool was carried in his own 

vessel; but there was no harm in taking the precaution.
11. Par.20, A Blacksmith named Husband,who has worked in Dun

dee yards and has good testimonials,has been engaged,and goes out 

by this boat.

bunch was sent.

no

our

He does his in

surance
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12. Your let/ter on Farm mat/bers has heen read, wibh inheresh, 

huh calls for no special reply?exoeph t/he paragraph relating ho 

sheiam pressing ah Darwin. Mr.Allan is qufbe opposed ho doing any- 

hhing in hhis way unhil he is on hhe spot/, and ih has yeh ho he 

shown hhah hhe ouhlay is warranted,as Darwin is on a differenh 

foohing ho Norhh Arm,and circumshances which rendered ih necessary 

ah hhe lahher place do noh exish. Ih mush he home in mind hhah, 

alhhough we have had a year of unusual prosperihy ,we mush noh for 

hhah reason launch ouh inho expenditure hhah is noh warranted hy 

necessity.

• 'T*

1

13. On looking through, the Stanley wages list I have heen
, .V' 1
-;u ; l 'struck hy the large amount of extra pay credited to the Engineer, 

amounting to £89.12.8 in 1906,which on his pay of £16 per month 

comes to about 46 per cent. It would seem right to endeavour to

make some arrangement hy which hhis large over payment might he-
* p •

avoided. Prohahly he is getting more than he ought when away from
s

Stanley,notwithstanding that on those occasions he is fed at the

It is also singular that Dick,the

f ; V

MK(<5V> R ■' Company's expense as well.
Blacksmith,alhhough ship work has heen fairly constant,seems ho 

have made very little extra,hhe total for hhe year being less than
.■

i

£5. When he was engaged I was ahle ho point ouh from hhe Stanley

return how well Ogilvie had done,hut this time I had no fig—wages

ures hhah were of any use. i
i

14. In a private letter you have brought up hhe subject of 

Eills's provisions,and I will refer ho hhe subject here, 

are as bad as you say ih is a pity hhah you have been reticent so 

cannot lose custom and have their supplies condemned
ex-

If things

long,for we
as rubbish on all hands,just because they have dealt with us

clusively. Remarks unflattering to them have been received from
until now written plain facts. Our

consider-
time to time,but you have never
object is always to get the best,regardless of any^ther 

ation,and nothing that is inferior ought to be passed without

complaint. I took the matter up at once,and opened negotiations 

with Mortons. Mr.C.Morton came over,and it has been arranged to

transfer Eills*s orders to his firm. He stated,and we have no 

means of testing his statement,that they cut prices so fine,that

L.

i
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■bo deliver most/ of t/heir articles in Liverpool would *turn a pro
fit/ int/O a loss ,and the "terms I was able bo make were nob as good 

^ as I could have wished. They are as follows:- cerbain goods,mosh- 

ly propriebary,bhey deliver eibher f.o.b.or free Liverpool; in in
voicing quantifies bhey will charge in each invoice bhe rates as 

sbabed on bheir lisb,bub at bhe end of bhe year will add bhese 

quantifies all bogebher,and credib us wibh bhe differences; and 

in a bonus lebber which bhey mark privabe bhey underbake bo give 

us a bonus of 2on goods bearing bheir own label,if during 12 

monbhs we have done a minimum business wibh bhem of £2500 ,propri— 

ebary goods, - Sardines,Peas,&c. - all bo be included bo make up 

bhe bobal of our brade wibh bhem,bub no bonus bo be paid on bhese# 

For bhe second half of bhis year,bhe business is bo reach £1250, 

and afber bhab we sbarb from bhe lsb of January. On hearing bhab 

our orders would cease,Mr. Smibh of Eills & Co, came up bo see me, 
and I had bo explain bhe whole mabber. He was,of course,full of 

regrebs,and bhoughb bhab bhey had nob had sufficient nobice of 

dissabisfacbion,in which I was somewhab inclined bo agree
wibh him,as bhe few complaints made from bime bo bime have been 

of
indicafion kH bhe real sbabe of bhings, He said bhab he had 

spenb bwo days in looking up bhe business bhey had done wibh us, 

and divided our purchases info bhree classes; propriebary goods, 
bearing obher firms' labels,for which bhey could nob be held res
ponsible ,bulk goods,such as oabmeal,bacon,rum, &c. ,which bhey did 

nob manufacbure themselves,and in bhis class he included raw cof
fee, which bhey buy of course in bhe open markeb,and of which he 

had heard no complaint,and bhirdly,bhose goods bearing bheir own

our

no

!

label. I bold him bhab we regrebbed bobh here and in Sbanley hav- 

end bo bhe business,and bhab we recognized bhe loyaling bo pub an
in which bhey had dealb wibh us in refusing all orders fromway

oubsiders. We shall see how we geb on wibh Morbons,and you musb 

remember bhab bo geb cargo round by waber ab 12/6' per bon,(nob 

15/, ,as sbabed by Mortons) you should gauge your requirements,and 

send your orders a mail in advance. This bime we are shipping all,

bub as soon as we can we musb send only those goods bhab are ready 

for bhe boat leaving on bhe Wednesday week before bhe mail leaves.

:
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As for frying any offer Liverpool house ,1 fear if would he useless. 

Eills & Co,are called fhe "Morfons of Liverpool,"and if fhey are 

" so far behind. of hers would probably be worse,
15, The Board of Trade have asked if we keep Mefhylafed Spir- 

if ,as fhey will wranf a few gallons annually for fhe Lighfhouse,and 

replied fhaf I believe fhaf if is always in sfock,buf fhab 

will see fhaf if is in fufure,
I am,Sir,

your obedienf servant,

I have

we

Managing Direcfor,
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Enclosures via Lisbon

Originals

Remarks on Stores

Replies "to Remarks on Stores 

Supplementary Remarks on Stores 

List of* General Cargo per "Oronsa" 

B/L Cargo per "Oronsa"
6 . 7 tor collection 

B/L attached
Sight Draft on J.Kirwan for £33 .

3) cask Seal Skins ex "St.Leonards"A/sale x H 

Morton*s invoices goods per "Oronsa”
6 . 6Kirkland Cope's account for £3 .

Copy of Cablegram received £Rx today

Original Copy of Apportionment of Salvage "Leon Bureau” 

General Invoice goods per "Oronsa"

Supplementary Ledger Entries 

Clients* reports
■

”Orita”11 bales Wool exW P

H & B 128 9 99 99 9

133D H 9 99 99 9

133S I 9 99 99 9

"Oronsa”72P H 9 99 9

"CorcovadO”2F B 9 99 9

145Club 9 99 99 9

1S I 9 99 99 9

82A P 9 99 99 9

31 9 99 99 9

Letters for the following: -

W.A.Harding,A,Reid & G.A.Cobb

(j/s

London 6th July,1907
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11 O' IfEnclosures via'Liverpool
<■p ,r r

Duplicates
n • -oroc "

Despatches No8.^1030 tj 1031 

Ledger & Journaln51ntries 

Remarks on Accounts 

Remarks on.Stor.es ,

Replies to Remarks on Stores
C C

.Supplementary Remarks on Stores 

. General Invoice,- goods( per "QrjLta" 

List ofiiGeneral;iCargo per "Orita"

j .\

U c

' "I i X -•

r *

■<■1 c (

II .-

List of* Parcels M r* ".l " - >
List of Dutiable goods per "Orita*

j J. n -r-o
m

List of Clients, Cargo per‘."OritU-"'

List of Enclosures

Invoice for Vere Packe goods shipped per "Orita"

Clients* A/sales

1 cask Sheepskins ex "Potosi"

1S :9 99 99 9

4 hales Sheepskins ex "Ortega"F B

3L 9 99 99 9

' ■* !
"Potosi"S 1 9 99 9

3S & S 9 99 99 9

13McG 9 99 99 9

2R B C 9 99 99 9

"Ortega"

"Oriss.a"
3T R, 9 99 9

4S 9 99 9

9 1 hales Wool "Ortega"

Oriana"J B 167 9 99 9

OrtegaF B 97 9 9

Potosi102 9 9

'Istrar54 9 9

TitaniaL 8 9 9
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S'

L 150, "bales Wool ex V Ortega,*1
j u* *' - ^ "^O.1

W P 29 9 9 9 9

WED "Potosi"

"Pot/osi"

"p'otosi"
lio"

24
* 9

' J.
F 157 9 9

j: jgj tf r-iS • -\111 9 9

3 ■' * > M rs & s 122 Pot/osi 
"(5rtegan 

16' casks Tallow ex /,?b£'6si’,,'J

9 9

- C> CV: r IT F 135 9 9

H W
^•.ot ; co >jJ*R B C 11 9 9 9 9

30 Sarbe'd Hides ex 

10? casks’ Seal Oil "P6t,osin
40, S'dlied Hides exil,iitsLn±a,l

**\ c t x,r

reports

& con-braxrbs

ini r~II fTMclG Tit/ania

H W
o j. 'L

33/L General Cargo per "Orrta"
"■ .j * f 1 _ (■=? o o•s I ’ J.

■ o"it < ’ r* <' x O J\T,T 11

o r • i■?o ^'*■ i‘ • :

5 fOI Co • "> .. O’, c.

' ^ Jr ■»

II »;-n< -r .i-J 1 f ; u «.

II I

*i*

" • .9 J

"I * .4c

;i I!•
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•r*
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*2.

Enclosures via Liverpool

Originals i

Copy of Cablegram sent

Arming & Cohh' s Sheepskins Report
•:

Clients' A/sales
30 Salted Hides ex "Potosi"McGr I
10 casks Seal OilH W 9 9

"Iitania"40 Salted HidesL
E

"Potosi”16 casks Tallow IH W
:

R B C 11 9 99 99 9

"Orita”Particulars of freight homeward per 

B/L & Invoices coals per '‘Heroen11
"Orita"

±a±x Doctor’s cert if icate
Invoice for Vere Packe goods per 

Husband’s Agreement & tax:
Mrs Foley’s cheque for £5 on Stanley(see remarks)

reports & contracts 

^ 4 bales Sheepskins ex "Qrita"
Clients'

D H

S 1 11 9 99 99 9

W P 1 5 >J }» 5

"St.Leonards"

of above reports & contracts 

in Dock Charges

only<^>"

Brokers’ press copies

1 cask Seal Skins excontract

<WjI>120. bales WoolCredit note error
& Journal Entries.Ledger

dated 20th & 21st June
from C-JnJ-“2S°d catalogue.Copies of letters

Accountsi
Remarks on

3rd July,!907London

l

[i
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(Eln'jJ'iilk(auit 3±*htuiHi (Citm^atm.
-----^("incorporated BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.)o--------------

Registered 1902.

O'/. ^SfocicecZ-tfAc/s
r

Oropesa.Ibr (-/ / 

//J'/zas;n, {■: c... ■AW 7.33th August,....VP 1033.

Sir,
I have now to reply to your despatches nos,316/319. TJae ar

rival of the first two has already teen reported,and the others 

only oame in two flays ago,leaving little time for their consider
ation. A special Board was held yesterday,however,at which they 

were discussed.
t ‘ * * •* * * ' I

2. 316-4. As it is evident that the quantity of coal shipped 

in the Heroen will be insufficient to meet requirements for any 

length of time,we shall endeavour to send a substantial quantity 

in the sailing ship.
3. Par.6. The question of binding ourselves to a mail con

tract with the Government for the West was considered,and it was 

decided that we should still agree to run the mail as formerly.

If the Government widh to know why we decline to bind ourselves,

I

the Directors think that you should frankly point out the follow- 

There are three large shippers from the West,Waldrons,ing facts.
Dean & Sons,and Dean & Anson,not one of whom at present would con
tribute one halfpenny in the way of freight on wool. It may be a
secret,but it is known to us,that while Ur.Mathews would like to 

ship through us,Mrs.Waldron has put her foot down,and has expres- 

objection to abandoning the shipment by sail through Shearing
The secession of the other two

her
and Waldron during her lifetime, 

firms has reduced the freight we could earn from the West very 

Now look back at what happened in 1900,when overtures 

first made to the P.S.N.Co. Before they would give the Post
largely, 

were
Offioe any answer,Mr,Aloook came up here,and secured the promise 

of our good will; on the strength of that they agreed to take up

W. A.Harding,Esq.,
Manager,

Stanley.



«... t to

ox' Lading unw.. ..■ers have Bailed,and bo I was u 

able to repo-i'd/ the result, wf the protest which I ma:-e ah once.

9. Par. 16. The conditions proposed by the (Government; for the

West Falkland mail service have been read to and .fully considered a 

by the board. and the unanimous Opinion is that they should be re

jected. Pne 1 ether from the (Government would seem to suggest that 

they were conferring a favour on us by riving us the contract: the
i

Directors prefer being in the- position of conferring one them

selves,by stepping into the breach,and enabling the mails to be

carried. They consider the present buds! iy of £b0 a trip to

be quite inadequate ,and will not near of be in* bound by conditions

or even TH)0 per annum. The best thins to say is that we will

>1 live them by rumains* the mails and carrying pass^l^ers to the

hut of ou- 'ability,until they can make bett.er arr m^embnts ,and !
*as ion'b as we can do it wit,-out serious inconyeqience to ourselves.

tut - . e cu*-rht to qret more money, and as to any conditions about

rates of freight,we cannot even discuss them.
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-the service. But, suppose we had. said -that, we should he much pleas

ed to have an improved servioe ,hut, should continue "to ship our 

produoe In the old way,is -there a sane man living who does not, 
know -that, the P.S.N.Co.would have left the Islands severely alone?
It is the old story that I have insisted on more than once,the 

■trade
mails follow Bsaabs,and not the reverse,and if the West Falkland
people will not do as wei did with a view to improving the servioe,

I do not thinknot going to help them at our own expense, 
that any fault can he found with this argument,as the cases seem 

exactly parallel,and I may add that the position the three stat- 

think it right to maintain ought to debar them from any
for improved communication. For the benefit of 

clients on the West we will do what we can to serve them,

we are

ions
right to clamour

our own
at present. Whether if the three out-

experiment of4
and that is all we oan say

into line the Directors would try thesiders came
steamer,it is premature to say; more strange things than that

steamer could "be madehave happened. If it could be shown that a 

to pay,there would be no doubt about it,but up to the present no
this,either to ourselves or the P.S.N. 

The Brokers report that the dried sheepskins show
has been able to prove 

4. Par.9,
no sign of damage,and the price will not be affected,therefore

will only have to pay the expenses incurred in

one

the Underwriters
drying and rebaling,which is satisfactory.

have not yet been able to reconcile the dis- 

wool tallies,and it has just been made worse than
5. Par. 10. We

crepancy in the
intimation from the P.S.N.that they have 7 baleB on

neither on the specifi-
before by an
hand marked F I C in diamond,which were

the Bill of Lading of the "Orissa". We have now gotcation nor
specifications from the Brokers ,an3-are going

— • j_h occurs to me that the practice of marking
from 1 upwards,and then again

into themback the
as soon as we oan;
the Camp wool in the off season

1 when shearing begins,may lead to oonfusion,andstarting from
this should be discontinued. It oamnot make any difference in the

returns of shorn wool,as we keep a sharp look out for all ’'Camp",
returned a/sales for correction when suohand have more than onoe 

wool has been inoluded with the fleeces.
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6. Par* 16'. The Directors have very fully considered your 

remarks on the subject of the bonus,and I am to say that it is 

to be paid as instructed. When it was first considered,the salar
ies and Stanley and Darwin wages lists were examined,and a decis
ion was arrived at,based on the amounts shown,which only differ

It is considerdd that unless a sharp 

line is drawn between those on the permanent staff and those paid 

by the horn? endless discussion and dissatisfaction may arise. As 

a matter of feet,the Camp people as a body are really the people 

who deserve the most consideration,as it is to the Farm that the 

of the year's operations is mainly due,and with few ex
ceptions they are not in the way of making money as the Stanley

i

. men are by way of overtime,salvage,&c. As to carpenters,it is 

Op' > strange that you should have misunderstood the allusion to them,

actually by a few pounds.

success
T

-
//

whioh referred, to Biggs and. T.Smith,and. not to those paid, by the 

hour. Biggs and. Smith worked, on ships apparently for more than 

half the year,off our pay,and received £1 and 16/8d.per day res
pectively,as compared with their shore pay of £10.16,8 and £8.
It is manifest that they oannot have the advantage both ways,and 

their bonus must be calculated on the pay earned from the Company. 
Biggs only earned,as you say,about £23 from us during the year, 
but how many months was he receiving £6 a week from ships? As re
gards the calculation of the bonus,it was to be on pay earned du
ring the year,not the whole year,and therefooe is due to perman
ent hands who came on the books during the year; this also ap-

f

plies to those who had. been on the staff and left during the
to this extent the mention of 31st December was a slip. Inyear;

a matter of this kind there must be no deviation from the in
structions to meet special cases,and therefore the bonus to Me, 
Call is only due on the amount he earned; but the £60 is of course 

included, T|iis £60 has been misunderstood more than onoe,so itn
L tM* ■ will be well bo eaplain it* At one time all three overseers re

ceived £140. per annum,but as North Arm grew,and the sheep far 

outnumbered those on the otherjs,I decided to give Mo.Call £200 a 

year. This,if known,waB likely to dissatisfy the others,and as 

the Darwin Storekeeper had a tongue that wagged a good deal ,1 ad-



r
opted the expedient of1 paying the extra £60 through Stanley ,and 

Me. Call's wages went through the Darwin "books at £140 per 

like the others. That is the simple explanation of the matter, 

and all others are incorrect guesses. With regard to Jesse Phil— 

v 4s*. ^ lips and others noted on the list,the bonuses must be paid if
the men can be found,and I will settle with Phillips here, 

to add that when the Directors decided on this bonus they were 

prepared to render explanations if the instructions,which seemed 

clear enough,were not H±HXK±y understood,but they neither invited 

expected criticism of their scheme,and if what was intended 

entirely gratuitous recognition of the servioes of their 

staff has been the cause of any unpleasantness,they may not be 

inclined to repeat it on another occasion.

annum

I have4$<4

!

t5.h nor
as an

7. Par. 18. Mr. Andrews has been here,and has given his opin- 

undoubtedly liable for the accident to Clifton; 

you will,therefore,have to do whatever may seem best. This,ho 

doubt,is under the old act,as the new one has not,unless I am
passed in the Islands yet. Probably it will be,and

ion that we are

mi staken ,be en
the Board v/ill then have to consider whether it would be prudent
or not to insure the whole staff. CJp to the present injuries to

few in number that the premiums,had rre beenour men have been so
insured,would have exceeded the claims we have met,even including

serious accident to a numberthe compensation to 1'leuret; but a

might happen any day.
8. Par.22. Mr.Allan and I have talked over the question of 

,and have had an interview with a would-be buyer,but wecasings
cannot see yet that what we should get would be sufficient re-

We shallfor the inconvenience the business would cause, 

it further,for Brinkman must either be losing a lot, 

or making it worth his while. As soon as we get a report on the 

tongues you shall have it.
9. Par. 17. You were instructed by the mail before last - 

no,I am wrong,the question of the Islands was before the Board 

just after that date. After discussing the subject with Mr.Allan , 

who thinks that they are too small to be worth running on the 

Company*s account,as attention to them vrould occupy time that 

might be better spent,the Board decided that you should be in-

compense

look into



structed to renew t>he leases ‘bo the best advantage as they fall
In. You had,therefore,better let us know what rent should be ask
ed for Bleaker,and whether the Fell now on the Island is the man 

to whom it should be let. The question of buildings and fixtures
will not arise now; but there is no question that they belong to

do 'those on Lively and-the place under *the -terms of t,he lease,as
unfortunately overlooked when instructSpeedwell ,a fact that was

Probate of Mr.H.H.Cobb's will went out. If Fell,as I unions for 

derstand,paid probate on the 

ue of the Estate was over-

Bleaker buildings and plant,the val-
estimated,and it is rather a nioe ques 

amount overpaid can be obtained or 

Great Island has run out also,and
tion whether a return of the
not. I think that the l^e of

should know what rent we ought to ask for a renewal.if so we
The report on the Malvina is melan10. Par.23, and 318-10,

be no doubt that as she is at present 

are all profoundly sorry. Of 
working in the

choly reading,and there can
total failure,for which weshe is a

always been recognized that we werecourse It has
less of an experiment; at the samedark,and that she was more or

to make the experiment a success,and
avail. The first idea

time pains were taken here
that they were not of moreit is lamentable 

was to get a Nova Scotia schooner,and plans .and drawings were
seemed too high and building there was 

out from t,he plans ,and all -the
t»he price asked

had a model got,
it, pronounced in it* favour,as one

shattered by t,he fact, t,hat, she will

sent, over;
abandoned,but, we

t,hat, could not,
experts who saw 

help sailing well, 

not even stay in a seaway, 
firm at Connah*s Quay,and a 

that small vessels are

That, is
Then as builders we got the little

showsreference to Lloyd* s Register
we had a goodtheir speciality; moreover

excellent work. Lloyd*s Surveyor,
most, highly of the work 

not, scamped in his

turning outaccount of them,as
whose inspection she was built,spokeunder

throughout,and to make sure that it wasdone
»s trusted Overseer,Capt.Dougall,in almostabsenoe,we had Lowden s

that the oaulking was 

not what it
daily attendance. After all this it seems

that the work in other respects wasnot good,and 

should have been,but what further precautions oould have been
to fittings,the cabin didloss to know. As

first companion put in was so mons-
taken by us I am at a 

not please me at all,and the
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sbrously "bad "that; I would not# have ±t»,and "the present; one was 

substituted; I disliked -that also,but it was too late -to remedy 

it. As -bo the rest ,Mc.Lauohlen was frequently on board,and book
no exception to any of the arrangements or fittings; he too,like 

the others,took a fancy to the model# As for your detailed report, 

I need not go into it in detail; no doubt your statements are ac-
criticisms correct,and all that can be said is

have sent out a lamentable fail —
curate,and your

-
that with the best intentions we

Converting an old schooner,as you know fortunately from per-ure
sonal experience lftst year,is an unsatisfactory Job at the best,

taken over this schooner weand I did hope that with the care 

should get something better; the result to me personally is a
unsparing in theirgreat disappointment. No doubt the critics are 

condemnation,and nightly so; tut I should like someone else to
in hand,and he would find out that it was eas

As for the future,you will
take a similar job

criticize than to construct.ier to
have to do what you can,and at whatever cost,to remedy the de-

be made to stay,fects; if by bringing the foremast aft she can 

that will he one good thing done,and if she can he made water-
altered,she may yet prove oftight,and the interior arrangements

. If all attempts fail,probably the best thing will be to take
home to be sold,but we had

use
the engine out of her,and send her 

better not talk about that yet.
twice about the11. Par.25. Mr.Mantle has been to see me

somewhat upset at the reports received from Hom- 
to either of us,for although you

telephone,and is 

er. The situation is not clear
into Stanley cannot be put up,youthat the last two milessay

mention in the same 

length of the heavy wire 

that it displaced sent on to

paragraph that Homer had put up about that
,and why he did not have the lighter wire 

complete the length into Stanley is
after the Oropesa* s mail camea puzzle. Mr.Mantle* s last call was

in,and this is 

anti thinks that there has been a blunder,over

partially explained,but Mr.Mantle is not satisfied.
which Homer is mak—

someone was senting excuses. The latter says that in his absence
the light wire,and that it was wrapped round posts,to dear away

cut in some places,and otherwise damaged. But it was his duty to
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sea 'that ib was properly handled,and "though a shepherd might
"think "that it was of no more value "than a lot of old storing,as a 

fact^Lb will fet/Oh nearly as much as it cost/,and every yard should 

he saved and sent home* This,however,is not# "the point; Mr.Mantle 

says "that having been up so short a "time most# of it# waild have 

been fit# for use again,and every length of 25 yards and upwards 

should be worked in. Your cable asking for 6 owt.wire by mail ar-

t

rived on Monday,andji.s another puzzle; the length sent originally 

was considered ample,if the measurement of the line was correct,
yra.nt.Rd in add itlon to the five milesand why four miles more are

wire,making in all 60 miles,to cover 50 miles(I think) of heavy 

of ground we cannot understand. Possibly it may partly he wanted
everything must be done to getfor Stanley,and it will be sent,as 

the job out of hand and the expenses
:

stopped; but copper is a 

has been asked for thanruinous price,and we hope that no more 

is absolutely wanted* With regard to Sir W.Grey Wilson1 s letter,
Mr.Mantle ,yrho said at once that they 

had time to tell him,that they had been
who had not

I shovred the connectors to 

American before Iwere
consideration of the National Telephone Co

to using them,and that,although
• 9under the 

up to the present seen their way
short lengths of wire,they 

the jointing could not be equal to
they would probably be efficacious on 

unfit for trunk lines,aswere
that secured by soldering,and if exposed to damp air.especially

would be almost a oertainty of corros- 

be the term,that would affect
with any salt in it.there 

ion or oxidation,or whatever may

the conductivity.
not send out the old type-writer for

new one from,giving Mr.
12. 518-4. We shall

Darwin,but sell it to the makers we buy a
choice between a Yost and a Smith Premier,the latterAllan the

firm having agreed to give us as much as we should get from the

others.
13. Par. 7. Your mention of Mr.Ellis* s debts reminds me that 

we warned you not to let him incur any with us .which no doubt 
you have kept before you. When arrangements were being made for

Malaga,I had calls both from Mr.Watson and Mr.Alberthis voyage bo
Ellis,whom I book bo be a brobher* On debbs being menbioned by



■the latter I said •that I did not -think "that, -there oould he any, 
as a warning not ho give credit had been sent out with a request 

that it might he made known. His only reply was,”I know the gen
tleman!”

A

14. Par, 8. If sheepskins are haled dry I have heen unable to 

find out that they suffer in any way by being kept pressed. I was 

referring to driblets of five or ten bales; there would be no 

objection to 20 or 30.
15. Par, 9. If the ’’Malvina" proves to be unfit for the work, 

you might do worse than making an arrangement in the height of 

the season with a Sandy Point steamer to lift wool 9provided it 

can be done at the local rate of freight,and with a promise of 

so many hundred bales ready to be picked up without loss of time 

the offer might be attractive,especially if there is a glut of 

steamers in the Straits,as someone suggested was likely to be the 

case. We are quite agreed that collecting ourselves on the West 
is no catoh for us ,and by doing this you might please the cli
ents, and at the same time keep the wool in our own hands, 
with constant work all the year round would pay a steamer,but 
this,as you and I know,and the farmers generally do not or will 

not know, is an impossibility.
16. In writing on the Telephone I omitted to comment on Mr, 

Packe*s withdrawal,which your cable evidently means. For us it 

is perhaps as well ,for our people will not be troubled with his 

calls; for him it seems a pity,as I think the last arrangement 
would have been cheaper than the first. If at any time he wishes 

to be connected with Mount Pleasant it can be done without trou-

Our rate

ble.
17. Par, lO, You mention that the crew of the "Malvina" on 

the trial trip has been made up of local men,but you have not 
said a word about the hands who were engaged for a long period; 

what has become of them ?
18, Par. 11. It seems after all that all the Hornsby-Ackroyd 

engine wanted was the attention of a skilled mechanic who under
stood it,and previous remarks on its want of power are understood 

to be cancelled. I cannot say who was responsible for the state-
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merit, "that "Rook Light/" was Amerioan oil; not/ I certainly,for I 

knew from the first that it was Russian.
19. Par. 12. With regard to Baseley* proposed engagement at 

£20 per month,although it is gratifying to find that you are as 

well impressed with his appearance,pleasant manner,and undoubted 

capabilities as I was,and agree with me that he would be a change 

for the better,it seems at first sight that he is opening his
mouth rather wide,and that £20. per month is pay that many an En-

But as it is cou-gineer of equal, qualifications would jump at, 

pled with the proviso that this is to cover overtime,and you do 

not mention what Atherton* s overtime has been,we cannot judge un
til you have answered the question about his extra pay last year,
which,with wages,brings up his tdrbal to £281.12.8 for the year,

If the extra was allor at the rate of more than £23 per month, 
overtime,it looks as if we should gain by the change,but is it

to consider what effect this may have on othersnot also necessary
in the service,Capt.Thomas for instance? For an Engineer to have

Captain is,I believe,an anomaly. The Direct-
economical to arrange that

higher wages than a
think that it would have been moreors

the passage home and out,costing £45,should be dispensed with,and
event of his engagement should go out to him. 

Liverpool tonight,and shall make enquiries about 

of Engineers,and find out whether their pay is ex-

that his wife,in the

I am going to
the usual pay
pected to bear any relation to Captains under whom they serve.

incident at Holyhead and his change of mind at Stanley ratherThe
point to his being somewhat of an undecided character,but this

You may consider that the princi—may not be of much consequence.
engagement is approved,and details must be vrorked outpie of his

K Par. 14. The Directors have considered your remarks
that we must purchase in

- later, 20.
about Mr.Packers complaints,and agree 

future for clients at 2^. I need not refer to the discontinuance

J

of this kind of business,beyond saying that it issome years ago
quite a different matter when clients have money in hand to what
it was when the amounts of their invoices only served to swell 

their debts. We really must draw the line somewhere,for when peo

ple send home as they used to do for a gross of pins or a pound 

of copper nailB,every order,it must be remembered,has to be writ-
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*ban out,and the amount of olerlcal work involved in a small of
fice is inconvenient. Orders should,as far as possible,he res- 

tricted -bo fairly large supplies,that is of a wholesale nature.
You might look at. some of the invoioes you mention,and ascertain 

if the cash diBoourrb is allowed or not. It. iB usual to charge 

commission on the gross amount of the cash actually expended,in
cluding freight and charges,and to allow all trade and cash dis
counts. In discussing the subject at the Board an opinion was 

given that to withhold the oash discount would "be oontrary to the 

Act that came in force on the 1st of January. With regard to the 

charge of interest on freight,the Board are willing to forego this 

in caBes where the shipper has a credit halanoe ,and think the 

principle is fair enough,aB we make the payment out of oash in 

Vir.tv1h belonging to him. But in other oases we are actually 

out of pocket,for it is the usual practice here to send a oheque 

for the estimated amount of freight the day the ship comes in,in
T

order "bo get; a release. You should,"therefore,let; us know on eadh 

consignment; whether interest; on freight; is to he charged or not.
In connexion with -these questions,! may remark that in taking the

our

commission business up again,we are naturally departing from our
trade.

Again,

commission business is done,is a charge that

business as Storekeepers,and damaging our Store 1xbx±

where a large

pays,while on the orders from the Islands,retail in character in 

many cases,and limited in value as a whole,we find at the end of 

the year that,after all our trouble,our commissions have only 

amounted to a few hundred pounds. It is a most unsatisfactory

position,but if others do it,we must,if we are to retain our po
sition as the leading firm in the Colony. We cannot conceal from 

ourselves the fact that as a Company we should make equally good 

profits if we confined ourselves to our business as sheepfarmers, 
and let the vrtiole body of our clients look after themselves. For 

what are the facts in the history of the last ten years? In the
bad times,dating back not as far as that,we practically sav

ed the bulk of the Bheepfarmers from ruin by making advanoes to 

them to keep them afloat, saddling ourselves in perpetuity with 

no less than £1650 per annum in dividends on Preference shares, 

which yre were obliged to issue to find the money to cover the ad-

very
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vanoes we had made and were continuing to make, 
as a body know little of business,and it would 

less to tell them that if they had not had us to deal with they 

would not have been as tenderly treated by any other firm In the 

commercial world. Mr.Packe's

The sheepfarmers 

probably be use-

oase is ,perhaps ,the most, prominent
instance of help freely given,and now apparently forgotten,for 

it is on record that at one time he stood on our books to the am
ount of something like *8000,,totally without security,beyond the 

confidence we had in him as an honourable man. I do not know whe
ther you ever rub in a reminder of this sort in conversation with 

any of our friends,but it might be useful*

21# Par# 125, X have just received a letter from a man named
W.J.Crawley,offering his services as shipmaster; he says that he 

knows the Is lands, having been in the sealing trade,and that he 

came home as chief officer in the ship that brought Mr.Dean and
family,which Mr.Dean he does not say. As Captain Pinch is evident
ly not going to be of use we shall probably have to look for 

other,as we ought not to go down to the level of Ennenga again.

22. Par. 16. On applying to Edw.Carr Sons for a credit,they 

replied that they had already arranged it with Mr. 0.Moeller of 

Montevideo. On a former occasion in my time the same thing oc
curred,and Moeller sent the money down in sovereigns. As you will 

doubtless hear from him I have not cabled. Your application foi^i 
further credit up to £1250. has been sent on,but there has been
no time for reply.

319-
23. Par. 1. The intention when the arrangement was made with 

Mr.Waldron and others about commission certainly was that it 

should be paid on all cash without deduction,and if this has not 

been done it was a mistake in your office to make any allowance 

for cash paid in. The principle is that as they make a conveni-

an~

ence of us for obtaining cash,for which mere interest at 596 is 

not sufficient recompense, considering the trouble of making the 

entries,and that the Store account is restricted,while we do not 

handle their produce,this charge has to be made,and if you will 

imagine their paying in cash sufficient to oover all the half 

year's cheques,you will find yourself without any commission at 

all,which would be absurd. The same principle,! have noticed,has
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been followed in making up ships* accouirbs ,when through Bales of 

oargo or for some other reason cash has been received* ThiB is 

wrong; the commission charged should be on the gross amount# of 

disbursements, and represents our remuneration for attending to 

the business* In confirmation of this I can refer you to accounts 

received at times from Montevideo, when for some reason or other 

cash has appeared to our credit* You will find,if you care to 

look the matter up,that our agent has charged us commission on 

the gross,and simply given credit for the oash on the other side. 
When a large amount of oash is paid it would be right to reduce 

commission below the usual one oharged,beoause the element 
of risk is to that extent excluded; but vre must have something
the

for handling the business and keeping the account.
24. In par. 20 I should have remarked that the commission of 

1|^ on the sale of produce is a finely cut one,and that most of 

the shippers are unaware that it covers a guarantee* With our 

present Brokers the risk may be said to be a negligable quantity,
to the case of Captain Packe,who manyhut I may refer once more

consigned his wool to Brokers who failed,and he lostyears ago
his money.

Par. 6. It will be right to send another steam winch for 

the Great Britain,but I am inclined to think that one of suffi- 

to lift any package usually handled ought to be suf-

25.

cient power
ficient,especially as the hulk is 67 years old,and,as you have 

raw-marked,might brbak out at any time. The messenger to the wind- 

useful adjunct when the ship was performing voyages;lass vras a
had her since,I think,December, 1886,nearly 21 years,

to raise the anchor in
but we have
and how many times has it been necessary 

that time? If this has to be done,there are 

windlass,and with these,and tackles if necessary,I think that 

Captain Thomas may be trusted to get the anchors up,and that this

brake handles on the

would be better than spending perhaps three or four times as much

on a winch powerful enough to be of any use.
26. In connexion with this,I send you a photograph and copy 

of a letter from some barge builders,who sent us an illustrated 

list lately. You wrote quite lately that a lighter of fair cap

acity would,in many ways,he handier than the hulk for dealing
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vritih produoe Tor shipment# . You will Bee that one of* 350 tons ca
pacity could he prepared here ready to put together 

for £1140,and this does not
on your side

seem out of the way,although the 

freight and the cost of building would probably double the fig- 

• It is not ajmatter that requires dealing with at onoe,but the 

information is useful,and it is worth considering that the winch

ure

now proposed to be sent would be useful on such a craft,where a 

larger one would probably be out of place*

27. In consequence of thefrise in the price of steam coal,both 

here and at Coronel,Mr. Connell has been asking whether anything
could be done with the Admiralty coal at Stanley,and I have writ
ten to ask the lowest price they would take for the lot. If they 

are willing to sell at a price anything in proportion to what 
they have accepted for other property in the abandoned Naval 
Works,a deal may be brought about,and in anticipation of their 

reply,Mr.Connell would like to know the approximate cost of get
ting the coal afloat in hulks,ready to be placed alongside his 

firm's steamers in quantities of 500, tons or so. If he sees that 

the business v/ould pay him,he would send out bags to facilitate 

the despatch,and let his line call,both outward and homeward I 

understand until the supply is exhausted. He remarks that as they 

cargo boats,and consequently not bound to time,he would not 

mind a little delay. I told him,in fact,that despatch such as is 

given in other ports,would be an impossibility with us.
38. I have left to the last a reply to your 518-6,as Mr.In- 

ce's letter has only just come in. You will see that he is vexed 

that Rowlands' presence on board the "Hyndford" was not mentioned

are

ii,

when the statement giving the crew's names was sent,as he would
It is true that Mr. Girling did men-have made capital out of it. 

tion that Rowlands had gone to act as pilot ax required,and this
if

communicated to him at the time,as he had extractsmust have been
from all the despatches; but there was an end of it,and the fact 

that he had so acted,was,as far as I know,not mentioned afterwards
in any letter or despatch. There is no Solicitor in London better 

up in Admiralty work than Mr.Ince,and as he has a large practice 

it is necessary to render statements to him that embrace all 

facts,or he is likely to overlook them,especially if brought be-
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fore him in a disconnected manner# As to the award,he is of op
inion ‘that/ the figures he has put down would not he upset in any 

Admiralty Court,and unless the fact about Rowlands had been 

brought forward,he would not have disturbed them# But he consid
ers that in the circumstances they may be slightly giltered,and 

you will find the amended ones in his letter,
29# I am extremely sorry to say that we have not got a ship 

yet,notwithstanding that Langridges are watching the lists close
ly, and have the matter also in the hands of their agents at var
ious ports. The estimated tonnage of the order is about 700,and 

if we can get a ship to take 400 or 500 tons of coal in addition 

that is what would,I think,be the best. But ships are either too 

large or too small,and most scarce of all sizes,so there is no
thing for it but patience# When shipping coal I shall adla small 
quantity of Smithy,as there is no spying when the next chance of 

shipping may turn up#
go. This despatch has run to unusual length owing to two 

mails having to he answered; I do not think that I have overlooked 

any subject of interest,but if I have,it will have to wait until 

next month.

!

i

I am,Sir,
your obedient servant,

I

Managing Director.

;
1;
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Enclosures via Liverpool

Duplicates

Ledger & Journal Entries

Remarks on Accounts

Replies to Remarks on Accounts

Remarks on Stores

Replies to Remarks on Stores 

List of General Cargo per "Orissa" 

List of Parcels

General Invoice goods per "Orissa" 

List of Clients* Cargo per "Orissa"

List of Enclosures

Copy of letter dated 3rd August to W. A.Harding. 

Second of Exchange on J.Kirv«ran for £ 54 . 4 . 1

Clients A/sales

157 hales Wool ex "Corcovado"

"Oronsa"9 6

22

9 54
"Orita)"

"Ortega"

"Orita"D H 133

W P 11 9 9

i<$> "Corcovado"145 c3. >
IQ O

<H> 31 o
9 9 uo •9

o
,o o1S I 9 9

2P H 09 9

CQ
82 oAP 09 9 r—I

•HfH

"Orita" a3 XS I 132 B*
•d

"Oronsa" CQ 0P H 71 M -P9
rH

A
EQ i

"Orita",, Skins11S I o
CO<N2

1 HW P 9 99 99

CQ
«8D H 4 xn9 9 9 9 9

B£L General Cargo per "Orissa"
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Enclosures via Liverpool

Originals

Copies of Cablegrams received.

Copies of Cablegrams sent

Weymouth College Account for W.C.Girling.

Xaverian Brothers* receipted account for Dr.Foley

Copy of letter from W.Lowden & Co.dated 24th August.
re coal at Stanley.

Copy of letter from Lamb Brothers dated 16th' July
re Timber.

Invoice for Swivels shipped per "Orissa" for Darwin
Te1ephone Ac count. ^

Particulars of homeward freights per "Oronsa" & "CorcovaJ*

Clients* Reports & Contracts

3 bales Sheepskins ex "Corcovado"

"Oronsa"9 7 9 99 9
)|i

Cjj? 15
Brokers* press copies of above

Aiming & Cobb*s Sheepskins reports

Brokers* press copies Company* s Skins & Tallow ex
"Oronsa" & "Orissa"

Clients* credit notes for claim recovered on damaged 
------------------------------- -Wood

"Corcovado"9 99 9

3 bales Wool ex "Istrar"C C W

2L 9 99 9

"Potosi"S 23 9 9

7F 9 99 9

6Co. 9 99 9

"Oriana"

"Titania"

Copy of letter from Joseph W.Watson dated 27th August he
decked lighters.

Copy of letter from Ince Colt & Ince dated 27th Aygust
re "Hyndford" Salvage.

Particulars of Company's Wool for 1907

1J B 9 9

3L 9 9

London 28th August,1907

• ' r
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Enclosures per Supplementary Mail

■

i

Originals

Ledger & Journal Entries1

Remarks on Accounts

Remarks on Stores

Replies to Remarks on Stores 

General Invoice goods per MOropesa,r 

List of General Cargo per "Oropesa"

Mackenzie's Certificate re Whisky per "Oropesa" 

B/L general Cargo per "Oropesa”

Credit note for A.Bonner for 10/—

Clients' A/sales

<^H .*■ 3 "bales Sheepskins es "Corcovado"

4 15 9 9 9 99 i

07 7 "Oronsa"9 9 9 9

Letter for W.A,Harding *
A/sales

Brokers' copies Company's Sheepskins ex "Oronsa"

:

I

’

!

London 31st August,1907
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fkr Oravia. c/y
'oscc/s;//; e. CL___ &5th_Sephemher ..../<90 7..V? 1034.

Sir,

Your despatches 321 and 322 per Oravia arrived on the 16th' 

inst.;no.320 per Tropea was kept on hoard and only arrived a few 

days ago.

2. 321-2. Prohahly in nine cases out of ten,or even less,a 

man discharged out of a ship would nohr he 1?g?own upon us at the 

end of six months,and no passage should he given to anticipate a 

claim hy the Government.

3. Par. 3 and 322-1. It seems that no serious delay will have 

taken place through the order for Mr.Packers revised list of mat

erials not having heen sent; hut you will readily see that with

out the result of the chaining reported in the last despatch it 

would have heen impossible to make out the list here. Copper wire 

at the present price is not an article to he ordered loosely. As 

regards your saying that you explained why Homer thought it des

irable to wait for new wire,no doubt you did,hut it would have 

heen better if you had mentioned w±kk where. On this point it seems 

that Homer's opinion is contrary to what Mr.Mantle told us,as re

ported in the last despatch,for the National Telephone Co.use up 

all pieces over 25 yards in length. I have only just found out 

that through an oversight,which I cannot account for,hut for

this office is certainly responsible,the 6 cwt.wire has ntyt 

heen sent hy this boat; it will go hy the first opportunity,hut 

I would suggest that you should take immediate steps to see if 

it is not possible,by collecting the used wire,to make up a suf

ficient length to complete the line. If out of the 56 miles al

ready shipped you cannot find enough to cover 50 miles,there must,

I

which

W. A.Harding,Esq• 9

Manager,

Stanley.
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as we are advised,have been carelessness and waste on Homer* s 

part. It is a great pity about the 6 cwt.of wire,but the way the 

order was sent in the first instance was certainly misleading,as 

it was put under the head of materials for Mr.Packe.

4. 321-4. If you do not express yourself clearly you are 

liable to be misunderstood. You gave the Board the impression 

that the use of red paint was to make buildings look pretty,and 

that you had feared that if you used paint for the purpose of 

preserving wood or iron you might have been censured. With regard 

to your question why your predecessors did not paint the roofs,as 

I was one of them I reply that it was because they were not rus^y 

in my time. G-alvanized iron,if in sound condition,will not rustk 

for a long time; to the best of my recollection,but I am speak

ing of more than 16 years ago,the rust used to appear first in 

the wake of peat smoke on Camp houses,and it was to arrest this 

rust that we found that red oxide of iron paitbwas the best to 

use. The statement of paint used over a number cnf years is not

very valuable,for it is not using a certain quantity per annum 

but to use it where required that should be aimed at. There was

I went there,not a sheet of galvanized iron in the Islands when 

all thr roofs being covered with shingles.

5. Par. 7. We shall earn the 2^$ from Mortons with the great

est ease,for if we are at all near the line we can buy Anglo- 

Swiss milk and other goods through them on exactly the same 

terms as if dealing direct. They get a very small turn,which can

not be obtained by small h consumers like ourselves. I do not 

think that we had better open with Eills again.

6. Par. 8. The P. S. N.Co.have raised no objection to the

freight charged Brinckman as yet.

7. Par. 9. Mr. Allan got the name of a carpenter in Sussex, 

but nothing seems likely to come of it,and I made an enquiry of 

Fleming & Haxton; but their reply was not promising. They said 

that the Canadian Pacific Railway had been trying to get carpen

ters in Scotland without result,the wages there being 9d.an hour,

but they thoughjLhat if we offered £11 per month to start with we
1

might be successful. If I can hear of anyone suitable I will en-
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gage him. If -the shortage of navvy labour continues,it may be 

necessary in time to have more hands on the permanent staff.

8. Par. 10. You are well rid of Finch; enquiries made of 

Baseley have elicited the fact that he was drinking from the time 

he left, and Baseley was going to report him in Holyhead,but 

frained on his promising not to touch another drop. As soon as 

Capt.Dougall left he began again, Baseley was wrong altogether, 

for the man ought to have been dismissed on the spot. To show 

you how people are taken in by misleading testimonials,! send 

you those on which Finch was engaged; it may be mistaken kindness 

On the part of those who give them,but it is entirely wrong.

Finch asked me for a certific&te ,and I sent him one to the effect 

that he had sailed with the "Malvina" on some day in March,and 

had returned by mail steamer, after spending about two months in 

the Islands.

re-

9. Par. 11. Baseley is going to Gardner's this week,and Mr. 

Cumming has taken up the matter of the failure to start. It seems 

almost incredible that the engine would have be©n sent out im

properly equipped,and there must be some small detail that has 

been beyond Baseley's knovrledge; however,we shall see that he 

goes out with whatever may be necessary. As regards the sailing 

of the schooner,and her failure in stays,I have received a most 

valuable letter from Mr.Cumming,on which I acted immediately. A 

copy is enclosed,and you will see that he is firmly of opinion 

that the failure is due to the improper stepping of the masts, 

and that if they are shifted,and the sails altered,she will 

after all turn out a useful vessel. He has spoken to G.L.Wqtson 

& Co,of Glasgow,the designers of some of the fastest yachts afloat, 

and through his introduction I am commissioning them to look into 

the matter,and diagnose what is wrong. All experts agree that the 

hull is one that cannot help sailing,and the fact that she works 

so well under the engmne power alone,while she is comparatively 

useless under sail,serves to show that the mischief is due to 

the sails. The leak is a formidable matter,and about this all 

cerned are sorry. Mr, Connell,who was here last week,reminded 

that I stood out for along time against accepting her until she 

was as tight as a bottle,which as a matter of fact I did,and it

con-

me
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was nab until all experts had concurred in assuring me,and Lloyd's 

Surveyor was one of bhem,thab a wooden vessel,long on "the shocks, 

orten leaked until she gob wabersoaked,and bhab bhe leak having 

been subsbanbially reduced,bhe resb would follow,bhab I gave way, 

and bhab I did so againsb my bebber judgment I am as sorry for as 

bhe resb; bub ab bhe bime ib seemed righb bo pub a sbop bo bhe 

hideous wasbe of bime bhab was going on. As regards bhe sail lock- 

albhough bhere is one in bhe converted yachbs,ib does hob seem 

absolube essenbial on bhe coasb. Spare sails are
er,

bo me bo be an
of course,bub how ofben has ib been ne- 

cessary to shift, sails on a trip round the Islands? In an English

would he allowed for such a purpose.

wanbed on an ocean voyage

coasber,no room
10. Par. 14. Baseley will go oub nexb mail I hope,bub nob

laber bhan bhe following one, I have already said bhab bhe Board
of his double passage mighb have beenconsidered bhab bhe expense 

avoided,especially as he was bold before leaving bhab if he sbay-

senb oub,and I suggesbed bhab as he 

convenience he oughb bo pay ib himself. How- 

wished him oub of bhe way while Abh-

ed his wife would have been

had come for his own
,

ever he represenbs bhab you 

erton was still with you,and I could not enforce it. Why you did
ticket is not understood,as if he had not 

could easily have transferred it to another En- 

knew that as Atherton was leaving one would have

nob give him a reburn 

decided bo go,we 

gineer,and you

bo go oub in any case.
Mr.Allan is nob disburbed aboub bhe wanb of lab- 

will he all right. Seven men go out this mail,
11. 322-3.

r

our,and says ib 

eighb Yfere engaged,bub oneI'- has been unable bo geb ready in bime, 

"Oriana",

answered bhe despatches,I shall send bhis via 

wribe anobher despabch for bhe Supplemenbary mail. 

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

'u r .
and will go,I hope,in the 

12. Having 

Liverpool,and

( <
Ch t

s
Managing Direcbor,
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Enclosures via Liverpool

Duplicates

i
Despatch No. 10.33

Ledger & Journal Ehtries 

Remarks on Accounts
■v

Remarks on Stores

i

Replies Remarks on Stores

List of Dutiable goods per "Oropesa"

List of Pabcels

List of Clients* Cargo per "OropesaS

List of Enclosures

B/L general Cargo per "Oropesa" 

Clients* A/sales;report & contracts

3 bales Sheepskins ex "Corcovado"H

cC) 15A 9 9 9 9 9 9

9 v "Oronsa"9 9 9 9

General Invoice goods per "Oropesa"

i

j
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Enclosures via Liverpool

Originals

Copies of Cablegrams sent 

Copy of Cablegram received 

Labourers' Agreements:-

Donald Fraser,William D.Carnie,James Mitchell, 

Charles Reid,Alexander Bremner,David F.Kenny, 

Donald Mackintosh.

Copies of letters to Pilkington Bros.dated 10th & 12th and 
their replies of 11th & 13th September re glass.

Copy of letter from Arming & Cobb of 9th September re Sheeps'
tongues.

Copy of quotation for Steam Winch from Clarke,Chapman & Co.to 
Jacobs & Barringer dated 10th September.

Copy of letter to P.S.N.Co.dated 5th September re Oil damaged
Wool per "Potosi"

List of Household Linen in Manager's House (returned)

Clients' reports : —

\

-
!

l:

42 bales Wool ex "Orissa”W.Fell

1 bag Hair ex "Corcovado"

Brokers' press copies A/sale,report & contracts Co's tallow
ex "Orissa’"’

H & B

:Copy of letter from T.Sharp dated 19th September.

Corrected General Invoice goods per "Oropesa”

Copy of letter from W. B. Cumming dated 23rd September re Malvina
Wool Reports

.
Copy of letter from R.C.Watdon dated 24th September re L.Ellis -

Copy of letter from Somervell Brothers dated 24th September.

Capt.Finch's testimonials

*

London 25th September,190V
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lb- Supplementary mail.i
f/ /

^O'/ts/on <£. C.___ 27:ttL_September.,. /Wl.VP 1035.

Sir,

I wrote via Liverpool,and have now to add a few lines.

2. A steam winch for the "Great Britain" ,selected hy Mr. 

Barringer,goes "by this boat; it is of a stock size,approximating 

as nearly as possible to the one you suggested. To have had it 

made to the exact size would have involved delay and expense.

3. Copy of a letter from Mr.T.Sharp is enclosed,and I hope 

that you will be able to get him the information he wants about 

his firm's accounts.

!
i

4. Mr*.Allan goes by this mail,and has agreed with the Board 

for another five years at £800. per annum and the same commission 

on dividend as before,vizper cent,to commence on arrival at 

the Islands,full pay during his term of leave having been grabb

ed.

ji

!

5. Six labourers only have gone,Donald Fraser having missed 

the train for Liverpool,and the eighth not having yet signed his 

agreement. As D.J'raser's baggage has gone forward in the "Oravia" 

It will have to be claimed for him.

6. The wool sales for next year have been fixed to commence 

on the 21st January, 17th March, 12th May, 14th July,29th September, 

and 24th November. The P.S.N.Co.have been advised of these dates.

i

/v>5 /
.

7. The chronometer and charts used to take the "Malvina"

out should have been returned in Capt.Finch's care.
.

r ffv'^deliver some press parts of which Mr, James Felton complains.

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

8. Please investigate and report on the alleged failure to

o-V--Y X,

Managing Director.ff.A.Har ding,Es q 
Manager,

• 9

Stanley.
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Enclosures per Supplementary Mail
1'
i

Originals

Ledger & Journal Entries i

!Remarks on Accounts.

Remarks on Stores

Replies to Remarks on Stores

Sight Draft for £77 . 16 . 1 on J.Kirwan for collection

Sheep Skins market Report

List of General Cargo per "Oravia"

General Invoice goods per MOraviaM
;ft 27th

Copy of letter from J.J.Felton dated 23rd.Sept.07

B/L general Cargo per "Oravia"

Defries invoice for Chimneys per "Oravia

Copy of letter from Me.Ivor & Sons dated 25th Sept.re Bricks

Credit note for Old Yost Typewriter from the Smith Premier
Co.

Clients' Invoice for goods per "Oropesa"

I
,

78 . 7 .6Vere Packe

Darwin Telephome A/C 1 12

1 11 3Robert Blake

Clients Reports & contracts ;

6 bales Sheepskins ex "Orissa"T R

W Fell 3

Brokers' press copies Co's Sheepskins per "Orissa" 

Letters for the following

9 99 99 9

i

A. Re id, Vere Packe ,W. A. Harding,

London 28th September ,1907
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INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.

REGISTERED 1902

LETTERS SHOULD BE ADDRESSED TO 
THE MANAGING DIRECTOR. 

TELEGRAMS To' FLEETWING'.T-ONDON .
OS.

Telephone N?AVENUE 445.

*t3rd August/,

per Supplement/ary Mail

W. A. Harding, Esq • 9

Stanley.

Dear Sir,
I have to acknowledge the receipt/ on the 26th ulto.of 

your Despatches Nos.316 & 817, also your Cable received 6th July, 

copy or which I enclose.

In Mr, Cobb* s absence I can only acknowledge your Desptacl
. ej

briefly.
have

The Timber,Flour & Hay ±cbje been sent off as requested.

I submitted samples of the latter to Mr.Allan and he selected the

French and I shall also send 50 bales of some similar for Mr. 

Packe by the next steamier and hope same will be approved of.

With reference to paragraph No.. 12 I have gone into the 

question fully with our Brokers and find we have only got speci

fications for 1870. bales of Wool and this corresponds with the

Taking the 13 bales into consideration,arrived per 

"Orissa", it gives a total of 1883 bales,against 1882 bales of 

your Overseers' numbers.making one bale in excess,and we must 

therefore leave you to explain this.

number sold.



I am in correspondence with the Pacific Steam Navigation Co. 

respecting Mr. Packers missing bale of Sheepskins and hope bo get 

a settlement for same.

With respect bo bhe broken Filters there is no claim as 

we were only able to insure these under F.P.A.terms and Under

writers will not take any breakable goods under other terms except 

at prohibitive rates.

Mr, Cobb wishes we to say that the Royal Insurance Co. 

place no restrictions on flash light photography and with regard 

to the use of Acetylene Gas their ruin runs as folloYfss —

"A portable Acetylene Gas Apparatus having a maximum capacity of 

not exceeding 2 pounds of Calcium Carbide is allov/ed within any 

insured Building” They add that the greatest damage from this is 

to bystanders caused by an inexperienced or careless operator.

I am,Dear Sir,

yours faithfully,
i

For The Falkland Islands Cp. ,Lbd.
t / yC'CU-

For Managing Director.

i
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Enc-losures via Liverpool
i

I*

Duplicates

Despatch No.1032 

Ledger & Journal Entries.

Remarks on Accounts

Remarks on Stores __________

Replies to Remarks on Stores 

Supplementary Remarks on Stores 

List, of General Cargo per "Oronsa" 

List, of Clients' Cargo per "Oronsa" 

List of Dutiable Goods per "Oronsa"

List of Parcels.

List of Enclosures

Sight Draft on J.Kirwan & B/L attached 

General Invoice goods per "Oronsa"

B/L General Cargo per "Oronsa"

B/L Coals per "Heroen"

Clients' reports
2 hales Wool ex "Corcovado"

"Oronsa"

"CorcovadoM 

"Corcovado" 

"Corcovado’1 

"Orita"

Sh^pskins "Orita" *)

f

:
I

F B

P H 72 \
9 9

S I 1 9 99 9

A P 82 9 99 9

H 31 hales 9 9

D H 4 9 99 9

S I 11 9 9 & contracts
W P 1 9 99 99 9

WoolS I 133 9 99 9

D H 133 9 99 99 9

W P 11 9 99 99 9

Clients' A/sales:-

HI 16 casks Tallow ex "Potosi"
I

R B C 11
9 9 9 9 ;

1



I . wi. >1
•1

OX
>

30 Salted Hides 'ex "Potosi"MoO

10 casks Seal OilH W 9 9

"Titania"40. Salted Hides 

1 cask Fur Sealskins ex "St.Leonards”
L
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Enclosures via Liverpool.

Originals

Copy of Cablegram received 

Copy of Cablegram sent/

Wool reports
:

Clients' A/Sales
t, to

9 15V bales Wool MCorcovadoM

C7 "Ortega*

"Orit/a"

54 9 9

9 ‘ 22

"Oronsa"6 ? >

"Corcovado"31 9 9

AP 82 9 9 9 9

"Orrta"11W P 9 9

H & B 128 9 9 9 9

S I 132 9 9 9 9

db MCorcovadon145n
"Orita"D H 133 9 9

"Corcovado"S I 1 9 9

2P B 9 9 9 9

"Oronsa"P H VI 9 9

/\ 12 Salbed Hides "CorcovadoM
!

S 6 S 28 9 9 9 9

!9 2 casks Tallow "Oronsa11

1 bale Sheepskins MOri"ta,fW P

S I 11 9 9 9 9 9 9xx
D H 4 9 9 9 9 9 9

Brokers’ press copies Company’s A/sales 

Eley’s notice re rise in prices of Cartridges, 

Fleuret’s receipt for Vere Packe.

Trinity House Notices re Pembroke Light House. 

BuBk’s account for Stickney Brothers.

Wool & Tallow "Oronsa"
t *■

I
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\f A-

;

r-

Copy of let/ter from R.C.Watsori dated 'SOth July re Mr.L.Ellis,

a U
'

L ■

i a-sO io a
li rrV

i London 31st July,1907 ^v. ; j ' >
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Enclosures per Supplementary Mail

Q^gfoials

Ledger & Journal Entries

Remarks on Accounts

Replies to Remarks on Accounts

Remarks on Stores

Replies to Remarks on Stores 

List of General Cargo per "Orissa”, 

General Invoice goods per "Orissa”,
■

Messrs Stickney Brothers,Baillon & Stickney & Speedv/ell
Account Currents.

Sight Draft on J.Kirwan for £54 .4.1 for collection
B/L attached

B/L general Cargo per "Orissa"

Debit note for 2/9 for A.Reid,Esq,. 

Letter & Circular for V/.A.Harding,Esq..

j

■x

London 3rd August, 190V

i

j

■j

I
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CllrrJaliditm't Jidaufta (LmtjnutD.
--^(iNCORPORATEDJiY ROYAL CHARTER [8SI.>----------------

Simiteir.
&/, '-^t/zcvc/svir/s

Registered 1902.

fer Galicia. V'7 /y? 1036, l£hh_Qcho.her_,....

Sir,

The presefrt serves ho forward a few invoices which 

lash nighh,and hhere

geh forward in 

slips will go direch from 

on the cargo will follow hy hhe 

hoah.

were noh
in hime ho he despahched ho Liverpool 
shill one or hwo

are
more which we shall endeavour ho 

Bills of Lading and measurement.hime.

Liverpool as usual,and remarks 

mail,which may possibly anticipate hhis

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant),

Managing Director.

.

W.A.Harding,Esq. , 

Manager,

Shanley,
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. € r - ^INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851 .)t»— SJimiteif.

Registered 1902.

^y/UicecZ/yyic/C' rdfoee/Z
Oriana.

103 V. . g.gr.4-O-gtober^z:£l

Sir,

I have ho acknowledge the receipt/ of your despatch no. 323,

which arrived on the 8th inst, together with your letter of the

13th ult.
2. Par.2. The error in the freight account on hay was discov

ered and rectified; these accounts are sent to you direct from

Liverpool at the last moment,and do not reach ills in time to he

dealt with until after the mail has gone.

3. Par.'S. No doubt an extension to the Manager's room can he 

added to the telephone; hut would it not he better to wait until 

you have had some experience of the working of the line? You may 

find that the demand for telephone facilities hy the public may 

he so small,that a sound tight box in the outer office may meet 

all requirements. From our experience here I should say that the 

fewer complications you have the better; if a battery goes wrong 

or the line in any way gets out of order,we send to the N.T.Co., 

and an Electrician comes to put it right; hut in the matter of 

repairs or adjustments you will he at a disadvantage,as soon as 

Homer has gone.

4. Par.5. I have taken up the matter of the "Oravia" ,and en

close copy of correspondence; you will see that the P,S.N.Co.pro

mise an investigation.
5. Par, 6. We have received 139 hales Wool of the WED mark.

6. Par.V. The Board have no hesitation in approving your pro

posal to roof in the "Egeria" ,and hope that you will get it done 

quickly,and as economically as possible.

V. Par.8. Your engagement of Captain Indricksen meets with 

approval. It is a pity that we always have to employ foreigners 

as Masters,hut seamen are not bred in the Islands,and Scandinavi-

W.A.Harding,Esq. , 
Stanley.
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ans and. Russians have been our mainstay for years. As regards his 

recommendations,the galley on deck is good; it was the usual 

place formerly,before old yachts were bought for the coast. As 

to the sail locker I remarked last mail; do you seriously think 

that room for a couple of sails is not enough for a coasting trip? 

The other matters mentioned,barring the piece on the forefoot,can 

be taken in hand when and if considered desirable. I am sending 

some correspondence with G-.L,Watson & Co. ,whom I mentioned last 

mail,and the advice they give will,we all hope,remedy the defect 

in staying from which the schooner suffers. Probably you know who 

they are,but I may mention that they are about the first yacht 

designers in the Kingdom,being the architects of one of the Sham- ' 

rocks,besides the King's yacht "Britannia",and a host of others. 

They attribute the fault to the sail power not having been pro

perly balanced,and give directions for cutting down the foremast 

and the head sails,which they expect will cure it. I am very 

glad to see that they consider the model good,as this absolves us 

from any blame for adopting it. One important point you vd.ll no

tice is that they disapprove of the proposal to add to the fore

foot. When at Gosport last year you no doubt noticed that all the 

new crack yachts are very shallow in this respect; the idea is

in the Falklands no doubt,but it explodes the old one about a 

’’grip" on the water,held by people with no scientific knowledge 

of the subject. In running the trial trip, it was noticed how rap

idly the boat spun round when the helm was put down,and it was 

this that led Mr. Cumming to think that the fault lay wholly with 

the sails. The plan is sent herewith,and you will have to arrange 

with Captain Thomas v.rhat to do. No doubt he can alter the sails * 

but it is a pity that she has that suit made by Ratseys,for no 

could put in work like theirs. You will see in their last 

letter that they wrould go even farther,in restepping the foremast 

and giving both more rake,but they do not regard this as essenti

al, and the alteration first recommended should be ttfied first. As 

regards the leak,we do not know what steps you are taking just 

now; but the general opinion seems to be that it is abaft the 

mainmast,and if she is hove down that part should be stripped 

first.

new

one

3
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8. It is satisfactory to see that the copies of the Journal

and Cash Book have teen brought fairly up to date,as it enables 

us to answer questions put by the numerous clients who live on
r\

this side.

9. In the annual return of sheep farms the spelling and mis

descriptions given are inexcusably careless for a Government pub

lication!

10. Your cable about the Esmeraldas' cargo seems to point to 

a quantity having been left behind again.

11. Baseley will go by the November boat,being unable to get

:

ready in time for this. The Board have agreed to give him £20 per 

month,inclusive of overtime,but Y/e could not agree to a number of

e tells me that in case ofsmall extra concessions he asked for 

need there is someone who will be able to drive the "Samsoh11 ,and 

I hope that this may be so. It will,in other respects,be somewhat 

convenient to have the Athertons out of the way before Baseley's 

arrival. As Atherton has given notice himself,it will rest with 

you Y/hether to part with him on the 18th of November precisely or 

not; that is to say you are by no means obliged to pay him wages 

up to the date of the next steamer's departure,unless you have 

work you wish him to do,and he is Y/illing to do it. I forget what 

arrangement Y/e have with him about a passage to England,but I 

have an idea that his wife was allowed to anticipate this. You 

must adhere to the strict letter of the agreement,and not agree 

to any equivalent,in case he wishes to go elsewhere.

12. The four rams bought by Mr.Allan have gone in the "Gali

cia" , and the man in charge has received £1 as gratuity from Mr* 

Hobbs,with a promise of a further £1 if they arrive in good con

dition. I left it to Mr.Hobbs to arrange this,but if I had knoY/n 

what he was going to do should have preferred his putting so much

•f

a head on each.
13. The Galicia has taken a very large cargo,the principal 

items being timber,Hay,Bricks,and Smithy Coal,the four aggregating 

over 800. tons. The Timber has run into more than £2000,.,and ought 

to keep you going for a long time. Mr#Hobbs is extremely confid

ent about the Hay,and I hope that we have struck the right thing 

this time.

i
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14. Feeling sure "that, the trouble with "the engine of "the 

Malvina was due to inexperience and nothing else,I wrote to Cajrper 

& Nicholsons to ask if they had had to supply that twin screw 

yacht we saw at Gosport with any auxiliary arrangement for start
ing,and their reply,a copy of which I enclose,is quite satisfact
ory. I have sent it to Mr.Cumming,who will take the matter up with 

Baseley,and he will probably advise that we should have,as a 

stand-by,another magneto.
15. I cabled out to catch the "Oravia" "Do not alter fore

foot" ,which I hope may have arrived in time to stop any work on

i;

'
!

:

it.
.

I am,Sir,
yftur obedient servant,

■.

Managing Director. ■

:

I

I
r
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Enclosures via Liverpool

Duplicates

Despatches Nos.1054 & 1035 !

Ledger & Journal Entries
!Remarks on Stores

Replies to Remarks on Stores

Remarks on Accounts

List of Clients* Cargo per "Oravia" 

List of Dutiable Goods per "Oravia 

List of Parcels

;
i,

List of Cargo per "Oravia"

List of Enclosures
fi

Second of Exchange for £77 . 16 . 1 :

General Invoice goods per "Oravia

Clients* reports & contracts
W Pell 42 bales Wool ex "Orissa" (report only) 
W.Pell 3 bales Sheepskins ex "Orissa"

T.R. 6 9 9T n/: 9 ? 9 9

B/L general Cargo per "Oravia

i

j*

London 23rd October,1907
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Enclosures via Liverpool
!1
iOriginals

n , • r : •
r *

I' Wool. Reports .
, .11..

Cablegrams sent

t. ,

; .• O i f

received

B/L Cargo per "Galicia*1 ..(2)
* c: ' ‘* •

General Invoice goods per, "Galicia*'

Remarks on Cargo per "Galicia"

First, of* Exchange tor £15 . 6 . 5 on John Aldridge.

Remarks on Shore Debhors

Correspondence wihh wihh Lowden,Wahson & ourselves re"Malvina

* 9 9 - * , -yf ■ -.£■ lx-

11 C rf.r 4 'fx

Copy oh lehher ho P. S,. NvCo. of llhh & 16hh & hheir reply of
15hh October.

Clients' A/sales,reports & contracts:

W.Fell 5 bales Sheepskins e x"Orissa" 1
T R 6 5 >5 59 7

H & B 12 casks Tallow ex "Tropea"

H > 4N 9 99 7 7 9X/
W P 51 9 97 97 9

L 48 7 99 79 9

109 bg,}es Woo}.,AP 9 9

"Orissa"W Fell 41 7 7
)

"Tropea"

"Oravia"t

J R 30. 7 9

45AP 7 9

45H W 7 9

<$> 5
-<H> "Tropea"

"Orissa**
34 7 9

■

2T R 9 J

"Tropea"

"Oravia"v

"Trmpea"

31H & B * >

119F * »

156J B 7 9

110.D S 9 77 7

G I
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I - • *
31 bales Wool ex "Tropea"

G o I ou:r> V

Bluff

"Oravia"

Copies Brokers* A/sales Company's Wool,Skins-ft Hidesoex "Orissa"
ft"Tropea"

Copy of letter from Langdon dated 22nd October.re shipment of order

WED 139 5 y9 9

Copy of Camper ft Nicholson*s Foreman Engine Fitter's Reoprt

Credit notes for the following
II : .

Mrs Hansen

" ‘XW

16 '. 6" • I V .. ;;3 .

rV'i1: s ' '; •"•r m . 'V'T.-t) iJ.’Stickney Bros.
■. “ rr'

• .. . i. ■lel- •;

:r,U'v: ' 1J

" j-' m: c /- ‘rcOi *

J.c y<:’c<jLondon 23rd October, 19Q.7 1• -L * •
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Enclosures per Supplementary Mail
.

Originals

Ledger & Journal Entries

Remarks on Accounts

Remarks on Stores

Replies to Remarks on Stores

List, of Cargo per "Oriana"

General Invoice goods per "Oriana"

First, of Exchange for £106 . 14 . 8 wfth B/L at/tached 

B/L General Cargo per "Oriana"

Dewar* s certificate of Strength of Whisky per M0rianan 

A/sale for 7 casks Tallow ex "Tropea" for Bertrand & Felton 

Brokers* Copy of A/sale Hides ex "Tropea"

Morton* s invoice goods per "Oriana"

Contract, for Rams per "Galicia"

Yeatman*s invoice for goods per "Oriana"

Clients* invoices goods per "Oravia"

..

i

:

:

349 .8.9Stickney Brothers

17 6 7Vere Packe

4 3 11A.L. Allan

Holmested & Blake ,Ld. 9 3 3

Let/ters for "the following:-

W. A. Harding ,&K±dtx A.Reid,R.Blake & A.L. Allan (3)

:

{
Duplicates of Enclosures per "Galicia" direct,.

\

London 26th October,1907

it

!
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' INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.>---------

Registered 1902..po p
i 6'/.

Ortega, 

V? lQ38r,

! Per
; 7.20th November,:

I Sir r

I have to acknowledge -the receipt/ of your despatches nos.
which arrived

j

324 and 325,together v/ith letter of1 the 13th ult • 9

on the 7th inst.

2. 324-4. The Directors have read your remarks on the bonus 

v/ith pleasure,and approve of* the circular letter and of the man

ner in which the gratuity was conveyed to the staff*. It now only 

remains for you to send a complete list of the payments made or 

credited. The amount must not be passed to the London Office,but 

distributed over the various departments concerned,as it is in 

fact an addition to the wages; but independently of this,an addi

tion of something like £1200 to the London Office expenditure 

would infallibly cause at least queries,if not trouble,with the 

Surveyor of Income Tax,and we do not wish to find the Company

saddled v/ith an additional £60 under tftjs,.head.

3. Par. 5. I may have some further information as to our lia

bility in Clifton's case before the mail closes,as I have written 

again to Mr.Andrews; but I may mention here that the Accident Man- 

ager°has^provided us with a useful case,in v/hich a Dock labourer, 

Y/ho had been receiving compensation,brought an action against his 

employers for discontinuing it,and their reply was that he had 

refused to undergo an operation for a tumour ,the removal of which 

would render him sound. The Judge decided that an operation could 

not be insisted upon under the Act; but as an inducement to the

' man to undergo it,he reduced the compensation to a penny a week, 

to be increased after an operation if unsuccessful. You have not 

told us whether Clifton is incapacitated from working or not,and

:

i
j

!

i

I

::

\

W.A.Harding,Esq. ,
!!Manager,

JStanley.
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bhis is imporbanb.

4. Par, 11. Baseley goes by -this boat,and will,I believe,burn 

^ oub a useful man and a conscientious servant/; bub he seems bo me

bo be one who asks,on principle,for more bhan he expecbs bo geb, 

and is nob disappointed v/hen he meebs Y/ibh a refusal. There are 

plenby of people of bhab sorb. He was very faddy and particular 

aboub his agreement,bub in bhe end signed bhe one I pub before 

him wibhoub any alberabion.
5. Par, 12. Your remarks aboub business wibh bhe farmers are 

nobed and meeb Yfibh approval; yihu musb bear in mind bhab we can 

only buy on commission for bhose whose balances are on bhe righb 

side,bhab is,bhose who have bhe money bo buy bhrough obhers if we 

were bo refuse bo do ib for bhem. The plan we followed for some 

years,of buying for 2^,and charging bhe invoice bo an accounb 

already berribly overdr&Ym,musb nob be adopbed again.

6. Par. 14. I cabled oub lasb week bhab we had nob received 

a remibbance on accounb of bhe "Bali",bub yesberday morning bhe 

London & River Plabe Bank senb us a cheque for £1262.10/,,which 

seems bo represenb bhe £1250 wibh 1 <f> profib on exchange. V/hab has 

been done wibh bhe overdrafb on G.Moeller Y/e shall hear laber.

7. Par. 19. Our experience wibh bhe "Thebis" does nob encour

age us bo become bhe owners of a sailing vessel again,bhab is,one 

large enough bo run bebween London and bhe Colony. There was nob 

a voyage on which we did nob lose heavily,baking inbo considera— 

bion depreciabion and inberesb on bhe purchase money.

8. Par. 23. I have Y/ribben bo bhe Colonial Office as bo bhe
Laws

doubb aboub which are in force in bhe Colony ,and as bo

whebher bhe Ordinance you quobe is rebrospecbive only,bub no re

ply has been received as yeb. I have also asked bhe Royal bo give 

rabe for insuring againsb accidenbs bo our men,and bhey have 

referred bo Liverpool promising bo give us an answer as 

bhey can. The feeling of bhe Board is bhab,for our own probecbion, 

musb insure wibhoub loss of bime,

9. Par.24. The Board approve of your covering bhe Shore 

building wibh sbucco,and hope bhab bhe man you menbion undersbands

I
(!

i
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10. Par.25. The "Esmeraldas" arrived at Liverpool yesterday.

11. 1525-5. It is satisfactory to hear that you have teen 

^ able to warm the feed water for the Smithy "boiler. Whether the

oil that passes into the water or any other impurities are likely 

to affect the "boiler or not,is a question for experts,"but it would 

"be well to enquire about this.

12. Par.6. The end of the telephone work is in sight; you do 

not say how clearly you can hear from Darwin. While on this sub

ject I must ask why the Government,after making a payment in July 

last year,have contributed nothing further towards the expenses, 

but have left it to us to finance the undertaking,and whether 

they are likely to raise any objection to a request for interest 

on their share,which we certainly ought to make.

13. Captain J.K,Thomas died a fev^ weeks ago,and his son,who 

is looking after the affairs,has been here,asking questions,some 

of which I have been unable to answer. He wants to know where the 

fire insurance policies on the Stanley property are,and to whom 

the receipts for the yearly premiums have been sent; however,I 

think that he will write to you himself,and will convey a request 

that the interest in the policies may be assigned to the widow. I 

have posted him,as far as I have been able,as to the proper steps 

to be taken in the matter of probate.
14. I have had further correspondence with the P.S.N.Co.about 

tallow damage to wool,and am not satisfied with the result,as 

they repudiate responsibility on the ground of bill of lading 

clauses and a certificate of stowage. They nevertheless,in con

sideration of our friendly relations ,have agreed to pay half the 

claim,and with that we have at present to be content, 

their contentions is that the so-called tallow damage is not a 

fact,but is simply a stain caused by the greasy condition of the 

wool. I have had a long talk with Mr.Bu Croz over this question, 

and he has promised personally to investigate the next case that 

turns up. Tallow,I understand,does no damage to wool,but of course 

adds to the v/eight. When the price is affected to the extent of 

Id* or 1-J-d, throughout a 6 cwt.bale,it follows that the buyer,in 

many cases,is likely to scobe heavily,and Mr.Du Croz thinks that

':

J

l1
1
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t,he "bales can often be made merchantable here. The matter must not 
be allowed to rest as it is; but before proceeding further, there 

are one or two points on which you can supply information I think, 

Mr .Lamb says that there is a flaw in their case, inasmuch as clean 

receipts were given at Stanley; but are we quite on sure ground 

ourselves? Was there any stain on the bales when shipped? You

t

gave me a shock some mails ago in reporting that you had hoped to 

get the whole of some consignment av/ay by a steamer then in port, 

but had been unable,as the wool in a schooner alongside was under 

the tallow,and I remarked,! think,that the mode of stowage was un

usual, and should be prohibited. Now if it was any of that wool,we 

could not say that we had not contributed to the damage it had. 

sustained,unless you are able to assert that it came out of the 

schooner and went on board the steamer unstained* Then aw to the 

towge,I infer that the certificate is given in Liverpool before 

the ship breaks bulk. But it has been rumoured,and whether it is 

true or not you may be able tc^isay ,that the cargo is taken on board 

in a hurry anyhow,and stowed after the ship gets to sea. 
is the case,I can tell Mr.Lamb that his stowage certificate is 

worthless,for the damage may take place in the process of stowing. 

The trouble over this question of tallOYf damage points to a change

;

s

If this

shipping arrangements that will not be beneficial to the 

P.S.N.Co, I should like to try the experiment next year of chart- 

small vessel out with coals,to finish her discharge at

in our

ering a
Darwin,landing there the year's supply,and then loading all the

It wouldtallow at Goose Green,returning to Stanley to fill up.
to take in all the tallow made in the Is-have to be timed so as

exception of that from Goose Green,would be 

,and therefore the vessel might be unable
lands,which,with the 

brought in by schooners 

to leave -before August, or September. Looking at the last complete
300 tons,and the mea-year,1906,the weight of tallow received was 

surement 450. 300 tons at 45/.and 5$ would be over £700,and there
Y/ell,in a vessel ofwould be room for a quantity of sheepskins as

register,which Y/ould be a useful size for .say 300 to 400 tons 

coals out. I do not say

would all depend on the 

is worth considering. Remembering that the gentle pressure brought

;
that this would be practicable,for it

possibility of chartering,but the subject

■
i
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"to "bear on the P.S.N.by our declared intention of chartering out, 

even although that charter never came off, resulted in our getting 

^ better terms out of them than we ever had before,it is quite like
ly that the threat to ship all tallow by sail may bring them into 

a more reasonable frame of mind on the subject of damage♦ This 

damage has been small up to now,but it is always possible that 

a much larger proportion might be shown at any time when tallow 

has been shipped,and it is a loss against which we must take pre

cautions*

i1

11

15. Some correspondence is enclosed on the subject of the 

meat shipped by Brincmamn or Brinckman,whose agents have protest

ed against the rate of freight from. Stanley,and threaten to have 

the casks sent to Sandy Point in their own vessels for shipment 

by the Kosmos. We do not know whether this would be practicable 

or not,and as far as I know there is only one vessel we have 

heard of,the " Margaret", and what her size is is unknown,as she 

does not appear in the Shipping lists. Believing that we do not 

store the meat in the hulk,and only take it off from the shore,I 

told the P. S. N. Co.that they might,until I ccbuld hear from you,re

serve us 5/.a ton,and do what they liked as to the rest. If,how

ever, this will not pay us you must say so. We do not seem to have 

heard much about this business,and should like to know more,for 

it seems to be done on a somewhat large scale,and it ought to pay 

us,if Brincman can make money out of it after paying for his meat.

16. You have not said anything about house coal,but I suppose 

that,in view of the small quantity available out of the "Heroen" 

after Darwin and the West were satisfied,we should do right to
pship 500 or 600 tons from the Tyne,if we had an oportunity.
/%

17. In replying to despatch 1053 you passed over par.15,in 

which a suggestion was made that you might arrange to ship some of 

the earlier wool from the outports to Stanley by one of the Sandy 

Point steamers,and we should like to know if you have taken any 

steps in that direction. Perhaps you see your way to satisfying 

the farmers without doing so,but we should not like again to hear 

of wool being taken away from us.

18. Your cable asking for a credit for the ■'Belford" arrived

!

1
I

I

I

I

I
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last, week,and Ii am sorry -to have once more to point, out, the ex-
treme inconvenience caused through your not giving any indication 

CT of t'he amount of credit required.
British ship the owners

You may say that as she is a 

are responsible, and so they are; hut they 

happen to he the "Bedford Sailing Ship Company,Limited" ,and with

i:

such owners we do not deal. With the Managing Owners,F,Briggs & Co. 

it is another matter,but they will not,or would not,pledge them

selves without knowing the sum required,and I was obliged to ca

ble that credit could not be obtained and that we must have cash. 

At a venture I asked for a credit of £500,which could have been 

extended if needful,and you should always,even if you are quite 

unable to make an estimate,ask for something,never mind what. F. 

Briggs & Co.have now agreed to accept the Master's drafts at three 

months' sight,and name no amount; this is an unusually long date, 

but they wish to collect their freight as well as the insurance. 

The credit will be cabled via Bandy Pcbint,

19. At the request of Mr. John Cameron we cabled you a message 

to be given to Mr.Laois Williams about some papers connected with 

his father's Estate.

;

i

)
i

20. I have been carefully into the apparent discrepancy in 

our Wool this last season,and find that the number of bales we 

have received agrees with the specifications,but that according 

to the Bills of Lading we are one over; we may therefore assume 

that the out-turn is correct. Yoli will see by the enclosed account 

how very inaccurate the tally has been throughout the season,and 

as there has never been anything like it the presumption is that 

some new man has been put on the job,and has made a mess of it.

Up to the present year the tallies,as a whole,have been wonder— 

fully correct,and so this falling off has been the more remarka

ble.

1

:

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

Managing Director.
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Discrepancies in WOOL Shipments,1907,

V,

D H W C N A
Specifications: -

Fleece 624 502 735
Camp 7 4 13

631 506 748

B/L Received B/L Received B/L Received

Orissa 2 2

Oropesa 120. 120 121 121
Oravia 286 282 260 261 398 400
Or i ana 125 126
Potosi 212 217 125 124 214 211
Oronsa 8 8

Orissa - 2 2 11 11

630 631 506 506 748 748

Other discrepancies.

B/L Received
Dec. 10/06 Orissa S Sheepskins 9 13
April 24/07 Orita SI Wool 132 133

M ii ii 133 132
DH

iiJuly 1, Orissa W Fell Wool 42 41
ii n ii Sheepskins None 7

iiAug.17 Oravia F Wool 120 119
H ii M TOD Wool 138 139

<£<£L-.--s
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Enclosures via Liverpool

n

Duplicates

Despatch Mo.1037

Ledger & Journal Entries
Remarks on Accounts

Replies to Remarks on Stores

Remarks on Stores

List of Enclosures

General Invoice Goods per "Oriana" 

List of General Cargo per "Oriana" 

List of Clients' Cargo per "Oriana"

List of Parcels

List of Dutiable Goods per "Oriana"

Clients' A/sales,reoprts & contracts

43 casks Tallow ex "Tropea"L

12H & B 9 99 9 9 9

H 4 9 99 9 9 9

W P 31 9 99 9 9 9

2 bales Wool ex "Orissa"T R

41W.Fell 9 99 9

"Oravia"45AP 9 9

119F 9 99 9

45H W 9 99 9

W E D 139 9 99 9

5 9 99 9

"Tropea"H & B 31 9 9

156J B 9 99 9

109AP 9 99 9

4> 34 9 99 9

110D S 9 99 9

30J R 9 99 9

31G 9 99 9

W.Fell 3 bales Sheepskins ex "Orissa"
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i T.R. 6 bales Sheepskins ex "Orissa" 

Second of Exchange for £ 106 . 14 . 8
I ,

dit/bo& 15 . 6.5
B/L general cargo per "Oriana"

i

c

i II *

■*>
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Enclosures via Liverpool 
*____ •_ ,

Originals
l

Copies of Cablegrams sent/
Copy of* Cablegram received 

i-' Particulars

Baseley* s agreement/ 

vy Corrected General Invoice goods per "Galicia"

of homeward freights per Oriss ,Oravia,Tropea

1
/ Copy of letter to the Colonial Office dated 13th inst. 

is'Copy of letter to F.E.Andrews dated 18th instant

Copy of lettei? from Royal Insurance Co.dated 14th inst. 

Copy of letter from P.S.N.Co.dated 2nd inst.

I

)

/

Copy of letter from F.Briggs & Co. dated 14th & our reply

of the 15th November, re Belford.

Copy of letter to Gramophone Co.of 13th & their reply 

of the 14th November re Motor Spring 

Discrepancies in Wool shipments in 1907 

i:,y Baseley*s receipt for £ 50. advanced

* u

■Copy of - letter

-re shipment of - -Meats*

^ Copy of letter from the Gramophone Co.dated 29th October

Clients* Reports & Contracts

D S
4 bales Sheepskins ex "Tropea"G I

J B 15 9 9 9 99 9

H & B 3 9 99 9 9 9

2H 9 9 9 99 9

J R 1 9 99 9 9 9

5AP 9 99 9 9 9

W P 13 9 99 99 9

Brokers* press copies of above reports & contracts.

Copy of letter from the P.S.N.Co.of 12th covering letter 
from Eangstaff and our reply 13th Nov.✓

i\
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Clients* Invoices goods per 11 Oriana" & "Galicia":
■!

Holraested Blake,Ltd. ’ 81
Vere Packe 

«T. J. Felton 

Dr.Foley

Darwin Telephone A/C.
. A,L.Allan.

Vere Packe

. 2
o

■ 95 1 5
•;J. r i-P. 12 12 2I

12 9i >.i '• ...
27. .12. 10

■j

.8j
■ - .i-; J

■ 216 •5

59 , .15'. _ 9Stickney Brothers
I

■ ib ’i I •0Ju

I vvjOO
i Londpn 20th November,1907% to yc.oi

_r "a- *.*
• ( ■ •»

i
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s Per Supplementary Mail. 

.# 1039. 2 2_n.a „ND.yemb..erL,___ 7.^61

Sir,

In continuation of the remarks 

1038—3,1 have to say that Mr• Andrews has "been
on Clifton' s case in despatch 

good enough to call 
here this week to give his opinion. He thinks that as the accident
happened two years ago,the claim may he harred hy the six months- 

notice not having been given; at the same time he gathers from 

your letter to him that you may have virtually admitted it hy 

granting some allowance. As you have not said a word abcbut this

to us,we do not know how the matter stands. I understood him to 

say that if you had continued him on pay,that would have been a 

compassionate allowance,and no admission of liability; but that 

anything Smaller,given for the purpose of enabling him to live, 

would have been an admission; a distinction which is somewhat sub

tle and difficult to comprehend. With no information as to his 

present ability to work,it is impossible to give precise direct

ions; but Mr,.Andrews is of opinion that if you can get out of it 

hy paying a year's wages,which you estimate at £85,it will be the 

safer course to take,and that you might even stretch this to £100. 

At the same time he says that you should make the offer entirely 

without prejudice,and accompanied by an intimation that he must 

not,in any circumstances,look for further employment from the 

Company. You will also let it be clearly understood that we admit 

no liability in making this offer. I am bound to say that this ad

vice is somewhat discounted by Mr.Andrews's assumption that the 

man would go to a lawyer,and that a bill of costs would be run 

up in any case,which we should eventually have to pay,our own 

that is to say. You must do what you think best in the Company's

W. A.Harding,Esq.. ,

Manager,

Stanley.

i
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interest,and perhaps the best thing to 

the offer to send him to hospital in Buenos 

to take this certain

do would be still to press 

Ayres. If he refuses
means of being permanently cured,and persists 

in making an extravagant demand,it may be necessary to let the
! go into Court,and fight it on every ground you can bringcase
j

f orward*

2. Baseley takes out with him a spare magneto for the "Mal

vina" , and from what we have been able to learn here,especially 

from the report sent up from Gosport,if it is properly managed 

there should be no trouble about starting up the engine*

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

&
i

Managing Director,I

.
:

■

:
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Enclosures per Supplementary Mail
-

Originals

^Newspaper cutting re Workmen's compensation 

Ledger & Journal Entries

Remarks on Accounts & Replies to Remarks
> Remarks on Stores

Replies to Remarks on Stores

List of General Cargo per "Ortega"

General Invoice goods per "Ortega,"

Copies of letters received from VLB.Cummings dated 22nd Oct 
& 4th Nov,and from Lowden of 7th Nov,re "Malvina"

\ Q„

i v?.\\%% \. A
\V>

^V-VXv••\XfXXfxxxx
\v*
V

\y,v ■
o- % <7

$

Detit note for Vere Packe for 2/9

Sight Draft on J.Kirwan for £58 . 13 • 7 for collection 

Clients' A/sales
3 hales Sheepskins ex "Tropea"H & B

> cJ B 13 9 99 99 9

D S 4 9 99 99 9

G I
* y iJ R 9 99 99 9

W P 13 9 99 99 9

2H 9 99 99 9

3AP 9 99 99 9

Credit notes for the following
2 . 12 . 3Mrs Bonner's Estate
1 . 18 .Mr.A,Pitaluga”
1 . 8.8Farm Account
4 . 15 . 8Mr.W,Fell

15 . 38Mrs Williams • •

B£L General Cargo per MOrtegaM 

Letter for the following
v^

\ VA. L. Allan, (2 ) W. A. Harding( 2 ) Alex. Reid.O

Book per post Law Relating to Compensation for Injuries
to Workmen.

London 23rd November,190®

4
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POST, THURSDAY, JfOYI
xA-

WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION.* R

Mr. Knowles has written a meritorious little 
difficult subject. He summarises the 

| radical differences between the principle of the 
Acts of lS97and 1906, and suggests the obvious 
inference that the ultimate goal of this particular 
class of legislation is compulsory insurance. This 
may be all very well, but the present Act boldly 

! lays down that a workman is not to forfeit bis 
j claim for compensation, even by his own “ serious 
1 and wilful misconduct,” when the injury results 
in death or permanent disablement, 
workman who absolutely declines to obey his 
employer’s order to use mechanical safeguards in 
the course of his work, and thereby jeopardises 
the safety of himself and his fellow workmen, is

jbook on a thi
Wi
for
the
pas
dar
bo
lea
Its
itse

Hence a moi
like
vidi
obli
pasi
con

to be allowed compensation. Nothing could be 
better calculated to fe. hatever 
individual responsibility ‘nSty exist in the’tfu 
man under present legislation, and cases are not, veE 
unknown where a workman, with a taste for ;ns, 
leisure, has courted the risk of disablement, no < 
so as to obtain compensation. This is a distinct inci 
exaggeration of the principle already admitted “ a 
that a workman can claim compensation although anrf 
he ignores printed rules posted up to warn him of 
danger, and it js difficult to .•see where this lop- nin) 
sided legislation will end. Raving regard to the rhn- 
state of our marriage law, it is difficult to criti- ® > 
cise the admission of illegitimate dependants to 
compensation, but it certainly introduces 
danger of fraud.

at-

fou
Spav® ha, A

I Mr. Knowles is very cautious in what he j°/
I says about the application of the Act to clerks

servants. Nothing is fairer than , - 
that the black-coated tribe ” should have the P! 
same privileges as the workman, but in the public I 7 Wi 
interest Acts might with advantage be drafted 
in an intelligible manner. 01

To use the words “ employment of a casual 
.nature without any farther definition does C& 
little more than impress upon the anxious 

[ the casual habits of State draughtsmanship. The 
perusal of any dictionary would certainly lead to 
the notion that “ casual ” meant “ occasional.”
Mr. Knowies is not very illuminating. We have 
all the old rigmarole of “reasonable” and the 

circumstances of each case.” The test of “ a 
1 reasonable expectation of being further employed
I Reasonable intervals by the same employer ’ ’ is
II 4.? the “reasonable expectation”
■ ^exists, there are elements present which win

enable the arbitrator to

pa • ?

‘>a]

lh«reader vidr
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PC
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style
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regard. the employment 
aa nottamR pwreYy canvial \w its nature, but one 
win eh is not exchdcd irovnthe sco\w otthe •
The author leaves US at- tV\» and
arriving at any definition at all.

Mr. Buegg at least had the courage to define 
“ casual employment ” as “ employment neces
sitated by chance circumstances,” and gave, as 
an example, “ a job in the garden which may or 
may not recur.” He also argued that no con
tract of service exists “ if the contract in ques
tion only specifies the end to be arrived at, and 
leaves to the person who has to execute it both 
the manner and periods of work by which it is to 

This dictum excludes a number 
of persons like curates, organists, piano tuners, 
and window cleaners, where the contract does 
not constitute the relation of master and servant. 
However, Mr. Knowles, perhaps wisely,

!”■ siders discretion the better part of valour, and 
■*" \ all the layman can do is to find a reputable 

insurance office* insure each servant, and take 
out an extra policy at a small premium to 
“ occasional andeasual lat^ir ” in the hope that 
the “ circumstances of :«ich case ’ and the 

reasonablenessV of everything connected with
them may be in frestigatftl at the cost of the 
insurance office. J , . ,

V >be effectuated.
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The cases are f^eu set out, out uie muw ^ 0 
on little better than! ia most law books. At least B J 
5®’ the word “ casual! ” might have been expected to ri 
™61 occur under the}- headings either of Contract, C* 
Up.' Contractor, Employer, or Work- M
,ag- l man, but it does l*5’ nor does it appear anywhe^Mg

*nic really bcaNeeriou Iltem* and should 
Ity.” regarded. X i__________
1 The Law Relahi^f-yr
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Registered 1902.
6‘A, ^/tacec/u/Ac/s

V T-T‘ , C •&——

Per Or it a.
/

Zsoru/on .£.a. lBth^Beaemher,V? 1040.

Sir,

I have to acknowledge the receipt of your despatches nos*326 

and 327,which arrived on the 2nd instant.
2. Par. 6. We shall he interested to hear what can he done to 

the "Malvina" in the way of carrying out G-.L.Watson & Co.'s re

commendations. I have no copy of the draft sail plan,hut from my 

recollection I should say that,with the exception of unstepping 

the mast for the purpose of shortening it,the other work necessary 

for reducing the sails forward might he done with no great loss 

of time; hut you will see to this of course,and I can see that 

there may he some difficulty in getting the correct hoist,

Par.7. Baseley has profited hy his visit to England,and 

we can understand that it was infinitely better in most ways not 

to have two Engineers in Stanley at the same time.

4. Par.10. Your reply about the press parts for Mr.Felton is 

a complete answer to the complaint sent home hy his son that he 

had not received them,and as they are both in the Islands now you 

able to find out how the mistake was made. According to

3.

will he
Mr.Felton's request a duplicate set was sent in October.

Par.11. I shall not lose sight of what you say about the 

of the Port Stephens men,and shall make it the ground in 

of time for asking for a 15$ reduction all round; hut at 

the present moment I am engaged in a correspondence about the more 

serious question of the shortcomings of the "Oravia",and it is 

not politic to have too many complaints going at one time.

impression in the P.S.N,office that I am always complaining.

5.

passages

course

There

is an

W. A.Harding,Esq • 9

Manager,

Stanley.

i
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6. Par.12. The Minutes of the Legislative Council are most 
interesting,and the Unofficial Members seem to he doing their du-

- ty in resisting unnecessary expenditure, I think that you might 

he able,from your experience of the cost of running the "Plym", 
to show that the expenses are under estimated, and 3$ depreciation, 

interest I should have said,for there is no depreciation allowed 

at all,is too low# The scheme looks all very well on paper,hut

such a service as suggested must he regular,and not dependent on
this he secured except by the purchase

that the es-
the weather,and how can 

and employment of a 

timated cost of working her 

expects to get revenue from 

hut is it usual in Colonies 

trade of this kind,naturally

launch of such capacity and power
is ridiculously small? The Governor 

the charter and hire of the launch;

for the Government to enter into 

in opposition to the owners of exist

ing craft?
the Goose Green boiler have been

not know whether you have been 

out to inspect periodically, 

should superintend the retuhing
efficientin

7. Par.13. The tubes for 

ordered,and will go next mail. I do

habit of sending the Engineerin the
but I would suggest that Baseley

general look round. Harris is,no doubt,very

but after all he is only a "handy man",not a certi-
and have a

his own way, 
ficated Engineer,and there are even some Engineers who know no- 

first man, Mart in, had no

than one boiler

[
about retubing. For instance our

his instance I had to send more
thing
idea of it,and at 

home to get it done,as he assured me that it was impossible to do
better.

it on the spot,and at the time I knew no tetefikEK 

Par. 14. I had forgotten the 

steamers when late,but I did think

code arranged for reportxng
8.

of cabling about the accident 

detention was so long it 

reported to Sandy Point. I am sorry to hear
to the "Oravia",and decided that as the

to have been
had not arrived.

was sure

that the news
9. Par. 15. The arrangements 

"Bali11 were Quite satisfactory.

about the drafts on account of

the
certificate relatingCaptain Oakley has sent a

board the "Oravia",which has been forwarde<
10. Par.IV.

to the loss of rams on

to Mr.Buokworth.

1
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If 2.

11. Par.18. 
for a credit for £1500 

heavier joh than the

Your further cable about the "Balford" asking 

was duly received; this is evidently a

owners expected,and you will have received
advice to draw on them in plenty of time. .Although in their let
ter, Ej/copy of which was forwarded,they authorized you to draw,you
will of course take the Captain's draft,as in the event of any 

trouble this would give us a security that your draft would not
afford,that is to say a claim on the ship herself.

12. Par. 19. The Directors were all sorry to hear of Mr.Al
lan's illness on arrival,but trust that he has long since 

ered.
recov-

13. 327-2. It is good news to hear that you have the tele

phone line completed to Darwin,and we suppose that Homer is 

on his way home. We hope to have the total cost of the line short

ly, and to hear that the Government have paid their share. There 

are likely to be a good many spare parts and materials left over, 

and if these run into large figures I suppose that the Government,

provided that their maximum contribution has not been exceeded, 
them

will take on joint account with ms,for the purpose of re

newals and repairs,for it would not be fair to us to keep the

now

stock,and only charge it as used. From other reports we hear

that the telephone is singularly clear and distinct,and Mr.Mantle 

says that this is due to the absence of disturbing influences, 

and can only be got in a place where there are no other electric

al currents.
ew14. Baseley wrote from La Pallice that he had had an intervi

s engine before leaving,and that

they had decided that it was the magneto that was at fault. He 

has every hope of setting it right.
15. It would be convenient if another edition of the Ordin- 

of the Colony up to date could be published. We have had

copies from time to time,but many of them have been borrowed or 

otherwise disposed of,and I should be glad if you could got a 

complete set from the date of the last in the bound volume. I 

could then have them bound up,and they would be convenient for

II 9with the makers of the "Malvina

ances

reference.

J
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16, In the specification of cargo per "Esmeraldas" 44 casks 

Tallow marked fc t^re entered to our consignment,tut claimed ty 

John Hoare & Co,on behalf of Dean & Anson. Was there any under

standing that this should have come to us,or w^s the specification 

incorrect?

17. One of Baseley*s first duties should te to inspect and 

report on the "Samsonn,s machinery,and a copy of his statement 

should te sent home. It is the only chance for some years of get
ting one that will not te tiassed in favour of the man in charge, 

except ty putting some outside Engineer on the jot,and there are 

now no opportunities for a lengthy examination,as you seldom have 

a man of war or other steamer in hart our for any time.

18. I wrote to Mrs,Dean that we had discontinued business 

with Eills & Co. ,and she replied that she was glad to hear it,as 

she had thought of taking all provisions for her own consumption 

out with her.
19. I enclose copy of some correspondence with the P.S.N.Co. 

on the subject of the cargo left behind ty the 

occasions. As nearly as I can calculate,the loss on the first 

voyage was £250,and on the second £350.,or £600 in all,due to fal

ling markets. They have promised an enquiry on the arrival of the

10
• ►

M
A' < vw »iX

rtf
. ■■■*-ui

"Oravia" on two

ship.

20. You will see that the Colonial Office say that the Judge 

only can say v/hether the Employers* Liability Act is in force in 

the Colony or not,neither the Secretary of State himself nor the 

Colonial Government having the legal power to construe an Ordin- 

. Thus in this singular system of Pooh Bah Government the Gov- 

Governor is unable to decide a question,tut when h© dons 

of Chief Justice he is at once able to lay down the

ance

ernor as

the mantle
law. Fortunately the Secretary of State is good enough to add

under consideration the question of amending Ordinancethat he has
no.3 of 1900,with a view to making it more 

we have to he content. In the meantime we are enquiring about in-

definite,and with this

surane against accidents,but the Royal are not taking it up in
*• A

the Colonies yet,and others still have it under consideration.

21. A letter from P.Mc.Pherson*s mother is enclosed for your

attention.
1
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22. With reference to an account against Morrison & Grant in 

the Ledger amounting to £718.5/. ,which you remark will he reduced 

hy produce,hut still he on the wrong side,the value of this prod

uce is £397.18.5,and you should let the Board know if there is 

money behind this farm,or if the capital of the firm has all been 

invested in it. No one has yet made Bluff Cove pay expenses,and 

unless the partners are prepared to make up the deficiency,the

sooner the account is closed up the better. In 1906 they started 

with a credit balance of £36.16.4,but at the same date this year 

the balance was £570.5.3 on the wrong side. You may also explain 

why one of the partners has been allowed to draw £10©. 14.7 on the 

firm's account in cash,and place it to his own credit in our De

posit account. Very likely your explanation will be simple and

satisfactory,but the Board would like to have it. There is also

the old question of Bender's account,which even in a year of in

flated prices for wool is still far behind. We want to know whe

ther the time has not come when this hopeless venture must be ab

andoned as far as we are concerned,and the place sold up to meet 

the debt. Why should we go on year after year advancing stores | 

and cash,especially now,when prices have fallen to a lower level?

A.E.Felton's account is also one that wants watching,in fact the 

very small farmers are the ones who will default first. It is ne

cessary to remark in a general way now,before it is too late,that , 
prices for wool are not to be depended on,and so you must check 

at once any attempt on the part of the clients to get too deep 

into our books,or we may have a recurrence of the undesirable con

dition of affairs that led us into such financial trouble five or

six years ago.
23. At the late sales the Brokers put what F.I.wool was sold , 

15# down as compared with September prices.

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

Managing Director.

I
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Enclosures via Liverpool
^ -

Duplicates

Despatches Nos. 1038 and 1039
Remarks on Stores

Ledger & Journal Entries

General Invoice goods per "Ortega" 

Clients* Cargo per "Ortega"

List of Enclosures

List of Dutiable Goods per "Ortega" 

List of Parcels

List of General Cargo per "Ortega" 

Discrepancies in Wool Shipments for 1907 

Clients A/sales ,repo±*ts& contracts

3 bales Sheepskins ex "Tropea"H & B

J B 15 9 9 9 9 9 9

W P 13 9 9 9 9 9 9

D S 4 9 9 9 9 9 9

AP 3 9 9 9 9 9 9

2 V,9 9 9 9

JR 1 9 9 9 9 9 9

Remarks on Accounts

Second of Exchange for £58 . 12 . 7

Clients* Invoices goods per "Oriana" & "Galicia"

95 . 1 . 5Vere Packe

12 12 2J. J. P’elton

215 . 17 .Vere Packe
j

Stickney Bros, 59 17 9

A.L,Allan 6

27 12 10Darwin A/C 

B/L General Cargo per "Ortega"
■t i 1 ) r i •

■
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Enclosures via Liverpool

%

Originals
*

y Wool Reports
^ Cablegram sent 29th November.
^ Copy of let/ter from the Colonial Office dated 29th Nov. 
•/■-Original letter from Mrs John McPherson dated 12th Dec. 

^ Copy of letter from the Gramophone Co.dated 6th Dec,

^ Baseley'-s receipt .for £12

Copy of letter to the :P. S. N. Co. dated 16th December. 

Clients' A/sales,reports & contracts:-

40. hales Wool ex fr0ritanAP

12SS' 9 99 9 9 9

6F 9 99 99 9

36Kr"
9 99 99 9

/WED 4 9 9 9 99 9

"Esmeraldas"B B 18<r-
9 99 9

M V 11 9 99 9 9 9

^ F, B C 9 9 9 99 9

9 99 9 9 9

Clients' reports & contracts:-

B " 9 Salted Hides ex "Esmeraldas11
McG 39 9 9 9 9 9 9

4 casks Tallow 9 9

H W 11 9 9 9 9 9 9

M V 2 9 9 9 9 9 9

H G C >29 9 9 9 9 9 9

McG 8 9 9 9 9 9 9

J F 33 9 9 9 9 9 9

- H & B 30. 9 9 9 9 9 9

J B 59 9 9 9 9 9 9A- ^ 86 

H & B
9 9 9 9 9 9

1 hale Hair ex "Corcovado"
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^ Brokers' press copy report on Company's Tallow ex "Esmeralda^" 

Original Letter from Kearley & Tonge,Ltd.dated 31st December,and

circular attached : •

Clients' Invoice goods shipped per "Ortega"

^ Oreenshi-elds Brothers 49 . 13 . 8

^ Darwin Telephone Account 2 10

'■ Vere Packe 21 17 11

< Bertrand & Felton 23 17 11

Copy of letter from the P. Si N. Co. dated 2nd .'and our reply of 3rd Dec. 

•Clients' Reports ft contracts

3 casks Tallow ex "Orita" ’✓ K •

J F 4 9 19 9 9 9

/TP, 1 9 *9 99 J

London 18th December,1907

!
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Enclosures per Supplementary Mail

Originals

/ Ledger & Journal Entries. 
r Remarks on Accounts 

tr Rwmarks on Stores

Replies to Remarks on Stores 

List of Genral Cargo per "Orita"

^ General Invoice goods per "Orita"

Carter’ s invoice goods by post for Vere Packe 

Anning & Cobb’ s Sheepskin reports
Moule’s Original letter dated 20th instant & catalogue 

Clients’ reports &-
4 hales Sheepskins "EsmeraJLdas"

9 99 99 9

9 99 99 9

9 99 99 9

McG 13 9 99 99 9

WED 25 9 99 99 9

H & B 43 9 9Lc*“ 9 99 9

"Orytya"W E D 16 5 99 9

9F 9 99 99 9

-A/sale H & B 1 hale Hair ex "Corcovado" 

~ B/L general Cargo per "Orita"

Letters for the following
W.A.Harding (2) A.Reid,A.L.Allan

London 21st December,1907

k
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(tl)i' Jalklitm'i 3sliuu'>s (tump a it ij.
■• 'INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.Jo---------------

Registered 1902.

' <jfoetcec/.Mtsds zjfesze/Z64.
Fer Oronssa.

C/> /Z^onaym :ec.__ lfith January,........ J-OF> 81041.V?

Sir,

I have -to acknowledge the receipt of your despatches nos.
328 ana 329,which arrived on the 30th ult.,and of no.330,to hand 

on the 13th inst,
2. 328-2. It is most satisfactory to hear that the telephone 

is such a success. Homer was here and met Mr.Mantle last week.

They say that the Darwin trunk line must not on any account he 

joined up with or connected with any of the local lines,or the ef

ficiency of the whole may he imperilled. Homer says that the loc

al Exchange is a failure,through the man in charge knowing nothing 

about it. It is a pity that Homer was not put on to this while 

waiting for the mail,hut I understand that it is in the Governor's

hands,and that he was not prepared to pay. We hope to have the
0

accounts relating to the telephone hy the incoming mail.
3. Par.6. We note the decision you have arrived at with Mr. 

Allan about the rent of Bleaker Island,and shall he glad to hear 

if Fell decides to keep it,
4. Par.8. As mentioned in a previous despatch,we shall he 

glad to hear more of Messrs.Brinckman*s venture. What is the 

garet"?

"Mar-

5. Par.9. The Board are of opinion that you should not have

assented to the license given to Mr.G.Cobb for sealing on Lively 
Speedwell

andttbaaBmac Islands. We are of opinion that in granting these li

censes the Governor,inadvertently no doubt,has exceeded his au

thority,and we cannot assent to permission being given to anyone, 

not the lessee,to trespass on our freeholds for the purpose of 

sealing,or in fact any other. The fact that the Government are now

W. A. Harding,Esq. 

Manager,
•»

Stanley.
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reserving 'the right of sealing on land sold by them shows that 

they know that freehold land not subject to this reservation can

not be Included in a sealing license. Seals are "ferae naturae", 

and sb such,are the property of any person on whose land they are 

aw for the time being, Well on for fifty years ago the Government 

assumed the ownership of the wild cattle on Government leased 

lands,and came into conflict with my immediate predecessor,Mr. 

Lane,who disparted their right,and had cattle killed in defiance 

of the proclamation. The upshot was a law suit,in which we of 

coii^se came off second best locally; but it went on appeal to 

Privy Cornell,who gave judgment in our favour,and just as I ar

rived in the Islands the last payments were being made by the Gov

ernment in restitution of what they had taken from us. These were 

known as the "cattle killing claims"; being before my time I am 

not acquainted with the details,but any old settler like Biggs or 

Short can tell you all about them, The cattle were declared to be 

ferae naturae,and therefore the property of the Company who were 

the lessees,not the owners of the land. How much more,then,are we 

the owners of wild animalB on our own freeholds. The Directors do 

not wish to act hastily by going forthwith to the Colonial Office, 

but wish you diplomatically to get the Governor to withdraw from 

a position he has evidently taken up under a misapprehension. We
being given tq/irespass

even on Lafonia itself, Mr.G.Cobb might have saved himself the

the

on the Sea Lions ormight hear of licenses

trouble,and possibly expense of taking out a license,as he is
Speedwell Islands

free under the leases of Lively and Bimtlwt to take seals without
Since you say that it is open togoing to the Government at all. 

question whether the Government have the right to issue licenses
in respect of our freehold lands at aLLl,which is precisely the 

view we take here,the Board are quite unable to understand why you 

so cheerfully told the Governor that you had no objection.

6. 389-3, We shall be interested to hear about the Due D* Au-
"Samson" may have been able toi’endermale,and still hope that the

servioe, A ship of 2000 odd tons should not be allowed to be 

abandoned as a total loss in a land-locked place like Roy Cove

Without an effort to save her.
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7. 330-3# We had had an enquiry before the arrival of the 

mail about one of the remittances overlooked,and as this is a some

what common occurrence *1 would suggest your making some office rule 

that will save inconvenience to those who have money advised and

In the list of enclosures an indent for a Cargo 

boat was noted,but not found; possibly for "boat11 we should read 

"book"# A draft for £3Q#0.6d was entered as £30,6/.

8# 329—3. C.L.Watson & Co.write that they approve of your 

restepping the foremast of the "Malvina" three feet further aft# 

Copy of their letter is enclosed,and I have asked them to clear

up two points,(1) whether restepping,as suggested,is to take the
(2)

place of shortening the head sails,and whether,in agreeing that 

the alteration would entail no more work,they have considered the 

fact that the channel plates will have to be shifted also. In xfr

fail to get it#

shortening the mast of course the rigging will have to be short

ened also; but it will not be a serious job to cut it and turn 

the shortened ends in afresh on the dead eyes. As regards the 

first point,placing the mast further aft would seem to give more 

hoist to the head sails,though it would reduce the area of the 

foresail. A further letter from Watsons may be expected in time 

for the supplementary mail# Please report each mail on the behav

iour of the schooner# It is not a bad thing in one way that she 

has had to make her way entirely under sail for some months,for 

it will remove any idea,if such existed,that she was dependent on 

her engine,and there will be more chance of its being used strict

ly as an auxiliary,and only when actually needed.

9# The Board of Trade have reiterated their demand for the 

cost of sending home two saiilors wrecked in the "Fortuna" ,and I 

have replied in a letter,copy enclosed,which,as the subject is an 

important one,has been submitted to and revised by Mr#Ince,who 

quite agrees with my view of the claim. The correspondence explains 

itself,and the principal point to which I have to direct your at

tention is the statement by the Shipping tester that there was no 

record or recollection of a suggestion made by our Manager at the 

time that he was exceeding his authority,or that there was reason 

to suspect that the men had been prompted at the Shipping Office,
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In despatch 289-3Sj-s of the 11th June ,1906 ,Mr, Girling reported with 

reference to these passages that he had disputed our liability,hut 

that the Colonial Secretary said that he so read the law,and that 

it was open to us to raise the point with the Board of Trade, He 

added that both men were prepared to pay for their passages,and 

that it was only after an interview with the Shipping Master that 

they applied to be sent home as D.B.S. The Shipping Master now 

states that in reply to his enquiry the Company's Manager has sta
ted that he had no recollection of having made such a suggestion. 

Unless the Shipping Master has been amusing himself by asking you 

a question that he should have addressed to Mr.Girling,who was 

acting Manager at the time of the wreck,here are two statements 

directly at variance with one another,and we naturally aocept Mr. 

Girling's. Tn writing to the Board of Trade,I had to guess at

of the circumstances for want of fuller information; but what 

I gathered was that the men intended to go home in any case.prob

ably feeling rather sick at having been shipwrecked twice in 

eight months,and then made this application, - whether prompted 

or not does not matter - which the Colonial Secretary and the 

Shipping Master,misreading the law,accepted. Then,having heard so 

much of the shortage of labour in Stanley,I have ventured to 

guess that had they elected to remain in the Colony Mr.Girling 

would gladly have found work for them on the jetty. If Mr.Girling 

say this,well and good; if he cannot,then one of my six reas

ons for not paying the claim falls to the ground,but five still 

remain equally good. Please enquire into this matter and report 

fully.

some

can

10. A copy of a letter from the P.S.N.Co.enclosing Capt.Oak
ley* s reply to our complaints will be found enclosed. They suggest 
that we should adopt Captain Oakley's suggestion as to the ship

ping of the cargo,that is to say that a portion should be jotit 

placed in lighters,so as to enable steamers to work more than one 

hatch. The idea is an excellent one,and I am going to write that 

we shall have the greatest pleasure in adopting it,on the condi

tion that as it will be solely for their benefit they must bear 

the whole of the additional expense. Seeing that what we make on
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receiving,st.orlng and shipping has "been cut. down to a point, "that, 
scarcely payB us,we cannot, think of incurring the cost of light
erage as well,especially as we must "bear in mind thfct the Quicker 

despatch could not benefit us,and that the advantage would he all 

on the side of the P.S.N.Co.
11, We are not hurrying forward the skins that came by the 

"Oronsa",as we are advised that prices are unlikely to move in 

our favour at the forthcoming sales,while the prospects later on 

are considered better.
I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

Managing Director,
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Enclosures via Ifiverpool 'C: L 0r ,

:fc. 1X/C :S "•.+S- bet&.cO • 
«YiWit* r'.'tfrjOriginal b.,

T.0 ro-sl lo uyoO

‘U>mcH. 4.T --crh
V- tf% .. Jc -c:ny,*Vi

Wool Reports* ** •* llTCfl "'•OlOVxjJ

Copy of Cablegram sent on 24th1 December/’";*
Copy^of letter* from T.C.WilliamsCavdabed 19th December.

Copy of letter from the P.S. N. Co. dated -24th December
f Capt, OaJcley* s report attached.* reply of 14thJan 

Particulars of homewafd freight> per ^Bmetfaldas" &
Clients* ^A/sales:-

nOrita"

O.o. * I

H W 11 casks Tallow ex "Esmeraldas1*' ;av

c f.U"fA J A..« , AP v a j

-o7*. .i

/\ ..-Og‘P'0 W.4.9T

MV 2

4 >»

MoG 8 > 5
'iVfll rr one*.*

"Orita"P 4

T R 1
> 9

H & B 13 ** jnRTr»A»v»j3 1 r? O C! ty

"Orita"K 3

"Esmeraldas11J B 5

5 >

J 9

Brokers' press copies A/sale Co's.Hides ex "Esmeraldas" 

Clients' reports & contracts

8 Salted Hides ex "Esmeraldas"
W E D 22 J 9 9 9

MoG 39 9 9 > 9

Clients1 Debit notes

2. 8 . 8 )R* B. C*
)

11 10 credit notes
■>i

4 2 K

2 17 1 )S
)■

F 14 6
debit notes

V E D 11/- )

AP 6 9 11

Copy of letter from the Board of Trade dated 24th.& our
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our reply of the 6thiJamiai?yv • * w . ovUl

Cotjv of letter from a.L.Watson & Go.dated l*th & our reply of ^ 14th Jany.:
of letter from T. A.Homer dated 14th January."1' 'Copy

Invoices goods per 11 Or it an T ±00?Clients1

ri'33T».j vc~ ;< cG

4 0B Af t
<•

♦

tjnr :t.,rr fVereiPaioJwoU . / •'.m- ~x 21 , " 17 '4Q-;</-L
Ip vjIa'wo A »£>orto.'**<:.> '‘''X< • ^X~'■ .L> £ , *

"jsdi^o" .4 ,'n/.>f.),.:.Gr.eefa^ieldBT^QtherJB.J,.,,r;.r^^r ;c

-: ?ei :■ \i\® *aVfte>i.i t

Holmested M Bl^p *I*tdy y

.-mX/ryoe-T'1 '*"X-4B6rrtsr4qd!i.&>"iFe4tqa’,r.u. - t.eo.” ®. »>•""

W.C.Girling ’

Letter8c:fPE. the ;:f«ll.owingir2 -’a .o .u f ..
1

"W, A. Harding,Aili*Allan,^C. Oirling
n

* f? t

• tt ?

\)0.o
London lBth January,1908
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^Enclosures per Supplementary Mail via Lisbon

"-Originals

Ledger & Journal Entries
Remarks on Accounts
Remarks on Stores'
Replies to Remarks on Stores 

List, of General Cargo per "Oronsa"

General Invoice goods shipped per "Oronsa"
B/L cargo per "Grousa11

Copy of letter from G.L.Watdon <fe Co .dated 16th January* 

Clients* contracts:-

pt.16 hales Sheepskins ex "Grita*

"Esmeraldasn

WED

WED pt.25

415H & B 9 9

"Orita"3T R
.& report

K 6 9 9

9F 9 9

F "Esmeraldas"1
N » 9 9

M V 4 ) 9

B B 5 9 9

McG 13 9 9

16 9 9

5 casks Tallow (pt.25 cks. )
Brokers* press copies of above contracts.

FTC
Brokers* press copy contract 48 casks tallow ex "Esmeraldas" 

Letters for the following

W*A. Harding & Alex.Reid.

9 9

:

■!

J
1

London 18th January, 1908

i
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Enclosures via Liverpool

Duplicates

Despatch. No. 1040 dated 18th December. 

Ledger & Journal Entries 

Remarks on Stores

Replies to Remarks on Stores 

Remarks on Accounts 

List of General Cargo per "Orita" 

List of Dutiable Goods per "Orita" 

List of Parcels
,

List of Enclosures

General Invoice M0rita"
List of Clients' Cargo per "Orita"

Clients' 'Invoice goods shipped per "Orita"

Greenshields Brothers 49 13:" 8

Darwin Telephone A/c 2 10,

Bertrand & Felton 23 18

Vere Packe 21 17 11

Clients' A/sales,reports & contracts

H & B 1 bale Hair ex "Corcovado"

33 bales Wool ex "Orita"K

12S 9 99 9

6F 9 9 9 9

40AP 9 99 9

"Esmeraldas"67B 9 9

M V 11 9 99 9

R B C 25 9 9 9 9

B B 18 9 9 9 9

30 casks Tallow ex "EsmeraldasnH & B

B 4 9 99 9

M V 2 9 9 9 9
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H W 11 casks Tallow Ex "Esmeraldas"
H a c 29 9 9 9 9

F 33 5 9 9 9

M C Or 8 9 9 9 9

-X 25 9 9 9 9

reports & contracts 
onlyT R 1 "Orita"

• 'O'-'' ■

9 9

I P 4 9 9 9 9

K 3 9 9 9 9

McG 39 Salted Hides ex "Esmeraldas"
B 9 9 9 9 9

B B 5 tales Sheepskins ex "Esmeraldas"
M V 4 9 9 9 9.

B 2 9 9 9 9

F 1 9 9 9 9

reportsWED 16 "Or^a"9 9

F 9 9 9 9 9

H & B 43 "Esmeraldas"9 9

WED 25 9 9 9 9

L 16' 9 9 9 9

McG 13 9 9 9 9

B/L general Cargo per "Ohita"
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......  '^INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.Jo—--------

Registered 1902. s'/) ^

G /, <^fazcec/u&kcAstx

Per ORISSA. Cf //lYYo/( y£m c.____ 12ih February,.V? 1042. J90 8.

Sir,

I have to acknowledge the receipt on the 27th ult.of your
despatch no,331 and letter of the 31st December. On the 10th inst.

per "Huanchaco"your cable reporting 1800 bales of Wool and 164 of SheepskinsA
rived,which is very satisfactory. The Directors will also be glad.

ar-

to hear that Mr.Blake is on board the "Oropesa",

The Board has decided to insure against risks un
der the Workmen's Compensation Act,feeling sure that if it is not

2. 331-5.

actually in force in the Colony it will soon be so. There has been 

much difficulty in getting any Company to take it on; but with the 

kind assistance of Messrs.Dalgety & Co.we have received an offer 

from the Phoenix Assurance Co which we are accepting,to insure 

all ordinary risks in Stanley and the Camp at 15/.and Marine
• 9

j

risks,-that is to say the crews of our vessels,at 40/.#. We under
stand that the latter is a very favourable offer,as many shipown

ers are insured in their Clubs,and pay 7 or 8#. A copy of Messrs. 
Dalgety*s letter is enclosed for your guidance,and I may mention 

that the amounts proposed to be insured,subject to correction,are 

£1800 on the Stanley staff, Stanley casual labour £3000, Farm risks 

£9000,and Marine risks £1800. These figures are approximate, and 

an accurate account of all wages paid must be kept,as they will 

be adjusted at the end of the year. In addition to this,the Board 

have decided to set aside £200 per annum for the present to start 

an Accident Insurance Fund,and if the claims do not prove to be 

large after some years* experience,we may run the risk altogether.

3. Par,?. Although your statement in which you bear testimony 

to the accommodating spirit shown by the Government in matters of

k

W. A. Harding, E sq.• 9

Manager,

Stanley.

!
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finance is not expressed in terras of crystalline cleanness,espe

cially that portion relating to clients who are overdrawn,it is 

evident that we must not suggest their paying interest on the te

lephone contribution. As you say that they will pay the full £600, 

it seems to follow that the line has cost the full amount estimat

ed or more; hut we cannot see this in the accounts sent home up 

to the present,and should have liked,long before this,to know the 

actual cost. It is naturally the best telephone in the Colony,be
cause every care has been taken from the beginning to ensure its 

success,and it has been erected by a professional electrician in

stead of an amateur or handy man. It is unfortunate that Homer's 

services were not utilized by the Government in Stanley before he 

left,as I understand from him that the service is ail wrong,and 

he knows where the fault lies,

4. Par.9. The difficulty,as I understand it,with Brinckman 

& Co. is that they think that they can do better by sending their 

casks across to Punta Arenas,unless the P.S.N.Co.will allow a sub
stantial reduction from the freight charged from Stanley. I do not 

see that this is a matter in which we are called uopn to inter

vene, if you think that the proportion of the rate allotted to us 

will pay us for our trouble.

5, Par. 10. In anticipation of what you say about shipping 

House coal from the Tyne,we have chartered the 11 Hans11,576 tons 

regr.for 600 tons from Blyth,to include 50 tons Brancepeth. We 

had no orders or suggestions that coals would be wanted,but it 

seemed hardly likely that the small quantity per "Heroen" would 

last over the winter. You now suggest 50,000 bricks,but it is 

just too late unfortunately. Had we known that they would have 

been wanted we might have chartered a larger vessel some months 

ago,when one was offered. Small sailing vessels are now so scarce 

that they are difficult to get when wanted,as I think you have been 

told already,and they are actually able to command higher freights j 
than steamers. If you could let us know earlier what goods you are ^ 

likely to want it would be advantageous,and you would save indent

ing in a hurry by cable,as in the case of the cement wanted late-

&

\ *

J

iy.

6. Par,11, I have been myself into a mass of figures relating
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-bo wool freights ,but have been unable "bo complete my researches 

in consequence of the confused way in which entries of returns 

are now made. If you will look hack to the Journals of ten years 

ago,and possibly later,you will see that the practice of giving 

the returns separately for each line of produce was still kept up;

hut now,on trying to find the amounts credited to the schooners
11 for local

V
and Company's Shipping respectively,! am met hy entries 

freight on produce per ,and this sometimes includes a jumble 

of all sorts,so that it is practically impossible,until these en- j
-tries are dissected,to get at any details# In most cases of cli

ents' produce we are able to calculate the gross freight per lb 

and this has been done,but in trying to arrive at the same on the 

Company's wool,all attempts to reconcile the amounts created with 

the supposed scale of charges have ended in failure,and it really.
To give one in-

i

• 9

looks as if sums had been written in hap-hazard#
stance of what I mean,I refer to the returns for 241 bales wool

and giving £43.0.0#and £17#4/.toper "Oropesa" ,measuring 6870. fb 

Schooners and Co's Shipping respectively# No known rate will
• 9

vV.
r* "bring -this about,and we must give it up. All entries should be 

given clearly in future. As far as I can see,the through freight 

per lb.is much as you say; you put it at 7/16d.per lb. ,and I should 

call it 0.45d.exclusive of the Company's. Of course the offer to 

take wool to Stanley for fd.per lb.could not be entertained for a 

moment. I will enclose my figures if I can complete them in time, 

and you can fill up the blanks. You will see that the cost of 

shipping through to London from outports runs from 0.35d.on Packe 

Bros.*Port Howard wool to 0.69d. which is the result achieved by 

Mr,Henry Waldron. With such a range a scheme of freights based on 

weight will be hard to devise ,f or we cannot expect people to press 

hard when there is nothing to be gained by it,
7, Par,12. F.Briggs & Co,have accepted the draft on them 

without remark.
8, Par.13, I have passed on your remarks about tallying prod

uce to the P.S.N.Co, With regard to the suggestion I made to them 

that they should bear the cost of putting wool into lighters ,1 

enclose copy of another letter enquiring what this would be,which

%

d .IdC1
/ "

■

i -



I am unable bo answer,and must; refer to you# We cannot and will 

not spend a penny more tlian we do already in handling produce,and 

the end may be that we shall have to make advances to some other 

line. It has occurred to me, how ever, that there may he a way of 

quickening the despatch without extra cost,though as I do not know 

your arrangements I can only suggest# I assume that you have the 

four lighters ready to receive cargo "by the outward "boat,and that 

you discharge them,or some of them at once* After one or more of 

them have heen emptied,is there any reason why,if the decks are 

tight,they should not receivers far as their capacity extends,all 

the wool coming into Stanley between the departure of the outward 

boat and the arrival of the homeward one,by which the produce is 

to be shipped,instead of housing it in the "Great Britain"? You 

would then be able to put the lighters alongside several hatches 

at once,and discharge the "Great Britain" at the same time*

9, Par* 16. It is evident that Mortons give the bonus all 

round,but why they sent it to you is not clear,the notice I mean, 

not the bonus# We have had a cheque from them,but do not think it 

is enough,and have asked for particulars#
10, Par. IV* We have heard nothing here about the Due d*Au- 

male,but hope that we may yet have a go at her with the "Samson", 
She is evidently one of those insufficiently rivetted French ships, 

and the Captain,as is usual with French ones,habing got into a 

mess,thinks of nothing but getting the ship condemned*
11, The "Hans" will be free on discharge,and I wonder whether 

you could manage to scrape up a cargo for her* On this side it 

would be impossible to talk of a homeward charter,because we do 

not know what quantity of tallow is being boiled down in the Is
lands this autumn,nor do we know where it will be,nor how long it 

would take you to get it in. But if you had time to pick up and 

could secure all the make round the Islands,including possibly
i

Port Howard,you might getenough to fill the ship,including with 

the tallow enough sheepskins to fill up. I am afraid she is too 

large,but it would be a practical reply to the refusal of the P* 

S.N.Co to acknowledge tallow damage to wool,and one that they 

would not like,believing as they do that we cannot go past them*

*$:

i
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In connexion with this question of shipping tallow hy sail,I wrote 

at some length in paragraph 14 of my despatch 10158 about tallow 

- damage,and should have been glad to have a reply; but you have 

passed it over without remark, I should add now that it would 

not do to ship any wool in the vessel,but you might revert to our 

arrangement in the early days,when we floored the tallow ship
the necessary ballast with casks,leaving space for any hides 

there might be,and then covered the casks with a layer two or 

three deep of loose sheepskins,filling up with skins in bales. By 

keeping these;/ bales separated from the tallow in this way,there 

never,to my knowledge,any question of tallow damage. To carry 

this out,you would,of course,have to keep back sheepskins from 

shipment by the steamers,and unless you feel sure of having a full 

cargo it would be better not to attempt it* One thing more I may 

say; if the casks are seen on board by the Cooper,and the hoops 

hardened up the last thing,the loss of tallow in a sailing vessel 

is much smaller than by steam.
12. The complete list of the bonus payment,asked for in 

1038-2,has not been received#
13# Referring to par#1,1 see that I stated the number of 

bales of wool per "Huanchaco" as 1800 instead of 1850# I have 

since looked back at the shipments up to the same date for the 

last two years,and shall be able to report to the Board that the 

collection is a very creditable one,showing that notwithstanding 

the crippled condition at present of the "Malvina” she must have 

contributed substantially to the result,unless the performances 

of the.other two have beei^fextraordinarily good#

I am,Sir,
your obedient servant,

I:

over
!

was

.;:

u-

Managing Director#
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Remarks on Accounts
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Remarks on Stores
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Replies to Remarks on Stores
List of General Cargo per "Oronsa"
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List, of Dutiable Goods per "Oronsa" 
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Gerenal Invoice goods per-Oronsa----
Clients*Invoices goods per "Orita11

£6.1.5 

21 .17 .10
Bertrand & Felton

Vere Packe
121 . 9 .Greenshields Bros.

i

1.6.6W.C.Girling
Clients’ ContractsA-

5 casks Tallow ex "Esmeraldas"G C
22 salted HidesWED 9 f

39McG 9 99 9

<s> 8 1 99 »

3 bales Sheepskins ex "Orita"

"Esmeraldas
T R

5B B 9 9

43 t 9H 6 B 9 9

25WED 9 9
9 9

!
16 9 9L 9 9

13McG 9 99 9

4 9 9M V 9 9

"Orita *’ :16WED > >

9 9 9F 9 9

"Esmeraldas2B 5 9

1F 9 99 9 c
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j ggc^osures via Liyerpool *;.4, r-'•' r;-..
■ i..•).* w.

"*11A ' c* ‘r 'i-L - i4:'•rH'i ~ c * • Vt .CJ • :in j -v 4rv * • i '
;Originals r. -* <. V t ••> *»;:*

^ f; i.CO,• -4 ; ,«*tT ;*v< • V *0;- ^T •
Sheepskins ’Market; Repuhos

Copy'of 'oa-blegram'sent' 34th' January.
, . .. V . } V( r . jv •< ;
of cablegram received 7th February.

Original letter received from 

Charty Party,Coal per "Hans

•T "
Wool &■ fL?» ►

t • - i.trow n'n• 4- ' ' .no.
*<

Copy
P.O.* Whit/by dahed 21st/ Jany#I

Clients* A/sales «fcc.
20 casks Tallow ex "Esmeraldas

31 C*J F
5 ? j0 a ? *

26 hales Sheepskins j >WED'
■fl Or it a” 

"Esmeraldas”

i
wed 16' 9 9

4M V 9 9

9 9McG 13
9 >1! F 9 9

I

9 919L 9 9

<s> 5 >2 9 9
I

"Orita"aF 9 9

3 9 9T R > 9

9 96K 9 9
i

"EsmeraldaS"H & B &3 9 5

* »6B B 9 9

39 Salted Hides 9 9McO
"Orita"

"Esmeraldas"

Oopy or letter Fro» Moser . Ed-d-s dated 4th E*»™ry r. Casin

copy or letter «. KB.*.*;*****

Copies or letters *-».*£-**
* 0 P Society dated 7th February.

.dated lath Jany.fc 11th Febiy. 
re shipment of produce.

WED 22 9 9

'

letter from the S.A.M
from the P.S.W.Co

Copy of 

Copy of letters1
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North Eastern EailW Co* s report' for W. A;Harding.
from Falk Stadelmann & Co. ,Ltd,of 10th Febry.& illustrations

CLetter " J . 4-
of Lamps attached..

.,Ltd.dated 51st^January,re 

under the Workmen*s Compensation
of letter fromJDalgety. & Co 

insurance against risks
(company*s^& Clients*

Copy

i

Freight; on Wool ,1907
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Supplemenhau*y Mail via LisbonEnclosures per£

Originals

Ledger & Journal Entries

Remarks on Accounhs
Remarks on Shores
Replies ho Remarks on Shores
List, of General Cargo per "Orissa"

Orissa"Corrected List, of Clients’ Cargo per

B/L general Cargo per "Orissa
of homeward freight per "Oronsa"Particulars

8 . 11 B/L attachedJ.Kirwan for £ 35 .Sight Draft on
"Orissa"General Invoice goods per

Outsiders in 1907of Wool shipped hyParticulars
Oronsa"A/sale S 61 Salted Hides ex

Clients* reports & contracts:-
S 3 casks Tallow ex "Oronsa"

"gispmeraldas"
H & B 13 9 9

9 9H G C 20, 9 9

’invoices goods shipped per "Oronsa"Clients
19/5A,Beid

5.14.6Stickney Bros.
2. 9.9Mrs Beid
3,16.6Vere Packe

for the following:-Letters
,W.A. Harding, A. B,e id.A.L.Allan
Medal from J.W.CarrollPattern of

London 15th February,1908!
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' Z^/Uzceo/./Hc/y S^lee/^
Registered 1902.

Per Oropesa. Cf /^07u/rm<£.c.. £90*.llth March,. ...VP 1043.

Sir,

I have ho acknowledge the receipt of* your despatch nof332, 

which with your letter of* the 28hh January arrived on hhe 25th

ult.
2, Par,2. It is satisfactory ho hear hhah Clifton*s case 

has been settled.
3, Par. 4, Whatever may he hhe hruhh ahouh hhe so-called "tal

low-damage" ,ih is an unfortunate fact hhah,when wool is rehurned 

hy hhe Docks as having suffered,ih fetches from Id.ho 2d. less on 

hhe whole hale. Ih is also a fach hhah no hallow damage is re

hurned if hhere has heen no hallov/ in the ship. But I am disposed 

ho think hhah hhe conclusion may often he jumped ah erroneously, 

and hhe Brokers have arrnged ho scrutinize carefully hhe next 

case. If you will nohe,as you suggest/,any shained hales as hhey 

come ouh of hhe shed,where conhach wihh hallow is impossible,and 

hhese hales are eventually declared damaged,we may feel sure hhah 

an error has heen committed,and in such a case Mr.Du Croz suggest

ed hhah hhey might he made merchantable.

4, Par.6. Ih was fortunate hhah hhe "Malvina" goh a calm day 

for going ho Walker Creek,as ih shows hhah she is capable of mak

ing a passage under her engine when she would ohherwise have had 

ho remain in harbour. Ih will he hehher ho leave her at this,ra
ther than try ho get more speed than she was intended ho possess. 
The consumption of oil would he much grater for each knot gained, 
and hhe wear and hear wihh more revolutions would he far more.

i

i

The original idea was ho make her an auxiliary, boat only,mainly 

depending on wind; huh ho do 5 knots in a calm,and he able ho get

W. A, Harding, Esq.., 

Manager,

Stanley.
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in and out; or narrow places. With an eight knot “boat there would 

he temptation,hard to withstand,to use the engine constantly,even 

against a head wind,which would lead to unprofitable working, 

old magneto,being useless as it is,should have been returned with- 

out waiting for instruct ions, and should now come by the first 

mail consigned to Bowdens,who will forward it to Patricroft.

The

5. Par. 7. It is to be hoped that the C.a.will veto the steam 

launch. It would save trouble and expense,and relieve us from the 

imputation of personal motives in objecting to it.

6. Par. 8. The burial of the Patent Medicine Ordinance is 

also to be desired.

7. Par. 10., What I wrote about the spare materials for the 

telephone was on the assumption that the whole of the £2400 had 

not been expended. From what you write it seems to have been,but 

until the accounts arrive we naturally know nothing about the 

matter. At the same time,if we have to keep the materials at 

own expense,and lose interest,we ought not to supply them when 

wanted strictly at cost price.

8. Par. 11. As soon as I can I will, make a list of the Ordin- 

we have. They have only just been returned by our Solicitors
after settling the Bonner business.

9. Par. 12. Outsiders should certainly pay more freight when 

they make a convenience of us; but do you carry this out in the 

case of Waldrons,for instance? And if not,how are you going to 

differentiate between the Chartres and Port Howard?

10. Par. 16, Weber & Steinle have written about consigning 

Nitrate ships to us,and we have agreed to return them one-third 

of the commission. It is not of much consequence,as they could 

not get anyone else to do the work; but having our name on their 

Charter-parties may possibly induce some Captains to put in to 

Stanley. Weber & Co. of Valparaiso are, I believe, large people in the 

trade.

our

ances

11, Par. 17. The Board have taken into consideration your re
marks on Rowlands,and regret to hear your report about his health:

you are wrong as to the date when he joined us,as he took charge 

of the "Qenesta" in 1887,and although possibly he went back to
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his own vessel when the f,Genestafl ms Sent away Tor home "but lost
before leaving the Islands in May,1888,it ms only pending the

purchase and arrival of the f,Castalia" ,{bf whioh he took charge at

the end of that year# If my memory serves me,Jones then took the
"Pair Rpsamondnun£il her purchase “by the Company# Rowlands has

served us in a most exemplary way,and we may never see his equal

for pushing the work of a schooner,for which reason the Board wish

to treat him exceptionally well. He was over 5(1 when he joined us,
and the Board cannot make an exception to the rule that to qualify
for a pension a man must have spent his best years in our service;
but it was unanimously decided to grant him a gratuity of £20Q<

when he leaves the service,and when the time arrives for presents

ing this to him you must convey to him the Directors1 appreciation
of his long and faithful services,

12, Par,2G# We have been unfortunate about the "Due d'Aujnale,
Writing last mail,I hazarded the opinion that if we had been more

in touch,or if I had had sufficient details to go on,we might

have had a look in with the "Samson". My reason was that,on your
report that the tide rose and fell outside but not inside ,the

leak was not heavy enough to be uncontrollable,and that if the

ship's pumps were out of order they were probably choked,and

could have been made serviceable,so that if the "Samson" got to jbm

work with her salvage pumps the probability was that she could be
floated# We now hear by cable that she has arrived in Stanley in

iocs tow of the "Lovart" ,and what I anticipated has come to pass,
except that the wrong steamer has got hold of her# It was depfr-

able that the stranding should have come to your knowledge just

in the fortnight between Atherton's departure and Baseley's ar— „
rival,so that you were without an engineer,and of course when you
went out with Captain Thomas by schooner the Captain was away,and
you could do nothing. Although no blame can be attached to either
yourself or Capt#Thomas in the circumstances,it is not the less
humiliating that with a salvage steamer of our own- Braun Plan— 

should
chard have been able to wipe our eye#

15, The Bonner mortgage has been completed,and I am asking
i

our Solicitors to send, you the papersibr registration. We have
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made an advance of £12,500 on the property,and It is one of the 

conditions that steps are to he taken to acquire the freehold.

The firm has "been registered as George Bonner & Go.,Limited,and 

to account to them as from the 1st of July last,closing 

with the Estate of the late Mrs,Bonner on the 30th of June.
14. Several cases of incorrect freights have come under our 

notice lately. Besides the one mentioned last mail,the rate on 

Canadian sealskins has been stated at 55/.and 5<f> weight per "Oro- 

pesa",with a return to us of 5/. /but up to now it has always been 

65/.in full with 10/.to us. There may have been an alteration,but 

it has not been reported,and the P.S.N.Co.are unable to explain.
I need not point out that in these freights the utmost accuracy 

is desirable,or I should say imperative; I think that every rate 

has been fully laid down and explained,but if we can make them 

any plainer on this side we will do so,if you will point out any 

about which there is any doubt.
15. Mr.Blake arrived by the "Oropesa" ,and the Board have had. 

the advantage of discussing numerous important questions with him 

relating to affairs both in Stanley and the Camp,about which the 

first-hand information he has been able to bring has been of the 

greatest interest and value,
16. The Board have decided to send out a bricklayer or stone

mason, for the purpose mainly of attending to the buildings -in 

Stanley ,hut also to hire out of others who may need his services, 

Mr.Bls.he "being of opinion that so much v/ork in his line would he 

done hy outsiders if they could get a good man,that we need not 

fear having him idle on our hands. He should he stationed in Stan

ley, and therefore his wages would he higher than if in the Gamp,, 
as he wou&d have to find his own meat and fuel. He ought not to 

he out until after the winter,and I shall have plenty of time to 

see what I can get a man for,and may have your views before he 

is despatched. As regards working for others,what X write now is 

only preliminary; hut as he will he on the regular list,and there 

may he some waste time,we must make such a charge for outside 

work as they would have to pay for engaging a temporary man on 

the spot,and whether we should give him a portion of the difference

we are
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or not when we hire him out is a matter or detail for your consid
eration, Mr .Blake confirms the impression we had received unasked 

from outside sources that sufficient attention has not been given 

in the past to the upkeep of the buildings; it is hardly necessary 

to repeat the Directors' desire that in future everything must be 

kept in apple-pie order,as it has already been laid down distinct

ly; but I may repeat that it is the unanimous opinion of the 

Board that neglect of property for the purpose of saving tempor
arily something in wages is false economy. A distinction must,how
ever,be drawn between what is necessary and what is extravagant, 

and this must be left in your hands, Mr.Blake is also strong on 

the subject of drains for carrying away dirty water from the 

houses,which he considers should be open,so that they can be 

cleaned with a brush,those boxed in places being nothing more or 

less than stink traps. For this purpose he advocates a U shaped 

half pipe set in brickwork,which he considers would meet the case. 

This is a matter that will have to wait probably until the brick-

layer arrives,
IV. The subject of the Store is one that requires a good 

deal of consideration. When we bought the Deans out nearly 20- 
years ago,it was not desirable to alter the system of having two 

Stores,mainly because each had its own customers,and the feeling 

of "Company v.Dean" ms still strong among them. But that has pas
sed, and the inconvenience of having the two and delivering and 

shipping from each must be great,and lead to a lot of extra work. 

Mr.Blake suggests,therefore,and the Board concur with him,that as 

soon as convenient all retail work should be done at the West Store 

building,and that the East should be kept for wholesale and ship
ping orders. This,however,cannot be carried out for the present, 

as the West building is more or less rotten and beyond repair,and 

it is proposed to construct in brick a new Store entirely,properly 

fitted up,with departments for the various classes of goods,and 

with the means of showing them properly,both internally,and by 

large windows. Mr,Blake thinks that the newer part of the West 

building might be converted into a dwelling house,but this must 

be left for further consideration. If the old Carpenter's shthp



and. -the present Storekeeper' s house were taken down,there would 

he a corner space left of 45 hy 25 yards,which would provide two 

frontages, It does not follow that the whole of the ground would 

he needed,and the whole plan will have to he carefully thought 

out. Prohahly the hest way of proceeding will he to get an archi

tect to Sesign the building,and go to a firm of shopfitters for 

the interior; hut this will not he taken in hand so hurriedly 

that time will not he afforded for you to make any suggestions 

that may occur to you. It has heen suggested that business 

might he drawn to other Stores if the East one were closed; hut 

there is prohahly not much in that,and it could he got over to a 

great extent hy establishing a system of receiving orders at the 

East Store to he executed hy telephone. Whatever loss there might 

he would he more than counteracted hy the better facilities for 

showing and selling goods at the new building,and after all the 

retail trade in Stanley cannot amount to much as compared with 

the sales and deliveries to the Farm and clients, I do not think 

that any statistics on this point have ever heen collected,and 

you might,when you can find time,make an analysis of the sales 

for a year under the three heads of Stanley retail,Clients,and 

shipping,in fact a, fourth might he useful,the sales to publicans, 
which could not he affected hy the alteration,

18, The arrangement made for supervision of the buildings 

and premises belonging to the Company hy Captain Thomas seems ex
cellent,and meets with the Directors' approvalfas does the suggest
ion that our carter should periodically remove rubbish as the 

dustmen do in a town at home.
19. Mr, Blake has mentioned the "(jlwngowan11 and the "Sabino" 

both of which seem to he quite useless,and eyesores in the har
bour, He recommends that anything useful should he removed from 

the former,and that she should then he taken out to sea and sunk.
I will go one better on that,by suggesting that when you have a £ 
man of war in harbour you should tell the Captain that if he will 
do the necessary stripping he may take her out and use her as a 

floating target for his big guns. I feel sure that such an offer 

would be jumped at. With regard to the "Sabino" ,the precedent of •

o

i

I



-the "Leon Crespo" and. I think one of Dean's worn-tout hulks might
he followed. I remember that Hallett bought one or both of them 

for a small sum,after he had retired from work
'T'.

as a carpenter,got 
■them on the “beach by permission of* the Government, and broke them

up at his leisure. In such a vessel as the Sabino there would be 

a good deal of useful fencing and firewood,as well as copper and 

metal,and although it would hardly pay us to put on carpenters at 

l/.an hour,it ought to pay a man working for himself to 

£50 or £100 for the hulk,and break her up at his leisure.
pay us 

It is,
in fact,such a job as should suit old Biggs. You should see if
you can get an offer for her.

20, Facilities for handling cargo seem to vary much at the 

outports,and Mr,Blake points out that at Dunnose Head there 

none at all,while at Weddell Island they are very defective. At 

the first place there is no jetty and there are no men,consequent
ly all the shore work,which is expected to be done by the farmers, 
has to be carried out by the crew of a schooner calling there, 

and serious delay is the result. At Weddell Island the jetty is 

defective,and cargo cannot be worked at all states of the tide; 

this could be remedied by lengthening the j&tty,and with the 

wreck of the "Castalia" to draw from this ought not to be an ex
pensive job. At Punta Arenas the facilities afforded to vessels

are
at the various ports is considered in the freights,and Mr.Blake 

instances the case of Cabo Curioso,where the rate is double that 

charged to San Julian,although the distance is less. Is there 

anyone representing Packe Bros.of sufficient authority to remedy 

this shortcoming,and provide better facilities,if asked to do so? 

Such matters are always better settled locally; but if necessary 

I must tackle Mr.Buckworth,although he is,as you know,a somewhat 
explosive personage. About Weddell you had better write to Mr, 
Williams,and I will also say something to Mrs,Williams on this 

side.

are

g
21. I must take the opportunity shortly of tackling Mr. Car

penter about the Port Stephens business,and it will be a good 

thing to do so while Mrs,George Dean is in England, It seems that 

you have given them a good deal of assistance lately,far more »#

.
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than they had any right to expect,over the arbitration case and 

■their land, purchase. This is all very well; hut we must know as 

soon as we can whether this is going to hear fruit,or whether they 

intend to use us v/hen convenient,and let

. Al^pugh
all business out of which 

under the agreement fora profit can he got go past 

purchase I believe that
us

we have no legal claim on them,there 

so much in it about doing all they could to promote the
was

Company* s
interests that we certainly have a moral one,and Mr,J.M.Dean re
cognized this to the end of his life,and was one of our staunchest 
supporters. There have been two obstacles in the way of pushing
our claims hitherto; we ceased to buy goods on commission some
time ago,and they then employed Spearing & Waldron,and we have 

not,as a matter of fact,been in a position until this year to give
them propner shipping facilities,this disability dating from the
first of our schooner losses. But we have resumed buying again,
and while we have three schooners afloat there seems no reason
why we should not he able to serve them "better than they'have "been
by the more or less crazy sailing ships chartered in Leadenhall 
Street.

22. A request ha.s reached us from W.Biggs through Mr.Blake 

with regard to his pension,which ceases v/hen he is at work. It is 

very proper that it should be so v/hen he is earning full pay from 

ships or from us; but the Board are willing to adopt the suggest
ion that you have made that the pension should run on v/hen he 

works for outsiders,especially as he is only able to put in a few 

hours usually. It can hardly pay us to employ him at full pay,and 

to put him on a ship is scarcely fair. Possibly the suggestion I 

have made about the "Sabino" may be taken up,and the pension 

question will not be raised.

23. Since beginning this despatch the "Huanchaco" has arrived 

in the Thames,and your despatch 333 and letter of the 3th February 

have been delivered.
24. 333-2. I doubt if a copy of the lease of the Admiralty 

land would be of any use to you. It gives us grazing rights only 

at £15 per annum; that is the substance of it,but it is a lengthy 

document. In 1906 the Admiralty offered us a lease of the v/hole

c-

t.
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property,including the buildings,a condition being that we were 

to be responsible for the maintenance of* the latter.' This was de
clined with thanks.

25, Par. 3. Correspondence with reference to Mrs.Hansen* s 

hides had already been prepared for transmission. There has been 

a mistake,but wholly through the fault of Braun & Blanchard them

selves,who shipped the hides and advised us that they were under 

the mark L,that is to say Roy Cove. They were duly sold and ac
counted for,the a/sales having gone out on the 5th June last year 

to the credit of Bertrand & Felton. A singular feature of the ep- 

isode is that although presumably they reached Mr, Bert rand, he has 

allowed half a year to elapse without repudiating the ownership. 

The moral of this is,and it should be rubbed into Mrs,Hansen,-that 
she should transact her busine® solely with the Falkland Islands

Company.

26. Par.4, The report of the "Malvina"* s second voyage under 

oil is satisfactory as regards consumption,but it raises doubts 

as to whether too free a use is being made of the engine or not, 

as you do not say what the weather was ,and it was hardly likely 

to have been a dead calm again. Of course if it v/as,it shows the 

usefulness of the boat once more,but the reference to the return 

trip from Lively Island indicates that it would have been used if 

the lubrication had not failed,and yet the voyage was performed, 
rather suggesting that the engine would have been unnecessary. It 

rests solely with you to see that economy is duly observed,and if 

the Captain feels that he has a new and pleasing toy under him

to be played with on all occasions jithis tendency should be repres
sed, It is gnerally known that on railways engine drivers have a 

Premium for coal saving,and though a soheme of this sort would be 

difficult to work out without more experience,I commend the sug
gestion to you as one that might be useful. You will,of course, 

scrutinize the log book,and see that oil is only used when the 

occasion warrants it,and if the Captain sees that you are watching 

his mode of working he will understand what is expected of him.

27, Par. 6, You should charge the compensation for the labour

er's accident to the P.S.N.Co.,and see what they say. I have not 

yet got the policy against accidents,although I have asked for it.
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28* The "Huanchaco"' s cargo is an excellent one, and. as large
any right, to expect,the order having been for 2000 

. It, is,perhaps,as well that 199 hales

as we have

hales
were shut out,,as the

prospects of* the 

you the exact weight and. 

quested.

approaching sales are not bright. We will send

measurement of the total shipment as re-

29. There are no Fewer than 8 hales Wool oF our own in dis
pute,hut Captain Bindley tells 

it has heen impossible to avoid the 

Wool,the speciFication gives 429 and the 

yet there is no note that there

me that owing to working at night

discrepancy* OF the clients'

Bills oF Lading 414,and 

are 15 in dispute. Whatever the 

may he,the speciFication and the Bills oF Ladingerrors should
agree,and until this time any discrepancy has heen 

Former.
noted on the

error over the wool and skins From 

Baillon ft St, icToiey, which are consigned to Hoares,and how this 

blunder arose must be explained,for the instructions

There is a serious

sent out in 

In addition to the trouble given 

in having to rectiFy the error With the P.S.M.Co.in the matter oF

1901 have never heen rescinded.

Freight,it caused the skins to get into the wrong hands,as all 
consigned to us go to Aiming & Cohh; Fortunately Mr.Ansdell tel

ephoned to me v/hen he got the Bill oF Lading,and oFFered at 

to give them up,which I thought very good oF him,as he had a perfe 

ect right to stick to them. The greatest accuracy is needFul in 

matters oF this sort,and more care should he taken in Future in 

making up speciFications.

once

3XX

30* A large parcel oF documents Yfith a covering letter has 

just arrived From Messrs.BischoFF & Co and these will he des

patched separately, I think that the execution oF the preFerable 

lien Yflll have to wait until Mr.Bonner's return to the Islands.

I am,Sir,

• *

your obedient servant,

C-

Managing -Director.

i
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Enclosure per Supplementary Mail via Lisbon

Originals

Ledger & Journal Entries 

Remarks on Accounts
Remarks on Stores
Replies to Remarks on Stores 

List of General Cargo per "Oropesa;11 

General Invoice goods per "Oropesa"

B/L Cargo per "Oropesa"
Rippingille*s Invoice for Tobacco Cutters 

Clients Reports & contracts:-
10 bales Sheepskins ex "Oronsa"

J B 32 9 99 99 9

4F B 9 99 99 9

^ 12 9 99 99 9

3S 9 99 99 9

8AP 9 99 99 9

J F 16 9 99 99 9

Quantity Sheepskins ex "Esmeraldas"(contracts) 
only

WED
Clients* Invoices

Bertrand & Felton goods per "Orissa11

H.& G.Gobb 9 99 9

Henry Waldron 

Stickney Brothers 

Darwin Telephone A/c 

Henry Waldron 

Bertrand & Felton 

Dr.Foley
J.& R.Tennent* s letter of the 13th March.
Aiming & Cobb's market reports
Press copies Brokers* reports & contracts.

9 99 9

9 99 9

9 9

"Oropesa"9 9

9 99 9

9 99 9,
i

I

I

London„14^h_ldarch.rl Q03
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Enclosures via LiverpoolP
" V:i.C“ C ,fT X V/CJ ^P';. 5 *

(•» • [1. '"V-J. ?T ■-5y-1 •*> t'S v *<riupli cates * tf
( H 4 i»' t <• f ? f

Desptach No ,1048 date$;i12t»lj February. 

Ledger & Journal Entries 

Remarks on Accounts

*'>o±c va? •rj.tn-i ML
(1 \v J bi ~tA

. 5 /«
Remarks on Scores c <M. i» Li -
Replies to Remarks on Scores

O i.-

General Invoice goods per “Orissg,” 

List/ of General Cargo per “Orissa” 

List; of Clients* Cargo per “Orissa” 

List of Dutiable goods per “Orissa” 

List of Parcels

• -r '? >,'«*• .f « ^

UrJ ,rf-v: rf,+j j nofucJ
B/L General Cargo per "Orissa"

Second of Exchange for £ 36 . 8 . 11

Clients' A/sales & contracts:-
>^\ 20 casks Tallow ex "Esmeraldas"

J F 31 9 99 9

W E D 22 Salted Hides ex “Orita” 

McG 30. Salted Hides "Esmeraldas”

8 9 9 9 9

“Orissa”S 61 9 9

H & B 43 tales Sheepskins “Esmeraldas”
“Orita”6 9 9

9 9 99 9

“Esmeraldas”2 9 9

“Orita”3 •* 9I
“Esmeraldas*1-L 16 9 9

1F 9 99 9

McG 13 9 99 9

MV 4 9 99 9

B B 6 9 99 9

W E D 26 9 99 9

K E D 16' 9 9 9 9

I

__
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1c c*c * «viiT a.t.v . ■»' r* t ox.:.
2 casks Tallow ex "Oronsa"

11 Esraeraldas M )

>
)

contracts20 casks 9 9
)
)13 9 99 99 9

"■ • r -v c * *• . -v
~ 11 Oronsa" , . ( i tO* - ,'TClients* Invoices goods per

l i .-i.- rcT £ • -v r ri17/10A,B.eid
o’>cA. £.C ?3 . 16 . 6Vere Packe

•-? i-.cv" : • :rv i2 19 9Mrs Beid
6 ‘'i >* i:c i** >

St,ictoey Bros. 5 14

Chartyr-Part,y ship "Hans "
-ij- <•" ■ ■o.U vf.T J •

n t • ' »* * I f — ‘ |

it t . -•r*£ •'

~:lc (V1 * ,'t ii.-v >c,

' M • I

I! r .; .*V"f C; - :

~r,«,v. f
-MLondon llth inarch ,1908
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Enclosures via Liverpool

Originals

Copy of Cablegram sent/
Copy of Cablegram received 

Particulars of Company* s Wool for 1907

Copy of letter from Braun & Blanchard of 25th. February ,1907
re consignment/ of Hides ex "Titania"

Copy of letter from T,Sharp of 25th & copies of Smith's of 
25th & 28th January & our reply of 27th February.

Clients* A/sales

casks Tallow ex "Esmeraldas"

9 9 9 9 9 9

"Oronsa"9 9 9 9

H & B 5 "Esmeraldas"9 9 9 9contracts
only J B '54 9 9 9 9 9 9

Corrected General Invoice goods per "Orissa" 

B/L Coals &c,per "Hans"
Suppliers Invoices Coals &c#
General Invoice Coal &c.per "liana

Letter from Bischoff & Co.of 11th March with enclosuresx
re Bonner Estate,

10th March with enclosure re9 9 9 9

Insurance ,

X under separate cover.

London 11th March,1908

i
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(!>Ijr jJ'itlldiUtii Jtalambi (tinny any.
— o( INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.>---- SEtmitefc.

Registered 1902. (' SS ' /?

67, <-27/taceo/uMc/^
Per Oravia.

'/ /
:^u?ru7^n <£. c„____Sbn.Avrii.f:..VP 1044. ^766 8.

Sir,

I have ho acknowledge the receipt; of despatches as follows

no. 333 on the 10th,334 on t/he 16th,335 and 336 on the 23rd ult. ,

also of lehters of the 25th and 26th ofand 337 on the 6th inst • >

February.

2. I see that no. 333 has already been acknowledged. 335-2. The 

breaks are a great nuisance for the time being; but has not the 

Lighthouse line been left alone by the birds for some years now, 

and is it not likely that the same will be the case with the new 

one? Telegraphs are run all over Scotland,protected only with 

discs on the wires,and it is understood that in a comparatively 

short time the instinct of the birds keeps them off the line. Per

haps the worst time has been just after the young birds were 

fledged,and it is to be hoped so,for the cost of replacing the 

wire throughout with the heavier gauge vd.ll be a heavy addition to 

the expense.

3. Par.3. I will see our Solicitors about drafting a lease 

of Bleaker Island.

4. Par. 5. You should not pay more to the master of the "Gwen-

dolin" than to any other of our skippers. Because the owners of

the ,,Margaret,, chose to pay absurdly high wages to their Captain
our

is no reason for kteix following suit. If the man has a certifi

cate it might warrant your giving him 10/.of 20/.more per month 

than the usual pay; but as you say the profits made by the schoon

ers are low,and do not warrant high wages. Your report of Ennenga 

shows an improvement in his ways which we must hope will last.

5. Par. 6. The explanation afforded by the correspondence with

W. A. Harding,Esq.,

Manager,

Stanley.



tihe Governor about; bhe sealing licenses is somewhat; vague,and I 

have nob had an opportunity yeb of gebbing an explanation from 

Mr,G.A.Cobh, lb is satisfactory bo hear bhab bhe mabber can be 

sebbled wibhoub difficulby or friction; bub we musb nob submib bo 

any licenses being granted under which a sbranger would have bhe 

right bo land on any of our freeholds in search of seals,and 

er or laber,I am inclined bo say,we musb come bo a decision 

bhe ferae naturae quesbion. My belief is bhab in bhe open season 

we have bhe right bo kill any seal found on our land above high 

water-mark: I say bhe open season,because I bhink bhab bhe Ordin

ance esbablishing a close bime would apply bo land of any kind.

6. Par. 7. What you say aboub bhe engine of bhe "'Malvina’' be

ing used only when absolubely necessary is excellent reading,as 

ib shows bhab bobh you and bhe Capbain are alive bo bhe necessiby 

of running ib economically,and you have answered in anbicipabion 

some remarks made on bhis subject lasb mail. I book a copy of 

Baseley* s lebber bo Gardners,and senb ib bo Norris & I-Ienby,a copy 

of whose reply will be founifc enclosed, I menbioned whab Mr,Blake 

bold me aboub bhe long bime ib bakes bo geb bhe engine going,and 

you will see whab bhey say aboub bhis,and bhe sbeps bhey recommend 

bo be baken bo overcome bhe faulb.

soon-

on

7. Par. 8. Your explanation of bhe disbressed seamen affair

is quite clear; vie have nob heard anything yeb from bhe Board of 

Trade,and if bhey have bo climb down probably bhey will do ib in

silence.

8. Par, 10. There is nob much more bo be said aboub bhe "Due 

d'Aumale", Tb was remarked lasb mail bhab bhe facb bhab your hands 

were bied bhrough bhe want of an Engineer was unforbunabe. The 

"Samson" has been oub aboub eighb years,and bhis is bhe firsb 

bime bhab bhe wanb of more powerful pumps has been suggesbed. As 

a mabber of facb,I suppose bhab bhere is libble doubb bhab her 

own salvage pumps,which earned bhe salvage on bhe "Leon Bureau", 

would have done bhe brick on bhis occasion boo,bub naburally in a 

longer bime. In bhe Sbraibs of Magellan wrecks are so frequent 

bhab ib answers bo keep elaborabe ap/pliances for dealing wibh bhem, 

bub bhis does nob apply bo us unfortunately. Wibh regard bo bhe
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Due d"Aumale,one is almost/ inclined to suspect that there has teen

no leak at all that has not "been under the control of someone,and

^ that the safe arrival of the vessel in Stanley must have "been a

profound disajfcintment. Most people know that when a Frenchman
to

gets into difficulties his sole idea is get rid of the vessel, 

either "by condemnation or otherwise.

9, Par. 17, I have not seen Mr,Barringer,or would have asked 

him about a Richardson's Indicator. Is it suggested that it would 

he of any practical use to us? From what you say it would appear 

to indicate the horse-power,hut would the knowledge he of value 

to us - would it add to her power,for instance? Bear in mind 

that during his first half-year every new Engineer is continually 

asking for something to play with,useful or the reverse: I have 

had experience of this in the Islands,and you too,I dare say.

10, 336-3, Even allowing for the late arrival of stores hy 

"Galicia" the increase in the stock is rather appalling; you will, 

of course,see that orders are not sent which are likely to ±aise 

the amount locked up in dead stock.

11. Par, 6. The increase in insurance seems large,hut it must 

not he forgotten that.the "Hornet" and "Fair Rosamond" were of 

little value,and were correspondingly insured,while the cost of

The result of the working 

is so poor,that we shall have before long to consider whether we

those lately sent out must he covered.

can continue to run at the present rates.

12, 337-2. Vie shall probably recover the value of the boat 

lost out of the "Malvina"'s davits,hut it is not the less annoy

ing,and you ought to insist on boats being got in-hoard,as I 

wrote not so very long ago in reference to a similar mishap with 

the "Lafonia" . It takes a little longer to get them in and out, 

hut when on deck they are safe,which they certainly are not in the

davits,

13, Ear. 3. I shall take an opportunity of speaking or writing 

about the small profit shown on keeping Dean & Anson's account,

14, Par. 5. There has been ho time to confer with Mr,Blake

as to Morrison's financial standing - in Patagonia. From a cursory 

glance at Me,Kay's account I should say that it does not afford
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evidence that, he made Bluff Cove pay; for,although all produce 

sold appears to his credit,there sire no payments sufficiently 

r large to represent £100 for rent,and the 'Stores purchased during^ 

the year are insignificant in amount. It is true that Bender’s 

account,thanks to the unusually high price of wool in the last 

two years,has teen reduced,hut wool has come down with a run,andy 

the probability is that unless great care is taken this account 

will go up again* With regard to A.E.Felton’s account,the reason 

for drawing attention to it was given at the time; the value of

his produce had fallen very short of what he ow©d us. 1906 opened
in

with a debit of £276,12. 7,and 1907 this had increased to £536.10,6. 

but, through good prices the dehit fell to £28.14.1 at the end of 

last year,as you say,

lh. Wool has fallen in a disastrous way,and we are just now 

hack to the prices of five years ago. The reduction in the value 

of the Company's wool this year,if prices remain the same,is like

ly to exceed £20,000. With this knowledge,you will need no warn

ing not to make over advances.

16. As the South American Missionary account came in before 

the end of March,they gave us a cheque for the amount,subject to 

any error that may he pointed out by Mr.Whaibs. If,therefore,you 

have drawn we shall cancel the hill. You understand that, in future, 

you are to draw as Dean Brandon did,when the account has been 

certified by Mr.Whaits. Details of Store accounts are,T believe, 

required,but the bare summary of amounts sent this time is of no 

use whatever,in fact it is only repeating what is already in the

account.

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

'

Managing Director.
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Enclosures via Liverpoolr

Duplicates

Despatch No.1043

Ledger & Journal Entries 

Remarks on Accounts 

General Invoice goods per "Oropesa" 

List of Dutiable Goods per "Oropesa"

List of Parcels

List of Clients* Cargo per "Oropesa" 

General Invoice Coal <fcc. per ’'Hans'* 

B/L General Cargo per "Oropesa" 

Remarks on Stores 

Replies to Remarks on Stores 

List of Enclosures

Clients* Reports & Contracts
10 bales Sheepskins ex "Oronsa"

16J F 9 99 99 9

8AP 9 99 99 9

8S 9 99 99 9

F B 4 9 99 99 9

ZZ :12 9 99 99 9

Quantity Sheepskins ex "Esmeraldas" 

54 casks Tallow ex "Esmeraldas"

A/sales S 5 casks Tallow ex "Oronsa"

Clients’ Invoices goods per "Oropesa"

WED

J B

6' 5 7Bertrand& Felton
12 1 3H.Waldron
16' 14H.& G.Cobb
33 1 10Stickney Brothers 

Darwin Telephone 2 4 4

London 3th April,1903



cur wi 1r
r• . • v •Enclosures via Liverpool
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T
C ■"Originals

!
!

Copy of Cablegram sent

Copy of Phoenix Assurance Co*s policy No#2327 

Wool reports

</

■J

4I

Copy of letter from R.#C#Watson

A/sales",report s & contracts: -

171 bales Wool ex "Huanchaco"

V
Clients

J B

1S I 9 99 9

60 9 99 9

10 9 99 9

26 9 99 9

41 9 99 9

140 9 99 9

108v H & B 9 99 9

Quantity Sheepskins ex "Esmeraldas"WED

WED✓ f 99 9

■bales Sheepskins ex "Oronsa"f
8APV'

12 9 99 9

, Ky> 9 99 9

J B S3A/sales only 9 99 9

J F 16 9 99 9!■'

3S 9 99 9

z\I

4F B 9 9V 9 9

casks Tallow "Bsmeraldas"J B ‘54✓

II & B. 9 99 9V

<a3> 1 cask Sealskins 9 9Report/ only V
! Wool & Skins ex ,,0ronsa,,& 

"Huanchaco*1
Norris & Henty of 25th March with
illustrations &c. w .

Edwards dated 61st March# 
re casings#

✓ Copy of letter from H.Clarkson & Co. toted BtlWVpri! re ■

copies A/sales <fcc#Co{ s\ ^ Brokers1 

✓ Copy of letter from

Copy of letter from Moser/

;

;

* u
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Letters for tte following:-
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A.L.Allan
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Enclosures per Supplementary Mail

Originals

Ledger ft Journal Entries

Remarks on Accounts

Remarks on Stores

Replies to Remarks on Stores

List/ of General Cargo per "Oravia"

/

General Invoice goods per "Qravia"

Report on Baillon ft Stickney’s Wool ex "Huanchaco" 

Austin’s incoice goods per "Oravia"

Nautilus Co’s.invoice goods per "Oravia 

Sight Draft on J.Kirwan for 18 .

A/sale A N 1 cask Sealskins ex"Esmeraldas"

Copy of Cablegram received,

Pairticulars of Cargo per "Huanchaco"

B/L general Cargo per "Oravia"

Clients’ Invoices goods per "Oravia"

1 . 16 . 3 

21 . 13 • 9

1

17 . 9 for collection 
B/L attached.

v

V

Bertrand ft Felhola

V- W,Fell’s Estate

Letters for the following:- /

A.L.Allan ft W.A.Harding*

11th April,1908London
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64
/kr Oriana.

.VP 1045. 466 a.„j6th-~Ma.yr■£.C____

Sir,

I have to acknowledge the receipt/ of your despat/Ch no#338, 
which arrived on t/he 21st ult, together with your letter of the
24th of March,

2. Par.2. I have had a conversation with Messrs,Dalgety &
Co,* s Insurance Marager,and his opinion seems to he that when an
accident occurs we should make compensation in conformity with

the endorsements on the policy,and this would give Stanley men
one-half of their average weekly wages,not exceeding £1. In the

case of Campmen,whose wages usually run on,we should put in the
claim in the name of an injured man,and this would come to us. 

sent forward
Any case should he substantiated hy a medical certificate. The 

first one would he a test case,hut I think that it would he paid. 

As regards marine risks,if we did not insure the others,it is 

doubtful if we could get them taken except at an enormous premium,
3. Par, 3. YIe will have the forms for telephone messages 

printed,hut I must again point out that using the line as a tele
graph one is contrary to the usage here,and everywhere else,I be

lieve,the universal custom being to charge for each conversation 

hy time.
4. Par. 5. If the extension of details of freights on produce 

cause3 so much extra labour, It had better he dropped,
5. Par. 8. It is good news that the "Malvina" is being so well 

pushed,and if you can get the new master to temper his zeal with 

discretion,he will prove to he a valuable man. I regret to say 

that there is no claim to he recovered for the boat,as it amounts 

to less than 3^6. I hop* that you are insisting on boats being car-

W. A.Harding,Esq.,,
t;

Manager,

Stanley.
i



ried in board for the future.

6, Par* 9, I felt* sure -that when Baseley settled down he would 

prove bo be a man above bhe average* Mr,Cumming from personal 

knowledge spoke most# highly both of his abiliby and conscienti
ousness.

V. Par* 10., We have gob bhrough somebhing like half of bhe 

Governor's berm of office wibhoub having had bo appeal bo bhe Co
lonial Office againsb any proceeding of his,and our relabions up 

bo bhe presenb have been harmonious beyond precedent; ib seems 

bherefore a piby bo have bo ihvoke bhe aid of Downing Sbreeb ag
ainsb him,and ib may yeb be avoided if he can be gob bo listen bo 

reason* Bub our case aboub sealing on our lands is so clear,bhab 

we shall be unable bo help ourselves if he maintains his presenb 

position. I have laid bhe matter before our Solicitors,Messrs* 

Bischoff & Co. ,and their opinion has only reached us this week.

Ib is contained in a letter dated bhe 2nd insb.,and ib would be 

advisable bo let bhe Governor see this,as ib is a convincing ex
position of bhe law of bhe case. He seems bo haye an idea that 

because sealing rights are nob included in bhe Lafonia Grant we 

and our tenants are debarred from bhe privilege of getting free 

licenses; bhe very reverse of this is bhe case,for free licenses 

are given bo those lessees of bhe Crown in whose leases sealing 

rights are nob reserved by bhe Government,and consequently free
holders, whose Grants are silent on bhe subject,are,if anything, 

still more entitled bo bhe same. Messrs.Bischoff's second or cov
ering letter of bhe same date is for your own information and 

guidance,and is nob intended for bhe Governor's eye. They raise 

bhe curious point that bhe Ordinance requires every person who 

kills seals bo have a license,and suggest that strictly.servants 

or agents employed by a licensee would require them also. This, 

however,is a subtlety nob likely bo have occurred bo the Govern
ment mind,and bhe point arises probably bhrough imperfect drafting 

of bhe Ordinance. I have replied that in practice bhe issue of a 

license bo an individual carries with ib bhe right of using as 

much help as may be needful; sealing is nob a single-handed job, 

and we know that Mrs.Hansen among others possesses one for bhe



Jason Islands,and does not/ take out; a separate license for each

The idea of our venerableof her half dozen or ’more sealers.

friend climbing over the rocks,with a rifle in one hand and a 

club in the other,intent/ on the destruction of seals,is one that 

cannot be thought of without emotion. As to the rdles issued by 

the Governor in Council,they say that these might materially af
fect our Common Law rights,and as we have no copy of them you 

should send them by return mail: they add that it should be seen 

that they do not oppressively affect our interests. The reference 

to a sealing license granted to an individual to kill seals along 

the south coast,including numerous islands of ours,suggests that 

it is still in existence; but they have misunderstood me; this 

license was for last year only and has expired, Mr.G.Cobb tells 

me that It included Lively and Speedwell Islands,and that the 

holder had actually asked you to land him on the former,but that 

he was unable to make use of it as you very properly declined. If 

you can get this license,or a copy,it may be useful to us; I be
lieve that Gledall was the holder.

The question of payment or non-payment for a license is a 
that of the right

small one compared with itocte apparently assumed by the Governor
A

to allow strangers to land on islands and other places belonging
to or occupied by others without the leave of the latter; if this
were maintained it is impossible to say what injury might not be

not
done to stock,or what robberies might^bake place,and you will see 

that you are advised at once to protest to the Governor against 

the granting of such licenses,should he persist in that course, 
Messrs.Bischoff have sent you a copy of the Privy Council judgment 
in 1864 in the cattle killing case,in which our contention on the 

subject of ferae naturae was upheld, I may add,though it it per
haps unnecessary,that although the seals on our land belong to us 

we must observe the close time,just as the occupier of a moor in 

Scotland cannot shoot grouse before the 12th of August. I am sor
ry that Messrs,^ischoff*s letter arrived too late to send the 

cable you suggested; but it will not matter much,as if the license 

has been paid for the money will have to be returned,or any other 

license affecting our rights cancelled.f



3. Par.11. The Board have considered your remarks about the 

increase of work in your office,and the present insufficiency of 

the staff to cope with it. The first three months in the year are 

naturally the busiest,and you may find yourself less pushed as 

time goes on. It is not desired that you should always be working 

at the highest possible pressure,and the Board are already consid 

ering what will be the best steps to take to relieve you.
9. Your letter of the 30th March containing the "Kenuta"1s 

Bills of Lading arrived on the 4th inst.from Montevideo,and the 

ship was at Las Palmas a few days ago. There was a reference to
accident to the "Owendolin",likely to delay her a fortnight, 

which is bad news. Some other letter or despatch must be on the 

way,as no report of this has reached us. The Bills of Lading were 

sent in an irregular manner,as all three copies of the one for 

254 hides and sundries arrived,and those for outsiders were not 

the usual copies,but were signed,
10. Prospects in the wool market are worse than ever,and we 

have decided in common with a number of Australian merchants not 
to offer more than half our consignment at the approaching sales.
A further drop of 15</> is expected,and we are now within measur

able distance of the prices of 1901.
11. I thought lately that a suitable time had arrived for 

remonstrating with the P.S.N.Co.on the subject of the concession 

made to Dean & Co.on the passages for labourers for Port Stephens, 
which you reported had been granted at less than the special terms 

conceded to us,and on the strength of it I asked them to give us 

15<jb rebate all round. To my surprise they have replied that the 

rate you mentioned had been given to no one in 1906,but that they 

issued a large number of tickets at £12.10/.to one firm who were 

sending men both to the Islands and Patagonia by the same steamer. 
It now rests with you to substantiate your statement,which,in 

view of the positive manner in which you made it,I have no doubt 

you can do.
12. I regret to say that the draft on account of the "Bel- 

ford" has been returned unpaid. The Managers asked us to renew it, 

which was clearly out of the question,as we could not get the

,.r>

an
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Master*s signature,and any other substituted for it would at once 

deprive us of our maritime lien on the ship. The matter is in the 

hands of Messrs, Ince Colt & Ince,and we have insured our interest 

in the ship to cover the risk. The General Average statement has 

not yet been completed,and when the Underwriters 

pect to get our money.

13. The account current with Mrs.Bonner*s Estate to 31st 
December has not arrived,although press copies have been received 

here,and the want of it has caused some inconvenience. It should 

have been sent to Mr*George Bonner through us,and I am inclined 

to think that you must have despatched it to him direct,and that 

it has been lost in the post*

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

,T-

pay up we ex-

Managing Director.

i
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Enclosures per Supplementary Mail'

(Jpiginals

Ledger & Journal Entries 

Remarks on Accounts
Remarks on Stores
Replies to Remarks on Stores
General Invoice goods per "Oriana"
List of General Cargo per "Oriana11 
^ttorter's invoice goods shipped "Oriana”
Sight Draft; on J.Kirwan £57 . 13 . 3 B/L attached 

Particulars of Ordinanace on hand 

3/L general Cargo per "Oriana"
Copy of' Cablegram received 9th instant 

Credits for the following 

Vere Pavke

.

-

<

1 12 . 10,
3Tsld.Admn. 14 2
92 59 99 9

Clients* reports & contracts:— !

34 hales Sheepskins ex "Huanchaco"H <fc B
.5 9 99 99 9

as I 9 99 99 9

2F B 9 99 99 9J B 6 9 9 9 9 9 9

6S i )9 99 9

5S & S 9 99 99 9

4R B C 9 99 99 9

5H 9 99 99 9

10.H W f9 99 99 9

35L 9 99 99 9

5B 9 99 99 9
2T R

Brokers* press
9 9

copies’of above’& Co*s,Skins per "Huanchaco 

W. A. Harding, A.L. Allan, A.Reid.Letters for :-
(2)

;
London 9th May, 190S
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Total cost of Billiard. Table Sr, 

Invoices for the following:- 

Bertrand Sr, Felton 

Dr.Born

Sundries per Oravia A &r;' ,n&

35 . 17 . 7
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Enclosures via Liverpool

ii, .1■ j

; n
Duplicates

n t" tV -I

Despatch * No.1044 dated 8th April 
r . ... ^ ,

Ledger &’Journal Entries 

Remarks on Accounts
,i

Remarks on Stores

Replies to Remarks on Stores 

Particulars of Cargp( per "Huanchaco" 

General Invoice goods per "Oravia" 

List of General Cargo per "Oravia"
ed

Second of Exchange for £ 18 . IV . 9 on J.Kirwan B/L attach

List of Parcels

List of Clients* Cargo per "Qravia" 

List of Dutiable Goods per "Oravia"

List of Enclosures

Clients* A/sales,reports & contracts
«

1 casks Sealskins ex "Esmeraldas"

41 hales Wool ex "Huanchaco"L

25 9 99 9

F B 10. 9 99 9

S 140.

J B 1V1

<H> 60

S'l 1
^ 12 hales Sheepskins ex :"0ronsa"

J B 52

WED Quantity Sheepskins ex "Esmeraldas"

"Orita"

AP 3 hales Sheepskins ex "Oronsa"

9 99 9

9 99 9

9 99 9

9 99 9

9 99 9

WEE 9 9

10 hales 9 99 9

4 9 99 99 9



*
2

s t

»J P 16 bales Sheepskins ex "Oronsa"
S 3 ■r :

9 9 9 9

J B 54 casks Tallow ex "Esmeraldas"
H B 6

9 > 9 ?

Clients' Invoices goods per "Oravia"

Bertrand ft Felton 1 . 16 . 3. -% •t
• ■

W.Pell's Est/abe 21 # 13 . 9
. !

B/L General Cargo per f,OraviaM
-N ;

I

;

1 CLondon 7bh Ma-fe,1908 i
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Enclosures yip, Liverpool

Originals

Copy of Cablegram received 

Copy of Cablegram sent/

Particulars of homeward freight/ per "Huanchaco"

Corrected General Invoice goods per "Orayia11

Copy of lebber bo bhe S.A.M.Society dabed 27bh April,re account/

Copy of let/ter from Fabsey & Lapbhorn,Lbd,dated 28bh April re
Cobbon Canvas.

Copies of lebbers t,o P, S. N. Co. dated lsb & 4bh and bheir reply
of 2nd May, re fares out/*

Copy of lebber ho Bischoff & Co.wit/h enclosures on "the subject/
of sealing licenses.

Credit/ nobes for t/he following

Bertrand Sr Felbon 13 52

Gerirge Bonner Sr, Co, ,Ld 3 78

Packe Brobhers Sr, Co, 2 7 6

15 13 9Mrs Hansen

Island Admsbn, 42 2 11

Lebbers for bhe following:-

A.L.Allan (2) 

W.C.Girling

London 6bh May,1908

.
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Per Ortega., w ///y,ron <£.c...V.° 1046'. £p?0 8.3rd June, .

Sir,

I have to acknowledge the receipt of your despatches 339 and 

340.,which arrived on the 11th and 16th ult.respectively,also of 

your letter of the 21st April per 11 Ortega”.

2. 339-3. The accident to the "Gwendolin" is now explained; 
it is a pity that you did not send a duplicate of the "Kenuta" 

despatch to Montevideo. W& expect to make our claim good,hut it 

is uncertain as yet,and may hinge on the question whether there 

was cargo on hoard or not,a statement as to which should always 

he sent in case of a claim for damage.

3. 340-2. The "Malvina"* s magneto will he repaired and re
turned.

4. lar,4. You are quite right about freight,and in future 

will have to charge Dean & Anson at a higher rate.
5. Par. 6, The owners of the Due d* Aumale have accepted the.

draft for disbursements,and have also sent us a small cheque,to 

which reference is made in Remarks on Accounts.
6. Par,8. No more need he said about freight on sealskins, 

unless the P.S.N,Co,raise the question.

7. Par, 9. I shall try to get a mason or bricklayer from Scot-* 

land at the end of the summer.
8. Par. 10. We have been discussing the Store building,and I 

hope that we may get our ideas in shape before long. Any informa
tion you car. give about levels will be valuable,

9. Same par. The Directors think that you have probably acted 

wisely in giving Gorton notice to leave; but would have liked 

something more explicit than a colourless statement that "he has

W. A. Harding, Es q • 9

Manager,

Stanley.



"not; for some time past given the Company the full advantage of 

"his abilities", If you did not^iike to set out your reasons in 

full in the despatch,you might have mentioned them privately. As 

regards the passag^iome,he is,of course,entitled to what his agree- 

ment provides; hut the Board are much against enlarging the scope
of the passage arrangements that we are obliged to undertake. Prac
tically what we do,in consideration of the isolated position of 

the Islands,is to return those of our employees to England who are, 

from the nature of their service,unable to get other work of the 

same kind. Thus we do not pay the passages home of shepherds or 

labourers,but of ficials,engineers,schoolmasters,and the like we 

send home. But although we do this for a man and his family,the 

privilege does not extend to his sisters and his cousins and his 

aunts. In Gorton's case you tell us that he has been guilty of 

some unnamed misconduct justifying dismissal,and ask us to reward 

him for it by making him a present of £45. The Directors do not 

see their way to adopting your suggestion, 

to look out for a suitable successor.

i

We shall have shortly

10. Par.11. What you say about removing rubbish is reason
able; the idea of removing it was suggested by Mr.Blake,I think, 

as the best means of insuring proper sanitation; but you might, 
perhaps,be able to insist through Capt.ffihomas on back premises be
ing kept in order,with an intimation that if neglected it will be 

done at the expense of the occupiers themselves.

11. Par.16. Perhaps it will be just as well for you to have 

a copy of the Admiralty Lease in view of the Governor's auction

about the keys,and I am having one made,though it will not give 

you much information. The only buildings referred to are connected 

with the rifle range,the use of which they reserve to themselves. 
As the Governor has sent you the keys,I would suggest that you 

should intimate to him that you will,if he wishes,put them in your 

safe,but that the Company cannot accpet any responsibility for the
4.'

maintenance of the buildings,or for any damage that may happen to 

them,and you might add that we do not intend to use them in any

way,or even to enter them.

12. Par.21. The Directors have fully considered your remarks

on the office work,and have alreay intimated that steps will be
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■baleen to relieve the pressure. We hope ho hear that this step 

will not he pressing for some little time,for the work in the 

_ winter cannot he as arduous as during the time you are making up 

the annual accounts. There are three in the off ice,and your posi

tion must surely he better than it has heen on several occasions 

when one of the staff has heen at home for the summer. With an 

even distribution of work it ought to he possible to carry on un

til X the strain of the accounts comes on again. We shall he glad 

to hear what you have to say as to this,for the Directors would 

he the last people to wish the office to he overworked,

13.Par,22. It is absurd of the Governor to say that no local 

enterprise exists; we have often said that if we could see our 

way we would take up the question of a steamer; hut it always 

comes hack to the same point,that you cannot meet a certain ex

penditure of £5000, with a revenue of £4000,and the Sandy Point 

people know this as well as we do. They are pretty hard hit them

selves with the fall in wool,and are unlikely to go in for a los

ing business for the sake of glory. Get the farmers to consent to
i

a payable rate of freight,and the thing will he more than half 

done. But we know that Waldrons are pledged to sailing vessels,

and that Anson will not look at the P.S.N.Co. If these and the

Deans wibuld come in at the rates you suggested some time ago,a 

steamer might he within reach; hut they will not do it. Even if 

the Governor makes a contract with an outside owner,we command

You will,of

course,keep your eyes and your ears open,and see that no paying 

contract is offered without our having a chance of tendering for

But I cannot see that less than £1500 to £2000 a, year as sub

sidy would he worth taking up,unles freights were revised also,

for we must look for a gross revenue of not less than £6000 a
ryear,before the matter can he seriously considered, 

clear us; hut we want a profit as well,and something to compen

sate us for the loss in laying up or disposing of the schooners.

2& 13. Par, 25. The Directors have considered Captain Thomas's 

request for consideration in the matter of his holiday,and they

enough wool to make ittoo hot for him to keep up.

it.

£5000 might
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have decided that/,while t/hey cannot/ depart from t/heir decision on 

the question of passages,they will stretch a point in his favour 

"by allowing him half pay during his absence,which should certain
ly not exceed six months. You have not mentioned how long you pro-

we
nose to let him he away,hut assume that that would he the maximum.A
Mr .Blake reported very favourably on the energy shown by Thomas 

in the discharge of his duties,and for that reason the Board have 

decided to make this concession. It is true that he has not re
ceived extra pay for overtime,hut that,we under stand, was part of 

his agreement,and on the other hand he has profited to a; large 

extent by his share of the two salvages,and we hope that he may 

have other opportunities of the same kind,

14. Par, 26. Your cable showing that the wool for us per 

"Lima" is some 500 bales short of the quantity you mention prob
ably means that you have a fair quantity for outsiders,or it may 

be that the steamer had not sufficient room. At the present time
!

we are not in a hurry for wool,and if there ha,s been a shortage 

it will not be of much consequence.

15. Par.27. The experiment with rats is very interesting,and
we are sending out a supply of Rabin,all of no.2 quality,as the

and
other will not keep nearly as long,xx is not recommended for ex
port, This,if successful,may be of the greatest use in protecting 

sheepskins,and we hope that you will try it thoroughly.
16. Par.28. We have seen Messrs, Steves about the '’Simla" ,and 

the Masher will draw on them as usual. They are sending out a new 

Ma.ster for the ship. With regard to the "Samson",I put all Base- 

ley* s reports into the hands of Messrs, Jacobs & Barringer,and en
close copy of their remarks in reply. You can communicate as much 

of What they say as you think advisable,but you will see that it 

is not entirely pleasant reading^as it suggests a want of know
ledge on several points. Perhaps you can talk it over with some 

Engineer on one of the steamers,and if you have anything to say 

in reply I will see Mr.Barringer again. You know that the firm 

are consulting Engineers to some large lines of steamers in Lon

don, and whatever they say may be depended upon,

17. As mentioned last month,we held back some 900 bales of
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the "Kenuta"’s shipment,including our own,and that of clients
unable to consult. The latter were not entirely of 

mind,and with the varying opinions expressed by experts as to 

the future course of the market,we did not venture to reserve any 

of which the shippers Eire at present in the Islands. Should there 

he a further drop in July,such a course would produce great dis
satisfaction, and it was better,therefore,in the hhsence of in

structions ,to follow the market as usual,and sell if there was 

good competition. The sales opened with a severe drop,but this 

partially recovered before ours cane up,and at the close the 

fall seems to be estimated at about 5<f>. At the lower values there 

was suited competition,and it is quite possible that we may 

tetter prices in July, The valuations of our wool put it about fd. 

per lb,below March,
18. In anticipation of the General Meeting on the 22nd inst,

I may tell you that it has been decided to recommend a dividend 

of 3Q$ for the year,and the placing of a further sum of £10,000. 

to the Special Reserve Fund,
The "Bedford”*s bill still remains unpaid,and we may have 

to wait until we can put our hands on the ship,
I am,Sir,

yours faithfully,

whom we were
one

i

was

see

19.

Managing Director,
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Enclosures per Supplement/ary Mail

Originals

.Ledger & Journal Entries 

Remarks on Shores 

Replies ho Remarks on Stores 

Remarks on Accounts 

General Invoice goods per "Ortega" 

Langdon*s invoice goods supplied 

Mclvor5 s 9 99 9

Clients*A/sale
4 Salted Hides ex "Kenuta"W P

W 25 9 99 9

J B L 31 9 99 9

F B 62 9 99 9

HB 58
List of General Cargo per "Ortega”

B/L General Cargo per "Ortega"

Sight Draft for £54 .
Clients1 Invoices for goods per "Ortega” 

Vere Packe,Bertrand & Felton 

Holmested & Blake,Ld. ,W.Fell 

Stanley A.R.Co* ,Ltd.H.& G.Cobb 

Darwin Telephone Account 

Handbook on Boiler Enamel for Engineer

9 99 9

7 . 2 for collection B/h attached

London 6th June,1908

... rrwn-----—r ------- ------T» *■■■ — —V —'
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Enclosures via Liverpool

" Duplicates

Despatch No. 1045 dated. 6th May.

Ledger & Journal Entries

Remarks on Accounts

Remarks on Stores

Replies to Remarks on Stores 

List of General Cargo per "Oriana"

'

List of Enclosures

List of Dutiable Goods per "Oriana" 

List of Clients* Cargo per "Oriana"

List of Parcels

General Invoice goods per r,0riana" 

Clients* Reports & contracts: -

T R 2 tales Sheepskins ex "Huanchaco"
A
FoB 2 9 99 99 9

I

I
9 99 99 9I
9 99 99 9

S 6 9 99 99 9i
S .% S 5 9 99 99 9

I
■ R B C 4' 9 99 99 9

5 9 99 99 9I

r J B 6 9 99 99 9

I-I W 10- 9 99 99 9

9 B 9 99 99 9 *
L 55 9 99 99 9

15 . 5 B/L attachedSecond of Exchange £ 57r

Invoices for the following:-
:• 4.2.Dr Born
> ‘ ,

•; Bertrand & Felton 55 17 7
i

B/L general cargo per "Oriana"!!
. t

i",

London 4th June,1908
y
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Enclosures via Liverpool

Originals

Wool Reports

Copies of Cablegrams sent 

Copy of Cablegram received
|

I
& Co,of 20th & 23rd.Copies of letter from Montgomery Jones

May re flour..
to the Admiralty dated 22nd May re coalCopy of letter 

Copy of letter 

Clients’ A/sales

r
to Jacobs & Barringer dated 18th and their 

reply of 19th May.re Samson

"Iiuanchacd"S & S .8 bales Sheepskins ex
(

<H> 5 y y

6S y yy ?
i

L 35 y yy y

H W 10. y yy y%•

R 3 C 4 1

y y
t

T R 2 y yy y

<3>..6 Vc j rV.

y yy y

*9 5 y yy y

H & B. 34 y yy y

r• > -Si t

6J B y yy y

F B 2 y yy y

8S I y y, y y

! 9 4 bales Wool 

7 cashs Tallow ex "Kenuta"

y y

i L

4J B y yy y

I
MV 1 

R B C 2 

H & B '58 Salted Hides

F B 62 

J B L 31

y yy y

y yy y

V
y y

y yy y

per Supplementary 
Maily yy y

>
4W P! y yy y

'
25W y yy y

/

a«_- ____________________ - • ■ - .
,

—
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5 casks Casings ex "Huanchaco & Oronsa" 

61 hales Wool ex "Kenuta"

9 9 9 9
x

135 9 9 9 9

S 120 9 9 9 9

AP 222 9 9 9 9

F 97 9 9 9 9

J B L 9 9 9 9 9

M V 13 9 9 9 9

L , 160 9 9 9 9

P H 77 9 9 9 9

F B 79 9 9 9 9

S & S 130i
9 9 9 9

H & B 162 9 9 9 9
7

Brokers* copies A/sales Company*s Sheepskins ex "Huanchaco" &
Wool Reports ex "Kenmta"

Credit note Claim recovered on Typewriter ex "Ortega"

Wilson*s Account for Dr.Foley

Envelope sent to us with Mr.Cohh*s remark on hack

Letters for the following:-

A.L. Allan,W. A. Harding, A. Reid.

London 3rd June,1908

•>

r r
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ClUu'i'al liliu^ jMiwfrsi (llmitjutmi.
^5V, Z^acvcA/w o/s dfaee/^

INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER I8SI.,j---------
<v-

Registered 1902.

Per Orlta.
CP /

6:______lst__July_,.V? . AW%.1047.

Sir,

I have "to acknowledge the receipt of your despatch no*341, 

and of letters of 11th and 19th May,all of which came per "Orita" , 

hut the despatch was delivered on the 13th ult. ,the others arriv

ing on the 15th.

2, 341-4. Messrs. Norris & Henty have considered Baseley* s 

remarks and sketches,and have written fully on the subject,a copy 

of their letter being enclosed herewith.

3. Par. 5. In the matter of a Richardson* s Indicator,we really 

must be guided by the opinion of our Consulting Engineer. Person

ally I know nothing about it; but,while we have Baseley on the 

one hand saying that it is indispensable,Mr.Barringer on the other 

tells us that it is not,and gives some advice as to obtaining the 

Information that the Indicator is supposed to afford. We must re

member that Ba.seley is to Barringer as a very junior Doctor to the 

President of the Royal College of Surgeons,and accept the fact 

that our Engineer is not infallible,and may ask for things that

are unnecessary.

4. Par.6. It Is satisfactory to hear that precautions are 

being taken against the loss of boats in heavy weather.

5. Par.8. It has always been the practice to deal most ten

derly with the Missionaries,and to do things for them that are not 

prompted by strict commercial considerations. We do not ask for 

their wool as security for their account,which is always met promp

tly as soon as the vouchers are in order. I believe,in fact,that 

to sue them for a debt would be an advertisement that would be

right into their hands,for the rush of sympathisers with subscrip

tions would be so enormous,that they would get the money many

W.A, Harding,Esq.., 

Manager,

Stanley.
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times over,

6. Par. 9. The charter of the "Hans" seems out of the quest

ion,as 650- casks would not he much more than half a cargo,

7. Par, 10,. I am glad that you have "been ahle to complete the 

freight account on wool,as it is very interesting. You know the 

whole history of the freight question as well as I do,I think,and 

you will remember that when we had to come down from our through 

rate of 40/,& 5°/o all round to 35/,&5$,for the purpose of meeting 

the competition of people in London who offered to carry wool from 

any port in the Islands at the latter rate,we had to approach the 

Kosmos Co.for a reduction,which eventually,after some hard bar

gaining,resulted in a compromise,the steamship Company agreeing 

to come down 5/,on wool from distant ports,while we reduced 5/, 

ouselves on that from the near ones. The result Is as shown; we 

pay (as farmers) 27/6 to the P.S.N.Co,,while the distant clients 

contribute only 23/8,but we give our schooners 7/,against 10/6 

paid by the farmers. Our ports are much nearer than those of the 

majority of our clients,and the voyages occupy less time; the net 

result Is that we carry wool from all ports at 35/,& 5$ through

to London,and by doing that we broke down the competition that 

was becoming alarming,and drove the outsiders out of the field.

In considering this question,it all depends on whether you look 

upon yourself as a sheepfarmer or a shipowner; If the latter,it 

is not altogether pleasing; but the thing has to be looked upon as 

a whole; by regaining the shipment of the greater part of the 

wool In our own hands,we occupy a position with the P,S*N,Co,that 

is certainly of value to us,and were we to let the handling of 

their produce out of our own hands,it is more than possible that 

their business would slip way from us altogether,that is, the busi

ness of the clients. If you can suggest any better way of dealing 

with this question,the Directors will be glad to consider it. Per

sonally,! think that if we can avoid loss on our schooners,it is 

about all we can look for. If the farmers,in consideration of a 

better coasting service,would agree to pay a steamer §d. coasting 

freight per lb. weight/probably the P.S.N.Co. would agree to recon

sider the question of putting on a steamer,and this would be pre-

- ■
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ferable to running one of our own; tut with the wide range of 

cost,to which you allude,the result of so much unequal pressing, 

it is,as you say,almost impossible to devise a scheme of charges 

by Traith weight; and yet that system of freights is in use between 

Punta Arenas and London, and it might only mean that some half 

dozen of the smaller farmers would have to supply themselves with 

better presses for the protection of their own pockets. Of course 

the present is an extremely bad time to suggest any increase in 

the cost of shipping wool,

8, Par,11, The table classifying stations according to the 

facilities given for shipping is useful; I shall have an opportu

nity of speaking to Mr,Buckworth in a few days,

9, Par. 12, I think that,as you will hold the policy on Mr, 

Bonner* s property,and that the payment of a claim would come 

through your hands,it may not be necessary to have a formal as

signment at present; but are not all policies already assigned 

under the mortgage deed?

10. Par, 13, As a successor to Blyth I think we have got a 

man in whom are concentrated all the virtues that it is possible 

to focus in a single Blacksmith, His name is Mc.Nicoll; he is 34 

years of age,a total abstainer,trained in the country,and a good 

horse-shoer. About 12 years ago he went to Dundee ,v/here he has 

been employed in various Engineering and Shipbuilding Establish

ments, The foreman Blacksmith of the Caledon Shipbuilding and En

gineering Co.gives him a splendid character as a tradesman and a 

man,and the Secretary of the Blacksmiths* Association cannot say 

too much for him. He has had experience in tempering tools,and all 

his references confirm the fact of his being a total abstainer,

I have engaged him on the same terms as Bly$>h,but I forget whether 

the higher wages cover all or any portion of the extra pay that 

used to be given on shipwork; on this point you will have to come 

to an under standing, for if we give him high pay aL 1 the year 

round,we ought to retain a portion of this. He will leave by the

boat at the end of this month.

11. Par. 14, The "Lima" has arrived,and has discharged her

cargo.

\
XT'
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12, Par. 16, Although the mail has "been in for some little time I 

have had no communication from Mrs.Dean about her account,and must 

write to her. It seems singular that she should have imagined that 

she gave us a cheque for £473.12.,5,there seems something so def

inite about it,and yet you say that it never reached you,and it 

has certainly never passed through this office. Possibly she drew 

it and forgot to send it.

13. You cabled that Mr,Bertrand was on board the f,Orita,f and 

we informed his friends ,but he came by the "Lima”,which left some 

days before the message could have been sent. I cannot attempt to 

explain this puzzle.
e

14. Mr, Mo ore, formerly chief butcher in the "SJLembria called

if there was any

chance of getting a regular supply of wethers in the Islands,and

if so,what quantity, I told him that it was extremely unlikely

that a sufficient supply could be provided annually to make it

worth their while; they would freeze on board,as formerly,but 
send
xhx smaller and lighter steamers. With all the farmers it

would necessitate a re-arrangement of the breeding system,and the 

enquiries that would have to be made would involve a vast amount 

of work,that would probably be thrown away. Unless they can make 

a definite proposal to take so many sheep at so much a pound,I do 

not think that we need go into it,

15. Lloyd* s Register have written about a survey now due on 

the "Samson" ,but have agreed to refer the matter to you,as I told 

them that we could not possibly do it without sending to Monte

video, and that rather than do that we would put up with the loss 

of class. Our Insurance Broker tells me that he does not think it 

would make any appreciable difference in the premium,and we should 

simply have to keep the vessel up in the best possibly manner,both 

as re^fgards h&ll and machinery,for our own protection.

16. Enquiries are being made with a view to the engagement 

of a capable Storekeeper,and Until his arrival it will be better 

to defer considering the question of the new building. We are 

likely in the course of a week or two to get applications from 

men who have been in some of the principal Stores in London, such

■tni,

/

lately to ask,on behalf of the Swift Beef Co • 9

draught
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as the Army & Navy ani John Barker* ^and we hope that if we get a 

capable man the Store will he set on a new footing altogether. 

Although the goods that arrived at the end of last year exceeded 

those similarly delivered the year* before by over £6500,the fig

ures are sufficiently alarming to ca.ll for enquiry. The value of 

goods shipped out in 1907 was £34,156,or £7,000 more than the 

previous highest,£27,095 in 1890,,the year after we had bought the 

Deans* business. The lowest since that time was in 1899,when the 

total was only £16,084. An unsatisfactory feature is that al

though the shipments have increased so enormously,the sales and 

deliveries for the year were practically stationary,while the pro

fits were less. In some of the items the increase is remarkable; 

for instance there are Boots and Shoes to the amount of nearly 

£1600. against £676 in 1903,Groceries over £5600,and the "Millinery” 

goods exceed £2300, These figures attracted the attention of the 

Auditors,and Mr.Sawyer asked me to enquire of you how the Stock 

was taken and by whom,whether due allowance was made in cases of 

depreciation,and whether useless and obsolete goods were got rid 

of. This enquiry may be extended to the Indents,and it should be 

stated whether they were made out by the Storekeeper unchecked, or

£

whether there has been any supervision. They used to be scrutin-
I used to

ized and cut down in London at one time,too much so xjgxwHg forms 
think,

for we were often out of necessaries; but of late it has

been assumed that those on the spot must know best what was want

ed, and the orders have been executed as they have come forward* 

But when we see the shipments of one year amounting to £34,00.0,or 

£14,000 more than those of the previous one,the feeling naturally 

arises that they must have been compiled somewhat recklessly* 

However it may be,it is clear* that in the most favourable circum

stances the* interest on a stock of over £30,000-. is an item to be 

reckoned with Yfhere the profits are so comparatively small,and if 

the amount of the Stock, which is the basis of that prof it, is in 

any way inflated,through incorrect stocktaking or the overvalua

tion of damaged goods,the position becomes worse* It is not sug

gested that such irregularities have taken place,and you will, un

derstand that this is an enquiry only as to facts; but as we know
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that the Storekeeper bafe not for some time past given the Company 

the full advantage oT his abilities,we want,somewhat naturally,to

learn from you. in what way his duties have been neglected,and make 

suggestions on this,that,and the other point,with a vie# to im
provement in the future . The question has been raised whether,in 

the face of competition by numerous small people,we really make

!

anything at all out of the Drapery Store; we send out a lot of 

things,no doubt,and there may be a good many sales when the things 

; but what about the residue? Such things we hear rapidly 

deteriorate,and the great London shops have their periodical 

sales to clear them,and no doubt do very well. You also had a rum

mage sale,and cleared £98,but this can hardly represent the amount 

of stuff that ought to be got rid of,and the question again arises, 

is all the remainder,saleable or unsaleable,taken into stock at 

cost price? It is quite possible that the man we select may have 

a wife who has been in a she-shop,and can take on that department; 

but if in the end it cannot be proved to be a paying concern,! 

think that the Directors would give up that class of business al

together.

with reference to all goods; the fall in wool is reducing the cash 

that comes into our hands by many thousands of pounds,and it is 

desirable so to curtail the indents as not to ask us for more than 

you actually want. This would be right at el 1 times,but the desir

ability of it comes home just now.

are new

There is another point to be considered at this time

17. There seems at last to be some hope that the fall in wool 

has come to an end,and that prices may be higher at this month's 

sales. At the Sheepskin sales last week there was an all round

rise,reckoned at from 5 to 15$; our skins were held over,but buy

ers in the room were enquiring for them,and we hope to get im

proved prices at the end of the month. The Americans are buying 

again,which is a hopeful sign. But whatever the rise,if any,may 

be,we have to look forward to a bad result for the year.

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

‘Ji

Managing Director.
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Enclosures via Liverpool * -

i :lI i : •-) • i

Duplicates c

t .

Despatch No.1046 dated 3rd June.
V. -■ .i ;

iLedger & Journal Entries
■

s
Remarks on Account

Remarks on Stores

Replies to Remarks on Stores
i

List of Clients* Cargo per MOrtega" 

List of General Cargo per "Ortega" 

List of Parcels
r(

List of Dutiable Goods per "Ortega" 

General Invoice goods per "Ortega"

List of Enclosures

Clients* A/sales,reports & contracts

97 tales Wool ex "Kenuta"
. <> !( :r>;. V.

9 9 9 9

9 9 9 9
C

J B L 9 9 9 9 i

(
M V 9 9 9 9

AP 222 9 99 9
r->

L 160 9 9 9 9

)C

J B 135 9 9 9 9

2 casks Tallow ex "Kenuta"R B C

J B 4 9 9 9 9

L 7 9 99 9

M V 1 9 99 9

4 Salted Hides ex "Kenuta"W P

J B L 31 9 99 9

62F B 9 99 9

25 9 99 9

4 tales Wool "Huanchaco"

5 casks Casings ex "Huancjjaco" & "Oronsa"



!
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Clients* Reports only:- ->

P.H. 77 "bales Wool ex "KenutaM

F B 79 J9 9 9 9

S & S 130 9 9 9 9
r\ r ' .i %•".

Clients* A/ sales only:-
t-< .i

L 35 bales Sheepskins ex "Huanchaco"
>

J B 6 9 9 9 9 9 9A ■

F B 2 9 9 9 9 9 9

s 6 9 9 9 9 9 91 f
i

5H 9 9 9 9 9 9
, t 'I

H W 10, 9 9 9 9 9 9
r r

BBC 4 9 9 9 9 9 9I

9 9 9 9 9 9.1 •«
5S & S 9 9 9 9 9 9

9 5 9 9 9 9 9 9
f

■ i
T B 2 9 9 9 9 9 9.1 T 1 rJ

Clients* Invoices goods per "Ortega"
"'C

Bertrand & Felton 2 . 13 .

Vere Packe 46 . 14 .
i

Ii. & G. Cobb 1 11 8

Darwin Telephone A/C 1 3

W.Fell 2 11

Shan ley A.B.Co.Ltd. 28 11

Holmesbed & Blake,Ld. 13 18 2
\

Sighb Draft on J.Kirwan for 54 . 7 . 2 for collection 

B/L General Cargo per "Ortega"

c ■

I

>i ti t; r • • j.
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Enclosures via Liverpool

Originals

Arming’ s Market, Report,.

Copy of Cablegram sent,

Copy of Cablegram received

Copy of letter from Norris & Henby dated 17th June 

Statistics of Company’s Produce &c.from 1877 to 1907

Copy of letter from Twining & Co.dated 25th June re Coffee

Copy of 56th Annual Report.

Copy of letter from R..C. Watson dated 25th June.

Copy of letter from Fleming & Haxbon dated 24th June.

Copy of letter from R. Davies ,Ltd, dated 16th June, re sacks

Sewing Machine Needles from Foster Porter & Co.,Ltd.

Copy of letter from Lloyd’s dated 17th June re "Samson"
survey.

Letters for the following:-

W.A.Harding <fc AL.Allan,

Copy of letter from P. J. Mantle dated 50th June.re telephone.

London 1st July,1908
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Enclosures per Supplementary Mall

Originals

Ledger & Journal Entries

Remarks on Accounts

Remarks on Stores

Repli es to Remarks on Stores

List of General Cargo per "Orita-1 

General Invoice goods per "Orita 

Sight Draft on J. Kirwan for £21 . 

B/L general Cargo per "Orita" 

Clients* Invoices goods per "Orita"

1. 0 for collection

Fell Brothers

BailIon & Stickney 

Stickney Brothers

Bertrand & Felton

Henry Waldron

Mrs Hansen
Clients Reports

118 hales Wool ex "Lima”D H

D S 62 9 9 9

64T R 9 9

M & G 55 9 9<s> 52 9 9

W Fell 58 9 9

W P 55 9 9<£> IQ 9 9
■

s 41 9 9

59S 1 9 9

65H & B 9 9

Bokers* press copy Co* s Report on Wool ex "Drita11 & Lima 

_______ London 4th July,1908
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-------------------------------INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.' '

REGISTERED 1902.

Per Oronsa. 

JV° 1048. Of /s~oru.u;?u& a.... _/^8.- 29th - July , - .

Sir,

I have ho acknowledge the receipt/ of your despatch no*342 of 

the 15th ult. ,and of your letter of the 17th Id.

2. Par. 5. It will he Interesting to hear what Mr.Hennah says 

about the passages of the men for Port Stephens,and to learn If 

they were the party of labourers to which the P.S.N. Co. referred in 

their explanation.

3. Par. 7. I do not think that the anchors of the "Great Brit

ain" had been down for over 20, years,for they were certainly rais

ed at least once between December,1886,and the early part of 1891, 

when I left Stanley,and I think my memory is clear as to the fact 

that/ on that occasion some of the lengths were shifted. Captain 

Thomas sadd last week that of course they had been down too long, 

and that all the moorings ought to be more frequently examined.

He has certainly carried out the work with credit to himself.

4. Par. 10.. The documents relating to G.Bonner & Co.have been 

sent to our Solicitors for safe keeping.

5. Par. 11. The Board have considered the case of Blssett,and 

have come to a very definite conclusion on the subject. If the man 

had become disabled through any accident in our service,we should 

naturally have admitted our liability at once; blit since the ill

ness has arisen in no way in the course of his employment,the Dir

ectors ,while regretting very much that such a serious misfortune 

should have overtaken him,feel that if we admitted any responsibi

lity we should create a precedent that might be most injurious,es

pecially having regard to the many liabilities to which we are 

subjected according to law. Mr.Blake says that the Governor must

;

W. A. Harding, Esq.• >

Manager,

Stanley.



have mistaken what; he said in conversation,for he would not have 

pledged the Company on such a subject,and all he could have said 

would have "been that he would recommend it for the Board* s consid

eration. His opinion was,hut this you need not pass on,that the 

Governor having established the Home ms anxious for a patient to 

show the need of it,and rather jumped at Bis sett in consequence. 

Now the view of the Board is,firstly,that we must not acknowledge 

liability,and,secondly,although if the Home had been an institu

tion supported by voluntary contributions the Company would have 

been among the first to sub scribe, that being a Government one,paid 

for out of Colonial Revenue,it would be manifestly unsuitable and 

out of place that we,being already taxpayers,shoulf offer to sup

plement that Revenue by a private subscription. It may be thought

c

■ \ d6 : some who t'ake a superficial view of the case that the Company

are taking a hard line; but we are not a charitable institution, 

and on this point we must take a stand. The Board are,however,wil

ling, while denying liability,to go the length of paying for a 

homeward passage for Bissett,and if he can by any possibility be 

sent home this will probably be the best solution of the question. 

I hope that I have expressed the position the Board are taking up 

sufficiently clearly.

6. Par. 12. Messrs.G.M. Steves & Co.have accepted the draft on 

account of the "Simla".

7. Par.13. I am obliged for the Ordinances,which will be use

ful. I suppose that there is no chance of all those now in force 

being published in book form,as was done in the early seventies.

8. Par. 15. I enclose copy of a letter I have written to the

Colonial Office on sealing,to which up to the time of writing no 

reply has been received. I am afraid that you have shown the cov
ering letter from Messrs.Bischoff & Co which,as I said in May, 

was intended for your own informat ion, for you mention that Mr.
• 9

Grant takes the view that the license was not intended to be a

personal one,and this,if you gave the Government a lead,might 

cause them to raise the technical point,Which otherwise might not 

have occurred to them. I understand that Mr, G,A.Cobb may wish to 

take some seals this season,but his main object is to prevent



trespass on any of the Islands.

9. Par.16. The analysis of Store sales Is Interesting,and 

will he more so when It is carried hack, I thought that the per

centage of Stanley sales would have been smaller.

IQ. Par.17. I had intended to make enquiries about the French

Consulate as also with regard to the German one. For many years

after the Franco-Prussian war no individual could hold both,and I

believe that the objection would be held on both sides. Whether

the feeling has subsided or not,I do not knowj I am sorry I have 
the subject

overlooked ±fc,but I will give it my attention.

11. The casings you mention in your- letter have been sent to 

Messrs.Moser & Edwards,but we have no report yet.

12. Mc.Nicoll the Blacksmith goes by this boat. I cannot find 

out whether we gave Blyth a return passage or not,and as the for

mer has not asked for it it has been omitted. We have engaged a 

Stonemason named Deprato who has unusually favourable credentials; 

he has a knowledge of bricklaying,and a smattering of carpentering 

and slatelaying,in addition to which he is a life long abstainer. 

He is a Scotchman,son of an Italian who settled in Scotland before 

our man was born. He will go by next month’s boat.

13. At the wool sales now in progress we are getting rather 

better prices,as you will see by the catalogue. Sheepskins 

practically certain to go better at the next sales in our Brokers’ 

opinion. At the same time the falling off from last year’s results 

is lamentab1e,

IS. Captain Thomas arrived by the "Oronsa",and has been here 

to refport himself. He seems to take much interest in his work,and 

looks like a man capable of making himself useful. The Board’s de

cision with regard to his passage has been communicated to him, 

and he appears to be satisfied. His wife is going to San Francis

co,but he proposes to return to Stanley before very long.

15.A new grate has been bought for Mr.Girling’s house,and it 

will go next mail at the same time as the mason. Wallpapers have 

been selected by Mrs.Girling,and these have already been sent to 

Liverpool,

i

are
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16♦ 342-2, SInde beginning this despatch,I have heen into "the 

question of the claims you have put forward under our Accident 

policy. It has heen pointed out that there is no evidence in the 

papers forwarded that the accidents occurred during the course 

of the men* s occupation,hut the Phoenix have passed the claim on 

the assumption that this point is in order. In making future 

claims,care should he taken to make the cause of the accident 

clear. Under our policy we have no claim far medical charges,and

compensation is limited to one half the amount of the weekly wag-
excluding

es,hut not exceeding £1 per week,and e 

wages and maintenance in the case of sailors exceeds £2 per week, 

the claims are passed for the full £1 per week. We have heen asked

the first week. AsA i «•;.

'
why wages have not heen paid in the cases of two of the men,hut 

have to pass the question on to you. Forms for future claims are 

enclosed herewith. You will,of course,not forget to send us the 

correct and complete return of wages paid up to the 31st December,
;

and you will have to hear in mind that In the case of sailors wag

es and maintenance must he included. How you will calculate this I 

do not know,but you will have to put it on the basis of the cost 

of food,say 9d,or l/.per head per day. You will observe that our 

policy in no way indemnifies us against all expenses,the main ob

ject of insuring at all being to cover ourselves against the cost 

of fatal accidents. One more matter I have to mention; the charges 

made by the Doctor are considered excessive,and we should like to 

know if they are on the scale allowed by the Government,whether

they are such as would he exacted if the men had to pay them them-
they

selves,or whether were -written up because it was expected that 

they would he borne by the Company or by the PhoenIS?

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

Managing Director.

7



Enclosure® vis Lisbon
*N \ -r

r

Originals
ml !

i
Ledger & Journal' Entries 

Remarks on "Accounts 

Remarks on Stores-: .

Replies to Remarks on Stores 

List of-Cargo per "Oronsa”

General Invoice goods.per "Oronsa"

B/L general cargo per."Oronsa" -»

Defries' invoice goods, shipped per "Oronsa"

!
I

r

Copy of letter from Jacobs & Barringer dated 31st July
and Blue Print,

i Wool reports 

Colonial- Annual Reports (2.)

Clients'- 'Invoices gqo.ds per "Oronsa"
,£ 12 . 12 . 3

Baillon & Stickney B 92 • 9 . 9 

Holmested & Blake,Ltd, £1.4.6

;

!
■' David Smith

i

£ 105 . 1 .Vere Pa,eke 

Pitaluga Brothers 

Sight Draft on J.Kirwan for £ 40_ . 

Clients* A/sales

- !•

£ 47 . - . 8

18 > 10 for collection 
B/L attached

1 hale .Wool ex "Kenuta" f

"Lima"*

iAP

11H c. <..

38W,Fell

"Kenuta
"Lima"

rei«.‘ ; r)

Pi & S 130
i

64T R
!

40S 9 1

•62 ,B 9 9

*’ST

33W P 9 1
i

!
35McG 9 9

i

59S I 9 1

62D S 9 1

"Kenuta"79F B

i i



I J

C "Kenuta" 

"Lima"

' f
76 bales Wool exP H

1P H 9 9

118 9 9D H 9 9

"Kenuba"162H & B 9 9

"Lima"r- •-9 247 9 9

"Lima”65 iH & B 9 9

«*•' 2
Reports & Contracts. —

2 hales Sheepskins ex "Kenuba"
Clients’

H G C
. ?.»II A - ' 9 93 9 9F

J 91 ( ’it

P H 9 9

ll 'V‘ f 9 93 9 9L
"Lima":II

4H & B 9 9

) • 9 9C? 3 9 9
report only )(r' .9 91 cask 

6 halles'

9 9H G C
A 9.9 1 . !

9 9 itD H
7* tV-:“."'.i oii

9 9D S
J 9 ;11 9 9McG

<<■' :
h ; r 9 94 9 9W.Fell

9 94 9 9C- 1
—. f

2
\ 9 9

9 9H* i.
-1.

"Kernita"
1 9 9B ‘

c•> 2■ . m r 9 9 '' Ii

A 9 9 “2 9 9 !S & S
"Lima"in

2 5 9W P
for the abovepress copies 

W. A.-■ Harding •
Brokers-9 

Letter for

■

i;.

j(I ( **! :
- iii

1st, August,, 1908London

--I—• rl

Tc *

l!ll
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Enclosures via Liverpool

Duplicates
■:

;

Despatch No.1047 dated 1st July 

Ledger & Journal Entires !

Remarks on Accounts

Remarks on Stores
:Replies to Remarks on Stores 

General Invoices goods per "Orita" 

List of General Cargo per "Orita"

List of Dutiable Goods per "Orita" I*
List of Parcels

List of Clients* Cargo per "Orita*1

List of Enclosures
'Second of Exchange for £ 21 . 1/- -

Clients Reports iM
S 41 hales Wool ex "Lima"

.H 10 :9 9 9 •>

iW P S3 9 99 9

D S 62 9 99 9

W Fell 38 !
9 99 9

S I -59 i
9 99 9

i52B 9 99 9

jD H 118 9 99 9

i
M & G 35

Clients* Invoices goods per "Orita"
9 99 9

;

12 . 1 . 3Mrs Hansen 
Bertrand & Felton 85 . 12 . 11 
Stickney Bros.
Fell Bros.

6 . - . 7 
11 . 10 . 2 

BailIon & Stickney 11.13, 8 
H.Waldron 53) . 17 . 11

B/L General Cargo per "Orita"

London 29th July,1908
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I11 <1• •( •' i - -Enclosures via/ Liverpool r ' i

: f (* >) ’A f. :i

Hu t ‘ ,!

Originals,,
( ;) -

Copy of Cablegram sent/
•i■

■

Copy of letter bo the Colonial Office dated 16th July.

Wool Reports.

First of Exchange for £ 16 . 1 . 1 on J.Aldridge. 

Clients* A/sales' &c\ - ■>

39 Salted Hides ex "Lima"AP

9 12 3 3 3 3

1 bag Hair ex "Kenuta"F
:w 1 3 3 3 3

J B L 1 3 3 3 3

IJames McNicoll*s agreement.

Copy of letter from Fleming & Haxton dated 11th July, 

Copy of letter dated 26th June from T.C.Williams Co.
1

!

■Clients* contracts ■

!

9 !247 bales Wibol ex "Lima"
i

& "Kenuta"II & B 227 3 33 3 I

77P H 3 33 3

»79F B 3 33 3

118D H 3 33 3 :

62D S 3 33 3

59S T 3 33 3

11s 41 9 35 3

64T R 3 33 3

35McC 3 33 3

WvP 33 3 33 3

130-S & S 3 39 3

38W.Fell 3 39 3<s> 11 9 33 3
t

AP 1 9 33 3

1
---- - - ^ -=vwa
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%\

Particulars of freights homeward per "Kenuta” & "Orita" 

Particulars of claim recovered from Phoenix 

Brokers" Copies Company" s A/sales Wool per"Kenuta" "Orita" &

■,,Lima,,

Co.

Letters for :— W.A.Harding & A.L.Allan (2)
r

i

«

London 29th July,1908
i

r ■ ■ t A

!

;

>•

■
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REGISTERED 1902.

6‘ ?, Z^Mceo/s/ytc/. f^/v.ee/s.L

Per Orcoma.
jw:8rN? Co-n.dsr/'UE. a____ 26th.. August,1049.

iSir,

I have to acknowledge the receipt of your despatch no.343, 

which arrived on the 10th inst. ,together with your letter of* the 1}
i14th ult.
hI2, Par. 4. Your explanation of Mr. Gorton* s dismissal is noted;

it is evident that a change was necessary.

3. Par. 9. I have only returned today from a holiday,and have 

not seen Captain Thomas since he came up shortly after his arrival

in Liverpool.

4. Par.11. I quite agree with you that Baseley is an intel

ligent man,and Mr.Cumming has a high opinion of him. The report on 

the Samson was sent to Mr.Barringer for his opinion,and he was 

asked to make any observations that might occur to him,but no sug

gestion wa.s conveyed to him that he was expected to find any fault.

5. Par. 13. I have not had an opportunity of conferring with 

Mr.Blake about the reservoir proposed to be constructed; is this 

work commenced? You do not sa,y why,having specially asked for 

tanks of a certain capacity,you were tempted to sell them at a 

profit as soon as they arrived.

6. Par. 16. I forget the date when we ceased to execute orders 

for clients; but it must have been since 1898,and this would ac

count for the higher percentage in 190.6 and 1907, Probably through 

the resumption forced upon us of purchasing on commission,the per

centage of these sales will again decrease. You do not say under 

which head the sales to ships are entered,and this is rather an 

important omission.

7. The P.S.N.Co.are sending the "Bogota" to Stanley with the

■ !

W. A. Harding, Esq. • 5

Manager,

Stanley.

V.
/.1



■

Government, launch,and asked us what we could do In the way of car
go* They had previously sounded 

not much to offer It fell through for the time.
us on the subject,hut as we had

However,some pres
sure seems to have been brought to hear on them, and the last inti
mation was that a cargo boat would go in any case. I thought that
this would be too good an opportunity to be let3t,and offered to

send a good quantity of rough goods,in consideration 

have repeated the favourable rates
of which they

we got by the "Galicia" last 

• I hoped that the mail would have brought a sailing ship inyear

dent,but there was nothing of the kind except the large 

der,and I have made up with 30,000 bricks,5,000 fire
wood or-

bricks,Hay,
Paraffin,both for burning and for the "Malvina",Salt,Cement,Lime, 

and miscellaneous goods taken from your indents,all of which no

doubt will be wanted before long,especially the building 

in view of the sailing of the Mason by this boat, 

leaves on the 3rd prox.

materials,
The steamer

8, I enclose a copy of the C.0.reply to my letter about the 

sealing question,from which you will see that we have anticipated 

This is better than being too late,but it is a pity 

that his despatch,which X concluded had been sent,has been delay
ed.

I
the Governor.

9. This is an unusually short despatch,but yours contained 

little that required answering,and the arrangements for the "Bo

gota" exhaust the information that it is 

this side.
necessary to convey from

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

Managing Director.

!
L Ir:;"srr



Enclosures per MOrcoraaM via Liverpool

Originals

Aiming & Cobb's monthly report

Copies of Cablegrams sent

C6py of Cablegram received

Thomas R.Daprato's agreements testimonals

Particulars of homeward freight per"Lima"

Clients' A/saleszs
D H 6 bales Sheepskins ex "Lima11

"Kenuba"S & S 2 9 9

"Lima"2 9 9

MC Or 11 9 9 9 9

W,Fell 4 9 9 9 9

9 9 9 9 9

D S 9 9 9 9G I

9 9 9 9

"Kenubp."* i

9 9 9 9
1

"Lima"w P 9 9

H & B 4 9 99 9

G 4 9 99 9

"Kenuba"P H 11 9 9

M V 2 9 99 9

3F 9 99 9

copie^Co's A/sales Skins ex 

North Eastern Pailway Co's report for W.A.Harding

Copy of letter received from the Colonial Office dated
6th August,re sealing question.

"Orita" & "KenutsjJ1Brokers' press

Letters for 1 -

A.L.Allan & W.C.Girling,

I
/
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Enc lo sur.es- via. Liyerpoo,]., (

• *'•»• *- tr t

Duplicates r '.7* #*r (•

-v:»
<• t

Despatch Np.lQ£8 dated29th Julyv
**ji*'■ i* - * •

Ledger & Journal Ept*i?2,e^tu ,,

Remarks on Accounts..^.

Remarks on Stores
- r e <*

Replies to Remarks on Stores
f "

List of1 General Cargo per f,Oronsa^
- !• ’ *

List of Clients' Cargo per "Oronsa1*
r p C «* '

List of Dutiable Goods per "Oronda1’
J i, » i** * * ^̂ '(• 41

List of Parcels

:jvt* f O' ' .*1 ^ t > 1 ‘ *

'• i J

(Trj

-V c

T

(

* <*
List of Enclosures i i i 1

Second of Exchange on J. Aldridge for £16 .1.1
f c

B/L general Cargo per "Oronsa"
ft

General InVjipi.ee mods per "Oronsa'V*
vJ‘ U Tv t f *

Second of Ejsrchan

Clients' A/sales.reports & contracts:- <
■ __________, f p_______________________ •’ **

1 bales Hair ex "KenutaV

1

i

7on J.Kirwan for £40•.18 . 10 B/L
attached

J.B.L.
c p

F 1 9 J9 9 .1
p p

w 1

12( Salted .Hides ex j’'Lima'^}> 1 .

9,9, •> 1,-t, * • , 9 9 i l„ [

1 bales Jfopl4 ex "Keputfa"

i *9 J 9 9

0 i

McB 39

AP

76P H 9 9

i

79 . id *F B • C>..

•fjj"LiT^nD H 118 9 9

? I-I 1 9 9 9 9

D S 62 a. 9. a->—

"Kenuta”S & S 130 9 9

<£> "Lima"11 9 9

W. Fell 38 9 99 9

64T R 9 9 9 9

t ■J



q>b

40 TDal-Ws< tW6oii’ex •-•ox '• *

•52 9 9 9 9

,W P 33 9 9 9 9

Me G 35
5 5

(7 j f'V' ( slfiirr247 ?

Clients reports k contx^aiiiisl-

' .)

J ■ u‘1f:0T •' -H, >-J!

r i t2 "bales Sheepskins’ ex %ima,r
' V rilP a7f‘i>•»-•• »•W P 2 9 5 9 9

-?-i*T. ..T;* i tC •.' v* •• u1‘ ’’ *jX .i.(. rD S 3 9 9 9 9

# -?ii<vs( 11
U 9 9

J McG 11;

1 'cas& ,,

3 "bales Sheepskins

*1 -jXs 'i ■ ' O ■< :■ *i 0 i•. -»(D H
9 9

**7CU:J J O H-n d^li> »' <
9 9 9 9

<2>" Kt. r .t-f |,'
(report only)

o daL

• -fl
9 9

9 {aj. iTI
9 9

a-j-i aoj'Mi.' o J-7.! IW Fell 4 9 9 9 9

.It .iA. 'f( u‘0’)5*-:■ G '"4

<B> 1

AiO ~r \i
9 9 9 9

" -7110* f( ** *W (V *'• 0 1 Mill-* i*V*
9 9 9 9

-7iiO*K 11 *?-K &enm4^vuT 1
-.ii «-f0 -V|H ho

9 9

:d-»o< ->*' , >1 -1 \A 'aitn'i' j • /

* • -Ji 1 ':* ^»rL 9 9

•fi; .. V • Js( &- g 2 ' ilO’V'j( .1 t ,0u
9 9

P H : •• 1 

M v”

• 1■>

9 9 9 9

> if
v j .12 - • v • •

9 9 9 9

.1 i? p
9 9 9 9

Vi.1r P
9 9 9 9

Clients*’ Invoices -goods per f,OrbnsaM
(- ‘Baillon & Stickney 

Pitaruga Brothers 

Vere-Packe 

Holmested & Blake,Ltd. 

Davis "Smith

c A' iJ.!

rr? (
t p

i

t -i•;.
t.1

^1

11
( ?!j• p

it, r: j 1 J

VI
l. > >

*
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iEnclosures per Supplementary Mall via Liston.

!Originals
:

Ledger & Journal Entries 

Remarks on Accounts 

Remarks on Stores 

Replies to Remarks on Stores •«

Supplementary Remarks on Stores 

List of General Cargo per "Orcoma”

General Invoice goods per "Orcoma"

B/L cargo per "Orcoma"

Corrected list of Maadsc Dutiable Goods per "Qrcoma"

Corrected list of Clients' Cargo per "Orcoma"

B/L Goods shipped by G.Bonner & specification of Bungalow

Sight Draft on J.Kirwan for £ 71 . 5 . 6 for collection
B/L attached.

Bain & Read's invoices goods shipped per "Orcoma‘H 

Letters for the following

>

A,L.Allan & W.A.Harding.

Clients' Invoices goods shipped per "Orcoma"

Bertrand & Felton,A.Pitaluga & Benner's Estate. 

Reynolds corrected invoice goods per "Orcoma"

London 29th August,1908

!
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CLlu' JttlkUtnd JI0Imtfr# Clmupanij, *JChiritiM'v.
INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851. / - —

REGISTERED 1902.

C/y y y C/2
67, A^t^cccAae eA,- ~./Au‘eA'~

Per Ortega.

OT/y/er// ,£ £-------23rd- September —:A£?A7 8,N° 10.50 7

Sir,

I have to acknowledge the receipt of your despatch no.344 and | 

of your letter of the 11th or August,hoth or which arrived on the 

7th inst.

2. 344-2. The Directors have carerully considered your re

marks on the mail service,and have decided that in the event or a 

proposal being made to work it by cargo boats they would not ofT^'r 

any opposition. In some ways it might be an improvement; the hand

ling or cargo might be more tenderly done,and the calling at Fox. 

Bay,ir it rormed part or the scheme,would,as you say,silence the 

outcry ror a coasting steamer. There are two details that would 

have to be dealt with IP the service is to be made a perrect one, 

the question or punctuality ror one,ror it is important at both 

ends to know when the mails are likely to arrive and leave,and the 

passenger accommodation. The P. S. N. Co. woiild have to rit their boats 

specially ror this,ror it cannot be denied that there is a class 

or third class passenger who would be even more unrib ror the se

cond than the second would be ror the rirst. Even in the "Foam"

and the "Black Hawk11 there were two classes,and I do not see how 

this diPPiculty is to be got over \mless proper provision is made. 

As the call at Fox Bay would be in the outer harbour only I assume 

that no-attempt would be made to deliver or receive cargo there, 

but ir they cared to call at Port Steiohens ror wool it would do us 

no harm,and might be the means or inducing Dean & Co. to put their 

business in our hands again,

3. Par. 6. You are right about the cable re Bertrand; we read 

"Bertrand Oritaywithout noticing the rinal word.

W. A. Harding, Esq.• 5

Manager,

Stanley.
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4. Par. V. As far as we can see no scheme for freezing in the 

Islands could he carried out with success,hut people here are con

stantly calling with suggestions.

5. Par.9.Du© note has "been taken of your remarks on the Store 

questioqand as it is a matter the details of which must necessar

ily he so much better known to you than to the London office*th©

regulation of the business must he left in your hands. 

Generally speaking,it should he your aim to keep the stofcTj as low 

as possible,to see that prices at Stocktaking are not inflated,so 

that the figures show the actual value in hand,to get rid o± Un

saleable and useless stock at any price,and to order only such 

goods a,s may be reasonably be expected to meet with a ready sale. 

As a new Storekeeper is going out,who will we hope prove to he as 

good a man as we have ever had,if not a better,he may take out new 

ideas with him,and give the Store a fresh start. As to the Drapery 

department,you and he should closely watch this,and if it is a 

fact that it has been killed by the Parcels Post,it might he ad

visable in the course of time to drop it altogether*

6. Par. 10,. In the case of the labourer Thompson,we cannot he 

expected to pay him more than he would be entitled to by law if 

the accident had occurred here,and this amount we shall get from 

the Phoenix. In future cases you should regulate the payments in 

this way,and you will observe that we are notIliable,and must not 

pay for medical attendance. On this point your reply to enquiries 

made some time ago are shortly due. I think that there maj? be a 

difference if the injured man is on articles; but you can find 

this out from the Merchant Shipping Act.

7. Par. 12. The Board approve of your having let Mr.Gorton go 

before his time was up,and they have agreed to pay him the differ

ence between the fares by mail steamer and cargo boat

8. Par. 13. I send copy of correspondence with the P.S.N.XJo. 

about the Port Stephens labourers as far as it goes,but you will 

see that I have renewed the suggestion that they should give us 

15ft all round,and on this point I am awaiting their reply. It is 

very unlike the firm of Dean to have presented each labourer with 

ten shillings each.



9, Par, 14. We are quit/e safe in having the draft/>n account; of*
/

the nHenriehhen guaranteed "by t/he London Cih£ 5; Midland Bank:*

1Q<. Par, 15, The short shipment of* Tallow by the "Corcovado" 

is disgusting,and particularly so as the market for our class,the 

edible one,is good just now, I have written to the P.S.N,Co,com

plaining strongly of our treatment,and they have expressed their 

usual regrets and promises of enquiry. I think that it is time we 

showed our beGth. a little,since complaints of the short allowance 

of space seem to he useless,and I am going to suggest that we 

should make a determined effort to get a sailing ship next year to 

carry the whole of the tallow made in the Islands. Yod know that 

it is difficult to do this through the dearth of small vessels of 

the size we want; hut if we know long enough beforehand,we may be 

able to bring it off. In this we shoiild have the cooperation of 

Mr.Mathews,whose tallow is never in time for the wool vessel. Can 

you state roughly how many casks there would he,their probable 

measurement, and give a date by which it may safely be expected to 

be in Stanley? How about the end of August? The ship should carry 

out a rough cargo,with coals for Darwin to be delivered there over 

the side,thus saving trans-shipment in Stanley,and dl our own tal

low would go on board at G&ose Green. If the ship were a little 

larger than necessary,perhaps some of the sma.ll shippers,such as 

Browning,Bender,and the like,would in consideration of a lower 

freight send their wool in the ship,and in any case you might re

serve a sufficient number of bales of sheepskins. This is well 

worth thinking over,and I should be glad to have it brought a.bout,

11, In Hoare*s Skin catalogue of the 10th September I have 

noticed AP 1? bales from Sandy Point. Is the mark a. coincidence,or 

has any of Pebaluga* s produce gone across? I can hardly think so.

12, The Bogota carried a fairly large cargo,and should be at 

Stanley before you get this,

12. Mr.E. G, Creece goes out as Storekeeper by this boat; he is 

well recommended by John Barker & Co.of Kensington,in whose service 

he was for some years,and he has made a good impression on both 

Mr.Blake and myself. We have never had a man in the Store with as 

good a training,and I shall be much disappointed if the selection
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does not/ prove t/O be a success. He has signed an agreement/ for 

five years ,beginning af/ £220 per annum,rising £10. per annum up t>o 

a maximum of £250* I have gone very lit/fcle into dehail wibh him, 

and have hold him t/hat/ he is ho place himself under your orders, 

and assume control of the whole Store staff and 'business as dir

ected by you. Probably as a new comer accustomed to shop work in 

England he may have a number of Useful ideas,and these no doubt 

you will get him to communicate freely. It is specially desirable 

that you and he should come to an understanding as to the general 

arrangement of the new building,and the future management of all 

branches of the Store business when it has been erected.

The time before the opening of the Liverpool Exhibition 

is too short for collecting any of the Falkland products,if 

could have been got of sufficient interest to warrant our showing 

them. Samples of wool are not very attractive,and it would have 

been the wrong season in the Islands for putting them up when the 

Exhibition was first brought before your notice. Perhaps a collect

ion of stuffed birds,eggs,and other natural history specimens 

would have pleased the public as much as anything,but these would 

have had to be prepared some time beforehand,and stifficient 

engaged.

f

13.

any
|

i!!

space

14. I enclose a correspondence as far as it goes with Mr.W, 

Carpenter on the subject of the Dean business, 

that an opportune time had arrived for bringing the
It seemed to me

subject for
ward, and I sent copies of my letters to Mrs,George Dean, 

here last week,and I am satisfied that she is quite
She called

on our side;
out the decision does not rest with her,although her influence and
wishes would carry some weight. Perhaps they attach 

importance to the value of the business
exaggerated

to us,for beyond the hand- 

Mr.Carpenter may or may 

are sure to hear something about it either 

Should they decide to go on as before, 

you entirely to say whether they are to be ai

ling of the wool there is not much in it. 

not write again,but you 

from Mrs.Dean or Mr.Hennah, 

it must rest with 

lowed to make use of 

they are to get their money elsewhere, 

yourself by the value of their Store

us financially or not in the future,or whether

In this you will guide 

custom to us.



15. Mr. Oswald called this week to say that he wishes ho re

turn ho Stanley,and he will leave by next 'month's boat,

16, Your cable reporting the ,,liodore,r arrived on the 14th 

Inst. ,and in view of your urgent request for the 150. bolts Canvas 

already ordered and for flexible wire rope,we have got both hur

ried forward,though not without some difficulty,coupled with un

easiness about the quality of the canvas. This order for canvas 

coming on the top of another for 90 bolts makes by far the largest 

we have ever shipped,and we can only hope that you have not asked 

for more than was necessary#

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

Managing Director#

!

:

.
\
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•Enclosures via Liverpool

Duplicates

o

Despatch No.1049

Remarks on Accounts

Ledger & Journal Entries

Remarks' on Stores <fe Supplementary remarks
Replies to Remarks

General Invoice goods per "Orcoma"

List of Dutiable Goods per "Orcoma"

List of Clients- Cargo per "Orcoma"

List oT Enclosures

1

List ot Cargo per "Orcoma"

List of* Parcels

Second of* Exchange Dor £ 71 . 5 . 6 on J.Kirwan
Clients* A/sales:-

2 3 bales Sheepskins ex "Dima"

D I-I 6 9 9 9 9

G 4 9 9 9 9

W P 2 9 9 9 9

"K^puta"M V 2 9 9

i3 9 9 9 9

2 9 9 9 9

s & s 2 9 9 9 9

"HTpa"W.Fell 4 9 9

1 9 9 9 9

2 9 9 9 9

D S 3 9 9 9 9

McG 11 9 9 9 9

Clients* Invoices goods per "Orcoma"

ilolmested <fc Blake,Ltd. ,W.D.Benney* s Estate, 

Bertrand & Felton,Pitaluga Brothers.

B/L general Cargo per "Orcoma"

:
■



Duplicabes (Originals per "Bogoba"

B/L general cargo per "Bogoba"

List/ of* Enclosures 

List of Dutiable goods per- "Bogoba-" 

List/ of Clients* Cargo per ."pogoba;"* 

List/ of Cargo per"Bogoba"

General Invoice goods per "Bogoba" 

Clienbs Invoice goods shipped 

Vere Packe .

i i

(; J!

:

London 4t,h September ,1908 j
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Enclosures via Liverpool

Originals

Copies of Cablegrams received

Copies of Cablegrams sent;

E. G-. Greece’ s agreement;

Oetzmann Sc Co.’s account for H. Clement;,

Duplicate receipts for £ £25 Sc £15 money advanced to
Mr.Creece,i

Copy of letter to the PS.N.Co.dated 9th September re
cargo per "Corcovado"

Copy of Correspondence with W.Carpenter & Mrs Dean re
Port Stephens Account*

Copy of Correspondence with P.S.N.Co.re passages.

Copy of letter from J.Barker & Co.dated 20th July,

Aiming Sc Cobb* s Sheepskins market report.

Brokers’ press copy report & contract
Tallow ex "Corcovado"

F I C 120 casks

Letters for the following:-

(2)W.A.Harding

A.Peid

A.L.Allan.

London 23rd September,1908

{
J
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• INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.

REGISTERED 1902.
$

Per Supplementary Mail, 

N° 10.51. ...................
/

^OTMtO'/l <£. C.-.___..Se.ptuemb.eT:... ...(—■

Sir,

In ray despatch via Liverpool I omitted to refer to the ques

tion of water storage,about which you wrote in your 343-13, The 

Board think that unless the ground near- the Store is very rocky,it 

will he tetter to construct the reservoir there,rather than at the 

head of the jetty,as the latter position,being low,would not give 

a sufficient head of water through the pipe running to the end. But 

before coming to a decision as to building a reservoir at all,it 

is desirable thfet you Should establish a priraa facie case for stor

ing such a large quantity as 20,00.0 gallons,and go very closely 

into the cost. It is assumed that the water would be required for 

the Company's schooners,and for supplying ships putting into the 

port. As regards the schooners,it will not be difficult to calcu

late approximately the number of gallons taken during the year,and 

under the head of schooners you will have to include the quantity 

of frsh water required by the "Samson" and the "Plym", The water 

taken by outside vessels over the last few years would be a guide 

to their requirements,and then you will probably add something for 

the needs of the engine in the Blacksmith’s shop on occasions of 

drought,which are not very frequent. Making a liberal allowance 

for all these,and remembering that as rain falls on about 260 days 

in the year,and that the storage is consequently being frequently 

refreshed,it seems at least open to question whether 20,000 gallons 

is not at least twice as much as would be needed. As to cost,a 

1000 gallon tank can be supplied here for £9,tanks for 10.,000 gals, 

would come to £90,and for 20,000 £180, 100 gallons measure 16 cub

ic feet,therefore 20,000 gallons would require a reservoir of 3200' 

c.ft.,Which would be represented by 20 x 20 x 8 ft. You would re-

'
!

i

,

!

W. A, Harding, Esq 

Manager,
• 9 ;

!
Stanley,
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quire a brick bottom probably, ,that is to say 400. square feet,and 

with these measurements you ought to he ahle to get out an approx

imate estimate of materials and labour. It will he interesting to 

see how it would compare with the cost of tanks. One advantage of 

the latter would he that they need not all he in one place,whereas 

you could not dot brick reservoirs all round the building, It 

should also he borne in mind that digging deep near the Store 

walls might have the unfortunate effect of unsettling the founda

tions and producing cracks. We must have water,and plenty of' it, 

that goes without saying; hut the provision of storage would he 

remunerative only to a limited extent,and therefore the less it 

costs the better it will he,

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,'
;

i

'
!Managing Director,
!!

■

(j

i;

i

'

:

'
I
i

'.
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Enclosures vis Lisbon

Originals

Ledger & Journal Entries

Remarks on Accounts

Eemarks on Stores

Replies to Remarks on Stores

General Invoice goods per "Ortega”

List of Cargo per '"Ortega”

B/L general Cargo per "Ortega"
Morton,Norris,Bain*s invoices goods shipped per "Ortega" 

Clients’ Invoices goods per "Ortega"

Holmested & Blake,Ltd 

Vere Packe
Sight Draft on J.Kirwan for £30 . 

Credit notes for the following

16 . - B/L attached

106 • 3 , 11Farm Account
10- 7Packe Bros. & Co.
25 3 10do.

63 11Smith & Sharp 

BailIon & Stickney 8 

Speedwell Island A/c 10

111

4

812Fell Bros.
711W.D.Benney’s Estate 

Morrison °c Grant 313
72 13Vere Packe

Letters for the following:-
iE. G. Creece ,A±i2oa

A.L.Allan.
W.A.Hardingo

I
London 26th September,1908 ;

■

i
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STljf Atikimxb Sglrntfr# (£onvp arm, i imxteti.

f! ^/u/cco/mJc/s Stkeefi

INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851. ' • -----

REGISTERED 1902.

V 6-f.
Per Orita. c M
N° 1052. o'/uur/u£.c.„.-..

Sir,

I have to acknowledge the receipt of* your despatch no* 345, 
a aid of* your letter of the 7th ult., which arrived on the 5th inst.

.2. 345-2, I have looked up the correspondence about the pro
posal to put up a "Diamond Jubilee Cottage" at Darwin,all of which 

had,I think,passed out of the recollection of' the Board, I see that 

Mr.Mathews objected to the erection of another cottage at Darwin, 
and the project seems to have been allowed to drop,without any al
ternative proposal having been made from the Islands, If you have 

any suggestion to make on the subject you had better let us have 

it. Is there any need for a house for a travelling schoolmaster,or 

is he always away from Darwin? As to Bisset,we have heard nothing 

of him,and assume that he has gone to Scotland, It is a pity that 

he was not sent away before,uni ess he was unfit to travel.
3. Par. 4. I will let you know in future about families going 

out. You may take it as a rule that anyone sent for the Stanley 

staff will be married. Your report; on the Blacksmith, is promising, 
and I hope that the Mason will make an equally good impression,

4. Par. 16. 'I was under the impression until now that one of' 
the Workmen's Compensation Acts had been specially applied to the x 

Colony,but you are no doubt right in what you say. The Directors 

have discussed this question at some length,and agree that it will 
be politic on our- part to do something in the way of voluntary com
pensation,!*! order to avert legislation which would sooner or lat
er be brought forward. It does not seem to them that we could 

sonably be called uppn to do more than is provided for in the last 

Act here,and in that there is no provision made for the payment of 

medical attendance. We have insured accident risks this year- at a

rea- ,

V/. A. Harding, Es q. 

Manager,

• > i

Stanley,
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blgh premium,and we have had forward three claims I think,but in 

each case the heaviest items,medical attendance and maintenance, 

have been ruled out,as not coming under the policy. If the acci

dents had occurred in England,the utmost compensation would have 
been half pay,not exceeding £1 per week,and nothing for the first

week,under the Act of 190.6, It seems clear already that it will not 

pay us to renew the policy when it exp ires, except for nautical 

risks,and for these we shall probably have to pay an increased 

premium. We have to consider three classes of accidental) Camp,

(2) Stanley,and (3) Schooners. In the Camp I believe that no stop

page of pay takes place when a man is laid tip',unless an accident 

or illness has occurred through his own fault,and as regards medi

cal attendance,the men are under stood all to be subscribers to the

w-

Doctor,who is also paid a standing sadary by the Company. You 

might say whether what I have written is a fact or not; if so we 

can leave the Camp out of the question. in Stanley,how about the 

monthly men who ere at times laid up; is there ever any deduction 

from their pay? If not,we pass to the men paid hy the hour,and 

about them we want information from yoCi,as it is their case that
wants most consideration. Have any of them,when laid up,received

agupanteed and paid 

by the Company,his prospects of getting his money must be shaky in

pay? What about the Doctor? Unless his fees are

many cases, Notwithstanding the scale laid down by. the Government, 

do you think that in cases like those we have bad he gets from £5 

to £10 from working .men? Would he,like the Camp doctors,be 

pared to contract with us at a, certain sum per annum for attend- 

our casual labour-? Does the payment of a subscription to 

the Stanley Benefit Club entitle the members to medical attend

ance? Would the Doctor agree to contract with Stanley men on the 

same terms as in the Camp,that is £1.1/.for single and £2,2/.for 

If he would,then we might see our- way to paying him 

a fee ourselves that would have to bear some proportion to our 

own doctor* s salary,taking into account the numbers employed in 

Stanley and the Camp respectively. As to the marine risk,that I 

think must stand. Under the Merchant Shipping Act an Owner is li

able for medical attendance in case of accident,and also for main

tenance if it is necessary to bring the seaman ashore; but in

pre-

ance on

married men?

L
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most or all cases of* illness -the cost; of medical attendance may 

te deducted from the wages. The Act of 1906 applies to seamen on 

articles,and local articles would probably be brought in under it; 

>*• thus it is probable,if not certain,that any accident on board one 

of our schooners resulting in seriotis injury or death would render 

us liable under the Act if the injured man was on the Articles at 

the time,although we should have no responsibility with, regard to 

a day labourer who might be working alongside him,rather a curious 

distinction. We cannot afford to run the risk of claims for fatal 
accidents,and so shall have to insure the crews. As to the others, 

I have indicated the main points on which we want information,and 

in Bending it you might make any suggestion that may occur to you 

as to the best way of making compensation,which ought to be fully 

provided for for a less sum than the £145 we are paying the Phoe
nix, One word more with regard to the Benefit Club; we do not 

think that a man should receive full pay from us and at the 

time draw £1 per week from the Club. If this were so,the tempta
tion to make a profit out of illness would be too much for human 

nature,and much malingering would be the result. If we made good 

the balance of what the patient world have earned it is all that 

could be looked for,

5. Par. 7. I wrote to the P.S.N.Co. about Mr*.Gorton* s tickets, 

and they were satisfied to await a remittance from Stanley,
6. Par, 3. A note was made when the Batin was sent out to re

new the supply periodically.

7. Par, 9. There was a tradition in my early days,which has 

probably died out long since,that at one time there was a project 

on foot for making a dock at the Carenage,and it was said that one 

of my predecessors promptly bought the ten acres so as to be on

same

the spot. If you a.sked Biggs or George Short you. might learn some
thing about this; I do not think that there was any thought of 

growing vegetables at such a distance from Stanley. The Board 

would not object to your- leasing it,if it could be done without 

prejudice to the Company* s interests. The lessee might have to 

fight the question of a right of way to the lighthouse,but that
would be no business of ours,

3. Par, 10. Mr.Paoke has sent in a protest to the C.O.against
v



■the proposed Government expenditure ,and is to call there when next 

in town, I suggested that he might ask the Secretary of* State to 

delay sanctioning the Estimates until after the interview# The 

jetty proposal seems to he a revival in a modified form of the 

that we succeeded in squashing 11 years ago#

9. Par. 13. After we heard of the intended despatch of the "BB- 

gota" there would hardly have been time to enquire by cable what 

goods you wanted. Paraffin we sent as you know,and hay too,.and I 

am sorry to see that there is still room for complaint about the 

freight on the latter,I thought that when they gave us preferen

tial terms the matter was settled satisfactorily. I am going to 

Liverpool this week,and shall discuss the question with Mr.Lamb 

as well as other subjects. We did not send shooks for ourselves, 

thoiigh we did for I-Iolmested & Blake. You had better keep us posted 

from time to time about rough goods that should be shipped when 

there is an opportunity; in the case of the "Bogota" there was no 

possibility of postponing the despatch of a cargo boat until we 

could get an indent home,as it was decided to send her anyhow with 

the launch,whether there was other cargo or not,probably through 

pressure brought to bear d>n the P.S.N.by the Crown Agents#

10* Par, 15. We are glad to hear of the "Lodore",and especial

ly that she will want sails,as it seems from your remarks in this 

paragraph that you had overlooked,as I feared,the order for 9a 

bolts of canvas dated 16th June and shipped by "Ortega", 

fer to the last order sent in April,but not shipped until July,so 

it is clear that the other* one was ignored/,no doubt through the 

trouble with the Storekeeper,though it is not the less regrettable, 

as it lands us with a large overstock# By the bye,the suggestion 

conveyed in your remark that canvas ordered in April was not ship

ped until Jixly is not quite conect; the order was dated 21st Ap

ril, received 16th May,and sent out for execution by the boat sail

ing on the 4th of June,but the makers could not get it ready,and 

it was actually shipped on the 2nd of July,having reached Liver
pool six weeks after the receipt of the order#

11. The Belford has been ordered from Ojueenstown to Liverpool, 

and our Solicitors have served a writ on the Captain,the result

one

You re-

l

\ x
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oT which has been that/ judgment; has been given against him,and 

the next step,to he taken immediately,will he to make him a Bank

rupt,when the Maritime Lien which he has on the ship,taking prece

dence of the Mortgagees,will he enforced,and we shall get our mon

ey.. The Captain is not inclined to help us,or the matter would 

have been settled before now. He might just as well do so',as the 

enforcement of the lien is inevitable,whatever he may do,

12, A reference to the "Sissie" in the Magazine gives tis the 

first information,unless I have overlooked it,that She has been 

sold,and we should like this confirmed. She appears as an asset 

in the London Balance Sheet,and the price obtained must be credit
ed to this office.

13. The Crown Agents have asked us if we are prepared to make 

certain payments on account of A.Petaluga,and have been told that 

we will do so on receiving authority from the Islands.

14. Tw<h cables have arrived reporting the "Gladova" and the 

"Metropolis" as having put in for repairs,and in both cases we 

have secured the necessary credits. Capt.Thomas happened to be 

here when the latter was reported,and it seems that he has a share 

in her himself, I had several conferences with Mr.R.J.Thomas,who 

represents the firm in their London office,ans was able to get 

from him in Capt.Thomas*s presence a statement of the feeling of 

the Underwriters about the Falkland Islands,which is worth noting. 

He told me that there was a growing feeling of dissatisfaction at 

the expenses to which ships were put in the Islands,and said,in 

reply to a suggestion of mine that they were as high in the Plate 

and Bio,that that was unfortunately not a fact,they could bring 

forward many instances to prove the contrary. Their Underwriters

had told him with reference to this last ca.sulty that they thoughtA
of stipulating in their policies that ships were on no account 

whatever to go into Stanley, I told him that we did not pretend to 

work cheaply,as ships were too scarce to enable us to keep the 

stock we do without exacting higb prices for any goods that might 

be wanted after being in stock for years; but I sa,id that we did 

not wish to be unreasonable,and would try to meet the wishes of 

Owners and Underwriters as far as possible, Mr*.Thomas told me that

I
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t/he Underwriters had decided to send out all masts, spars,rigging, 

sails,and all gear connected therewith,tut- that there were other 

repairs for which the Underwriters would he glad to get a price, 

as one of their principal complaints was that they were always 

working in the dark with vessels in the Islands. I said that I 

could not pretend to quote a price or make a contract here,hut 

that I would cable you to see if such a thing could he done,and I 

submitted the following which was afterwards sent:- "Metropolis 

masts,spars,rigging,sails,gear will he sent as soon as possible,at 

what do you estimate remainder,can you contract,important to carry 

it through well". He saw the Underwriters,and told me afterwards 

that they were much pleased and mollified by his report of our in

terview. If you can tender it is most desirable that you’ should do 

so,as-something really must he done to get Underwriters into a 

better frame of mind as regards ourselves.

15. I enclose copies of two letters from the P.S.N.Co.on the 

subject of the Dean passages and the short shipment per "Corcova- 

ao",which should have gone last mail.

16. Mr.Oswald goes out by this boat on an agreement for five 

years at 0260 rising to 0300 per annum, Capt.Thomas also returns, 

and the Board have agreed to increase his pay by 025 per annum,

17. We have not received the Weddell stock returns for this 

year,and should like to have them as soon as possible. The out

turn of the wool does not look satisfactory,and there is a pro

gressive decline in weight which is not re-assuring.

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,
I

__

Managing Director,
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Enclosures via Liverpool per "Orita"

Duplicates

Despatch No.1050

Ledger & Journal Entries

Remarks on Accounts

Remarks on Stores

Replies to Remarks on Stores

List of Enclosures

List of Cargo per "Ortega"

List of Dutiable Goods per "Ortega" 

List of Clients' Cargo per "Ortega"

List of Parcels

General Invoice Goods per "Ortega"

Invoice for Vere Packe goods per "Ortega" 

Second of Exchange for £ 30 . 16/- on J.Kirwan 

B/L General Cargo per "Ortega"
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Enclosures per "Orita" via Liverpool

"Originals

Wool Reports
sent

Copies of Cablegrams xkkhxxe&x

Copy of Cablegram received
Particulars of freight homeward per "Corcovado"& "Qropesa"

Copy of letter from the P.S.N.Co.of 14th Sept.re passages 

Clients* A/sales,reports & contractsA-

28 casks Tallow ex "Corcovado"H & B

28 9 99 9

50>J B 9 99 9

5W P 9 99 9

30i bales Wool ex "Corcovado11

"Oropesa"
J R

5AP 9 9

27J B 9 99 9

"Corcovado111F B 9 9

- 2 9 99 9

WED 153 9 99 9

154F 9 99 9

20B B 5 59 9

149 9 99 9

11F 9 99 9

Patent Earth Closet Co,of 13th &Conies of letters to Motile*s
16th & theirs of the 13th. October,

Copy of letter from the Colonial Office of 14th A our reply 
of 16th October re"Pitaluga"

Debit note for E.O.Creece,
reports

Copy of Brokers* A/sales & contracts Company* s Wool
and Tallow ex "Corcovado"

L,V, Oswald*s Agreement
Copy of letter from the P,S.N.Co,dated 10th September. 

Letters for the following:-

A.L.Allan (2)W.A,Harding (2) 

A.Reid Mrs Foley

London 21st October,1908
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Enclosures per Supplementary Mail via Lisbon
r\,

Originals

Ledger & Journal Entries

Remarks on Accounts

Remarks & Replies to remarks on Stores 

General Invoice goods per "Qrita"

List of General Cargo per .."Orita"

Sight Draft for £24 . 18 . 4 on J.Kirwan for Collection
B/L attached

Copy of letter from Du Croz Doxat & Co,of 21st October
re Weddell Wool

Invoices for the following

Bertrand & Felton £ 10 . 6 . 5

W. C. Girling 

Holmested & Bla,ke,Ld 3 .16' . 1 

Arming Co Cobb’s Sheepskin Market Reports

Clients* A/sales,reports & contracts
/\ ’

F B 49 Salted Hides ex "Corcovado"

55 ,5.3

i

S & S 23 9 99 9

2 bales Sheepskins ex "Oropesa"J B

AP 2 9 99 9

ex "Corcovado"W E D 10, 9 9

Reports / 
&

Contracts only
J R 2 9 99 9

13 9 99 9

2B B 9 99 9

Brokers* press copies of above reports & contracts 

Invoice for Bulbs sent by Parcel Post to Mr.Waddup (Carters) 

B/L General Cargo per "Orita"
Contract note for Rams shipped per "Orita,"
Contract for J.B.25 casks Tallow ex "Corcovado"

London 24th October,1908
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, CttraUxYCL li e Jlklkimtii diumpmtij
S' INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851.) -

REGISTERED 1902.

6' /. ^tMcee/yMc/y c.y4^

Per Oronsa, r/;7 /

ZO?ulo/i ■;£. a____18t.h November,N° 1053.

Sir,

I have to acknowledge the receipt/ of your despatch no ,346 

and of your letter of "the 6t/h ult,,which arrived on the 31st ult.
2. 346-2, I shall he ahle to give you the Board's decision 

on the Reservoir question when we have your reply to my despatch 

no. 1051. If the cost in bricks is not prohibitive that method of 

storage would seem to be preferable to tanks. Regarding the "Great 

Britain",I thought that sufficient water was collected from the 

forecastle and deck houses to supply the boiler.

3. Par,6. The " Jumin" arrived a few days before the mail,

4. Par. 7. The question of a slip is important,and I have been 

expecting to meet the dry dock proprietor who gave me information 

when it was raised before,but have not come across him yet .Prom my 

recollection of what he said I think that the main difficulty will 

be found in the small rise and fall at Stanley. Since I wrote in 

1904 you have seen the working of a slip at Gosport,and are there

fore better able to deal with the subject. At Gosport,to the best 

of my belief,the slip is laid down to low water mark,but the tide 

there gives plenty of depth at high water,which would not be the 

case at Stanley. You must have the slip deep enough at high water 

to float on any vessel you want to haul up,and although it would 

be a comparatively easy job to run it to low water mark,it becomes 

a different matter when it comes to laying the rails under water, 

in fact until I enquire I am not sure that it can be done except 

at a cost that we could not afford. Then again,although the beach 

is ours as far as low water spring tides,beyond that we could not 

go without the sanction of the Government, and whether this would

W. A. Harding, Esq• ?

Manager,

Stanley.
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"be easily obtained or not who can say?
^ getting information before next mail goes,

6, Pars,9 to 11, Shipping business is looking up,and we
ought to do better than usual this year,notwithstanding that a 

large shipment of materials for the "Metropolis" has just gone 

from Liverpool, It is most satisfactory to see that Baseley is 

getting such good results from the "Samson"* s engines,
6# Pars, 12 and IS, I am much relieved to hear that the Black

smith and Mason are shaping so well; do not omit to report further 

on them later on,
7. Par, 15. We are sending a grass line for a spring for the 

tow line,opinion here being unanimous that it is better than Man
ila, and it has been bought from the Edinburgh Roperie Co,,who quo
ted considerably less than Frost Bros,

8, Par, 16, I wrote to Camper & Nicholsons to ask if they 

could suggest where to look for the fault in the Gwendolines 

steering gear,and enclose a copy of their reply. If it is in the 

gear itself,no doubt Baseley can remedy it; but if in the rudder, 
is it impossible to unship it afloat?

9. Par, 18, The price obtained for the "Sissie is a good one, 
and you have anticipated the question put to you lately,though it 

seems a little irregular to get information of this kind from the 

local newspaper.
10,. Par,21, We are unfortunately without a copy of Mr.Moir* s 

agreement,and it would have been better Af you had given suffici
ent information to enable us to understand his letter. We want to

I will make a point of

know what the arrangement was for giving him an additional £10.per 

annum after 2-J years,and what there was about passages that caused 

this to be waived. Assuming that he is entitled to return passages 

at the end of his service,he will of course get them,and the Board 

are willing in consideration of your report to allow him six months 

absence with passages out again; but there can be no question of 

pay while he is away,as this would be establishing a new and ex
pensive precedent,and unless he alludes to it himself you had bet
ter say nothing about it.

11, So many enquiries are now being made about peat,that we 

should like you to send a small box of dried sods of a good qual

ity.
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12. When I got to Liverpool last month I found that the P.S.

^ N.Co.were sending the !,Huanchaco,, to Stanley with the Government

launch,and would be glad of cargo. We are accordingly sending some 

half pipes for drains,as recommended by Mr,Blake,a quantity of 

shooks,a large number of bricks,cement,and 50 more barrels of Par

affin oil for lamps,besides sundries. There was no time to ask you 

if you wanted anything else,and I was doubtful about the oil,but 

as Mr,Lamb agreed to take it I thought it better to take the op

portunity of the cheap freight, I am wrong,by the bye,in giving 

the launch as the reason for this despatch; it is for the purpose 

of getting the spars,sails,and other necessaries for the "Metro
polis”, and the fr^ht they are getting is enormous, 

pected departure is another reason for our always having a list of 

rough goods that can be despatched at short notice,

13. When I was in Liverpool I was told that Mr. R.R. Douglas,

representative of the principal Underwriters there on sailing 

ships,wanted to see me,and I called with Mr.Connell. Look at his 

name in the list of Liverpool agencies in Lloyd's Register,and 

you will see what an important man he is. He jumped on me at once 

on the subject of bribes or commissions to Captains,of which he 

said they had complete proof,instancing a bill for £1*740,on which 

the Captain confessed to having received £174. I told him

that he was entirely wrong,and that I should be only too happy to 

prove it as soon as I got to London,but that without the figures 

before me I could say nothing,except that the commission of 5# for

merly given had been stopped by order of the Board. We talked for 

quite an hour and a half, and when I left he had entirely changed hi 

tone,and remarked privately to Mr.Connell that he was much pleased

with the interview. The rest of the story is told in the enclosed 
rcorrespondence,after reading which you will say that the time was

not wasted. I want you now to go into the matter of the "Rhuddlan
give

Castle” ,and supply all the facts that I was unable to Kwppfry, What 

he said about their idea of warning ships not to go to Stanley 

tallies with what I had heard previously from Mr,Thomas here,and 

it will be a great thing if I have completely turned Underwriters 

round,and induced them to give us their benevolent blessing,in

This unex-
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place of the maledictions they have lavished on us for so many 

n yeans. I found that Mr.Douglas was greatly in favour of work being 

done as much as possible by contract,and our foreman carpenter 

certainly ought to be au fait in the matter of preparing tenders.

14. Since I last wrote two cablegrams have arrived,the first 

advising the arrival of the "Gulf Stream",for which a credit has 

been advised,while the second is so important that I will give its 

translation in fulls— "Send at earliest opportunity 3600 feet each 

"nought one Reliance canvas Hindley's of no use whatever,six steel 

"plates Quarter (£") 180.60 Metropolis cost of repairs will be 

"about £1900 we. can contract for the greater part". This is seri

ous news about Hindley*s canvas,and I have given them notice that 

we shall expect to be reimbursed in the event of its not being up
1

to standard. This,however,can only apply to the second lot of 150. 

bolts,as the first must have been the usual "Crown Royal" you or

dered. I think that I have more than once expressed doubts about 

this canvas,and we must put it on our black list in future. With 

regard to the steel plates,no size was given; but as we had an 

order already for the same quantity 13.6 by 4.6,1 understood that 

you wished it doubled,and this has been done. What the meaning of 

"180 60" is we cannot make out,it might have been inches,equal to 

15 ft.by 6 ft. ,but then you would have expressed it so in code 

words,or again,it might refer to cargo shipped,but in that case 

you would have given the words denoting bales or casks,and pre

fixed the name of the ship. After twisting the figures about in 

every way the mystery has to be given up until the arrival of the 

mail. Something may have been left out which would render the meani 

ing clear,but if sent as received I must point out the desirabili

ty of making sure that your messages are in all cases intelligible. 

As to contracting for the greater part,we are left in doubt as to 

whether you have contracted with the Captain,or are sending de

tails by mail; in any case we can do nothing until we get them.

This part of the message has been communicated to W. Thomas Sons 

& Co, ,Ltd.
15. The Managers of the Liverpool Colonial Products Exhibi

tion sent in a debit note for £25 for space,and I at once counter-
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manded -the despatch of the two venerable penguins that ornament
/~s

our Board Room,explaining that, it was only proposed t,o lend them 

as curiosities ,more by way of obliging the Governor than anything. 

The Managers replied that the account had been sent in error,as it 

was for the space engaged by the Government,and I then allowed 

them to go. It is somewhat of a fraud,for anyone might search the 

Islands for weeks without encountering a King penguin,the species 

being,I believe,almost extinct in the Colony.

16. The reference to prices in my letter to Mr.Connell calls 

for some remark. We have taken out those of some of the principal 

materials supplied to ships,and it is difficult to see upon what 

principle they are based. Taking the c.i.f.cost to us,canvas is
<hu (t*\oxJr> 6 S~ fc (qq

sold at a profit of 65 to 70$,Manila Rope 148$,and while the prof-
'&S. /S6

it on wire rigging is only 107$,on flexible wire rope it is 262$.
3oo

Again,the price of iron plates shows a profit of 402$,while angle
2 00

iron only yields 165 ft, On "the other hand, the profit on bolts and
i%0

nuts in not quite 29ft. It is,of course,a fact,or used to be,that
for

the price of iron is^the finished article,and that there is at 

times a good deal scrapped,while there is loss in passing through 

the fire,but this is not sufficient to account for the discrepan

cies that are shown. After taking into account waste and loss,it 

looks as if there were room for a reduction in many cas^,and it 

will be well to draw the new Storekeeper s attention to the sub

ject,as he will probably be able to bring more intelligence to 

bear on it than the late one. The old Falkland idea expressed in 

the words, "here is a ship,let us plunder her",was one that I al

ways tried to combat,and if we can get our subordinates to under

stand that the cheaper we can work the better rfe will be for our

selves in the long run it will be much to our advantage.

17. There is a discrepancy in the wool per "Lima" which we 

cannot understand notwithstanding your explanation. According to 

the Bill of Lading there should have been 41 marked S and 10, H in 

diamond. The outturn was 40 S and 11H; the total number of bales 

delivered having been correct we have no claim on the ship. But as 

between Mr.Packe and ourselves we have only accounted for 40 bales,

i
!
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and have one to make up. We have the specification,and it is quite 

clean that no. 165,a hale of locks,is missing# There is no specifi-
v

cation of the H mark,hut the landing account gives numbers 21 to 

31 inclusive,and it is impossible that any of these can he the 

missing one. We are therefore in the position of having to account 
to Mrs.Hansen for one hale more than shown on the B/L,while we 

have to pay Mr.Packe for the short delivery,unless on your side 

you can see where the error lies,
18. We are on the point of getting the "Bedford" money,our 

Solicitors having arrested the ship through the Captain,whom we 

sued for the amount. There are two mortgages held by the Clydes
dale Bank,hut the Captain's claim takes precedence of them. The 

Captain,although threatened with bankruptcy,refused to act with us 

for some time,hut eventually had to get Messrs.Ince to include his 

wages in the amount of the claim,as he could get no settlement.
19. The d.emand for Tallow has quite fallen off,and we still 

have the greater part of the "Junin^'s on hand,another loss sus
tained through your requirements nob having received proper atten
tion at Valparaiso.

20. One of the Directors has complained that he cannot read 

the copies of despatches and Mr,Allan's letters,and I had a good 

deal of difficulty myself. The carbon sheets are being used too 

long,or possibly they are of a bad quality. We are sending out a 

supply of both foolscap and quarto of a kind that we find good 

enough here.

:
Ii

I am,Sir,
your obedient servant,

Managing Director#
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Enclosures per Supplementary Mail

Originals
i

Ledger & Journal Entries 

y/ Remarks oh Ac counts 

yj Replies bo Remarks on Stores 

v Lis*t of* General Cargo per f,Oronsafl 

General Invoice goods per "Oronsa11 

List/ of Clients' Cargo per "Oronsa11 

Clients' reports & contracts

J B 46 Salied Hides ex "Junin"(/
McG 22 9 99 9

T R 73 bales Wool ex "Junin"V

K 33 ) 99 9

report only J R B C 26 9 9 19 9

J H W 42 9 99 9

H B 9 casks Tallow
*/■ MoG 8

Invoices for -the following:-
con-tract only v 9 9

9 9 9 99 9

Hoifemesbed & Blake,Ltd. goods per "Oronsa"
V

Vere Packe ) 99 9

"Huanchaco"dit/t/O

Cartersinvoice for goods sent -to Vere Packe

Credit/ nobe for Mrs Williams £ 2 . 19 . 8

Sbickney Brobhers 5

j A/sale H B 16 casks Tallow ex "Junin,r
Brokers' press copies Company's A/sales reports & contracts

Hides,Tallow & Wool exVunin"

9 9

4 10*9 99 9

B/L General Cargo per "Oronsa"v/

.
i

London 21sb November,1908

I
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Enclosures via Liverpool

• xOriginals
■ ' . *'. % ■*

Copies of Cablegrams sent/,

received

v Copy of letter from Moule's P.E.C.Co. ,Ltd dated 2nd October.

Copy of letter from Camper & Nicholson,Ltd dAfced 11th Nov, 
v Copy of letter to Mr Connell of 28th his reply of 30th Mr.

Douglas to Mr Connell of 29th & his reply of 30th Oct, 
/ Kirkland Cope's Account for F. I. King

W. A. Harding
Alfred Wilson's Account for G. A. Cobb 

Clients' A/sales

«v

Copy 9 9

;

J

\r 9 9 9 9

</

B B 2 bales Sheepskins ex "Corcovado”

WED 10y 9 9 9 9 9 9

A P "Oropesa11Quantity 9 9

J B 2 bales 9 9

JR 2 9 9 9 9 9 9

Club Quantity 

J B 25 casks Tallow

"Corcovado119 9

9 9

H B 4 9 9 9 9

Clients' reports & contracts:-
N5 casks Tallow ex "Junin11W P

v 1
J B 9 9 9 9 9

6 9 9 9 9

L 54 9 9 9 9

D S 2 *9 9 9
f

F 15 9 9 9 9

H W 12 9 9 9 9

McGr 8 9 9 9 9

Brokers' psess copies of above reports & contracts

/ Copy of letter to the Liverpool Colonial Products Exhibition
dated 6th November.

Corrected particulars of homeward freight per "Corcovado” 

y Debit note for A.Reid.

y Corrected Invoice for W.C.Girling.
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Letters for tte following; t. r01 . (

A. L. Allan (2) WvA . Harding ,W. C. Girling,
:.:cc •v

Giriing.'
T

Governor Allar&yce ,Mrs ;
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Enclosures via Liverpool
»!

Dupl icat^es

Despatch No. 1052 dated. 21st October. 

Decider & Journal Entries 

Remarks on Accounts 

Renarks & replies to Remarks on Stores 

List of Enclosures 

List of' Clients' Cargo per,,0ritaM 

List of General Cargo per "Orita 

List of Dutiable Goods per "Orita"

List of Parcels

*

n . it

General Invoice goods shipped per "Orita" 

Clients A/sales &c.:-

P.B.49 Salted Hides ex "Corcovado"
S & S 23 9 9 9 9

J R 27 bales Wool ex "Oropesa"

"Corcovado"B B 20 9 9

P 154 9 9 9 9I

P 11 "Oropesa!"9 9

149 "Corcovado M9 9

iJ R 30 9 9 9 9

•AP •5 "Orop^a"

"Corcovado"
9 9

W E D 153 9 9z\
P B 1 9 9 9 9

W P 5 casks Tallow 9 9

J B 6 9 9 9 9

Second of Exchange for £ 24 . 18 . 4 & B/L attached

Contract for the carrying of Animals per "Orita"
-2 /

Clients' Reoprts c contracts:-

AP 2 bales Sheepskins ex "Oropesa"i

(
J B .2I 9 9 9 9

WED lO "CorcovadoQ,9 9

13 9 9 9 9

B B o
9 9I 9 9

L J R 2
9 9 9 9
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CliensV Invoices for goods per "Or it/a n

510 6Bertrand & Felton
W. C. Girling 

B/L Cargo per $ Or it a"

5 ' 355

-r

r'x i !
London 18th November,1908*.
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QTlrr jftdklmtd Jglmtfr# (limtyaup
INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER 1851. '; 

REGISTERED 19 02.

Per Oriana. a(/oru&n ,£C-___ 16th. December , J&T8.N° 1064.

Sir,

I have ho acknowledge "the receipt; of your* despatch no♦ 347 and. 
ol letters or the 2nd. and 4th or November,which arrived on the

30th ult.
2. Par.4. Your surmise that Dears paid only £12 ror the lab- 

correct,but as the P.S.N.Co.have denied it,it would 

be dirricult to tell them in so many words that they are liars.

The case or the ramily you mention I cannot work out ror certain 

rrom Mr• Hennaih* s letter,but if he means that there were rour rull 

rares at £14 and two at hair price,it would have cost us £63,and 

ir they were really taken ror £52 we shall have to write most ser—

ourers seems

iously to Liverpool.
3. Par.5. Statistics or Tallow have been taken out,and a

can make out an approximatestatement is enclosed. As soon as you
of what, -bo expect, for the proposed sailing vessel,you must 

let, us have it,. In deciding on the freight to be charged,we must 

overlook the fact that alt hough, according to the custom of the

account

not
trade,it must be on the gross weight,the measurement will be con- 

,and adding to this the large amount or broken stow- 

,the tonnage or tallow that a vessel may be able to carry is
than her register,if as much.

siderably more

age

quite likely to be no 

think that

I do notmore
anything less than 40/.would cover us,unless we are

•than I expect,. If the vessel is de-able to charter much cheaper 

cided on,all hides and a 

back ror her,so 

days we
wool. Regarding the P.S.N.Co 

make out,be cause through an

sufficiency or sheepskins should be kept

that she may have a rull cargo. In the old sailing

always rilled up in this way,and at times shipped a lot or
the case is not quite as bad as you

• 9

oversight here in checking the Bogo-

W. A.Harding,Es<i. ,

Manager,

Stanley.
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ta' s freight account it was not noticed that primage had teen 

charged. On pointing this out we have received credit for the over- 

~ charge,both on the Bogota and the Huanohaco, You are under a little 

misapprehension about the former,for the fact was that under pres

sure from the Government they had decided to send her whether they 

got any cargo from us or not. We did not ship bricks and hay for 

the purpose of making up weight,but because we thought you would 

be ready for them,and I may point out that on the bricks I took anh- 

other 2/6d.out of them,the freight being 20/,net against 22/6d.by 

the Galicia. Then again,the Government launch was taken out for 

£325,which you call a very moderate figure; but how about the Plym, 

which they carried for us for £226,the last £26 being in consider

ation of the engines and boiler being left in her,making the lift 

some 27 tons? They had asked £400 for the Penguin,but the Crown 

Agents made such a fuss about it that they came down. You will see 

that the devils are not as black as they are painted; but at the 

same time you were quite right to call attention to the subject, 

which is one that I have ever before me,rather to Mr,Lamb's annoy

ance.

4. Par,9, I was not aware until now that Mr,W,M,Dean had any 

personal prejudice against the Company. It is inexplicable,except 

on the theory that it was born in him,and is in his blood,for no

thing has ymr ever been done by us to create it. Mrs,George Dean 

quite seemed to see that they had fallen away from the line the 

old gentleman always adhered to,and if it were in her power to re

turn a-nce more to the understanding laid down in the agreement for 

sale,I am convinced that she would do so. As regards charging 7%f> 

interest all round,what effect do you think it would have on our 

clients generally? Do you not think that there might be an approach 

made by the bulk of them to John Hoare & Co 

of getting their wool and other produce would finance them,aay 

through Williams,and send out coin if necessary to meet their looal 

disbursements? Such a step would have to be taken with the utmost 

caution,after feeling our way most carefully. As to the Deans,if 

in the end they still refuse to do more with us than they do now,

who in consideration• 9
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that is,make use of our money,while they bujjr but little from us 

and give our vessels no freight,we may oast them off altogether, 

and tell them to get someone else to finance them; but we should 

not do this hurriedly or without your concurrence,and we may as 

well go on for the present as we have been doing,trusting to the 

influence of the local partners,Mrs.Dean and Mr.Hennah,both of 

whom seem to be well disposed,
5. Pars. 10 and 22. The matter of the canvas has been taken up 

promptly,and Mr.Woods has ©greed to take it all back with expenses, 

of which an account has been sent him. We have had the opinion of 

several experts,and there is only one opinion on the subject,that 

the shipment of the 19th September is inferior to any that has 

been shipped before as "Crown Royal". As regards "repairing can
vas, you share the opinion which I admit I have held,for want of km 

knowing better,that the expression denotes an inferior quality. It 

is nothing of the Sort; sails are repaired with precisely the same 

quality canvas as that of which they are made,but of a lighter 

number,this being for the purpose of matching that which is al

ready half worn,and therefore thinner. For confirmation of this, 

see Ratsey' s letter of the 28th April last,of which a copy was 

sent you by the May mail. You will see therefore that the repair

ing canvas,of which you have sent cuttings,proves nothing,except 

that it is of the same brand as Hindiey's last,and I learn from

Mr.Woods that they bought it from Haywards of Crewkeme,one of the
t

best makers in the West of England, With regard to Smith's complaih 

about wool bales,the invoice seems to show that they were of the 

size ordered,and Mr,Woods cannot find out that there was any devia
tion from the order,so you will have to send one home to enable us 

to substantiate the complaint.
6. Par. 11. We shall hear from you as to the cost of a brick 

reservoir,which the Board are inclined to favour in preference to 

tanks on receiving your explanation; but we think that it might be 

better to make It deeper,and,unless large rocks crop up,put it up 

with the top on a level with the ground. You will no doubt report 

as to the thickness desirable,probably 14 inches will be suffici

ent, or a brick and a half,

7. Par. 13, I have been into the question of a slip since last
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mail,and have consulted Mr. Kenneth Brown,a dry dook owner,who at 

one time owned a slip himself1. What he tells me is,I Tear fatal 

to our establishing one in Stanley; if there were more rise and 

fall,so that at low water the railway oould be laid to a suffici

ent depth,it would be a simple matter; but as we could only get 

six feet,the rest of the piles would have to be driven through 

water and the fixing of the ways done by divers,which would add so 

enormously to the cost that it could not be thought of. He has 

suggested as an alternative a small pontoon dock,and I am in cor

respondence with Swan Hunter & Wigham Richardson as to this, Mr, 

Brown is also writing to another firm in the North, I fear it will 

be beyond us,but I will let you know the result.

8, The Board assent to the purchase of the Weddell freehold, 

and you can go on with it. This may add perhaps to the amount at 

which the mortgage now stands.

9, Par. 15, The return on the subject of the West Falkland 

mail shows that complaints have been much exaggerated,and the 

Government ought to acknowledge the service done them and the pub Id 

by the liberal use of the "Samson".

10, Par,23, It would have been interesting to see a copy of 

the contract for the repairs to the Metropolis,as the cable inti-

*

mated that it oould embrace the greater part,and we do not know 

what has been left out. You say thatit takes in all that wss men

tioned in the Report of Survey,so probably what remains is of lit

tle account.

11, Par, 16. We have only recovered a small sum on account of 

Porter, although we claimed to he indemnified against claims under 

the Merchant Shipping Act,and we are liable for medical attendance 

and board. We shall not renew under the old conditions,but must 

cover ourselves against marine risks.
12. Further on par.23,the owners of the Metropolis have not 

written,and you do not say what your original claim was,nor what 
the Captain considers sufficient. These matters should always be 

settled on the spot. I will try to see Mr,Thomas in their London 

office.

13. Your partial translation of the telegram about steel plat-
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ing now sliows what the figures meant,but why you used them instead 

of the words denoting dimensions,linear,in, feet and inches,begin- 

^ ning on page 1130 of the Code hook passes comprehension. As the 

plates may he necessary for some special work you have in hand,I 

have thought it better to send them,and those that went last mail 

will come in on some future occasion we must hope.

14* I enclose copy of a letter from Mr.H.H.Schmidt,owner of 

the "Henriette",which explains itself. J do not think that you 

would be justified in putting in a hill for the crew's wages except, 

in the way I have suggested to him,and I hope that he will be sat

isfied with it.

15, I am pleased to be able to report that we have received 

£1450 from our Solicitors on account of the Belford's bill,and 

that our taxed costs are to be paid. Messrs .Ince have got us out 

of this very well.

16. A Camp carpenter named Jay has been engaged at Brighton, 

and will go next mail. I have a very good account of him from 

Steele,who used to work at Boy Cove,and he comes from good stock, 

his father being a builder in Hove. He is a lifelong abstainer.

17. Wool was decidedly better at the sales just closed,and 

prospects for the first half of next year are fairly encouraging, 

though it is impossible to say from month to month how the market

is likely to go.

I am,Sir,

your obedient servant,

1606

Managing Director.
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Enclosures per Supplement,ary Mail via Liston.

Originals.

Ledger & Journal Entries

Remarks on Accounts

Remarks on Stores

Replies to Remarks on Stores

List of Oeneral Cargo per '’Oriana" in duplicate 

B/L general Cargo per "Oriana"

General Invoice goods shipped per "Oriana" in duplicate

Copy of P.S.N.Co* s debit note for Potatoes supplied eis
"Orissa"

Copestake* s invoice for transfers supplied,

Jacobs & Barringer*s invoice for goods shipped per "Orissa"

Copy of letter from H.H.Schmidt dated 16th instant.

Particulars of West Falkland Mail Service returned as requested

Summary of Shipments of Skins,Hides & Tallow from Stanley

Clients* reports & contracts

3 bales Sheepskins ex "JuninJ1K

McG 9 9 99 9

R B C 2 9 99 9

T R 4 9 99 9

"Orissa"S I 14 9 9

"Oriana"B B 2 9 9

"Oropesa" (remainder) 

PCorcov^do”

Day*s certicicate of strength Gin per "Oriana"

Samples of Canvas teased out to show length of fibre used 

Press copies of Sundry Broker* s reports & contracts. 

Clients* Invoices goods shipped per "Oriana"
Vere Paxjke,George Bonner & Bertrand & Felton.

A/sale for L 21 casks Tallow ex "Junin"

Brokers* press copy A/sale Company*s Tallow ex "Junin" 

Letters-for the following

W.A.Harding,A.L.Allan,(2) Reid A 

Arming & Cobb*s Skin reports.

AP 2 9 9

13 9 99 9

London 19th December,1908
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: Enclosures.via, Liverpool r• t'0

;

Duplicates i• -

. fft
Despatch No.1053 dated 18th November. 

Ledger & Journal Entries 

Remarks on Accounts 

Remarks on Stbres 

Replies to Remarks on Stores '

List of General Cargo per "Oronsa"

.Llat:^,M4^le■ Good-3 per"Pronsa" 

List of Clients’ Cargo per "Oronsa 

List of Parcels 

List of Enclosures 

General Invoice" Goods per "Oronsa"

- . ti • • .;-\vxoc
\ •

c

vc s r :eq o •*' aO a\a

Clients' Reports & Contracts

H W 49 bales Wool ex in”
*ic or:Li• !c vK 33 9 99 9

reports only.
T R 73 

i,R B C 26

J B 46 Salted Hides 

McG 22

9 99 9

9 99 9

9 9

i C.F cars
9 99 9

H W 12 casks Tallow 9 9

W P 6t 9 99 9

J B 9 9 99 9

c

F 12 9 99 9

6H G C 9 99 9

8MoG 9 99 9

L 54 9 99 9

2D S 9 99 9

Invoices for the following:-
197 . ft . 7Vere Paoke

Holmested & Blake,Ltd. 6 . 10 . 4



I

(XC

Clients* A/sales *-

10 tales K&fltt Shbepskins ex "Coroovado 

Quantity 

2 bales

WED

9 9 9 9

3-> ,• oJ'I. {B B 9 9 9 9

T R "Oropesa"% ■ 9 9 9 9 O.'.'o

J B 2 9 9 9 9 9 9

Quantity

25 casks Tallow8e*>oc* ■ rrc
B/L general Cargo p^r 11 Oronsan

AP J. 9x.r..-0j' 9 9

J B "Corcovado"* hi-1

c: Iqe-H
•'.riartO'rO” ‘liq c;f-r.^O *10 de-M

Duplicates relating to5 "Huajich^cb^sn Cargo
*:• .Tiu

c I j - -, Tie • ctl
B/L general Cargo per above 

Contract note ion Wild Ducks 

List of General Cargo 

General Invoice,, goods shipped 

List of Clients* Cargo.

’* .

*. ?s;< ?

V'U-O

as o '
a *■

London. 21st November ,1908 :• • Oc •
o.- ir • ■

? •

«'

: t

— • •. !• . V.

f . r:
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Enclosures via Liverpool

Originals

Wool market/ reports

Copies of1 Cablegrams sent;

receivedCopy 9 9

Copy of let/ber from H.H. Schmidt; of 12th & our reply of 

irth December re "Henriette"

Clients' A/sales

Mod 22 Salted Hides ex "Junin"

J B 46 9 9 9 9

MoQ- 8 casks Tallow 9 9

6 9 99 9

W P 6 9 9 9 9

J B 9 9 99 9

H W 12 9 9 9 9

"Corcovado"H & B 17 9 9

"Junin"2F 9 9

H & B 52 9 99 9

L 22 9 9 9 9

42 bales Wool ex ,,Junin,,H W

K 33 9 99 9

T R 73 9 99 9

R B C 26 9 99 9

Brokers' press copies Co's A/sales Woibl,Hides & Tallow ex
"Junin,r

Clients' contracts;-

2 bales Wool ex "Orissa”S I
13 casks Tallow ex "Junin"F

D S 2 9 99 9

L 11 9 99 9

J B 19 9 9 9 9

L 21 9 9 9 9

Arming & Cobb's list of Sales for 1909

Letter from C.Mackinlay & Co,dated 1st December re Whisky

London*16th December,1908


